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Fsbntruy 26,2004 
"his crmflnnation is not an mdnmement ofthe project nor dose it oonwy approval with 
any other mgulations Eldminisk?red by any other agency. 
conrplying with Hawaii% CZM P m v .  If you have WIY yucstions, please cat1 John Nakagawa 
of our CZM Program at (808) 587-2878. 
you fbr your coqxration in 
Sincerely, 
c: Planning Jhparbnm~ County of Hawaii 
In repIy refer to: MSR 
United States Department of the Interior 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
Pacific Islands Ecoregion 
300 Ala M m a  Boulevard, Room 3-122 
Box 50088 
Honoluiu, Hawaii 96850 
APR 2 4  21100 
Roben McLaren, PhD. 
Institute for Astronomy 
University of Hawaii at Manoa 
2680 Woodfawn Drive. 
Honolulu, HI 96822 
Re: Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W. M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger Telescope 
Project at Mauna Kea, Hamakua District, Hawaii 
Dear Dr. McLaren: 
The US. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) has reviewed the December 1999, Wekiu Bug 
Mitigation Plan for the W. M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger Telescope Project at Mauna Kea, 
Hamakua District, Hawaii. The project sponsor is the Institute for Astronomy (IfA). The proposed 
Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan (WBMP) was specifically prepared by Pacific Analytics L. L. C. to 
address potential problems that might arise during the construction and operation of the Outrigger 
telescopes. It also includes a longer-range monitoring component that will be important in assessing 
factors that may affect the life cycle and population growth ofthe wekiu bug. The recommendations 
of the report will be included In the Final Environmental Assessment (EA) for the W. M. Keck 
Observatory, Outrigger Telescope Project and will be attached to the Conservation District Use 
Application (CDUA). The proposed project site is entirely located on ceded land owned by the State 
of Hawaii and managed by the IfA, an affiliate of the University ofHawaii. The Service offers the 
following comments for your consideration. 
As the WBMP acknowledges, the summit area of Mauna Kea is home to a unique Hawaiian 
ecosystem. Several endemic lichens, ferns, and arthropods including a Iycosid spider (Lycosa sp.), 
a moth species belonging to the genus Agrufis, and the wekiu bug (N'szius wekiuicola) are found on 
Mauna Kea and nowhere else in the world. Furtfiennore, as the WBh4P acknowledges, it is possible 
that construction and operation of the Outriggers could have a deleterious impact on the wekiu bug 
population. We are pleased that the IfA is committed to do no harm to the wekiu bug population 
during the proposed construction and operation of the Outriggers. Currently, the wekiu bug is a 
candidate for Federal listing under the Endangered Species Act. To the best of our knowledge, no 
other federally endangered, threatened, or candidate species, significant wetlands, or other Federal 
trust resources occur in the immediate summit area of the proposed project site. 
The Service supports the recommendations in the WBMf to minimize project impacts to endemic 
arthropods on the Mauna Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude environment 
from alien species introductions, garbage generation and collection, and visitor use. The Service also 
supports the proposed designation of a Natural and Cultural Preserve Area consisting of over 10,760 
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acres and its permanent preservation as described in the M a w  Kea Science Reserve Master Plan. 
We believe each of the recommendations made in the WMP will greatly minimize the possibility 
of negative impact to wekiu bug habitat. 
The Service supports Recommendations IV-1 through IX-3 and requests they be incorporated into 
the W. M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger Telescope Project final EA. The final EA should identify 
any of the recommendations that will not be included in the project due to engineering and seismic 
considerations and include an explanation of the rationale for this decision. The final EA should also 
include a discussion of the cumulative impacts to wekiu bug habitat within Pu’u Hau Oki crater from 
the Subaru and Keck observatory sites. Furthermore, the final EA should discuss the best options 
for dealing with snowfall on the road leading to the observatory. Graded snow and the dust ‘it 
captures are likely to impact surrounding wekiu bug habitat if not handled properly. 
Since astronomy development began on the summit in 1963, only two formal on-site arthropod 
studies have been conducted. Since 1963, an estimated 25% of the potential wekiu bug habitat has 
been lost due to astronomy development. Recent studies have corroborated incidental observations 
that wekiu bug populations have declined. The Service supports the recommendation to include 
ongoing monitoring of the wekiu bug as a component of the W. M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger 
Telescope Project. Howevery we request that the linal EA for the project specifically describe a lang- 
term biological monitoring program that will be implemented. The monitoring program should be 
designed to provide the project sponsor with inferences about ecological changes and the impacts 
of the project and its management strategies on natural resources within the reserve. The Service 
would be happy to review the components of a specific program for monitoring the wekiu bug and 
other resources, when it is available. 
The Service appreciates the opportunity to comment on the WBMP, and we look fbrward to 
reviewing the W. M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger Telescope Project final EA, when it is,available. 
If you have any questions regarding these coments, please contact Fish and Wildlife Entomologist 




cc: Mr. Michael Buck, DOFAW 
MI. John GBh, DOFAW 
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May 3, 1999 
STATE OF HAWAII 
OEFARTMENT O f  U N O  AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
Dr. Robert A. McLaren, Interim Director 
Institute for Astronomy 
University of Hawaii at Manoa 
2680 Woodlawn Drive 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
LOG NO: 23155 
DOC NO: 9903PM07 
Dear Dr. Mclaren: 
SUBJECT: Request for Historic Preservation (Chapter 6E, HRS) and National 
Historic Preservation Act (Section 106) Review -W.M. Keck 
Observatory Outrigger Telescope Project in the 
Mauna Kea Science Reserve, Ka'ohe, Hamakua, Hawaii Island 
TMK: 4-4-45:09 
Thank you for your letter of March 17,1999 and the opportunity to review and cdmment on the 
Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) prepared for the proposal to add four to six 1.8-meter 
"outrigget' telescopes around the nhfo existing t 0-meter Keck telescopes located on Pu'u H a i  I 
Oki. 
Before discussing our review of the DEA, two aspects of the review process need darification. 
First, the DEA and your letter correctly indicate that the project needs to comply with Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) because federal funds am being used for 
the project. Your letter, however, asks that we coordinate our review with the Advisory Council 
on Historic Preservation (ACHP). According to the Section 106 regulations, it is technically the 
responsibility of the federal agency, in this case NASA, to determine the effect of a project on 
historic properties and to consult with the State Historic Preservation Offlce on its 
determination. The agency may designate another party, such as IFA, to execute its 
responsibility. We suggest that you or NASA review ow comments on the OEA and, if you 
agree, submit the recommended determination to our office for our official comment. We 
would be glad to provide you with any information you need on the Section 108 process. 
Second, your letter asks us to review the finding of "no significant impact" proposed by the 
DEA. We do not review determinations of this sort because, if we understand COKeCtly, this 
assessment considers a combination of factors, issues, and subject matters that are beyond 
our expertise and jurisdiction. Our assessment 6f effect in the following discussion Conforms 
with our standard review process and we ask that it be incorporated in the final Environmenthi 
Assessment. 
roposes that IFA wll be requesting a "no effect" ~ e t e ~ t n ~ t i o n  far the constnrctlan 
of the outngger observatones when applying for the appromate permits. TO s ~ ~ p 0 t - t  this 
finding, the DE.4 cites past studies and a compliance letter to argue that no histonc propenres . 
are present in the project area. it nates that no cultura remains were found on Pu'u Hau Oki 
reported during the construction of the Keck I or Keck I1 observatories. It concludes that Pu'u 
Hau Oki appears to be-of no particular cultural significance because ethnographic infomation 
comp ed in conjunction with the 1982 survey did not attribute any particular significance to the 
pu'u.' Finally, the DEA cites a "no effect" assessment received from the State Historic 
Preservation Ofice (SHPO) for the establishment of optical test sites on Pu'u Hau Oki (Ltr. 
Wilson to Mctaren, June 30, 1998). 
in a 1982 reconnaissance survey of the summit cones 4 and no sub-surface remains were 
As a point of clarification, the first archaeological reconnaissance of Pu'u Hau Oki actually took 
place in 1981 when a portion of the cinder cone was surveyed as one of the five alternative 
locations for the proposed Kitt Peak National Observatory data coilecting facilities (Ltr. McCoy 
to Jeffries, June 9, 1981). A third reconnaissance survey of another part of P 'u Hau Oki was 
undertaken in 1990 when the 5.1 acre Subaru Obsefvatory site was surveyed . No 
archaeological sites were found in either of these surveys. 
Y 
As you are aware, we are currentiy reviewing historical, ethnographic, and archaeological 
information on Mauna Kea in the process of preparing an historic preseruation plan for the 
Science Reserve which includes the summit region. During this process, we have come to 
believe that the cluster of cinder cones which merge and collectively form the summit of Mauna 
Kea is an historic property and that this single landscape feature probably bore the name 
Kukahau'ula. This single landscape feature is now called Pu'u Hau Oki, Pu'u Kea, and Pu'u 
Wekiu. Several lines of evidence lead us to the condusion that the cluster of cones is an 
historic property. These will be discussed in more detail in documents being prepered for the 
preservation plan. The first line of evidence indicating the cultural and historical importance of 
the summit isfiat, at a minimum, some portion of the summit cluster bore the name 
Kukahau'ula who appears s a character in recorded Hawaiian traditions and as a figure in 
legends about Mauna Kea . As a character in traditional histories and genealogies, he is the 
husband of Lilinoe and is named as an 'aumakua (family deity) of fishermen. A descendant. 
Pae, was known as an exceptional fisherman whose bones were coveted for fishhooks by the 
paramount chief Umi. In one legend, Kukahau'ula is cast in a more fanciful role as the suitor 
and husband of Poliahu, the deity of snow and, poetically, his name is said to allude to the 
pink hue that can be seen reflecting from the snow-covered summit. Lilinoe plays a similar role 
in the mountain's traditions in that she appears both as a traditional character and a mythical 
P 
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5 Figure . She is. however. even more frequently assoetatea wth the summlt regton of Mauna 
Kea. In addition to being the wife of Kukanau'ula in some traditions. she IS said to have been 
buned near the summit and is called the "woman of the mOUntaln." One tradition has her 
being an ancestor of the illustnaus Mahi family who served as Warnors and attendants to the 
paramount alii' of Hawaii Island. In legends, Lilinoe becomes the embodiment of fine mist, the 
literal meaning of her name, and as such IS the companion or sister of Poliahu. 
The flames Kukahau'ula and Lilinoe are both attributed to cinder cones in the summit region: 
Kukahau'ula to the summit and Ljlinoe to a cone immediately to the southeast of the summit 
cluster. These names, along with that of Waiau, appear on the earfiest reli le map in 1884 
and are repeated in the next survey of the summit region in 1891 and .l892' Kukahau' la is 
all the place names in the summit region, these three are applied the earliest and most 
consistently to specirtc landmarks on the mountain. In co pilin the 1892 map of Mauna Kea, 
W.D. Alexander refers to these as "genuine native names ." The place name Poliah appears 
in traditions and native testimonies as being applied to a trail, spring, pond, and caw', but it is 
not consistently applied to a single and identifiable landscape feature until 1892 when W.D. 
Alexander proposes attaching this name to yq Bameless peak" in honor of the demigoddes, 
Poliahu, who figures in the tale of Laieikawai 
given as the name of "the highest peak" even earlier in 1873 land boundary testimonies Y . Of 
T I g  
, 
While the association between the summit and Kukahau'ula is sufficiently clear, it is not as 
clear which specific topographic features at the summit are encompassed by the name. The 
conclusion drawn here that Kukahau'ula, and thus its association with a significant individual 
and character, probably applied to the entire summit duster relies on four major arguments. 
First, use of the name Pu'u o Kukahau'ula in the boundary testimonies and in subsequent 
' Kamakau. S.M. Ruling Chiefiof Hawaii. Honolulu: Kynehameha School Press, 1961:215-17,285. 
Poepoe. I.M. "Kamehameha I, Kii Nai Aupuni o Hawaii. iCil Liona o Ita Moana Pakipika" K4 Nui 
rlupuni. 1906:April30. Pocpoe. I.M. Bishop M w u m  Genealogy Boob 13. page 20. B.P. Bishop Muscum 
Library. X;rieole. S.N. T h e  H;rwaih Romahce of Laieikawai.". In 33rdAnnuaf Report of the Bureau 
ofAmerican Ethnology. Edited by M.W. Beckwith. (1919):480. Taylor. E.A. "Ku-Kahau-ula and 
Poliahu" Paradise of the Pucflc. Vol, a(?: 12-15. 193 1 Fomandcr. A Fornmder Collection of 
Hawaiian Antiquities and Folk-lore. Translated and edited by T.G. Thrum. Memoirs of the Bernice f. 
Bishop Museum 19 19:269. Westennlf W.D Legends of Go& and Ghos~.  Boston: H.  Ellis. 191556. 
ti Lyons. C.J. Worth S i  of Maurn Kea. Infomuion Sketch." Register Mar !210. Survey OBtia. State 
of Hawaii. 1884 to 1891. Lyons. C.J. "Kmhe and HumuUia H;rwaii." Register Map 1891. S w e y  Omcc 
Smte.of Hawaii. 189 I. Alexander, W.D. "Summit Peaks of Mauaa Kea" Register Map 1860, Survey 
$lffice, Sfate of Hawaii, 1892. Baldwia, E.D. Field Boob 32355. S ~ ~ l v e y  oftia. State of Hawaii. 189 1. 
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Hawaiian Istands. Including a Result for the Me;m Density of thc Earth. 1891. 1892. In Report of the 
Supermendent of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30. f893. Part II. 
Washington: Government Rintin3 O h .  18925%. 
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J.M. "Kamehameha I. K;I Nai Aupun~ o Hawaii. Ka Liona o ka tvbana Pakipika." KO :Vu1 Aupuni. 
1906:ApnI 30. Boundary Commission Books for Hawaii. bficmtilm in .&hives of Hawaii. Vol. B:N. 
1573. 
lo Preston. E.D. "Derermin;ltion of tcU1tudc. Gnvig. and the klagnetic Elements at Stations in the 
Hawaiian Islulds. Including a Result €or the Mean Densify of the Earth. 1891. 1591. In Report ofthe 
Superintendent of the C!S Coat and Geodetic .Yurvev for the Fiscaf rear Ending June 30. fS93. Part fL 
Washington: Government Printing Omce. 1595:596. 
Boundary Commission Book for Hawaii. MicroAlm in Anhives of Hawaii. Vol. 855 .  
notes of field surveys' mdicates that the name was applied. at a mintmum to the clnder cme 
(i.e., pu'u) as a whole and not just to the highest peak or wnat would generally be considered 
the summit in English usage. Second. on the early survey maps (Le.. 1884 to 1891 and iasl) ,  
the name Kukahau'ula is wntten to the east Of the cluster Of COr!eS and is not immediately 
associated with a particular point. In tontrast, the highest point O n  the mountain on these 
maps is labeled the "summit" and "summit cone" and the triangulation marker on the 
northeastern peak of the cluster is labeled "Mauna Kea." 
The third argument is that place names attributed to the Summit cluster are relatively modern 
because these cones were not differentiated by name Until after the 1920s. The name PU'U 
Kea, the northeastern part of cluster, first appears in 1937 when commemorative names, such 
as Macrae, Douglas and Goodrich, were given to other unnamed cones. The names PU'U 
Wekiu for the southernmost cone in the cluster and Pu'u Hau Oki for the westemmost cone 
were recorded by Forester LW. Bryan in 
Committee on Geographic Names in 1973'. Another factor suggesting the relatively modern 
origin of these three names is that all are highly descriptive in nature, particularly in contrast to 
those older names which tend to be associated with traditional or legendary characters. Pu'u 
Hau'Oki literally means "frosty peak," Pu'u Kea means "white peak," and Pu'u Wekiu means 
"summit peak." Finallyl from most angles of approach, these three named cones or peaks 
have the appearance of a single, although uneven and complex, landscape feature. It is only 
after a more thorough examination of this feature that one, if so inclined, would begin to 
differentiate particular cinder slopes with their assodated crater features. Most early historic 
accounts of visits to the summit essentially describe the summit as a single feature with some 
parts being higher than others. This is also reflected in the early survey maps which;through 
hatch marks, depict the cluster of cones as a single unit At this time, it can not be known w:h 
certainty how Hawaiians during the early historic period and their predecessors would have 
viewed the cluster or what purposes they may have had to make and name particular 
distinctions within the cluster. Given the unified appearance of the duster and the prominence 
of the name Kukahau'ula, however, it seems reasonable, if not probable, that this name 
applied to this entire landscape feature, including that which is now called Pu'u Hau Oki. 
1920s and were officially adopted by the Advisory 
Another line of evidence indicating the summit cluster was of particular and singular 
significance can be drawn from the archaeological data. The distribution of known shrine 
locations essentially radiates, at various distances, outward from the base of the summit 
cluster. This suggests that the summit duster could have been the central focus of ritual 
obsenrances and that part of these observances was to avoid or stop short of this central 
feature. This is further supported by there being no records, with o e possible exception (Le., 
a 1935 photograph of a slab and stone mound at the stJmmit peak ), of shrines on the 
summit cluster. The practice of avoiding or staying outside that area of greatest significance is 
common in many religious observances recorded throughout the world. Thus the summit 
cluster could have been a focal point of the presumably long journey to the summit region. 
Avoidance of the summit, or the summit region as a whole, for fear of the spiritual nature of 
" Boundmy Commission Books for Hawaii. Microfilm in Archives of Hmaii. Vol. %:35. 1873 Bddwin. 
E.D. Field Book 52355. Survey Ofice. Stiite of Hawdii. 1891. '* Bryrm. L.W. Letter to Libcn K. Land@. December 3 1. 1973. DcpYunent of Plming and Economic 
Development.  mark. Shelley. &lemonndum to Members of Adtisory Council on Geographic Names. 
,hk~rch 13. I974 Department of Planning .and Economic Development. 
I3 %r);m. E.H. .\hum Kea Here We Come: The Insrde S t q v  ufon .Scientr/ic fipeditron. Honolulu: 
Privately Published. 1979:35. 
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this area may be one explanation for the  number of times native Hawatfan guides tefusea or 
found excuses not to accompany early histonc visitors to the summit. In discussing his tour of 
Hawaii Island in 1823, missionary \Nilliam Eilis nored that he was told "numerous fabulous 
to its (Mauna Kea] being the abode of the gods. and none ever approach its 
Given our conclusion that Pu'u Hau Oki is part of an historic property, we believe the proposed 
construction of four to six outrigger telescopes on the site of the W.M. Keck Observatory will 
have an "adverse effect" both on this historic property and on the summit region which we 
believe is eligible for inclusion in the National Register as an historic district. In the historic 
presentation plan we will also be proposing that the summit region of Mauna Kea is efigible for 
inctusion in the National Register of Historic Places as an historic district because it 
encompasses a sufficient concentration of historic properties (Le.. shrines, burials and 
culturally significant landscape features) that are historically, culrwally , and visually linked 
within the context of their setting and environment. Tentatively the boundaries of this district 
will coincide with the extent of the gtacial moraines and the crest of the relatively pronounced 
change in slope that creates the impression of a summit plateau surrounding the under cones 
at or near the summit (Le., generally the area above the 17,800 to 12,000 foot contour). The 
ctuster of cones forming the summit, including Pu'u Hau OW, would be a contributing property 
to this district. We believe, however, that these "adverse effects" can be mitigated if 
appropriate measures are adopted. To be in compliance with the Section 106 regulations, 
these mitigation measures need to be stipulated in a signed Memorandum of Agreement . 
(MOA). The MOA should also address those activities occurring at the stockpiling area which 
could affect, indirectly, the surrounding areas which are also part of the historic district. 
The MOA should be relatively easy to prepare as the DE4 has already proposed many of the 
measures we would find appropriate, including those to be executed during the construction 
phases and those designated as long-range plans. Descriptions of these measures would 
need to be slightly reworded to explain how these actions would specifically curtail any further 
degradation of the summit pub or the historic district. For example, appropriate measures 
would include those proposed to stabilize the cinder cone slopes. control the accidental 
dispersal of debris during and after consttuction, determine the disposition of excavated 
material which cannot be reused on site, minimize the visibility of the outrigger obsantatories 
within the summit region as well as from a distance, and reduce noise during construction and 
operation of the observatories. In the case of Puu Hau OM, mitigation shouid focus on 
measures that would prevent or minimize those actions that would funher deteriorate the 
structural and visual integriG (i.e., shape and contour) of the cinder cone and its Crater. 
The history of the project site given on page VI-1 indicates that 34 feet of earth was removed 
from the top of the site during the construction of the Keck I telescope. We would concur that 
this altention effectively precludes the presence of burials. What isn't clear is the exact history 
of the 71.700 square feet, apparently the site of Keck I I ,  which was left "in its natural state." 
The description says that this area was leveled during the construction of Keck II .  The process 
of leveling this area or covering it with excavated material from the Keck I site would not 
necessarily preclude the possibility of burials because they could lie at moderate depths below 
the natural surface. The specific history of the northern part of the project area should be 
clarified and, if ground surfaces still exist that were only superficially altered, then we feel 
~~ '' Ellis. W. Journul oJIVilliam €llis. 1827 London ed. and 1917 Hawaii rd. Repnnt. Honolulu: 
Advemset Publishing. 1963292. 
some provision for deating with potentiat bunals. These should be lncfuded In the MCA for !he 
proposed excavation of the light plpes. junction boxes and tunnels. In the hlstonc preservation 
pian we an? currently prepanng, we wil bs asking that any exca;.atron takrng place on the 
summit canes be subject io testing and/or monitoring. This measure would address the 
persistent daim that bunals were prevrously disturbed during construction of an observatory 
and the fact that known and suspected bunals are present on Other ander cones in the summit 
region. Exceptions woirld be those areas that have been PfeVtOUSly alterezd to Such an extent 
that this degree of alteration would preclude tho possibility of remaining burials. 
To be in compliance with the 1992 amendments of the NHPA, the federal agency or its 
designee needs to CURSUlt with native Hawaiian arganizatians on undertakings that Could have 
a potential effect on historic properties which are of religious and cultural significance to them. 
We suggest that you consider contacting those native Hawaiian groups and individuals who 
have been identified as having a particular interest in Mauna Kea during preparation of the 
new Maurra Kea Master Plan. 
On another matter, concerns have been raised that this assessment and the pending permit 
applications may be approved and constnrdon begin before the new Mauna Kea Master Plan 
has been completed and adopted. We agree it woutd be preferable to complete the 
application process after the new Master Plan has been adopted. While we feel there is 
sufficient information to assess the effects of this project on historic properties, it would be 
preferable to know that the final decisions wer 
development and management plan fbr the s 
Our detaifed comments on the DEA can be found in Attachment 1. If you should have any 
questions about our review comments please contact either Patrick McCoy (692-8029) or Holly 
McEIdowney (692-8028). 
within the context of the new, long-term 
gion. 
Aloha, 
State Historic Preservation Division 
PM:amk 
APPENDIX B 
SECTION 106 NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
This page intentionally left blank. 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
Among 
The National Aeronautics And Space Administration, 
The Advisory Council On Historic Preservation, 
The Hawai'i State Historic Preservation Officer, 
The University of Hawai'i, 
The California Association for Research in Astronomy, and 
The California Institute of Technology, 
Regarding The Outrigger Telescopes Project, 
Mama Kea, Hawai'i 
WHEREAS, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has determined that 
the placement of the four, and potentially six, Outrigger Telescopes (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Undertaking") adjacent to the existing Keck Telescopes at the W.M. Keck Observatory 
(WMKO) on the summit of Mama Kea, will meet the purpose and need of NASA's ground- 
based interferometry objectives; and 
WHEREAS, by signing this Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), the Signatory or Concurring 
Party does not necessarily signify that the party approves of the Undertaking, but rather that the 
provisions of the MOA are an appropriate means to mitigate effects on cultural resources in the 
event that the Undertaking obtains all required approvals and is implemented; and 
WHEREAS, NASA has been considering other alternatives, including the No Action 
alternative; and 
WHEREAS, NASA acknowledges that the Native Hawaiian people place spiritual and religious 
significance on Mauna Kea; and 
WHEREAS, NASA has determined that the Undertaking will have an adverse effect on Pu'u 
Hau 'Qki, one cinder cone within the cluster of cinder cones which merge and collectively form 
the summit of Mauna Kea. This single landscape feature (Le., cluster of cinder cones) probably 
bore the name Kiikahau'ula and is now called Pu'u Hau 'Oki, Pu'u Kea, and Pu'u WEkiu. 
NASA, in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer (Hawai'i SHPQ), has 
determined that this cluster of cones satisfies the criteria to be eligible for listing as an historic 
property in the National Register of Historic Places (hereinafter referred to as the "National 
Register"); and 
WHEREAS, NASA has determined that the Undertaking will have an adverse effect on the 
summit region of Mama Kea, an area that NASA and the Hawai'i SHPO agree satisfies the 
criteria for listing as an historic district in the National Register; and 
WHEREAS, NASA recognizes that human burials exist in the summit region of Mauna Kea; 
and 
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WHEREAS, NASA has made a commitment that a WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan will be prepared 
and implemented as a part of the Undertaking and has determined that some components of the 
mitigation plan, including certain activities associated with habitat restoration and monitoring, 
could have an effect on the historic property and historic district; and 
WHEREAS, NASA is aware of a complex of historic properties located to the south and west of 
the staging area at Hale PGhaku, and the concern of the Hawai‘i SHPO to avoid any potential 
effects on two historic properties (Le., shrines) located directly south of the staging area; and 
VVHEREAS, NASA has consulted with the Hawai‘i SHPO and the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation (hereinafter referred to as the “Council”) on ways to avoid, reduce, or 
mitigate these adverse effects, pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800, regulations implementing Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (1 6 U.S.C. 4700, and has invited the 
Hawai‘i SHPO and the Council to participate in the development of this MOA and sign as 
Signatories; and 
WHEREAS, NASA has consulted with and invited those parties who will construct, install, 
operate, and manage the Outrigger Telescopes-including the California Association for 
Research in Astronomy (CARA), which will supervise on-site construction, installation, and 
operation of the Outrigger Telescopes; the University of Hawai‘i 0, which has the 
responsibility for the overall monitoring and management of the Mauna Kea Science Reserve; 
and the California Institute of Technology (Caltech), which holds the sublease for the WMKO 
site-to participate in the development of the terms of this MOA and sign as Signatories; and 
WHEREAS, NASA is aware of the historic/cultural significance of Mauna Kea and has 
conducted and participated in outreach and consultation efforts in Hawai‘i to inform local 
communities, organizations, and the general public of its plans for the proposed construction and 
operation of the Outrigger Telescopes and their effects on historic properties, and has invited and 
considered input on potential measures that could avoid, minimize, or mitigate the effects to the 
historic properties on Mauna Kea; and 
WHEREAS, NASA has consulted with and invited the Office of Mauna Kea Management, 
Mauna Kea Management Board, and Kahu Ku Mauna (hereinafter collectively referred to as 
OMKM) to participate in the development of this MOA; and 
WHEREAS, NASA has consulted and invited the State Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA), 
and the following Native Hawaiian organizations, the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council (hereinafter 
referred to as the “Burial Council”), the Royal Order of Kamehameha I, Ahahui Ku Mauna, 
Mama Kea Anaina Hou, and Hui Mglama I NZi Kiipuna o Hawai‘i Nei to participate in the 
development of the terms of this MOA and sign this MOA as Concurring Parties; and 
WHEREAS, NASA’s consultations with the parties invited to be Signatories and Concurring 
Parties and OMKM (hereinafter collectively referred to as “Consulting Parties”) indicate that 
off-site mitigation should focus on preservation and protection of historic/cultural resources 
related to Mauna Kea and the educational needs of Native Hawaiians. As a component of the 
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Outrigger Telescopes Project in Hawai'i, NASA is committed to implementing effective 
measures to preserve and protect historic/cultural resources, expanding the knowledge of 
Hawaiian culture and address educational needs in the Hawaiian community; and 
WHEREAS, Signatory or Concurring Party status is achieved only through signing this MOA. 
NOW, THEREFORE, NASA, the Council, the Hawai'i SHPO, UH, CARA, and Caltech agree 
that, upon NASA's decision to proceed with the Undertaking, such an Undertaking shall be 
implemented in accordance with the following on-site and off-site stipulations in order to take 
into account its effects on historic properties; and NASA shall ensure that its funding of the 
Undertaking is conditioned upon compliance with such stipulations. 
I. CULTURAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL MONITORING 
A. General 
1. The Construction Manager, hired by CAM, the contractor(s), supervisors, and all 
construction workers will be provided training to become aware of the historic/cultural 
significance of the project site and surrounding areas of the summit as set forth in this 
MOA. 
2. A Cultural Monitor will be provided free access for monitoring activities during 
excavation, other on-site construction, and telescope installation (See 1.C below for 
qualifications and duties of the Cultural Monitor). 
3. A qualified Archaeologist will be present to monitor all excavation activities (See 1.D 
below for qualifications and duties of the Archaeologist). 
4. The C A M  Construction Manager will oversee the on-site professional personnel and 
all on-site construction and equipment installation. The CAFU Construction Manager 
will schedule mutually agreed upon meetings with the Archaeologist, Cultural Monitor, 
and OMKM, to ensure that work is being carried out according to applicable terms of this 
MOA. The CARA Construction Manager, at the request of the Archaeologist or the 
Cultural Monitor or on hisher own initiative, has the authority to stop construction if the 
stipulations in this MOA are not being complied with. 
5. The C A M  Construction Manager shall encourage the Cultural Monitor and 
Archaeologist to work closely with one another. 
6.  Review of any plan hereinafier referenced shall occur within a 45-day period. When 
a Consulting Party provides comments to one of these plans, the party submitting the plan 
shall, to the extent practicable during the 45-day review period, enter into a dialogue with 
a commentor. NASA, at its sole discretion, may grant time extensions. 
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B. Monitoring of Historic Properties Affected by the Undertaking 
C. 
1. Cultural -- Prior to construction, a cultural monitoring plan will be developed by the 
Cultural Monitor (see 1.C below) in consultation with CARA. CARA shall submit the 
plan for review by NASA and all Consulting Parties. 
2. Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains and Archaeological Properties 
a. Prior to construction, an Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains and 
Archaeological Properties monitoring plan will be developed by the Archaeologist 
(see 1.D below) in consultation with the Cultural Monitor and C A M  and will comply 
with draft State Historic Preservation Division Rules (Titles 13-275, 13-279, and 13- 
280). CARA shall submit this plan for review by NASA and all Consulting Parties. 
Thereafter, CARA shall submit the plan to the Hawai'i SHPO for approval. 
b. The above monitoring plan (see I.B.2.a) shall include burial and notification 
components that comply with Hawai'i Revised Statutes ( H R S )  Title 6E-43.6 
(Inadvertent Discovery of Burial Sites), and Hawai'i Administrative Rules (HAR) 
Title 13-300-40 (Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains) for the burial 
components; and with applicable draft State Historic Preservation Division Rules 
(e.g., Sections 13-275-12, 13-279-1 et seq., and 13-280-1 et seq.) for the 
archaeological components. The burial treatment component will reflect a preference, 
to the extent practicable, and if confirmed to be culturally appropriate, for any human 
remains found to be preserved in place. 
3. As a minimum, if there were to be an inadvertent discovery of human remains, the 
Archaeologist has the authority to halt ground-disturbing activities in the immediate area 
of such remains until all parties identified in the plan have been notified, and the 
requirements of the appropriately approved plan have been carried out. 
4. As a minimum, if previously unidentified historic/archaeological properties (e.g., 
deposits, artifacts, and stone alignments) were to be discovered during construction, the 
Archaeologist has the authority to halt ground disturbing activities in the immediate area 
of such properties until all parties identified in the plan have been notified, and the 
requirements of the appropriately approved plan have been carried out. 
CULTURAL MONITOR 
1. Qualifications of the Cultural Monitor. In consultation with NASA and the other 
Consulting Parties, CARA shall develop criteria for and select an individual to be the 
project's Cultural Monitor. Any Consulting Party may submit the names of persons who 
they believe would be appropriate to serve as a Cultural Monitor. 
a. This individual will have knowledge or awareness of Mauna Kea's cultural 
landscape, and traditions, practices, beliefs, and customs associated with Mauna Kea. 
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b. This individual will be able to communicate cultural values and protocols to 
others, both within and outside of the culture. 
2. Cultural Monitor Responsibilities 
a. The Cultural Monitor will become aware of the general scope and requirements of 
the on-site construction and installation of the Outrigger Telescopes including, but 
not limited to, becoming familiar with: project boundaries, identified areas of 
historic/cultural sensitivity, the “Construction Best Management Practices Plan” 
(BMP), the construction worker responsibilities, responsibilities of the Archaeologist, 
and the sequence of operations to ensure that mitigation actions are implemented. 
The Cultural Monitor shall develop the Cultural Monitoring plan referenced in 1.B 
above. 
b. The Cultural Monitor will provide cultural orientation to individuals who are 
associated with the on-site construction and installation of the Outrigger Telescopes 
and who will be on Mauna Kea. For safety purposes, all communication for the 
purpose of cultural orientation between project personnel and the Cultural Monitor 
will be scheduled and overseen by the CARA Construction Manager. 
c. The CARA Construction Manager will provide to the Cultural Monitor a weekly 
schedule of all construction activities planned for the following week. Based on that 
schedule, the Cultural Monitor will determine hisher need to visit the site during 
construction and installation as deemed necessary by h i d e r .  For safety purposes, 
prior to entering the site, the Cultural Monitor will meet and confer with the CARA 
Construction Manager. 
d. The site and grading development drawings and the BMP for the Outrigger 
Telescopes project site, the staging areas, and nearby areas of the summit region will 
be provided to the Cultural Monitor. The Cultural Monitor shall keep a log and map 
notes of every visit - noting date of visit; identimng work locations; noting findings 
date; and reporting on potential problems, if any. All findings identified and deemed 
to be significant by the Cultural Monitor shall be reported to the CARA Construction 
Manager and OMKM; in turn, CARA shall promptly notifl NASA, the Council, the 
Hawai‘i SHPO, UH, Caltech, and any other Consulting Party that has requested to be 
notified of the Cultural Monitor’s findings. The Cultural Monitor will submit a final 
report to the CARA Construction Manager; CARA, in turn, will provide copies to 
NASA, the Council, the Hawai‘i SHPO, UH, OMKM, Caltech, and any other 
Consulting Party that has requested the report. 
e. The Cultural Monitor shall consult with the CARA Construction Manager to 
determine under what circumstances the Cultural Monitor should have direct 
authority to halt construction activities in a given area. 
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D. ARCHAEOLOGIST 
1. Qualifications of the Archaeologist. The Archaeologist will be hired by CARA in 
consultation with the Hawai'i SHPO and OMKM. The archaeologist serving as principal 
investigator for the Undertaking shall have the following professional qualifications: 
a. A graduate degree in archaeology, or anthropology with specialization in 
archaeology, or an equivalent field; 
b. At least one year of cumulative archaeological experience in Hawai'i or the 
Pacific; 
c. At least four months of supervised archaeological field and analytic 
in Hawai'i; 
experience 
d. At least one year of archaeological research administration or management at a 
supervisory level with at least four months of field experience; 
e. A demonstrated ability to carry research to completion, as shown by completed 
theses, publications, and manuscripts; and 
f. A demonstrated knowledge of historic preservation laws, rules, and guidelines. 
2. Archaeologist Responsibilities 
a. The Archaeologist will follow State Historic Preservation Division draft Hawaiian 
Administrative Rules for archaeological monitoring studies and reports (draft HAR 
Chapter 279). The Archaeologist will develop the Inadvertent Discovery of Human 
Remains and Archaeological Properties monitoring plan referenced in 1.B above. 
b. The Archaeologist shall familiarize himherself with the WMKO site before 
construction begins. 
c. The Archaeologist will become aware of the general scope and requirements for 
the on-site construction of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. This would include, but 
not be limited to, becoming familiar with project boundaries, identified areas of 
historic/cultural sensitivity, the BMP, construction worker responsibilities, 
responsibilities of the Cultural Monitor, and the sequence of operations to ensure that 
mitigation actions are implemented. 
d. The Archaeologist will monitor all excavation activities for on-site construction. 
The C A M  Construction Manager will provide to the Archaeologist a weekly 
schedule of all construction activities planned for the following week. The 
Archaeologist will have access to the site and be present during all excavation 
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activities. For safety purposes, prior to entering the site, the Archaeologist will meet 
and confer with the CARA Construction Manager. 
e. The site and grading development drawings and the BMP for the Outrigger 
Telescopes project site, the staging areas, and nearby areas of the summit region will 
be provided to the Archaeologist. The Archaeologist shall keep a log and map notes 
of every visit - noting date of visit; identifymg work locations; noting findings date; 
and reporting potential problems, if any. All findings identified and deemed by the 
Archaeologist to be significant shall be reported to the CARA Construction Manager, 
the Hawai'i SHPO, and OMKM; in turn, CARA shall promptly notify the NASA, the 
Council, UH, Caltech, and the Cultural Monitor of the Archaeologist's findings. The 
Archaeologist will also notify the Cultural Monitor if human remains are found so 
that he or she can assist with notiwng and consulting those individuals and 
organizations identified in the Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains and 
Archaeological Properties monitoring plan. . The Archaeologist will submit a drafi 
report to the CARA Construction Manager; CARA, in turn, will forward the draft 
report to the Hawai'i SHPO for approval. The approved fmal report will be 
distributed by CARA, who will provide copies to NASA, the Council, UH, OMKM, 
Caltech, and any other Consulting Party that has requested a copy of the report. 
II. ON-SITE PRE-CONSTRUCTION, CONSTRUCTION, AND INSTALLATION 
A. Grading and Site Development Review 
1. Proposed grading and site development drawings will be provided to all the 
Consulting Parties for a 45-calendar day review and comment period to ensure that every 
reasonable effort has been made to reduce the adverse effects on Pu'u Hau 'Oki and on 
the summit region of Mauna Kea by minimizing disturbance from the on-site 
construction and installation of the Outrigger Telescopes. 
2. The goal of the grading and site development planning will be to minimize alteration 
of the cinder cone as it presently exists, maintain the general shape and form of the cinder 
cone as it presently exists, and to stabilize the cinder cone in the on-site construction and 
installation areas. 
B. Construction Worker Training 
1. As part of an orientation process to ensure work is carried out in as sensitive and 
respectful a manner as possible, the CARA Construction Manager, the contractor(s), 
supervisors, and all construction workers will be required to view a specially scripted 
training videotape reviewing the historic and sacred qualities of Mauna Kea. 
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2. This training videotape will be prepared by CARA in consultation with the Hawai‘i 
SHPO and QMKM. This training videotape will include a presentation on the history of 
Mauna Kea and its significance to Native Hawaiians, and an overview of what to do if 
human remains or archaeological properties are found. CARA shall provide the 
Consulting Parties an opportunity early in the videotape development process to provide 
ideas on subject matter that should be discussed and highlighted CARA shall afford the 
Consulting Parties an opportunity to review the draft script and preview the videotape 
before the videotape is produced in final form. Should disagreements arise, CARA will 
enter into consultation to resolve the disagreements. The time for such script review, 
videotape preview, and consultations shall cumulatively not exceed 45 days, unless 
CARA, at its sole discretion, agrees to a longer cumulative period. 
3. The videotape or related orientation will also advise the workers of the potential that 
CARA will demand their removal from this Undertaking if they fail to comply with the 
conditions imposed by the Construction Best Management Practices Plan (see 1I.C 
below). 
4. The CARA Construction Manager, contractor (s), supervisors, and construction 
workers will also be briefed by the Archaeologist and Cultural Monitor on Native 
Hawaiian objects, artifacts, and remains, and what to do if such materials are found 
during construction activities. 
C. Construction Best Management Practices Plan 
1 a In order to implement a series of precautions and procedures to be undertaken to 
avoid or minimize adverse effects and prevent or reduce adverse impacts to the cinder 
cone and inner crater slope during on-site construction and installation, the CARA 
Construction Manager and the on-site construction and installation contractor(s) will 
prepare a “Construction Best Management Practices Plan” (BMP) in consultation and 
coordination with OMKM and UH. The BMP will be fmalized prior to the start of 
construction. This BlMP will reference this MOA and include it as an appendix. 
2. Prior to the start of construction, CARA will submit the draft BMP to the other 
Consulting Parties for review. Copies of all comments received will be provided to 
NASA. CARA will take those comments into account before its final approval of the 
BMP and prior to mobilization. CARA will take no more than 15 calendar days to 
conclude consultation on any issues stemming from the comments. 
3. On-site construction and installation activities related to the Outrigger Telescopes - 
from delivery of materials and equipment to the WMKO site or one of the two 
construction staging areas, excavation and removal of excess cinder to the summit 
stockpile area through assembly of the domes and telescopes to clean up of the staging, 
stockpile and WMKO site - will be managed in accordance with the BMP. The CARA 
Construction Manager will be responsible for following the BMP. 
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4. To address the effects on historic properties, the BPAP will include, but not 
necessarily be limited to, the following items: 
a. The process to be followed if there were to be an inadvertent discovery of human 
remains or archaeological properties (see 1.B above). 
b. Site characterization, including the locations of all construction and 
laydodstockpile areas on the site, and temporary on-site fill material stockpiles. 
c. The sequence of construction activities will be designed to minimize potential 
adverse effects on historic properties and to allow efficient scheduling of appropriate 
monitoring times. 
d. The specific methods needed to protect the attributes of the historic properties 
within the project site, staging areas, and within the immediate vicinity of the project 
area will include, but are not limited to: 
(1) Installing a temporary silt fence along the crater rim to facilitate on-site 
containment of all material, including cinder, so that no such material will spill 
over the slope. A silt fence will be used whenever excavation occurs within six 
feet of the slope. 
(2) Transferring all excavated material, to the extent not necessary for backfill or 
Wekiu bug habitat restoration, to other locations accessible from the established 
roads on the summit of Mauna Kea. These locations will be identified after 
consultation with the Hawai'i SHPO and O m  prior to the start of 
construction. 
(3) Following all applicable County of Hawai'i and State Department of Health 
(DOH) regulations concerning dust control which.include, but are not limited to, 
suspending all dust-generating activities, securing equipment and materials during 
high winds and storms, minimizing dust by spraying with water or other 
environmentally-acceptable soil stabilizers whenever necessary, and, if needed, 
covering excavated material with a tarp which is anchored down. 
(4) Ensuring adherence to effective drainage and erosion control as provided for 
in the BMP. 
(5 )  Ensuring that precautions are adopted to prevent potential adverse effects on 
the historic properties arising from use of the staging areas near the summit of 
Mama Kea and at Hale P6haku. 
(6) Providing the process and identiwg the project personnel responsible for 
reporting the inadvertent discovery of human remains or archaeological properties 
pursuant to the monitoring plans referenced in I.B. 
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(7) Providing an organization chart that identifies project personnel with the 
responsibility for maintaining the integrity of the historic properties and the 
historic district with respect to the following: 
(a) controlling all trash and construction material stored on-site so that it does 
not blow or fall onto surrounding areas of the summit; 
(b) recovering trash and construction material which, despite best efforts, 
blows or falls onto surrounding areas of the summit; 
(c) ensuring that all outdoor trash containers will be secured to the ground 
and have secured lids and plastic liners; 
(d) removing all trash, construction debris, and waste material on a regular 
basis (weekly during construction); 
(e) removing all construction equipment and excess materials in a timely 
manner after construction is completed; 
( f )  ensuring that a magnetic device is driven over roadways to remove nails 
and other metallic debris; and 
(g) ensuring daily proper disposal of all perishable waste products. 
e. To reduce the visual impact on the cinder cone and the historic district, all 
structures or portions thereof will be of colors designed to blend in with the 
surrounding terrain; provided, however, that such colors would not adversely affect 
the operation and scientific capability of the Outrigger Telescopes. CARA will 
afford the Consulting Parties an opportunity to review and comment on the colors to 
be used. 
f. Characteristics of any discharge of a pollutant into the environment associated with 
the construction activity (including solid waste, sanitary waste, oily waste, or 
toxic/hazardous waste, if any) will be identified as soon as it is practicable. Proposed 
control measures andor treatment methods for any unplanned or accidental discharge 
of pollutants associated with construction activity will be developed by the 
contractor(s) and managed in accordance with the BMP. 
g. Noise associated with construction will be minimized through the use of 
equipment with proper noise muffling devices. Idling of equipment when not in use 
will be kept to a minimum. The contractor(s) must comply with Hawai'i DOH rules 
(WAR, Chapter 46, Community Noise Control). 
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D. WEkiu Bug Mitigation 
Because WEkiu bug habitat restoration and monitoring may affect the historic/cultural 
resources of the project site and surrounding areas, and only for this reason, they are 
mentioned in this MOA. Any activities related to the WEkiu bug itself will be covered in 
the separate Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan. Prior to implementation of the Undertaking and 
finalization of the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan, CARA will consult with the Hawai'i 
SHPO to ensure that the plan contains appropriate provisions that will avoid or minimize, 
to the extent practicable, any potential adverse effects on the historic property and 
historic district. These shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, installing 
permanent signs identiwg WEkiu bug habitat, preventing the dispersal of debris, 
screening and washing cinder for habitat restoration, placement of the restoration 
material, and erosion control. 
E. Cultural Interpretation 
During the construction and installation of the Outrigger Telescopes, OMKM, in 
consultation with the Hawai'i SHPO, will develop and provide interpretive materials 
concerning the cultural significance of Mauna Kea. The Consulting Parties will be 
afforded an opportunity to review and comment on the interpretive materials during their 
development. 
F. On-Site Compliance with Conditions 
1. CARA shall ensure that the plans and mitigation measures reflected in this MOA for 
adverse effects on historic properties, including, visual impacts, erosion control, permit 
requirements and conditions, and monitoring cornmitments are incorporated into the 
contract(s) with its contractors and subcontractors; and that such contract(s) include a 
provision that CARA's Construction Manager has the authority to enforce such 
requirements or conditions and, if infractions occur, to order work to stop until the 
contractor/subcontractor is in compliance. 
2. CARA shall make provisions for the Consulting Parties to monitor and review the 
work during on-site construction and installation activities. However, for safety 
purposes, all construction site visits must be coordinated through the CARA Construction 
Manager's office. If it appears that the terms of this MOA are not being followed, 
Consulting Parties are encouraged to notify NASA, CARA, and the Hawai'i SHPO. 
3. Before excavation begins, CARA and NASA will provide points of contact to the 
Consulting Parties, along with a copy of the final executed Memorandum of Agreement. 
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III. OFF-SITE MITIGATION MEASURES 
Preservation and Protection of HistorWCultural Resources and Educational Mitigation 
Measures 
1. NASA, in consultation with OMKM, will fund, out of fimds for the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project, an initiative that deals with preservation and protection of 
historic/cultural resources on Mauna Kea and educational needs of Hawaiians as a 
mitigation component of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. Funding such an initiative, 
however, is conditioned on the approval of the Outrigger Telescope's being placed at the 
WMKO site on the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawai'i. This initiative will be sensitive to 
Native Hawaiian culture, history, and institutions. 
2. The necessary first step is the formation of a local citizens' working group. NASA 
and OMKM, in consultation with the other Consulting Parties, will ensure the formation 
of this working group. The working group members will serve on a volunteer basis. 
OMKM will coordinate and manage the activities of this working group and provide 
administrative services. 
3. Once this working group is formed, its task will be to inform NASA as to what types 
of opportunities or goals will best benefit Hawaiians, including Native Hawaiians. The 
working group will be asked to prioritize their proposals. The working group will have 
one year after it is formed to develop its recommendations, but is encouraged to submit 
the proposals sooner, if possible. 
4. Funding will be subject to the availability of appropriated funds in accordance with 
Federal law (e.g., the Anti-Deficiency Act). Such funds will be allocated to the proposals 
as prioritized by the working group until available funds are exhausted. 
IV. OPERATIONS 
CARA will ensure that all persons involved with the operations of the Outrigger Telescopes shall 
be required, within a thirty day period of commencing their job, to view as part of worker 
orientation the training videotape which addresses the cultural significance of Mauna Kea to 
Native Hawaiians. CARA will report to OMKM quarterly on the status of worker compliance 
with the viewing of the training videotape. 
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A. Dispute Resolution 
1. Should any Signatory or Concurring Party object at any time to the manner in 
which the terms of this MOA are implemented, NASA shall consult with the 
objecting party(ies) to resolve the objection. NASA shall have no more than 45 
days to resolve the objection. If resolution is reached, the terms of this MOA 
shall be carried out in accordance with such resolution. If resolution is not 
reached through such consultation, NASA shall forward all documentation 
relevant to the objection to the Council, including its proposed response to the 
objection, and request the Council's comments in accordance with 36 CFR 
800.2(b)(2). Any comments provided by the Council, and all comments from the 
Signatory or Concurring Party regarding the objection, shall be taken into account 
by NASA in reaching its final decision regarding the objection. NASA will 
promptly provide all Signatory and Concurring Parties with a copy of its final 
decision regarding resolution of the dispute. After reviewing NASA's decision, 
the Council or the Hawai'i SHPO, if in disagreement with the decision, may 
proceed under the provisions of V.B.2 below. 
2. NASA's responsibility to carry out all actions under this MOA that are not the 
subject of the dispute will remain unchanged. Actions subject to dispute under 
paragraph 1 above shall be carried out in accordance with NASA's final decision. 
B. Amendment and Termination 
1. If any Signatory believes that the MOA should be amended, that Signatory 
may propose amendments to the other Signatories and Concurring Parties, 
whereupon all Signatories and Concurring Parties will consult to consider 
amendments pursuant to 36 CFR 800.6(~)(7) and 800.6(~)(8). 
2. If NASA determines that it cannot implement the terms of this MOA, or if the 
Council or Hawai'i SHPO determines that the MOA is not being properly 
implemented, any of these three Signatories may propose that the MOA be 
terminated. The Signatory proposing termination shall so notify all of the other 
Signatories and Concurring Parties to the MOA, explaining the reasons for 
termination and affording these other Signatories and Concurring Parties at least 
15 working days to consult and seek alternatives to termination. The parties shall 
then consult. 
3. Should such consultation fail, either NASA, the Council, or the Hawai'i 
SHPO may terminate this MOA by so notifying the other Signatories and 
Concurring Parties. 
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4. Should this MOA be terminated, NASA shall either consult in accordance 
with 36 CFR 800.6 to develop and execute a new MOA or request the comments 
of the Council pursuant to 36 CFR 800.7. 
C. Duration of this MOA 
1. Unless terminated pursuant to Stipulations V.B.314 above, this MOA will be 
in effect until NASA, in consultation with the other Signatories and Concurring 
Parties, determines all of its terms have satisfactorily been fulfilled, or June 30, 
2009, whichever is earlier. 
2. Subsequent to the completion of the installation of Outrigger Telescopes 1 
to 4, this MOA will be held in abeyance for on-site activities, pending 
determination by NASA as to whether Outrigger Telescopes 5 and 6 will be 
installed at the WMKO site. If NASA were to install Outrigger Telescopes 5 
and 6, this MOA will remain in full force and effect for on-site activities during 
the period of installation. This MOA shall not apply to Outrigger Telescopes 5 
and 6, if installation of those telescopes were to begin later than December 3 1, 
2007. Should NASA decide to begin on-site installation of Outrigger Telescopes 
5 and 6 after December 3 1,2007, their installation will be considered a new 
Undertaking, and NASA will reinitiate the Section 106 process with the Hawai‘i 
SHPO and the Council. 
3. Upon determination by NASA that all of this MOA’S terms have been 
satisfactorily fulfilled, the MOA will terminate and have no further force or 
effect. NASA will promptly notifl the other Signatories and Concurring Parties 
with written notice of its determination and of termination of this MOA. 
D. Applicability of this MOA 
1. This MOA applies only to the Undertaking as defined herein. 
2. If, following execution of this MOA, NASA is unable or decides not to 
construct or install the Outrigger Telescopes, this MOA will automatically 
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APPENDIX C 
BURIAL TREATMENT PLAN 
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urial Treatment Plan, 
As Amended, 
For the Outrigger Telescopes Project 
Mauna Kea, H8m8kua District, Hawai'i 
TMK: Zone 4, Sec. 4, Plat 15 
Prepared for: 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
July 21,2004 
I. INTRODUCTION 
At the request of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), International 
Archaeological Research Institute, Inc. (IARII) has prepared a Burial Treatment Plan for the 
proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project at the W. M. Keck Observatory (WMKO) site. The 
project area lies within the Astronomy Precinct of the Mauna Kea Science Reserve on the 
summit of Mauna Kea on the island of Hawai'i (Figure 1). The proposed Outrigger Telescopes 
Project consists of the on-site construction, installation, and operation of four, and potentially up 
to six, 1.8 m diameter telescopes placed around the existing Keck Telescopes on the area of the 
cinder cone, Pu'u Hau'oki, also known as Pu'u o Kukahauula for the summit cluster of cones, 
that was previously disturbed for construction of the two Keck Telescopes. The area of potential 
effect is within State Inventory of Historic Places Site 50-10-23-21438, the cluster of summit 
cones, and within a proposed Historic District. 
Five burial or possible burial sites have been identified on the Mauna Kea summit within the 
Mauna Kea Science Reserve. The Reserve covers 11,288 acres leased by the University of 
Hawai'i from the State of Hawai'i. The Science Reserve is a circular area (2.5 miles in radius) 
centered on the Mauna Kea summit, and includes approximately those lands above the 12,000 
foot elevation, except for those areas that are part of the Mauna Kea Ice Age Natural Area 
Reserve. The Mauna Kea summit is located in TMK: Zone 4, Sec. 4, Plat 15. Archaeological 
survey has located five sites identified as Sites 50-10-15-16195, 16248,21413,21414, and 
21416 that are thought to be burial sites. 
The proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project funded by NASA would be limited almost 
exclusively to the existing and previously disturbed footprint of the WMKO site within the 
Astronomy Precinct. This Burial Treatment Plan has been prepared for NASA at the request of 
the Office of Hawaiian Affairs in order to address long-term management goals associated with 
cumulative impacts conforming to the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process for this 
specific project. The proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project at WMKO will impact no recorded 
burial sites, and no inadvertent discovery is expected because of previous impact to the area. 
This Burial Treatment Plan is responsive to the provisions of the National Environmental Policy 
Act. However, since the region of influence for this proposed project includes all of the Mauna 
Kea Science Reserve, this Burial Treatment Plan has been prepared to consider any foreseeable 
impacts from the construction of the Outrigger Telescopes Project, indirect as well as direct. 
The purpose of the Burial Treatment Plan is to ensure that known burials in the proposed project 
area are identified and protected, and that any burials inadvertently discovered during 
construction or maintenance activities are preserved in place or reburied on the project site in 
specially prepared reburial areas, depending on the situation and in consultation with lineal and 
cultural descendants. This Burial Treatment Plan facilitates the proper treatment of human burial 
remains in accordance with applicable sections of Chapter 6E-43 - Historic Preservation Law 
(Haw. Rev. St.; as amended), and the current administrative rules for the treatment of burial sites 
and human remains that were formally approved and adopted by the State of Hawai'i in 
September 1996 (DLNR 1996). The Burial Treatment Plan provides the Hawai'i Island Burial 
Council (HIBC) with the relevant information called for in Section 13-300-33, "Request for 
council determination to preserve or relocate Native Hawaiian burial sites." 
This Burial Treatment Plan provides a background on the archaeological and cultural history of 
Mauna Kea and its significance; a discussion of the known burial sites; a discussion of the search 
for lineal and cultural descendants; a proposed treatment plan for known as well as inadvertent 
burials; and guidelines for implementation of the proposed Burial Treatment Plan. 
FIGURE 1. LOCATION OF PROPOSED OUTRIGGER TELESCOPES PROJECT, 
MAUNA KEA, ISLAND OF HA WAI'I 
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11. BACKGROUND 
This background summarizes what is known of the prehistory and history of Mauna Kea from 
the time of initial Hawaiian settlement of the island of Hawai'i to the recent development of 
observatories on the summit. It updates and adds to the documentary information provided by 
Kepa Maly's (1998) archival study of Ka'ohe and Humu'ula ahupua 'a, in H a m a h  and Hilo 
Districts (see defmitions in the section on Hawaiian Traditions below), on Hawai'i Island. These 
two land units include most of the lands on Mauna Kea. Mama Kea Science Reserve and Hale 
Pohaku are both located in Ka'ohe ahupua 'a, following the ahupua 'a boundaries formalized by 
the Boundary Commission (e.g., Baldwin 1891); U.S. Geological Survey (1982) plots both in 
Hamakua District. 
The documentary historical study relies mainly on secondary sources - sources where original 
information has already been compiled. The main sources used include Maly (1 998), 
McEldowney (19821, and Tomonari-Tuggle (1996). Other sources are cited where used. The 
archival collections searched by Maly and McEldowney for their studies include those at the 
following repositories: the State Survey Department, the Archives of the State of Hawai'i, the 
Bishop Museum Archives, libraries including those at Bishop Museum and the University of 
Hawai'i, and Mo'okini Library. One primary source added here is a collection of papers now 
available at the Bishop Museum Archives in Honolulu: 45 boxes of papers left by Leicester 
Winthrop Bryan, who served as Territorial Forestry Office for the Island of Hawai'i from 1922 
to 1949, and as Territorial Forester until 1961 (Bryan 1921-1984). Materials from Boxes 2,7, 
and 14, and portions of Boxes 16,32, and 37 have been examined. 
The primary sources for the archaeological information are a number of studies by Patrick 
McCoy, both original research (McCoy 1977a and b, 1978,1981,1982a and b, 1984,1985, 
1986,1990,1991) and compilations of work completed in both the quarry and the summit region 
(especially, McCoy 1999). 
GENERAL 
Mauna Kea, the white mountain, or the Mountain of Wakea, is one of the most prominent 
features of the Hawaiian Islands, rising 4,205 meters above sea level (m asl; 13,796 feet asl). 
From its base on the floor of the Pacific Ocean, it is one of the highest mountains on earth. 
During the winter months the summit of Mauna Kea is ofien blanketed in snow, hence the 
popular translation "white mountain." In native Hawaiian traditions, however, "Kea" is also the 
abbreviated form of Wakea, the great sky god who, together with Papa, the earth mother, and 
other gods and forces, created the Hawaiian Islands. The summit is the meeting point of Wakea 
and Papa. In this cultural context, the summit of Mauna Kea is the dornain of the gods. 
These beliefs about Mauna Kea make it a highly significant and sacred place to the Hawaiian 
people. Mauna Kea figures centrally in Hawaiian cosmology, or and mo 'olele (traditions, 
legends or stories), mele (song), or 'oli (chants). According to Hawaiian beliefs, Mauna Kea is 
the home of a number of ancient chiefs and chiefesses who are regarded as deities. Prominent 
among these are Kakahau'ula, the pink-tinted snow god, Poli'ahu, goddess of the snows of 
Mauna Kea, and Lilinoe, her sister, the goddess of mists. 
The mountain is divided into zones or levels based on altitude, physical features, and vegetation. 
The highest level, that of the cones of the summit, is a very sacred area reserved for the realm of 
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deities and high chiefs and priests, while the second level, still above the tree line, is also a very 
special zone, reserved for use by the ali ‘i and kahuna (priests and masters of arts and crafts). 
Lower zones on the mountain, where mamane and other trees grew, were for use by others, such 
as forest spirits and commoners (Maly 1998:7; Kanahele and Kanahele 1997: 14). 
This background study looks at the history of the mountain as it is known from Native Hawaiian 
oral tradition, from the archaeological record, and from historical accounts, documents, and 
maps. The first part focuses on traditional Hawaiian beliefs and oral history about Mauna Kea 
as recorded by native and foreign writers soon after Contact (usually defined as1778, when 
Captain James Cook’s ships reached the Hawaiian Islands). The second part surnmees  what is 
known about pre-Contact Hawaiian use of the mountain from archaeological studies. The third 
part is a review of the nineteenth and early twentieth century history of the mountain, of the 
consequences of Contact, as known from both documentary and archaeological sources. The 
fourth part briefly summarizes recent developments on the mountain. 
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE: HAWAIIAN TRADITIONS OF MAUNA KEA 
Early historical accounts record information concerning traditional Native Hawaiian beliefs and 
oral history about Mauna Kea and traditional practices and land uses on the mountain. These 
records, although actually transcribed after Contact, focus on earlier times and traditions. The 
information comes from both Hawaiian and foreign sources; some of the most detailed includes 
family traditions remembered by 19*-century Hawaiian Boundary Commission interviewees 
(Maly 1998). Archaeological information, which has been provided by several studies 
conducted on the mountain during the 20* century, is considered in the next section. 
Traditional Land Units 
The Hawaiian term used by Kanahele and Kanahele (1 997) for “district” (as, Hamakua, where 
the Science Reserve is located), is “ ‘apana,” which is a traditional vertical land section (also, 
moku o loko, ‘6kana; Maly 1998; (Pukui and Elbert 1986). It is also a political division, because 
it is one of the land units that organized the Hawaiian chiefdodstate. As mentioned, the Mauna 
Kea Science Reserve and Hale Pohaku are both located in Ka‘ohe ahupua ‘a -- a very large, 
inland, vertical land division within Hamakua District. Ka‘ohe includes the summit lands, most 
lands on the upper slopes, and saddle lands between Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa. Humu‘ula, the 
other ahupua ‘a researched by Maly (1998), is south of Ka‘ohe, covering lands on the lower 
slopes and the Hilo side of Mauna Kea, continuing beside Ka‘ohe to the summit of Mauna Loa. 
In addition to the vertical land division of the landscape, Hawai‘i’s lands were traditionally 
defined horizontally, as environmental and cultural zones, wao, defined largely by vegetation. 
Ke kuahiwi and ke kualono are, respectively, the very sacred summit and the near-summit lands 
where few trees grow; both are very special zones on Mauna Kea. In all, 23 land zones are listed 
for the islands by Maly (1 998:7-8). Kanahele and Kanahele (( 1997: 13- 19 ,  considering Mauna 
Kea specifically, list six zones. Downslope, below the summit zones of ke kuahiwi and ke 
kualono (spellings here follow Maly), are four less sacred zones: ka wao ma ‘u kele (below ke 
kualono; a wet area of large koa, ‘ohi ‘a, lobelia, and mamane [botanical names and English 
translations provided below, in section concerning pre-Contact land uses]); ka waoakua (an area 
of more varied forest); ka waokanaka (the lowest forested area, the one most used as a cultural 
resource); and ke kula (the upland grassy plains). A seventh horizontal land unit, the ocean edge, 
is listed by Maly as ka PO ‘ina nalu and by Kanahele and Kanahele as ke kahakai. Although the 
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shoreline is beyond the physical boundaries of Mauna Kea as it is usually conceived, residents of 
isolated upland ahupua 'a like Ka'ohe typically had wide access across the shoreline to the sea 
beyond the inshore fisheries (Lyons 1903; McCoy 1990: 1 1 1 - 1 12, citing and discussing Lyons). 
Of the six horizontal land divisions on Mauna Kea, only ka waohnaka and ke kula were used for 
everyday purposes by Hawaiians. The upper forests and higher lands were considered special 
and were visited rarely, usually by specialists; they were carefully conserved. The Mauna Kea 
Science Reserve is located above the 3,660-m (12,000-foot) elevation, in the summit area, in ke 
kuahiwi and possibly also ke kualono. Hale P6hak.1 (in English, stone house; (Pukui and Elbert 
1986), is located farther downslope, on the east side of the Mauna Kea Observatory Access 
Road, at the 2,8 10-m (9,220-foot) elevation, in an area that still contains remnant m5nane trees 
(McCoy 1985). The upper elevation and the presence of native forest suggest that Hale P6haku 
is located within one of the special and conserved forest zones, either ka waoakua or ka wao 
ma 'ii kele. 
Place Names from Early Hawaiian History and Legends 
While Mauna Kea's highest summit is that at Pu'u Kiikahau'ula (4,205 m asl; 13,796 feet asl), 
the mountain has many other peaks, an upland lake, and a broad upland plateau. The peaks are 
pu 'u, old volcanic cones; their traditional names reflect the great importance of Mauna Kea, the 
highest mountain in the islands, in Hawaiian history and legend. 
Kiikahau'ula is the traditional name for the highest peak at the summit. The name, as applied in 
the early maps by Baldwin (1 891) and Lyons (1 89 l), may describe only the highest peak (the 
"summit cone" of Mauna Kea, in Lyons 189 l), the one now often called Pu'u Wekiu or Mauna 
Kea peak. Alternatively, it may include all the peaks in the summit cluster, encompassing all 
three of the highest volcanic cones, Pu'u Wekiu, Pu'u Kea, and Pu'u Hau Oki (Hibbard 1999; 
Maly 1998: 1 1). Baldwin's (1 891) ''pu 'u" may be either singular or plural. Kakahau'ula was 
named for the Waimea, South Kohala, chief who became the husband of Lilinoe. Lilinoe was an 
ali 'i, a chiefess (Pukui and Elbert 1986:413), who became the woman of the mountains, the 
goddess of mists. They were ancestors of Pae, who was a kupuna (elder) and high chief in the 
time of 'Umi (ca. the 16* century) and known as an exceptional fisherman. When Lilinoe died, 
she is said to have been buried on Mauna Kea; in 1828, Ka'ahumanu visited the mountain to try 
to recover the bones. Pu'u Lilinoe is the high peak southeast of Kiikahau'ula (Alexander 1892a; 
(Kamakau 1992:215,285); Lyons 1891; Maly 1998:11,25). 
Kikahau'ula, the pink-tinted snow god, was also the lover of Lilinoe's sister Poli'ahu. Poli'ahu, 
after whom the high peak west of Pu'u KCkahau'ula was named (Alexander 1892), became the 
goddess of the snows of Mauna Kea. She was not only the sister of Lilinoe but the rival of Pele, 
the f re  goddess, who lives on Mama Loa (Beckwith 1970: 179); (McEldowney 1982: 1.2-1.3). 
Two other names for places on Mauna Kea with particular importance in Hawaiian history and 
legend are Waiau and Kaluakakoi. Lake Waiau and Pu'u Waiau are named for one of the god 
companions of Poli'ahu; Maly (1998: 13), translating original Hawaiian records, found that the 
earliest available reference to the lake by the name Waiau is that made by Hale'ole in 1862- 
1863. Waiau is labeled that way by Alexander (1 892) and Lyons (1 89 1). Other sources, 
including Baldwin (1 89 l), Wiltse (1 862)), and earlier mappers, considered the lake an unnamed 
pond or Poli'ahu's pond. 
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Kaluak&oi (cave or pit for making adzes), also called Keanakako‘i (Alexander 1892a; Lyons 
1891; U.S. Geological Survey 1982), is one of the main special-purpose areas near the summit. 
The Mauna Kea Adze Quarry, where rock, especially fine-grained basalt, was collected for the 
mufacture of adzes and other tools, was first mapped (for a Western survey) by its traditional 
name, spelled Kaluahakai, by Wiltse (1 862; also, Maly 1998: 1 1); Wiltse mapped it on the 
Ka‘ohe/Humu‘ula ahupua ‘a boundary (the incorrect spelling was a transcription error; K. Maly, 
personal communication 2004). Alexander (1 892a) and Lyons (1 89 1) also plotted approximate 
locations for the quarry complex, which includes quarries, mounds, temporary habitation areas, 
and shrines. 
Hawaiian Place Names that are not Traditional 
Several places have now been assigned non-traditional Hawaiian names that do not appear in 
early records. As an example, Pu‘u Wekiu, a name frequently used today for the highest peak 
(Ktikahau‘ula), was reportedly named that (wekiu translating into English as “summit”) in the 
1920s by L. W. Bryan. The name Pu‘u Hau Oki, which translates into English as ‘‘fr~~ty peak”, 
for the westernmost summit cone was also first recorded by Byran in the 1920s (Hibbard 1999, 
citing 1973 Bryan letter). Hale Pohaku was named by Bryan for two stone cabins he and the 
Civilian Conservation Corps built in 1936 and 1939 for use by visitors to the mountain (Bryan 
1921-1984:Box 2.6-2.7; e.g., June 21, 1939, log entry). Hale Pohaku is now used as the 
University of Hawai‘i Institute for Astronomy’s Mid-Level Facility and visitors’ center, as well 
as a staging area and construction camp. 
Archival References to Pre-Contact Land Uses 
As mentioned earlier, the written information relating to traditional land use on Mauna Kea 
actually comes from documents, especially transcribed Hawaiian oral testimonies, that were 
compiled in the 1 gth century, after Contact. The following information is summarized from 
McEldowney (( 1982), and from information translated and annotated by Maly (1 998). Among 
the most informative original sources used by these and other historians are the native 
testimonies in the five-volume Boundary Commission Book for Hawai‘i, prepared in the 1870s 
to formalize land boundaries according to the Western system; and historical maps including 
those cited earlier (Alexander 1892)a, Baldwin 189 1 ; Lyons 189 1 ; Wiltse 1862). Other sources 
include records left by early foreign visitors, although it is not always known whether the 
original source for much of this information was Hawaiian or another foreigner (1 982: 1.7). 
Maly (1998:45-46), introducing the land-use information that is provided by the Boundary 
Commission testimonies, organizes the traditional land uses by zone: lower forest to upper 
forest, and upper forest to summit. The following summary is organized by site and land use 
type, with comments regarding the zones that were important for each. 
Main trails and footpaths served the lower slopes and also provided access to lower and upper 
forest zones on the mountain, providing bird catchers and others access to resources including 
the forests and the adze quarry. Kamakau (1 992: 16) mentions the trail of Poli‘ahu, which had 
been used by ‘Umi in the 16th century: “It was shorter to go by way of the mountain to the trail 
of Poli‘ahu and Poli‘ahu’s spring [waiau; K. Maly, review comment 20041 at the top of Mauna 
Kea, and then down toward Hilo. It was an ancient trail used by those of Hgmiikua, Kohala, and 
Waimea to go to Hilo.” ‘Umi’s party of warriors descended via the trail to K a m n a  (above 
Hilo), camping on the way just above Wai‘anuenue Stream (Kamakau 1992:16-17). 
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Among the main trails is one that figured in a Humu'ulaKa'ohe border dispute, probably the one 
mentioned in Waiki's testimony to the Boundary Commission; it passed from Lahohina (Pu'u 
Lahohinu, northeast of the summit), to or through Laumaia (Gulch, east of the s d t ) ,  above 
the forest. The best-documented trails provided access to lower forest zones (e.g., ku 
waokanaka) and certain upper forested lands, from the lowlands or the Saddle (Maly 1998:52; 
McEldowney 1982: 1.7- 1.8). 
Forest birds including o '0 (native honeycreepers, Noh0 species; Hawaii Audubon Society 
1993: 103) were hunted for their colorful feathers in the lower forests on the mountain. He mau 
wai kdoa, native duck ponds, were also mentioned in testimonies made to the Boundary 
Commission. Seabirds including especially 'ua 'u, the dark-rumped petrel, and nene 
(Pterodroma phaeopygia sandwichemis and Nesochen sandvicensis; Hawaii Audubon Society 
1993: 10,49) were hunted in the Saddle area, on the lower slopes (again, in ka waokanaka), and 
possibly at much higher elevations (Maly 1998:45-47; McEldowney 19821.7-1.8). Lyons 
(1903:25) indicates that the "owners" of Ka'ohe possessed the sole right to capture 'ua 'u. 
Hardwoods harvested in the forests included koa (Acacia koa) for canoe-building. The very 
durable wood of miimane (Sophora chrysophylla) was valued for '6 '6 (spades, digging sticks) 
and the runners on sleds (Neal 1975:443; Pukui and Elbert 1986:236). Lyons (1903:25) 
indicates that the upper limit of the mlimane forest coincided with that of Humu'ula (Hilo 
District). Pili grass (possibly mountain pili, either Panicum tenuifolium or Trisetum glomeratum; 
Wagner et al. 1990: 110, 1573, 1602) was collected on lower slopes, along with bananas and 
hiipu 'u (Cibotium, tree fern). And '6hi 'a (Metrosiderospolymorpha) formed extensive forests in 
areas below the mtimane forest, in the saddle (as reported by Hawaiians to William Ellis in 1823) 
and in the Hakalau Forest on the Hilo slope (Maly 1998:38; Tomonari-Tuggle 1996:ll-16). As 
mentioned, '6hi 'a was an important component of ka wao ma 'u kele, the wet, uppermost forested 
wao. 
Near the summit, in the highest zones, Kaluaksiko'i, the Mauna Kea Adze Quarry, was used by 
lithic specialists, specialists in the manufacture of stone tools, for the collection of rock, 
especially fine-grained basalt (hawaiite), which was worked into adzes for canoe-making and 
other purposes. The historical records that are most informative about use of the quarry prior to 
Contact (most of the available information is archaeological and covered below) include Waiki's 
testimony before the Boundary Commission (Maly 1998:46,49-52,"Haiki" in McEldowney 
(1982: 1.7)). To support his claim that the Ka'oheBumu'ula ahupua 'a boundary had actually 
passed across the summit (west of the current boundary, the location finalized by the 
Commission), Waiki cited KaluWo'i  and a cave on Poli'ahu as landmarks along the boundary. 
Waiki was born ca. 18 19; his father and grandfather were bird catchers and canoe-makers and 
had traditionally collected stone for adze-making at the quarry. His father-in-law pointed out 
traditional boundaries to Waiki, who assisted Wiltse (( 1862) in surveying Humu'ula. The 
testimony of Kahue, another informant, agreed that resources and lands in Humu'ula included 
Kaluak&oi, Poli'ahu, and also Waiau (Maly 1998:46,49-52). 
Other site types on the mountain mentioned in testimonies and other historical documents 
include, importantly, burial sites; other ceremonial sites, which include bird-snarers', adze- 
making, and other shrines, primarily uprights and ahu (cairns and altars); special places such as 
those where mele were sung; and kauhale (house compounds, each composed of a group of 
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buildings such as eating houses, sleeping house, and cookhouse) (Maly 1998:11,46; Pukui and 
Elbert 1986:135). 
The burial sites listed for the Boundary Commission by Hawaiian informants are located several 
kilometers northeast of the summit, at slightly lower elevations. They include a site at 
Pu'ukuka'iau, likely the point mapped by Lyons (1 89 1) as "Kuka'iau," approximately 17 km 
northeast of the summit (in Kuka'iau ahupua 'a); a site or sites at Keahuonaiwi, on the slope of 
Pu'ukihe, 1 1.5 km northeast of the summit (on the boundary between Kuka'iau and Koholalele 
ahupua 'a, as mapped by Lyons, but reportedly belonging to Ka'ohe); a site at 'Iolehaehae (also 
1 1.5 km northeast of the summit); and in unspecified areas. Several 19*- and 2O*-century 
visitors comrnented on the former use of the summit and the upper slopes and plateau, both in the 
uppermost two horizontal environmental zones, for burial (Maly 1998:46,53,57; (McEldowney 
1982: 1.8-1.9). Lyons (1 891) reported a burial site at Keonenui, around the 2,896-m (9,500-foot) 
elevation, a short distance southeast of 'Iolehaehae. In 1892, Alexander's party observed burials 
and a possible heiau on Pu'u Lilinoe, on the east side of the Humu'ula Ranch Trail (also called 
the Humu'ula-Mauna Kea Trail) to Waimea. 
Alexander noted: 
. . .the surveyors occupied the summit of Lilinoe, a high rocky crater, a mile 
southeast of the central hills and a little over 13,000 feet in elevation. Here, as at 
other places on the plateau, ancient graves are to be found. In the olden time, it 
was a common practice of the natives in the surrounding region to carry up the 
bones of their deceased relatives to the summit plateau for burial [Alexander 
1 892bl. 
Shrines recorded in traditional Hawaiian history and legend near the summit, in the highest land 
zone, include, in addition to the possible heiau at Pu'u Lilinoe, Piihaku a Ksine, a sacred platform 
or ahu perched above the sacred water of Ksine; and an ahu or mound at Waiau, near the 
Humu'ula-Mauna Kea Trail (Maly 1999: 15). Pu'u Kole was a kiiahu (altar) manu, an altar for 
bird catchers, with a kauhale, located around 2,400 m asl, midslope, in Laupahoehoe (below 
Pu'u'ula'ula, northeast of the summit). A large ahu was located at M%anaka, a Gahu in 
Ahuapo'opua'a (in Humu'ula), and an ahu (called Keahu o Kuakini by the 1870s) in PBhakuloa 
(Maly 1998:28,30,45-46,48). Both of these were located in upper forest or higher lands. Mele 
(chants) were sung in gulches including Kahawai Koikapue, whose waters were shared by 
Ka'ohe and Humu'ula (Maly 1998:48). Kauhale, in addition to the one just mentioned, included 
upland houses in Humu'ula and other areas, as mentioned by Boundary Commission informants 
(Maly 1998:46-47,49,50,52). Most were located in the lower or upper forest zones. 
Sacred and special-purpose sites were present in several traditional zones, fiom the base to the 
summit of Mauna Kea, and in various ahupua 'a around the mountain. The other land uses, such 
as the use of trails, quarrying, and bird-snaring, either occupied small portions of their zones or 
had only transitory effects on the environment (for instance, wearing a path or hanning a single 
tree), conserving the forests and other lands where they occurred. 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR PRE-CONTACT LAND USES OF THOE 
MOUNTAIN 
Archaeological surveys of the summit region, the Mauna Kea Adze Quarry, and Hale Piihaku 
have documented many archaeological sites that indicate Hawaiian visits to Mauna Kea before 
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Contact in 1778. Excavations of workshops and shelters within the quarry have yielded 
especially rich information about native Hawaiian practices on the mountain. 
Polynesian Settlement of the Island of Hawai'i 
Polynesians sailing from islands to the south, in east central Polynesia, may have arrived in the 
Hawaiian Islands as early as 1,600 years ago and had certainly reached the islands by 1,200 years 
ago. The evidence for early settlement on the island of Hawai'i itself remains rather unclear. 
The earliest well-dated site is Wai'ahukini rockshelter, a site near South Point, used mainly as a 
fishing camp based on the large numbers of fishhooks and other fishing gear recovered. Both 
charcoal and shell samples from the lower cultural layer suggest occupation began between A.D. 
650 and 850 (Emory and Sinoto 1969; Spriggs and Anderson 1993). On O'ahu the picture is 
somewhat clearer; there is evidence from many locations on the island that show a major change 
in the lowland environments occurred about A.D. 850-950. These changes are clearly associated 
with the arrival of human colonizers of the islands and, perhaps more significantly in terms of 
the impact on vegetation, of the Pacific rat that came with the Polynesian voyagers (Athens et al. 
2002). The early settlements were located along the coasts of the islands in locations that 
provided easyaccess to land well-suited for growing taro (Colocusia escuZentu, an aroid with 
edible leaves and underground stem [corm]; the main Hawaiian staple food) and other crops. 
There is no archaeological evidence for use of the high inland areas during the first few centuries 
of settlement. 
It was probably in these early years of settlement that the Hawaiian traditions and beliefs 
discussed above, about the highest place on the island, the summit of Mauna Kea, took form. 
Mauna Kea came to be regarded as sacred, the abode of the gods, a sacred place between earth 
and the sky, home of WSikea. However neither archaeology nor the much later documents of the 
post-Contact period provide evidence about the initial development of these traditions. 
Early Journeys to the Mountain 
Archaeological evidence suggests that Hawaiian entry into the region of the high volcanic 
mountains, Mama Kea and Mauna Loa, and the Saddle between them, began in the 12* or early 
1 3* century, The Hawaiians began using the lava tube caves and blisters along the lower slope 
of Mauna Loa in the P6hakuloa portion of the Saddle for shelter about this time, based on a large 
series of radiocarbon dates from firepits in several of these shelters (Athens and Kaschko 1989; 
Reinman and Schilz 1994). Associated with these frepits are stone flakes, bird bones, and, 
rarely, marine shells, the remains of the materials left behind by the early expeditions. 
Hawaiians stayed overnight in these shelters probably while hunting the birds that inhabit the 
mijmune and naio forests of the Saddle, and perhaps collecting stone for manufacturing tools 
from small dikes of basalt and volcanic glass that are found in the P6hakuloa area (Bayman et al. 
1999; Williams 2002). 
During this same period and perhaps even earlier (McCoy 1999), Hawaiians began making their 
way up the slopes of Mauna Kea, camping in rockshelters near the summit. The goal of the 
earliest pilgrimages is uncertain; most likely they were made for spiritual reasons to honor the 
gods associated with the mountains, perhaps to make astronomical observations, perhaps in 
connection with navigation. Whatever the reasons, near the summit, on the south side of the 
mountain, they discovered large deposits of a very hard, fine-grained volcanic rock, now called 
hawaiite by geologists, a stone of much higher quality for stone tool-making than the dike and 
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extruded basalts found elsewhere. Radiocarbon dates from the earliest of the campsites used by 
Hawaiians procuring stone at the quarry demonstrate that by A.D. 1100 to 1300, at the latest, 
Hawaiians were journeying to areas near the summit of the mountain. 
Procurement of Stone: the Mama Kea Adze Quarry 
For the next 500 years, until the beginning of sustained Western contact (after Captain Cook’s 
arrival), groups of Hawaiians would journey to the summit to collect stone from the treeless 
alpine desert on the south side of the mountain. Most quarry sites are clustered in a 4-sq-km area 
between 3,350 and 3,780 m (1 1,000 and 12,400 ft) in elevation, although some extend down to 
about 2,600 m (8,600 ft). 
The attractiveness of the stone for the tool-makers was the result of the unusual conditions in 
which it formed. During several intervals during the Pleistocene, the volcano summit region was 
capped by glacial ice. Geological interpretation suggests that the very dense, fine-grained 
hawaiite found on the upper slopes of Mauna Kea was formed as a result of a lava flow eruption 
beneath the ice cap, causing the magma to cool exceptionally quickly (S. C. Porter’s 1987 
research, cited, McCoy 1990:93). This quick-cooled lava yielded an especially fine-grained 
stone that could be turned into high-quality adzes, tools used traditionally to cut trees for 
woodworking and then to shape the wood for canoes and many other objects. One such eruption 
formed an escarpment of dense rock on the south side of the mountain below Lake Waiau, and 
this escarpment became the focus of stone procurement and working. 
The scale of the enterprise was greater than any other of this type in Hawai‘i. The quarry, 
including less intensively worked areas below the escarpment, was defined as covering 12 sq km, 
larger than all other known stone quarries combined. Archaeologists working at the quarry have 
identified over 264 workshop areas. These include areas where the stone was obtained and 
initially processed into blocks that could be taken elsewhere. Others are places where these 
blocks were further refined by percussion chipping. Some of these workshops include huge piles 
of waste debitage over 5 m high where the raw material was processed into “preforms” that 
could serve as blanks for making adzes (the most important Hawaiian tool for working wood). 
When staying on the cold summit while working at the quarry, the Hawaiians protected 
themselves in the small rockshelters that are found on the mountain slopes. In these shelters 
there is evidence of the foods that the Hawaiians carried to the summit, hearths for cooking the 
food and for warmth, and stone flaking debitage. The entrances of many shelters were enclosed 
by rock walls. ‘Opihi shells may have been used as peelers for removing the corm or 
underground stem of the taro, which seems to have been one of the most important foods for 
those working at the quarry. Bird bone awls and volcanic glass flakes, used respectively to 
pierce and scrape wood and other soft materials, were other common tools. In one shelter an awl 
and flakes were found with pandanus leaves, possibly suggesting repair of mats or baskets, but it 
is perhaps more likely that the pandanus leaves were for use in offerings. Other perishable 
materials recovered in one of the shelters were a possible ti-leaf rain cape, sandal fiagments, 
twisted cordage, and braided sennit (Allen 1981). In another shelter a silversword was found, 
wrapped with pieces of tapa cloth, pandanus leaf, and a wooden bottle gourd stopper with sennit 
cord attached. Food remains include shells of sea urchins, a barnacle, and marine mollusks 
including ‘opihi; and bones of fish (at least eight families represented), bird, most of which is 
probably dark-nunped petrel, but which also includes small numbers of native birds that are now 
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rare or extinct (the Hawaiian rail, coot, goose, duck, and crow, and honeycreepers); and mammal 
(pig, dog, and Pacific rat). Cultivated plants found at these sites most commonly are taro, ti, 
sugar cane, and goura seeds and fruits of wild plants are also common. The wild plants may 
have been available on the slopes of the mountain; others, such as the taro, ti, sugar cane, and 
gourd, were grown at lower elevations and carried up to the quarry. 
From the hearths used for cooking and warmth come the fragments of charcoal that are used to 
date by radiocarbon analysis the use of the summit. Charcoal samples from the basal layers in 
three rockshelters have been dated to between A.D. 1100 and 1300, indicating that use of the 
quarry began within this period. The largest number of dates fall within the A.D. 1300-1650 
year range, suggesting that this was a period of major use of the quarry. 
An important aspect of the quarrying was the construction of shrines. As many as 45 shrines, 
identified as such on the basis of the presence of one or more upright stones, are found within the 
quarry. Most of these are directly associated with stone workshops or are above rockshelters, 
and their construction is therefore interpreted as relating to quarry activities. According to 
McCoy (1 990), the surfaces of many shrines mimic workshops, with adze-manufacturing by- 
products scattered beneath the uprights, suggesting their use as ritual offerings. The shrines 
clearly reflect the close integration of spiritual beliefs and material practices in traditional 
Hawaiian culture. 
Ritual Sites on the Mountain 
In addition to the many shrines associated with the adze quarry, shrines are found in locations on 
the mountain where no evidence has been recovered to suggest any material resource 
procurement. For example, above the quarry, archaeological survey to date has revealed the 
presence of 93 sites within the Science Reserve; an additional 10 sites have been recorded high 
in the Natural Area Reserve, around Lake Waiau. Seventy-six of these are shrines, each 
comprised of a single upright stone or of multiple upright stones set together in a row or rows or 
grouped within a paved court area. Eight additional shrines are part of four adze-manufacturing 
workshops separate from the quarry. 
The distribution of the shrines is of importance in interpreting their use and the traditional 
Hawaiian activities at the summit. Although uhu or heiuu recorded historically (in documents) 
include one at the summit, the shrines recorded archaeologically in the Science Reserve are all 
located on the summit plateau, with none on the central summit cones or in their immediate 
vicinity. Most are located between 3,901 and 4,023 m (12,800 and 13,200 feet) in elevation and 
are concentrated most heavily on the north and northeast side of the mountain. The absence of 
shrines on the summit and their presence on the plateau may reflect environmental differences 
between the pu 'u and the plateau, may result from diEerentia1 preservation, or may suggest that 
the core summit region from about 4,023 m in elevation to the highest cone was largely avoided 
because of its high degree of sacredness. 
The concentration of sites on the north and northeast sides also could be the result of survey bias 
or differential preservation, as the south side of the mountain has been more intensely modified 
in the past century. However, the distribution might also suggest that the usual approach to the 
mountain was not from the Saddle but rather from north side of the mountain, Althou 
historical accounts such as that concerning the Poli'ahu Trail, used by 'Umi in the 16 century, 
document the use of trails from other directions, as well. It seems in any case that most access to 
Bh 
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the summit was intended for high-ranking ali 'i fiom the population centers of Ka'ohe and 
H3im3ikua, the ahupua 'a and district within which the summit falls (according to the current 
boundaries). 
In the absence of any organic remains associated with the summit shrines, it has not been 
possible to date directly the time of their use. Their similarity in style to the shrines in the adze 
quarry complex suggests that their time of construction and use may correspond with those dated 
shrines. However, the use of uprights as the central focus of the shrines is similar to early marae 
(temples) common in the islands of central and eastern Polynesia, the area fiom which the 
Polynesian voyagers came to Hawai'i. This could be an indication that the first construction of 
these shrines may have begun quite early after Polynesian colonization, perhaps even earlier than 
the use of the quarry. Later, the use of uprights as the central focus of religious structures was 
replaced with a new type of temple structure as the Hawaiian heiau developed. McCoy (1 982a, 
1990) suggests that the summit region shrine complex reflects a historically undocumented 
pattern of pilgrimage to worship the snow goddess, Poli'ahu, and the other mountain gods and 
goddesses. 
Based on present knowledge, it seems that there are eight cairn sites on the summit plateau, of 
which one has been confirmed as containing burials and four others of which are considered 
likely to contain burials, based on similarities in form and placement to the known burial sites. 
All possible burial sites are located on the rims of cinder cones, although not on any of the 
highest cones at the summit itself. The known burials are on Pu'u Maanaka, northeast of the 
summit, three possible burials are located on cones northwest of the summit, and one is located 
on Pu'u Lilinoe, southeast of the summit. The distribution of burial sites, like that of shrines and 
other sites, may reflect differential preservation or may, as suggested by the burial places 
remembered by historical interviewees (e.g., Maly 1998:46, 1999: 18-19), reflect a traditional 
preference to inter burials near the summit, but not in the most sacred region at the summit itself. 
POST-CONTACT LAND USES AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 
Contact with the Western world, beginning with the arrival of Captain Cook in the islands in 
1778, altered in significant ways the relationship of the native Hawaiians with Mauna Kea. 
These changes completely alter the patterns of use, as reflected in the archaeological record of 
the post-Contact period, compared with that for the period before Contact. 
Factors Causing Change after Contact 
A number of factors were responsible for these post-Contact changes. The effect that appears to 
have been felt first and very rapidly after Contact was the reduction of the demand for stone tools 
with the introduction of iron and the very rapid and widespread adoption of iron tools by the 
Hawaiians. While the use of stone tools did not disappear (iron and stone tools are found 
together at some early post-Contact sites), iron replaced stone for most uses, and the need for 
new lithic raw material disappeared. As a result quarrying activities on the Mauna Kea summit 
appear to have ceased very soon after Contact. As noted above there are already indications in 
the archaeological record of decreased use during the last century before Contact. No materials 
introduced after Contact are found in the sites at the Mama Kea Adze Quarry complex, nor are 
there the discarded remains of any animals and plants that were introduced after Contact. 
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The presence of only one reference in the early historical literature to actual quarrying on Mauna 
Kea (by the father and grandfather of Waiki, the man mentioned earlier who was born ca. 18 19) 
also suggests that these activities ended soon after Contact. Early European visitors to Mauna 
Kea observed the piles of flakes and adze preforms and the shelters, but are quiet in terms of any 
discussion of Hawaiian stone procurement or tool manufacture (e.g., McCoy 1977a and 1978: 1, 
citing Joseph Goodrich, who accompanied Ellis to the surnrnit in the 1820s and was the first to 
document the existence of the Mauna Kea Adze Quarry). This is interpreted as suggesting the 
rapid demise of stone adze manufacture and thus a reduced need for the raw stone material after 
the introduction of iron. 
Several other factors were to reduce significantly the presence of Hawaiians on the mountain 
after Contact. The changes in Hawaiian social organization with the introduction of foreign 
ideas and goods and the unification of the islands under Kamehameha I produced changes that 
affected the use of this area. Regalia based on Western models began to supplant the traditional 
ways of expressing rank, such as the wearing of feathered cloaks by the ali 'i, reducing the 
demand for hunting the colorhl feathered birds in the upland forests. The introduction of 
foreign diseases to which the Hawaiians had no developed immunity severely reduced the 
population. The abolition of the kapu system in 18 19 by Kamehameha I1 and others (Queen 
Keopuolani and Queen Ka'ahumanu), and the coming of Christian missionaries beginning in the 
following year ended certain traditional ritual practices and meant that those who continued to 
practice some of the traditions did so less conspicuously. Even though old shrines may have 
continued in use, new shrines were probably no longer ritually erected on the mountain. Thus 
the near-absence of clearly traditional sites on the summit is not surprising. While the traditional 
practices associated with the mountain were certainly not completely abandoned, as might be 
thought from reading the 1 9th-century documents of those non-natives who traveled around or up 
the mountain (discussed below), they were not as prevalent as in pre-Contact times. 
Introduction of Cattle and Sheep and Environmental Degradation 
Widespread environmental change began on the slopes of Mauna Kea soon after the introduction 
of cattle in 1 792- 1793 by Vancouver, who brought them from California. Vancouver gave cattle 
to Kamehameha I, who placed a kapu (restriction) on them for 10 years after Contact. Cattle 
were allowed to roam fiee and their numbers multiplied; soon they were grazing over wide areas 
that included the slopes of the mountain (Kamakau 1992:164); Kuykendall and Day 1962:33- 
34). By the 1820s the hunting of wild cattle was commercialized, supplying whaling and other 
ships with meat. By the 1830s, tallow and hides were also exported, and cattle ranching 
developed in Waimea. Wild cattle soon destroyed much of the vegetation cover on slopes where 
they grazed, turning native forests, shrub lands, and grasslands into pasturelands covered by 
introduced grasses. Cattle were observed by Ellis's party on the slopes above the forested zones 
by 1823 and, by 1840, were plentiful near the summit, as observed by Charles Wilkes, who 
commented that they must have been there either to drink snow or to escape hunters, as there was 
no vegetation to graze. Wilkes also commented on the fleas the cattle brought; insects thrive in 
cattle herds. 
Between 1855 and 1868, Charles de Varigny commented that nbnb were being hunted to 
extinction in the saddle area, and were being replaced for purposes of hunting by cattle, boars, 
and wild dogs. Wild pigs, whose arrival on Mama Kea is not well-documented, spread invasive 
introduced plants, hanning the forest understory and the native forest birds who had formerly fed 
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in it. Feral pigs were still present in 1985-1986 in areas where mhmane grew, near Hale Pijhaku 
(Bonk 1986). Pigs would also have fed on tree ferns, as they do elsewhere, encouraging water to 
pool in the stumps and inviting mosquitoes to breed. The Humu‘ula Sheep Station was 
established, informally in 1856 to take advantage of feral sheep already present in the saddle 
(Maly 1998; Staples and Cowie 2001; (Tomonari-Tuggle 1996:17-18,3840)). 
Firewood and other lumber were harvested commercially soon after Contact, decimating koa 
forests on Mauna Kea and elsewhere. Pulu, a silky fiber collected from hZpu ‘u, the tree fern, 
was collected for export as pillow and mattress stuffing. Sugar cane was planted extensively on 
lower lands, below the forests, by the mid- 19& century. Sugar mills needed large amounts of 
firewood, further depleting the mountain forests above, and their flumes both diverted mountain 
water and transported forest lumber downslope (Kuykendall and Day 1962: 122; (Tomonari- 
Tuggle 1996: 18-1 9, citing earlier sources). 
In 1892, Alexander and his party, noting the spread of grass on the slopes, commented that, if not 
for the scant rainfall, they would be superb grazing land. He also reported that the mhmane 
forests had all but disappeared on the western side of the mountain, and that even ‘ahinahina 
(silversword, Argyroxiphium sandwicense; Wagner et al. 1990:261), high on the slopes, had 
nearly vanished (Maly 1998:38-41,57-58). Many visitors, Hawaiian and foreign, had 
commented on the sandy nature of the upper-slope soils and sediments on Mauna Kea; Wilkes 
noted that thepu ‘u were composed of knee-deep loose sand. The stripping of tree and shrub 
cover would have led to increasing erosion on all slopes in the uppermost zones and those in 
deforested areas below, although that is not specifically noted in available 19th-century reports. 
Nineteenth-Century Visits to the Mountain 
Early European and American visitors reported difficulty obtaining guides to the highest areas on 
Mauna Kea. Although the reason was almost certainly the sacredness and special status of the 
mountain, especially the uppermost zones, in Hawaiian culture, some visitors concluded that the 
interior area was a virtually unknown wilderness (Maly 1998:38, quoting William Ellis in 1823). 
Foreign visitors apparently began to climb the mountain soon after Contact, as Joseph Goodrich, 
accompanying Ellis in 1823, found a rock cairn at the summit that he believed had been left by 
an even earlier visitor. Goodrich also mentioned foot paths through the large sandy region 
downslope. 
Visits to the mountain increased in both frequency and in the numbers of people involved 
throughout the 19* century. In 1830, Kauikeaouli, Kamehameha 111, visited the mountain on 
horseback, along with Hiram Bingham. In 1840, the Wilkes party (the US. Exploring 
Expedition party) documented Lake Waiau. In 1862, Wiltse and others began surveying 
boundaries on the mountain for the Boundary Commission. Isabella Bird, who traveled through 
many tropical lands, visited Mauna Kea in 1873. In 1882, J. S. Emerson, surveying other areas 
on the island, sketched Mama Kea. In 1883, Queen Emma traveled over the mountain to 
Waimea; a pillar or cairn built to commemorate her visit was observed in 1892 by Alexander 
(1 892b). In 1889 and 1891, E. D. Baldwin mapped the summit and near-summit areas, preparing 
his 189 1 map (Baldwin 189 1 ; Maly 1998). 
Other changes during the 19& century included the building of cairns to commemorate visits. 
Two have been mentioned the one built for Queen Emma’s visit, and the one at the summit 
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observed much earlier, in 1823, by Goodrich, with Ellis's party. The Wilkes party erected a 
cairn in 1840. In 189 1, Baldwin's party erected a cairn on the summit (Maly 1998); and, the 
following year, Alexander (1 892b) built "a solid pier of masonry," with a flat rock for a 
pendulum apparatus. Three cairns are the only archaeological sites on the summit plateau that 
have been recorded during recent surveys (McCoy 1999). 
Most of these groups traveled on horses, who, along with the cattle, no doubt obliterated many 
small earlier trails. Larger, wider roads built in the mid-19& cen- included the Judd Road, 
started in 1849 (south of Kailua, Kona) but completed only to a point just short of the 16' 
milepost; construction ceased in 1859. Built by prisoners, it was to cross the saddle all the way 
to Hilo. The mileposts were of 'Crhi 'a wood. The road, at its 14-mile point, passed very near 
Ahu o 'Umi, a heiau said to have built by 'Umi in the 1 Sth century to celebrate a victory (Bryan 
1921-1984:Box 7.10 [article and photographs originally published in the Hilo Tribune Herald, 
April 17, 19601). 
Late Nineteenth-Century Ranching 
The Saddle and the lower slopes of the mountain witnessed the development of two large 
ranches in the late 1800s. These competed for the rights to raise cattle and sheep and hunt feral 
animals in the region. John Parker I1 held a lease to lands in Ka'ohe from sometime before 1876. 
The Waimea Grazing and Agricultural Company leased Humu'ula to the east from Kamehameha 
I11 around 1860 and raised sheep and also killed wild cattle for their hides. Their one sheep 
station along the current Mama Kea Observatory Access Road, just above today's Saddle Road, 
was a remote and rather lonely place. A wagon road was built from Humu'ula to Waimea to 
transport wool to the harbor at Kawaihae. By 1885 the Humu'ula lease was held by the 
Hurnu'ula Sheep Station Company, which in that year obtained the lease for the east side of 
Ka'ohe, while Parker Ranch continued to lease the west side. The company hired immigrant 
Japanese stonemasons to build stone walls around their grazing lands in the 1890s; portions of 
these are still standing. After 1900 Parker Ranch expanded and took over control of the 
Humu'ula Sheep Station Company, and most of the lands in the Saddle became a part of Parker 
Ranch (Langlas et al. 1997; Peterson 2003). 
In the late 19# century, the main trails on Mauna Kea increasingly merged with those serving the 
Humu'ula Sheep Station and Umikoa Ranch wagon trails, and additional roads began to appear. 
Among the better-known today are the Humu'ula-Mama Kea Trail, on the Hilo side of the 
mountain, and the network of trails that join to become the Kahinahina Jeep Trail, which serves 
the upper slopes and circles the mountain (e.g., Bier 1988; (McEldowney 1982:1.12-1.13). All 
these roads provided increasingly easy access to all the traditional wao (environmental zones), 
and to the summit. 
Early Twentieth Century 
The 20# century brought additional, and rapid, change, especially with the planting by foresters 
of imported trees and other plants; and with road construction and the establishment of the 
observatories on Mauna Kea. Sheep were still numerous on the slopes in the 1930s -- some 
40,000 around the mountain. One of L. W. Bryan's tasks as head of the Civilian Conservation 
Corps (CCC) was to build a sheep-proof fence around the summit of the mountain, to protect the 
remaining miimane forest and also the silversword, which he commented in a 1974 letter had 
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been devastated by wild sheep. Miimane continued to be endangered in the 1970s, the cause 
debated but possibly involving all of the cited causes: sheep, cattle, goats, fires, lumbering, and 
the growth of grasses that compete for the soil moisture needed for miimane seed germination 
(Bryan 1921-1984:Boxes 2.5 [inspection on 12/27/1935], 7.1 [1974 letter], 7.3 [newspaper 
articles]; (Tomonari-Tuggle 1996: 18). 
The CCC improved one of the main early roads, the Keanakolu Road, on the east side of the 
mountain, so that automobiles could now circumnavigate it. Bryan, as Forestry Officer and later 
Territorial Forester, eventually assumed the direction of the reforestation of denuded lands that 
had been initiated by Harold L. Lyon and the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association in 1918, 
planting large numbers of trees - most of them introduced species - to control erosion (Bryan 
192 1-1 984:Box 7.5 forief history of Hawaiian forestry]; (Tomonari-Tuggle 1996:42-44)). The 
reforestation undoubtedly prevented much soil erosion, but also resulted in the additional 
isolation of the remaining patches of native forest. 
Bryan and the CCC built the two stone cabins at Hale P6haku in 1936 and 1939, for use by 
visitors (Bryan 1921-1984:Box 2.6-2.7 [e.g., June 21, 1939, log entry regarding laying out 
second cabin]; (Pukui and Elbert 1986:38-39). Both have been preserved and remain in use 
today. 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS: OBSERVATORIES ON THE MOUNTAIN 
The road improvements undertaken by the CCC were the first steps toward making the mountain 
more accessible and opening up new opportunities. With the coming of World War 11, the U.S. 
Army took control of a large area in the western portion of the Saddle to use for training. This 
area was to remain in military hands after the war, developing into the P6hakuloa Training Area, 
closing a large portion of the Saddle to public or private commercial use. However, the use of 
the area for training and the concern with providing an access route in case of Japanese invasion 
led to the construction of a graded, all-weather road through the Saddle by the CCC and US. 
Army Corps of Engineers in 1943. After the war, the Saddle Road, linking Hilo with Waimea, 
was paved, further easing access to Mauna Kea [Langlas et al. 1997:26]. 
In the early 1960s, interest grew in establishing an observatory on the summit. A paved road 
already existed fiom the Saddle Road at the base of the mountain to Hale P6haku. In 1964, a 
road was graded and graveled from Hale Pijhaku to the summit (Pickles 2003). The construction 
of this road, which became the Mauna Kea Observatory Access Road, opened up access to the 
summit and initiated intensive modification of the summit region. 
Bishop (2003:27) provides a list of the main telescopes built at the observatories from 1968 
through the present, with the years of their installation, beginning with the Air Force 0.6-m 
optical telescope south of the s d t  ridge in 1968. Its installation was quickly followed by a 
several other telescopes in the following five years, and then, in 1979, three telescopes. 
Following the completion in 1983 of a development plan, construction of new telescopes in the 
newly recognized Science Reserve resumed. Between 1986 and 1999 the submillimeter array, 
the Keck telescopes, the Very Long Baseline radio antenna (VLBA), the Subaru, and Gemini 
telescope were completed (Pickles 2003:46). Farther downslope, several observatory-related 
projects have also involved additions or modification of facilities at Hale Pijhaku, including 
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building of a dormitory for Subaru personnel. The stone cabins built by the CCC in the 1930s 
remain in place. 
Increased access to the mountain and the need to evaluate the consequences of the development 
of the observatories has led to a number of cultural resource and environmental studies during 
the past 30 years. This research has included an intensive archaeological study of the Mama 
Kea Adze Quarry by Bishop Museum under the direction of Patrick McCoy beginning in 1975 
and 1976, archaeological surveys of the summit and extensive areas on the south side of the 
mountain, and the biological discovery and study of the rare w&a bug. 
In 2002 the Keck Observatory and NASA proposed the construction of six 2-m-class telescopes 
to enhance the resolution of the Keck telescopes. The proposed project would join a complex of 
highly sophisticated astronomical observatories and contribute to the world-class significance of 
the astronomical information produced by investigations at the summit of Mauna Kea. 
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111. IDENTIFICATION OF BURIAL SITES 
MAUNA KEA SCIENCE RESERVE BURIALS 
Previous archaeological surveys of the Mauna Kea Science Reserve have documented numerous 
cultural resource sites, some of which have been identified as human burials. Oral history 
investigations document that there have been many other burials, including subsurface interment 
or burial as well as aerial dispersal of cremated human remains. This section of the Burial 
Treatment Plan identifies the areas where known burials have been reported (McCoy 1999). 
Five burial locations have been recorded as State of Hawai‘i archaeological sites (Table 1 and as 
shown on Fig. 2). 
Figure 2: Burial locations on map of Mauna Kea Science Reserve (this figure has been withheld 
from publication in conformance with provisions of State of Hawai’i and Federal law) 
TABLE 1. BURIALS AND POSSIBLE BURIALS INCLUDED INSITE LIST FROM 
MCCOY (1 999:TABLEl). 
McCoy has conducted archaeological reconnaissance surveys in the Mauna Kea Science Reserve 
since 1979. Recently he updated much of this work for the Mama Kea Science Reserve Master 
Plan (McCoy 1999). In that document, he defined a number of site types, as discussed in the 
background section of this Burial Treatment Plan. Among those definitions he included a type 
for known burials, as “a deliberate or intentional interment of human remains” and added, “all of 
the known and suspected burials in the Science Reserve are located in cairns situated on the tops 
of cinder cones” (McCoy 1999:3). He further discussed “Burials and Possible Burials - There 
are numerous references to human burials on the northern and eastern slopes of Mauna Kea, 
some at elevations that would fall within the boundaries of the Science Reserve (see discussion 
in McEldowey 1982)”(1999:25). Of these however, he asserted that “to date the only positively 
identified human remains found in the Science Reserve are located at Site 16248 on the 
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summit of Pu‘u Makanaka (Fig. 1). Jerome Kilmartin, a surveyor with the United States 
Geological Survey, noted the presence of human remains on this prominent cinder cone in 
1925”( 1999:26). 
McCoy differentiated stone markers, which may have commemorated visits to summit localities, 
from burials, which appeared to McCoy to have been associated with the top of cinder cones. 
Site 16 195 was recorded on the eastern rim of Pu‘u Lilinoe. McCoy proposed that this burial 
may have been among those reported by Alexander in 1892: 
The same afternoon (July 25,1892) the surveyors occupied the 
summit of Lilinoe, a high rocky crater, a mile southeast of the 
central hills (the “summit”) and a little over 13,000 feet in 
elevation. Here, as at other places on the plateau, ancient graves 
are to be found. In olden times, it was a common practice of the 
natives in the surrounding region to carry up the bones of their 
deceased relatives to the summit plateau for burial. 
Sites 2141 3,21414, and 41416 consisted of single cairns, and are located on the southeastern rim 
of a cinder cone on the northwestern edge of the Science Reserve. These appeared to McCoy to 
be similar in form and location to the burial reported at Site 16195. In his report, McCoy 
discusses in detail the potential for additional burials in the Science Reserve: 
There is good reason to expect that more burials are to be fdund in 
the Science Reserve on the tops of cinder cones, either in cairns or 
in a small rockshelter or overhang. The basis for this prediction is 
that all of the known and suspected burial sites on the summit 
plateau are located on the tops of cinder cones and, more 
particularly, on the southern and eastern sides. No burials have 
been found on the sides or at the base of a cone, or on ti ridgetop 
amongst any of the shrines. There in fact appears to be a clear 
separation between burial locations and shrine locations. 
The apparent restriction of the higher elevation burials to the apex 
of cinder cones is in sharp contrast to many of the burials found at 
Kanakaleonui, a well-known burial center located not too far 
outside of the Science Reserve, just below Pu‘u Makanaka and the 
summit plateau, which is the lower boundary of the proposed 
Mauna Kea Summit Historic District. Reconnaissance of this area 
indicates that there are indeed a great number of structural remains 
at this locality. There are platforms on the top of the cone and a 
great number of smaller cairns at the base. On current evidence 
there are more burials in the general environs of Kanakaleonui than 
probably exist higher on the mountain, possibly on all of the 
summit plateau. The disproportionate number of burials in the 
environs of Kanakaleonui suggests that the edge of the plateau 
might have been a major social boundary, with the area below 
reserved for commoners and the plateau for persons of higher 
social status (chiefs and priests). If the very top of the cones were 
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reserved for higher status individuals and the ground below for 
commoners, then Kanakaleonui must have both”(McCoy 1999:28). 
Following this reasoning, then each of the cinder cones throughout the District could have 
burials not only at their summit, as earlier proposed by McCoy, but also on the lower slopes as 
found on Kanakaleonui, apposite McCoy’s conclusion. Nonetheless, in his judgment, the only 
“known” burials were found at Sites 16195, 16248,21413,21414, and 21416 as reported in the 
Table 1 and Figure 2, above. 
OUTRIGGER TELESCOPES SITE 
No burials have been found or reported specifically in the area impacted by construction of 
WMKO, the area within which the Outrigger Telescopes will be built. The area has been graded 
level and a significant volume of cinders at the top of the pu ‘u was removed for the Keck 
Telescopes. The areas proposed for on-site construction, installation, and operation of up to six 
Outrigger telescopes as part of the Outrigger Telescope Project have already been severely 
degraded. 
In reviewing the results of previous construction at the site, the SHPD has concurred with 
NASA’s conclusion that the removal of as much as 34 feet of earth from the top of this site 
during the construction of Keck I effectively precludes the presence of burials. However, the 
nature of the leveling that went on during construction of Keck I1 is less clear and leaves it 
uncertain whether burials might still be present at moderate depths in this portion of the WMKO 
site. SHPD concludes that, if ground surfaces still exist that were only superficially altered, then 
there remains a possibility that burials might be present and that provisions for treatment of such 
burials should be developed (Hibbard 1999). 
Based on the extensive disturbance, archaeological inventory or testing of terrain, as 
recommended by the Historic Preservation Plan for Mauna Kea (McEldowney 1999:9- 10) would 
not be appropriate. However, given the possibility that human remains might be present despite 
the disturbance, cultural and archaeological monitoring, as recornmended in the Historic 
Preservation Plan and the EA and MOA for the project, should be conducted, and a Burial 
Treatment Plan (this document) should be submitted to the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council and 
SHPD for their review and concurrence in advance of any construction activities. 
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IV. RECOGNITION OF LINEAL AND CULTURAL DESCEN 
DOCUMENTARY RESEARCH AND ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS 
The Mauna Kea Science Reserve has been the focus of several comprehensive studies of 
documentary and oral history investigations. Maly (1 998, 1999, as well as recently updated 
versions of these reports 2004, in preparation) has conducted the most recent effort. He 
interviewed numerous individuals with long-term relationships and special knowledge of the 
Mauna Kea summit and native Hawaiian cultural practice. Some of this information is 
incorporated in the background information presented in this plan. As an outcome of his 
exhaustive work, Maly identified one certain burial site, as documented by W.D. Alexander 
(1 892b). This site is the same recorded as Site 161 95 by McCoy (1 999). 
PUBLICATION OF LEGAL NOTICES 
The following notice was published on May 2,3, and 5,2004 in the Hawaii Tribune-Herald and 
the Honolulu Star Bulletin, requesting infomation from any persons with knowledge about 
burials at the WMKO site. The text of legal notice is as follows: 
Burial Notice 
Notice is hereby given that possible burial sites on 1 1,288 acres of land owned by State 
of Hawai'i are located on parcel TMK 4-4-015:009 at W.M. Keck Observatory within Mauna 
Kea Science Reserve, Ka'ohe Ahupua'a, HSimSikua District, Hawai'i Island. A telescope 
installation project is proposed for the area. Archaeological survey has located four possible 
burial sites consisting of cairns (Sites 50-10-15-16195,21413,21414, and 21416). Site 16248 is 
a series of cairns containing human remains. 
being prepared by Int'l Archaeological Research Inst., Inc. in accordance with Chapter 6E, H R S ,  
regarding unmarked burial sites. Final decisions regarding treatment of burials located on the 
property shall be made by Hawai'i Island Burial Council. Individuals who are known to have 
cultural association with the general area have been contacted directly. 
buried in the aforementioned property and who may have knowledge regarding these remains or 
others in the area to immediately contact Kana'i Kapeliela (808) 692-8037 of State Historic 
Preservation Division, Burial Sites Program, 601 Kamokila Blvd., Room 555, Kapolei, HI 96707 
on O'ahu within 30 days of this notice to present information regarding appropriate treatment of 
the human remains. Responding individuals must be able to adequately demonstrate lineal 
descent from the Native Hawaiian remains, or cultural descent from ancestors associated with the 
burials on the summit of Mauna Kea where the graves are located. 
Although no known burials are located within the project area, a Burial Treatment Plan 
Hawai'i Island Burial Council requests that descendants of those who may have been 
CONSULTATIONS 
Notification of consultations is pending publication of notice and response period. 
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V. PROPOSED TREATMENT 
PRESERVATION PLAN 
In keeping with the Historic Preservation Plan prepared for the Mauna Kea Science Reserve 
(McEldowny 1999), each individual historic property may have significance, but also each 
property contributes to the Historic District as a whole. Therefore, the significance of individual 
properties located within the district requires evaluation and treatment “collectively and within 
the context of the summit’s natural landscape”(1999:3). For burials, which are both historically 
as well as culturally significant, preservation in place is the preferred treatment. 
The Historic Preservation Plan requires that inventory, testing, and mitigative treatment be 
conducted before any project development in the Mauna Kea Science Reserve (McEldowney 
1999:7-10). In areas that are already disturbed and where the terrain is no longer intact, the Plan 
recommends archaeological and cultural monitoring. Procedures for monitoring and compliance 
with the requirements for inadvertent discovery of burials are provided in Chapter 6E-43.6 
(HRS) and administrative rule 13-300-40, and also in the “Mitigation and Monitoring Measures 
for the Outrigger Telescopes Project (Appendix G, Environmental Assessment for the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project, Mauna Kea Science Reserve, Island of Hawai‘i). 
In-place preservation would be the preferred treatment, where practicable, and this would be 
achieved through the establishment of defined preservation buffers. 
PRESERVATION SITE BUFFERS 
A buffer zone of 6.1 m (20 Et) will be established around the perimeters of burial sites except 
where this is incompatible with the Outrigger Telescopes Project design. Where a 6.1 -m buffer 
zone would be incompatible with the Project design, either a smaller buffer zone will be 
established or the burial will be relocated. No land disturbing activity will occur within the 
buffer zones. 
INADVERTENT BURIAL DISCOVERIES 
This section of the Burial Treatment Plan provides guidelines and procedures for dealing with 
the inadvertent discovery of human remains during any activity at the Mama Kea Science 
Reserve. The guidelines and procedures follow HRS 6E-43.6 (entitled “Inadvertent Discovery of 
Burial Sites”) and the DLNR Administrative Rules Section 13-300-40. 
Construction Monitoring 
In order to insure recognition and proper treatment of any burial remains that may be 
inadvertently discovered during construction, construction activities will be monitored by an 
archaeologist and a cultural monitor, in accordance with the stipulations of the Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) prepared in connection with the Environmental Assessment for the Outrigger 
Telescopes project. NASA will be responsible for insuring that monitoring is undertaken as 
stipulated in the MOA. 
During Construction 
The following action will be taken during all ground alteration activities. 
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- An archaeological monitor will be present during all ground alteration activities, such as 
grading, grubbing, and excavation during any construction activities in the project area. 
Following Construction 
Following ground alteration activities, the professional archaeologist will prepare a report that 
meets all requirements of SHPD Administrative Rules 13-279-7, as well as documents (1) the 
measures taken to implement short-term preservation measures for burials and (2) any new 
burials that may hay have been uncovered. This report will be submitted to the SHPD. 
Procedure for Inadvertent Burial Discoveries 
SHPD Administrative Rules 13-300-40 lay out the procedure for inadvertent discoveries of 
human remains. In the event that previously unknown human remains are exposed during any 
action related to the development of the Mama Kea Science Reserve, all work in the vicinity of 
the burial site shall cease (although work may continue in other areas of the development) and 
the remains shall be left in place and protected from further damage. Human remains may also 
be inadvertently exposed by natural events, such as storm erosion. 
The SHPD Hawai'i Island archaeologist, the Hawai'i County Police Department, and the 
Hawai'i County medical examiner coroner shall be notified. The SHPD will inform the 
representative of the Hawai'i Island Burial Council of the discovery and the time that a site visit 
will be made. The Police Department has jurisdiction if the remains appear to be less than 50 
years old; the SHPD has jurisdiction if they appear to be more than 50 years old. 
If the remains are more than 50 years old, SHPD has three days to determine if they should be 
preserved in place or relocated. Remains shall be relocated if preservation in place is 
incompatible with the Project design. The SHPD determination will be made in consultation 
with landowners, any known lineal or cultural descendants, and appropriate ethnic organizations. 
When practicable, remains shall be preserved in place. If relocation is required, then provisions 
of this Burial Treatrnent Plan will be followed. 
Once appropriate measures have been taken for protection or removal of the remains, 
development work in the area can resume. 
Long-Term Preservation Treatment 
Long-term preservation requirements address potential impacts from on-going use and 
occupation of the Mauna Kea Science Reserve. 
1. All inadvertently discovered burial sites, whether in place or removed, will be set aside as 
preserves and will include a buffer zone that recognizes the surrounding landscape 
context of the site, although it will be a minimum of 6.1 m (20 Et) unless a buffer zone of 
such size is incompatible with the Project design. The site boundaries will be defined by 
an in-field evaluation of the relationship among described features and any surrounding 
undocumented features. Terrain features such as steep slopes that could act as a natural 
buffer will be considered in the final definition of buffer widths. 
2. The burial site will be defined by berms, walls, or a combination of these elements, so 
long as there is no adverse effect on the historic property and historic district. The 
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purpose of this physical delineation is to clearly define the site and buffer boundaries and 
to protect the site from potential harm from unauthorized access. The physical barriers 
will be of such design that blends with the surrounding area. 
3. Perpetual access to burial sites shall be granted to known lineal or cultural descendants. 
MAINTENANCE AND SECURITY 
Responsibility for maintenance and security of the burial site would lie with the University of 
Hawai‘i. Actual implementation could be placed in the hands of the Ofice of Mauna Kea 
Management or a successor organization, if any, that assumes its responsibilities. Long- 
tendpermanent in-place preservation would be achieved by a means of a Memorandum of 
Agreement between the Hawai‘i Burial Council and the California Association for Research in 
Astronomy, project manager, which would include the appropriate requirements and restrictions 
relating to physical improvements, maintenance, security, and access by recognized lineal andor 
cultural descendants. 
ACCESS FOR LINEAL AND/OR CULTURAL DESCENDANTS 
Access to the burial site for appropriate cultural activities would be permitted to any lineal andor 
cultural descendant formally recognized by the HIBC or DNLR-SHPD in accordance with the 
administration procedures contained within Section 13-300-35: “Recognition of lineal and 
cultural descendants (DLNR 1006). Specific arrangements for access would be made by direct, 
mutual agreement between the University of Hawai‘i and recognized lineal andor cultural 
descendants. 
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VI. I ~ P L E ~ E N T A T I O ~  OF THE I3 AL T ~ A T ~ E ~ T  PLAN 
Preservation measures contained in the Burial Treatment Plan would be implemented by the 
California Association for Research in Astronomy, project manager, following receipt by the 
applicant of DLNR written confirmation of mutual agreement to these measures. 
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TIGATION PL 
ERRATA 
Item 1: Wekiu bug habitat will be restored ... (page 2). The 2nd paragraph under 
Item 1 is changed to read: 
NASA and CARA have proposed Wekiu bug habitat restoration in three areas within 
Pu'u Hau 'Oki that were previously damaged by observatory construction (Figure 1). 
The proposed restoration effort would encompass an area greater than 0.028 ha (0.069 
ac), resulting in a habitat restoration of at least 3:l relative to the amount of habitat that 
would be displaced by on-site construction and installation of Outrigger Telescopes 2 and 
3. Restoration of the areas adjacent to JB5 and Outrigger Telescope 1 will be given equal 
priority to restoration of the area on the floor of Pu'u Hau 'Oki crater. Since the size of 
the restoration area will be limited by the amount of available cinder excavated during 
construction of the Outrigger Telescopes, the size of the restoration area on the floor of 
Pu'u Hau 'Oki crater may be reduced in order for areas adjacent to JB5 and Outrigger 
Telescope 1 to be restored. Restoration will continue until the supply of suitably-sized 
cinder is exhausted , or the restoration of all three areas is complete. 
Item 12 (b): Contractors will be required to inspect .. . (page 7). The paragraph 
under Item 12 (b) is changed to read: 
Prior to entry into the Mama Kea Science Reserve, all large trucks, tractor-trailer rigs, 
earthmoving machinery, and other heavy equipment shall be inspected by a trained 
biologist, who shall certify that all large trucks, tractor-trailer rigs, earthmoving 
machinery, and other heavy equipment were inspected for flora and fauna that may 
potentially have an impact on the Mauna Kea summit ecosystem. This inspection will be 
recorded in the contractor's logbook. 
Item 13 (b): Contractors will be required to inspect . . . (page 8). The first sentence 
in the 2nd paragraph under Item 13 (b) is changed to read: 
Prior to entry into the Mauna Kea science reserve, all construction materials, equipment, 
crates, and containers carrying materials and equipment, shall be inspected by a trained 
biologist, who shall certify that all materials, equipment, and containers were inspected 
for flora and fauna that may potentially have an impact on the Mauna Kea summit 
ecosystem. 
Item 16: Construction contracts will ensure . . . (page 9). The following is added to 
the paragraph: 
To further ensure contractor compliance to mitigation procedures, CARA will implement 
the WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan. 
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Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan 
December 14,2001 
Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan 
The following plan is based on recommendations provided by natural resource 
consultants at Pacific Analytics in the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Report (Pacific Analytics 
2000) (revised November 4,2000) to restore habitat, and to prevent and mitigate impacts 
to the cinder slopes below the W.M. Keck Observatory (VVMKO) complex during on-site 
construction, installation, and operation, as appropriate, of the proposed Outrigger 
Telescopes (Pacific Analytics 2000). (Numbers in parentheses after each commitment 
refer to the corresponding Pacific Analytics recommendation number.) It is the intention 
and hope that the W&iu bug population will actually increase, due to protection and 
restoration of potentially favorable habitat. 
1. WEkiu bug habitat will be restored in areas damaged by on-site Outrigger 
Telescope construction, and on the crater floor of Pu'u Hau 'Oki. Restored 
areas will total at least three times the total area damaged by new construction. 
w-1) 
Areas damaged by new construction will be restored to the extent possible. This will not 
be possible in areas where new construction covers existing WEkiu bug habitat with 
concrete foundations of junction boxes, air pipes, light tunnels, and retaining walls. 
Restoration of habitat of an area at least three times the area newly darnaged will aid in 
enhancing the WEkiu bug population in the crater. Material obtained from project 
excavations not used for backfill will be trucked to the temporary stockpile area where it 
will be screened and washed and all suitable material returned to Pu'u Hau 'Oki to be 
used for WEkiu bug habitat restoration. All excavation material not directly used as fill 
or for WEkiu bug habitat restoration will be placed on the mountain at locations to be 
determined after consultation with the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) and 
the Office of Mama Kea Management (OMKM). 
NASA and CARA have proposed WEkiu bug habitat restoration within a portion of the 
crater bottom that was previously damaged by observatory construction on Pu'u Hau 
'Oki. The proposed crater bottom restoration area is almost large enough to accomplish 
the proposed 3:l restoration goal. Restoration of this area would be followed by 
restoration of the sloped crater wall habitat that would be disturbed by on-site 
construction of JB-5 at Outrigger Telescope 2. A third potential habitat restoration area 
has been identified at Outrigger Telescope 1. This third potential restoration area could be 
used in future restoration efforts or if the crater bottom restoration effort does not yield 
sufficient area to attain the 3: 1 goal. 
Restoration habitat will be composed of screened cinder larger than 1.3 centimeters (cm) 
(1/2 inch), washed with water to remove ash. Cinder will be spread 30 cm to 46 cm (12 to 
18 inches) deep in the restoration areas, and will form a complete interface with cinder in 
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adjacent WEkiu bug habitat. It may be necessary that cinder be spread more than 46 cm 
(18 inches) deep in some places, in order to assure the necessary contact with existing 
habitat. 
Screened and washed cinder may be emplaced on the crater floor by partial tilting of the 
dump bed while the truck is slowly moving. No Mher  working of the screened cinder is 
required; uneven deposition will make better habitat than an evenly spread or compacted 
surface. No preparation of the crater floor prior to deposition is required. 
The non-permanent barrier blocking vehicle access to the crater floor will be removed to 
allow transport of the screened cinder into the crater floor. The barrier will be replaced 
after installation of the restored habitat. 
Attractive, non-intrusive, educational signs will be installed near the crater access point 
along the adjacent service road, (see commitment 3). The signs will have information 
about WEkiu bugs and their habitat. (Signs will help prevent unintentional disturbance of 
habitat by visitors to the summit.). Design of the signs will be consistent with the 
guidelines presented in the Mauna Kea Science Reserve Master Plan. Prior to installation, 
sign design and specifications will be submitted to both the Department of Land and 
Natural Resources (DLNR) and to OMKM for approval. 
2. Under no circumstances during construction, installation, and operation will 
cinder or other materials be side-cast into Wekiu bug habitat. Temporary 
barriers will be built along the slope breaks above the inner slopes of Pu'u Hau 
'Oki crater. (IV-2) 
Prior to any construction activities, temporary 3-foot high silt fences will be installed 
along the rim of the Pu'u Hau 'Oki crater, where excavation or trenching is planned to 
take place within six feet of the slope to contain cinder on the site. The temporary silt 
fences will be maintained by the contractor on a daily basis to repair any damage to the 
fence. 
3. Educational signs will be placed along the slope break above WEkiu bug 
habitat, and at the service road adjacent to the crater floor. (IV-3) 
Many places along the WMKO leveled site provide special scenic vistas. There are 
foreground views into the Pu'u Hau 'Oki crater, midground views of the summit area, 
and background views of the entire Island and beyond. These vistas are unique and 
among the reasons people visit the summit. 
Attractive, non-intrusive, educational signs will be installed to inform people about 
WEkiu bugs and their habitat. Signs will help prevent unintentional disturbance of habitat 
by workers and visitors. Design of the signs will be consistent with the guidelines 
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presented in the Mauna Kea Science Reserve Master Plan. Prior to installation, sign 
design and specifications will be submitted to both the Department of Land and Natural 
Resources (DLNR) and to OMKM for approval. 
4. Water will be applied to excavation sites and cinder stockpiles. (V-1) 
Proposed excavation and construction activities will disturb less than one-half acre of the 
WMKO leveled site during the construction period. Water will be applied to excavation 
sites and cinder stockpiles during all earthmoving activities. 
Construction contractors typically spray water as needed to minimize airborne particulate 
matter. Potable water is currently transported to the WMKO fiom Hilo in tankers capable 
of carrying up to 19 kiloliters (5,000 gallons) per trip. Potable water for dust suppression 
will also be transported to the site and applied as needed during trenching, bulldozing, or 
other soil disturbance activities. 
The applied water is not expected to cause any negative impact to the Wekiu bug, and 
may actually be beneficial. It is possible that the application of water to excavation sites 
could increase the amount of moisture available for Wekiu bugs. 
5. Dust-generating activities will be suspended during high winds. (V-2) 
Storms and accompanying high winds can arise quickly at the summit. These winds are 
capable of raising dust from recently exposed cinder and ash. Dust-generating activities 
will be suspended during periods of high winds, and water will be applied to recently 
exposed cinder and ash. 
6. Soil-binding stabilizers will be used sparingly, and will never be applied to 
Wekiu bug habitat. (V-3) 
Vehicle traffic to WMKO is expected to increase during and after construction of the 
Outrigger Telescopes. Environmentally-safe soil stabilizers may be applied to road and 
parking areas to reduce dust during and after on-site construction. Soil stabilizers may be 
needed to reduce dust during the excavation of Outrigger Telescope foundations and light 
tunnels. Environmentally-safe soil stabilizers will only be used where the application of 
potable water is inadequate for dust control. In no case will soil stabilizers be applied 
directly to WEkiu bug habitat slopes, nor will. they be applied to excavated cinder that is 
to be used in mitigation habitat. Application of soil stabilizers will be performed under 
light wind conditions to prevent drift into Wekiu bug habitat. 
Soil stabilizers are often applied to roads to improve stability and suppress dust. 
Generally, the stabilizers bind soil particles together to form a hard, protected surface. 
There are many commercially available dust control additives, each with characteristics 
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specific for soil types, climate conditions, and road uses. They also differ in soil 
penetration potential, suppression duration, and costs. All of these factors will be 
considered before a soil stabilizer treatment is applied. 
Several dust-suppressing soil stabilizers are considered “environmentally fiendly” and 
appear to be free of residuals that can harm native arthropod populations. Most have been 
tested for toxicity on micro-invertebrates, fish, and wildlife. Professional review before 
application of soil stabilizer products will reduce the chances of inadvertent impacts to 
WEkiu bug habitat. An entomologist familiar with WEkiu bug autecology will review the 
potential impacts of products being considered for use, and make recommendations. In no 
case will soil stabilizers be used indiscriminately, nor will they ever be applied beyond 
the slope break of the observatory site. 
Soil stabilizers are not always appropriate for dust control. An alternative to soil 
stabilizers is the application of potable water to roads and construction site surfaces. Dust 
control watering could potentially increase water availability to WEkiu bugs, enhancing 
survival and population growth. 
7. The WMKO staff will continue to follow Federal guidelines specifying the use 
and disposal of substances used in the washing and recoating of observatory 
mirrors. (VI-1) 
The WMKO 10-meter mirrors are made up of 36 segments, each approximately 1.8 
meters (6 feet) in diameter. The proposed Outrigger Telescopes will use mirrors 1.8 
meters (6 feet) in diameter. Under standard operating procedures, up to four mirror 
segments can be recoated in each month. Outrigger Telescope mirrors will be recoated on 
a similar schedule. The proposed additional four to six Outrigger Telescope mirrors will 
thus increase the total mirror surface area to be processed by 6 to 8 percent. Mirror 
recoating effluents at WMKO will be collected, and removed and transported off-site by 
a licensed waste handler. 
8. Contractors will be required to minimize the amount of on-site paints, 
thinners, and solvents. Painting and construction equipment will not be 
cleaned on-site. Contractors will be required to keep a log of hazardous 
materials brought on-site and report spills immediately to a designated 
WMKO representative. (VI-2) 
Many components of the proposed Outrigger Telescopes will arrive at the site ready for 
installation. Some components may require painting. Paints, thinners, and solvents are 
toxic to WEkiu bugs. The amounts of such substances transported to the summit will be 
those required to support the current activity. The amount required for the entire project 
will not be stocbiled on the summit. 
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Cleaning paintbrushes, rollers, and paint-spraying equipment requires the use of solvents 
and thinners. Having these substances on-site increases the risk of spills. Painting 
equipment will be cleaned off-site to reduce the risk of spills that could impact WEkiu 
bug populations. 
Contractors will be required to keep a weekly log of hazardous materials they bring to the 
site. The log will consist of a list of the substances that are being used, and the number 
and size of the containers that arrive and leave the site. The log will be available for 
inspection by CARA representatives. 
In the unlikely event of an accidental spill of hazardous materials, it will be reported 
immediately, and appropriate actions will be taken to limit the impact to WGkiu bugs. 
Spills will be contained to limit the impact area, and if the spill results in soil 
contamination, the soil will be removed in a safe and effective manner. Logs and 
manifests can provide useful information regarding the hazardous materials on site, in 
case of an accidental spill. 
9. Construction trash containers will be tightly covered to prevent construction 
wastes from being dispersed by wind. (VII-1) 
Covering containers will decrease the amount of construction debris that could be blown 
onto WGkiu bug habitat. “Roll off” containers will be equipped with secure tops and lids 
to ensure no debris escapes during high winds. Containers will be collected on a regular 
basis before they are completely full or overflowing. This could entail collection several 
times a week, particularly during periods of heavy use. 
10. Construction materials stored at the site will be covered with tarps, or 
anchored in place, and not be susceptible to movement by wind. (MI-2) 
Construction materials and supplies will be prevented from being blown into W&iu bug 
habitat by covering them with heavy canvas tarps. Steel cables, attached to anchors that 
are driven into the ground, can hold materials down. 
Construction materials at the site will be tied down or otherwise secured during high 
winds and at close of work each day. Securing materials will reduce the chances of debris 
being blown off the site into WGkiu bug habitat. Preventing debris fiom blowing onto the 
habitat slopes will reduce costs and potential habitat disturbance necessary to retrieve the 
items. 
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11. If construction materials and trash are blown into WEkiu bug habitat, they will 
be collected to the extent practicable, with a minimum of disturbance to the 
habitat. (VI&-4) 
Despite efforts to prevent wind-blown construction materials and trash, some debris 
could end up in WEkiu bug habitat. Retrieving this debris from sensitive areas will be 
done carefully and with minimum disturbance. Small pieces of debris will be allowed to 
blow out of WEkiu bug habitat to spots where they can be collected safely. Larger debris 
will be removed with minimum disturbance to slope stability and structure. Methods for 
removal may vary depending on the material and its location. Contractors will be 
educated about appropriate debris retrieval methods. 
12. Earthmoving equipment will be free of large deposits of soil, dirt, and 
vegetation debris that could harbor alien arthropods. (VIII-1) 
(a) Contractors will be required to pressure-wash earthmoving equipment to 
remove alien arthropods. 
Alien arthropods can arrive at the summit by two general pathways. First, alien species 
already on the Island can spread to new localities. Second, alien species can arrive with 
shipping crates and containers. In order to block the fnst pathway, heavy equipment, 
trucks, and trailers will be pressure-washed before being moved to the construction site at 
Pu'u Hau 'Oki. 
Earthmoving equipment and large vehicles and trailers often sit at storage sites for 
several days or weeks between jobs. Most of these storage sites are located in industrial 
areas and usually support colonies of ants and other alien arthropods. These species often 
use stored equipment as refuges from rain, heat, and cold. Ants will colonize mud and 
dirt stuck to earthmoving equipment and could then be transported to uninfested areas. 
Spiders occupy stored equipment, looking for food or escaping predation by hiding in 
protected niches. Once transported to the summit, these species could migrate to WEkiu 
bug habitat. 
Pressure-washing of equipment before transportation to the construction site at Pu'u Hau 
'Oki will remove dirt and mud and wash away ants, spiders and other alien arthropods, 
thereby reducing the chances of transporting these species to the summit area. 
@) Contractors will be required to inspect large trucks, tractors, and other heavy 
equipment before proceeding up the observatory access road. 
Tractor-trailer rigs, earthmoving machinery, and other heavy equipment will be inspected 
for arthropods before proceeding up the observatory access road. This inspection will be 
recorded in the contractor's logbook. 
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13. All construction materials, crates, shipping containers, packaging material, 
and observatory equipment will be free of alien arthropods when delivered to 
the summit. (WII-2) 
(a) Contractors will be required to inspect shipping crates, containers, and 
packing materials before shipment to Hawai'i. 
Alien arthropods can be transported to Hawai'i via crates and packaging. Contractors will 
be requested to use only high quality, virgin packaging materials when shipping supplies 
and equipment. Pallet wood will be fkee of bark and other habitat that can facilitate the 
transport of alien species. WMKO managers will communicate to shippers, and suppliers 
the environmental concerns regarding alien arthropods, and inform them about 
appropriate inspection measures to ensure that supplies and equipment shipped to 
Hawai'i are free of alien arthropods at the points of departure and arrival. 
Shipping containers will be inspected and any visible arthropods removed. Construction 
of crates immediately prior to use will prevent alien arthropods from establishing nests or 
webs. Cleaning containers just prior to being loaded for shipping will also eliminate alien 
arthropod infestations. 
Many arthropods may escape detection during shipping inspections. After arrival in 
Hawai'i, crates or boxes to be transported to the summit will be re-inspected for spider 
webs, egg masses, and other signs of alien arthropods. Re-inspection prior to transport to 
the summit will reduce the potential for undetected alien arthropods reaching the summit. 
(b) Contractors will be required to inspect construction materials before transport 
to the summit area. 
Alien arthropods already resident in Hawai'i are capable of hitchhiking on construction 
material such as bricks and blocks, plywood, dimensional lumber, pipes, and other 
supplies. Precautions will be taken to ensure that alien arthropods are not introduced to 
the Mauna Kea summit area. 
Construction materials will be inspected before transport to the construction site. If any 
alien arthropods are discovered, the infestation will be removed prior to transport. 
Infestations of ants can be removed using pressure-washing. Infestations of spiders can 
be removed using brooms, vacuum cleaners, or other similar methods. Pesticide use on 
materials to be transported to the summit will be avoided. 
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14. Outdoor trash receptacles will be secured to the ground, have attached lids and 
plastic liners, and be collected frequently to reduce food availability for alien 
predators. (VtI-3 & Vm-3) 
Workers and visitors to the WMKO inevitably often bring some trash with them. Lunch 
bags, film canisters, wrappers, etc. can be easily blown into WGkiu bug habitat. 
Receptacles will be provided to eliminate the dispersal of this kind of trash. The 
receptacles will be heavy and have attached lids so that they do not become flying objects 
in the high winds at the summit. 
Readily available food supplies can facilitate the establishment of alien arthropods at the 
summit. Sanitary control of food and garbage will prevent access to food resources that 
could be used by invading ants and yellowjackets. 
Refuse containers will be heavy and secured to the ground. Refuse will be collected on a 
regular basis before containers are completely full or overflowing. This could entail 
collection several times a week, particularly in eating areas and during periods of heavy 
use of the area. 
Containers will be regularly washed using steam andor soap to reduce odors that attract 
ants and yellowjackets. Plastic bag liners will be used in all garbage containers receiving 
food to control leaking fluids. 
15. New alien arthropod introductions detected during monitoring will be 
eradicated. (VIII-4) 
(a) Ant eradication 
Sticky traps designed to capture ants will be deployed immediately after any ants are 
detected. Persistence of ant detections is indicative of larger infestations, and will prompt 
a search for and eradication of colonies. Bait and chemical control will be employed only 
when absolutely necessary and only by a certified pest control professional. In no case 
will pesticides be applied on or near restored habitat or crater slopes. 
(b) Yellowjacket eradication 
Traps will be deployed when yellowjackets are detected. Trapping yellowjackets is a 
useful method of control that does not require pesticides. Lures or baits will improve the 
effectiveness of traps. Localized yellowjacket populations can be reduced to non- 
threatening levels if trapping is employed immediately after detection. Traps will be 
maintained until yellowjackets are no longer detected. 
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(c) Alien spider eradication 
Alien spider webs will be removed when detected. Native lycosid wolf spiders do not 
make webs. Native sheet-web spiders make tiny webs under the cinder surface. Only 
alien spiders make large spider webs at the WMKO site. Sweeping such webs away with 
a broom disrupts alien spider food capture success and destroys egg masses. 
16. Construction contracts will ensure that compliance violations are corrected. 
The commitments in this Mitigation Plan will become, as applicable, rules and guidance 
for contractors and operators during on-site construction, installation, and operation of 
the proposed Outrigger Telescopes, light tunnels, and retaining walls. This will be 
accomplished through appropriate contract provisions and CARA oversight of contractor 
activities. A well-designed monitoring plan will detect violation of the rules and 
guidance. Such a plan has been developed and will be implemented when construction 
begins. Violations or other errors will be corrected as soon as possible in a manner that 
protects and enhances Wekiu bug population and habitat. 
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ERRATA 
12, 
is added after the last paragraph in this section: 
Section 3.1 - Introduction (page Effectiveness Monitoring - 1). The following 
NASA and CARA will implement the WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan, and restored habitats 
will be monitored quarterly by a qualified entomologist for 18 months following 
completion of the proposed habitat restoration to determine if the WEkiu bug 
reestablishes in those areas. Monitoring of WEkiu Bug populations shall continue 
biannually for no less than five ( 5 )  years following completion of the construction of the 
Outrigger Telescopes, and on an annual basis thereafter for the term of the CDUP. 
Additionally, efforts will be made to reduce the field study mortality of WEkiu bugs to 
less than forty percent (40%). Progress reports on the efforts to reduce the field study 
mortality rate and monitoring results shall be submitted biannually to the Department of 
Land and Natural Resources, the Ofice of Mauna Kea Management, and the Bishop 
Museum for no less than five (5 )  years following completion of construction of the 
Outrigger Telescopes, and on an annual basis thereafter for the term of the CDUP. 
13. 
Sampling Systems (page Effectiveness Monitoring - 3 - 4), 
Section 3.3 - Population Change Module; Question of Interest 3.3.1, 
a. Sampling Intensities, 3.3.1A1 and 3.3.1Bl) is changed to read: 
3 pitfall traps in each location of restored habitat. 
b. Sampling Frequencies, 3.3.1A all and 3.3.1B all) the text within the 
parentheses is deleted: 
14. 
all) (page Effectiveness Monitoring - 4). The first part of the sentence is changed to 
read: 
Section 3.3 - Population Change Module; Reporting: 3.3.1A all and 3.3.1B 
Include in all Quarterly, Biannual, and Annual reports, 
15. 
Reporting System: 3.3.2A all and 3.3.2B all) (page Effectiveness Monitoring - 7). 
The first part of the sentence is changed to read: 
Section 3.3 - Population Change Module; Question of Interest 3.3.2, 
Include in all Quarterly, Biannual, and Annual reports, 
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OVERVIEW 
1.1 - E;YECUTNESUMMARY 
The Mama Kea Science Reserve is 
located on the summit of the tallest 
mountain in Hawai’i, (13,796 feet). 
Within the reserve are the world’s two 
largest optical telescopes, constituting 
the W. M. Keck Observatory (WMKO). 
Directly adjacent to and below the 
WMKO is a unique natural environment 
that supports the Wekiu bug, a rare 
insect found only in the extreme habitat 
of the Mauna Kea summit. 
Current plans call for expanding the 
Keck Observatory by adding four 
Outrigger telescopes. These new 
telescopes will enhance the capabilities 
of telescopes by using a technique 
known as interferometry. 
The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), through the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory UpL), together 
with the California Association for 
Research in Astronomy (CARA) and the 
University of Hawai’i Institute for 
Astronomy (IfA), have made a com- 
mitment to protect and enhance Wekiu 
bug populations and habitat con- 
currently with construction of the 
new Outrigger Telescopes. To that end 
these collaborators have sponsored a 
Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report from 
which they developed the WGkiu Bug 
Mitigation Plan. They are also the 
sponsors of this Wekiu Bug Monitoring 
Plan. Monitoring will help to assure all 
stakeholders that mitigation activities 
associated with the new construction 
will be beneficial to this rare insect. 
Environmental monitoring is the 
scientific investigation of the changes in 
environmental phenomena that happen 
over time. This Wekiu Bug Monitoring 
Plan describes the procedures necessary 
to implement an investigation of 
changes in Wekiu Bug population and 
habitat adjacent to the WMKO during 
and after Outrigger Telescope 
construction. 
This Monitoring Plan includes an 
Overview of Monitoring, (Section 1). 
Comprehensive discussions of the mon- 
itoring Questions of Interest are divided 
into Compliance and Effectiveness, 
(Sections 2 and 3). Data management, 
analysis, and reporting of monitoring 
findings are discussed in Section 4. A 
schedule may be found in Section 5. 
Protocols for data gathering are in 
Section 6. 
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1.2 - INTRODUCTION 
The summit of Mauna Kea, on the 
Big Island of Hawai’i, is home to the 
largest observatory complex in the 
world. The summit is also home to 
unique plants and animals, including 
the W&iu bug. One of the principle 
habitats of this rare insect is directly 
adjacent to and below the Pu’u Hau Oki 
crater rim site of the W. M. Keck 
Observatory (WMKO). 
This Monitoring Plan was 
developed to aid in protection and 
enhancement of the W&iu bug pop- 
ulation. This Plan is consistent with the 
goal of good stewardship of the natural 
environment on the summit of Mauna 
Kea. The National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, through the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, is the sponsor of 
this Monitoring Plan. The University of 
Hawai’i, the Institute for Astronomy, 
and the California Association for 
Research in Astronomy have provided 
significant assistance and collaboration. 
Outrigger telescopes have been 
proposed as an addition to the WMKO. 
As part of that expansion project, three 
conservation programs have been 
recommended mitigation, monitoring, 
and autecological studies. 
resources. The WGkiu Bug Mitigation 
Report, published under separate cover, 
recommends a mitigation program that 
will protect the W&iu bug population 
within Pu’u Hau Oki crater, and restore 
some of the habitat lost there in the past. 
Environmental monitoring is the 
scientific investigation of the changes in 
environmental phenomena, attributes 
and characteristics that happen over 
time. Ecosystems are dynamic. Habitat 
conditions change daily, seasonally, and 
over longer periods of time. Animal and 
plant populations rise or fall in response 
to a host of environmental fluctuations. 
The general purpose of monitoring is to 
detect, understand, and predict the 
environmental changes. 
JPL, NASA, CARA, and the IfA have 
made a commitment to do no harm to 
the W&iu bug population during the 
proposed construction and operation of 
the Outrigger Telescopes. In order to 
accomplish this, observatory planners 
and managers need scientific and 
reliable information about the W&iu 
bug, about the impacts of management 
actions to the habitat, and about changes 
in the population over time. 
Environmental monitoring is the best 
way to obtain that information. 
Environmental mitigation is the 
protection and enhancement of natural 
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This Monitoring Plan proposes 
methods for investigation of results of 
actions undertaken in the Mitigation 
Program, and the subsequent changes in 
the WGkiu bug population and habitat. 
Two types of monitoring are necessary: 
compliance and effectiveness moni- 
toring. This Plan specifies tasks, 
budgets, schedules, and methods for 
both types of monitoring. Compliance 
monitoring investigates the extent to 
which contractors, operators, managers, 
and visitors comply with Wekiu bug 
protection guidelines and rules. 
Effectiveness monitoring investigates 
the changes in Wekiu bug habitat and 
population that happen concurrently 
and subsequently to construction of the 
Outrigger telescopes. This includes 
monitoring of habitat restoration efforts. 
The Monitoring Program will 
provide much of the data needed to 
protect and enhance natural resources, 
to modlry management actions, to aid in 
compliance with environmental sta- 
tutes, and to enhance public education 
and appreciation of the natural re- 
sources at the summit of Mauna Kea. 
Monitoring alone, however, will not 
provide all the desired information 
about the WGkiu bug. Additional 
autecological studies are also recom- 
mended. Autecology is the study of the 
patterns of distribution and abundance 
Figure 1 - 1. The WGkiu bug, 
Nysius wekiuicola, native to the summit 
area of Mama Kea. Photo courtesy W, P. 
Mull. 
of individual species, together with the 
ecosystem structure and functions that 
influence distribution and abundance. 
The three conservation programs, 
mitigation, monitoring, and auteco- 
logical studies, together will provide the 
framework for protecting and en- 
hancing the Wekiu bug habitat and 
population on Mama Kea. Lessons 
learned during the Outrigger Telescopes 
project will aid conservation efforts 
elsewhere on the summit, within the 
greater Mauna Kea Science Reserve, and 
on other mountaintops in Hawai'i. 
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1.3 - 
The general objective of this report 
is to describe a Monitoring Program that 
aids in the protection and enhancement 
of the Wekiu bug population and 
habitat adjacent to the W. M. Keck 
Observatory. The Monitoring Program 
will investigate the human activities and 
associated changes that occur to Wekiu 
bug population and habitat during con- 
struction and operation of the proposed 
Outrigger Telescopes. 
The Monitoring Plan is presented in 
sections and subsections. In the next 
subsection, 1.4 - Systematic Monitoring, 
we discuss the steps necessary to plan 
and implement monitoring. These steps 
apply to all the Questions of Interest 
(QOI’s). 
In the following two main sections, 
Section 2 - Compliance Monitoring, and 
Section 3 - Effectiveness Monitoring, we 
describe each recommended QOI in 
detail. The Compliance and Monitoring 
Sections are organized into modules: 
Section 2 - Compliance Monitoring 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1 Listing of QOI’s 
2.3 Ilabitat Restoration 
Module 
O B J E C r n S  
2.4 Slope Stability Module 
2.5 Dust Module 
2.6 Hazardous Materials 
Module 
2.7 Trash Module 
2.8 Alien Arthropods Module 
Section 3 - Effectiveness Monitoring 
3.1 Introduction 
3.2 Listing of QOI’s 
3.3 Population Change 
3.4 Habitat Module 
Module 
This organizational structure allows 
for addition or deletion of component 
QSI’s. As new knowledge is acquired 
about the W&iu bug, some QOI’s may 
be satisfactorily answered and removed 
from the Program. New knowledge may 
also lead to new QOI’s that can be 
added. In this way, the Monitoring 
Program is adaptable to new findings, 
needs, and conditions. 
Discussions of data management, 
analysis, and reporting may be found in 
Section 4 - Results. A schedule for the 
Monitoring Program is given in Section 
5 - Schedule and Budget. Protocols for 
data gathering are in Section 6 - 
Protocols. 
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1.4 .. SYSTEMATICMONITORING 
Environmental monitoring is the 
investigation of the changes in 
environmental phenomena, attributes 
and characteristics that happen over 
time. 
An investigation concerned only 
with measuring environmental 
phenomena, attributes, and charac- 
teristics at a single point in time is called 
an inventory. Monitoring is a series of 
inventories taken over time, repeated 
measurements taken in such a way as to 
be comparable with each other. 
Systematic monitoring is a monitoring 
program that follows a specified 
progression of tasks or steps to 
maximize the efficiency and utility of 
the investigation. 
The Purposes of Monitoring 
The most general purpose of 
environmental monitoring is to learn 
about the changes occurring in our 
natural world. This purpose may be 
subdivided into three more specific 
goals: to detect, predict, and understand 
those changes. Not all monitoring 
programs have all three of these goals, 
but all have at least one of them. 
Every monitoring program has its 
own set of unique purposes, as well. 
These are usually one or more of the 
following, ranked in general order of 
increasing complexity and sophistica- 
tion: 
0 To detect threshold events, or critical 
levels, of environmental phenomena, 
attributes, and characteristics. 
0 
environment. 
To detect specific changes in the 
To detect hazards and risks to 
valued ecosystem attributes and 
functions and/or to the human 
comunities that depend on them. 
To provide historical records of 
change in environmental phenomena, 
attributes, and characteristics. 
To detect trends, periodicities, 
cycles, and/or other patterns in those 
changes. 
0 To associate auxiliary phenomena, 
attributes, and characteristics with 
trends and patterns of change in key 
phenomena, attributes, and charac- 
teristics. 
0 To predict future changes in 
environmental phenomena, attributes, 
and characteristics. 
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0 
their causes. 
To link environmental changes to 
Different monitoring programs may 
have different sets or combinations of 
these purposes. Clarity of purpose is 
important in planning monitoring 
programs. The more complex and 
sophisticated goals of establishing 
associations and cause-and-effect 
relationships typically require signi- 
ficantly more effort and expense than 
simple detection of change. 
All these purposes of environmental 
monitoring involve increasing our 
knowledge and understanding. A 
closely related purpose of monitoring is 
to modify management actions. The 
new knowledge gained through 
monitoring should be useful in 
evaluating past environmental 
treatments and in directing new 
treatments, management actions, and 
other human influences. The ultimate 
goal of environmental management is 
good stewardship. Monitoring should 
inform stewardship efforts and help us 
to protect and enhance the natural 
world. 
The Systematic Approach 
We have identified the following 









Prepare clear statements of the 
important Questions of Interest 
(QOI's). 
Design the sampling systems. 
Develop sampling protocols for data 
collection. 
Prepare the data management sys- 
tems. 
Plan the analysis and interpretation 
systems. 
Develop a reporting system. 
Develop a monitoring sustainability 
plan. 
Each of these seven steps must be 
undertaken and completed to develop a 
successful monitoring program. The 
steps must be undertaken in a 
comprehensive manner. Planning 
decisions made in any one stage affect 
decisions at all the other stages. 
Each QOI, (described in the 
Compliance Monitoring and Effect- 
iveness Monitoring sections of this 
Plan), has been quantified, prioritized, 
and evaluated in accord with the seven 
planning steps. 
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1. Prepare clear statements of the 
QOI's. 
The first step in developing this 
Monitoring Plan required clearly 
defining the QOI's. Key questions are 
those with answers that can be 
efficiently estimated and that yield the 
information necessary for management 
decision-making. The Monitoring Pro- 
gram depends upon identification of the 
important issues and concerns, and 
reducing general problems to questions 
of specific, measurable factors. Much 
future effort will be spent investigating 
the QOI's. Among those will be 
compliance checks to ensure that 
mitigation guidelines are followed. The 
QOI's also include measurement of 
Wdsiu bug population changes and 
changes in habitat characteristics, to be 
examined for relationships to natural 
phenomena (weather/climate) and 
human activities at the summit. 
2. Design the sampling systems. 
The second step in developing this 
Monitoring Plan was designing the 
sampling systems. Proposed questions 
of interest were prioritized, based on the 
projected costs of collecting the data and 
the projected value of the knowledge to 
be gained. Expertise in statistics, 
biometrics, and cost / benefit analysis 
was required for sampling system 
design. Some of the design techniques 
that were applied are power analysis, 
cost allocation analysis, sampling 
structure determinations, sample size 
determinations, scale evaluations, ran- 
domization, replication, blocking, and 
covariate determinations. Schedules of 
sampling efforts were also developed. 
Monitoring is the investigation of 
change over time, so planning the 
frequency and timing of sampling was 
an essential element in the sampling 
system design. 
3. Develop sampling protocols for data 
collection. 
The third step in developing this 
Monitoring Plan was creating the data 
collection systems. Sampling protocols 
are necessary to standardize data 
collection. Data gathered in the future 
must be comparable to data gathered 
today to statistically detect sigruficant 
environmental changes. The protocols 
include specific methods to be used for 
each QOI, descriptions of the tools 
necessary for data collection, and 
randomization schemes for determining 
trap placement or measurement device 
location. Some of these protocols have 
been field-tested to assure feasibility 
and efficiency. Nondestructive sampling 
techniques have been recommended. 
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4. Prepare the data management sys- 
tems. 
The fourth step in developing this 
Monitoring Plan was the preparation of 
a data management plan. The data 
collected in each sampling exercise will 
be checked for errors and corrected. 
Data sets will be entered into a database 
for easy access and retrieval. Monitoring 
requires comparisons of attributes over 
lengthy periods of time. The database 
must be properly archived to be 
retrievable many years in the future. 
It is important to recognize that data 
sets are expensive to obtain, and hence 
have significant monetary value. Not 
only will the archived data contribute 
information for future management 
decisions in the vicinity of Pu’u Hau 
Oki, they will also provide information 
potentially useful for natural resource 
management elsewhere on the Mauna 
Kea summit and on other mountaintops 
in Hawai’i. 
5. Plan the analysis and interpretation 
systems. 
The fifth step in developing this 
Monitoring Plan was the development 
of an analysis and interpretation plan. 
Statistical analysis and scientific 
interpretation are necessary to produce 
logical inferences and new knowledge 
from monitoring data. Techniques of 
exploratory data analysis (EDA), 
graphics, statistical distribution tests, 
data transformations, and modeling are 
described in this Plan. 
Much of the information gained 
through monitoring will be evaluated 
by means of mathematical models. Such 
models include time trend analysis, 
survival analysis, growth and mortality 
models, and population change models. 
The appropriate model forms are 
specified for each QOI. These include 
the environmental parameters to be 
estimated, inferential strength measures 
appropriate to each QOI, and methods 
of biological interpretation. 
6. Develop a reporting system. 
The sixth step in developing this 
Monitoring Plan was the development 
of a plan for reporting the results. The 
new knowledge acquired through 
monitoring will be communicated to 
responsible parties and agencies, 
including JPL, NASA, CARA, the IfA, 
and other groups. Charts, tables, and 
maps may be the immediate products of 
analysis, but they will not stand alone. 
Associated reports will be clearly 
written, with consideration of the 
intended audience and the appropriate 
application of the findings. The reports 
will clearly explain the results of data 
analysis and the implications to natural 
resource management. Monitoring 
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reports will be produced according to 
the schedules specified for each QOI. 
7. Develop a monitoring sustainability 
plan. 
The seventh step in developing this 
Monitoring Plan is consideration of 
monitoring sustainability. Institutional 
commitment from stakeholders must be 
developed to secure annual budgetary 
planning for future monitoring efforts. 
Monitoring happens in the context of 
time. Environmental changes, and 
trends in those changes, are often 
detected only after several years of data 
collection. The individuals, groups and 
agencies concerned with management of 
the Mauna Kea summit must consider 
the Monitoring Program to be a 
permanent fixture in future budgets. 
Involving other stakeholders, such as 
the Hawai'i Department of Land and 
Natural Resources, the US Fish and 
Wildlife Service, native Hawaiian 
groups, environmental groups, and 
concerned citizens will help to build 
community commitment to the 
program. 
Figure 1 - 2. 
Geological Survey. 
Mauna Kea summit in winter. Photo by D.A. Swanson, courtesy US 
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COMPLIANCE MONITORING 
2.1 - INTRODUCl70N 
Compliance monitoring studies the 
extent to which contractors, operators, 
managers, and visitors comply with 
W&iu bug protection guidelines and 
rules. This Compliance Monitoring 
section is based on the twenty 
Recommendations made in the Wekiu 
Bug Mitigation Report (under separate 
cover). CARA developed the WGkiu 
Bug Mitigation Report based on this 
report and the Recommendations 
contained therein. Monitoring for 
compliance with guidelines will give 
the operators, oversight agencies, and 
the public the information necessary to 
ensure that natural resources are 
protected during the Outrigger 
Telescopes project. 
This Compliance Monitoring Sec- 










Listing of QOI's 
Habitat Restoration Module 
Slope Stability Module 
Dust Module 
Hazardous Materials Module 
Trash Module 
Alien Arthropods Module 
More Questions of Interest (QOI's) 
may be added, or some deleted, if and 
when desired. The Monitoring Program 
is thus adaptable to new conditions and 
findings. 
Each Module contains a 
comprehensive discussion of each of 
the associated QOI's, including justi- 
fication, monitoring goals, sampling 
systems, sampling protocols, analysis 
and interpretation, and reporting. 
Subsections on data analysis, data 
management and reports may be 
found in Section 4 - Results. Reports 
called for in this Monitoring Plan 
include Quarterly Reports during 
construction, a synthesis report upon 
Construction Completion, and a Post- 
Construction Report one year follow- 
ing completion. Special reports for 
some QOI's are also planned. The more 
complex sampling protocols may be 
found in Section 6 - Protocols. 
Many of the QoI's include the 
general question of "when". It should 
be noted that, for the purposes of this 
Monitoring Program, initial conditions 
are those that will be found when the 
first inventories are performed, not the 
conditions estimated or hypothesized 
to have existed prior to this project. 
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2.2 - LISTING OF THE COMPLIANCE MONITORUVG QuE§TTON§ OF IPITEEST 
2.3 - Habitat Restoration Module 
2.3.1 What type of habitat restoration has occurred, (final designs, installation 
procedures followed), where has habitat been restored, (location, dimension), and when, 
(dates, progress)? 
2.4 - Slope Stability Module 
2.4.1 What kind of temporary and permanent barriers have been installed to prevent 
disturbance to Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater, (final designs, installation 
procedures followed), where have they been installed (location, dimension), and when 
were they installed (dates, progress)? 
2.4.2 
Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater? 
Where, when, and in what quantities has cinder been accidentally side-cast into 
2.4.3. Where, when, and in what quantities has snow or ice (accumulated by plowing) 
been side-cast into Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater? 
2.4.4 Where, when, what kind, and how many educational signs, (placed to 
discourage pedestrian traffic in Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater), have been 
installed? 
2.5 - DustModule 
2.5.1 
and cinder stockpiles created by earthmoving activities? 
Where, when, and in what quantities has water been applied to excavation sites 
2.5.2 
dust from being blown into Wekiu bug habitat in Pu‘u Hau Oki crater)? 
Where and when have dust-generating activities been suspended, (to prevent 
2.5.3 
(to prevent dust from being blown into Wekiu bug habitat in Pu‘u Hau Oki crater)? 
Where and when have excavated materials and cinder stockpiles been covered, 
2.5.4 Where, when, and in what quantities have soil-binding compounds been used? 
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2.6 - Hazardous Materials Module 
2.6.1 Where, when, and in what quantities have chemicals been used for washing 
observatory mirrors? Have all regulatory guidelines been followed, including the proper 
disposal of associated compounds, tools, and containers? 
2.6.2 Where, when, and in what quantities have contractors used paints, thinners, and 
solvents on-site? Have all regulatory guidelines been followed, including the proper 
disposal of associated compounds, tools, and containers? 
2.6.3 Where, when, and in what quantities have spills of hazardous materials 
occurred? In the case of spills, have all regulatory guidelines for spill cleanup been 
followed? 
2.7 - TrashModule 
2.7.1 
uncovered)? 
Where and when have roll-off trash containers been tightly covered, (or 
2.7.2 Where and when have construction materials stored at the site been covered with 
tarps, or anchored in place to prevent movement by wind (or left uncovered and/or 
unsecured)? 
2.7.3 What kind of outdoor trash receptacles have been installed to prevent trash from 
being blown into W&iu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater, where have they been 
installed, and when were they installed? 
2.7.4 Where, when, what kind, and in what quantities have construction materials and 
other trash been blown into Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater? Where, when, 
and what methods have been used to collect construction materials and other trash 
blown into Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater? 
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2.8 - Alien Arthropod Module 
2.8.1 
what eradication actions have been taken? 
Where and when have ants been detected at storage yards and staging areas, and 
2.8.2 Where and when have alien arthropods, or soil, dirt, or vegetation capable of 
harboring alien arthropods, been found on earth-moving equipment? When has earth- 
moving equipment been pressured-washed (to remove alien arthropods) before being 
moved to the construction site? 
2.8.3 Where and when have large trucks, tractors, other vehicles, and construction 
materials been inspected before being transported to the summit? Have any alien 
arthropods been found in those inspections? Where, when, and what actions have been 
taken to eradicate any alien arthropods found in those inspections? 
2.8.4 Where and when have shipping crates and boxes been inspected for spider webs, 
egg masses, and other signs of alien arthropods before being transported to the summit? 
Have any alien arthropods been found in those inspections? Where, when, and what 
actions have been taken to eradicate any alien arthropods found in those inspections? 
2.8.5 Where, when, and in what quantities have alien arthropods been found at the 
WKMO observatory site? Where, when, and what actions have been taken to eradicate 
any alien arthropods found in those inspections? 
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2.3 - Habitat Restoration Module 
Question of Interest 2.3.1 
What type of habitat restoration has occurred, (final designs, installation 
procedures followed), where has habitat been restored, (location, dimension), and 
when, (dates, progress)? 
Justification: 
Habitat restoration areas will provide new habitat for W&iu bugs in areas 
damaged or disturbed by new or prior observatory construction activities, (see 
Recommendations IV-1 and IV-2 in the W&iu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring goals: 
To provide an historical record of Wekiu Bug habitat restoration activities. See also 
Effectiveness Monitoring, Habitat, and Population. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.3.1A) Professional review of plans prior to installation of the restored habitat. 
Engineers and entomologists will review proposed locations, designs, and 
construction procedures to insure that the restoration will have a high likelihood of 
recreating and restoring favorable Wekiu bug habitat. 
2.3.1B) Measurements during construction of restored areas. 
1) Size distribution of screened and washed cinder used. 
2) Locations, including spatial extent of site preparation and installation 
activities, as well as final size of restored areas. 
2.3.K) Measurements following construction of the restored areas. 
Depths of installed screened and washed cinder. 
Porosity of installed screened and washed cinder. Note: porosity is the 
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Sampling Intensities 
2.3.1A) 100% review 
2.3.1B1) Prior to installation count the number of rocks or rock fragments by 
diameter class (screen size) from a random sample of the screened and washed 
cinder to be used for habitat restoration. One twentieth of one percent (0.05%) of 
the material will be measured, (1 cubic foot measured per 2,000 cubic feet of 
screened and washed cinder). If screening and washing procedures are altered 
during construction, additional measurements should be made. Sampling target: 
10 samples, 0.5 cu. ft. each. 
2.3.1B2) After installation locate perimeter points every 20 feet around the 
restored areas. Locations should be accurate to k 2 feet relative to fixed reference 
points, such as existing building corners or survey monuments. Sampling target: 
15-20 located perimeter points, suitable for mapping the areas. 
2.3.1C1) Measure depth of installed cinder f 1 inch on a randomly located 20'x20' 
grid, (one measurement per 400 square feet of installed habitat mitigation 
structures or restored areas). Sampling target: 10 cinder depth measurements. 
2.3.1C2) Measure porosity of installed screened and washed cinder. One twentieth 
of one percent (0.05%) of the installed material will be measured, (1 cubic foot 
measured per 2,000 cubic feet of screened and washed cinder). Sampling target: 10 
samples, 1 cu. ft. each. 
Sampling Frequencies 
2.3.M) Once, prior to restored habitat installation. 
2.3.1B all) Once, during restored habitat installation. If procedures or locations 
are altered during installation, or repeated in new locations, measurements B1, B2, 
and B3 may need to be repeated. 
2.3.1Call) Once, immediately after installation. If procedures or locations are 
altered during installation, or repeated in new locations, measurements C1, and C2 
may need to be repeated. 
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Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Habitat 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.3.1B1) Histogram 
2.3.1B2) Map (GIs) 
2.3.1CI) Mean, range, variation. Map point measurements (CIS) 
2.3.1C2) Mean, range, variation. Map point measurements (GIS) 
Reporting: 
2.3.1A) Written review of habitat restoration plans, delivery prior to initiating 
installation. 
2.3.1B all) Written report, within two months after installation. 
2.3.1C all) 
Construction Report. 
Written report, within two months after installation. Include in Post 
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2.4 - SLOPE STABILITY MODULE 
Question of Interest 2.4.1 
What kind of temporary and permanent barriers have been installed to prevent 
disturbance to Wekiu bug habitat in Pu'u Hau Oki crater, (final designs, 
installation procedures followed), where have they been installed (location, 
dimension), and when were they installed (dates, progress)? 
Justification: 
Temporary and permanent barriers constructed along the slope break prior to 
construction will prevent excavated cinder, construction materials, and trash from 
falling or blowing into Pu'u Hau Oki crater, (see Recommendation IV-3 in the 
Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring goals: 
To provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection activities. See also 
Effectiveness Monitoring, Habitat Structure Module. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.4.1A) Measurements during construction and use of temporary barriers. 
1) Sizes, shapes, colors, and face textures of any barriers used. 
2) Locations of any barriers used. 
2.4.1B) Measurements after installation of permanent barriers. 
1) Sizes, shapes, colors, and face textures of any barriers used. 
2) Locations of any barriers used. 
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Sampling Intensities 
2.4.1Al& 2.4.1Bl) Describe each type of barrier used. 
2.4.1A!l&2.4.1B2) Locate points every 20 feet along the barriers. Locations 
should be accurate to f 1 foot relative to fixed reference points, such as existing 
building corners or survey monuments. Sampling target: 20 located barrier points, 
suitable for mapping the barriers. 
Sampling Frequencies 
2.4.1 all) 
at random intervals, averaging once per month. 
Once for each type of barrier. In addition, compliance visual inspections 
Sampling Protocol: 
2.4.1A.Z & 2.4.1B2) Tools: 100' tape measure, compass, clinometer 
Procedures: measure distance, azimuth, and slope from fixed reference points to 
points every 20' along the temporary and permanent barriers. 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.4.1Al& 2.4.1B1) Description 
2.4.1A.Z & 2.4.1B2) Map (CIS) 
Reporting: 
2.4.1A1&2.4.1132) For temporary barriers, include in Quarterly Reports, and in 
the Construction Completion Report within two months after the completion of 
construction activities. 
2.4.1B1 & 2.4.1B2) For permartent barriers, a written report, within two months 
after installation. Include in Post Construction Report. 
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Question of Interest 2.4.2 
Where, when, and in what quantities has cinder been accidentally side-cast into 
Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater? 
Justification: 
Excavated cinder, side cast into Wekiu bug habitat, could alter slope stability and 
habitat structure. (see Recommendation IV-3 in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to valued ecosystem attributes and functions, 
and to provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection 
activities. See also Effectiveness Monitoring, Habitat Structure Module. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.4.2A) Measure, during construction, the change in cinder surface position 
down slope of the construction areas adjacent to Pu’u Hau Oki crater. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.4.2A) Measurement points every 20 feet horizontally (on the contour) 10 feet 
(slope distance) down slope of construction areas for Outrigger Telescopes 1 and 2 
(on the Pu’u Hau Oki crater side). Sampling target: 15-20 located measurement 
points. 
Sampling Frequencies 
2.4.2A) Once per month during construction, and again one year following 
completion of construction activities. Sampling target: 18-21 dates. 
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Sampling Protocol: 
2.4.U) Tools: Prepare measuring rods, using 6-foot-long rebar or metal fence 
posts, by painting white with red or black marks at one inch increments from top. 
Procedures: Locate and mark with survey stakes the boundaries of 
construction areas. Drive measuring rods securely into the slope every 20 feet on 
the contour, 10 feet slope distance below edge of construction areas for outrigger 
Telescopes 1 & 2 (on the Pu’u Hau Oki crater side). Repair and restore (by raking) 
the slope surface around each measuring rod. Record the vertical distance (length 
in inches) from the surface to the top of each measuring rod. Subsequent 
measurements should be made using binoculars to view the rods from upslope 
positions (to minimize any further habitat disturbance). Repeat these 
measurements once per month. If significant amounts of side cast cinder are 
detected, estimate the slope distance (in feet, down slope of each measuring rod, 
that side cast cinder is visually evident. 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation Systems: 
2.4.2A) If the measuring rods are driven securely, they should not move up or 
down. If si@cant amounts of cinder are side cast from construction activities, 
changes in the vertical distances from the surface to the top of each rod will be 
detected. Trigonometric calculations, using the estimated down slope coverage of 
side cast cinder, will yield volume estimates of the amount of cinder side cast into 
Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater. Repeating the measurements every two 
weeks will provide an ongoing assessment of side cast cinder. 
Reporting System: 
2.4.2A) If side cast cinder is detected, it should be reported immediately. 
Otherwise, include in Quarterly Reports, and in the Construdion Completion 
Report within two months after the completion of construction activities. 
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Question of Interest 2.4.3 
Where, when, and in what quantities has snow or ice (accumulated by plowing) 
been side-cast into Wekiu bug habitat in Pu'u Hau Oki crater? 
Justification: 
Large quantities of accumulated snow (ice boulders), side cast into Wekiu bug 
habitat, could alter slope stability and habitat structure, (see Recommendation 
IV-3 in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to valued ecosystem attributes and functions, 
and to provide an historical record of Wdciu bug habitat protection 
activities. See also Effectiveness Monitoring, Habitat Structure Module. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.4.3A) Measure snow accumulations, should they occur, along the upper edge of 
M u  Hau Oki crater. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.4.3A) Measurement points every 40 feet horizontally along the upper edge of 
Pu'u Hau Oki crater. Sampling target: 10 located measurement points. 
Sampling Frequencies 
2.4.3A) Once per month, during periods when snow accumulates (from plowing 
or other snow removal methods). It is possible that deep snow may not occur 
during the Outrigger Telescope project. 
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Sampling Protocol: 
2.4.3A) Tools: 100' tape measure, shovel 
Procedures: Measure width, breadth, and length of snow accumulations 
at points every 40' along the upper edge of Pu'u Hau Oki crater. 
Data Management: See Results. Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation Systems: 
2.4.3A) Time series, volume of accumulated snow at dates. 
Reporting System: 
2.4.3A) If conditions are found that constitute a hazard to W&iu bug habitat in 
Pu'u Hau Oki crater, it should be reported immediately. Otherwise, include in 
Quarterly Reports, Construction Completion Report within two months after the 
completion of construction activities, and in the Post-Construction Report. 
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Question of Interest 2.4.4 
Where, when, what kind, and how many educational signs, (placed to discourage 
pedestrian traffic in Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater), have been 
installed? 
Justification: 
Educational signs will help prevent unintentional disturbance of Wekiu bug 
habitat by workers and visitors, (see Recommendation rV-4 in the W&iu Bug 
Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring goals: 
To provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection activities. 
See also Effectiveness Monitoring, Habitat Structure Module. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.4.4A) Measurements following installation 
1) Sizes, shapes, colors, and content of any educational signs used 
2) Locations of any educational signs used 
Sampling Intensities 
2.4.4Aall) Describe each type of educational signs used and their locations. 
Locations should be accurate to f 1 foot relative to fixed reference points, such as 
existing building corners or survey monuments. 
Sampling Frequencies 
2.4.4A all) Once, following sign installation. 
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Sampling Protocol: 
2.4.4A all) Tools: 100' tape measure, camera 
Procedures: Measure distance, azimuth, and slope from fixed 
reference points to each educational sign. Photograph sign for record of content. 
Data Management: See Data Management, Results Section 
Analysis and Interpretation Systems: 
2.4.4A all) Descriptions with photographs 
Reporting System. 
2.4.4A all) A written report within two months of completion of installation of 
educational signs, and include in the Construction Completion and Post- 
Construction Reports. 
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2.5 - DUSTMODULE 
Question of Interest 2.5.1 
When and in what quantity has water been applied to excavation sites and cinder 
stockpiles created by earthmoving activities? 
Justification: 
Excessive deposition of ash and dust from excavation activity may alter the 
structure of W&iu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater, (see Recommendation 
V-1 in the W&iu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring Goals: 
To provide an historical record of W&iu bug habitat protection activities. See also 
Effectiveness Monitoring, Habitat Structure Module. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.5.1A) Measurements during construction 
1) The number of excavations 
2) The dates when water was applied to excavation sites and cinder 
stockpiles 





100% review of Contractors’ Log Book 
Once per month, during construction. 
Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book 
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Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.5.1Al) Time series, dates of excavation activity. 
2.5.1A2) Time series, dates water was applied to excavation sites and cinder 
stockpiles. 
2.5.1A3) Time series, quantity of water delivered at dates. 
Reporting: 
2.5.1Aall) If water is not being used to suppress dust, it should be reported 
immediately. Otherwise, include in Quarterly Reports, and in the Construction 
Completion Report within two months after completion of construction activities. 
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Question of Interest 2.5.2 
When have dust-generating activities been suspended, (to prevent dust from being 
blown into Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater)? 
Justification: 
High winds at the summit are capable of blowing dust from recently exposed 
cinder and ash onto habitat slopes. Excessive deposition of ash and dust from 
excavation activity may alter the structure of Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki 
crater, (see Recommendation V-2 in the WGkiu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring Goals: 
To provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection activities, (see also 
Effectiveness Monitoring, Habitat Structure Module), and to associate auxiliary 
phenomena, attributes, and characteristics with trends and patterns of change in 
key phenomena, attributes, and characteristics. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.5.2A) Measurements during construction 
1) Dates of suspension of dust-generating activities. 
2) Wind speed in miles per hour. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.5.2A1) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book. 
2.5.2A2) Records from available meteorological information. 
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Sampling Frequencies 
2 . 5 . X )  Once per month during the construction phase of the project. 
2.5.2A2) As recorded by existing weather monitoring equipment. 
Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book and Meteorological Station 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.5.2AI) Time series, dates of suspension of dust-generating activities. 
2.5.2A2) Time series daily high and lows. Comparison with suspension dates. 
Reporting: 
2.5.2A all) If dust-generating activities are not being suspended during periods 
of high winds, it should be reported immediately. Otherwise, include in Quarterly 
Reports, and in the Construction Completion Report within two months after the 
completion of construction activities. 
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Question of Interest 2.5.3 
Where and when have excavated materials and cinder stockpiles been covered, (to 
prevent dust from being blown into Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater)? 
Justification: 
High winds at the summit are capable of blowing dust from recently exposed 
cinder and ash onto habitat slopes. Excessive deposition of ash and dust from 
excavation activity may alter the structure of Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki 
crater, (see Recommendation V-2 in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring Goals: 
To provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection activities, 
(see also Effectiveness Monitoring, Habitat Structure Module). 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.5.3A) Measurements during construction 
1) Dates excavated materials have been covered 
2) Wind speed in miles per hour. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.5.3Al) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book. 
2.5.3A2) Records from available meteorological information. 
Sampling Frequencies 
2.5.3Al) Once per month during the construction phase of the project. 
2.5.3A2) As recorded by existing weather monitoring equipment. 
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Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book and Meteorological Station 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.5.3A2) Time series, dates excavated materials have been covered. 
2.5.3A2) Time series daily high and lows. Comparison with covering dates. 
Reporting: 
2.5.3Aall) If excavated materials and stockpiles are not being covered during 
periods of high winds, it should be reported immediately. Otherwise, include in 
Quarterly Reports, and in the Construction Completion Report within two months 
after the completion of construction activities. 
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Question of Interest 2.5.4 
Where, when, and in what quantities have soil-binding compounds been used? 
Justification: 
Application of soil-binding compounds may reduce dust created during 
excavation or generated from vehicle traffic. Soil-binding compounds should not 
be applied to W&iu Bug habitat, (see Recommendation V-3 in the W&iu Bug 
Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring Goals: 
To provide an historical record of W&iu bug habitat protection activities. See also 
Effectiveness Monitoring, Habitat Structure Module. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.5.4A) Professional review of soil-binding compounds prior to use at the 
construction site. 
2.5.4B) Locations, dates, and quantities of soil-binding compounds applied. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.5.4A) Review of soil-binding compounds plans. 
2.5.4B) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book. 
Sampling Frequencies: 
2.5.4A) Once, prior to application of soil-binding compounds. 
2.5.4B) Once per month during the construction phase of the project. 
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Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.5.4B) Spatial time series: locations, dates, and quantities of soil-binding 
compounds. 
Reporting: 
2.5.4A) Written review of soil-binding compounds proposed for application, 
delivery prior to application. 
2.5.4B) 
within two months after the completion of construction activities. 
Include in Quarterly Reports, and in the Construction Completion Report 
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2.6 - HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MODULE 
Question of Interest 2.6.1 
Where, when, and in what quantities have chemicals been used for recoating 
observatory mirrors? Have all regulatory guidelines been followed, including the 
proper disposal of associated compounds, tools, and containers? 
Justification: 
When managed properly according to Federal guidelines, hazardous materials 
used during the mirror-washing procedures at WKMO pose little danger to the 
surrounding environment. Monitoring mirror-washing procedures provides 
assurance of safety, (see Recommendation VI-1 in the W&iu Bug Mitigation 
Report) 
Monitoring Goals: 
To detect threshold events, or critical levels, of environmental phenomena, 
attributes, and characteristics, and to provide an historical record of Wekiu bug 
habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.6.1A) Measurements made during mirror washing activities 
1) Dates, locations, and quantities of chemicals used in mirror washing. 
2) Chemical and container disposal procedures followed. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.6.1A1& 2.6.1A2) 100% review of procedural reports. CARA personnel 
currently report on procedures used in mirror washing, in accordance with Federal 
guidelines. CARA personnel will keep an Activity Log Book that will be available 
for review during monthly site inspections. 
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Sampling Frequencies 
2.6.1A1& 2.6.1A2) On dates when mirror washing occurs. 
Sampling Protocol: 
2.6.1A1) Monthly review of Activity Log Book 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
26.1Al) Time series, Dates, locations, and quantities of chemicals used in mirror 
washing activities. 
2.6.1A2) Descriptive statistics of chemical and container disposal procedures. 
Reporting: 
2.6.1Al & 2.6.1A.2) 
Construction Report. 
Include in Quarterly Reports, and in the Post- 
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Question of Interest 2.6.2 
Where, when, and in what quantities have contractors used paints, thinners, and 
solvents on-site? Have all regulatory guidelines been followed, including the 
proper disposal of associated compounds, tools, and containers? 
Justification: 
Paints, thinners and other solvents are toxic to Wekiu bugs, and spills could impact 
Wekiu bug populations. Monitoring the use of paints, thinners, and solvents on- 
site provides assurance of safety, (see Recommendation VI-2 in the Wekiu Bug 
Mitigation Report) 
Monitoring Goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to valued ecosystem attributes and functions, and to 
provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.6.2A) Review of Contractors’ hazardous materials plans prior to use of paints, 
thinners, and solvents on-site. 
2.6.2B) Locations, dates, and quantities of paints, thinners, and solvents used on- 
site, including equipment washing activities and disposal of chemicals and 
containers. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.6.2A) 100% review of Contractors’ hazardous materials plans 
2.6.2B) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book 
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Sampling Frequencies 
2.6.2A) Once, prior to prior to use of paints, thinners, and solvents on-site. 
2.6.2B) Once per month during the construction phase of the project. 
Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.6.2B) Spatial time series: locations, dates, and quantities of paints, thinners, and 
solvents used on-site including equipment washing activities and disposal of 
chemicals and containers 
Reporting: 
2.6.2all) If a spill occurs, or improper procedures are being used, it should be 
reported immediately. Otherwise, include in Quarterly Reports, and in the 
Construction Completion Report within two months after the completion of 
construction activities. 
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Question of Interest 2.6.3 
Where, when, and in what quantities have spills of hazardous materials occurred? 
In the case of spills, have all regulatory guidelines for spill cleanup been followed? 
Justification: 
If spilled onto Wekiu bug habitat, paints, thinners, solvents, or other hazardous 
materials can impact Wekiu bug populations. Should spills occur, monitoring of 
their impact and associated clean-up efforts is necessary, (see Recommendation VI- 
2 in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report) 
Monitoring Goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to valued ecosystem attributes and functions, and to 
provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.6.3A) Review of spill response sections of the Contractors’ hazardous materials 
plans, prior to use of paints, thinners, and solvents on-site. 
2.6.3B) Measurements during construction 
1) Locations, dates, and quantities of spills, should they occur. 
2) Locations, dates, and procedures followed in clean-up of spills, should 
they occur. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.6.3A) 100% review of Contractors’ hazardous materials plans 
2.6.3B1 h 2.6.3B2) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book 
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Sampling Frequencies 
2.6.3A) Once, prior to prior to use of paints, thinners, and solvents on-site 
2.6.3B1& 2.6.3B2) Once per month during the construction phase of the project. 
Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.6.3B1& 2.6.3B2) Spatial time series: locations, dates, and quantities of spills and 
clean-up efforts. 
Reporting: 
2.6.3 all) In case of a spill, report immediately, with monthly follow-up reports 
on the spill extent and clean-up actions. If no spills occur, include in Quarterly 
Reports, and in the Construction Completion Report within two months after the 
completion of construction activities. 
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2.7 - TRASHMODULE 
Question of Interest 2.7.1 
Where and when have roll-off trash containers been tightly covered, (or 
uncovered)? 
Justification: 
High winds at the summit can extract construction debris from containers and 
disperse the material. Covering containers will decrease the amount of 
construction debris that could be blown onto Wekiu bug habitat, (see 
Recommendation VII-1 in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring Goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to valued ecosystem attributes and functions, and to 
provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.7.1A) Measurements during construction 
1) Locations and dates roll-off trash containers at construction site. 
2) Wind speed in miles per hour. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.7.1Al) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book 
2.7.1A2) Records from available meteorological information. 
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Sampling Frequencies 
2.7.1Al) Once per month during the construction phase of the project. 
2.7.1AZ) As recorded by existing weather monitoring equipment. 
Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book and Meteorological Station 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.7.1Al) Time series, Dates roll-off trash containers have been covered. 
2.7.1A2) Time series daily high and lows. Comparison with covering dates. 
Reporting: 
2.7.1 all) If roll-off trash containers are not being covered during periods of high 
winds, it should be reported immediately. Otherwise, include in Quarterly 
Reports, and in the Construction Completion Report w i t h  two months after the 
completion of construction activities. 
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Question of Interest 2.7.2 
Where and when have construction materials stored at the site been covered with 
tarps, or anchored in place to prevent movement by wind (or left uncovered 
and/or unsecured)? 
Justification: 
High winds at the summit can potentially blow construction materials onto habitat 
slopes. Covering construction materials stored at the site will decrease the amount 
of construction debris that could be blown into W&iu bug habitat, (see 
Recommendation VII-2 in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring Goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to valued ecosystem attributes and functions, and to 
provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.7.2A) Measurements during construction 
1) Locations and dates construction materials at construction site. 
2) Wind speed in miles per hour. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.7.2Al) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book 
2.7.2A2) Records from available meteorological information. 
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Sampling Frequencies 
2.7.2Al) Once per month during the construction phase of the project. I 
2.7.2A2) As recorded by existing weather monitoring equipment. 
Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book and Meteorological Station 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.7.2A1) Time series, Dates construction materials have been covered. 
2.7.2112) Time series daily high and lows. Comparison with covering dates. 
Reporting: 
2.7.2 all) If construction materials are not being covered during periods of high 
winds, it should be reported immediately. Otherwise, include in Quarterly 
Reports, and in the Construction Completion Report within two months after the 
completion of construction activities. 
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Question of Interest 2.7.3 
What kind of outdoor trash receptacles have been installed to prevent trash from 
being blown into Wi?kiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater, where have they been 
installed, and when were they installed? 
Justification: 
Workers and visitors to the WKMO often bring trash, (lunch bags, film canisters, 
wrappers, etc.). Trash receptacles provide workers and visitors with a place to 
dispose of their trash and prevent it from being blown into Wekiu bug habitat, (see 
Recommendation VII-3 in the Wi?kiu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring Goals: 
To detect hazards and risks, to valued ecosystem attributes and functions, and to 
provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.7.3A) Measurements during construction 
1) Review of plans prior to construction and installation of trash receptacles. 
2) Locations and dates of installation of trash receptacles. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.7.3111) 100% review of trash receptacle plans 
2.7.3A2) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book 
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Sampling Frequencies 
2.7.3Al) Once, prior to installation 
2.7.3A2) Once, after installation. 
Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.7.3A2) Descriptions of trash receptacles with dates of installation 
Reporting: 
2.7.3all) 
Report within two months after the completion of construction activities. 
Include in Quarterly Reports/ and in the Construction Completion 
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Question of Interest 2.1.4 
Where, when, what kind, and in what quantities have construction materials and 
other trash been blown into Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater? Where, 
when, and what methods have been used to collect construction materials and 
other trash blown into Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater? 
Justification: 
Despite efforts to prevent wind-blown construction materials and trash, some 
debris could end up in Wekiu bug habitat. Retrieving this debris from sensitive 
areas should be done without disturbing the habitat, (see Recommendation VI14 
in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring Goals: 
To detect hazards and risks, to valued ecosystem attributes and functions, and to 
provide an historical record of Wekiu bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.7.4A) Measurements during construction 
1) Review of plans prior to collection of debris from Wekiu bug habitat in 
Pu’u Hau Oki crater. 
2) Locations and dates of trash collection. 
Sampling Intensities 
2.7.4Al) 100% review of trash collection plans 
2.7.W) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book 
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Sampling Frequencies 
2.7.4Al) Once 
2.7.W) Once per month during the construction phase of the project. 
Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.7.4A2) Descriptions of trash collection activities, with dates and locations 
Reporting: 
2.7.4all) 
Report within two months after the completion of construction activities. 
Include in Quarterly Reports, and in the Construction Completion 
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2.8 - ALIEN ARTHROPODS MODULE 
Question of Interest 2.8.1 
Where and when have ants been detected at storage yards and staging areas, and 
what eradication actions have been taken? 
Justification: 
Ants in storage yards and staging areas may be accidentally transported to the 
construction site. Several species of ants have established populations on the Island 
that could pose a threat to Wekiu bugs. Efforts must be made to ensure that ants 
are not transported to the summit, (see Recommendation VIII-1 in the Wekiu Bug 
Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to Wekiu bugs, and to provide an historical record of 
Wi?kiu Bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.8.1A) Measurements at storage yards and staging areas within the M E R  
1) Presence/absence of ants on the ground 
2) Presence/ absence of ants on vehicles 
3) Review of ant eradication plans 
4) Actions taken to eradicate ants 
Sampling Intensities: 
2.8.1A1) Place baited ant traps on a randomly located 40'x40' grid, (one 
measurement per 1600 square feet). Sampling target 25 traps per storage yard or 
staging area. 
2.8.1A2) All vehicles at storage yard or staging area at time of inspection. 
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2.8.1A3) 100% review of ant eradication plans 
2.8.1A4) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book 
Sampling Frequencies: 
2.8.1A1,2.8.1A2, & 2.8.1A4) 
the project. 
Once per month during the construction phase of 
2.8.1A3) Once, prior to initiation of ant eradication activities 
Sampling Protocol: 
2.8.1Al) 
freshly baited traps. Return after 3 hours and record presence/absence of ants. 
Locate random sampling points (See Protocols, Habitat) and set 
2.8.1A2) See Protocols, Alien Arthropod Inspection 
2.8.1114) Review Contractors’ Log Book 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.8.1A1& 2.8.1A2) Time series, presence/absence of ants on dates. 
2.8.1A4) Description 
Reporting: 
2.8.1A all) If ants are found at storage yards or staging areas within the M E R ,  it 
should be reported immediately. Otherwise include in Quarterly Reports, and in 
the Construction Completion Report within two months after the completion of 
construction activities. 
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Question of Interest 2.8.2 
Where and when have alien arthropods, or soil, dirt, or vegetation capable of 
harboring alien arthropods, been found on earth-moving equipment? When has 
earth-moving equipment been pressured-washed (to remove alien arthropods) 
before being moved to the construction site? 
Justification: 
Mud and dirt attached to earth-moving equipment should be removed before 
transport to the summit, where alien arthropods m y  pose a threat to Wekiu bugs, 
(see Recommendation VIII-1 in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report). 
Monitoring goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to W&iu bugs, and to provide an historical record of 
Wekiu Bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2 .8 .X)  Measurements taken during construction 
1) Presence/ absence of alien arthropods on earth-moving equipment. 
2) Presence/absence of soil, dirt, and vegetation on earth-moving 
equipment. 
2.8.2B) Information from contractors and subcontractors 
1) Date and description of most recent pressure washing of vehicles and 
earth-moving equipment used at the construction site. 
Sampling Intensities: 
2.8.2A1& 2 . 8 . M )  
storage yards or staging areas, at time of inspection 
All earth-moving equipment at construction site, or MKSR 
2.8.2B1) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book 
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Sampling Frequencies: 
2.8.2Al& 2.8.W) Once per month during the construction phase of the project. 
2.8.2Bl) Once for each earth-moving equipment contractor and subcontractor 
Sampling Protocol: 
2.8.2A1& 2.8.2A.2) See Protocols, Alien Arthropod Inspection 
2.8.2Bl) Review Contractors’ Log Book 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.8.2A1& 2.8.2A2) 
dirt, or vegetation at dates. 
Time series, number of vehicles with alien arthropods, soil, 
2.8.2B1) Description 
Reporting: 
2.8.2Al& 2.8.2A2) If alien arthropods are found on earth-moving equipment, or 
if soil, dirt, or vegetation is found on earth-moving equipment at the construction 
site, it should be reported immediately. Otherwise include in Quarterly Reports, 
and in the Construction Completion Report within two months after the 
completion of construction activities. 
2.8.2B1) 
Report within two months after the completion of construction activities. 
Include in Quarterly Reports, and in the Construction Completion 
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Question of Interest 2.8.3 
Where and when have large trucks, tractors, other vehicles, and construction 
materials been inspected before being transported to the summit? Have any alien 
arthropods been found in those inspections? What actions have been taken to 
eradicate any alien arthropods found in those inspections? 
Justification: 
Large trucks, tractors, other vehicles, and construction materials should be 
inspected before transport to the summit, where alien arthropods may pose a 
threat to WGkiu bugs, (see Recommendation VIII-2 in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation 
Report). 
Monitoring goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to Wekiu bugs, and to provide an historical record of 
Wekiu Bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.8.3A) Information obtained from operators of large trucks, tractors, other 
vehicles, and construction materials (see Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book). 
1) Inspections conducted for alien arthropods. 
2) Actions taken to remove alien arthropods. 
Sampling Intensities: 
2.8.3A1& 2.8.3A.2) 100% review of Contractors’ Log Book 
Sampling Frequencies: 
2.8.3A1& 2.8.3A.2) Once per month during the construction phase of the project, 
consisting of visual inspections of large trucks, tractors, other vehicles, and 
construction materials at the site during the inspection visit. 




See Protocols, Contractors’ Log Book and Alien Arthropod 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.8.3Al) 
construction materials found with alien arthropods at dates. 
Time series, number of large trucks, tractors, other vehicles, and 
2.8.3A2) Description 
Reporting: 
2.8.3A1& 2.8.3A2) If alien arthropods are found on large trucks, tractors, other 
vehicles, and construction materials at the construction site, it should be reported 
immediately. Otherwise include in Quarterly Reports, and in the Construction 
Completion Report within two months after the completion of construction 
activities. 
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Question of Interest 2.8.4 
When have shipping crates and boxes been inspected for spider webs, egg masses, 
and other signs of alien arthropods before being transported to the summit? Have 
any alien arthropods been found in those inspections? What actions have been 
taken to eradicate any alien arthropods found in those inspections? 
Justification: 
Inspection and removal of alien arthropods will reduce the chance that these 
species will establish populations in Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki crater, 
(Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report recommendation VIII-2). 
Monitoring goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to Wekiu bugs, and to provide an historical record of 
W&iu Bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.8.4A) Information obtained from Contractors’ Log Book (see Protocols, 
Contractors’ Log Book and Alien Arthropod Inspection). 
1) Inspections conducted for alien arthropods. 
2) Actions taken to remove alien arthropods. 
Sampling Intensities: 
2.8.4A.l & 2.8.4132) 100 % review of Contractors’ Log Book 
Sampling Frequencies: 
2.8.4Al& 2.8.4132) Once per month during the construction phase of the project. 




See Protocois, Contractors’ Log Book and Alien Arthropod 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.8.4A1) 
arthropods at dates. 
Time series, number of shipping crates and boxes found with alien 
2.8.4A2) Description 
Reporting: 
2.8.4A1 &2.8.4A2) If alien arthropods found on shipping crates and boxes, it 
should be reported immediately. Otherwise include in Quarterly Reports, and in 
the Construction Completion Report within two months after the completion of 
construction activities. 
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Question of Interest 2.8.5 
Where, when, and in what quantities have alien arthropods been found at the 
WKMO observatory site? Where, when, and what actions have been taken to 
eradicate any alien arthropods found in those inspections? 
Justification: 
Monitoring for of visible signs of alien arthropods, and eradicating alien 
arthropods if detected, will reduce the chance of these species from establishing 
populations will establish populations in Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Hau Oki 
crater, (Wekiu Bug Mitigation Report recommendation VIII-4). 
Monitoring goals: 
To detect hazards and risks to Wekiu bugs, and to provide an historical record of 
Wekiu Bug habitat protection activities. 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
2.8.5A) Measurements of alien arthropods 
1) Presence/absence of ants. 
2) Presence/ absence spider webs on buildings, trailers, other observatory 
structures, and/or construction materials stored at the construction site. 
3) Presence/absence of yellowjackets. 
2.8.5B) Quantitative description of actions taken to eradicate any alien 
arthropods found during inspections. 
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Sampling Intensities: 
2.8.5Al) Place baited ant traps on the ground next to temporary and permanent 
buildings at 40-foot intervals, at 20-foot intervals around construction materials 
stored at the construction site. 
2.8.5A2) Visual inspection of temporary and permanent buildings, trailers other 
observatory structures, and construction materials stored at the construction site. 
See Protocols, Alien Arthropod Inspection. 
2.8.5A3) 
locations near trash containers and portable toilets. 
Place 10 yellowjacket traps around the construction site, including 
2.8.5B) Descriptions of actions taken, if and when they are taken. 
Sampling Frequencies: 
2.8.5A all) Once per month during the construction phase of the project. 
2.8.5B) Descriptions of actions taken, if and when they are taken. 
Sampling Protocol: 
2.8.5Al) 
hours and record number of ants at the trap. 
Locate sampling points and set freshly baited traps. Return after 3 
2.8.5.M) See Protocols, Alien Arthropod Inspection 
2.8.5A3) 
hours and record number of yellowjackets in the traps. 
Locate sampling points and set freshly baited traps. Return after 3 
2.8.5B) Quantitative descriptions of actions taken, if and when they are taken, 
including dates, locations, control methods applied, control method applicators, 
etC. 
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Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
2.8.5Al) 
locations. 
Spatial time series, number of traps that captured ants at dates and 
2.8.5A2) Spatial time series, number of spider webs at dates and locations. 
2.8.5A3) 
and locations. 
Spatial time series, number of traps that captured yellowjackets at dates 
2.8.5B) 
counts. 
Quantitative description. Compare pre- and post-control-action trap 
Reporting: 
2.8.5Aall) If alien arthropods are found at the observatory site, it should be 
reported immediately. Otherwise include in Quarterly Reports, and in the 
Construction Completion Report within two months after the completion of 
construction activities. 
2.8.5A4) Actions taken to eradicate alien arthropods found at the observatory 
site should be reported monthly. Otherwise include in Quarterly Reports, and in 
the Construction Completion Report within two months after the completion of 
construction activities. 
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EFFECTIVENESS MONITORING 
3.1 - RVTRODUCTION 
Effectiveness monitoring will inves- 
tigate the changes in the Wi?kiu bug 
population and habitat that happen 
concurrently with construction and 
operation of the Outrigger Telescopes. 
In essence, effectiveness monitoring 
asks whether the environmental 
controls adopted and mitigation 
treatments undertaken were successful 
in conserving the Wekiu bug. 
Monitoring for changes in the 
population and habitat will give the 
operators, oversight agencies, and the 
public the information necessary to 
ensure that natural resources are 
protected during the Outrigger 
Telescope project. 
This Effectiveness Monitoring 
Section is organized in four modules: 
3.1 lktrodudion 
3.2 Listing of the Questions of 
Interest 
3.3 Population Change Module 
3.4 Habitat Structure Module 
More Questions of Interest (QOI's) 
may be added, or some deleted, if and 
when necessary. The Monitoring 
Program is thus adaptable to new 
conditions and findings. 
Each Module contains a compre- 
hensive discussion of each of the 
associated QOI's, including justi- 
fication, monitoring goals, sampling 
systems, sampling protocols, analysis 
and interpretation, and reporting. 
Subsections on data management, 
analysis, and reporting may be found in 
Section 4 - Results. Reports called for in 
this Monitoring Plan include Quarterly 
Reports during construction, a synthesis 
report upon Construction Completion, 
and a Post-Construction Report one 
year following completion. Special 
reports for some QOI's are also planned. 
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3.2 - LISTING OF THE EFFECTNENESS MONTTORING QuESTlONS OF 
IPJTEREST 
3.3 - Population Change Module 
3.3.1 How, where and when are the W&iu bug and other resident arthropod 
populations changing? Locations of interest include newly restored Wekiu bug habitat, 
current habitat in Pu'u Hau Oki crater, and undisturbed WGkiu bug habitat in other 
Mauna Kea summit areas (for comparison). 
3.3.2 
Wekiu bug and/or other resident arthropod population change? 
Are weather phenomena, human activities, and/or other factors associated with 
3.4 - Habitat Structure Module 
3.4.1 
construction? 
How, where and when has existing WGkiu bug habitat been damaged by new 
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3.3 - POPULATION CHANGE MODULE 
Question of Interest 3.3.1 
How, where and when are the Wekiu bug and other resident arthropod 
populations changing? Locations of interest include newly restored Wdsiu bug 
habitat, current habitat in Pu'u Hau Oki crater, and undisturbed W&iu bug 
habitat in other Mauna Kea summit areas (for comparison). 
Justification: 
Monitoring both the Wekiu bug population and resident arthropod populations 
will yield reliable scientific information about population change, and whether 
mitigation and habitat restoration efforts have been successful at protecting and 
enhancing Wekiu bugs and their habitat. 
Monitoring goals: 
1) To provide historical records of change in environmental phenomena, 
attributes, and characteristics, 
2) To detect trends, periodicities, cycles, andor other patterns in those 
changes, and 
3) To associate auxiliary phenomena, attributes, and characteristics with 
trends and patterns of change in key phenomena, attributes, and characteristics 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
3.3.1A) W&iu bug population measurements 
1) in restored habitat 
2) in Pu'u Hau Oki crater 
3) in undisturbed Wekiu bug habitat in other Mauna Kea summit areas 
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3.3.1B) Resident arthropod population measurements 
1) in restored habitat 
2) in Pu’u Hau ’Oki crater 
3) in undisturbed Wekiu bug habitat in Pu’u Wekiu 
Sampling Intensities 
3.3.1Al and 3.3.1Bl) 3 pitfall traps in restored habitat 
3.3.1A2 and 3.3.1B2) 5 pitfall traps in current habitat in Pu’u Hau ’Oki crater 
3.3.1A3 and 3.3.1B3) 
wekiu. 
5 pitfall traps in undisturbed WOkiu bug habitat in Pu‘u 
Sampling Frequencies 
3.3.1A all and 3.3.1B all) 
winter, spring, summer, late fall). 
21 day trapping sessions, four times per year (late 
Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Population 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation: 
3.3.1A all and 3.3.1B all) Spatial time series, capture rates at dates and locations, 
comparison with undisturbed sites. Include auxiliary weather data (QOI 3.3.2, this 
Module) in analyses. 
Reporting: 
3.3.1A all and 3.3.1B all) Include in Quarterly Reports, Construction Completion 
Report within two months after the completion of construction activities, and in 
the Post-Construction Report. 
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Question of Interest 3.3.2 
Are weather phenomena, human activities, and/or other factors associated with 
WGkiu bug and/or other resident arthropod population change? 
Justification: 
Snow, rain, day/night temperatures, and other weather phenomena may be 
associated with WGkiu Bug population change. Human activities such as dust 
generation, side cast of debris on to habitat slopes, or other activities, and the 
presence/absence of alien arthropods may also be associated with population 
change. Monitoring these indirect factors will aid in analysis of mitigation success. 
Monitoring goals: 
1) To provide historical records of change in environmental phenomena, 
attributes, and characteristics, 
2) To detect trends, periodicities, cycles, and/or other patterns in those 
changes, and 
3) To associate auxiliary phenomena, attributes, and characteristics with 
trends and patterns of change in key phenomena, attributes, and characteristics 
Sampling System: 
Sampling Measurements 
3.3.2A) Desirable meteorological measurements 
1) Temperature 
2) Windspeed 
3) Barometric pressure 
4) Relative humidity 
5)  Precipitation 
6) Snow pack depth and extent 
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3.3.2B) Human activity measurements 
1) Slope stability control activities 
2) Dust control activities 
3) Hazardous materials control activities 
4) Trash control activities 
5) Alien arthropod control activities 
Sampling Intensities 
3.3.24 all) As recorded by existing weather monitoring equipment. 
3.3.2A6) Measure snow accumulations in Pu‘u Hau Oki crater, should they 
occur. Measurement points every 120 feet horizontally along the upper edge of 
Pu’u Hau Oki crater and along the slope base at the bottom of Pu’u Hau Oki crater. 
Sampling target: 8 located measurement points. Map snow pack extent beyond 
Pu’u Hau Oki crater from aerial photographs, if available. 
3.3.2B all) See Compliance Monitoring 
Sampling Frequencies 
3.3.219 all) As recorded by existing weather monitoring equipment. 
3.3.2A6) Once per month, during periods when snow accumulates. 
3.3.2B all) See Compliance Monitoring 
Sampling Protocol: 
3.3.24 all) See Protocols, Meteorological Station 
3.3.2A6) Tools: Prepare measuring rods, using 12-foot-long fiberglass or metal 
fence posts, by painting white with red or black marks at one inch increments from 
top. 
Procedures: Drive measuring rods securely into the slope every 120 feet on the 
contour, 10 feet slope distance below edge of construction areas for Outrigger 
Telescopes 1 & 2 (on the Pu‘u Hau Oki crater side) and every 120 feet along the 
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slope base at the crater bottom (below the W.M. Keck site). Repair and restore (by 
raking) the slope surface around each measuring rod. Record the vertical distance 
(length in inches) from the surface to the top of each measuring rod. Subsequent 
measurements should be made using binoculars to view the rods from upslope 
and down slope positions (to minimize any further habitat disturbance). Repeat 
these measurements every month when snow pack is present. 
3.3.2B all) See Compliance Monitoring 
Data Management System: See Results, Data Management 
Analysis and Interpretation Systems: 
3.3.2A all) Time series analysis. 
3.3.2A6) 
pack. Maps at dates (GE). 
Spatial time series, dates and locations (depth and extent) of snow 
3.3.2B all) Time series analysis. 
Reporting System: 
3.3.2A all) Include in Quarterly Reports, Construction Completion Report within 
two months after the completion of construction activities, and in the Post- 
Construction Report one year after completion of construction activities. 
3.3.2B all) Include in Quarterly Reports, Construction Completion Report within 
two months after the completion of construction activities, and in the Post- 
Construction Report. 
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3.4 - HABITAT STRUCTURE MODULE 
Question of Interest 3.4.1 
3.4.1 
new construction? 
How, where and when has existing Wekiu bug habitat been damaged by 
Justification: 
Measurement of habitat damaged as a result of Outrigger Telescope construction is 
necessary to determine the appropriate amount of restoration needed for mitigation. 
Monitoring goals: 
1) To provide historical records of change in environmental phenomena, 
attributes, and characteristics. 
Sampling Measurements 
3.4.1A) Size and location of newly damaged Wekiu bug habitat. 
Sampling Intensities 
3.4.1A) Locate perimeter points every 20 feet around the newly damaged areas. 
Locations should be accurate to k 2 feet relative to fixed reference points, such as 
existing building corners or survey monuments. Sampling target: 15-20 located 
perimeter points, suitable for mapping the areas. 
Sampling Frequencies 
3.4.1A) Once after construction is complete. 
Sampling Protocol: See Protocols, Wekiu Bug Habitat 
Data Management: See Results, Data Management 
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Analysis and Interpretation Systems: 
3.4.1A all) 
distribution at depths below surface). 
Spatial time series, dates and locations, porosity profiles (cinder size 
Reporting System: 
3.4.1A all) Include in Construction Completion Report within two months 
after the completion of construction activities, and in the Post-Construction Report. 
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RESULTS 
4.1 - DATAMANAGEMENT 
The primary purpose of monitoring, 
as with any investigation, is to increase 
knowledge. Therefore the results, find- 
ings, and other forms of new informa- 
tion gained must be transmitted to 
decision-makers and stakeholders. The 
compilation, analysis, and presentation 
of results are key steps in the 
monitoring process. 
Compilation of the findings is called 
data management. Much effort will be 
expended in the collection of raw data 
from field. That data must be checked 
for errors and archived for retrieval, as 
needed many years into the future. 
Error checking is the first and most 
immediate task in data management. 
Field forms and types of raw data 
collected in this Monitoring Program 
will be examined for improper 
recording, blanks, or other errors. Error 
checking will be done daily during field 
collection sessions, at the end of the field 
day or that evening. If errors are found, 
they will be corrected immediately, or 
recollected the following day. 
When appropriate, computerized 
error checking algorithms will be 
employed. Algorithms are useful for 
checking numerical data that confom 
to known or expected distributions. For 
instance, weather data may be expected 
to fall into known ranges of 
temperature/ wind speed, or 
precipitation. The error algorithm 
program will flag data values outside 
expected ranges. Investigators will be 
alerted, and the unusual data values can 
be verified or corrected through re- 
measurement or reentry into the 
database files. Utilization of error 
checking algorithms requires immediate 
entry into the computer, preferably on a 
daily basis. 
Some types of data cannot be 
checked with algorithms. Records of 
dust suppression activities, snow 
plowing, barrier construction, and 
similar events must be "hand checked. 
Data values will be entered into a set 
of database files. These will consist of 
prepared spreadsheets linked together 
for electronic queries. Data entry will be 
immediate, done daily during field 
collection sessions, at the end of the field 
day or that evening. Numerical data 
values may be recorded on hand-held or 
"palm" computers. Error checking 
algorithms may be included in the 
hand-held computer programs, thereby 
allowing error checking at the moment 
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of data entry in the field. Hand-held 
computer data will be downloaded into 
database files daily. 
The database files will be backed up 
by storage in multiple computer data 
storage media and by hard copies. 
The database files will contain all the 
field data. The files will be proprietary 
to the sponsors of the Monitoring 
Program. Data files will be released 
(shared) only with written permission of 
the sponsors. Released data files will 
always be accompanied by descriptions 
of the data collection methodology. 
Released data files may also be 
accompanied by analyses. 
Some data will be spatial values 
indicating locations of events, activities, 
or phenomena. Spatial data will be 
stored in geographic information 
systems (GIs). GIS files may be shared 
with existing systems owned by IfA, 
UH, or other entities chosen by the 
sponsors. 
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4.2 - DATAANALYSIS 
Statistical analysis and scientific 
interpretation are necessary to produce 
logical inferences and new knowledge 
from monitoring data. 
All data files will be initially 
evaluated using exploratory data 
analysis (EDA). EDA is a set of 
techniques for graphically examining 
data. Histograms, time series charts, 
multiple point plots, and other graphs 
aid in the visual examination of data. 
Visualization of data is a way of 
"decoding" quantitative and categorical 
information. Visual perception links 
numbers to understanding. Proper EDA 
includes display of mathematical 
(statistical) functions fit to the raw data. 
Simply graphing the data, without 
fitting and displaying the associated 
statistical models, may visually omit 
important traits of the data. Techniques 
employed will follow EDA guidelines 
elucidated by William S. Cleveland in 
his book "Visualizing Data", (Hobart 
Press, 1993). 
Most of the data collected in 
monitoring is in the form of time series, 
a collection of observations made 
sequentially in time. The special 
characteristic of time series is that 
successive observations are not 
independent. Hence analyses of time 
series data must take into account the 
order of the observations. Non- 
independence means that future values 
are at least partially determined by past 
values. Because time series are 
deterministic, future values may often 
be predicted from past values, to some 
degree of accuracy. As a result, 
predictive models may be created for 
phenomena such as wildlife population 
changes. 
There are many statistical methods 
for analyzing time series. The principal 
approach is the use of autocorrelation 
functions that quantify the deterministic 
links in processes through time. 
Frequency analysis, also called spectral 
analysis, is useful for analyzing the 
frequency of events. Survival analysis 
evaluates the time duration until an 
event occurs. 
Time series often contain multiple 
patterns. The simplest pattern is trend, 
the increase or decrease of values over 
relatively long periods of time. Cycles 
may be detectable within trends, 
periodic fluctuations of values 
appearing over relatively shorter 
periods of time. Wildlife population 
changes often exhibit both long-term 
trends and short-term cycles. 
Trends and cycles may best be 
evaluated using residual analysis. In 
residual analysis a trend model is fit to 
the data. The differences between the 
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actual values and the model values are 
known as the "residuals". Evaluating 
the model fit involves examination of 
the residuals for patterns. Once a good 
fit is established for the trend model, a 
cycle model may then be fit to the 
residuals. Again, the differences 
between the residuals and the cycle 
model are evaluated. These "second 
order" residuals are then examined for 
patterns. If the trend and cycle models 
are well fitted, the second order 
residuals should have no patterns; they 
should be small and random. This 
process often involves repeated 
(iterative) model fitting until the 
smallest and most random residuals 
result. 
Wildlife population changes may be 
correlated with other phenomena, such 
as weather patterns, habitat changes, 
etc. The correlated phenomena are often 
also in the form of time series. 
Multivariate cross-correlation analyses 
are statistical methods for combining 
two or more time series. These methods 
are similar to the univariate methods 
described above, with the addition of 
crosscovariance terms in the models. 
The ultimate purpose of time series 
analysis in monitoring is to develop 
models for predicting (and sometimes 
understanding) the changes. Prediction 
is simpler than understanding. Many 
phenomena that occur on a regular basis 
are highly predictable, even if we do not 
understand why they occur. For 
instance, the Monitoring Program may 
find that Wekiu bug populations 
fluctuate with snowfall events or the 
lack thereof. Such fluctuations may be 
predictable, even if we do not 
understand the biological mechanisms 
at work. 
Other statistical methods may also 
be employed. Mark-and-recapture tech- 
niques may be useful in making 
population estimates. In mark-and- 
recapture of insects, non-toxic phos- 
phorescent dyes are carefully placed on 
captured bugs, which are then released. 
The percentage of marked individuals 
subsequently recaptured yields potent- 
ially more accurate inferences about the 
size of the population than simple trap 
counts. 
Spatial analyses, using statistical 
methods for evaluating location data, 
may also be useful. It is unlikely, 
however, that the projected sampling 
intensities will reveal detectable 
patterns in the locations of Wekiu bug 
population changes. To detect such 
changes many times more traps would 
be necessary. In this Monitoring Plan we 
have chosen to minimize habitat 
damage by data collectors and focus on 
population changes detectable with the 
fewest traps, and hence the least habitat 
disturbance. 
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4.3 - REPORTING 
The new knowledge acquired 
through monitoring will be com- 
municated to sponsors and stakeholders 
through reports. Five types of reports 
are anticipated: 
1. Reviews. This Monitoring Plan calls 
for reviews of habitat restoration plans; 
soil-binding compounds to be applied, 
and hazardous material spill response 
plans, among others. These reviews will 
be done on a timely basis, so that 
construction activities are not delayed. 
2. Quarterly Reports. Results from 
monitoring will be reported every three 
months during construction of the 
Outrigger Telescope. Progress on 
compliance, including restoration of 
habitat, installation of barriers, dust 
suppression activities, trash control 
activities, etc., will be conveyed in the 
Quarterly Reports. 
3. Construction Completion Report. 
Within two months after completion of 
construction activities a comprehensive 
report will be issued. This report will 
address all the Questions of Interest, and 
provide a historical record of compliance 
with guidelines and the effectiveness of 
mitigation activities. 
4. Post-Construction Report. 
Eighteen months after completion of 
habitat restoration activities a second 
comprehensive report will be issued. 
This report will address primarily the 
Effectiveness Monitoring QOI’s; 
including any Wekiu bug population 
changes detected. 
5. Immediate Reports. If any special 
problems or events happen during or 
after construction, those situations will 
be reported immediately. Such occur- 
rences as hazardous material spills, 
excessive side cast of cinder or trash into 
Wekiu bug habitat, or establishment of 
colonies of alien arthropods at the Keck 
site, will be reported upon detection to 
the proper authorities, (selected by the 
Monitoring Program sponsors). 
All the reports will be clearly written 
for use by the intended audience: JPL, 
NASA, CAM, EA, UH, DLNR, and 
other stakeholder groups and indi- 
viduals. The reports will include charts, 
tables, maps, photographs and other 
visual displays of the information 
acquired through monitoring. 
As the Monitoring Program pro- 
gresses, feedback from stakeholders will 
be used to improve the reports to 
enhance understanding of the results. 
Future decision-making may then be 
based on clear, reliable, new information 
about the Wekiu bug and the effects of 
mitigation activities. 
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SCHEDULE 
The schedule for monitoring is dependent upon start of the Outrigger Telescopes Project 
and is still to be determined. The schedule in this section is generic and representative 
of the actual time. The dates are undetermined and are dependent upon permitting for 
the Outriggers Telescope Project. 
Updates to this schedule can be found on the World Wide Web at: 





Protocols for the sampling systems are included in the Compliance and Effectiveness 
Monitoring sections above. Some protocols are too complicated to be included in those 
sections and are given in this section. Protocols included in this section include, W&iu 
Bug Population Sampling, WGkiu Bug Habitat Sampling, Contractor's Log Books, 
Meteorological Data Gathering, Alien Arthropod Inspections, and Compliance Visual 
Inspections. 
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6.1 - WEKIU BUG POPULATION PROTOCOL 
Population estimates are classified into three types, relative estimates, absolute 
estimates, and population indices. Relative estimation is based on the catch per unit 
effort and is the most appropriate method for monitoring Wekiu bug population change. 
Absolute estimates are collected by sampling known fractions of the habitat. This 
technique would be destructive of habitat, and is therefore inappropriate for Wekiu bug 
population monitoring. Population indices are derived from measurements of animal 
products (e.g. frass, webs, nests) or effects (plant damage) and are not applicable to 
Wekiu bugs. 
Nondestructive sampling is the best approach to monitoring rare and sensitive 
invertebrate species. Data on relative abundance can be collected with specially 
designed live traps that cause minimal disturbance to Wekiu bugs or their habitats. 
Monitoring during Outrigger construction and operation will involve capturing 
Wekiu bugs in improved live-traps similar to those used in the 1997-98 MKSR arthropod 
assessment. These traps provide WGkiu bugs with food, moisture, and protection from 
predators and can sustain captured individuals for several days. Traps will be checked 
for Wekiu bugs every three days during the sampling session. Captured bugs will be 
counted, marked with non-toxic, luminous powder, and released. The number of 
recaptured marked bugs will provide additional information about population change. 
Materials 
10 oz clear plastic drinking cups 
12 oz clear plastic drinking cups 
W mesh hardware cloth (12.5” square) 
coffee filters 
dried shrimp 
luminous powder (various colors) 
gum Arabic 
mortar and pestle 
trowel 
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30 foot ladder 
Y2” rebar (18” lengths) 
l !  nylon rope 
small sledge hammer 
dark-cup illuminator 
dusting bulb insufflator 
Luminous Dust 
Fluorescent substances, whose presence can be detected by placing the marked 
animals under an W light, have been used extensively by entomologists in capture- 
recapture studies. The markers are considered safe for most insects, although some 
species are sensitive, and experience decreased longevity when exposed to some 
fluorescent substances. 
Specially formulated luminous powders are available from entomology equipment 
suppliers, and are considered the safest insect marking substance. They may be applied 
directly, but better adhesion is obtained when the dusts are combined with gum arabic. 
Mix one part luminous dust with six parts gum arabic until a paste is formed. Allow the 
paste to dry for at least 3 days. Pulverize the dry mixture to dust in a mortar. Store the 





Remove the rim of the 10 oz cup and cut a hole 1.5 cm 
diameter hole in the bottom. 
Punch four 2 mm holes around the side of the 10 oz cup 
about 1 cm from the bottom. Punch four 2 mm holes around the side of the 12 
oz cup about 4 cm from the bottom. 
Connect opposite edges of the hardware cloth making a wire 
tube the 12 oz cup will fit into. 
3. 
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4. Fold a coffee filter 5 times and insert into the hole at the 
bottom of the 10 oz cup, leaving about 3 cm sticking up into the cup. 
1oozcup 
Trap Cup 




Traps in Wekiu bug habitat will be installed at permanent monitoring stations and 
capped when not in use. Thirteen permanent stations will be established, five in Pu’u 
Hau Oki, five in Pu’u Wekiu, and three in newly restored habitat. 
Installation 
Extend the ladder to its full open position on the crater floor. The bottom of the 
ladder should just touch the cinder slope below the sampling station. Drive an 18” 
length of rebar into the substrate on each side of the bottom of the ladder. Attach the 
bottom of the ladder to the rebar using nylon rope. Tie a 50 foot length of rope to the top 
rung of the ladder. Stand the ladder upright. Holding onto the rope attached to the top, 
gently lower the ladder onto the slope. Drive an 18” length of rebar into the substrate on 
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each side of the top of the ladder. Attach the top of the ladder to the rebar using nylon 
rope. Repeat for each sampling station. 
Install a trap at each sampling station (at the top of the ladders) by carefully 
digging into the cinder, disturbing only the amount of cinder necessary to set up the 
trap. Place the hardware cloth tube into the hole so that the top of the tube is slightly 
below the existing surface. Refill the hole around the tube with the cinder that was 
removed from the hole. 
Place the reservoir cup into the tube. The top of the cup should be slightly below 
the cinder surface. Pour 15 ml of purified water into the reservoir cup. Fold a coffee filter 
5 times and insert into the hole in the bottom of the trap cup, leaving about 3 cm of filter 
in the cup. Attach a label to the outside of this cup identdying the trap number. Add 3 
pieces of pre-moistened shrimp bait and 5-6 pieces of local substrate (i.e., 2-3 cm cinder) 
to the trap cup. Place the trap cup into the reservoir cup such that the coffee-filter wick 
makes contact with the water reservoir. 
Distribute chum, consisting of pureed pre-moistened shrimp, around the trap and 
place the trap cover such that the entire trap is shaded from sunlight. Attach a flag to the 
trap cover. Record on data sheet the trap number, date set, time set, and distance to 
nearest snow patch. 
Collection 
Remove the cap rock and remove the trap-cup from the trap. Carefully inspect the 
cinder in the cup, and record the number of W&iu bugs and presence of other 
arthropods in the trap. 
Gently place captured W&iu bugs into the dark-cup illuminator and inspect each 
W&iu bug for luminous powder. Record the number of individuals with luminous dust 
and the colors of the dust if any is found. Dust all captured bugs with luminous powder 
using the dust bulb insufflator. Record the number of bugs marked and the dust color 
on the data sheet. 
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Release all live specimens at least one meter away from the sampling station. 
W&iu bugs should not be handled or exposed to direct sunlight for more than 30-45 
seconds. Observe released bugs for one minute, making sure they find cover. 
At the end of the sampling session remove the reservoir cup and replace the cap 
rock and flag. Remove the ladders from the crater. 
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6.2 - WEKIU BUG HABITAT PROTOCOL 
Monitoring during Outrigger construction and operation will include sampling 
Wekiu bug habitat to measure the locations and extents of restored habitat and habitat 
mitigation structures. In addition, the cinder structure in restored and mitigated habitat 
will be measured and monitored for changes. 
Researchers have determined that Wekiu bugs live in the interstitial spaces, or 
voids, between the rocks in the surface layer. In the alpine environment of Mauna Kea’s 
summit ice, frost heaving, and snowmelt wash and stratify the surface layer of cinder in 
the summit cones. Progressively larger rocks are lifted to the surface and washed clean 
of ash, which in turn accumulates in a layer 12 to 18 inches below the surface. This 
process is thought to create the interstitial spaces in which Wekiu bugs live. The surface 
layer in restored habitat areas will be monitored for changes in interstitial porosity. 
Materials 
1 cylindrical shovel (see next section) 
1 sml l  trowel - 100 lidded containers (1/2 gallon) 
100’ tape 
3 screens (l”, 1/2 ”, i/8 ” meshes) - lYx12” 
scale 
graduated cylinder or beaker (1 liter) 
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1) Place a grid map over a map of the site. 
2) Randomly select one point on the grip as a starting point, (use a random 
number generator to select x and y coordinates). 
3) Randomly select an azimuth, (use a random number generator to select a 
number between 0 and 360). 
4) Re-orient the grid map, pivoting on the randomly chosen starting point, 
aligning the grid lines with the randomly chosen azimuth. 
5) Sampling points may then be located at the re-oriented grid line intersections. 
Field Collection 
Drive the cylindrical shovel, perpendicular to the surface, as deep as possible. 
Carefully extract the cinder from within the cylinder in two-inch depth increments. 
Place each two-inch layer in a separate container for lab analysis. Mark each container 
with the sampling point number and the depth increment, (such as, Point 4 Hau Oki, 6-8 
inches below surface). If necessary, drive the shovel deeper after extracting the top 
layers, so that 18” of cinder is eventually cored and removed. Following extraction of 9 
two-inch layers, remove the shovel and fill the hole with loose cinder from the 
immediate vicinity. 
Lab Analysis 
For each two-inch layer sample, separate cinder particles by size using the three 
screens. Four fractions will be thus created. Submerge each fraction in a graduated 
beaker containing a known volume of water, and record the volume displacement, (i.e. 
the volume of the fraction). A wetting agent may be used in the water to eliminate small 
air bubbles that may cling to the cinder particles. 
Calculate the particle size distribution of each two-inch layer (volume by particle- 
size-class). Calculate the porosity of each two-inch layer, (1 minus the ratio of the 
combined volume of the fractions to the total field volume of the layer). Note that each 
layer had a total field volume of 21142 = 100.5 cubic inches. 
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6.3 - CONTRACTORS' LOG BOOK PROTOCOL 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM 1 - TRUCKS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS 
The function of Form 1, Contractors' Log Book, is to provide a record of all trucks, 
heavy equipment, and construction materials that are transported to the Mama Kea 
summit during construction of the Outrigger telescopes. 
The purpose is to monitor for possible introductions of alien arthropods into 
Wekiu bug habitat. Efforts to prevent alien arthropods from reaching the summit will 
help insure that the WGkiu bug population is protected. 
Information about each truck that arrives at the summit should be recorded in one 
column of Form 1, (one column per truck). The following numbered instructions 
correspond to the numbered rows on Form 1. 
1: Arrival Time & Date 
The Arrival Time is the hour, plus AM or PM, when each truck arrives at the 
construction site. The Date is the month, day, and year of arrival. Write down the hour 
of day and the date, (mm/dd/yy), when a truck arrives at the site. 
2 Departure Time & Date 
The Departure Time is the hour, plus AM or PM, when the truck leaves the 
construction site. The Date is the month, day, and year of departure. Write down the 
hour of day and the date, (mm/dd/yy), when the truck leaves the site. One column per 
truck means that the truck departing must be the same truck whose arrival is noted in 
the blank space above in the same column. 
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TRUCKS 
3: TruckID 
The best Identification Number of a truck is its license plate number. Write down 
the license plate number of each truck that visits the construction site. 
4 Number of Axles 
Write down the number of axles, including those on any trailers attached to the 
truck. 
5: Contents 
Write down the contents of the load carried by the truck when it arrives at the 
construction site. Contents may be such things as: water, heavy equipment, construction 
materials, etc. 
6 Loading location 
Write down the address where the contents were loaded onto the truck. Include 
the Name, Street Address, and City. 
7: TruckOwner 
Write down the name of the person or company who owns the truck. 
8: Truck Storage Yard 
Write down the address where the truck (and trailer if applicable) is(are) stored 
when not in use. Include the Street Address and City. 
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9: Excess Mud on Truck? 
Walk completely around the truck (and trailer if applicable) and note the presence 
of mud, dirt, or vegetation. In particular, inspect the undercarriage, axles, and wheel 
wells. Write down YES if the truck has clumps of mud or dirt larger than your fist, or if 
vegetation is clinging to the undercarriage. Write down NO if excess mud, dirt, or 
vegetation are not present on the truck (and trailer if applicable). 
HEAVY EOUIPMENT 
10 Heavy Equipment ID 
Write down the License Plate or Vehicle Identification Number of each piece of 
heavy equipment arriving at the construction site. It is expected that heavy equipment 
will arrive on trucks Therefore, the information on each piece of heavy equipment 
should go in the same column as the information on the truck that transported it. 
11: Type 
Write down the Type of heavy equipment this piece is. Types of heavy equipment 
may be such things as loader, grader/scraper, back hoe, bulldozer, ditcher/excavator, 
fork lift, crane, snow plow, etc. 
12 HEOwner 
Write down the name of the person or company who owns this piece of heavy 
equipment. 
13 HE Storage Yard Location 
Write down the address where this piece of heavy equipment is stored when not in 
use. Include the Street Address and City. 
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14 Excess Mud on HE 
Walk completely around this piece of heavy equipment and note the presence of 
mud, dirt, or vegetation. In particular, inspect the undercarriage, axles, wheel wells, 
tracks, and attachments. Write down YES if the heavy equipment has clumps of mud or 
dirt larger than your fist, or if vegetation is clinging to the undercarriage. Write down 
NO if mud, dirt, or vegetation are not present on the heavy equipment. 
MATERIALS 
15: Type of Materials 
If the contents of the truck are construction materials, then write down the Type of 
materials arriving at the construction site. Types of materials may be such things as 
lumber and plywood, reinforcement bar (re-bar), concrete, steel beams and girders, 
building blocks, paints and/or solvents, etc. 
16 Quantity 
Write down the quantity of the construction materials on the truck. Also, be sure to 
spec$ the units, (gallons, pallets, cubic yards, etc.). 
17: Evidence of Arthropods? 
Examine the materials for signs of arthropods. Write down YES if there are signs of 
arthropods on the arriving materials. Write down NO if signs of arthropods are not 





e. Clumps of vegetation 
Ants, spiders, or other insects crawling on the materials 
Spider webs on or among the materials 
Small piles of sand-grain sized particles (frass) on wood objects 
Clumps of mud or dirt 
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Arrival Time & Date 
Departure Time & Date 
10 AM, 6/21/01 
4 PM, 6/22/01 









Truck ID Lic: ABC123 
Number of axles 3 
Contents Water 
Co. Water Dept., 
Hilo 
Loading location M X X  Kaumana Dr., 
Truck Owner A- I  Trucking - 
XXXX Hinano St., 
Hilo 
Excess mud on Truck? No 
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Heavy Equipment ID 
Heavy Equipment Type 
Heavy Equipment Owner 
HE storage yard location 




TY Pe Water 
Quantity 1,000 gals 
Evidence of arthropods? No 
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Arrival Time & Date 














Truck storage yard 
Excess mud on Truck? 





Heavy Equipment Type 
Heavy Equipment Owner 
HE storage yard location 






Evidence of arthropods? 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM 2 - DUST, TRASH, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
The function of Form 2, Contractors’ Log Book, is to provide a record of all efforts 
to control dust, trash, and hazardous materials during construction of the Outrigger 
telescopes. 
The purpose is to monitor for possible impacts to Wekiu bug habitat. Recording 
control efforts will help insure that Wekiu bug habitat is protected. 
Information about daily control efforts should be recorded in one column of 
Form 2, (one column per day). The following numbered instructions correspond to the 
numbered rows on Form 2. 
1: Date 
Write down the Date of the log entry, month/day/year. Use one column per day, 
unless you require more room to record numerous control activities taking place on the 
same day . In that case, use a second or third column as needed, but be sure to clearly 
mark the Date in each column, (mm/dd/yy). 
DUST CONTROL 
2: Substrate type 
The Substrate Type means the surface or substance to which dust control 
measures are be applied. Write down the substrate type where the dust-generating 
activity occurred. Common substrate types are: excavation (hole), cinder stock pile, 
road, parking lot, staging area, screened cinder, etc. 
3 Location 
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Write down the location of the dust-generating activity. When excavations are for 
foundations and footings, s p e c 9  the number of the nearest Outrigger (1 - 4). When 
excavations are for light tunnels, s p e c 9  the origin and destination of the light tunnel. 
Write down the number of the nearest Outrigger (1 - 4) or staging area designation for 
cinder piles and construction pads. 
4 Water applied? Quantity? 
Write down YES if water was applied to the substrate to control dust. Write 
down NO if no water was used during the dust generating activity. Also write down 
the approximate quantity of water (in gallons) applied to the substrate. 
5: Soil binders used? Type? Quantity? 
Soil binders are chemicals that hold soil and dust particles together and prevent 
dust from being dispersed into the air. Soil binders may be mixed with water and 
applied to the substrate to control dust. Write down YES if soil binders were applied to 
the substrate, or NO if soil binders were not applied to the substrate. Write down the 
Type or Brand Name of the soil binder. Types of soil binders may be manufactured 
substances, soybean oilsoapstock, or lignins. Brands of manufactured substances 
include Soil-Sement, Pennzsuppress, and others. Record the Brand from the container. 
Report the Quantity of soil binder used, before mixing with water, and the units. 
Reminder: no soil binding compounds should be applied to cinder that will be used 
for habitat restoration. 
6 Suspended for high winds? 
Write down YES if any construction activity was suspended because of wind. 
Write down NO if no construction activities were suspended due to winds. 
7: Covered? Type? 
Some substrate, such as excavations or cinder stock piles, may be covered to 
prevent wind-generated dust. Write down YES if a substrate was covered, or NO, if 
the substrate was not covered. Also write down the Type of cover used. Cover types 
include tarps, plywood, etc. 
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TRASH 
8: Roll-off containers covered? 
Roll-off containers are large containers that are left at the site to receive waste 
materials. Write down YES if roll-off containers are securely covered to prevent wind- 
blown trash Write down NO if roll-off containers are not covered. Write down NONE 
if there are no roll-off containers on site on this day. 
9: Construction materials covered? 
Construction materials may be covered or tied down to prevent them from being 
blown off the site by high winds. Write down YES if construction materials were 
covered or anchored on this day. Write down NO if construction materials were not 
covered or anchored on this day. 
10 Wind-blown debris? 
Wind-blown debris may be trash, construction materials, or other items blown 
beyond the construction site boundaries. Write down YES if any debris was blown or 
fell beyond the construction site boundaries on this day. Write down NO if no debris 
was blown or fell beyond the construction site boundaries on this day. 
11: If yes to 10, types, quantities. 
If you wrote YES to No. 10, describe the types of debris and the quantities blown 
beyond the construction site boundaries on this day. Types of wind-blown debris 
include such things as plywood, plastic sheeting, packing material, paper, sheet metal, 
or other material. Estimate the size and number of the items. 
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
12: Chemicals used on site? 
Chemicals are manufactured substances that are used during construction and 
maintenance of the Outriggers and the Observatory. These include paints, thinners, 
solvents, fuels, cleaners, acids, and mirror-coating materials. Write down YES if 
chemicals were used at the site on this day. Write down NO if chemicals were not used 
at the site on this day. 
13 Types, quantities. 
Write down the Types of chemicals (noted in No. 12) that were used at the site on 
this day. Write down the quantities of the chemicals used. Quantities may be a count of 
the number of containers (specify capacity), or the volume or weight of the chemicals 
used on this day. Be sure to specify the units. 
14 Spills? 
Spills are defined as any quantity of a chemical coming in contact with a surface 
or substrate to which it was not intended to be applied. Write down YES if a spill 
occurred on this day. Write down NO if no spill occurred on this day. 
15: If yes to 14, to whom reported? 
Spills should be reported to: 
Ph or to 
Write down the name of the person to whom the spill was reported, and their phone 
number. 
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FORM 2 - DUST, TRASH, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
Date 
Instruction 



















Water applied?, Quantity? 
Soil binders used? Type?, Qty? 




01 to JB4 
Yes, 250 gal 
Yes, SoilSement, Iqt. 
No 
Yes, tarp 




If yes to IO, types, quantities 





Chemicals used on site? 
Types, quantities 
Spills? 
If yes to 14, to whom reported 
Yes 
water-base paint, 5 gal 
No 
None 
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Water applied?, Quantity? 
Soil binders used? Type?, Qty? 
Suspended for high winds? 
Covered?, Type? 
TRASH 




If yes to I O ,  types, quantities 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
Chemicals used on site? 
Types, quantities 
Spills? 
If yes to 14, to whom reported 
6.4 - METEOROLOGICAL STATION PROTOCOL 
Monitoring weather during Outrigger construction and operation will include 
frequent sampling of temperature, humidity, windspeed, and precipitation. Wekiu 
bugs are found only in the extreme alpine environment of Mauna Kea’s summit. 
Extreme weather phenomena are thought to be associated with Wekiu bug population 
change. Monitoring weather will provide measured variables to include in population 
change analyses. In addition, wind speed monitoring will provide data for 
determination of daily mitigation actions, such as dust control. 
Several of the observatories have weather stations, and the information is readily 
Using existing weather stations will save costs and available over the internet. 
disturbance to habitat from installation of new equipment. 
Tools 
Computer with internet access. 
Procedures 
Access weather data at Mauna Kea Weather Center web site at 
http:/ - /hokukea.soest.hawaii.edu/index.html . Download weather information from 
UKIRT data logger. . 
Download digital data monthly. 
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6.5 - ALIEN ARTHROPOD INSPECTION PROTOCOL 
Arthropods that do not occur naturally at the summit area have the potential to 
disturb Wekiu bug populations. Predators like ants and spiders are especially 
threatening. Regular inspections called for in the monitoring plan are intended to 
detect alien species so that they may be eradicated before being transported to the 
construction site. 
This protocol is designed to be implemented by non-technical personnel and 
should detect most viable alien arthropod colonies present. Solitary arthropods are 
unlikely to establish populations at the summit and represent only a small threat to 
Wekiu bugs. 
Tools magrufying glass, knife, trowel. Notebook. 
Targets soil, mud, vegetation, ants, spiders and spider webs, egg masses, frass, and 
yellowjacket nests. 
Procedures 
1. Construction materials Walk slowly around construction materials, trash 
containers, and shipping crates and examine all sides for ants, spiders, spider 
webs, egg masses, frass, and yellowjacket nests. 
2. Vehicles Examine all of the wheel wells, wheels, tires, treads, and 
undercarriages of earth-moving equipment, large trucks, tractors, and other 
heavy equipment. Examine for ants, spiders, spider webs, egg masses, and 
yellowjacket nests. Also examine for soil, mud, dirt, vegetation, and other debris 
attached. 
3. Buildings Examine sides of each building or structure, from base to 10 feet 
above the ground. Examine for ants, spiders, spider webs, egg masses, and 
yellowjacket nests. 




Describe what was inspected (e.g. construction material, vehicle, 
Location 
reference points. 
Describe the general location of the subject inspected relative to fixed 
Findings Describe the types and numbers of arthropods detected (e.g. ants, 
spiders, etc.), the types of arthropod artifacts detected (e.g. spider webs, 
yellowjacket nests, frass, etc.), and/or the type of arthropod habitats detected 
(e.g. soil, mud, vegetation, etc.). 
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6.6 - COMPLIANCE VISUAL INSPECTION PROTOCOL 
Compliance monitoring investigates whether program and personnel are 
following the guidelines established for protection of the Wekiu bug. Random site 
inspections averaging one per month will be conducted during Outrigger construction 
to ensure compliance with the guidelines. The results of the random site inspections will 
be included in the quarterly reports 
Tools 
100’ tape measure, compass, notebook 
Procedures 
Note the locations of temporary barriers and verlry their installation near 
excavations and other earth-moving activities (see QOI 2.4.1). Inspect and record 
the condition of the barriers (e.g. holding side-cast cinder, failing, etc.). Verlry 
compliance with Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan Recommendation IV-3. Temporary, 
and if possible, permanent barriers should be built along the slope breaks above 
the inner slopes of Pu’u Hau Oki crater. Report non-compliance or barrier failures 
to the construction-site manager. 
Visually inspect for side-cast material (see QOI 2.4.2). Verify compliance with 
Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan Recommendation IV-3. Under no circumstances should 
cinder or other materials be side-cast into Wekiu bug habitat. Report side-cast 
cinder to the construction-site manager. 
Visually inspect active earth-moving operations, excavated materials and cinder 
stock piles (see QOI 2.5.1, QOI 2.5.2, & QOI 2.5.3). Verlry compliance with Wekiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan Recommendation V-1. Water should be applied to excavation 
sites and cinder stockpiles. Verlry Contractors’ Log Book entries regarding Dust 
Control (CLB Form 2, Lines 2-7). Verlry compliance with Wekiu Bug Mitigation 
Plan Recommendation V-2. Dust-generating activities should be suspended and 
construction materials secured during high winds, and water should be applied to 
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Visually inspect applications of soil-binding compounds (see QOI 2.5.4). VerQ 
compliance with Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan Recommendation V-3. Soil-binding 
amendments should be used sparingly, and should never be applied to Wekiu bug 
habitat. Verlfy Contractors’ Log Book entries regarding Dust Control (CLB Form 2, 
Line 5). Report non-compliance to the construction-site manager. 
Locate and observe the use of paints, thinners, and solvents and cleanup 
procedures. Describe cleanup and disposal activities (see QOI 2.6.2 and QOI 2.6.3). 
Describe spills, if any. Verify compliance with Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan 
Recommendation VI-2. Contractors should minimize the on-site use of paints, 
thinners, and solvents. Painting and construction equipment should not be cleaned 
on-site. Contractors should keep a log of hazardous materials brought on-site and 
report spills to a designated WMKO representative. Verlfy Contractors’ Log Book 
entries regarding Hazardous Materials (CLB Form 2, Lines 12-15)Report non- 
compliance to the construction-site manager. 
Visually inspect construction trash containers (see QOI 2.7.1). Describe trash 
containers, covers, and anchoring devices. Verify compliance with Wekiu Bug 
Mitigation Plan Recommendation VII-1. Construction trash containers should be 
tightly covered to prevent construction wastes from being dispersed by wind. 
Verify Contractors’ Log Book entries regarding Trash (CLB Form 2, Lines 8-11). 
Report non-compliance to the construction-site manager. 
Visually inspect construction materials stored at the site (see QOI 2.7.2 and QOI 
2.8.3). Describe material, covers, and anchoring devices. Verify compliance with 
WGkiu Bug Mitigation Plan Recommendation VII-2. Construction materials stored 
at the site should be covered with tarps, or anchored in place, and not be 
susceptible to movement by wind. Verlfy Contractors’ Log Book entries regarding 
Dust Control (CLB Form 2, Line 9). Walk slowly around the materials and examine 
for ants, spiders, spider webs, and yellowjacket nests. Report uncovered or 
unanchored material, or alien arthroDods to the construction-site manager. ” 
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Locate and describe outdoor trash receptacles, and their lids and anchors (see QOI 
2.7.3). Verify compliance with Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan Recommendation VII-3. 
Outdoor trash receptacles should be secured to the ground and have attached lids. 
Report non-compliance to the construction-site manager. 
Locate and describe construction materials, trash, and wind-blown debris in Wekiu 
bug habitat (see QOI 2.7.4). Describe the debris, general location, and retrieval 
activities if any. Venfy compliance with Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan 
Recommendation VII-4. If construction materials and trash are blown into Wekiu 
bug habitat, they should be collected without disturbing the habitat. Verify 
Contractors’ Log Book entries regarding Trash (CLB Form 2, Lines 10-11). Report 
non-compliance to the construction-site manager. 
Locate all large trucks, tractors, and other heavy equipment (see QOI 2.8.2 and QOI 
2.8.3). Record vehicle identification numbers. Verify Contractors’ Log Book entries 
regarding Trucks (CLB Form 1, Lines 1-14).Vedy compliance with Wekiu Bug 
Mitigation Plan Recommendation VIII-1. Earthmoving equipment should be free of 
large deposits of soil, dirt and vegetation debris that could harbor alien 
arthropods. Walk slowly around each vehicle and examine all of the wheel wells, 
wheels, tires, treads, and undercarriages. Examine and record the presence of 
spiders, spider webs, egg masses, ants, and other arthropods. Also examine and 
record the presence of soil, mud, dirt, vegetation, and other debris attached. 
Describe the presence of arthropods or arthropod harboring debris if any are 
found. Report alien arthropod presence to the construction-site manager. 
Locate shipping crates and boxes. Examine and record the presence of spiders, 
spider webs, egg masses, ants, and other arthropods(see QOI 2.8.4). Also examine 
and record the presence of soil, mud, dirt, vegetation, and other debris attached. 
Describe the presence of arthropods or arthropod harboring debris if any are 
found. Verify Contractors’ Log Book entries regarding Materials (CLB Form 1, 
Lines 15-17). Report alien arthropod presence to the construction-site manager. 
Locate portable buildings and toilet facilities. Walk slowly around these structures 
and examine for ants, spiders, spider webs, or yellowjacket nests (see QOI 2.8.5). 
Record the presence of alien arthropods and describe their general location and the 
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degree of infestation. Report alien arthropod presence to the construction-site 
manager. 
13. Walk slowly around the observatory building and outriggers, and examine for 
ants, spiders, spider webs, or yellowjacket nests (see QOI 2.8.5). Record the 
presence of alien arthropods, and describe their general location and the degree of 
infestation. Report alien arthropod presence to the construction-site manager. 
Compliance Visual Inspection Protocol - 4 
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Upon obtaining project approval for the new Keck Outrigger Telescopes, this Best 
Management Practices Plan (BMP) will be used to guide all activities associated with 
construction of the outrigger telescopes. The plan will serve as a working document that 
may be expanded and revised prior to project start. It will become part of the 
agreementskontracts with site work contractors. The purpose of this document is to 
facilitate project management by developing an organizational structure that will guide 
construction management, designate who has the authority to make decisions, and provide 
a checklist to ensure compliance with all mitigating measures and conditions on the project. 
It is a primary management tool for the CARA Construction Manager and Contractor’s 
Project Manager. This Best Management Practices Plan becomes null and void if for some 
reason the project fails to move forward. 
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The purpose of the Construction Best Management Practices Plan (BMP) is to specifl the 
methods and controls which will be implemented to prevent or minimize negative impacts to the 
surrounding environment, and to the natural and cultural resources on and adjacent to the W. M. 
Keck Observatory (WMKO) site during the construction of the Outrigger Telescopes project. 
Included in these controls is a proposed organizational structure which clearly sets forth the lines 
of authority and responsibility that will ensure proper supervision and oversight throughout the 
construction process. 
The BMP will be overseen by the CARA Construction Manager and implemented by the 
Contractor’s Project Manager. A Construction Management Organization Chart, identifying the 
proposed hierarchy and working relationships among the various interested parties, is attached 
(Figure 1). The BMP and accompanying organization chart will be finalized by CARA in 
coordination with the selected Contractor. It will also be attached to the construction contracts. 
The CARA Construction Manager will have the primary responsibility for all construction 
activities. 
B. SCOPE OF THE CONSTRUCTION BMP 
All construction activities related to the Outrigger Telescopes Project-from delivery of 
materials and equipment (to either the WMKO site or one of the two construction staging areas, 
Figure 2), through final clean up of the staging areas, stockpile area (Figure 3) and WMKO 












Unloading containers at the staging area and delivering the contents to the site. 
Installing sheet piling, as required by the Hawaii Electric Light Company (HELCO), to 
protect power cables from inadvertent disturbance by construction equipment. Removal of 
piles upon completion of construction will also adhere to this plan. 
Excavating and trenching for junction boxes, light pipes and air pipes, enclosure and 
telescope footings, underground coudk rooms and tunnels. 
Removing excess excavated material, not used for backfill, to the approved summit stockpile 
area (Figure 3) to be screened, washed and used for WEkiu habitat restoration on and 
adjacent to WMKO site. 
Grading and shoring for Outrigger Telescope enclosures and junction boxes, including 
placement of fill and construction of retaining walls. 
Pouring concrete (ready-mixed in Hilo or Waimea) for a tunnel, ring wall, retaining walls 
and telescope foundations. 
Installing up to five prefabricated junction boxes and up to six prefabricated coudk rooms (or 
pouring concrete if prefabricated structures are unavailable). 
Installing light pipes (together with electrical conduits) and air pipes. 
Assembling prefabricated enclosures, consisting of ring walls and rotating domes, on site; 
setting the ring walls on concrete footings and installing the domes on their tops. 
Installing a telescope, dual star module and other hardware within each enclosure. 
Complying with the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan, including the restoration of Wekiu bug 
habitat. 
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0 Maintaining the summit construction staging and stockpile areas (Figure 3), on-site stockpile 
areas and the construction staging area at Hale Pohaku (Figure 2) in clean, safe condition. 
0 Care and maintenance of equipment and vehicles. 
0 Cleanup of all construction areas. 
0 Complying with the Memorandum of Agreement on cultural resources. 
11. E ~ ~ O N ~ E N T ~ ~  CULTURAL CONCERNS 
A. WEKTUBUG 
Although the actual construction site has been altered by past development activities, 
nearby Wekiu bug habitat could be affected by construction of the proposed project (Figure 4). 
The major negative effects that could occur during Outrigger Telescope construction are: trash, 
dust, side-cast cinder, introduction of non-native species, and spills of hazardous materials. The 
control and mitigation of these concerns will follow the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan. Foot traffic 
in WEkiu Bug habitat can be harmful to the habitat. The Construction Manager will ensure that 
the only foot traffic in the habitat will be with the concurrence of the project entomologist. 
B. CULTURAL CONCEWS 
Historic District. The State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) believes that the 
summit region of Mauna Kea is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places as 
an Historic District. The cluster of cones forming the summit, including Pu'u Hau'oki, would be 
a contributing historic property to this district and itself meets the criteria for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places. Measures that would prevent or minimize activities that 
would further impact the structural and visual integrity (i.e., shape and contour) of the Pu'u 
Hau'oki cinder cone and its crater are a primary focus of the BMP. 
Potential Burial Sites. Most of the land to be used for the Outrigger Telescopes has been 
previously altered to such an extent that there is a low probability of discovering burials on the 
site. An exception to this applies to areas near the outer edges of the Pu'u Hau'oki plateau, where 
it had not been previously disturbed other than being subjected to side-casting of cinder fiom the 
original grading of the plateau. Because the existence of burials cannot be conclusively verified, 
the project archeologist will monitor all excavation. 
View Planes. All above ground parts of junction boxes and retaining walls will be 
colored to match the cinder. 
111. PRE-CONSTRUCTION ACTIONS 
A. COORDINATION 
Prior to construction mobilization, meetings will be held to finalize all aspects of the 
construction process. The following information will be exchanged between CARA (including 
the Archeological, Cultural and WEkiu Bug Monitors) and the Contractor at least two weeks 
before these meetings take place. 
1.0 Information to be provided by CARA 
a) A location map identiwg all construction, staging and stockpile areas. 
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A description of the type, composition and quantity of material expected to be 
excavated during the project and its disposition. 
A description of the type, composition and quantity of fill material to be used, 
including locations of temporary on-site stockpiles. 
A chart showing preferred construction sequence (a schedule of construction 
activities) that will: (a) minimize potential adverse cultural and environmental 
effects, and (b) allow efficient scheduling of appropriate monitoring times. 
A Construction Management Organization Chart, such as shown in Figure 1, that 
will clearly delineate lines of authority and responsibility; phone numbers of key 
personnel will also be included. 
Provide a detailed description of specific mitigating measures to protect and 
preserve the natural and historic/cultural attributes of the project area. 
Based on the Organization Chart, designation of areas of responsibility, names 
and phone numbers of responsible individuals, names and phone numbers of 
special advisors, and steps that will be taken to accomplish the following: 
- control of all trash and construction material stored on site; 
- removal of all trash on a regular basis; 
- monitoring of construction activity to ensure that no cinder or other materials 
are side-cast into the Pu'u Hau'oki crater or the outer slopes of the cone; 
- ensuring compliance with all provisions of the Section 106 memorandum of 
agreement (MOA) to be entered into by NASA, the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation, State Historic Preservation Officer, and others; 
- monitoring the on-site use of paints, thinners, and solvents and other 
hazardous materials and reporting spills to designated individuals; 
- ensuring that earth-moving equipment is free of large deposits of soil, dirt and 
vegetation debris that may harbor non-native species; and 
- ensuring that new non native species introductions detected during monitoring 
as described in Wekiu Bug Monitoring Plan are eradicated; 
- ensuring compliance with all provisions of the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan. 
A list of telephone numbers of the responsible persons and alternates to be contacted 
(day or night) when violations are suspected. (After inspecting a particular incident, 
these individuals report their findings to the CARA Construction Manager; they do 
not interact with the workers or try to fix it themselves except for the archaeologist 
has the immediate authority to stop construction work in the area of an identified or 
potential find. The resource or burial could easily be destroyed by the time the 
Construction Manager is found, the issue discussed, and directive given. The 
archaeologist may also be responsible for discussing any frndings with the SHPO and 
the cultural monitor under the Section 106 MOA. 
A set of criteria to be used when determining whether or not to stop construction. 
An emergency response plan for unplanned events to be based on the CARA Safety 
Manual. 
2.0 Information to be provided by the Contractor 
a) A list identifling the characteristics of raw materials to be brought to the site or 
lay down area, including: 
- the type of materials to be used, by construction phase; 
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- the frequency of delivery of these materials to the site; 
- the quantities to be stored and length of storage; 
- the location of proposed on-site storage and stockpile areas; and 
- a description of how the Contractor would clean and care for these areas and 
materials. 
A written summary of the characteristics and source of any discharge and 
potential pollutants associated with each construction activity together with 
proposed control measures or treatment methods, including but not limited to the 
following discharges: 
- solid waste, 
- oily waste, 
- hazardous waste, and 
- equipment cleaning and washing of cement truck mixers. 
A written summary describing the type and characteristics of vehicles and 
equipment to be used, including: 
- the duration of use by construction phase by vehicle and equipment type; 
- emission characteristics by vehicle and equipment type; 
- noise characteristics by vehicle and equipment type; 
- type of fuel used by vehicle and equipment type; and 
- on-site use andor storage area(s) for each type of equipment. 
An implementation plan for suspending all dust-generating activities and securing 
equipment and materials during high winds and storms. 
A plan to control wind and water erosion during the construction period. 
An implementation plan for cleaning vehicles and equipment to rid them of non- 





f )  
B. ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONSULTATION 
CARA and the Contractor will meet at least 2 weeks before construction starts with a 
qualified archaeologist as defined in the MOA (known as the project archeologist) to determine 
the scope and schedule of archaeological monitoring activities during the construction period. 
The archaeologist will first identify potentially sensitive construction areas on the WMKO site. 
The archaeologist, in coordination with the CARA Construction Manager and the Contractor, 
will develdp standards and criteria for monitoring excavation activities and determining when 
remedial actions are required and work must be stopped. The archaeologist will then be present 
on site to monitor all excavation. The archaeologist will follow SHPD standards for 
archaeological monitoring studies and reports (HAR Chapter 279). The archaeologist has the 
immediate authority to stop construction work in the area of an identified or potential fmd. The 
archaeologist may also be responsible for discussing any findings with the SHPO and the cultural 
monitor under the Section 106 MOA. The archeologist is encouraged to work with the cultural 
monitor in developing monitoring plans and actual monitoring. The archeologist has the 
discretion to make random visits to the project site, but for safety reasons must check in with the 
Construction Manger before entering the site. 
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e. CUL L MONITO~NG 
The CARA Construction Manager and the Contractor will meet with the project cultural 
monitor to determine the scope and schedule of cultural monitoring activities during the 
construction period at least 2 weeks before construction starts. The cultural monitor, in 
coordination with the CARA Construction Manager and the Contractor, will develop standards 
and criteria for monitoring construction activity and determining when remedial actions are 
required. Details of the monitoring and required qualifications of the monitor are defined in the 
cultural resources MOA. The project cultural monitor is encouraged to work with the project 
archeological monitor in developing monitoring plans and actual monitoring. The project 
cultural monitor has the discretion to make random visits to the project site, but for safety 
reasons must check in with the Construction Manger before entering the site. 
D. FINALIZE PLANSAND PROCEDURES 
The CARA Construction Manager and the Contractor Project Manager will meet, discuss 
and revise all information and produce a fmal Organization Chart, a set of criteria for ensuring 
compliance with all mitigating measures, and criteria and procedures for stopping construction if 
necessary. 
E. PREPARE MONITORING AND REPORTING SCHEDULES 
The C A M  Construction Manager, in consultation with various specialists and the 
Contractor, will prepare schedules for monitoring on-going activities for compliance with the 
BMP. Procedures for reporting violations and the status of corrective measures to bring the 
project into compliance will also be determined. The name and phone number of each monitor 
will be identified. 
F. FIELD MANUAL OF PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES 
The CARA Construction Manager, in cooperation with CARA, the Contractor, OMKM 
and special advisors, will prepare a manual which will incorporate the finalized BMP; specific 
emergency response plans for injuries, medical emergencies, and fre; other standard practices 
(CARA’s safety manual); and protocols for WEkiu bug and cultural mitigation. Both CARA and 
the General Contractor will approve this manual. 
The CARA Construction Manager will schedule mutually agreed upon meetings with the 
Archaeologist, Cultural Monitor, and OMKM, to ensure that work is being carried out according 
to applicable terms of the MOA. 
G. EDUCATION 
Prior to starting work on the project site, all project personnel and all contractor(s) 
employees will be briefed on and shown a videotape concerning the cultural significance of the 
project area. OMKM will be consulted on the production of the video and advised on the 
briefings. A natural resource specialist will brief them on the importance of protecting the WEkiu 
habitat. Mitigating measures for both cultural and natural resources will be explained in detail. 
They will also be advised of procedures that must be taken in the event of an hfiaction of the 
conditions imposed on the project. Suggestions as to the most effective ways of informing their 
workers about the importance of adhering to all of the stipulations set forth in the agreement will 
also be discussed. The archaeological monitor and the cultural monitor will also give 
presentations to project personnel and contractor employees as specified in the MOA. 
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W. CONTROLS 
A. CONSTRUCTION SAFETYZONES 
1.0 Pu'u Hau Oki Crater Rim and Outer Slopes 
Temporary 3-foot-high silt fences will be installed along the rim of the Pu'u Hau'oki 
crater and outer slopes, where excavation or trenching is planned to take place where any 
significant potential that material may be overcast down slope. At a minimum the fences will be 
located down slope of any area to be excavated within 6 feet of the slope. The temporary silt 
fences will be maintained by the contractor on a daily basis to repair any damage. 
2.0 Other Construction Areas 
a) Construction safety fencing and temporary signage to deter unauthorized visitors 
and Observatory personnel from inadvertently entering into construction zones 
will delineate each area under construction. To the extent possible, the color of 
the fencing will blend in with the surrounding cinder terrain. 
As the construction in each area is completed, the fencing and signage will be 
removed as soon as practicable. 
The fencing and signage will remain at any area where archaeological artifacts are 
found until the State Historic Preservation Division approves removal, if any, of 
the fencing and temporary signage. 
b) 
c) 




The Contractor will minimize high noise levels from construction equipment by 
outfitting all equipment with proper noise muffling devices. 
The Contractor will comply with State Department of Health (DOH) rules (HAR, 
Chapter 46, Community Noise Control). 
2.0 Air Quality 
Thr Contractor will comply with Hawaii DOH rules fHAR Chapter 11, Section 60.1, Air 
Pollution Control) and the CounQ ofHawaii grading permit as well as this BMP. 
a) Dust Control 
- fugitive dust will be minimized by spraying with potable water or other 
environmentally acceptable suppressant as necessary. The Wekiu Bug 
Monitor will define what is environmentally safe; and 
- all dust-generating activities will be suspended during high winds. The critical 
velocity of these winds will be determined later but is assumed to be about 40 
to 50 miles per hour (64 to 80 kilometers per hour). 
- Cinder stored in the summit stockpile area at the project site will be covered 
with heavy tarps as needed to minimize dust. 
b) Emissions 
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- all engine emissions will be mitigated by the use of properly functioning 
emission control devices as required by law; 
- all construction equipment will be properly maintained; 
- equipment idling will be kept to a minimum when equipment is not in use. 
3.0 Worker Safety 
All personnel working on the project site including monitors must attend Pre-Start Safety 
Induction training that will cover at a minimum: 
CARA and Contractor Safety Policy 
Contractor MSDS Management and Control 
Discussion of harards associated with working at high alititude 
Review of lockout proceedure on dome and telescope. 
Emergency medical treatment for workers in the event of an accident 
Dealing safely with hazardous materials 










The Contractor will comply with all OSHA standards and regulations. 
C. WASTE CONTROLS 
The Contractor will comply with all Hawaii DOH rules. 
Every member of the construction crew, managers, observatory personnel, and other 
people associated with the proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project will undergo an orientation 
about the impacts of the Outrigger Telescope construction and installation, and how they may 
prevent and minimize disturbance caused by trash. 
1.0 Solid Waste (Construction and Domestic) 
a) Construction materials and supplies will be prevented from being blown into 
Wekiu bug habitat and historic properties by covering them with heavy canvas 
tarps, using steel cables attached to anchors. 
Construction trash containers will be tightly covered to prevent construction 
wastes fiom being dispersed by wind. 
Outdoor trash receptacles will be secured to the ground and have secured lids and 
plastic liners. 
“Roll off’ containers will be equipped with heavy canvas tarps held securely with 
cables. Containers will be collected on a regular basis before they are completely 
full or overflowing. 
All trash will be removed to an authorized disposal site in either Hilo or 
Waikoloa. This will be done on at least a weekly basis throughout the 
construction period. 














Contractors will minimize the on-site use of paints, thinners, and solvents. 
Painting and construction equipment will not be cleaned on-site. 
Contractors will keep a log of toxic/hazardous materials, if any, brought on-site 
and their disposition. 
Spills will be immediately reported to the CARA Construction Manager who will 
activate the appropriate emergency response procedures. 
Any toxichazardous waste generated by the construction project will be properly 
disposed of as recommended by CARA’s Hazardous Disposal consultant. 





Fuel tanks of equipment and construction vehicles will not be filled to the top. 
Equipment will be properly secured during non-working hours, away from 
previously identified (during pre-construction activities) sensitive areas. 
Fuel spill clean-up kits will be readily accessible at the work area at all times. 
2.0 Spill Response Plan 
a) 
b) 
Procedures for spill response are included in CARA’s Safety Manual. Additional 
requirements will be added if necessary. 
The Contractor will comply with all Federal and State DOH rules and regulations. 
E. SPECLQL CONCERNS 
1.0 Cultural Resources 
a) Any human remains discovered during the construction process will immediately 
be reported to the CARA Construction Manager. As set forth in HAR 13-300-40, 
“Inadvertent discovery of human remains,” the Archeologist will immediately 
order all work stopped in the area of the discovery and report the fmdings to the 
- the State Historic Preservation Division, unless the discovery occurs on 
Saturday, Sunday or holiday, at which time the report shall be made to the 
Division of Conservation and Resources Enforcement; 
- the University of Hawaii Office of Mauna Kea Management; 
- the Hawaii County medical examiner or coroner; and 
- the Hawaii County Police Department. 
Work in the discovery area can resume only upon approval of SHPD. 
Because use of the construction staging andor stockpile areas within the summit 
area of the Science Reserve may affect the landscape of a proposed historic 
property (the s d t  area of Mauna Kea), the following precautions must be 
observed 
- construction materials stored at the site must be anchored in place and not be 
susceptible to movement by wine 




- trash containers must be secured to the ground and tightly covered to prevent 
construction wastes from being dispersed by wind. 
The construction staging and stockpile areas on the summit (and in some 
instances at Hale Pohaku) must be inspected for compliance with the BMP every 
evening (after the work day is completed), and during high winds and storms. The 
construction staging and stockpile areas must also be inspected upon completion 
of all construction and habitat restoration activities to ensure that the areas have 
been restored. 8 .  
All stipulations in the cultural resource MOA related to construction activities, as 
well as conditions attached to the Conservation District Use Permit, will be 




a) Non-native species 
- monitoring will be undertaken to identi@ any no-native species infestations at 
the Outrigger Telescopes construction site and staging areas; 
- large deposits of soil, dirt and vegetation debris that may harbor non-native 
species will be removed from all earth-moving equipment by pressure 
washing or other means at the Contractor’s base yard before ascending Mauna 
Kea; 
- large trucks, tractors, and other heavy equipment will be inspected for non- 
native species at the Contractor’s base yard or marine terminal and at the 
intersection of the Saddle Road and the Summit Road, the inspection near the 
intersection of the Saddle and Summit Roads will be conducted by a qualified 
biologist. If non-native species are found at the intersection of the Saddle and 
Summit Roads, the qualified biologist can either remove the non-native 
species or send the vehicle back to the base yard for required cleaning; 
- the Contractor will ensure that all construction materials, crates, shipping 
containers, packaging material, and observatory equipment are free of non- 
native species when delivered to the summit; and 
- new non-native species introductions detected during monitoring of the 
Outrigger Telescopes construction site and staging areas including, but not 
limited to, ants, yellow jackets and alien spiders, shall be eradicated. 
- soil-binding amendments will be used sparingly 
- if construction materials and trash are blown into WEkiu bug habitat (Figure 
4), it will be collected by staff trained by the project entomologist taking care 
to minimize habitat disturbance. 
WEkiu Bug Habitat Restoration. Excess excavated material, not used for backfill 
or site grading, will be removed to the approved stockpile area, screened and 
washed. The cinder will be sieved for %” and larger size and washed with an 
estimated 1 gal/ftA3. The sieving and washing process should be done 
simultaneously to minimize a dust plume. All material of suitable size will be 
used to restore WEiu bug habitat on or adjacent to Pu‘u Hau‘oki. Any remaining 
material will be placed in the summit area after consultation with the SHPD and 
Office of Mauna Kea Management. 
b) WEkiu Bug Habitat Protection 
e) 
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- The project entomologist will be on site during the habitat restoration and will 
have the necessary authority to ensure that the work is done properly; 
- new cinder will be placed only on previously-disturbed surfaces; 
- to the extent possible, the new cinder will match the existing cinder; 
- washing of the cinder will be done in such a way that there is no erosion or 
other marking of the landscape by m o q  
- screening and washing of cinder will occur in an up-slope section of the 
staging area that is farthest removed from unaltered ground surfaces down 
slope. 
3.0 Construction Staging Areas 
a) The Hale Pohaku and summit construction staging areas will be inspected each 
evening to ensure that all materials are secured and that all trash is placed in 
appropriate approved containers. 
When in use, the staging areas will be checked daily for oil spills from vehicles. 
These spills will be cleaned up immediately and the offending vehicle(s) will be 
removed from the mountain for maintenance. 
The staging areas will be checked regularly for the presence of non-native 
species; any infestations will be immediately eradicated. 
b) 
c) 
4.0 Potential Interference with Observatories 
a) 
b) 
Use of exterior lighting is not permitted between sunset and sunrise. 
Use of any radio transmitter that may interfere with observatory operations is not 
permitted. 
5.0 Photographic Record 
a) The contractor shall keep a photographic record of all construction activities on the 
site starting with pictures before any activities, during and after. This record shall be 
available for viewing in the site project office. At the end of the job the contractor 
will deliver 2 copies of the photos, one for CARA and another for O m .  
V. ENFORCEMENT 
It is the responsibility of the CARA Construction Manager to enforce the provisions of 
the B W .  All monitors will report their fmdings to him or her. 
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COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS 
This page intentionally leR blank. 
APPENDIX G 
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 
those comments. Section G.1 describes the means through which comments were acquired 
and summarized. Section G.2 describes the public meeting format that was used to solicit 
commentrpom the public. Section G.3 describes how the comment responses are 
organized. Section G.4 provides the oral comments received with comment responses 
immediately following. Section G.5 provida :the written comments received with comment 
G.l Introduction 
In July 2004, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) published the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Outrigger Telescopes Project evaluating the 
funding decision for the on-site construction, installation, and operation of the Outrigger 
Telescopes on Mauna Kea and alternative sites. The public comment period began August 6, 
2004, and ended September 30,2004. 





August 23,2004, King Kamehameha Beach Hotel; 75-5660 Palani Road, Kailua-Kona, 
HI 96740; 
August 25,2004, Naniloa Hotel; 93 Banyan Drive, Hilo, HI 96720; 
August 26,2004, Waikoloa Beach Marriott; 69-275 Waikoloa Beach Drive, Waikoloa, 
August 30,2004, Maui Arts & Cultural Center; One Cameron Way, Kahului, HI 96732; 
September 1,2004, Wai'anae District Park 85-601 Farrington Highway, Wai'anae, HI 
96792; and 
September 2,2004, Japanese Cultural Center; 2554 South Beretania Street, Honolulu, HI 
96826. 
HI 96738-571 1; 
In addition, the public was encouraged to provide comments via mail, facsimile, electronic mail, 
and telephone (toll free). 
Attendance and the number of speakers at each public meeting are presented in Table 
G- 1. Attendance is based on the number of participants who completed registration. Total 
attendance was higher because not all attendees chose to register. In addition to oral and written 
comments received at the public meetings, additional written comments were received through 
September 30,2004, the conclusion of the public comment period. Table G-2 provides an 
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Table G 2  Comment Submission Method 
overview of the number of comments submitted orally at the public meetings, and in writing 
throughout the public review and comment period. 
6.2 Public Meeting Format 
NASA used a two-part approach for the meetings. The first half-hour of the meeting was an 
open house format. Participants were able to enjoy light food while they browsed limited display 
materials. Key authors of the DEIS were available to answer questions from the participants. As 
each participant registered they were given a comment response form that could be completed 
and handed in as a comment to the facilitator or sign-in desk. 
After the open house, opening remarks were made by a facilitator who then introduced key 
personnel on the DEIS team. A videographer taped the entire meeting and a Hawaiian translator 
was available for anyone who required it. After opening remarks by the DEIS team members, 
the general public was offered a chance to speak. After all participants had spoken, the DEIS 
team made closing remarks and the meeting was djourned. Participants were reminded of the 
closing date of the public comment period and the methods by which the public could provide 
comments. The participants were reminded that oral remarks would be sumrnarized along with 
NASA’s responses in an appendix to the Final EIS and written comments would be reproduced 
exactly as delivered, also with NASA’s responses. 
6.3 Comment Response Organization 
The comments are organized in two ways. Section G.4 provides the oral comment summaries 
along with NASA’s responses immediately following. The oral comments are organized by 
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meeting location. Section G.5 provides the written comments received with NASA's responses 
immediately following. 
G.4 Oral Comment Summaries 
6.4.1 Kona Public Meeting Comments 









The DEIS does not give enough emphasis to spirituality. 
NASA attempted to reflect in the EIS what it has been told about the spiritual 
significance of Mauna Kea to Native Hawaiians. 
NASA needs to talk to kahuna (the spiritual leaders) and reflect their feelings 
in the DEIS. 
In recognition of the sanctity of Mama Kea in Native Hawaiian culture, 
NASA has made a particular effort to consult with Native Hawaiian religious 
practitioners. Their perspectives have had great influence on the content of 
this EIS. See Section 3.1.2.5 and Table 3-2 for more details. 
The DEIS does not answer the question about whether the State rightfilly 
owns the land. 
The concerns expressed by the Commenter are within the jurisdiction of the 
State and University of Hawai'i, not NASA, and therefore are outside the 
scope of this EIS. 
The DEIS does not answer the question whether there is a connection between 
NASA and the military. 
NASA is the nation's civil space agency, established by the National Air and 
Space Act of 1958 (Pub. L. No. 85-568, As Amended). NASA space missions 
and related research programs are conducted for peaceful, scientific purposes. 
NASA and the Department of Defense (DoD) may at times have a common 
interest in the development of a particular technology. For example, DoD 
developed a technology called adaptive optics that is used for scientific 
studies at ground-based astronomical observatories (such as the W.M. Keck 
Observatory) to correct telescopic images for distortions caused by Earth's 
atmosphere. Additionally, DoD and NASA occasionally work together to 
develop a technology of interest to both agencies. 
The Commenter questioned whether the mitigation measures in this DEIS will 











It is not within NASA’s jurisdiction to propose mitigation activities for areas 
of the Mauna Kea Science Reserve other than the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project site. NASA hopes that the mitigation measures proposed for the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project will serve as a model for fbture projects. NASA 
will forward this question to the University of Hawai‘i for consideration. 
NASA should consider the alternative of operating telescopes in space. 
Space missions and ground-based programs each make unique contributions 
to NASA’s Origins program, particularly to the search for worlds around other 
stars. Detecting planets in orbits like those of Uranus and Neptune (periods of 
84 and 165 years, respectively) requires observations over many decades (a 
significant fraction of one orbital period). Space missions generally have 
lifetimes of a decade or less. It is therefore not practical to detect planets with 
periods of several decades to more than a century from space. 
Connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to one or more 8- to 10-meter telescopes 
(a requirement of the Outrigger Telescopes Project) is also not possible in 
space, in part because the technology for such a large space telescope does not 
yet exist. For these reasons, the goals of the Outrigger Telescopes Project 
cannot be achieved in space. 
Fifty feet of the p u  ‘u was cut off to construct the Keck Telescopes. 
Based on engineering drawings in NASA’s possession, 34 to 36 feet of the 
p u  ‘u were removed during construction of the Keck Telescopes. 
“Previously disturbed” is not an acceptable term when discussing cultural 
impact and is highly misleading. 
NASA recognizes this concern, but was unable to find an acceptable 
alternative term. The use of the term “previously disturbed” has been 
minimized in the Final EIS. 
There are no records of inadvertent findings of remainshurials during the 
construction of the W.M. Keck Observatory. Witnesses say there were, but 
that is in the past. We view allpu ‘u as possible burial sites. There was great 
care in the past to bury highborn bones. When bones were placed on Mauna 
Kea, there were hidden away on the slopes by tunneling into the slopes. The 
edges of the p u  ‘u are significant and have the potential to contain bones. 
NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of 
the Proposed Action. To this end, NASA proactively completed a Draft 
Burial Treatment Plan specifying procedures to deal with an inadvertent 
discovery of human remains. Following an initial informational presentation 
of the Draft Burial Treatment Plan to the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council 




in early May and an amended Draft Plan was submitted to the Council. The 
plan was discussed at the Council meeting on August 19,2004. The members 
of the Council expressed their general agreement with the procedures 
recommended in the Burial Treatment Plan for monitoring during the 
Outrigger Telescopes construction and for treating any human remains 
uncovered during construction. Because no actual burials are known to be 
present, the Council took no action actually approving the plan or its 
procedures, concluding that this would be beyond its purview at this time. In 
addition, a qualified Archaeologist would be present during all excavation 
activities. 
The Commenter is concerned about the number of telescopes on Mauna Kea, 
the Master Plan and the $l/year rental fee. The Commenter suggests 
negotiating for a fair and reasonable contract with the University of Hawai'i 
and the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR), and then set up a 
fund to monitor burial sites on Mauna Kea. 
The concerns expressed by the Commenter are within the jurisdiction of the 
State and University of Hawai'i, not NASA, and are out of scope for this EIS. 
6.4.2 Hilo Pubiic Meeting Comments 




Comment 0 13: 
Response: 
There is no evidence that between 1994 and 2002 that any water testing was 
done. There needs to be a new water plan for Mauna Kea. 
It is not within NASA's purview to create a water plan for Mama Kea. The 
concerns expressed by the Commenter are within the jurisdiction of the State 
and the University of Hawai'i. These concerns have been forwarded to the 
University of Hawai'i. 
Wastewater systems have not been tested except for Subaru. 
The fiequency of wastewater system inspection and biosolids removal for 
W.M. Keck and the other observatories is provided by the EIS, Sections 
3.1.4.5 and 4.2.5.2, respectively. Statements about wastewater system 
servicing were provided by each observatory. 
The Commenter suggested that more species should be evaluated in the DEIS 
besides the WCkiu bug. 
Detailed quantitative information about the ten other native arthropods that are 
thought to be residents of the summit of Mauna Kea is unavailable. These 
arthropods are new to science and have not been described as species. 
However, the WEkh Bug Mitigation Plan addresses all of the potential 
stresses to the natural ecosystem on the summit of Mauna Kea from the 
proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project and would reduce potential impacts on 
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the other native Hawaiian arthropods present as well. In addition, of the ten 
other native arthropods found within the summit area, six have also been 
found in the Area Below the Summit Area Cinder Cones (Howarth and others 
1999). Any impact to these arthropods would be similar and likely 
proportionate to any impact to the WZkiu bug. The remaining four 
arthropods, which include two species of mites and two species of sheetweb 
spiders, have'been found only on the Summit Area Cinder Cones (Howarth 
and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). However, it is unlikely that the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project would have any reasonably foreseeable 
significant adverse effect on these species. See Sections 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.2, and 
4.1.2.2 for more details. 
Comment 0 14: DEIS did not take into consideration that 18-ton vehicles from the Stryker 
Force would be in and around Hale Piihaku. 
Response: Based on the US. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Environmental Impact 
Statement for the Transformation of the 2"d Brigade Combat Team in Hawai Y ,  
the Stryker vehicles will be operating at the Piihakaloa Training Area (PTA) 
and the Military Vehicle Trail between PTA and Kawaihae Harbor. They will 
not be traveling in the Hilo direction or on the road to or past Hale Piihaku 
(USACE 2004). 
Comment 015: The DEIS failed to say that NASA would have to comply with all Hawai'i 
State laws. 
Response: The California Association for Research in Astronomy (CARA), which would 
manage on-site construction, installation, and operation of the Outrigger 
Telescopes on Mauna Kea, will comply with applicable State laws and State 
and local permits. 
Comment 016: Any tampering with WZkiu bug habitat would be against the State law. 
Response: The WEkiu bug is a candidate species for listing under the Endangered 
Species Act. NASA has met with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), and they have reviewed the Environmental Assessment and DEIS 
for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. A letter is presented from the USFWS 
representing their comt-nents on the current WEkiu Bug Mitigation and 
Monitoring Plans in Appendix A of this EIS. NASA has tried to use all 
practicable means to protect the WEkiu bug and its habitat. 
Comment 017: The hazardous materials section of the DEIS is insufficient. There needs to be 
a plan to look at hazardous materials treatment, monitoring, handling, and 
enforcement on Mauna Kea. 
Response: Section 3.1.5.2 of the EIS presents substantial information about hazardous 








Comment 0 2  1 : 
Response: 
disposal, emergency response procedures, and reporting requirements. 
Section 4.2.6.2 describes past and present hazardous materials use by the other 
observatories, including types of hazardous materials, and management, 
disposal, and recycling. This comment has been referred to the Office of 
Mauna Kea Management for M e r  consideration. 
There are no protocols for hazardous material events. 
Section 3.1 S.2 of the EIS presents information about hazardous material 
emergency response procedures, reporting requirements, and employee 
training at the W.M. Keck Observatory. Section 4.2.6.2 states that each 
observatory has procedures for handling hazardous materials, provides 
training for workers involved with hazardous materials, and has emergency 
procedures for responding to hazardous material spills. 
NASA needs to check on whether they are inhibiting the right to practice 
religion. 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project would not substantially burden the right to 
religious practice. 
Hydrology testing is insufficient because it was not done over all four seasons 
of the year. 
The hydrologic impacts analyses are based on the physics of subsurface flow, 
not on the quality of water in various surface water bodies. By testing, it 
appears that the comment refers to the water quality data that are provided in 
the Massey report. The sampling was one time only, but the data on Lake 
Waiau reproduced from the Massey report do cover numerous samples over 
five consecutive months in 1977. These data are presented for informational 
purposes only. They are not used in the analysis of impacts, for example to 
prove by the water quality data that discharges at the W.M. Keck Observatory 
or elsewhere at the summit are or are not reaching various water bodies. 
The DEIS did not discuss the fact that this project is not covered under 
Hawai'i State Law or under the Board of Land and Natural Resources 
(BLNR) Master Plan. 
NASA recognizes the Mauna Kea Science Reserve (MKSR) Master Plan 
which was approved by the University of Hawai'i Board of Regents on June 
16,2000 (UH 2000b). On February 2,2000, Governor Benjamin J. Cayetano 
accepted the MKSR Master Plan Final Environmental Impact Statement 
(MKSR FEIS) as satisfactorily fulfilling the requirements of Chapter 343, 
Hawai'i Revised Statutes (State of Hawai'i 2000). The AKSR FEIS contains 
a November 2,1999 comment letter from the Department of Land and Natural 











DLNR’s position regarding the Master Plan. “The Department of Land and 
Natural Resources would continue to review each situation in the context of a 
Conservation District Use Application. DLNR’s acceptance and 
consideration of applications for new uses, such as telescopes, will be 
contingent upon implementation of the local design review process and more 
generally, the performance of the local management authority in fulfilling its 
stated responsibilities. . . It will be the University’s and the telescope 
operators’ responsibility to ensure that procedures outlined in the Master Plan 
are followed for day-to-day management and development guidelines. Failure 
to do so could jeopardize Conservation District Use Application approvals and 
any future telescope development on Mauna Kea.” Under the heading “New 
Management Responsibilities,” Mr. Johns further states that “A Hilo-based 
review process, with the Board of Land and Natural Resources continuing to 
consider individual Conservation District Use Applications and sublease 
agreements, would guide new telescope and facilities development. DLNR 
enforcement would be limited primarily to compliance with Conservation 
District Use Permit conditions and response to enforcement issues related to 
violations of Conservation District laws. . .” 
The DEIS did not address the well-documented fact that Mauna Kea is 
spiritually significant. 
NASA has attempted to reflect its understanding of the spiritual significance 
Mauna Kea has for Native Hawaiians in the Preface as well as numerous other 
sections of the EIS. NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the 
implementation of the Proposed Action. 
NASA needs to consider the full cumulative region of influence. 
NASA determined where the impact of the past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable activities occurs for each of the resources areas in the cumulative 
impact analysis. This defied the geographic boundary or region of influence 
for that resource area. 
The Cultural Monitor is portrayed in the EIS as not having the authority to 
talk to construction workers. 
The Cultural Monitor has the authority to talk to construction workers. 
It is positive that the EIS addresses cumulative impacts, however it is negative 
that the impacts are significant, adverse, and substantial. 
This comment is respectfdly noted. 











The Outrigger Telescopes will not use mercury. The W.M. Keck Observatory 
has a written mercury spill response plan for use with the existing Keck 
Telescopes. The W.M. Keck Observatory has a mercury handling checklist 
that is reviewed prior to any mercuIy handling procedure. The W.M. Keck 
Observatory has procedures in place to handle any hazardous material spills. 
Table 4-20 in the Outrigger Telescopes Project EIS surnrnees known spills 
that have occurred either at the summit, along the Mauna Kea Access Road, or 
at Hale Pbhaku. The table describes the type of substance involved, the size 
and location of the spill, and the response. The observatories on Mauna Kea 
and Hale P6haku have written procedures to handle hazardous material spills. 
The Burial Treatment Plan is legal fiction. 
NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of 
the Proposed Action. To this end, NASA proactively completed a Draft 
Burial Treatment Plan specifying procedures to deal with an inadvertent 
discovery of human remains. Following an initial informational presentation 
of the Draft Burial Treatment Plan to the Hawai'i Island Burial Council 
(Council) in April 2004, public burial notices were placed in local newspapers 
in early May and an amended Draft Plan was submitted to the Council. The 
plan was discussed at the Council meeting on August 19,2004. The members 
of the Council expressed their general agreement with the procedures 
recommended in the Burial Treatment Plan for monitoring during the 
Outrigger Telescopes construction and for treating any human remains 
uncovered during construction. Because no actual burials are known to be 
present, the Council took no action actually approving the plan or its 
procedures, concluding that this would be beyond its purview at this time. 
The DEIS summary needs to conclude that there is significant and adverse 
cumulative impact. 
Both the Draft EIS and Final EIS conclude that there are significant and 
adverse cumulative impacts. 
The EIS needs to insure that the Memorandum of Agreement and mitigation 
measures will be done. 
When signed, the Memorandum of Agreement became a legally binding 
document. NASA would ensure the mitigation measures are followed, if 
NASA selects the W.M. Keck Observatory site. 
The EIS needs to discuss photovoltaics. 
The EIS discusses photovoltaics or solar cells in Section 4.1.8.2. 
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Comment 0 3  1 : The EIS should contain a full cumulative analysis (covering the ocean floor to 
the top of Mauna Kea). 
Response: NASA determined where the impact of the past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable activities occurs for each of the resources areas in the cumulative 
impact analysis. This defined the geographic boundary or region of influence 
for that resource area. 
Comment 032: The EIS needs to define adverse effects. 
Response: The EIS is consistent with the Council on Environmental Quality guidance 
and generally accepted usage. 
G.4.3 Waikoloa Public Meeting Comments 
Comment 033: The Commenter suggested an environmental resolution (i.e., put the 
telescopes on the Canary Islands). There is less adverse environmental 
impact. 
Response: NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project's technical and programmatic requirements (i. e., 
the Gran Telescopio Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary 
Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced Science Option and the No-Action 
Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of the considered 
alternatives. 
NASA's decision on the proposed Outrigger Telescopes process will be 
documented in the Record of Decision (ROD), issued no earlier than 30 days 
after issuance of this EIS. The ROD will state the course of action that NASA 
has selected. It also will specie the environmentally preferable alternative. 
The selected and environmentally preferable alternatives may or may not be 
the same. NASA will make the ROD publicly available. 
NASA's final decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even 
to go forward with the Project, will be based on many factors as described in 
Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to environmental impacts and effects on 
cultural resources, these factors include, but are not necessarily limited to, the 
observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope array 
including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in 
connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), 
schedule, and cost. 
Comment 034: It would be unfortunate if the Outrigger Telescopes Project went elsewhere 
[other than Mauna Kea] because this commenter wants the cutting edge of 
astronomy to stay in Hawai'i. 
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Response: This comment is respectfully noted. 
Comment 035:  The Commenter believes that the Outrigger dome enclosures are already being 
built. 
Response: The Outrigger Telescopes and their enclosures were designed and ordered 
shortly afier funding became available in 1998. This was necessary because it 
was recognized that it would take 4 to 5 years for the Telescopes and their 
enclosures to be completed. NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable 
alternative sites that meet the Outrigger Telescopes Project’s technical and 
programmatic requirements (i.e., the Gran Telescopio Canarias site on the 
island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced 
Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for 
a description of the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project. No decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy 
Act process has been completed. NASA’s decision on the proposed Project 
will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). Present plans anticipate 
that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s final decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even 
to go forward with the Project, will be based on many factors as described in 
Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to environmental impacts and effects on 
cultural resources, these factors include, but are not necessarily limited to, the 
observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope array 
including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in 
connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), 
schedule, and cost. 
Comment 036: The Commenter questioned why the need for six more telescopes when the 
search for planets can be done with smaller telescopes. 
Response: There are several different ways of detecting planets around other stars. They 
differ in the types of planets that can be detected and what can be learned. 
Telescopes as small as a few inches in diameter can be used to survey large 
numbers of bright stars to search for transits of Jupiter-size planets. That is, 
these small telescopes can detect the -1 percent decrease in the light observed 
from a star when an orbiting Jupiter-size planet passes in front of the star as 
viewed from Earth. In general, the Jupiter-size planets detectable this way are 
those that orbit close to their parent star, i. e,, much closer than Earth’s 
distance from the sun. 
In contrast, the Outrigger Telescopes would detect smaller planets much 
further from their parent stars. The Outrigger Telescopes would be used to 
measure the positional “wobble” of a star caused by an orbiting planet. It 
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would be sensitive to Uranus/Neptune-mass planets (about 1/20 the mass of 
Jupiter or 15 times the mass of Earth) at distances from their parent stars 20 to 
30 times Earth’s distance from the sun (Le., the distance of Uranus or Neptune 
from the sun). The two techniques thus provide complementary information 
about planetary systems around other stars. 
Comment 037: The commenter wants NASA to consider connecting together all the existing 
telescopes on Mauna Kea instead of adding six more telescopes. 
Response: The proposed Optical Hawaiian Array for Nano-Radian Astronomy 
(OHANA) Project would connect the existing observatories on Mama Kea 
(See Section 4.2.2 of the EIS). 
The OHANA and the Outrigger Telescopes Projects would achieve different 
science. With the very long baselines, OHANA would have a different (much 
higher) angular resolution, not as well suited to the planet-formation-related 
science as the Outrigger Telescopes. Also, while OHANA would achieve 
high sensitivity by combining large telescopes, it would always be limited in 
the number of telescopes available given the tremendous scheduling issues 
involved. Also, due to limitations of fiber optic communication technology, 
OHANA would be more limited than the Outrigger Telescopes. Finally, the 
astrometry program requires almost continuous nightly observations - that 
would never be possible with OHANA. 
Comment 038:  The Commenter is concerned about the statement in the DEIS that “no 
archaeological sites have been found.” The commenter questioned “What 
about ashes that have been spread and umbilical cords that were bulldozed?” 
Response: NASA is unaware of any archaeological or burial sites that were impacted by 
development at the W.M. Keck Observatory site. 
Comment 039: NASA should be talking about a Final Burial Treatment Plan, not a Draft 
Plan. 
Response: NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of 
the Proposed Action. To this end, NASA proactively completed a Draft 
Burial Treatment Plan specifjmg procedures to deal with an inadvertent 
discovery of human remains. Following an initial informational presentation 
of the Draft Burial Treatment Plan to the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council 
(Council) in April 2004, public burial notices were placed in local newspapers 
in early May and an amended Draft Plan was submitted to the Council. The 
plan was discussed at the Council meeting on August 19,2004. The members 
of the Council expressed their general agreement with the procedures 
recommended in the Burial Treatment Plan for monitoring during the 
Outrigger Telescopes construction and for treating any human remains 
uncovered during construction. Because no actual burials are known to be 
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present, the Council took no action actually approving the plan or its 
procedures, concluding that this would be beyond its purview at this time. 
Comment 040: Has there been an exhaustive search on other bugs that may even be more rare 
than the WEkiu bug? There needs to be comprehensive study of all 
gastropods on the mountain. 
Response: Detailed quantitative information about the ten other native arthropods that are 
thought to be residents of the summit of Mauna Kea is unavailable. These 
arthropods are new to science and have not been described as species. 
However, the WCkiu Bug Mitigation Plan addresses all of the potential 
stresses to the natural ecosystem on the summit of Mauna Kea from the 
proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project and would reduce potential impacts on 
the other native Hawaiian arthropods present as well. In addition, of the ten 
other native arthropods found within the summit area, six have also been 
found in the Area Below the Summit Area Cinder Cones (Howarth and others 
1999). Any impact to these arthropods would be similar and likely 
proportionate to any impact to the WCkiu bug. The remaining four 
arthropods, which include two species of mites and two species of sheetweb 
spiders, have been found only on the Summit Area Cinder Cones (Howarth 
and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). However, it is unlikely that the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project would have any reasonably foreseeable 
significant adverse effect on these species. See Sections 3.1.3.1,3.1.3.2, and 
4.1.2.2 for more details. 
Comment 041: The DEIS contains no discussion of environmental impact at end of lease. 
Response: The cumulative impacts at end of lease are discussed in Section 4.2.15. 
Comment 042: The EIS does not address where the wastewater goes. 
Response: The hydrologic analyses address where the wastewater goes. Section 4.1.3 
shows why no wastewater from the observatories can enter Lake Waiau. The 
rest of the analyses describe the subsurface flow paths and water quality 
changes enroute. Wastewater disposed of at Hale Pijhaku, after nearly vertical 
travel through the vadose zone, moves with groundwater toward Hilo. 
Wastewater disposed of at the summit, also after travel downward in the 
vadose zone, moves with groundwater toward the west. 
Comment 043: The project should choose a Cultural Monitor and Archaeologist from the 
community. 
Response: The Archaeologist has been selected by the California Association for 
Research in Astronomy (CARA) in consultation with the Office of Mama 
Kea Management and the State Historic Preservation Division. The 
Consulting Parties to the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 
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Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), whether they signed the MOA or not, 
have an opportunity to participate in the selection of the Cultural Monitor. 
NASA desires that the Cultural Monitor be acceptable to the Native Hawaiian 
community. Native Hawaiians are encouraged to recommend candidates to 
CARA. 
Comment 044: The Commenter asked whether tourism should be allowed on Mauna Kea. 
Response: This question should be posed to the University of Hawai'i and Office of 
Mauna Kea Management. 
Comment 045: The EIS should address the social impacts on cultural practitioners and 
recreational users. 
Response: The EIS addresses the socioeconomic impacts on all users (see Section 4.1.9 
of the EIS). 
Comment 046: The Commenter questioned the mitigation measures and whether they can be 
implemented. 
Response: NASA, through reasonable means, will ensure the mitigation measures are 
followed. See Section 2.1.3.10 and the MOA in Appendix B of this EIS. In 
addition, CARA will ensure that any of the MOA provisions relating to on- 
site construction and installation of the Outrigger Telescopes will be included 
as provisions in any contracts for on-site construction and installation. 
Should any Signatory or Concurring Party object to the manner in which the 
terms of the MOA are implemented at any time, NASA shall consult with the 
objecting party(ies) to resolve the objection. Section V of the MOA contains 
more detailed information about dispute resolution. 
Comment 047: There is confusion about the number of telescopes, observatories, etc. The 
2000 Master Plan was not approved. Who is the ruling authority? 
Response: All inquiries about the number of telescopes and observatories should be 
directed to the University of Hawai'i. See also Response to Comment 021. 
Comment 048: The Commenter questioned whether NASA would guarantee that the site 
would be returned to its pristine condition. This would include returning 
cinder that was removed when Keck was built. 
Response: NASA cannot guarantee that the site would be returned to its pristine 
condition. The terms of the lease are between the State Board of Land and 
Natural Resources and the University of Hawai'i. Any decisions regarding 
the end of the lease arrangements would be determined by these two parties. 
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A Commenter asked who would answer questions on cultural and spiritual 
issues in the EIS. 
NASA is the responsible entity and has consulted with a number of Hawaiians 
with knowledge of cultural and spiritual issues. 
The DEIS should consider psychological and spiritual effects. 
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) does not contemplate an 
analysis of psychological effects. See Section 4.1.1 regarding cultural 
resources for impacts on spiritual values. 
Hawaiians are the lawful heirs to Mauna Kea. The University of Hawai‘i has 
no l a 6 1  jurisdiction over Mauna Kea. This should be considered in the EIS. 
This issue is outside the scope of the EIS. 
A logical alternative would put the telescopes in orbit. 
Space missions and ground-based programs each make unique contributions 
to NASA’s Origins program, particularly to the search for worlds around other 
stars. Detecting planets in orbits like those of Uranus and Neptune (periods of 
84 and 165 years, respectively) requires observations over many decades (a 
significant fraction of one orbital period). Space missions generally have 
lifetimes of a decade or less. It is therefore not practical to detect planets with 
periods of several decades to more than a century from space. 
Connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to one or more 8- to 10-meter telescopes 
(a requirement of the Outrigger Telescopes Project) is also not possible in 
space, in past because the technology for such a large space telescope does not 
yet exist. For these reasons, the goals of the Outrigger Telescopes Project 
cannot be achieved in space. 
The Commenter is concerned about who will be in the group that will 
determine where the $2 million is spent? The Commenter thinks that it is a 
payoff. 
If NASA selects the W.M. Keck Observatory site, NASA will commit $2 
million to an initiative that deals with preservation and protection of 
historic/cultural resources on Mauna Kea and educational needs of Hawaiians 
as a mitigation component of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
NASA and OMKM, in consultation with the other Consulting Parties, will 
ensure the formation of a local citizens’ working group that represents a broad 
spectrum of Hawaiians. The local citizens’ working group will decide upon 
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the prioritized use of the $2 million NASA has committed. The working 
group members will serve on a volunteer basis. OMKM will coordinate and 
m a g e  the activities of this working group and provide administrative 
services. 
Put the telescopes up in space. 
See Response to Comment 052. 
Comment 054: 
Response: 













The commenter rejected NASA's idea of summarizing the oral comments for 
the EIS. The Commenter demanded that the oral comments be made a part of 
the record in their entirety; otherwise it disenfranchises Native Hawaiians. 
Summaries of the oral comments received are in this Appendix. Comments 
were summarized to facilitate responses and to protect the privacy of 
individuals. 
Royal Order of Kamehameha I (ROOK I) will not recognize this DEIS 
because specific issues need to be resolved before NASA can move forward. 
This comment is respectfully noted. 
The Commenter favors the project. 
This comment is respectfully noted. 
The Commenter wants to submit the Puhipau video as part of her testimony, 
but is awaiting permission fiom videographer. The telescopes have 
contaminated the island. 
These comments are respecthlly noted. 
The DEIS needs to take into account the cultural and environmental issues as 
expressed by the Hawaiian community. 
NASA has attempted to reflect the views on cultural and environmental issues 
expressed by the Hawaiian community in the EIS. 
NASA needs to consult with cultural and religious practitioners. 
In recognition of the sanctity of Mauna Kea in Native Hawaiian culture, 
NASA has made a particular effort to consult with Native Hawaiian religious 
practitioners. Their perspectives have had great influence on the content of 
this EIS. See Section 3.1.2.5 and Table 3-2 for more details. 
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Comment 061: The Commenter opposes the project because of the continuing desecration of 
iwi of kupuna. 
Response: NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of 
the Proposed Action. To this end, NASA proactively completed a Draft 
Burial Treatment Plan specifying procedures to deal with an inadvertent 
discovery of hurnan remains. Following an initial informational presentation 
of the Draft Burial Treatment Plan to the Hawai'i Island Burial Council 
(Council) in April 2004, public burial notices were placed in local newspapers 
in early May and an amended Draft Plan was submitted to the Council. The 
plan was discussed at the Council meeting on August 19,2004. The members 
of the Council expressed their general agreement with the procedures 
recommended in the Burial Treatment Plan for monitoring during the 
Outrigger Telescopes construction and for treating any human remains 
uncovered during construction. Because no actual burials are known to be 
present, the Council took no action actually approving the plan or its 
procedures, concluding that this would be beyond its purview at this time. 
Comment 062: The DEIS has not captured how Native Hawaiians feel about the land and 
Mauna Kea. 
Response: NASA has attempted to reflect the views on cultural and environmental issues 
expressed by the Hawaiian community in this EIS. 
Comment 063: The DEIS is inadequate because it hasn't addressed the alternatives or the 
impacts. 
Response: The Alternatives are addressed in detail in Chapter 2 and the impacts are 
addressed in detail in Chapter 4 of the EIS. 
Comment 064: The EIS should incorporate the testimony and the video from this meeting. 
Response: NASA has chosen to not make the oral comments in their entirety a part of the 
EIS. The comments have been summarized and are responded to in this 
Appendix. See also Response to Comment 055. 
Comment 065: The EIS should discuss psychological and personal impacts on Hawaiian 
people. 
Response: NEPA does not contemplate an analysis of psychological effects. See Section 
4.1.1 regarding cultural resources for impacts on spiritual values. 
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Kepa Maly [of Kumu Pono Associates] did not interview any kupuna on the 
Big Island. 
Kepa Maly did interview kupuna on the Big Island when gathering 
ethnohistories from participants in his survey. 
NASA must ensure that water put back in the ground is tested and proven to 
be clean. 
The California Association for Research in Astronomy (CARA) has the 
responsibility as the implementer of the Outrigger Telescopes Project to 
ensure that they are compliant with applicable State regulations and State and 
local permits. 
Other native species need to be studied. We are concerned about other 
animals besides the WEkiu bug. 
Detailed quantitative information about the ten other native arthropods that are 
thought to be residents of the s m i t  of Mauna Kea is unavailable. These 
arthropods are new to science and have not been described as species. 
However, the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan addresses all of the potential 
stresses to the natural ecosystem on the summit of Mauna Kea from the 
proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project and would reduce potential impacts on 
the other native Hawaiian arthropods present as well. In addition, of the ten 
other native arthropods found within the summit area, six have also been 
found in the Area Below the Summit Area Cinder Cones (Howarth and others 
1999). Any impact to these arthropods would be similar and likely 
proportionate to any impact to the Wekiu bug. The remaining four 
arthropods, which include two species of mites and two species of sheetweb 
spiders, have been found only on the Summit Area Cinder Cones (Howarth 
and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). However, it is unlikely that the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project would have any reasonably foreseeable 
significant adverse effect on these species. See Sections 3.1.3.1,3.1.3.2, and 
4.1.2.2 for more details. 
The Wekiu bug studies are seriously flawed. 
The Wekiu bug studies have been conducted by a qualified entomologist. The 
mitigation measures were reviewed and approved by the US. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) and follow all the recommendations given in 
previous Mauna Kea Science Reserve arthropod assessments (Howarth and 
Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). 
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In a letter regarding the WGkiu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W.M. Keck 
Observatory, Outrigger Telescopes Project at Mauna Kea, the USFWS states 
“The Service WSFWS] supports the recommendations in the WBMP [Wskiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan] to minimize project impacts to endemic arthropods on 
the Mauna Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude 
environment from alien species introductions, garbage generation and 
collection, and visitor use. . . We believe each of the recommendations made 
in the WBMP will greatly minimize the possibility of negative impact to the 
wekiu bug habitat.” See Volume II, Appendix A, for the letter from 
USFWSEIenson (USFWS 2000). 
The U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) submitted a comment letter on the 
DEIS stating “It is apparent fiom this DEIS that considerable thought and 
effort have been given to minimizing impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and 
around the proposed construction area. At present, only about 800 square feet 
of habitat will be dishubed during construction. In addition, the WEkiu Bug 
Mitigation Plan and the WGkiu Bug Monitoring Plan address additional 
concerns on impacts for the OT construction activities.” See the USDOI 
comment letter from Patricia Sanderson Port located in this Appendix. 
In addition, the USDOI letter states “These plans outline actions to minimize 
all identified impacts, describe a program to restore lost habitat at a ratio of 
3: 1, and systematically monitor long-term changes in wekiu bug populations 
in the area near the construction site. While habitat restoration for the wekiu 
bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the proposed 
actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly minirnize 
impacts to the bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and 
ecology.” 
Comment 070: The more people that travel to Mauna Kea, it will be more likely the area will 
be contaminated. 
Response: This comment is respectfully noted. 
Comment 0 7  1 : The Commenter is concerned about water pollution and mercury spills. 
Response: See Sections 3.1.4,4.1.3, and 4.2.5 of the EIS for discussions on water 
resources and Sections 4.1.4, and 4.2.6 for discussions of hazardous materials 
management. 
Comment 072: NASA should work with University of Hawai‘i Archaeology and 
Anthropology professors. 
Response: This comment is respectfully noted. 
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Comment 073: The commenter believes that the impact determinations are not adequately 
backed up throughout the document. 
Response: NASA believes the analyses provided, which are based on the best available 
information, adequately support the conclusions drawn. 
Comment 074: The Outrigger Telescopes standing at 30 feet tall are visually significant. 
Response: The visual impact of the Outrigger Telescopes Project is discussed in Section 
4.1.12 ofthe EIS. 
Comment 075: The Commenter questioned how the beneficial socioeconomic impacts 
translate to the general public. 
Response: See Section 4.1.9 of the EIS for the socioeconomic impacts associated with 
the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
Comment 076: The Commenter questioned whether NASA mitigates for the cumulative 
impact to cultural resources. 
Response: The mitigation measures specified in the EIS and the National Historic 
Preservation Act Section 106 Memorandum of Agreement are primarily 
focused on mitigating the incremental adverse impact arising from the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project (See Chapter 5 and Appendix B of the EIS). 
Comment 077: The Environmental Justice section of the EIS ignores the desecration of land. 
Response: The EIS is consistent with the Council on Environmental Quality guidance. 
This issue is addressed under the cultural resources section of the EIS (See 
Section 4.1.1). 
Comment 078: NASA should do a cultural summary of the Canary Islands. 
Response: The cultural resource impacts analysis for the Canary Islands site is addressed 
in Section 4.3.1 in the EIS. 
Comment 079: Evaluate the $ l/yem rental fee the observatories pay and rent by the hour. 
Response: NASA has no jurisdiction over this matter. This is a matter for the State of 
Hawai'i. 
Comment 080: A 4-in telescope just found a planet. The Commenter questioned why we 
need more and larger telescopes. 
Response: There are several different ways of detecting planets around other stars. They 
differ in the types of planets that can be detected and what can be learned. 
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Telescopes as small as a few inches in diameter can be used to survey large 
numbers of bright stars to search for transits of Jupiter-size planets. That is, 
these small telescopes can detect the -1 percent decrease in the light observed 
from a star when an orbiting Jupiter-size planet passes in front of the star as 
viewed fiom Earth. In general, the Jupiter-size planets detectable this way are 
those that orbit close to their parent star, i.e., much closer than Earth’s 
distance fiom the sun. 
In contrast, the Outrigger Telescopes would detect smaller planets much 
M e r  from their parent stars. The Outrigger Telescopes would be used to 
measure the positional “wobble” of a star caused by an orbiting planet. It 
would be sensitive to UranusAVeptune-mass planets (about 1/20 the mass of 
Jupiter or 15 times the mass of Earth) at distances from their parent stars 20 to 
30 times Earth’s distance from the sun (Le., the distance of Uranus or Neptune 
from the sun). The two techniques thus provide complementary information 
about planetary systems around other stars. 
Comment 0 8  1 : The DEE should consider cultural uses; access; historic sites; handling of 
wastewater; aquifer of Mauna Kea; transportation; effects of hazardous 
materials; full evaluation of Mauna Kea, not just summit; habitat of WEkiu 
bug; maintain place of sanctity and reverence. 
Response: See the appropriately titled sections of the EIS where these impacts and uses 
are discussed, For the “hll evaluation of Mama Kea, not just the summit” 
see the subsections on Regions of Influence in Chapter 4. 
Comment 082: The DEIS should address the full disclosure of the military connection, 
funding sources, and all users using technologies on the mountain, including 
patents on mountain and how applied. Need to know more information about 
technology that NASA has passed to military. 
Response: NASA is the nation’s civil space agency, established by the National Air and 
Space Act of 1958 (Pub. L. No. 85-568, As Amended). NASA space missions 
and related research programs are conducted for peaceful, scientific purposes. 
NASA and the Department of Defense @OD) may at times have a common 
interest in the development of a particular technology. For example, DoD 
developed a technology called adaptive optics that is used for scientific 
studies at ground-based astronomical observatories (such as the W.M. Keck 
Observatory) to correct telescopic images for distortions caused by Earth’s 
atmosphere. Additionally, DoD and NASA occasionally work together to 
develop a technology of interest to both agencies. The other matters raised in 
this comment are beyond the scope of the EIS. 
Comment 083: Oral comments made at the public meeting should be reproduced verbatim in 
the EIS. 
G-2 1 
Response: Oral comments have been summarized and are responded to in this Appendix. 
Comment 084: The commenter feels that NASA should track JPL and their contracts and that 
these should be noted in the EIS. 
Response: This matter is beyond the scope of the EIS. 
Comment 085: The Commenter wants cultural concerns to be addressed in the DEIS. 
Response: Cultural concerns are addressed in the EIS. Please see Section 4.1.1 for the 
Proposed Action, Section 4.2.3 for cumulative impact to cultural resources, 
and Section 4.3.1 for cultural resource impacts for the Canary Island site. 
Comment 086: Royal Order of Kamehameha I (ROOK I) will not recognize this DEIS 
because it failed to acknowledge the need for face-to-face meetings. 
Response: This comment is respectfully noted. 
G-22 
G.5 
Table G-3 provides a list of the individuals with their affiliation who commented in Writing on 
the Draft EIS. 
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I Campbell, Paul I Self I 
Self 
Life of the Land 
Cam, Raymond, Ph.D. 
Ching, Clarence 
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Cooper, Joshua 
Cotton, Kaleialoha 
Dittmar, Jim & Sherry 
Ebel, Lawrence G. (Bud) 
Fergerstrom, Hanalei 
Femandez, Charles A. 
Femandez, Jessina A.K. 
Hanalcahi , Haumea 
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Takamine, Vicky Holt 
Kajiro, Kyle 
Pollard, Vincent K., Ph.D. 
Port, Patricia Sanderson 
Powell, Cheryl J. 
Roberts, Terry 
sinkin, Lanny 
Snyder, Ann Ku'uleinani 
Stevens, Edward G. 
Stone, Fred D., Ph.D. 
Stormont, William T. 
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Mauna Kea Anaina Hou 
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American Friends Service Committee 
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Department of Transportation Los Angeles 
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Planning and Research, State Clearinghouse 
and Planning Unit 
Self 
Self 
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County of Hawai'i, Planning Department 
Conservation Council for Hawai'i 
University of Hawai'i at Manoa 
The written comments follow with responses. 
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Comment on NASA's Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) 
Submitted by: Maris Abelson 
September 1,2004 
The science of looking at the stars is one that reveals the awesome beauty of the heavens and 
strives to discover life on other planets. How would alien beings feel however, if they knew that 
our stargazing took precedence over the delicate balance of life in our own home? Would they 
believe this to be a valuable sacrifice? The mountains and volcanoes provide the only fresh water 
that contains the Earth's beneficial nutrients, for both humans and the flora and fauna that grace 
its slopes. Now that most of the Earth's rivers and streams are polluted with industrial and farm: 
related pollutants, are we to add more to the Island of Hawaii's water source? Will aged septic 1 A tanks, cesspools and antiquated leech fields not leak into the environment, destroyingfor - r h a p s l  
forever, our most critical resource? Are there not already documented mercury spills on the 5 B 1 
Mauna Kea site occupied by NASA? The University's Master Plan has not been approved by the 
Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR). The BLNR rules expressly require an approved 
approved by the BLNR. This has not occurred. 
management plan for any facilities, and fbrther require that any amendments to the 1983 plan be 1 .  
I 
Also of concern are the impacts from continued expansion on cultural, traditional and religious 
uses and access, including protection of burials, historic sites, ceremonial View-planes and 
traditional cultural properties of Mauna Kea. 
We must protect our natural resources above all else. Otherwise we will not have life on this 
planet to investigate others. 
Noha and may the Aina be protected for our l iethe and for the next Generation, 
- 
D 




Response to Comment A: 
No measurable groundwater contamination can result from the disposal of wastewater at the 
summit, as shown by the hydrologic analysis done as part of the cumulative impacts analysis in 
the EIS (see Section 4.1.3). The same analysis shows that wastewater from the observatories 
cannot reach Lake Waiau. All disposal of wastewater is done through State-approved septic 
systems. No hazardous materials are disposed of through the septic systems, but rather are 
trucked down by licensed and State-approved contractors. 
The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best available 
scientific information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable fbture astronomy-related projects, including the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project, on the hydrologic system are negligible. 
Response to Comment B: 
There have been mercury spills in the past (See Sections 3.1.5.2 and 4.2.6.2 for more details). 
However, the Outrigger Telescopes would not use mercury. The W.M. Keck Observatory has a 
written mercury spill response plan for use with the existing Keck Telescopes. The Observatory 
has a mercury handling checklist that is reviewed prior to any mercury handling procedure. The 
W.M. Keck Observatory has procedures in place to handle any hazardous material spills. Table 
4-20 summarizes the known mercury spills on Mauna Kea related to astronomy operations. Best 
available information indicates the mercury spills were cleaned up and none of the spills reached 
the outside environment. 
Response to Comment C: 
NASA recognizes the Mauna Kea Science Reserve (MKSR) Master Plan which was approved by 
the University of Hawaii Board of Regents on June 16,2000 (UH 2000b). On February 2,2000, 
Governor Benjamin J. Cayetano accepted the MKSR Master Plan Final Environmental Impact 
Statement W S R  FEIS) as satisfactorily fulfilling the requirements of Chapter 343, Hawaii 
Revised Statutes (State of Hawai‘i 2000). The MKSR FEIS contains a November 2,1999 
comment letter from the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) signed by Timothy 
Johns, Chairperson, in which he states DLNR’s position regarding the Master Plan. “The 
Department of Land and Natural Resources would continue to review each situation in the 
context of a Conservation District Use Application. . . DLNR’s acceptance and consideration of 
applications for new uses, such as telescopes, will be contingent upon implementation of the 
local design review process and more generally, the performance of the local management 
authority in fulfilling its stated responsibilities. . . It will be the University’s and the telescope 
operators’ responsibility to ensure that procedures outlined in the Master Plan are followed for 
day-to-day management and development guidelines. Failure to do so could jeopardize 
Conservation District Use Application approvals and any future telescope development on 
Mauna Kea.” Under the heading “New Management Responsibilities,” Mr. Johns further states 
that “A Hilo-based review process, with the Board of Land and Natural Resources continuing to 
consider individual CDUAs and sublease agreements, would guide new telescope and facilities 
development. DLNR enforcement would be limited primarily to compliance with Conservation 
District Use Permit conditions and response to enforcement issues related to violations of 




Response to Comment D: 
NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of the Proposed 
Action. NASA made a considerable effort to consult with interested and concerned parties about 
the Outrigger Telescopes Project. As a result, NASA has made numerous commitments to on- 
site and off-site measures that would mitigate adverse impacts, and to the extent practicable 
protect and enhance the cultural and environmental resources of Mauna Kea. In addition, NASA 
will commit $2 million to an initiative that deals with preservation and protection of 
historic/cultural resources on Mauna Kea and educational needs of Hawaiians as a mitigation 
component of the Outrigger Telescopes Project, if NASA selects the W.M. Keck Observatory 
site. 
G-29 
From: Clayton Adams 
To: <otpeis@nasa. gov> 
Subject: Mauna Kea 
Date: Thu, 26 Aug 2004 
Carl, 
Thank you for your in-depth environmental impact study. You have my full support to build 
the outrigger telescopes on the upper slope of Mauna Kea. The positive research potential far 
outweighs any negative environmental or cultural effects. Mahalo! 
CLAYTON S ADAMS 
ISLAND COMMUNITY LENDING 
65-1 158 MAMALAHOA HWY #16 
KAMUELA, HI 96743 
Clayton Adam 
August 26,2004 
NASA appreciates your support of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
G-3 1 
OUTRIGGER TELESCOPES PROJECT 
COMMENTS F O M  
NASA welcomes and encourages written public comments on environmental impacts and 
concerns (including historical, archeological, and traditional cultural issues) and proposed 
mitigation associated with the proposed Outrigger Telescopes. 
Your comments will be reproduced in the Final EIS for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. If you 
prefer that your name not be published with your comments, please express that desire in the 
comments section below. NASA will not publish your address in the Final EIS. 
Your comments may be written on this form and left at the registration desk. Or, you may send 
your comments to Carl B. Pilcher, Program Executive, Science Mission Directorate, Universe 
Division, NASA Headquarters, 300 E Street SW, Washington, D.C. 20546-000 1. Comments 
must be provided in writing and received by NASA on or before 4:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time 
SeDtember 30,2004; fax (otpeis@nasa.gov) 
Cowenter’s name: 
Commenter’s full address\(stre& citv. state, and ziD code): , 4 
Place an X in this box if you wish to receive copies of future environmental planning 
documents on the proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project (including the Record of 
Decision) that NASA distributes to the public. 
Melva Aila 
September 1,2004 
NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project’s technical and programmatic requirements (i. e., the Gran Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced 
Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of 
the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. No final 
decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has been completed. 
NASA’s decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). 
Present plans anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s final decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with 
the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
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Deadline for written comments is September 30,2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ 
NASA Headquarters 
300 “E” Street SW 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 
Aloha Dr. Pilcher: 
Mama Kea is a profoundly holy and s d  temple. The summit area has been developed, paved, 
bulldozed and occupied by the telescope industry for 30 years. The existing footprint expands 
over twenty facilities. The Goddess Poliahu, who resides on the summit, has been paved, graded 
and changed forever.be native W5kh bug has been nearly wiped 04 thGiew plane of the 
summit, on which an important religious practice is dependent, has been destroyed Cultural sites 
According to NASA’s own Draft Environmental Impact Statement past and present 
telescope activities on Mauna Kea have, “substantially and adversely impacted cultural 
resources.” NASA further admits, “hture activities on the summit would continue the 
substantial and adverse impacts on cuitural resources.” 
Any additional development on the mountain is unacceptable to the people of Hawai‘i. 
There is no Mauna Kea management plan, which is necessary to guide proposals and 
= The DEIS was hastily done, ignores important data, includes shoddy science and does not 
Lake Waiau and Hawai‘i Island’s principal aquifer are threatened by existing and 
NASA has identifed the Canary Islands as a viable alternative for this project. 
NASA’s expansion plans would open the door to even more development, including a 
There has been unencumbered development on the summit for thirty years. Enough is enough. 
NO More Development. 
I support the position that there should be no further development on the sacred summit of 
Mauna Kea. 
A, B 
have been routinely destroyg C 3c 
D 
management needs of the summit region. 
adequately address the combined effects of existing and proposed expansion. 
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thirty meter telescope, being proposed for the untouched northern slope. 
Address: 
Deadline for written comments September 30,2004 
e-mail to: 
fax: (202) 358-3096 
KtiiIani ‘Akahi 
September 30,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Although there have been no definitive population ecology studies of the WEkiu bug, a number 
of trapping studies have been conducted on Mama Kea since 1982. Trapping studies are 
ongoing today as part of the Wekiu bug Baseline Monitoring initiated by the California 
Association for Research in Astronomy (CARA) in 2001. 
The first two sampling studies were conducted in 1982 and in 1997/98. A comparison of the 
results of these the two studies indicated that in 1997/98 trapping rates were about 1 percent of 
the 1982 rates. This has been taken as an indirect indication that the populations of the Wekiu 
bug on the summit area of Mauna Kea may have declined by 99 percent between 1982 and 
1997198. Recent trapping data from the ongoing Wekiu bug Baseline Monitoring effort being 
conducted by CARA indicates that trapping rates have returned to about the same level as in 
1982 on Pu‘u Hau‘oki. 
The causes of the apparent Wi5kiu bug decline between 1982 and 1997-98 are not known. 
Hypotheses include climate change, a possible long-term downward trend in winter snow pack 
depth and persistence, scientific sampling, introduction of predatory alien arthropods, 
mechanical habitat disturbance from observatory construction, recreational impacts, vehicle 
impacts, long-term population cycles, and the possible presence of environmental contaminants 
from human activities. The most likely cause would probably be a combination of some or all of 
the above factors. 
Appendix C contains the Wekiu bug mitigation measures proposed for the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project. If implemented, NASA will fund a WEkiu bug autecology to gather more information 
about habitat requirements, life cycle, nutritional requirements and breeding behavior of the 
unique bug. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA acknowledges that visual impacts of past and present astronomy-related activities in the 
Mauna Kea Science Reserve (MKSR) have been substantial (See Section 4.2.14.2). 
Response to Comment C: 
NASA is unaware of any evidence that supports this claim. 
Response to Comment D: 
NASA recognizes the MKSR Master Plan which was approved by the University of Hawaii 
Board of Regents on June 16,2000 (UH 2000b). On February 2,2000, Governor Benjamin J. 
Cayetano accepted the MKSR Master Plan Final Environmental Impact Statement (MKSR FEIS) 
as satisfactorily fblfilling the requirements of Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes (State of 
Hawai‘i 2000). The MKSR FEIS contains a November 2,1999 comment letter from the 
Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) signed by Timothy Johns, Chairperson, in 
which he states DLNR’s position regarding the Master Plan. “The Department of Land and 
Natural Resources would continue to review each situation in the context of a Conservation 
District Use Application. . . DLNR’s acceptance and consideration of applications for new uses, 
such as telescopes, will be contingent upon implementation of the local design review process 




responsibilities. . . It will be the University’s and the telescope operators’ responsibility to 
ensure that procedures outlined in the Master Plan are followed for day-to-day management and 
development guidelines. Failure to do so could jeopardize Conservation District Use 
Application approvals and any kture telescope development on Mauna Kea.” Under the heading 
‘New Management Responsibilities,” Mr. Johns M e r  states that “A Hilo-based review 
process, with the Board of Land and Natural Resources continuing to consider individual 
CDUAs and sublease agreements, would guide new telescope and facilities development. DLNR 
enforcement would be limited primarily to compliance with Conservation District Use Permit 
conditions and response to enforcement issues related to violations of Conservation District 
laws. . . ” 
Response to Comment E: 
NASA believes the analyses presented, which are based on the best available information, 
adequately support the conclusions drawn. 
Response to Comment F: 
The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best available 
information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable fbture astronomy-related projects, including the Outrigger Telescopes Project, on the 
hydrologic system are negligible. No wastewater travels to Lake Waiau. 
Response to Comment G: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project is separate and independent from any reasonably foreseeable 
development on Mauna Kea. All future proposed projects on Mauna Kea would be subject to the 
terms and conditions of the June 2000 Mauna Kea Science Reserve Master Plan and State 
compliance requirements including the Conservation District Use Permitting process. 
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Eric R. Yamamoto 
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Deadline for wriien comments is September 30,2004 . 
.. 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ 
NASA Headquarters .. . 
300 “E?’ Street SW 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 . 
Aloha Dr. Pifcher: 
Mauna Kea is a profoundly holy and sacred temple. The summit area has been developed. paved, 
bulldozed and occupied by the tekscope industry for 30 years. The existing footprint ex 
over twenty facilities. he Goddess Poiiahu, who resides on the summit. has been a v e g s e d  
and changed forever.&e native Wekiu bug has been near1 wi d o a  the&w Le of the 
summit, on which ah important religious practice is depen dyr ent, as been destroyf$Jpltuml sites 
have been routinely destroyea c 
According to NASA’s own Draft Enviro Statementpast ind present 
telescope activities on Mama Kea have, nd adverse y im acted cultural 
resources.” NASA €&her admits, Vut he summit wod continue the 
substantial and adverse impacts on cultural resources.” 
Any additional development on the mountain is unacceptable to the peo le of HawJ‘i. 
A, B 
r 
* There IS no Mauna Kea management plan, which IS necessary to sui B e proposals a n d 2  D 
management needs of the summit region. 
The DEIS was hustiiy done, ignores impartant data, includes shoddy science and does not 
adequately address the combined effects of existing and proposed expansion. 
Lake Waiau and Hawai‘i Island’s principal aquifer are threatened by existing and 
Elfoposed activities. 
NASA’s expansion plans would open the door to even more develo rnmt, including a 
ASA has identified the Canary Islands as a viable alternative for this project. 
thirty meter telescope, being proposed for the untouched northern s P ope. 
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G 71 
There has been unencumbered development on the summit for thirty years. Enough is enough. 
N O  Mure Development. 
1 support the position thabthere should be 110 further development on the sacred summit of 
Mauna Kea. 
.. 
I , , .  . .  ., Oeadline for writte~ comments September 30,’2004 . 
e-mail to: atneis@nasa.aov 
fax: (202) 358-3096 
Rosemary Alucier 
September 23,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Although there have been no definitive population ecology studies of the Wekiu bug, a number 
of trapping studies have been conducted on Mauna Kea since 1982. Trapping studies are 
ongoing today as part of the Wekiu bug Baseline Monitoring initiated by the California 
Association for Research in Astronomy (CARA) in 2001. 
The fust two sampling studies were conducted in 1982 and in 1997/98. A comparison of the 
results of these the two studies indicated that in 1997/98 trapping rates were about 1 percent of 
the 1982 rates. This has been taken as an indirect indication that the populations of the Wekiu 
bug on the summit area of Mauna Kea may have declined by 99 percent between 1982 and 
1997/98. Recent trapping data from the ongoing Wekiu bug Baseline Monitoring effort being 
conducted by CARA indicates that trapping rates have returned to about the same level as in 
1982 on Pu’u Hau‘oki. 
The causes of the apparent Wekiu bug decline between 1982 and 1997-98 are not known. 
Hypotheses include climate change, a possible long-term downward trend in winter snow pack 
depth and persistence, scientific sampling, introduction of predatory alien arthropods, 
mechanical habitat disturbance from observatory construction, recreational impacts, vehicle 
impacts, long-term population cycles, and the possible presence of environmental contaminants 
from human activities. The most likely cause would probably be a combination of some or all of 
the above factors. 
Appendix C contains the WEkiu bug mitigation measures proposed for the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project. If implemented, NASA will fund a Wekiu bug autecology to gather more information 
about habitat requirements, life cycle, nutritional requirements and breeding behavior of the 
unique bug. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA acknowledges that visual impacts of past and present astronomy-related activities in the 
Mauna Kea Science Reserve have been substantial (See Section 4.2.14.2). 
Response to Comment C: 
NASA is unaware of any evidence that supports this claim. 
Response to Comment D: 
NASA recognizes the Mauna Kea Science Reserve (MKSR) Master Plan which was approved by 
the University of Hawaii Board of Regents on June 16,2000 (UH 2000b). On February 2,2000, 
Governor Benjamin J. Cayetano accepted the MKSR Master Plan Final Environmental Impact 
Statement (MKSR FEIS) as satisfactorily fulfilling the requirements of Chapter 343, Hawaii 
Revised Statutes (State of Hawai‘i 2000). The MKSR FEIS contains a November 2,1999 
comment letter from the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) signed by Timothy 
Johns, Chairperson, in which he states DLNR’s position regarding the Master Plan. “The 
Department of Land and Natural Resources would continue to review each situation in the 
context of a Conservation District Use Application. . . DLNR’s acceptance and consideration of 
applications for new uses, such as telescopes, will be contingent upon implementation of the 




authority in fulfilling its stated responsibilities. . . It will be the University’s and the telescope 
operators’ responsibility to ensure that procedures outlined in the Master Plan are followed for 
day-to-day management and development guidelines. Failure to do so could jeopardize 
Conservation District Use Application approvals and any future telescope development on 
Mauna Kea.” Under the heading ‘“New Management Responsibilities,” Mr. Johns Wher  states 
that “A Hilo-based review process, with the Board of Land and Natural Resources continuing to 
consider individual CDUAs and sublease agreements, would guide new telescope and facilities 
development. DLNR enforcement would be limited primarily to compliance with Conservation 
District Use Permit conditions and response to enforcement issues related to violations of 
Conservation District laws.. .” 
Response to Comment E: 
NASA believes the analyses presented, which are based on the best available information, 
adequately support the conclusions drawn. 
Response to Comment F: 
The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best available 
information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future astronomy-related projects, including the Outrigger Telescopes Project, on the 
hydrologic system are negligible. No wastewater travels to Lake Waiau. 
Response to Comment G: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project is separate and independent from any reasonably foreseeable 
development on Mauna Kea. All future proposed projects on Mauna Kea would be subject to the 
terms and conditions of the June 2000 Mama Kea Science Reserve Master Plan and State 
compliance requirements including the Conservation District Use Permitting process. 
Response to Comment H: 
Space missions and ground-based programs each make unique contributions to NASA’s Origins 
program, particularly to the search for worlds around other stars. Detecting planets in orbits like 
those of Uranus and Neptune (periods of 84 and 165 years, respectively) requires observations 
over many decades (a significant fraction of one orbital period). Space missions generally have 
lifetimes of a decade or less. It is therefore not practical to detect planets with periods of several 
decades to more than a century from space. 
Connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to one or more 8- to 10-meter telescopes (a requirement of 
the Outigger Telescopes Project) is also not possible in space, in part because the technology for 
such a large space telescope does not yet exist. For these reasons, the goals of the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project cannot be achieved in space. 
G-40 
From: J.M. Anthony 
Date: Wed, 29 Sep 2004 
Subject: Outrigger Telescopes Project: Mamakea Draft EIS 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Attention Carl Pilcher: 
The comments I made at the public hearing in Honolulu stand as part of the record. 
We have been advised by counsel to keep these written comments narrow and short and we have 
decided to do just that. 
So, in addition to what is already on the record, we make the following additional comments: 
1. As it stands the Draft EIS fails in its primary purpose as an instrument of disclosure. For 
example: the Draft EIS does not take into account what the regulations (40 CFR Ch. V (7-1-97) 
edition, Section 1508.27 sets out with respect to what the Statute says about the term 
'significantly.' 
already up on Maunakea, is not a significant development. The arguments in the Draft EIS are- lB 2. The Draft EIS says in effect that just one more telescope, in addition to all the other ones 
that it proposes to build yet another sewage disposal system in an area that NASA clearly recogn 
faulty. We argue, on the contrary, that one more telescope and its attendant infrastructure is the 
straw that breaks the camel's back. It is a remarkable indication of NASA's cultural insensitivity 
izes as being sacred to native Hawaiians. Here section 1508.27 of the regs. is clearly pertinent. 
NASA rejects the 'enough is enough' argument and, like the hedgehog in the fable of the camel 
and the hedgehog, says just one more paw in the tent is all that it is asking for. We reject that 
argument. 




4. The Draft EIS does not adequately address the cumulative impact aspect of what it plans to do 
in the instant case in the overall context of what is already there and the impacts of what is 
already there in terms of 'context' and 'intensity'--language taken from Section 1508.27. 
5. The proposed MOU is a travesty] F 
culture. If you don't understand the difference between models and metaphors I suggest you read 
6. The whole Draft EIS, the cultural impact section in particular, is based on skewed 
epistemological premises. The Draft EIS deals with the problem of cultural impact fiom the 
standpoint of a model. We argue from the standpoint of the metaphor of traditional Hawaiian 
Chris Dening's work: Islands and Beaches. 
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7. We intend to argue, as we do now, that a mountain has standing following the logic of the 
arguments in Should Trees Have Standing? The time may be ripe for the 9th Circuit to hear 
arguments on this issue and we may well decide to test them there. 
Parenthetically, just one more point, not legal perhaps but ethical: Where tons of money, with 
flow on effects for the University of Hawaii, contractors and high poweredhighly paid NASA 
personnel, are pitted against a sacred mountain, the interests of the mountain are in fact being 
relegated to the periphery. Too many sacred sites in Hawaii have suffered the same fate and now, 
so it seems, it is NASA's turn at sticking the knife in and drawing more cultural blood. You 
wouldn't dare build a sewage disposal system on the grounds of Westminister Abbey but 
somehow, in the calculus of your 'unreasoning' its kosher to build one on a site sacred to 
'natives'. I see racism here; you seem to be in denial. 
One final caveat: Consider this written statement supplementary to all of the arguments I made in 
my oral presentation in Honolulu. 
You will recall that I confronted you in Honolulu about having selected private meetings with 
parties which have an interest in this matter. I am renewing my request to meet with you about 
matters that are pertinent for you to take into account before your Agency makes its decision 
which may well invite litigation. As an indication of my good faith I am prepared to fly to 
Washingtopn, DC (if that is where you are) at our expense for the meeting I have in mind. 
J.M. Anthony, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 
Hawai'i-La'ieikawai Association 
P.O. Box 629 




Response to Comment A: 
Both the Draft EIS and Final EIS are consistent with the Council of Environment Quality 
guidance. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA has concluded that past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future activities have a 
significant impact on the quality of the human environment. NASA has also concluded that, in 
general, the Outrigger Telescopes Project would add a small incremental impact (See Section 
4.2.16). 
Response to Comment C: 
The proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project would use the W.M. Keck Observatory’s existing 
sewage disposal system and off-site mirror decoating wastewater disposal practices, if NASA 
selects the Mauna Kea site. No additional sewage disposal systems would be built. 
It would not be sensible to truck off the mountain only the sewage from the additional 2 to 3 
people present on the summit at any one time in association with the Outrigger Telescopes, since 
this would require the construction of separate sanitation facilities for these individuals with 
consequent adverse environmental impacts. The other alternative, trucking all sewage produced 
at the W.M. Keck Observatory off the mountain, is beyond NASA’s purview or authority. 
Response to Comment D: 
NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project’s technical and programmatic requirements (i. e., the Gran Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced 
Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of 
the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. No final 
decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has been completed. 
NASA’s decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). 
Present plans anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s frnal decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with 
the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
Response to Comment E: 
As stated in the Response to Comment D, NASA has not made a final decision about a site for 
the Outrigger Telescopes Project. NASA has made a good faith effort to address cumulative 





Response - to Comment F: 
Your comment is respectfully noted. 
Response to Comment G: 
NASA has made a good faith effort to address impacts on cultural resources. 
G-44 
From: Maria Shtil 
To: <otpeis@nasa.gov> 
Subject: Spiritual ecology in Russia 
Date: Mon, 13 Sep 2004 
Peace to you, dear fiiends! 
We are happy to find the information about your Movement! 
We, the Scientific-Spiritual Ecological Center SWAMI in Russia, St.-Petersburg, do the same 
Our main scientific-spiritual direction is the Spiritual Ecology and Modern Advanced Hesychasm. 
Our main motto is: To become able to love the Creator - we must learn first to love the Creation. 
We are about 10 specialists, including two with the Ph.D. degree (in biology and physics), all 
others - the masters of sciences. We accomplish researches, issue new books, create films, develop 
methods of spiritual self-perfection. 
Our activity is scientific research. On this subject we issued more, than three tens books (some of 
which are translated into a number of other languages, including English), created 4 video filrns 
with the total duration of 24 hours. 
efforts during already more, than 30 years. 
By us: 
the most perfect system of psychical self-regulation (that uses chakras and basic meridians of 
historical experience of peoples of different countries and cultures is investigated and 
for the first time the structure of multidimensional space is practically investigated and 
organism) is developed and repeatedly published, 
generalized in the field of religious concepts and practices, 
described in our books - from the position of scientists; on the published scheme a logical place of 
both the Abode of the Creator (loka of the Prirnary Consciousness), the hell, and "the dark matter" 
(about which physicists speak now much) is found, also the evolutionary processes inside the 
Universal Consciousness are shown, 
of methods of the spiritual development consisting of many steps is developed, allowing worthy 
people to achieve the direct personal cognition of God and "dissolve" by the advanced 
consciousness in the Creator's Abode (loka of the Primary Consciousness) in Mergence with Him; 
we have hundreds sacred places (places of power) - for every step of meditative growth of one's 
consciousness, 
(where His Teaching for the first time is systematized - with using apocryphal Gospels - on 
the new scientific direction - Methodology of SpiritWl Perfection is created; including, "stairs" 
among our publications there were the following: the book Original Teaching of Jesus Christ 
thematic sections), the apocryphal Gospel of Phillip in a literary form and with comments, a 
selection of the basic citations from Sathya Sai Baba's books, the analysis of the Juan Matus' 
Teaching (under Carlos Castaneda's publications), Bhagavad Gita in new competent wording of a 
translation and with Comments; books with the following names speaking for themselves were 
issued also: 
Meaning of Our Lives. What Kind of Russia Is Needed by God? 
How God Can Be Cognized. Autobiography of a Scientist, Who Studied God 
Spiritual Practices. Training Aid 
God Speaks, The Textbook on Religion 
Spiritual Work with Children 
Ecology of Human Being in Multidimensional Space 
Spiritual Heart: The Path to the Creator (Poems-Meditations and Revelations) 
Spiritual Heart. The Religion of Unity 
General Theology - the Science about God 
The New Upanishad. Structure and Cognition of the Absolute 
Sun of God. How to Become the Ocean of Pure Love. 
The book Spiritual Practices. Training Aid is published in USA polygraphically and may be 
Educational-methodological video films are created: 
"Immersion into Harmony of Nature. The Way to Paradise" - a slideshow with audio commentary, 
"Sattva of Spring" - 1,5 hours, on videocassettes and DVD; 
"Sattva" - 1 hour, on videocassettes and DVD, 
"The Places of Power. Three Steps of Centering" - 20 hours on videocassettes and DVD. 
We are ready to send them to you by post: please make contacts for this with Mikhail -. 
(The films have distribution licenses). 
The word "Sattva" means "Harmony, Purity". The films are dedicated to the harmony of 
ordered from http: //~~~.iuniver~e.com/bookstore/book_detail.asp?isbn=059527699 
1,5 hours, on CD and DVD; 
relationships with nature, emotional self-attunement with its subtlest manifestations. They teach to 
treat the nature carefully, with love. In these f i h s  - the beauty of blossoming plants, purity of wood 
lakes and rivers, spring singing and courtship displays of birds, including, snipes, woodcocks, black 
grouses, also beavers with the darn constructed by thern, traces of animals on snow and many other 
things. These materials have an orientation not only ecological, aesthetic and ethical, but also 
philosophical-religious, representing a methodological direction which can be defined as the 
modern developed hesychasm. It includes such methods of self-perfection, as regulation of the 
emotions (easy removal of negative emotions and stresses, finding the steady internal joyful calm), 
and - what is the main thing - development of the spiritual heart. 
The word "hesychasm" (from Greek word "hesychia") means inner calm. Hesychasts find it by 
means of particular methods, and also work on opening and growing the spiritual heart - the 
"organ" of spiritual love. 
Love, simultaneously destroying in ourselves an ability to such emotional states of consciousness, 
as anger, annoyance, egocentric desires for ourselves, also complacency, arrogance, etc. 
"God is Love!" - God teaches us. Therefore, to come closer to Him, we must develop ourselves as 
To become able to love the Creator - we must learn firstly to love the Creation. 
One unique peculiarity of our spiritual work consists in finding by us the best, optimal places on 
the surface of the Earth ("places of power") for every principle kind of meditations. This permits to 
take the stages of the spiritual Path the most conveniently, effectively, rapidly. We have hundreds 
of such places. 
A "byproduct effect" of mastering the practical methods of this system is a complete recovering 
from, in fact, all diseases. And the result of full mastering of many steps and stages of all this 
Wairs", created by us under a direct guidance of God, is personal cognition of God and the 
opportunity of easy discussion with Him - about all vital problems and private questions. 
and of religious studies. They also will help to any person (both to an adult, and a child) - when 
watching even every day - for rest after work or study, for replacement of negative emotions to 
positive. But the main thing - these films are the manuals for spiritual self-perfection. 
which is published in the book "Spiritual Heart: The Path to the Creator": 
Our films can be used as manuals in education of natural sciences: biology, ecology, philosophy, 
Most brightly it is illustrated with the poem of one of the greatest Russian poets N.A.Nehasov, 
Light of dawn has reflected in birch freshing leaves 
So they shine and become trilled with this magical sunlights 
I am falling in love with the Earth with tears! 
All I hold on my palms full of bliss, pet in full might! 
I am cherishing trees, kissing flowers and blossoms, 
Growing warm to give Loving sensation! 
So, do love dear nature with full heart to its bottom 
Wholly knowing: all of it is God's Creation! 
The ecology is a science about mutual relationships of an organism with its environment. It 
includes studying in such directions, as ethics of mutual relationships of people among themselves, 
people - with other beings, also problems of nurturing, some medical aspects of a life, and also 
mutual relationships of a person with God. 
And all ecological contacts of each advanced person can become spiritualized. 
In particular, bringing up the rising generation we shall bring by these knowledge and principles 
the most significant contribution for revival of society as a whole - if to look in prospect. Let 
children grow, being guided by the true knowledge of God, Evolution, the meaning of our lives, the 
structure of our organisms, and about our human opportunities - instead of being confused between 
ideologies of atheism and variations of belief. 
In our books and films: 
We explain to all people in simple and accessible language the true meaning of our lives in a 
philosophical foreshortening and the ways of it realization. And in fact, the understanding of it is 
the radical way of struggle against drug addiction, alcoholism, against suicides, aggressiveness and 
criminality, mental frustration and diseases, many conflicts between people -of interpersonal and 
international scales, 
We introduce ideas of careful, harmonious relationships with nature, 
The important place in our program of self-perfection is taken by meditative training on natural 
energetically significant for a man sites on the surface of the Earth ("places of power"); the main 
accent is done on "opening" and development of "Spiritual heart" - the bioenergetic "organ" 
responsible for production of the emotions of love (certainly, not in sexual sense of this word); we 
consider this work, as it was already specified, as the development and scientific appearance of the 
ancient Christian tradition known under the term hesychasm; self-perfection on these methods 
results, in particular, in radical improvement of a state of health. 
time in history have stated, in quite simple and clear language, the essence of the nature of God, of 
meaning of our lives and lives of all other beings - as the participants of Great Evolutionary 
Universal Process. Also the structure of the Absolute and all "stairs" of techniques of spiritual 
development, which conduct to direct cognizing the Creator, was described. Thus our wide 
experience of the spiritual help to people and supervision over efforts and mistakes of other people 
in this direction - allow to describe a set of nuances of spiritual promotion and features of teaching, 
and also enable to differentiate precisely true spiritual Schools and directions - and false sects. 
All this is made for the first time. It was possible to do all this due to, first of all, to the direct 
guidance of really cognized by us God. The manuals created by us (books and films) suit to people 
of very different levels of development: everyone may take from them what he or she is capable to 
contain now. We have helped to find the Way to ethical purity, to spiritual perfection, to God - very 
many Russians. Some our books are translated from Russian - into a number of other languages, 
they are issued polygraphically and in the Internet - and serve people of many other countries. We 
conduct the active help to people of all planet through the Internet, informing about results of our 
researches, helping by consulting the spiritual seekers and teachers. We have a lot of thanks for 
materials of our web site - from experts of some countries, first of all, USA and Canada. 
The main line of our work, I repeat, is the methodology of spiritual perfection. We for the first 
Our input into the activity of your Movement might be the following: 
- the theoretical and practical knowledge presented on our site and in films; consider please the 
possibility to republish our books polygraphically and duplication our films (the slideshow in 
pressed form may be downloaded from our site for the preview), 
- the preparation the specialists on modern hesychasm who could assist then to other people in 
"opening" their spiritual hearts and spiritual growth on the principles and with help of the methods 
of spiritual ecology, 
- the detacting the sacred places (the places of power) in the USA and in any other country - for 
the different steps of spiritual work and health improvement. 
Please, get acquainted with our materials on the web site www.swami-center.org - books, articles, 
photogallery, slideshow, video films. 
We have made the links to all your sites - on our site. You may do the same. 
We would like to consider us as the members of your Movement. We are waiting your opinions 
Please inform the members of your organizations about the possibilities of our Russian Center. 
With the best regards and love, 
Vladimir Antonov, Ph.D. (in Biology), 
Mikhail Nikolenko, Ph.D. (in Physics), 
and collaborators, 
Russia 
about our taking part in our common activity. 
Vladimir Antonov, Ph.D. and Mikhail Nikilenko, Ph.D. 
September 13,2004 
Your comments are respectfully noted. 
G-50 
Date: 25 Sep 2004 
From: Charlene Avallone 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Subject: No Further Development on Mama Kea 
Dr. Carl Pilcher 
Office of Space Science NASA Headquarters 300 E Street SW 
Washington DC, 
Dear Dr. Pilcher, 
I am writing to express my strong opposition to NASA's proposed development on the summit 
Mauna Kea on Hawaii Island. The summit region-- which already supports 24 telescope 
installations--is profoundly sacred to the Native Hawaiian people. The sanctity of the seriously 
compromised summit region should not be further violated. 
There are many more than approved number of telescopes on the summit now. This project will 
open the door to even more proposed development on Mama Kea, including the destruction of 
an adjacent pristine area near the summit region. This systematic desecration must stop now. I do 
A 
not support any further development on the summit of Mauna Kea. jB 
summit would be, l'adverse and significant." It is unacceptable for NASA and the University of 
In the Draft EIS, NASA admits that the impacts of this and proposed projects to this fragile 
Hawai'i to pursue continued degradation of this sacred area. 
below the summit region, are unacceptable. In addition the most sacred, Lake Waiau, is at risk of 
The potential impacts from further development to the Island's principal aquifer, which lies 
continued desecration. 
risk from being decimated by any further development in the summit region, which is its primary 
The rare and imperiled Welch bug (a candidate for endangered species designation), is at great 
habitat. 
The religious significance of the summit region has been seriously damaged by thirty years of 
unencumbered development. Further desecration of Mauna Kea cannot be tolerated. 
NASA's Draft EIS has identified the Canary Islands as a suitable site for the six new telescopes 
for the Keck Observatory. Please spare the already seriously compromised summit of Mama 
Kea and select the acceptable alternative on which to build. 












Response to Comment A: 
NASA acknowledges in the EIS that Mauna Kea has always been considered a sacred place by 
Native Hawaiians. 
Response to Comment B: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project is separate and independent from any reasonably foreseeable 
development on Mama Kea. All fhture proposed projects on Mauna Kea would be subject to the 
terms and conditions of the June 2000 Mauna Kea Science Reserve Master Plan and State 
compliance requirements including the Conservation District Use Permitting process. 
Response to Comment C: 
NASA has concluded that past, present, and reasonably foreseeable fbture activities have a 
significant impact on the quality of the human environment. NASA has also concluded that, in 
general, the Outrigger Telescopes Project would add a small incremental impact (see Section 
4.2.16). 
Response to Comment D: 
The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best available 
information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable fbture astronomy-related projects, including the Outrigger Telescopes Project, on the 
hydrologic system are negligible. No wastewater travels to Lake Waiau. 
Response to Comment E: 
The studies have been conducted by a qualified entomologist. The mitigation measures were 
reviewed and approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and follow all the 
recommendations given in previous Mauna Kea Science Reserve arthropod assessments 
(Howarth and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). 
In a letter regarding the W&iu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W.M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger 
Telescopes Project at Mauna Kea, the USFWS states “The Service [USFWS] supports the 
recommendations in the WBMP WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan] to minimize project impacts to 
endemic arthropods on the Mama Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude 
environment .from alien species introductions, garbage generation and collection, and visitor 
use. . . We believe each of the recommendations made in the WBMP will greatly minimize the 
possibility of negative impact to the wekiu bug habitat.” See Volume 11, Appendix A, for the 
letter .from USFWS/Henson (USFWS 2000). 
The U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) submitted a comment letter on the DEIS stating “It is 
apparent from this DEIS that considerable thought and effort have been given to minimizing 
impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and around the proposed construction area. At present, only 
about 800 square feet of habitat will be disturbed during construction. In addition, the WEkiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan and the WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan address additional concerns on impacts 
for the OT construction activities.” See the USDOI comment letter from Patricia Sanderson Port 




In addition, the USDOI letter states “These plans outline actions to minimize all identified 
impacts, describe a program to restore lost habitat at a ratio of 3: 1, and systematically monitor 
long-term changes in wekiu bug populations in the area near the construction site. While habitat 
restoration for the wekiu bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the 
proposed actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly minimize impacts to the 
bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and ecology.” 
Response to Comment F: 
Your comment is respectfblly noted. 
Response to Comment G: 
NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project’s technical and programmatic requirements (i. e., the @an Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced 
Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of 
the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. No final 
decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has been completed. 
NASA’s decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). 
Present plans anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s final decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with 
the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
Response to Comment H: 
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Toni Auld Yardley 
Rose Zellers 
G-55 
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 2004 
From: A1 Beeman 
Subject: Message in support of the Outrigger Telescopes Project 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Cc: Laura Kraft 
Bill Stormont 
Dear Dr. Carl Pilcher, 
I have read the entire draft EIS and all of the attachments for the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project. I find it covers all aspects I could 
possibly think of related to Environmental Impact and I find all of the 
analysis complete and very satisfactory. 
My only comment is that design and placement of the Outriggers should 
not be constained by Wekiu habitat when remediation of their habitat 
can accommodate the best design that science can come up with. If we 
are going to spend our money on science we should get the best possible 
design and do the most science that can be done considering how 
difficult and expensive it is to make changes in hture. 
Let me be clear in my whole-hearted support of the Outrigger Telescope 
Project now that I have read the EIS. Everyone who has contributed to 
this massive effort is to be congratulated on a job well done. I would 
particularly like to commend the efforts to take into account the needs 
and beliefs of the Hawaiian community. I see no reason whatsoever why 
Mauna Kea cannot continue to spiritually inspire us all while also 
teaching mankind more and more about our universe. Astronomical 
advances are just another of Pele's many gifts. 
I wish as much care was taken by everyone else on the Island, 
especially the County Planning Comrnision, and as the people working on 
Astronomy projects on Mama Kea. I am much more worried about what is 
going on below 9,000 feet! ! ! 
Respectfully, 
Albert E. Beeman 
Hilo, Hawaii 
Friendly place in the middle of the Pacific Ocean 
Albert Beeman 
August 22,2004 
Thank you for your support of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. The placement of the 
telescopes would not compromise the science. 
G-58 
Date: Sat, 21 Aug 2004 
From: Patricia blair 
Subject: Mauna Kea 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher, Office of Space and Science, NASA Headquarters. 
Dr. Pilcher, I am emailing my strong objections to any further 
expansion on Mauna Kea which is a spiritual place for the Hawaiian 
People. It is time for NASA and the American Government to honor 
and respect the culturesheliefs of the Hawaiians. No fhrthur 




Your comments are respectfblly noted. 
G-60 
Date: 26 Sep 2004 
From: Anne Blankenship 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Subject: No Further Development on Mauna Kea 
Dr. Carl Pilcher 
Office of Space Science NASA Headquarters 300 E Street SW 
Washington DC, 
Dear Dr. Pilcher, 
I'm sure you have heard from many people by now and I wish to add my objection, 
mainly to protect the fragile environment which has already been over-exposed to outside 
influences. I have a science background and believe there are other sites in the world that 
would better accomplish and even exceed NASA's objectives. 
I am opposed to any additional facilities being built on the sacred summit of Mauna Kea. 





Response to Comment A: 
NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project’s technical and programmatic requirements (i. e., the Gran Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the 
Reduced Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a 
description of the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
No final decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has 
been completed. NASA’s decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record 
of Decision (ROD). Present plans anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s final decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go 
forward with the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the 
EIS. In addition to environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors 
include, but are not necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific 
capability of the telescope array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges 
involved in connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), 
schedule, and cost. 
Response to Comment B: 
Your comment is respectfully noted. 
G-62 
Date: 25 Sep 2004 
From: Royelen Boykie 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Subject: No Further Development on Mauna Kea 
Dr. Carl Pilcher 
Office of Space Science NASA Headquarters 300 E Street SW 
Washington DC, 
Dear Dr. Pilcher, 
Mama Kea is sacred land and your are among her caretakers. Please protect Mama Kea 
from further development and from telescopes which are not essential to life anywhere on 
this planet. Further intrusion on Mama Kea is detrimental to our Native people. Have we 





Your comments are respecthlly noted. 
G-64 
LIFE THE LAND 
76 North King Street * Suite 203 * Honolulu, Hawail 96817 
Phone * &Mail: ISOS) 533-3454 * katbrad~2boSnrail.cozn 
Dr. Carl Pilcher 
Office of Space Science 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Mail Code SZ 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 
E-Mail: otpei@nasa.zov 
Office of Environmentad Quality Control 
235 South Beretania Street, Suite 702 
Honolulu, Hawai’i 968 13 
E-Mail: oeac@pixi.com 
M A W A  KEA, KUAHIWI e HA’O I K A  W E  
M m n a  Kea, astonishing mountain that stands in the calm 
Dear Mr. Pilcher! 
My name is Kat Brady and I am the Assistant Executive Director of Life of the Land, 
Hawai’i’s own environmental and community action group advocating for the people and ‘aha 
since 1970. Our mission is to preserve and protect the life of the land through sustainable 
land use and energy policy and to promote open government through research, education, 
advocacy, and litigation. Life of the Land has been involved in protecting cultural properties, 
ensuring access to sacred sites, and preserving and enhancing the ConstitutionaIly protected 
cultural rights of the first people of our archipelago. 
Life of the Land hereby officially requests a copy of the DVD of all of the public A 
hearings conducted in relation to this Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). 7
Life of the Land has been reviewing documents relating to Mauna Kea for many years 
and we have read the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project on Hawai’i’s sacred temple, Mauna Kea. 
We  appreciate NASA’s acknowledgement of the sacredness of Mauna Kea and the deep 
connection that Kanaka Maoli have to this hallowed place. Over the years we have spoken to 
many kupuna, some who have since left this world but continue to guide us, and the 
overwhelming comment we hear from them is that the astronomy community needs to share 
their resources, not continue to expand development on Mauna Kea. Auntie Eleanor Ahuna 
explained what Mauna Kea represents to the native people to us many years ago. When the 
Polynesians first came to Hawai’i, Mauna Kea was the fvst land they saw from their canoes. 
The sight was so overwhelming to them that they have identified Mauna Kea as the piko 
(umbilical cord) ever since. That deep connection is indelible to the Kanaka Maoli and one 
that continues to be a guiding force for the fvst people of this land. 
Life of the Land’s Comments on the NASA Outrigger Telescopes Project 
September 28,2004 
Page Two.. . 
1 
Life of the Land agrees with our wise kupun a.... YOU MUST SHARE. Why does more 
Can you recycle or upgrade existing development have to occur in this sacred temple? 
telescopes to meet your perceived need? - 
Would NASA consider putting this development on the altar of a church, synagogue, or 
other place considered blessed by its congregation? How would the people of NASA feel if the 
gravesites of their ‘ohana were continually desecrated in the quest for the origins of life? 
NASA’s, as well as the other telescope’s search for the origins of life are in direct conflict with 
the way that search is actually conducted. Your scientific curiosity is at the expense of an 
entire culture. It is hard for our community to perceive your deep respect for life as you 
trample the very being of the Hawaiian people. What type of mitigation could possibly make 
such continue violation acceptable? 
1 
At hearing after hearing in the last decade the astronomy community has heard and 
witnessed the pain that your irreverence and disregard for Mauna Kea, that hddwed ground 
that guides the lives of the Hawaiian people, has caused the current generations. Mauna Kea 
is in the chants and genealogy of the Kanaka MaoIi. People have cried, they have pleaded 
with the scientists to stop the desecration and each time you apologize and promise to do 
better. Only to go back to your polluting and disrespectful ways. Trust is something that 
takes years of positive action to earn, and the scientific community has a long way to go 
before there can be any trust with the community. How do you plan to show the community 
that you hear us? What actions will you take to demonstrate that you hear us when we tell 
you the pain you have caused? What will you do to begin to develop a trusting relationship- 
with us? Have you experienced this heartfelt pain in other locations? How have you handled 
it? What have you done to gain the trust of communities? Please include any contracts or 




The cumulative impacts of the over-development on Mauna Kea are significant. The 
Council on Environmental Quality (NEPA) defines cumulative impacts as Yhe incremenM 
erwimnmental impacts of the action when added to other past, present, and reusonably 
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency or person undertakes such other actions. 
Cumulative impacts cun result j h m  individually minor, but collectively significant, actions taking 
place over time.” 
NASA has detennined that, in general, the time frame for the cumulative impact 
evaluation would extend from about 1964, before the first telescope was installed on Mauna 
Kea until the year 2033 when the lease agreement between the State of Hawaii and UH ends.” 
(ES.2.2.13) 
Certainly, you must acknowledge that the cumulative impacts on Mauna Kea are 
irreversible. Every aspect of life on that sacred ground has been, and continues to be, 
severely impacted. Life of the Land finds it unconscionable that yet another project is being 
proposed in the face of your admission of the significant impact$ the over-development has 
caused. How do you justify further expansion wlzrlt! acknowledging that the cumulatiyc; 
impacts are substantial and adverse with the existbg development of this holy place? lD 
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The summary of the Cumulative Impacts in the DEIS states, "Muurn Kea has a rich 
traditional histoy and many archeological sites, including some that have yet to be discovered. 
Before 1 982, only limited cultural and archaeologiazl su~ueys were Condtcded in preparation for 
developments on the mountain. Thus, it is not known whether development of the Astronomy 
Precinct beginning in 1964 has damaged subsurface cultural resources. However, such 
development has cleady altered the appearance of the Kukahau*u'ula traditionul cultuml property, 
interfered with viaus to and from the summit. and affected tmditiotLaI cultuml uses and 
practices. Gradina and removal of earth for new structures, redeveloned structures, roads, and 
other astronomy woiects could firrtbr are& these resDtLrces adversely. Following appropricrte 
mitigation measures, such us those tiesoibed in the NHPA Section 106 MOA, and developing 
project-specific mitigation measures for future activities would reduce adverse eflects. 
... From a cumulative perspective, the inpad ofpast, present, and reasonably foreseeable fiture 
activities on cultural resources on Mauna Kea is substantial and adverse. The addition of the 
Outrigger Telescopes would have a small incremental impad". 
How can forty years of substantial and adverse impacts possibly be mitigated? NASA 
says that this proposed project will have a small incremental impact? How can you possibly 
say that in the face of the forty years of destruction and disreapect displayed toward the first 
E 
peopIe of these fragile islands? J 
The Environmental Justice section ignores the impact of this desecration on the 
Kanaka Maoli. Several years ago, there were two 'hate crimes' committed on O'ahu - a 
desecration of two cemeteries - one in Nu-uanu and the other at Punchbowl - where graves 
were disturbed and defiled. What is the difference between those crimes and the destruction 
and desecration of sacred burials and cultural properties at Mauna Kea? How can this hewa 
be mitigated? Does NASA plan to compensate the Kanaka Maoli for these abuses? How will 
F 
this be handled? Please explain in detail, the plans for this mitigation. 1 
~ 
The community continually hears about the positive economic impacts that this over- 
development brings to Hawai'i, please explain, in understandable language, the money that 
the state of Hawai'i receives for the use of Mauna Kea? How do the citizens of Hawai'i benefit 
from the astronomical activities there? We understand that the University of Hawai'i is 'paid' 
in time, i.e. use of the telescopes, but what is the ecclnomic benefit to the general public? 
What is the economic benefit to the Native Hawaiians who, under statute, are entitled to 
twenty percat  of the revenue generated from the use of ceded/STOLEN lands? Please include 
a full accounting of the benefits for the use of this sacred property to both the native 
The Hawai'i State Constitution protects traditional and customary rights of Native 
Hawaiians including access for gathering, worship, or ceremonies. How does the astronomy 
community comply with these rights? Do cultural practitioners have unfettered access to 
their temple now? If so, please describe how this is accomplished. If not, please explain 1 
why? Do you have telescopes in other locations where indigenous people practice their 
traditional and customary rights? How is access handled in those locations? Do you have 
contracts with those groups? If so, please include them in your response to us. 
G 
Hawaiians and the general public. 
H 
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- 
The UH Master Plan for Mama Kea has never been approved by the Board of Land and 
Natural Resources. How can any development occur if that plan has never legally b m  
adopted? Your document’s No Action section appears to make a mockery of this process- 
since you announced at the September 2, 2004 public hearing that you are concurrently 
seeking a Conservation District Use Permit to proceed with this development. There is a 
saying that those who ignore history are doomed to repeat it. How does this concurrent 
action assure the community that you are taking our concerns seriously? It appears to us  
that this DEIS is merely an exercise so you can say that you examined the impacts, while at  
the same time are proceeding with the project. - 
How does NASA interact with the UH Institute for Astronomy? Is there an advisory 
committee of dl the different entities operating on Mauna Kea to discuss important issues 
such as cultural rights, environmental protection, recreational compatibility, educational 
opportunities, and reporting violations in these areas? Does the UH IFA have staff specifically 
dedicated to these areas needing protection? Do the different entities jointly pay for this? If 
not, would NASA be willing to spearhead a plan that would institute this - i.e. an advisory 
committee, a staff dedicated specifically to protect these various areas? We are aware of the 
Mauna Kea Advisory Committee, and that is not what we are talking about. Saying it another 
way, would NASA be willing to spearhead the formation and funding of a committee and staff 
dedicated to cultural protection and access rights, environmental protection, recreational 
compatibility, educational opportunities and reporting of violations to UH IFA, with copies to 
DLNR? Life of the Land requests that the process of picking representatives for the advisory 
committee be open to the public, and further requests that the notes of meetings of the 
advisory committee and the reports of violations be done on a monthly basis with the records 
open and available for public scrutiny. - 
- 
The habitat for the wekiu bug is all be decimated because of the over-development of 
Mauna Kea. What responsibility is borne by the astronomy community for this irreplaceable 
destruction? The DEIS talks about mitigating the damage, but the astronomy community has 
destroyed 99.7% of this species already. How can this be mitigated? How much money is 
NASA putting into protecting the critical habitat for this threatened, and in our view, 
endangered species? What part does NASA play in the restoration plan? Hease understand 
that the Hawaiian Islands are a rich ecological and cultural treasure. There are plants and 
animals here that are found no where else on the planet, as well as species yet to be 
discovered. How can you possibly mitigate the loss of these precious resources, and those yet 
to be discovered? - 
- 
A t  the public meeting earlier this month, NASA was described as a ‘civilian’ agency. 
Life of the Land has found this not to be true. The fact that NASA is using the telescopes for 
military purposes is tremendously distressing for the community. Hawai‘i is already one of 
the most militarized places and to think that our sacred mountain, sacred temple, is used for 
military purposes is more than troubling. What is NASA’s history with the military? Please 
include all projects that were funded by or in partnership with the Department of Defense in 
Hawai ‘i or in other telescope locations in the world. Please include dates, projects, locations, 
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An article by Seth Hettena of AP, entitled YMilitary Uses NASA images in Combat" 
posted at "httu://www,svPce.com/ncws/naw nasa 020412.html" states: 
"me Navy has been using NASA satellite data to help guide ships and planes in the war in 
Afghanistan, marking the first time the military has employed the space agency's up-to-date 
infomtion in combat, Natry officitrls said Thursday. Some in Conaress have expressed concerns 
that NASA risks overstevoina its 44-uear-old CiV;lian chart-, thouqh militaru planners sau the 
h w e s  theu hawe been usina are unclassified. Thclt information is avaiIable to "anyone and 
ewryone," including a host of federal agencies and foreign governments, said NASA spokesman 
David Steitz. He said NASA has no qualms about the military's use oJthe images, which was 
Erst reported this week in Aviation Week &i Space Technology magaa'ne. * 
How can there be any trust with the community if you don't tell the truth? How could 
you describe NASA as a civilian agency, when it is obviously not true? How does that help the 
community believe that you respect the most sacred place in all of Polynesia? - 
 
What military applications are conducted by NASA on Mauna Kea? Please describe 
these activities in detail. What are the activities that NASA conducts on Mauna Kea on a 
regular basis? Do you work in concert with other agencies? Which agencies, both federal and 
state, and for what purposes? Do you work with other governments? Which governments 
and for what purposes? Please describe all the activities. in detail and in plain language, 
conducted by NASA on Mauna Kea. - 
On September 10, 2004, the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) fined 
the UH IFA $20,000 for land use violations they considered 'serious.' The staff 
recommendation states that they are 'particularly concerned about this case in that the 
violations occurred at  the summit of Mauna K e a  which is considered culturally significant. 
Staff notes departmental records do not indicate approvals were received for the alleged- 
violations.' Their report unequivocally states that 'it is the responsibility of the UH to be- 
knowledgeable of and enforce the various telescopes and/or observatories CDUP's terms and 
conditions as approved by the Board.' What is NASA's relationship with DLNR? What is 
NASA's relationship with UH? We understand that NASA is a lessee, but please explain in 
detail how you interface with UH and DLNR. Who do you consult with before an action is 
taken to make sure that it complies with the lease? Does UH or DLNR monitor your activities 
on Mauna Kea? What activities does NASA undertake to comply with your lease? Please 
include a copy of your lease with the UH IFA. Does the UH IFA provide oversight to your 
work? Do you have regular meetings with the lessor, the state of Hawai'i, and the other 
lessees on Mauna Kea? What is the process for notification of these meetings? What are 
NASA's general interactions with the lessor, the state of Hawai'i and the other lessees? Do all 
the lessees interact and advise each other on pending proposals? How does that this happen, 
if at  all? - 
How did you reach the conclusion that this project would have no impact on the 
hydrology and water quality, especially since it is above the main aquifer of Moku Keawe? We 
are aware that NASA has said that the aquifer is far enough below the surface not to be 
impacted, but our mountains are different that mountains in other places- Since our isiands 
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your knowledge, has any contamination reached the aquifer in the forty years of development 
on Mauna Kea? What safeguards will NASA undertake to insure the integrity of the aquifer? i( 
The DEIS mentions that no mercury would be used for this project, but the rinse water 
from the mirror recoating would be collected and transported off the mountain. How wilt the 
rinse water be transported? Where will it be taken? How wil l  it be disposed of? Will it be 
tested for contamination? Will a private company be hired accomplish this? Is this water 
considered hazardous? WIU. the company or people charged with this task be specially 
certified to accomplish collection and disposal? What kind of certification is needed for 
collection and disposal? 1 I  
How many hours per year will the proposed telescopes be used? Who will use them? 
How much time will each user be allocated? How is this decided? Who manages, oversees or 
supervises who gets to use the telescope at any given time? Are telescope hours tradable? 
That is, can one entity which has the right to use the telescope for a given time slot either 
trade their hour with another entity or sell their time period to a third party? How is this 
decided? Are there limits or restrictions on whom they can sell their time to? Is there a 
bulletin board, web site or listing of those who want to sell, buy, acquire, give up time slots? If 
so, who oversees the process? Please include the logs for the last year showing the time 
allocation schedule for the Keck telescopes. Can time periods ever be sold for a financiaf 
amount? Who benefits from this? Does the Hawai'i general public benefit financially? How 
does QHA get compensated for the rase of this resource? Can those with time slots trade them 
for time slots on other telescopes at Mauna Kea? Are there explicit or implicit buy out 
agreements for time periods on the telescope? If the telescope goes off-line for unscheduled 
maintenance, or a time slot becomes unavailable for another reason, then how are time slots 
re-allocated? Who must be notified of reallocation of time slots? Is there an entity that 
oversees this time allocation process? If so, who is that entity? Do the overseers have the 
right to reject the re-allocation? Is there a liquid trading hub or market place for viewing time 
slots? Do the time slots have equal value? What is the financial equivalent of the time 
allocated to UH in lieu of rent? How does NASA interface with the educatiod 
(elementary, intermediate/middle, and high schools, and universities in Hawai'i? If 
are held on Mauna Kea, please include the educational schedule with the names of 
S 
classes, etc. in the FEIS. 
How can NASA consider building telescopes 3 and 4 close to the steep edges of pu'u 
Hau'oki, when your DEIS acknowledges that, #KukahaU'ula summit corn (site 21438). These 
cones (including At 'u Hau'oki) are considered eligible for the National Register of Historic Places 
( N m )  bearuse of their assmbtion in Native HaUnaiian mythology with W&a, the sky god and 
ancestor of the Hawaiimr people, and with Kukahmttcla, a male deity, who has been identified 
as a form of the god Ku and the 10- of Poli'ahu. Kulcahuuirla is also identi&d i n  Htzwaiian 
traditional histories and genedogies as a chief; an 'aumakua lfmniry deity) offishennen, and 
the husband of Lilinae. ?%e summit is thus as~ociated with the activities of Hausaiian deities, 
and appear as the f d  point i n  numenncs legends and oral histories, These cones am also 
critical landscape elements in maintaining the integritg of Mauna Kea. - 
Doesn't this proposal conflict with the statement, "Gmdina and m v a l  of earth for new 
structures. redeveloDed structures. roads, and other astmnomu rmiects could further affect 
I. 
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these resources adversely. “3 
The DEIS acknowledges that there would be a Wnor increase in electrical demand 
during construction and instahtion.’ What is the current electrical demand for NASA? How 
much would it be increased? Over how long a period is that increase expected? How does 
NASA currently pay for their electrical use? 
The DEIS states that the project would ‘have a small podtiue sOciOecOlLOrnic impact on 
the Carnty and State of Hawai’i.’ What is the current socioeconomic impact of NASA’s use of 
Mauna Kea? What is the expected positive increase? Does NASA have telescopes in other 
parts of the world? Does NASA pay rent for the use of those sites? If so, how much rent does 
NASA pay for its sites? Please be specific and provide a full accounting site by site. Does 
NASA has ’time allocation’ agreements for its telescopes in other places? Please describe 
these agreements in detail along with a full accounting of the agreements and the 
w 
arrangements for these time allocations as well as any contracts you have entered into. 1 
The DEIS states that up to six permanent signs would be located on the site, 
along the Pu‘u Hau‘oki crater rim (which Life of the Land finds insulting) to inform visitors of 
Who will create these signs? What is the cultural and environmental, entomological 
experience of this person and/or entity? Will the signs be in both the official languages of 
Hawai’i - Hawaiian and English? 
the historic and cultural significance of the crater and the need to protect the 
Have the telescopes already been built? If so, where were they built? If 
built, are there any components already built? If so, where were they built and where are 
they being stored now? Who built them? Please give the name and address of the company. 
How are they to be installed? What measures are taken to minimize damage to cultural 
damage? Who wrote or will write the guidelines and train the company’s employees? How 
!ong will each installation take? Who will install them? Please give the name of and address 
of the company. How will the telescopes and/or their components be carried up to the 
summit? How much does each component weigh? Will ail the components be stored on the 
security until they are all installed? 
properties and the environment? What guidelines are provided to the 
mountain or brought up piece by piece? Where will they be stored? 
Has the contractor already been hired? Who is it? How many workers will be 
to build/install the telescopes? What are the ’best management practices’ referred 
DEIS? Who will educate and train the construction workers to make them aware of the 
sensitive environment, historic and cultural signifkance of Mauna Kea? What is that 
person’s/entity’s experience? 
How many new jobs will be generated from this project? What types of jobs will be 
created? Will local people be given the right of first refusal for these jobs? How many local 
workers? Is NASA willing to train local people to perform those jobs? 
residents are currently employed by NASA? How will those new jobs be advertised 
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- 
What is required to maintain the telescopes? How often is maintenance performed? 
Does maintenance require the hiring of people not usually at the site? The DEIS states that 
the bearings require periodic lubrication. How often do they need to be lubricated? What is 
the lubricant used? How is it applied? Does it ever spill onto the ground? How is that 
cleaned up? What is done with soil that has been in contact with the lubricant? Where is the 
lubricant stored? Is it the same lubricant used by other telescopes? Do the telescopes share 
the lubricants and chemicals needed to keep their equipment in working order? 
What is the ‘common cleansing solution’ referred to in the DEIS? How is it used? If 
water is used with it, what happens with the rinse water? Chemicals and water are used to 
remove the aluminum surface. What chemicals? Are they toxic? How are they described by 
the EPA? What happens with the rinse water? How is it disposed of? Is disposal on Mauna 
Kea  or is it transported off the mountain? If it is transported, where is it taken? How is it 
disposed of? Are there any special permits needed for the use of these chemicals? If it is 
stored on Mauna Kea, where is it stored? Are the cleaning solutions shared by all the 
telescopes operating on Mauna Kea? Are any of these chemicals considered hazardous by 
either the State Department of Health or the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency? How are 
the containers disposed of3 Who pays for disposal? Do the telescopes share these costs? 
-  
What other chemicals are used on Mauna Kea? Please describe them and their effect 
on human health and the environment in detail. What is the Maximum Contamination hvel 
(mcl) of each chemical according to the State Department of Wealth and the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency? How are these chemicals stored? How much is stored on 
Mauna Kea? Have there been spills or other contamination caused by these chemicals? If so, 
please describe the date, the incident and the action taken to clean it up. 
With the technological advances being made in astronomy, does finding the origin of 
life have to be done on Mauna Kea, or can it be accomplished by satellites monitored by 
computers from below? Could two satellites triangulate with the star or celestial body being 
studied instead? What are the strengths and limitations of space-based systems? Please 
describe the latest technologies available to accomplish this and where it is or might be used.- 
- 
The DEIS admits that, ‘fitture aCtivities on the s u m m i t  of Mauna Kea would oonEinue the 
substanfial adverse impact on eulhtml resmm. No urea at or near the summit is assumed to 
be &void of avchaeological propettieS, including the slopes s u m d i n g  the pub, which can be 
indirectly apded by the development of the pic.’ It is commonly held that there are many 
sites yet to be discovered on Mauna Kea. How then, with that admission, can NASA propose 
this project? Life of the Land is at a loss to understand the conflicting statements made by 
NASA. How can you mitigate the loss of cultural treasures known and yet to be known? 
The DEIS mentions that there will be cultural monitoring during on-site construction 
and installation. Who will the cultural monitors be? How will they be chosen? Will -aka 
Maoli with ancestral ties be given unfettered access during construction? Will cultural 
monitors be paid? If so, who will pay them? Will they only be observants, or will they have 
the ability to stop construction in the event that an important discovery is made? Who will- 
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with cultural monitors in other locations? If so, please include a copy o 
a cultural monitor. 
I GG L typical contract .,r I
Will NASA favorably consider contracting with an  entity of Native Hawaiians to contract 
with other entities to sell viewing time on the telescopes, so that Constitutional obligations 
between the State and Native Hawaiians can be met? If so, please describe how NASA plans 
HH 
to accomplish this. If not, please explain why not. 1 
1. 
1 
Life of the Land is concerned about water management and hazardous waste disposal. 
How much solid waste is generated each day on Mauna Kea? How much will it increase if 
this project is approved? How is waste currently disposed of? What hazardous materials are 
generated on Mauna Kea by all the activity there? Please describe these in detail as well as 
the disposal method used. If it is transported off the mountain, where is it taken? Please 
describe in detail the hazard waste type and the optimum disposal method, 
What types of vehicles will be used during the proposed construction? How many are 
anticipated to be used? Where will they start? What route are they expected to take? How 
will this affect M i c ?  What time of day would they be traveling on public roads? How will 
this affect the current W c  patterns? What mitigation measures are anticipated to be 
JJ 
undertaken to minimize the impact on the existing community? 
At the September 2, 2004 public hearing, it was mentioned that NASA is concurrently 
seeking a Conservation District Use Permit while this DEIS is out for public comment. Please KK 
include a copy of the application for the CDUP that has been filed for this project. 7 
Sadly, the community has learned that when the astronomy community is caught and 
fined, they are appropriately contrite and some are possibly remorseful, but they quickly 
revert back to their old destructive and disrespectful ways. What will NASA do to earn 
trust of the community? Please describe your plan to gain community trust in detail. 
Please understand that Mauna Kea is not yours. Auntie Pua has explained that it is 
not hers, either. Mauna Kea is Akua’s. It is a holy place to be cared for and nurtured. It is 
the guiding star to help the Kanaka Maoli know their place in the universe. Please educate 
yourself about this sacred place. 
We will never forget the deep sadness we felt when we had the privilege to visit Mauna 
Kea. We thank Akua for making that visit possible and for helping us  understand and feel 
what Mauna Kea is and why it is so vital, not only to Hawaiian culture, but to the world. 
Mauna Kea, the sacred temple, looks more like industrial park than a temple. We 
could immediately feel its man8 and know why it evokes such visceral emotions. We feel 
them as well, even though we are guests in the magnificent place. We feel called upon to do 
all we can to protect Mauna Kea for future generations ... for the whole world. We all have 
much to learn from her. And if you stop for a moment, you can learn too. 
MM 
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To quote &e great poet Arundhati Roy: "I think my eyes were knocked open and they 
don't dose. I somdimes Wish I could close them and look away... But once gou've seen certain 
things, you can't un-see them, and seeing nothing is as political an act as seeing something. " 
This powerful quote sums up our feelings about Mauna Kea. We wish we could unsee 
the damage done to her, but we know that is not possible. So we are doing what we can to 
make you scientists understand that t b s  is not the place to continue development. You must 
learn to share what is there and not expand development. NO MORE. 
Use your technology to figure our some other way to study the origin of life, because 
while you scientists are searching for the origins of life, you are destroying the very sacred 
ground on which you are standing, where the answers to many of the questions you are 
seeking reside for us. 
Mahalo for this opportunity to offer comments on the DEIS. 
M1M 
The Life of the Land is Perpetuated in Righteousness 
Sincerely, 
Kat  Brady 
Assistant %xecutive Director 
Kat Brady 
Life of the Land 
September 29,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Copies of the DVD’s for all of the public meetings were provided to Life of the Land. 
Response to Comment B: 
The Outrigger Telescopes would be an upgrade to the W.M. Keck Observatory. The 
Outrigger Telescopes would make a unique contribution to NASA’s program to discover 
and study planets around other stars. This contribution cannot be duplicated with any 
other existing telescopes. 
Response to Comment C: 
NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of the 
Proposed Action. NASA made a considerable effort to consult with interested and 
concerned parties about the Outrigger Telescopes Project. As a result, NASA has made 
numerous commitments to on-site and off-site measures that would mitigate adverse 
impacts, and to the extent practicable protect and enhance the cultural and environmental 
resources of Mauna Kea. In addition, NASA will commit $2 million to an initiative that 
deals with preservation and protection of historic/cultural resources on Mauna Kea and 
educational needs of Hawaiians as a mitigation component of the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project, if NASA selects the W.M. Keck Observatory site. 
Response to Comment D: 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
No final decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has 
been completed. NASA’s decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record 
of Decision (ROD). Present plans anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s final decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go 
forward with the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the 
EIS. In addition to environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors 
include, but are not necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific 
capability of the telescope array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges 
involved in connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), 
schedule, and cost. 
Response to Comment E: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project mitigation is not intended to address 40 years of past 
action. The purpose of the mitigation is to limit the incremental impact of the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project. Although most of NASA’s mitigation measures are directly related to 
the Outrigger Telescopes Project, some measures extend beyond the scope of the project. 
For example, as part of the Outrigger Telescopes Project implementation and mitigation, 
NASA will fund a W&iu Bug autecology study to gather more information about habitat 
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Response to Comment F: 
The Proposed Action addressed by the EIS is the on-site construction, installation, and 
operation of the Outrigger Telescopes, and, as stated in the Environmental Justice section 
of the EIS, the impact of the health and environmental effects of the Proposed Action on 
minority and low income communities ranges from very small to negligible. As further 
stated in that section, NASA recognizes the significance of Mama Kea to the Native 
Hawaiian community, and addresses the effects of the Proposed Action on cultural 
resources elsewhere in the EIS. 
There is no evidence that the proposed project would impact burials, shrines, or 
archaeological properties. However, NASA proactively completed a Draft Burial 
Treatment Plan specifling procedures to deal with an inadvertent discovery of human 
remains. Following an initial informational presentation of the Draft Burial Treatment 
Plan to the Hawai'i Island Burial Council in April 2004, public burial notices were placed 
in local newspapers in early May and an amended Draft Plan was submitted to the 
Council. The plan was discussed at the Council meeting on August 19,2004. The 
members of the Council expressed their general agreement with the procedures 
recommended in the Burial Treatment Plan for monitoring during the Outrigger 
Telescopes construction and for treating any human remains uncovered during 
construction. Because no actual burials are known to be present, the Council took no 
action actually approving the plan or its procedures, concluding that this would be 
beyond its purview at this time. In addition, a qualified Archaeologist would be present 
during all excavation activities. 
Response to Comment G: 
The discussion on socioeconomics can be found in Sections 3.2.10,4.1.9, and 4.2.1 1. 
The question of revenue from ceded lands is a matter for the State of Hawai'i to resolve. 
The community also benefits from a highly educated astronomy work force that can be 
used as an educational resource. 
Response to Comment H: 
Access to the summit of Mauna Kea has improved as a result of the development of the 
summit. In particular, the construction and improvement of the Mauna Kea Access Road 
in the Region of Influence has made it possible for the public, including many Native 
Hawaiians, to travel to the summit. The road is occasionally closed to vehicular traffic 
when road conditions such as snow and ice render travel unsafe. Other than such 
temporary road closings, there are no access restrictions (except into the observatories 
themselves) to any part of the summit region. 
Response to Comment I: 
NASA recognizes the Mauna Kea Science Reserve (MKSR) Master Plan which was 
approved by the University of Hawaii Board of Regents on June 16,2000 (UH 2000b). 
On February 2,2000, Governor Benjamin J. Cayetano accepted the MKSR Master Plan 
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Final Environmental Impact Statement (MKSR FEIS) as satisfactorily fblfilling the 
requirements of Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes (State of Hawai‘i 2000). The 
MKSR FEIS contains a November 2,1999 comment letter from the Department of Land 
and Natural Resources (DLNR) signed by Timothy Johns, Chairperson, in which he 
states DLNR’s position regarding the Master Plan. “The Department of Land and 
Natural Resources would continue to review each situation in the context of a 
Conservation District Use Application. . . DLNR’s acceptance and consideration of 
applications for new uses, such as telescopes, will be contingent upon implementation of 
the local design review process and more generally, the performance of the local 
management authority in fulfilling its stated responsibilities. . . It will be the University’s 
and the telescope operators’ responsibility to ensure that procedures outlined in the 
Master Plan are followed for day-to-day management and development guidelines. 
Failure to do so could jeopardize Conservation District Use Application approvals and 
any fbture telescope development on Mauna Kea.” Under the heading “New 
Management Responsibilities,” Mr. Johns further states that “A Hilo-based review 
process, with the Board of Land and Natural Resources continuing to consider individual 
CDUAs and sublease agreements, would guide new telescope and facilities development. 
DLNR enforcement would be limited primarily to compliance with Conservation District 
Use Permit conditions and response to enforcement issues related to violations of 
Conservation District laws. .” 
Response to Comment J: 
The University of Hawai‘i’s responsibility to acquire a Conservation District Use Permit 
(CDUP) and the Federal Government’s responsibility to complete the National 
Environmental Policy Act process are separate and independent processes. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. If 
a decision is made to proceed with the Proposed Action at Mauna Kea, the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project would be bound by all terms of the NASA ROD, the National Historic 
Preservation Act Section 106 Memorandum of Agreement, and the CDUP. Each of these 
terms is enforceable either through a regulatory authority or contract. 
Response to Comment K: 
NASA acts as a funding agency to the University of Hawai‘i Institute for Astronomy (UH 
IfA) in support of research and development initiatives. Most specifically, UH IfA 
receives funds under a cooperative agreement with NASA to operate the Infi-ared 
Telescope Facility (IRTF). State agencies, particularly the Office of Mauna Kea 
Management (OMKM), have general responsibility for managing the resources of Mauna 
Kea. NASA has no authority over State lands. 
Response to Comment L: 
The causes of the apparent WEkiu bug decline between 1982 and 1997-98 are not known. 
Hypotheses include climate change, a possible long-term downward trend in winter snow 
pack depth and persistence, scientific sampling, introduction of predatory alien 
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arthropods, mechanical habitat disturbance from observatory construction, recreational 
impacts, vehicle impacts, long-term population cycles, and the possible presence of 
environmental contaminants from human activities. The most likely cause would 
probably be a Combination of some or all of the above factors. Recent trapping data from 
the ongoing Wekiu bug Baseline Monitoring effort being conducted by California 
Association for Research in Astronomy (CARA) indicates that trapping rates have 
returned to about the same level as in 1982 on Pu'u Hau'oki. 
The Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan calls for Wekiu bug habitat restoration as mitigation, to 
replace the habitat that would be displaced by on-site construction and installation of 
Outrigger Telescopes 3 and JB-5. At least 0.024 ha (0.057 ac) of habitat would be 
restored in areas disturbed by previous construction activities. The overall habitat 
displacement of the Outrigger Telescopes Project would be very small (an increase of 
about 0.06 percent), and there is potential to increase the amount of available habitat 
through restoration. See Response to Comment F. Also, please refer to Section 4.1.2.2 
and Appendices D and E for WEkiu Bug mitigation information. 
Response to Comment M: 
NASA is the nation's civil space agency, established by the National Air and Space Act 
of 1958 (Pub. L. No. 85-568, As Amended). NASA space missions and related research 
programs are conducted for peaceful, scientific purposes. NASA and the Department of 
Defense @OD) may at times have a common interest in the development of a particular 
technology. For example, DoD developed a technology called adaptive optics that is 
used for scientific studies at ground-based astronomical observatories (such as the W.M. 
Keck Observatory) to correct telescopic images for distortions caused by Earth's 
atmosphere. Additionally, DoD and NASA occasionally work together to develop a 
technology of interest to both agencies. A list of all such projects is beyond the scope of 
this EIS. 
Response to Comment N: 
See Response to Comment M. Many of the questions posed in this comment are outside 
the scope of the EIS. 
Response to Comment 0: 
The University of Hawai'i paid the fine associated with the violations and by receipt of a 
letter on October 2 1,2004 addressed to Robert McLaren, Associate Director of the UH 
IfA, from Samuel Lemmo, Administrator of the Office of Conservation and 
Environmental Affairs, it was determined that all violations have been adequately 
resolved (UH IfA 2004h). 
Response to Comment P: 
NASA has no relationship with DLNR. NASA interacts with the University of Hawai'i 
as a funding agency. See Response to Comment K. 
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Response to Comment 0: 
The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best 
available information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future astronomy-related projects, including the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project, on the hydrologic system are negligible. 
Response to Comment R: 
Section 3.1.5.2 of the EIS, provides information about mirror decoating wastewater. 
Analysis by AquaNaste Engineers in 2001 showed this wastewater to be non-hazardous, 
and it has been accepted for disposal by the public wastewater treatment plant in 
Waimea. A CARA-authorized driver transports the wastewater in sealed drums by flat- 
bed truck to W.M. Keck Observatory Headquarters in Waimea. The wastewater is 
pumped out (currently) by Bob’s Pumping Service and transported to the treatment plant. 
Response to Comment S: 
In general, observing time on research telescopes is awarded on the basis of competitive 
proposals submitted to Telescope Allocation Committees (TACs). The TACs review 
proposals on the basis of scientific merit and technical feasibility. They present the 
results of their review to a selecting official who makes the final award determinations. 
If the Outrigger Telescopes are installed at the W.M. Keck Observatory, observing time 
would be awarded through four TACs. These are the TACs operated by NASA, Caltech, 
the University of California, and the University of Hawai‘i to review proposals for 
observations at the W.M. Keck Observatory. Observers awarded telescope time 
occasionally trade that time with another observer who has also been awarded time. 
Rarely, telescope time trades are made between observatories. However, observers must 
use their assigned time for the scientific program described in their proposal. If for any 
reason they determine in advance that they cannot conduct the proposed observations, the 
time will generally be reassigned on the basis of the TAC reviews to another proposer. 
Observers do not “own” their assigned observing time; they must use it for the 
investigation proposed, and cannot transfer or “sell” their time to any other party for 
another purpose. Because telescope time is assigned in advance (in 6-month blocks at the 
W.M. Keck Observatory), there is limited ability to accommodate observers who cannot 
make their observations because of unexpected telescope or instrument down-time. As is 
the case for observers who encounter bad weather, the main recourse is to repropose for 
additional observing at a later time. The W.M. Keck Observatory Director has final 
authority over telescope time assignments. 
ResDonse to Comment T: 
NASA awards grants for educational activities competitively, essentially in the same 
manner it awards scientific research grants. Proposals to NASA for educational 
programs are peer reviewed. A selecting official then makes the final award 
determinations on the basis of the reviews. Most NASA supported programs in the 
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public schools are the result of a successful proposal to NASA by someone associated 
with that educational system. NASA also makes speakers (e.g., astronauts, scientists, 
engineers) available in response to specific requests. 
Response to Comment U: 
NASA recognizes there would be an impact associated with placing Outrigger 
Telescopes 3 and 4 in close proximity to the edge of Pu'u Hau'oki. There have been 
several design changes and mitigatioh measures adopted to minimize the disturbance to 
the surrounding area. Appendix C contains the mitigation measures that NASA proposed 
for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
Response to Comment V: 
The current electrical demand for each observatory on Mauna Kea is listed in Table 4-22 
of the EIS. The addition of the Outrigger Telescopes would increase electrical demand at 
the W.M. Keck Observatory by about 34 percent to 705 kW. See Section 4.1.8 and 
4.2.10 of the EIS for additional information. 
Response to Comment W: 
The commenter is referred to the socioeconomic sections of the EIS, see Section 3.2.10, 
4.1.9, and 4.2.1 1. The remaining questions are outside the scope of an EIS. 
Response to Comment X: 
Design of the signs would be consistent with the guidelines presented in the Mauna Kea 
Science Reserve Master Plan and conform to criteria specified in HAR 13-5-22. Before 
installation, the sign design and specifications would be submitted to both DLNR and 
OMKM for approval. See Section 2.1.3.6 of the EIS for additional information. 
ResDonse to Comment Y: 
The Outrigger Telescopes were built by EOS Technologies in Tucson, Arizona. Please 
refer io Section 2.1.3 of the EIS for information that pertains to the on-site construction 
and installation of the Outrigger Telescopes. 
ResDonse to Comment Z: 
A construction contractor has not been hired at this time. See Section 2.1.3.9 of the EIS 
for information on the number of workers that would needed to install the Outrigger 
Telescopes. The Construction Best Management Plan (BMP) is a working document 
designed to facilitate project management by developing an organizational structure that 
will guide construction management, designate who has the authority to make decisions, 
and provide a checklist to ensure compliance with all mitigating measures and conditions 
on the project. See Appendix F of the EIS to review the BMP. 
The Cultural Monitor will provide cultural orientation to individuals who are associated 
with the on-site construction and installation of the Outrigger Telescopes and who will be 
on Mama Kea. In consultation with NASA and the other Consulting Parties, CARA 
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shall develop criteria for and select an individual to be the project's Cultural Monitor. 
See the Memorandum of Agreement in Appendix B for additional information. 
Response to Comment AA: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project would result in the creation of approximately 35 
temporary jobs (construction crews, Archaeologist, Cultural Monitor, etc.) on Mauna 
Kea. It is estimated that a total of eight full-time personnel would be added to the W.M. 
Keck Observatory staff. In addition, there codd be several new technicians who would 
work on the summit. CARA would have the responsibility of hiring new personnel. 
NASA is the funding agency and does not employ any people on Mauna Kea or for 
Mauna Kea- related activities. 
Response to Comment BB: 
Section 3.1 S.2 of the EIS describes the types of materials and work activities involved in 
maintaining the W.M. Keck Observatory telescopes. Routine maintenance at the 
observatory is performed daily by the CARA facilities group in coordination with Keck 
staff. Lubrication of ball bearings throughout the observatory is also described in this 
section. The lubricant is standard industrial grease, and it is applied with a grease gun. 
The operation is performed indoors, so the grease, if spilled, does not touch soil and is 
wiped up promptly. Lubricants such as grease are also used by other telescopes, but there 
is no program to share lubricants or other chemicals routinely between observatories. 
Response to Comment CC: 
The common cleaning solution is Liqui-nox@ made by Alconox, Inc. Its use and disposal 
are described in Section 3.1.4.5 of the EIS. Section 3.1.5.2 provides substantial 
information about mirror decoating, including a list of the chemicals applied during the 
process, their hazard classification, and the nature and disposal of the resultant 
wastewater. There is no program to share these chemicals routinely between 
observatories. Analysis by AquaNaste Engineers in 2001 showed the Keck mirror 
decoating wastewater to be non-hazardous, and it has been accepted for disposal by the 
public wastewater treatment plant in Waimea. A CARA-authorized driver transports the 
wastewater to W.M. Keck Observatory Headquarters in Waimea whereupon Bob's 
Pumping Service transports it to the treatment plant. The W.M. Keck Observatory reuses 
the containers it uses to transport the wastewater. The W.M. Keck Observatory bears the 
cost of disposal. 
Response to Comment DD: 
Sections 3.1.5.2 and 4.2.6.2 of the EIS provide a substantial summary of the chemicals 
used and stored at the W.M. Keck Observatory and other observatories, respectively. 
The evaluation presented in Section 4.6.2 concludes that the impacts by hazardous 
materials have not been significant. Maximum Contaminant Levels are relevant to 
represent the maximum permissible level of a contaminant in water that is delivered to 
any user of a public water system. W.M. Keck Observatory and the other observatories 
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do not deliver water to public water-system users. Section 4.2.6.2 summarjzes the type 
and amount of chemicals stored at the observatories and Hale P6haku. The chemicals are 
stored in a manner appropriate for that material, such as in flammable products cabinets, 
corrosives storage lockers, and drums placed within spill containment pallets. Section 
4.2.6.2 also summarizes hazardous material spills and spill responses, including dates, 
associated with astronomy operations on Mauna Kea. 
Resuonse to Comment EE: 
Space missions and ground-based programs each make unique contributions to NASA's 
Origins program, particularly to the search for worlds around other stars. Detecting 
planets in orbits like those of Uranus and Neptune (periods of 84 and 165 years, 
respectively) requires observations over many decades (a significant fraction of one 
orbital period). Space missions generally have lifetimes of a decade or less. It is 
therefore not practical to detect planets with periods of several decades to more than a 
century from space. 
Connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to one or more 8- to 1 0-meter telescopes (a 
requirement of the Outrigger Telescopes Project) is also not possible in space, in part 
because the technology for such a large space telescope does not yet exist. For these 
reasons, the goals of the Outrigger Telescopes Project cannot be achieved in space. 
Response to Comment FF: 
No individual archaeological sites have been identified within the proposed Outrigger 
Telescopes Project area. Mitigation measures for cultural impacts associated with the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project are set forth in the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), 
including cultural and archaeological monitoring of the construction area, education of 
workers on site, mandatory adherence to the construction Best Management Practices 
Plan, adhering to the Burial Treatment Plan developed for this project, and general 
historic property protection measures (see Appendices B, C, and F of the EIS). Please 
refer to the MOA for additional information that pertains to the selection and role of 
Cultural Monitor. 
Resuonse to Comment GG: 
Based on best available information, NASA is not aware of any contractual relations with 
any cultural monitors in other locations. 
Response to Comment HH: 
NASA takes no position on the Constitutional obligations between the State of Hawai'i 
and Native Hawaiians. 
Response to Comment 11: 
Table 4-19 in the EIS summarizes solid waste (Le., trash) generated by each of the 
observatories and Hale P6haku on a weekly basis. Section 4.1.4.2 estimates the increase 
in solid waste generation due to operation of the Outrigger Telescopes. Sections 3.1.5.1 
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and 4.2.6.2 describe the disposal of solid waste. It is disposed of in the landfills in Hilo 
and Waikoloa. Sections 3.1.5.2 and 4.2.6.2 provide a substantial summary of the 
hazardous materials used at the W.M. Keck and other observatories, respectively. In 
addition to Unitek Solvent Services, Inc., listed in the EIS, Philips Services Corporation, 
Haztech Environmental Services, and Hawai'i Petroleum, Inc., were identified by the 
observatories as firms handling the disposal of their hazardous and industrial-type (e.g., 
used oil) waste. These wastes are transported off Mauna Kea for disposal. The waste is 
either recycled in Hawai'i or shipped to the mainland for disposal. 
Response to Comment JJ: 
Please refer to Section 4.1.7 entitled Transportation. 
Resuonse to Comment KK: 
See Response to Comment J. Members of the general public may ask DLNR for a copy 
of the CDUA or CDUP. 
Response to Comment LL: 
Please refer to Response to Comment C. 
Resuonse to Comment MM: 
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(808) 961-8366 0 Fa (808) 935-1 205 
E-mail chresdor@intupac.net 
September 30,2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ 
300 E St., SW 
NASA Headquarters 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 
Dear Dr. Pilcher: 
Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Outrigger Telescopes Project - 
Mauna Kea Science Reserve, Tsland of Hawai‘i. 
We would like to take this opportunity to comment on the referenced Draft EIS, 
specifically Section 4.1.8.2, Impacts of the Outrigger Telescopes Project on Utilities and 
Services. 
In discussing the operational impacts of the outriggers, it is indicated that estimated 
demand for each outrigger telescope is 30 kW and that total demand for the W.M. Keck 
Observatory site would increase by 34% to about 705 kW, an amount that would have no 
impact on the electricaI supply system at the Keck site. While this may be the case, thqe  
will, of come ,  be an increase in the elcctrical dcmand from HELGO’s grid and, 
coxcspondingly, the power generating units across the island most of which are fossil 
fueled. The combined power demands of the Keck observatories together with the other 
telescopes located on Mauna Kea currently amounts EO 2,230 kW, making the Mauna Kea 
Science Reserve one of the largest consumers of elecmcity on the Big Island. 
The Mauna Kea Science Reserve is also one of the best locations in the nation for average 
daily insotation, making it an ideal site for the generation of electricity using photovoltaic 
IpV) systems. We therefore recommend that NASA consider installing a PV system at 
Halc Pohaku. At the minimum this could be B small system designed to offset the 
daytime usage of the visitor center. This would demonstrate NASA’s awareness of the 
bcnefits of renewable energy derived directly from the sun, our nearest star, and also serve 
t o  educate the public about photovoltaic power generation, a technology owing much of 
its initial development to NASA’s early space program. 
Hawai’i Counly IS an Equal Opponunity Provider and Employer 
A more ambitious project would be to install a much larger system to generate ;I 
significant fraction of the total usage at the Mauna Kea Science Reserve. If all the 
observatorics contributed to this instalhion, each could benefit proportionately. 
assuming I-IFLCO is amcnable to offsetting the observatories’ nighttime demand with the 
daytime power production of the photovoltaic system ~A 
impacts of the telescopes. IB We hope that NASA is able to make a commitment to mceting a significant portion of its clcctricity needs by using solar potvcr- Th is  would reduce expensive oil imports to the Big Island, delay the nccd to build another power plant to mcct increasing demands on the grid, and effectively demonstrate NASA’s commitment to minimizing thc environmental 
We thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIS. 
Yoms d y ,  
Raymond Carr Ph,D. 
Energy Coordinator. 
C.C. Jane Testa, Director 
Harry Kim, Mayor 
Raymond Carr 
County of Hawai'i 
Department of Research and Development 
September 30,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
The W.M. Keck Observatory studied the viability of a photovoltaic system to support 
electrical demand. To produce a significant amount of power, the system would have to 
cover most of the observatory and carport roof with solar panels, about 200 in total. 
According to an insolation survey, the system would produce about 154,000 kW-hours of 
power per year. This is about 5 percent of the Observatory's total consumption of 
2,857,000 kW-hours last year. 
The Outrigger Telescopes are expected to increase power demand at the W.M. Keck 
Observatory by about 34 percent. This corresponds to additional power usage of about 
900,000 kW-hours per year. A photovoltaic solar power system would produce about 
154,000 kW-hours of power per year which is only a small fraction (1 7 percent) of the 
additional power required for the Outrigger Telescopes. 
The W.M. Keck Observatory chose not to pursue this project for two reasons. 
0 It was not clear that the proposed panels could withstand a 100-year 
storm. 
0 Cost savings were minimal. 
Since adequate power is available through the existing Hawaiian Electric Light Company 
(HELCO) service, and because there are serious issues associated with ensuring that a 
solar power system can survive and function under the severe conditions at the summit of 
Mauna Kea, this option was not considered further. 
However, your recommendations have been forwarded to the University of Hawai'i for 
further consideration. 
Response to Comment B: 
Your comments are respectfully noted. 
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TO. Dr. Carl Pilcher 
Outrigger Telescopes Project 
Astronomy and Physics Division 
Office of Space Science 
FROM: Clarence Ching 
DATE: October 30,2002 
SUBJECT: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement for The Outrigger 
Telescopes Project 
Dr. Pilcher, 
The following comments are timely filed on behalf of my individual self for the Subject purposes. My 
comments will be made somewhat as you have listed in Executive Summary, pp. xiii to xxv. 
I. THEPROJECT 
As it is stated, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (hereinafter referred to as “EIS”) is being made 
“to support decision-making on whether to fund the on-site construction, installation, and operation of the 
outrigger Telescopes Project.” And that “No final action will be taken by NASA regarding funding for the 
on-site construction, installation, and operation of the Outrigger Telescopes until the decision-making 
process under the National Environmental Policy Act has been completed.” 
However, THE Outrigger Telescopes Project is one that includes, as an essential operating component, 
light gathering devices known as a lenses7 or telescopes. Said optical components are essential parts of the 
system as the project is described - The Outrigger Telescopes Project. Without optics, there is NO 
Outrigger Telescope Project. 
Therefore, it is imperative that the optical parts of the proposed system be an essential component of this 
EIS. Without telescope systems, there is NO Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
However, probably by intent, the optical component(s) have been bifurcated out of this EIS. This is the 
product of a fatal decision made by administrators of this Project. Such a position, taken arbitrarily, is a 
deception, misrepresentation, or fraud in the undertaking of this project. 
It is fairly common knowledge that the construction of the telescopes for the project have already been 
completed. In light of the restriction for funding until after a final decision has been made as a conclusion 
of this EIS process, because funds have already been spent on the telescopes, an essential and integral part 
of this project, a major violation of this EIS process, challengeable in court, has aiready taken place. 
That the telescopes have been bifinrcated out of the EIS also shows a lack of good faith in the scope and 
depth that NASA assumably should have in carrying out this EIS process. 
11. INTERFEROMETER COMPONENTS ALREADY IN PLACE 
In meeting the requirements and objectives for its being, NASA needs to utilize telescopes of high 
resolution. Interferometry, the Combination of two or more telescopes optically and electronically 
connected to act as one “big” telescope7 is critical technology for obtaining such resolution. The Outrigger 
Telescopes are designed, by increasing the baseline, the distance between the lenses, and thus converting 
the Keck Telescopes into one “super-large” interfmmetry instrument. 
A 
B 
However, the components of an even larger, and by implication one with finer resolution, intefimmeter 
(than using the Outriggers) is already present on Mauna Kea. Connecting the other existing observatories 
would solve the problem. But this possibility, which should be included here, has been left out of this EIS. 
While the necessary sohea r  to integrate this “super” interferometer is not yet in existence, the . 
technology to make the interferometer involving the implementation of the “Outriggers” is unproven at this 
point too. An additional consideration is that, and this might even be conjecture, that the twin Keck’s 
working in tandem has not been lW? perfected either. 
III. “HE USE OF THE TERM “PREVIOUSLY DISTURBED” Is DISINGENUOUS. 
While it may be argued that the ground that the Droposed Outrigger Telescope Project has already been 
“previously disturbed” is disingenuous. Such attempted use begs the question. For example, in preparing 
the site for the two Keck Telescopes, the surrounding land had to be cleared, if only for parking. However, 
that “clearing” is now being used as justification for minimizing any “new” damage because it has already 
been damaged. 
If every approved project includes some circumstantial clearing, then that clearing will pave the way for 
the next expansion. Such an argument can be used ad infinitem until the entire area is covered by 
telescopes. 
Such a specious argument denotes a defect in westem-style thinking. 
From my point of view, and this point of view is operational for me and my religious beliefs, the removal 
of 30 plus feet of the top of Pu’uHauoki was a desecration. Further disturbance of this so-called 
“previously disturbed” area, in my book, IS further desecration. 
western views arq restricted to a two-dimensional outlook and involving tangible qualities. in my h a k a  
maoli (Hawaiian) point of view, sacredness of the ‘aina (land) is three-dimensional and includes intangible 
qualities. 
Therefore, the tremendous volume of removed pu’u, that has been somewhat replaced by the two Keck 
Telescopes, continues to be sacred. In other words, removal of the pu’u did not remove the sacredness of 
the space that was created. And, the “neww excavation necessary for the foundations for the Outriggers will 
be further desecration in such a three-dimensional orientation. Therefore, the foundation excavations, 
according to my cosmology, is indeed further substantial desecration of the pu’u. 
However, “cumulative impact” is defined by the National Environmental Policy Act (hereinah referred 
to as “NEPA”) as “impacts on the environment that results from the incremental impact of the action when 
added to other past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency or person 
undertakes such other actions.” 
In this case, the former incremental impact of the “leveling” of Pu’uHauoki was an enormously 
horrendous desecration. When the definition of “cumulative impact’’ is taken into effect, the addition of a 
relatively small area far the four to six Outrigger Telescopes, albeit three-dimensional, of incremental 
impact, when added to substantial “past” desecration, results in a gargantuan “cumulative” impact that is 
unarguably unacceptable. 
It is NOT the small incremental impact of the Outriggers that is‘important, it is the “addition” of that 
“small” incremental impact to the former gigantic impact, that is operational. Such a compilation amounts 
to a significantly unacceptable impact. 
IV. THE CUMULATIVE IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES 
The fact that cultural re.~~urces were impacted to a great degree with the construction of the two Keck 
Telescopes is beyond argument. If permits to build the Keck’s telescopes were to be attained at this time, 
there is no question that the significant impacts accompanying such construction would scuttle the project. 
Some of the negative cultural qualies that the Kecks would have affected include, but are not limited by 
1) access for viewing the alignments of certain heavenly bodies and their associated movements, 2) the loss . 
of opportunities for daily ritual involving Kdcahau’ula, and 3) the ability to view the physical form of the 
goddess Poli’ahu without interference. 
The claimed small incremental adverse impact of the Outriggers, when added to the Jarge past impact 
results, in applying the NEPA ”cumdative impact” definition, is an outrageously large adverse impact. 
V. SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS OF WEKIU BUG HABITAT 
The obliteration of superb Wekiu Bug habitat by the initial destruction of the top of Pu’uHauoki was 
significantly large and adverse. 
7. While it is argued that construction of the Outrigger Telescopes would result in an %o” significant impacts on biological resources, by implementing the NEPA “cum~ative impact” definition, the actual result is an outrageously large adverse impact. 
While NASA argues that any adverse impacts involving construction of the Outrigger Telescopes would 
be mitigated by habitat restoration, there is NO assurance that such habitat restoration will be successfuI. 
While NASA relies on the plan being developed in conjunction with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and 
“other scientists familiar with Wekiu bug ecology,” there are other scientists who disagree. Frank Howarth 
and Fred Stone, two prominent entomoIogists who have worked on the bug, are in opposition to the 
proposed restoration plan. It is misrepresentation, deceit, andor fraud to have completely ignored these 
scientists in promoting the supposed likelihood that the restoration plan is assumably completely workable 
and would result in actual habitat restoration. 
On the other hand, the EIS is noticeably vacant in any assessments of bugs other than the Wekiu. It is a 
fairly common expectation that there are other bugs and insects on the mountain and in the vicinity of the 
Kecks that do exist. No comprehensive study of them has taken place and the EIS surely overlooks them. 
A comprehensive survey of insecta in the project and surrounding area results in a significantly deficient 
EIS. 
VI. THE EIS IS DEFICIENT IN DISCUSSING WASTE MANAGEMENT 
It was of great interest that Mr. Nance, who was deemed a qualified hydrology expert in the Conservation 
District Use Permit (hereider referred to a “CDUP”) contested case, stated that he searched for but could 
not find any evidence at Waiki’i, a community located on the lower slopes of Mauna Kea, of detrimental 
substances that presumably came fiom astronomy installations. While such a discovery would be 
astronomically improbable, like finding the proverbial needle in a haystack, there has been no attempt made 
to carry out such assessments at the “souTce)y of possible contamination. 
On the other hand, the substances allowed to be injected into the mountain have to go some place. While 
transmission through subterranean channels may be relatively very slow, sooner or later, these substances 
will show up. That contamination of this island’s water supply, no matter how infinitesimal, is still 
contamination. 
As far as can be ascertained, there have been no assessments at the point where such substances 
wouldcould initially get into the ground. This is an important issue that needs to be reconsidered. How 
can NASA claim that there are no detrimental substances going into the ground when there have been no 




In fact the EIS is probably deficient in that raw sewage, until a year or so ago, was si1 permitted to enter 
the principal acquifer that the Keck Telescopes are situated over. Now that septic tanks and/or cesspools 
have been installed, the assumption is made that there is no detrimental substances going into the water 
table. If this is so, then I challenge NASA officials to partake of an effluent cocktail fiom that that is now 
being disposed of into the mountain. 
On the other hand, because human excrement is so distastefbl in the realm of kanaka maoli culture, 
allowing even treated sewage to enter the mountain is a mere desecration, and something to be avoided at 
all cost. Such practice is a big insult to the Hawaiian culture -the proverbial slap in the b. However, if 
water used in telescope facilities must be trucked up the mountain, it wouldn’t be such a difficult thing to 
truck human and other wastes thereby generated to be taken down the mountain. The EIS is deficient in 
any discussion of this matter. 
So, I am proposing that ALL waste water be trucked down the mountain. Will NASA take full 
responsibility to adopt rules and procedures that will guarantee that no fiuther desecration encompassing 
any form of human waste take place on Mauna Kea? 
VII. THE SUGGESTION THAT THE 2000 MKSR MASTER PJAN, IS CONTROLLING IS 
ERRONEOUS. 
The statement is made (on page xviii): “The Outrigger Telescopes Project would be consistent with uses 
permitted in the Astronomy Precinct of the Mauna Kea Science Reserve and with the 2000 MKSR Master 
Plan.” 
Officially speaking, for purposes of applicable administrative rules (of the Hawaii State Board of Land 
and Natural Resources), there is NOT an Astronomy Precinct and NOT a viable 2000 MKSR Master Plan. 
While the University of Hawaii, through its Institute for Astronomy, administers all astronomic activities 
on Mauna Kea, the Astronomy Precinct, fkom BLNR’s standpoint, does not exist. 
Additionally, any reference to the 2000 MKSR Master Plan that creates an illusion that it controls what 
happens on the mountain is purely fiction. This is another attempt to use misrepresentation, deceit, and/or 
fraud to justify the use of THIS EIS for vaiid decision making. 
The attempted conhion of a number of master plans and management plans have created a smokescreen 
that inhibits an honest and valid EIS process. To be validly considered (for instance in the maximum 
allowable numbers of telescopes on the mountain), by statutory requirement, THE “Master Plan” must be 
one that has been approved by BLNR. The 2000 MKSR Master Plan has not been approved by BLNR, 
Therefoc its mention in the EIS merely provides a smokescreen in attempting to inject some kind of 
validity into this EJS process. This is ethically shamehl and a Violation of the principal of good faith. 
WI. NASA HAS NO VALID STANDING IN THE HAWAII STATE CDUP PROCESS. 
While the University of Hawaii’s Institute for Astronomy is the  applicant,^' assumably with its joint 
venturers that includes NASA, for a Conservation District Use Permit (hereinafter r e f d  to as “CDUP“), 
the truth is that NASA is not a legal member of the so-called joint venture. 
The precedent has been set in the Keck I and Keck I1 construction procedures. BEFORE each of the 
separate Keck projects took place, there was an “Operational Agreement” entered into by ALL parties. 
However, in the case of the Outrigger Telescopes, the subject of this EIS, there is NO such Operational 
Agreement in existence. Therefore, NASA is NOT a legal party to the CDUA that is before the BLNR. 
This fact, because it is of utmost importance to contraaural and other requirements of the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project is a major impediment. And its absence in this EIS discussion is a material deficiency. 
M. ~ O ~ R C ~ ~ ~ A ~ D ~ ~ N ~  
That the present Keck Observatories sublease extends to the year 2033, the date of tefmination of the 
general lease, all reasonably foreseeable cumulative impacts fiom past, present and fiaure actions must be 
noted (see NEPA definition on "cumulative impacts"). 
IM Monitoring Wekiu bug habitat only during actual construction of the Outrigger Telescopes Project is short-sighted. Monitoring and reporting of Wekiu survival should continue for the entire life of the proposed project. Therefore, such "monitor" studies should be projected until 2033. 
On the other hand, there is a possibility that the facilities being proposed here will have to be torn down at 
the termination of the sublease in 2033. However, there is no such mention or plans for implementation of 
such deconstruction in the Draft EIS. These plans MUST be included in the EIS. Failure to do so would 
result in the EIS being materially deficient. Z l "  
X FULL CONSIDERATION OF THE CANARY ISLAND ALTERNATIVE MUST BE 
CONSIDERED. 
The existence of a valid and non-controversial alternative to locating the. Outrigger Telescopes Project to 
the Gran Telescopio de Canarias, in Spain's Canary Islands, should be given 1 1 1  consideration and priority. 
Because there are no significant adverse cultuml and/or biological impacts, serious consideration to locate 
1 0  
the Project to the Canary Islands seems to be the path of least resistance. 
While losing the Outrigger Telescopes Project to the Canary Islands may mean some negative impacts to 
the economic situation on Hawai'i Island, economic impact is not one of the eight criteria to be considered 
in granting or denying BLNR's CDUA process. 
XI. CONCLUSION 
The Draft EIS has numerous shortcomings as noted in these comments. Said comments should be noted 
and addressed in the forthcoming Final EIS. The ball is now in your court. 
However, with the myriad substantial cumulative impacts expected by due consideration of the comments 
herein on the h f t  EIS, the Outrigger Telescopes Project SHOULD definitely be re-located to the Canary 
Islands. 




Response to Comment A: 
The Outrigger Telescopes and their enclosures were designed and ordered shortly after funding 
became available in 1998. This was necessary because it was recognized that it would take 4-5 
years for the Telescopes and their enclosures to be completed. NASA is giving full 
consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger Telescopes Project’s 
technical and programmatic requirements (i. e., the Gran Telescopio Canarias site on the island of 
La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced Science Option and the No- 
Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. No 
decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has been completed. 
NASA’s decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). 
Present plans anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s fmal decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with 
the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
Response to Comment B: 
The proposed Optical Hawaiian Array for Nano-Radian Astronomy (OHANA) Project would 
connect the existing observatories on Mauna Kea (see Section 4.2.2 of the EIS). 
The OHANA and the Outrigger Telescopes Projects would achieve different science. With the 
very long baselines, OHANA would have a different (much higher) angular resolution, not as 
well suited to the planet-formation-related science as the Outrigger Telescopes. Also, while 
OHANA would achieve high sensitivity by combining large telescopes, it would always be 
limited in the number of telescopes available given the tremendous scheduling issues involved. 
Also, due to limitations of fiber optic communication technology, OHANA would be more 
limited than the Outrigger Telescopes. Finally, the astrometry program requires almost 
continuous nightly observations - that would never be possible with OHANA. 
ResDonse to Comment 6: 
The format for the cumulative impacts analysis was derived from and is consistent with the 
definition of cumulative impacts found in Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidance. 
CEQ defines cumulative impacts as the incremental environmental impacts of the action when 
added to other “past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions. . .” (See 40 CFR 
1508.7). The EIS acknowledges that from a cumulative perspective, the impact of past, present, 
and reasonably foreseeable future activities on cultural and biological resources is substantial, 
adverse, and significant. 
Response to Comment D: 




ResDonse to Comment E: 
The EIS acknowledges that from a cumulative perspective, the impact of past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future activities on biological resources on Mauna Kea is substantial and 
adverse. 
ResDonse to Comment F: 
The WEkiu bug studies have been conducted by a qualified entomologist. The mitigation 
measures were reviewed and approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and 
follow all the recommendations given in previow Mauna Kea Science Reserve arthropod 
assessments (Howarth and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). 
In a letter regarding the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W.M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger 
Telescopes Project at Mama Kea, the USFWS states “The Service [USFWS] supports the 
recommendations in the WBMP [WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan] to minimize project impacts to 
endemic arthropods on the Mauna Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude 
environment from alien species introductions, garbage generation and collection, and visitor 
use. . . We believe each of the recommendations made in the WBMP will greatly minimize the 
possibility of negative impact to the wekiu bug habitat.” See Volume 11, Appendix A, for the 
letter from USFWS/Henson (USFWS 2000). 
The U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) submitted a comment letter on the DEIS stating “It is 
apparent from this DEIS that considerable thought and effort have been given to minimizing 
impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and around the proposed construction area. At present, only 
about 800 square feet of habitat will be disturbed during construction. In addition, the Wekiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan and the WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan address additional concerns on impacts 
for the OT construction activities.” See the USDOI comment letter from Patricia Sanderson Port 
located in this Appendix. 
In addition, the USDOI letter states “These plans outline actions to minimize all identified 
impacts, describe a program to restore lost habitat at a ratio of 3: 1, and systematically monitor 
long-term changes in wekiu bug populations in the area near the construction site. While habitat 
restoration for the wekiu bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the 
proposed actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly minimize impacts to the 
bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and ecology.” 
Resoonse to Comment G: 
Detailed quantitative information about the ten other native arthropods that are thought to be 
residents of the summit of Mauna Kea is unavailable. These arthropods are new to science and 
have not been described as species. However, the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan addresses all of 
the potential stresses to the natural ecosystem on the summit of Mauna Kea from the proposed 
Outrigger Telescopes Project and would reduce potential impacts on the other native Hawaiian 
arthropods present as well. In addition, of the ten other native arthropods found within the 
summit area, six have also been found in the Area Below the Summit Area Cinder Cones 
(Howarth and others 1999). Any impact to these arthropods would be similar and likely 
proportionate to any impact to the WEkiu bug. The remaining four arthropods, which include 




Area Cinder Cones (Howarth and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). However, it is 
unlikely that the Outrigger Telescopes Project would have any reasonably foreseeable significant 
adverse effect on these species. See Sections 3.1.3.1,3.1.3.2, and 4.1.2.2 for more details. 
Response to Comment H: 
No measurable groundwater contamination can result from the disposal of wastewater at the 
summit, as shown by the hydrologic analysis done as part of the cumulative impacts analysis in 
the EIS (see Section 4.1.3). The same analysis shows that wastewater from the observatories 
cannot reach Lake Waiau. All disposal of wastewater is done through State-approved septic 
systems. No hazardous materials are disposed of through the septic systems, but rather are 
trucked down by licensed and State-approved contractors. 
The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best available 
scientific information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future astronomy-related projects, including the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project, on the hydrologic system are negligible. 
Response to Comment I: 
The text of the EIS was modified to reflect the disposal of sewage through septic systems 
contributing to an adverse impact on cultural resources. See Section 4.1.1.2 for more details. 
Response to Comment J: 
The proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project would use the W.M. Keck Observatory’s existing 
sewage disposal system and offsite mirror decoating wastewater disposal practices, if NASA 
selects the Mauna Kea site, The W.M. Keck Observatory currently retains a licensed septic 
waste hauler to pump out the digested bio-solid sludge from the septic system every six months 
for disposal off site at an approved treatment facility. It is not within NASA’s jurisdiction to 
require that all wastewater be trucked down the mountain. However, NASA has forwarded your 
request to the University of Hawai‘i for consideration. 
Response to Comment K: 
NASA recognizes the Mauna Kea Science Reserve (MKSR) Master Plan which was approved by 
the University of Hawaii Board of Regents on June 16,2000 (UH 2000b). On February 2,2000, 
Governor Benjamin J. Cayetano accepted the MKSR Master Plan Final Environmental Impact 
Statement (MKSR FEIS) as satisfactorily fulfilling the requirements of Chapter 343, Hawaii 
Revised Statutes (State of Hawai‘i 2000). The MKSR FEIS contains a November 2,1999 
comment letter from the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) signed by Timothy 
Johns, Chairperson, in which he states DLNR’s position regarding the Master Plan. “The 
Department of Land and Natural Resources would continue to review each situation in the 
context of a Conservation District Use Application. . . DLNR’s acceptance and consideration of 
applications for new uses, such as telescopes, will be contingent upon implementation of the 
local design review process and more generally, the performance of the local management 
authority in fulfilling its stated responsibilities. . . It will be the University’s and the telescope 
operators’ responsibility to ensure that procedures outlined in the Master Plan are followed for 




Conservation District Use Application approvals and any future telescope development on 
Mauna Kea.” Under the heading ‘‘New Management Responsibilities,” Mr. Johns further states 
that “A Hilo-based review process, with the Board of Land and Natural Resources continuing to 
consider individual CDUAs and sublease agreements, would guide new telescope and facilities 
development. DLNR enforcement would be limited primarily to compliance with Conservation 
District Use Permit conditions and response to enforcement issues related to violations of 
Conservation District laws.. .” 
ResDonse to Comment L: 
NASA agrees that they are not a party to the Conservation District Use Permit (CDW). The 
University of Hawai‘i’s responsibility to acquire a CDUP and the Federal Government’s 
responsibility to complete the National Environmental Policy Act process are separate and 
independent processes. 
ResDonse to Comment M: 
The WEkiu Bug Mitigation and Monitoring Plans include clearly stated objectives and a 
discussion of systematic monitoring (Appendix D and E reference the Plans). California 
Association for Research in Astronomy (CAM) would implement the WEkiu Bug Mitigation 
and Monitoring Plans and habitat restoration. The restored habitat would be monitored quarterly 
by a qualified entomologist for 18 months following completion of the proposed habitat 
restoration to determine if the WEkiu Bug reestablishes itself in those areas. Monitoring of 
WEkiu Bug populations would continue semiannually for no less than five years following 
completion of the construction of the Outrigger Telescopes, and on an annual basis thereafier for 
the term of the CDUP. Progress reports on the monitoring results will be submitted 
semiannually to the DLNR, Office of M a w  Kea Management (OMKM), USFWS, and the 
Bishop Museum for no less than five years following completion of construction of the Outrigger 
Telescopes, and on an annual basis thereafter for the term of the CDUP. 
Long-term monitoring of the entire Mauna Kea Science Reserve is recommended in the Mauna 
Kea Science Reserve Master Plan Final Environmental Impact Statement, and is the 
responsibility of the University of Hawai‘i. Your comment will be referred to the University of 
Hawai‘i. 
Response to Comment N: 
The End of Lease event in 2033 could result in a variety of outcomes. The State of Hawai‘i, 
through its Board of Land and Natural Resources and the University of Hawai‘i, will decide 
upon a course of action at the expiration of this lease. The potential impacts associated with the 
decommissioning and demolition of the observatories on Mauna Kea are addressed in Section 
4.2.15.2 of the EIS. 
Response to Comment 0: 
See Response to Comment A. 
G-97 
From: Clarence Ching 
Date: Mon, 20 Sep 2004 
Subject: Another Viable Alternative to the Outrigger Telescopes 
To: Carl.B.Pilcher@nasa.gov 
Dr. Pilcher, 
Please add this article, or its practical contents, to the Final EIS that you are preparing. The 
alternative provided by this "new" location seems to be extremely viable. Additionally, the 
telescopes, of the correct dimension, already built for this project can easily be substituted to this 
new location and proposed project. 
Along with the other reasonably viable alternative in the Canary Islands, and, on the other 
hand, the cumulative impacts, taken together, of the total numbers of "small cumulative," "small 
and not significant," "small incremental," "substantial," "substantial and positive," "adverse and 
significant," and "substantial" impacts of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
activities, is prohibitive. No amount of mitigation can adequately and/or feasibly just@ this 
project. 
Clarence Ching 
Clarence Ching (2) 
September 20,2004 
Mr. Ching’s attached article entitled “Antartica deemed perfect for stargazing” published in 
Nature magazine was not reproduced in the EIS because of copyright issues. 
************** 
Your comments are respectfblly noted. 
G-99 
Joseph Connolly, 9/30/04 3:30 PM -0400, Comments on the draft JUS 1 
X-Info: ODIN / NASA Glenn Research Center 
X-Sender: caconno@popserve.grc.nasa.gov 
Date: Thu, 30 Sep 2004 15:30:28 -0400 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
From: Joseph Connolly <Joseph.W.Connolly@grc.nasa.gov> 
Subject: Comments on the draft EIS 
Cc: James.B.Jackson@nasa.gov, Avis.V.Hudson@nasa.gov, aw@grc,nasa.gov, 




X-Virus-Scanned: by NASA Headquarters Spam Firewall at mail.hq.nasa.gov 
Dear Carl B. Pilcher, 
In response to the environmental impacts survey for the Outrigger Telescopes Project 
the Native American Advisory Council of NASA Glenn Research Center has responded to 
your invitation for comments. In the attached word document our comments on the 
project are express and signed by the members of our advisory counci1:Our group 
would like to receive copies of future environmental planning documents on the 
proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project. Thank you for allowing us the oppurtunity to 
freely express our opinion. If you have any question please do not hesitate to ask. 
Take care, 
Joseph W. Connolly 
Aerospace Engineer 
NASA Glenn Research Center 
21000 Brookpark Road, MS 54-5 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
(216) 433-8728 
NAAC EIS Comment.doc 
Printed for otpeis <otpeis@nasa.gov> 1 
September 28,2004 
Att: Carl B. Pilcher 
Program Executive 
Science Mission Directorate 
Universe Division 
NASA Headquarters 
300 E Street SW 
Washington, D.C. 20546-0001 
Fax: 202-358-3096 
e-mail: otDeisbnasa.aov 
Dear Carl B. Pilcher, 
The Native American Advisory Council of the NASA Glenn Research Center has recently been 
made aware of Indigenous peoples land issues pertaining to the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
As Native Americans working for NASA our group has prided ourselves in the great 
accomplishments NASA has made in advancing education in our area communities and 
reservation communities. We are now trying to get involved in reaching out to tribal colleges 
through teleconferencing and web casting, possibilities that we feel can greatly advance Native 
American youth. Needless to say, when we heard that the Jet Propulsion Laboratory was 
sponsoring a project that would further develop and infringe upon sacred lands of the Native 
Hawaiians we had some concerns. 
Observatory site iocated within the Astronomy Precinct of the Mauna Kea Science Reserve on 
the island of Hawai'i could have very adverse effects on Natie Hawaiian cultural practices and I A  
The further development of four, and possibly six Outrigger Telescopes at the W.M Keck 
the surrounding environment. This project will not only have its own harmful effects, but also 
encourage further development of Mauna Kea, as members of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs has 
expressed. In an article by the Honolulu Advertiser, "Rival emerges for Mauna Kea telescope 
project," members of the Hawai'i Island Economic Development Board expressed that the 
decision of NASA to further develop at Mauna Kea could have an impact on the future 
development of the National Science Foundation Working Group's proposed Thirty Meter 
Telescope. 
One of our advisory council's concerns is that there could be a lack of adequate investigation into 
the ramification of further developing Mauna Kea. It has already-been demonstrated that NASA 
has pushed ahead rapidly in this project without doing an adequate assessment. The US. District 
Judge Susan Oki Mollway ruled that NASA's claim of no signifiwnt environmental impact 
resulting from the Outrigger project is flawed. We concur w'Rh Judge Mollway's quote in the article 
"Judge reject's NASA's telescope impact survey" in the Honolulu Advertiser stating that "the court 
specifically holds that the present EA does not adequately consider the impact of development of 
actions." It is our impression that NASA has not currently looked into its precedent setting actior, 
the outrigger telescope site when added to other past, present and reasonably foreseeable 
of further developing this sacred site. 
1. 
IC 
Despite NASA's insistence on no significant environmental impact many Native Hawaiians like 
Mikahala Roy have stated "I am repeating what I and other Hawaiians have said before: no 
further development on Mauna Kea. Construction has done irreparable damage to our sacred 
mountain." (USA Today, "Hawaiians speak out against Mauna Kea telescope project") Stated in 
your Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Outrigger Telescope Project NASA has a 
central Mission with three components: 
1. To understand and protect our home planet 
2. To explore the universe and search for life 
3. To inspire the next generation of explorers 
While the development of the outrigger on Mauna Kea will accomplish the second component of 
the NASA mission, it comes at the expense of the other two components. This project is hurting 
our home planet, mother earth, by further desecrating sacred land. Mauna Kea is the place where 
sky and earth come together and is the place of creation for many Native Hawaiian cultures. By 
showing this disrespect for our home planet we are disenfranchising the next generation of future 
explorers. 
It is our recommendation that the alternate location of the Outrigger Telescope Project at the 
Canary Islands would be able to meet all of the components of NASA's central mission. While 
NASA engineers might have to prove their ingenuity and excellence in scientific study once again 
to get equal performance out of the telescope if placed at the Canary islands, we are sure that 
NASA will uphold the motto of, "For the betterment of all." We are confident that NASA will do 
what is best for all and not simply the majority, as developing upon the sacred land of the Native 
Hawaiian people is certainly not "For the betterment of all". 
Sincerely, 
The Native American Advisory Council of NASA Glenn 
Members : 
Avis V Hudson 
James B Jackson 
Emye L Benavage 
Kelly L Hall 
Allen Wilkinson 
Mark W Manthey 
Jeremy John 
Joseph W Connolly 
NASA GI- Research Center 
21000 Brookpark Road 




NASA Glenn Research Center 
September 30,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
See Section 4.1 regarding potential impacts on Native Hawaiian cultural practices and the 
surrounding environment. 
Response to Comment B: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project is separate and independent &om any reasonably 
foreseeable development on Mauna Kea. All fhture proposed projects on Mauna Kea 
would be subject to the terms and conditions of the June 2000 Mauna Kea Science 
Reserve Master Plan and State compliance requirements including the Conservation 
District Use Permitting process. 
Response to Comment C: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project EIS acknowledges that the overall cumulative impact 
of all past, present, and reasonably foreseeable activities is substantial, adverse and 
significant, and that the Outrigger Telescopes Project would add a small incremental 
impact (See Section 4.2.16). However, the Outrigger Telescopes Project is taking a 
number of mitigation measures to ensure that the incremental impact is as small as 
possible. 
Response to Comment D: 
NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project’s technical and programmatic requirements (i. e., the Gran Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the 
Reduced Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a 
description of the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
No fmal decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has 
been completed. NASA’s decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record 
of Decision (ROD). Present plans anticipdte that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s final decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go 
forward with the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the 
EIS. In addition to environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors 
include, but are not necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific 
capability of the telescope array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges 
involved in connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), 
schedule, and cost. 
G-103 
LINDA LINGLE 
GOVERNOR OF HAWll 
DEP D ~A~~~ ~ E ~ O U R ~ ~ ~  
DIVISION OF FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
1151 PUNCHBOWL STREET 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96823 
Se2tember 29,2004 
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Mr. Carl Pilcher 
Science Mission Directorate 
National Aeronautics & Space Administration Headquarters 
300 E Street, South West 
Washington, D.C. 20546-001 
Dear Mr. Pilcher: 
Subject : Request for Comments: Draft Federal Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project, Mauna Kea Science Reserve, Island of Hawai’i 
(Volumes I & 11). 
The Division of Forestry & Wildlife (DOFAW) has reviewed the subject document 
regarding impacts the project may have on adjacent DOFAW-management lands and programs. 
We are providing corrections, comments, and recommendations for your consideration. 
The summit of Mauna is the only known home of the Wekiu bug (Nysius wekiuicoZa), 
and is recognized by the US Fish & Wildlife Service as a Candidate Species. The proposed 
telescope construction could further alter a portion of the Wekiu bug’s habitat. Although there 
are plans to do some habitat restoration, there are still many unknowns concerning the Wekiu 
bug’s biology, range, and habitat requirements, not to mention the status and distribution of 
remaining populations. This data is necessary to determine whether there is sufficient 
information to propose the Wekiu bug for listing as an Endangered Species, or to take steps to 
manage the entire summit so as not to cause further decline to Wekiu bug numbers. In so doing, 
there would be protection of the other rare native plants and animals (including arthropods and 
lichens) as well as the State Historic Preservation Division’s mandates for protection of 
Hawaiian cultural sites. 
Mauna Kea is considered to be one of the most sacred and important places and cultural 
landscapes in Hawaiian culture. The summit cinder cone complex was historically known as 




There appear to be numerous typographical errors in Volume I, such as section 3-3, right 
column, 12* line down, “Visitor” should be plural, and there should be some recommended time 
interval for visitors to remain at Hale Pohaku for acclimatization. Section 3-5, right column, it is 
Mauna Kea Ice Age Natural (not ‘Wational”) Area Reserve (NAR). Also, section 8-3, it is Betsy 
Gagne not “Gagney”, under individuals consulted. 
The NAR is adjacent to the Science Reserve and one small separate portion, Pu‘u 
Pohaku, is immediately adjacent to the Astronomy Precinct, the area designated for Astronomy, 
with the remaining Science Reserve considered to be a buffer zone. DOFAW has concerns that 
all activities involved with construction and operations be conducted in such a manner that no 
harm is done to the NAR (Chapter 195, H R S )  and surrounding lands, including Mauna Kea 
Forest Reserve, also adjacent to the Science Reserve. 
Section 3-19 addresses native arthropods, but there should be mention of introduced 
arthropods such as a predatory Linyphiid spider. Entomologists are concerned that improperly 
inspected gear (including personal gear of astronomers and staff) as well as construction 
materials are potential avenues for further unwelcome introductions that might harm Wekiu bug 
populations in particular. 
7 
7 
In section 3-27, the Kamehameha butterfly has been proposed as Sate Insect, but has not 
been officially recognized as yet by the State Legislature. 
Volume I1 has a number of different fonts and headings in the Burial Treatment Plan both 
in upper and lower case and variations, making it difficult to follow organization of this very 
important section. On page 18, “MAUna Kea” as a heading is an example of this concern. On 
page 19 there is a large space between lines at the bottom of the first paragraph, and again on 
page 21 there are more upper and lower case, font and style differences that do not serve to 
clarify headings. 
On page 23, there should be more details under the “during construction” section if you 
are going to indicate there are actions; but then list only 1. with no 2.,3., and so on. 
The Final Federal Environmental Impact Statement should include any new information 
on Wekiu bug status, additional sampling techniques, and results fiom data loggers. DOFAW 
would appreciate direct contact with project ands site managers and any monitors, throughout 
any of the activities in relation to construction. There needs to be a constant awareness on the 
part of all personnel that they are operating adjacent to a Natural Area Reserve, the Mauna Kea 
Forest Reserve, that all lands lie within a significant cultural landscape, and that no further harm 









We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this Draft Federal Environmental Impact 
Statement by NASA. Please contact Betsy Gagne, NARS Commission Executive Secretary, if 
you have any questions regarding our comments or recommendations. Her phone is (808) 587- 
0063, fax (808) 587-0064, and e-mail betsy.h.gagne@hawaii.gov. 
Sincerely yours, 
Paul J. Conry 
Administrator 
C: Peter Young, DLNR Chairperson 
Betsy Gagne, NARS Commission, DLNRIDOFAW 
Roger Imoto, DLNR Forestry and Wildlife, Hawaii Branch 
Lisa Hadway, DLNR Forestry and Wildlife, Hawaii Branch 
Paul Conry 
State of Hawaii, Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Forestry & 
Wildlife 
September 29,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
The spelling inconsistencies have been corrected. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA corrected the spelling and gramatical errors. Recommended acclimatization time is a 
State issue. 
Response to Comment 6: 
On-site construction, installation, and operation of the Outrigger Telescopes would be conducted 
in such a manner that no harm will be done to the Natural Area Reserve (NAR). 
Response to Comment D: 
The impacts of introduced alien arthropods, including a predatory Linyphiid spider are discussed 
in Sections 4.1.2.1 and 4.2.4.2 of the EIS. NASA is also concerned about the introduction of 
new alien predatory arthropod species to the summit ecosystem. Specific measures have been 
proposed to reduce the likelihood of such introductions (See EIS Volume 11, Appendix D, Wekiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan Items 12 - 15). 
Response to Comment E: 
The text has been corrected. 
Response to Comment F: 
The Burial Treatment Plan has been reformatted correctly. 
Response to Comment 6: 
The text has been corrected. There is one item under this section. The word “actions” has been 
replaced by “action.” 
Response to Corment H: 
Thank you for your suggestions. The Final EIS contains updated information on the status of the 
Wekiu bug. NASA is aware that a petition to list the WEkiu bug as an endangered species has 
been received by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). The results of WEkiu Bug 
Baseline Monitoring are reported quarterly with copies sent to Department of Land and Natural 
Resources (DLNR), Office of Mauna Kea Management (OMKM), and USFWS. The quarterly 
reports are available for anyone to download on the World Wide Web at: 
http://www.statpros.coIdWekiu-Bug.html. NASA has communicated your interest to CARA 
and asked them to contact your office. 
G-107 
Date: Thu, 30 Sep 2004 
From: Joshua Cooper 
Subject: Aloha Comments on Moana Kea 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Comment on Outrigger Telescopes 
Joshua Cooper 
Hawaii Institute for Human Rights 
M i l e  one segment of society is looking to the stars for age-old-questions, the indigenous culture 
of the islands is asking the scientific community to look into the human heart for answers. 
The issue focuses on the human rights of indigenous peoples and the struggle in society between 
traditional knowledge and technology. The soul of a culture and star worshipping both take place 
on the mountaintop of Moana Kea. The mountain is a symbol of the Hawaiian struggle for 
physical, cultural and political survival and for the scientific cornunity the telescopes on the 
mountain provide the answers to the kture and our past are in the cosmos. 
Should the summit should be preserved as a cultural temple or used for astronomical 
observatories is the cultures colliding question our community should answer. 
Currently and historically, the telescope construction is at the expense of the host culture. It 
actually insults the integrity of the majestic mountain and holy place of Moana Kea. 
The people speaking at NASA hearings on Maui and Oahu were very respectful but also resolute 
that before we focus on space we must first malama the sacred place of Moana Kea. The 
potential scientific gains to give insight into the meaning of life can't continuously destroy the 
very essence of another culture. 
Every culture honors peaks. Moana Kea is the highest holy mountain in Polynesian civilization. 
Currently, 1 1 countries continue to build telescopes in the temple of Na Kanaka Maoli. The 
citizens of Hawaii maintain the conviction to not turn our backs on the ancestors and stand up 
against the astronomers plans for the peaks of the Pacific. 
The spirituality of the sacred mountain is sandwiched between live military testing and star 
seeking scientists. The spiritual serenity of Moana Kea is the soul of the people and a true 
pilgrimage for peace. 
On a recent family event, mom thought it would be great to see some of the most stunning 
landscapes at the fantastic mountains exhibit from Shanghai museum. While walking in the 
museum to see the 500 years of history, a lesson leaps out of the paintings. Mountains in China 
are considered sacred, spiritual retreats capable of connecting us to the cosmos. 
Would we build these new telescopes in China? 
Is it that people of Hawaii don't have the political power to resist such development due to a 
cenhuy of colonization? 
People providing testimony at the NASA hearings asked some important questions, Why  do we 
have to justify you not building on our lands?" Another observed the disadvantage facing 
indigenous peoples challenging the scientific developers, "You control the question. You 
determine the answer." 
Citizens maintained in the name of science, progrLss and development, Kanaka Maoli have 
endured policies of racial supremacy, spiritual poisoning and cultural desecration. 
According to cultural practicioners, "Moana Kea is the piko of Hawaii. Every particle on the 
mountain is sacred. When will people not from Hawaii realize that our culture was here. We are 
the survivors to this land. The development is tearing out the hearts of Hawaiians" 
In the first study ever done by NASA reviewing the three decades of astronomy action of 
searching the sky, the completed report recognized the cumulative impact of development was 
significant and adverse. 
The legacy of the extinction and endangered species capitol of the world lingers with astronomy. 
Indigenous flaura, fauna and insects crumble under the construction and occasional industrial 
accident such as the mercury spill in 1995. 
While looking to the stars, there were spills in the sacred sands of Moana Kea. Could 
contaminate the essential aquafers providing water for the people of Hawaii? 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project is a key element in NASA's Origins program seeking to 
answer two basic questions: "Where do we come from?" and "Are we alone." NASA said it has 
an alternative in Spain's Canary Islands. The indigenous peoples of the Canary Islands are also 
against the development of their sacred peaks. Indigenous peoples there have been resisting since 
Columbus first stopped on his way to the Carribean in 1492. The respect of traditional 
knowledge and cultural survival are at the heart of the struggle for indigenous peoples around the 
world. 
In the culture of law emerging there is the evolving concept and legal principle for free, prior and 
informed consent. Indigenous peoples should be able to say no if the people believe it is not in 
the best interest of the community and contradictory to the cultural values. 
Indigenous peoples have faced a record of human wrongs fitting a pattern of gross violations of 
human rights, especially fundamental freedoms of civil and political rights relating to religious 
practice. 
Kanaka Maoli people made it overwhelmingly clear that the potential Outrigger will tear out the 




Your comments as a whole are respectfully noted. 
Response to Comment A: 
Sections 3.1 5 2  and 4.2.6.2 of the EIS describe the actions the Mama Kea facilities have taken 
to handle hazardous materials carefully and respond appropriately in the unlikely event of a spill. 
G-111 
From: &lei Cotton 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Subject: Mauna Kea Development 
Date: Mon, 20 Sep 2004 
To whom it may conscern, 
I request that all development on Mauna ksa be stopped emmediately. 
Aloha, 
Kaleialoha Cotton Septembe, 20 2004 
Kaleialoha Cotton 
September 20,2004 
Your comrnent is respectfully noted. 
G-113 
From: JAMES G DITTMAR 
To: "Carl Pilcher" <cpilcher@hq.nasa.gov> 
Subject: Draft EIS 
Date: Sun, 19 Sep 2004 
Attached in Word and Wordperfect are my comments on the Draft EIS. The 
Draft looks good and answers and presents the right information. 
Aloha Jim 
Jh & Sherry Dittmar 
September 19,2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ 
300 East Street, SW 
NASA Headquarters 
Washington, D.C. 29546-0001 
Dear Carl 
Subject: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project 
I have reviewed the Draft EIS for the Outrigger Telescopes Project and in my opinion I find it 
meets the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. The Project 
Description is adequate. The Alterative Section clearly shows the Project Alternatives. The 
Impact Section is adequate and provides safe guards for future mitigation of the project’s impact. 
Most importantly the EIS provides that if additional technical information becomes available in 
the future, NASA will undertake necessary measures to minimize negative impacts. The proper 
cultural assurances are provided, and given my experience, with federal agencies on EIS’s, and 
these assurances will be implemented. 
There is sufficient information for the federal decision makers to make an informed decision on 
the fbture of the project. 
However, it is unfortunate that this EIS is coming so late in the development of Mauna Kea 
Telescopes Facility. During the 1970’s it was common to have EIS’s cover projects which the 
major decisions had been made. On Mauna Kea, as far as I can tell this EIS is the first one which 
covers the project concerns of long term development of the Mama Kea. This lack of past 
comprehensive planning and long term environmental studies, by the present users, have placed 
an undue burden on NASA. It is the typical deep pocket’s approach to let the federal agencies 
last in the door to provide for the future planning and mitigation. 
This EIS does provide answers for many of those concerns and provide assurances that fhture 
concerns of the project will be addresses as they arise. 
If you have any question please do not hesitate to call me. 
Jim Dittmar 
Jim and Sherry Dittmar 
September 19,2004 




Electronic comments to: 
OEce of Space Science, Code SZ 
300 E St. , SW 
NASA Headquarters 
Washington DC 20546-0001 
Astronomy and Physics Division 
Sir: 
My wholehearted support for the Keck Outrigger project is extended to you and a very wa~ 
welcome to all who participate in the noble endeavor of basic research. The days of Mile0 a; 
long gone and only through the massive team efforts and huge expenditures and alliances of 
government, universities and foundations will bring advancements to your work. I realize 
"bacbard'' telescopes are being built by amateur astronomers and their work is inspiring and 
successful especially in the field of discovering, tracking and naming comets, stars and other 
observations. But nothing even close to the scope of the outrigger telescope, being proposed, 
could be considered without the cooperation of intellectual, government, philanthropic and th 
scientific communities. The enlightenment by the Scientific communify , &om quarks to extra 
solar planets and galaxies, is a marvel of mans capabilities. You have my undying respect and 
admiration. It is also my opinion that the Mama Kea observatory complex here in the USA 
offers the best possible site. Please bring this project to Matma Kea The air is clearest here in 
middle of the ocean and may the thinking of our decision makers be as clear. 
I also wish to express my dismay that an environmental impact statement was found to be 
requirement. What a waste of 2 million dollars. IS THIS EXTORTION ??? 
We are living in a most exciting tiine and your cornunity is among the forefront. Please 
keep up the good work. I believe the survival of 
Res-y submitted 
Lawrence G. (Bud) Ebel 
September 1,2004 




My name is Hanalei Fergerstmm. I am appearing before you to comment on the 
Draft EIS prepared by NASA with regards to the building of six outrigger telescopes to 
be apart of the two existing Keck Telescopes on the summit of Mama Kea, - 
First, I wodd like to state for the record, that I am a Religious Practitioner ofthe 
ancient traditional Hawaiian religion PA HALAU 0 TE ATUA is &e foundation.. I 
have received my direct training fmm Kahuna Nui Pali Tu Samuel Hoopi’i 0 Kalani 
LONO. PA HALAU 0 TE ATUA is the foundation of the four gods KU, KANALOA, 
LONO, KANE. - 
- 
Regarding the outriggers and the Draft EIS. There are several ateas of concern. All 01 
1 )  This area is a WAHI KgPU and is integral to our religious beliefs. 
2) That Nasa has not taken the time to consult with the Native Hawaiian Religious 
Practiisners as required P.L. 56-341 section 2. Native American Religious 
Freedom Act. 
3) Further that such an action would be a vidation of the 1 ’*. amendment, the 
fieedom of religion. 
which have to do with the location. 
- 
In the reviewing of the Draft EIS continually it is written of tbe adverse afFects it 
will have M the Hawaiian Community. You speak of your knowledge that the 
Mountain is sacred to the Hawaiian PeupIe. YET you continue to push ahead as if 
OUT religious beliefs don’t count and that our temples are at your liberty to move or 
deface. That you can overrule: my religious rights( not different fmrn your own), and 
destroy the sanctity of ow sacred sites, no different than yours. 
What is seen is that this project really doen’t effect anyone but the Hawaiian but 
would that is also fall into a description of discrimination. 
We comment that the EIS could not be complete without a complete Cummulative 
Impact Statement on the entire Mama Kea That it is not a true cumulative Impact 
- 
Statement unless you do it all. - 
This document may serve as kgal judicial 
Shod you require more infomatio 
13-1 339 Leitani Ave. 
Pahoa. Hawaii 
808 965-6 184 
0 eptember 22,20 
NASA’s Draft EIS for the Outrigger 
Telescopes projects, Mama Kea, Hawaii 
By: Hanafei Fergerstmm 
Spokesperson for Na Kqma Moh 0 Keawe 
13-1339 Lcilani Ave. 




f am Naaalei F- a braditional religious @on- Ghtistiaa) practitioner of tk 
temple of LONO. I a a ~  also the c h  spakffsperson fw Na Kupuna M o b  0 k w e ,  a gatking 
of traditional Hawaiianeldersrcpresentingthe six *or districts ofHawaii Islaad. I am also a 
contestard: inthecontwtedcaoe hearingscumntly beforetheBoardofLaud dNaturaI 
Resources regardinlZthepennittiQgpxwess (CDUA) forthe extention of the KECK I aad II by 
adding onof up to six outriggextelesoopes. 
Thereare several areasofgreat con- 
1) The summit region of Mauna Kea is ofextrodinary religious si8nificance. It is anatural 
temple ofthe Gods. The entin summit regionis litaally m the Realm ofP0 ”. The 
realm of PO is andhas always beenrecognizedbythe Kanaka MaoE peopie a~ a saczed 
realm of the ci.ods, the place where the Gods take on bodily &nms (Kinolau). It is also 
thehomeafseveralatha:~~aspo~(sncrwGoddess)~Lilinoe(ooddessof 
thesacredmiss). 
2) Tbe summit region of Mauua Kea is CMentjY under the so-ca€led jurisdiction of thc State 
of Hawaii. ”he- ir not nor Bis there mer bccr a trraaferoftbwe lands to the State 
of Eawaii by any autborItg anel thedore remain in the land mventory of the 
cmnpl&eEISlnuJtbedoneforthe togainthe o f ~ l  E 
eumulativebpcts. 
D 7 Hrwaii8nKhgdom seeyuttcBsf.tcpvbucL8w1 83-150 
3) NASA’s attuqt to do a complete EIS for outrigger projects fails dramalidy as a 
$ e v d  yeat% ago the Wce of Hawaiiaa Aff& suedNASA in Federal couut overthe 
%*ental &msment it had produced for this out15gger project. The courts fomd that 
the =was imkyateandorderwf another one. NASAcbedtbat would go a step further 
and do acomplete Enviormesltai Impact Statment We believe that it is inthepater interest 
O f t l l e H a W m a n s  ,the communityat largeandNASAtodo just that but, to accomplishtbis 
one would have to do a complete cutnuve impact of the entire mountain. 
10 telescopes on the 
on the cumulative 
replace those toxic chemids that are d y  in usein the summit regia Chemicals, such 
as, Ethylene Glycril used as a coolant, and El-tal Merc\lry used as a cleaner for the 
telescope glass, to mention a h .  W e  do not find any reports hmthe  S t m  ofHawaii 
Health Department on the use of such hazardous chemicals especiauy relahgtothe fact that 
Mama Kea is the primary source of hshwater on the . We have yet to 
supply andthe sever undersmnd the possible commination of J3mvaii islands 
impact it would have on all the people of Ebwaii island should a mercury spill (or other 
hazardous mamiak) enterthe aquifkr. lH 
We do notfind reports on the effeGts or impacts on places like the sacred lake "Waiau". 
N o w  that canexplainhaw it is that thelake has been 
Waiau to be caused by the duents &om drainage derived firom the d t  region. 
oflake ~ it does not fatl into the science reserve itself, it is 
NASA must come to understand that Hawaii is an island and that 
we must look at the entire island when we evaluate cumulative 
impacts. Mama Kea is the "PE'A" of our island and therefore 
everything h n a  the summit on down to shore and down to the 
ocean floor must be considered to validate a cornpiete cumulative 
impact statement. 
There is no meation of the 's sole food source is the 
Mamane tree seed. Therei the existing saddled to go 
abave the acisting Pohakuloa Military Trainiag Area which wil l  destroy the mamane foiwt 
on the west side ofthemoumtainknoHiagthattheN~onal Palila Bird will not 
migrate to the east side of the mountain. 
Nor do we find any mention ofthe hpacts on the lower regions of Mama Kea Those of 
course would include the existing Pohakuloa Miiitary Training area who is presem@ 
attempthg to e@ up to 23,000 acres. In this Pohakuloa area ( also a religious sphere 
known as the PA'E 0rKUAHUIWI )will be the deployment of the Military Stcyk Brigade. 
This area exist between our two great mountains and is looked to as the "womb, where new 
mwill 
NASA works in concert with the Keck Telescopes, whom subleased lands hmthe 
kmwnasthescience 
language ofthis least is specific as to the area It claims that the lease is in the m k m w n m  
Ka'ohe, District of Hamakua, Island of Hawaii. The m a  known as Pu'u Kaohi on the side of 
Hamalnta is not on the summit area. In &the term Ka'ohe refers to the 5 
Kaohe &at circle the mountain. The one in the district of Hamakua is closer 
 here is mother one on the slopes of- at the base oftbe mountain near d e  mai 
on the Hi10 side near the old Parker Ranch site known as Hutnu& Nevertheless ther is no 





hthe draft EIS created by NASA has numerous statennents ofthe signiflcaat, substam&$ and 
adverse. But most of these significant, substantial and adverse impact 
mostly Hawaiian People and their Religious beliefs and sacred efwi 
that the offk of the nmident shall direct w &us Federal rsaemreicS to coE111l1133f with 
specialist. I make the claim that no such consultation with Religious practitioners has ewer 
taken place. Under the intent of P.L. 95-341 was to help keep the Federal Government from 
mistakenly creating adversity on the native cultures resultant from the lack of i&ormation of 
the nature of the d v e  Religious practices. 
PRACITl-3 O B ,  not simply with cultural practitm areulftval 
- 
In closinz I would 1Lc to reiterate our ~cositioa There shall be no fhrther devehment 
011 the snmAIit O f M a l U m K e a .  
NASA malces clainvt that coillsuffation regard@ NAGPRA, a d  NEPA was made tbrough 
Nawiriianorganiulto~suchas~~K~~andAhahuiKuMsuna.Bothofthese 
oqmhtiom are directly connected to the Univemity of Hawaii and therefore their 
indt=peadenCe of thought are quedonable and appear to be directly influenced by the 
University of Hawaii as self promotional. Further that in the list of consulted parties 
i n d i d  in section 8 of vofume 1, speaks of the many persons whom may have participated 
in some communitym- but fhih to illustrate justwhattherp:commcents or points of 
coutlsulbl[ton was nor is there my furllrer description of the depth ofthe consulam or the 
resultant outcomes. So it appears that NASA has utilized these names as consultants (both 





Kupuna ficnnthe six major district of the Island of Hawaii. They are 
Na Jhpuua Moku 0 Keawe. Na Kupuna M o h  0 &mve is a 
in faet repmm@Ave of those districts. On Uay 31a, 2003 Na K~tpur~a made a position 
paper(1) opposing the kther development of the s d t  of Mama Kea in direct response to 
the proposed outriggers on to Keek Attached is a copy of said document. Similar& on July 
2,2003 another position paper paper was filed opposing the funrther development of Mauna 
Kea.. A copy of this is also attshed(2)for your Fecofds. 
forpmjects in the Summit Astmnamy 
It further illustrates that the chf l  EIS is a far cry from being complete, especially with 
regards to emulative impacts. 
0 1 
Tribune Herald- site violations 
a week after the NASA hearing 1. Also a d  attached(3) is 811 article that in It 
Mauns Kea is so sacred to the Hawaiian Religion that it would be cause for a frt 
P.L. 95-341, 
~~ 
That the Traditional Hawaiian relipion is founded on the Pa Halau 0 Te Atua, the four 
gods, TU, TANACOA, LONO,TANIE, 
Please feel free to contact me at the address provided. 
Na Kupuna Moku 0 K 
Ke Akua is the Spiritual Foundation of the Hawaiian 
We gather this day May 3 1 “, 2003 in the dissict 
fouowing : continued Deveiooment of the Summit of Mama Kea. 
Where BS the SWnmit. mea of M a w  Kea is the recognized as the RmIm of 
W e r e  as the summit area of Maw Kea is the home of Na Aumakua, 
Where as the s d  area ofMauna Kea is also tbe sacred burial grad of 
the Po, that Heavenly realm of Ke Akua, 
Poliahu, arid Lihoe. 
O W  hi@eSt Mi. 
Where as, the summit area of Matma Kea is spiritual center of the Hawaiian 
Where as the summit area of M a w  Kea is also the location ofthe sacred life 
Were a s h  saxnuit area of Mama Kea is also the l d m  of our sacfed adze. 
PfSpk. 
giving waters of Kane at lake Waiau. 
Werecognize tht summit area to be rhe sacred reah  of thePo. The area 
where our ancestors enter the heavenly realm, the area whert: or gads take OD. 
earthly shapes (kinolau), and is reqpiwd as the most sacredand religious site, 
and forbidden to enter but to seek Ke Akua, conduct sacred and religious ceremony 
as well 8s the top of inu islands acpfer. 

Na Kupuna, Moku 0 Kaewa 
100 1 Railroad Avenue 
Hilo, Hawaii 96720 
Telephone: (808) 959.1460 
July 2,2003 
* 
United States Senator Daniel Akaka 
101 Aupuni street 
Hilo, Hawaii 96720 
Re: Telescopes and NASAWoD Projects on Mauna Kea Mountain, and t 
(808) 935.1 1 14 
organization. 
Honorable Senator Akaka: 
We are not in favor of any new Telescopes end NASADoD Projects on Mauna Kea 
Mountain for the following reasons. Ths projects are located on native Hawaiian culturai 
and heritage sites which are historically and cunentfy of significant religious areas, and our 
community does not have any meaningful employment opportunities within these projects. 
What we want and have not had is the opportunity to speak directly with representative 
decision-makers from the Telescopes and NASAWoD Projects. We want to know of what 
significant importance these projects have to Our community. We want to have discussions 
with the following: NASNOoD, Pew Charitable organization, as well as the Telescope 
consortiums. The information we want addressed is the significant importance of the 
projects. That is to say the hypothetical, theory, and actual project activities these projects 
will develop. 
What we don’t want is to be left simpls-minded and dumbfounded in this most important 
matter. We want to be of benefit to our nation and the Pacific basin and its resources. Wit1 
you, or your office please coordinate the fact finding meeting we are asking for with the 
“Telescopes and NASA\DoD Projects on Mauna Kea Mountain.” 
Respectabiy Submitted, -0 







Response to Comment A: 
NASA appreciates your experience and consultation as a religious practitioner. 
Response to Comment B: 
In recognition of the sanctity of Mama Kea in Native Hawaiian culture, NASA has made a 
particular effort to consult with Native Hawaiian religious practitioners. Their perspectives have 
had great influence on the content of this EIS. See Section 3.1.2.5 and Table 3-2 for more 
details. 
Response to Comment C: 
NASA determined where the impact of the past, present, and reasonably foreseeable activities 
occurs for each of the resources areas in the cumulative impact analysis. This defined the 
geographic boundary or region of influence for that resource area. 
Response to Comment D: 
These State issues are out of scope for the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process. 
Response to Comment E: 
See Response to Comment C. 
Response to Comment F: 
The University of Hawai‘i’s responsibility to acquire a Conservation District Use Permit and the 
Federal Government’s responsibility to complete the NEPA process are separate and independent 
processes. 
Response to Comment G 
Section 3.1 S.2 of the EIS describes the current use of hazardous materials at the W.M. Keck 
Observatory and precautions that are taken to minimize the possibility of any release to the 
environment or other adverse effect. Section 4.2.6.2 describes the cumulative impact of 
hazardous materials usage by the Mama Kea observatories and at Hale P6haku. Table 4- 19 
describes efforts by these facilities to find “green product” substitutions for hazardous materials. 
Elemental mercury is not used as a telescopes glass cleaner on Mama Kea. 
The analysis presented in Section 4.2.6.2 includes that impacts from past and present use of 
hazardous materials have been small and not significant. 
Response to Comment H: 
No measurable groundwater contamination can result from the disposal of wastewater at the 
summit, as shown by the hydrologic analysis done as part of the cumulative impacts analysis in 
the EIS (See Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5). The same analysis shows that wastewater from the 
observatories cannot reach Lake Waiau. All disposal of wastewater is done through State- 
approved septic systems. No hazardous materials are disposed of through the septic systems, but 




The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best available 
scientific information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future astronomy-related projects, including the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project, on the hydrologic system are negligible. 
Response to Comment I: 
See Response to Comment C. 
Response to Comment J: 
Both the mamane andpalila bird are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 of the EIS (See Sections 
3.1.3.4,4.1.2.2, and 4.2.4.2 for more detail). 
Response to Comment K: 
The Pijhakuloa Training Area is discussed in Section 4.2.2 of the EIS. 
Response to Comment L: 
These State issues are outside the scope of the NEPA process. 
Response to Comment M: 
Please see Response to Comment B. 
Response to Comment N: 
NASA has consulted with many Native Hawaiian organizations. These organizations have 
provided NASA with a wide variety of views. People and organizations were not listed as being 
supportive or in opposition to the Outrigger Telescopes Project. NASA has made no 
representation in listing the names of persons and organizations consulted in Chapter 8 of the 
EIS. 
Response to Comment Q: 
Your comments and those of the other kupuna are respectfully noted. 
Response to Comment P: 
The University of Hawai'i paid the fme associated with the violations and by receipt of a letter 
on October 21,2004 addressed to Robert McLaren, Associate Director of the University of 
Hawai'i Institute for Astronomy (UH IfA), fiom Samuel Lemmo, Administrator of the Office of 
Conservation and Environmental Affairs, it was determined that all violations have been 
adequately resolved (UH IfA 2004h). 
Response to Comment 0: 
Your comments are respectfully noted. 
G-130 
>Date: Sun, 26 Sep 2004 




>Aloha, My name is Charles Fernandez. I am a full time student at 
>Leeward Community College. I am born and raised on Maui but I 
>currently reside in Makaha Valley on the island of Oahu with my wife 
>and daughter. I am the oldest of 8 sibling and I am writing to you in 
>opposition to the construction of the Outrigger Telescope Project on 
>the island of Hawaii on Maunakea. 
> 
>I understand the significance of building the telescope with the 
>finding of the interferometer of the twin Keck observatory where they 
>can null the light from the dust and detect the origin a light is 
>generating and therefore see other galaxies and planets in orbit, but 
>that doesnt mean they have to build it on Maunakea. They can build it 
>on Montana or Tahiti or even New Zealand. 
A >possibly six more on one sites its going to be damn ugly. It will 
>disminish the beauty of Maunakea and give it injustice to cover it up 
>I am against the building of the telescope because 1) with four 
>with a bunch of buildings. 
> 
> 
>2) I feel like everyone has taken and taken and taken everything from 
>us and no one ever gives us back anything. I am against the fact that 
>the telescope will only benefit scientist but it will not benefit the 
>Hawaiian people and it will not benefit the children to come. 
> 
>3)It is so unnessecary to build and I think the devastation to our 
>aim and our people needs to stop. Charles Fernandez 
Charles A. Fernandez 
September 26,2004 
Your comments are respectfully noted. 
ResDonse to Comment A: 
Your comments are respectfully noted. 
Response to Comment B: 
The State of Hawai'i has benefited from astronomy development on Mauna Kea. In addition to 
the numbers of jobs astronomy provides, there are jobs created indirectly as well. Historically, 
NASA has provided funds to the University of Hawai'i at Hilo to develop astronomy education 
programs with an emphasis on Native Hawaiian involvement. New elementary, middle school, 
and high school curricula have been developed to bring modern space science together with 
concepts of Hawaiian celestial navigation and traditions of the land. 
In addition, as a mitigation component of the Outrigger Telescopes Project, NASA will commit 
$2 million to an initiative that deals with preservation and protection of historic/cultural 
resources on Mauna Kea and educational needs of Hawaiians. 
G-133 
>Date: Sun, 26 Sep 2004 
>From: Jessina A.K Fernandez 
>Subject: Maunakea 
>To: otpeis@nasa. gov 
> 
>Aloha, My name is Jessina h e l a  Kuuipo Kealani 0 Maunakea Fernandez. I 
>am one of six to have graduated from the Hawaiian Immersion School Ke 
>Kula Kaiapuni o Anuenue located on the island of Oahu in Palolo Valley. 
> Hawaiian is my first language and I am the oldest to twelve. I was 
>born and raised in Nanakuli but now I reside in Makaha Valley. 
> 
>I have written a letter to the editor with the Honolulu Advertiser as 
>well as letter of Commentary IN OPPOSITION TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
>OUTRIGGER TELESCOPE PROJECT. I am also writing to you before the Sept 
>30th, 04 due date for the DEIS of the building of the Outrigger 
>Telescope project on Maunakea on the island of Hawaii in the State Of 
>Hawaii which I am AGAINST. 
> 
>Nasa is proposing building four or possibly up to six 1.5 m diameter 
>telescope at the WMKO site. The Maunakea science reserve I believe 
>consist of 11,288 acres leased out by the University of Hawaii by the 
>State of Hawaii. NASA wants to build these telescopes around the 
>existing twin Keck telescopes and others sites. 
> 
>remains that up to five burial sites were found during the construction 7. >NASA claims that there are no burial sites in the area, but fact 
>impacted, but the fact remains in the DEIS Volume 1 on page 4-86 that 
>Hazardous has indeed been spilled such as paints, solvents, lubricants, 
>of the Keck observatory. NASA claims the the environment wont be 
>vehicle and generator fuel, hydraulic fluid, glycol coolanats, acid( 
B 1 
I B  >used in mirror decoating) and mercury. Nasa believes that there will 
>be no cultural impact, but thats where there wrong. 
> 
I 
>Maunakea or Mountain of Wakea, Sky Father and Papa, Earth mother and 
>other gods and forces have created the Hawaiian islands. Maunakea is 
>the summit in which Papa and Wakea can meet and be together hence the 
>domain of the Gods@EIS JULY 04) 
> 
>Maunakea as you noticed from my name above is my families name. Our 
>Kupuna once told me that we were born to Poliahu goddess of Maunakea. 
>To her descendant they are born with a few white hair as I was when my 
>mother gave birth to me. I think the building the Outrigger Telescope 
>is a direct violation to my rights as a Native Hawaiian, a direct 
>insult to my tradition and heritage and an ugly sight for sore eyes. 
> 
>First of all, the telescopes cants feed me and it cant feed my people. 
>And when I say feed I am not talking about the food in which we digest, 
>I mean it cant feed my spirit, my soul, my lanuguage or the hture 
>generation coming. The fact remains that the Outrigger telescopes can 1 
>be built anywhere, it does not necessarily mean it has to be built on 
>Maunakea it can be built in Australia or the Canary islands for 
c 
>example. Where am I to go if I want to hooponopono, to better my self. 
> I want to camp on Maunakea and dance hula, I want to oli, I want to 
>see the stars with my own eyes and to reconnect with my akua, or gods 
>as I see fit, not when the road closes, or a sign that says I am 
>trespassing, not where cameras are located to tell me to get out, I 






I Secondly, am I allowed to practice my tradition, my right as a Native >Hawaiian. As stated in the DEIS the building of the Outrigger >Telescope will be up to a 100 vehicle in a day, in and out. Thats >means signs will be up, construction, road closed, warning signs, 
>there it means that more security will be there, more cameras maybe and 
>all around the WMKO area. Why arent you malama or caring for our aina? I >trafEc. It also means that with all the equipment NASA will have up >more rubbish. It is stated in the DEIS the many trash has been found 
> It is also stated in the DEIS that if burial sites are found then 
>NASA has $2million dollars for the Burial plans, where is that money 
>going, bones of our people sure cant spend that money they are past. 7. 
> 
>Third, it is a ugly sight for sore eyes. Nasa wil have probably 8 to 
>ten telescopes and they think its alright as long as they paint it 
>white. Thats not going to help, its still going to disminish the 
>prestine beauty of Maunakea. NASA is like a pimp selling prostituting 
>anf whoring our sacred wahi pana. Maunakea is like a puuhonua a refuge 
>for our people. 
> 
>Finally, Nasa doesnt believe that there will be any significanct 
>cultural impact to the Native Hawaiian. They are wrong. They prevent 
>us from practicing our traditon, it prohibits us to freely roam 
>Maunakea without being kicked out, the telescope isnt even open to us, 
>it doesnt benefit the Hawaiian people in any way it only benefit NASA. 
>Maunakea to me is like my mother, my father my family. It is home to 
>me, he iwi o kuu iwi, the bones of my bones lay on Maunakea, he koko o 
>kuu koko, the blood of my blood of my people and my nation, na iwi a 
>lehu, our generation our heritage too many to count, na oiwi ponoi o 
>nei paeaina, the tru children to the land, oia kuu kulaiwi, Maunakea is 
>our legacy, our right and our ohana, family fou the present and the 
G 
H 
>future generation coming. Jessina ANELA KUUIPO 0 MAUNAKEA FERNANDEZ 
Jessina A.K. Fernandez 
September 26,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
NASA is not aware of any documented evidence showing that burial sites were discovered 
during the construction of the W.M. Keck Observatory. NASA is committed to being a 
responsible steward in the implementation of the Proposed Action. To this end, NASA 
proactively completed a Draft Burial Treatment Plan specifying procedures to deal with an 
inadvertent discovery of human remains. Following an initial informational presentation of the 
Draft Burial Treatment Plan to the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council (Council) in April 2004, public 
burial notices were placed in local newspapers in early May and an amended Draft Plan was 
submitted to the Council. The plan was discussed at the Council meeting on August 19,2004. 
The members of the Council expressed their general agreement with the procedures 
recommended in the Burial Treatment Plan for monitoring during the Outrigger Telescopes 
construction and for treating any human remains uncovered during construction. Because no 
actual burials are known to be present, the Council took no action actually approving the plan or 
its procedures, concluding that this would be beyond its purview at this time. In addition, a 
qualified Archaeologist would be present during all excavation activities. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA refers the commenter to Table 2-3 of the EIS for a summary of the potential 
environmental and cultural impacts associated with the Outrigger Telescopes Project. The 
corresponding sections of Chapter 4 provide greater detail. NASA concluded that “From a 
cumulative perspective, the impact of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future activities 
on cultural resources on Mauna Kea is substantial and adverse.” See Section 4.2.3.4 for more 
detail. 
Response to Comment C: 
NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project’s technical and programmatic requirements (ie., the &an Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced 
Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of 
the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. No final 
decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has been completed. 
NASA’s decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). 
Present plans anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s final decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with 
the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
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Response to Comment D: 
The EIS correctly states that depending on the construction phase, daily construction worker 
traffic would add about 15 to 17 trips during the morning and afternoon peak periods. The 
increase in traffic in the summit area during construction would be minimal, except for the 
assembly enclosure phase, because most heavy equipment would be stored on site. Construction 
activities would generate other traffic originating off the mountain, including service vehicles, 
water tankers, and fuel trucks. In addition, it is assumed that a Cultural Monitor and an 
Archaeologist would travel daily from off-mountain to the surnmit during the construction and 
installation phase of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
Road closures will only occur during inclement weather and during periods when heavy 
equipment and material is transported to the summit. Road closures related to construction 
would be temporary and limited to off-peak traffic periods. 
Response to Comment E: 
Section 5.2 of the EIS lists mitigation measures aimed to prevent the movement of waste created 
by Outrigger Telescopes Project. For example, construction trash containers will be tightly 
covered to prevent construction waste from being dispersed by wind. Construction material 
stored at the site will also be covered with tarps, or anchored in place, and not be susceptible to 
movement by wind. Outdoor trash receptacles will be secured to the ground, have attached lids 
and plastic liners, and collected frequently. In addition, every member of the construction crew, 
managers, observatory personnel, and other people associated with the proposed Outrigger 
Telescopes Project will undergo an orientation about the impacts of the Outrigger Telescopes 
construction and installation, and how they may prevent and minimize disturbance caused by 
trash. 
As described in Section 4.2.4.3, researchers performing a botanical survey in 1982 reported a 
considerable amount of trash around the mountaintop. The University of Hawai'i responded to 
this concern in the 1999 Mama Kea Science Reserve (MKSR) Master Plan EIS by accepting 
responsibility for waste removal within the MKSR (UH 1999). Since then, trash has been 
collected by Mauna Kea Support Services, including trash left by visitors to the summit, and is 
now rarely seen within MKSR. 
Response to Comment F: 
NASA, in consultation with the Office of Mama Kea Management (OMKM), will fund, out of 
funds for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, a $2 million initiative that deals with preservation 
and protection of historic/cultural resQurces on Mauna Kea and educational needs of Hawaiians 
as a mitigation component of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. A local working group of 
Hawaiian citizens will establish the priorities for this initiative. Funding such an initiative, 
however, is conditioned on the approval of the Outrigger Telescopes being placed at the W.M. 
Keck Observatory site on the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawai'i. This initiative will be sensitive to 
Native Hawaiian culture, history, and institutions. 
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Response to Comment G: 
For an observatory to take advantage of the excellent atmospheric “seeing” at a site such as 
Mauna Kea, the air temperature within its building enclosure must be carefully controlled. The 
standard method of control is making the enclosure reflective, either by painting it white or 
covering it with an aluminized reflective coating. Although other approaches to thermal control 
have been studied, these alternative technologies are still experimental and not as mature as 
reflective approaches. 
Because the Outrigger Telescope domes are relatively small (approximately 10.7-m (334%) high), 
they would in any case be barely discernable from locations below Mauna Kea with site lines to 
the W.M. Keck Observatory (e.g., Waimea). Outrigger Telescopes that are seen projected 
against the existing white Keck Telescopes domes would be less visually intrusive colored white 
(ie., blending with their background) than with an alternative exterior treatment. 
Response to Comment H: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project would not substantially burden the right to religious practice. 
Access to Mama Kea has improved as a result of the development of the summit. In particular, 
the construction and improvement of the Mauna Kea Access Road in the Region of Influence has 
made it possible for the public, including many Native Hawaiians, to travel to the summit. The 
road is occasionally closed to vehicular traffic when road conditions such as snow and ice render 




Subject: Comment on Outrigger Telescope Project, Hawaii Date: Thu, 30 Sep 2004 15:18:02 -1000 
X-Virus-Scanned: by amavisd-new at ilhawaii.net X-Virus-Scanned: by NASA Headquarters Spam Firewall at 
mail,hq.nasa.gov 
x-Priority: 3 
This is my written comment for the record re: OutIigger Telescopes Project, M a w  Kea, Hawaii 
Is Wisdom the knowledge that we collect, or the collection of data? 
Is it the search for meaning, 
or the meaning of the Search? 
Is Wisdom the excitement of new imagery, or the detectica of off-planet intelligence? Is Wisdom creating a 
new history, 
or is it the telling grin behind the story? Is Wisdom the display of arrogance, 
or the stupidity of wearing blinders? 
Is it exterminating on race of the stars for a race to the stars? 
Wisdom, my fiiend, is found in the most profound space of all - within your soul - 
that is connected to mine. 
In my humblest prayer, I see the strength of your mind. I pray that your Ancestors may speak to you of your 
True Origins so that LIFE may flourish on Earth and your descendants may celebrate. 
M a w  Kea should never have been built upon in the fmt place. But we of the Islands and the Knowing were 
complacent and busy with our lives. 





Your comments are respectfully noted. 
G-142 
September 15,2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ 
300 a shmt, sw 
NASA H m d q w  
Washin_ston, DC 20546-0001 
Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement @US) for the Outxigger Telescopes 
* Project [cEQ # 0403581 
DearDr. Pilcher: 
The U.S. Environsnmul Protection Agency @PA) has reviewed the ahve-re€erenced 
document pursuant to the National E n v h n m t a l  poli’cy Act (NEPA), CounciI on 
Envirorimcntal Quality (CEQ) regulations (40 CFR Parts i500-1509) and Section 309 of the 
Clean Air Act. 
We have rated this Draft EIS MI Environmental Concerns, Insufficient Information (EC- 
2) (see enclosed “Summary of Rating Definitim”). EPA recognizes the scientific importance 
of the W,M. &ck Obstrvatory on M a w  Kca and supports the went decision to complete an 
EB for this project. We also recopze th4 efforts to rcccive input from Native Hawaiian 
organizations regarding the prdposcd improvements and to include mitigation meas-, 
However, EPA is concerned that the negative impacts associated with locating additional 
. 





EPA recommends that the Final EIS address scopkg commtnts and suggestions from 
Native Hawaiians that wem received BS a mult of this process and the ways in which the ageney 
will respond to these GD~CMIIS. Xn additioa, the Final EIS should discuss the timeline and 
methods for adoption of an appropriate cultural monitor as directed by the National Historic 
Presmation Act, Section 106 Memorandum of A,gree!ment (MOA). NASA should continue to 
consult with Native Hawaiian mga.nizations throughout development of the project to address 
m m s ,  A Maw Kea IEnMnmxtal Center for research and education as proposed during 
the January 8 public scqing meeting in Waimea, could also l?c cot&bred as a mitigation 
. .  
maaszlre ‘for known advent imp- to cultwd resaurCss. . ,  . .  . , I .  
d Species Act. xf the 
adopted, the basis fm this sele~~on 
resources ehould be addressed in the Final ESIS, We afao momend that the Final EIS 
specifically document ~ n s i s ~ ~ c y  with Executive ocder 13007 regardiag the avoidance of 
impacts to s a c M  sites. 
The Draft EIS also conc~udes that the projcct would not have a disproportionately high or 
adverse hruzlan heal& or m v h n w . d  t3ectB on minority populations (page 4-41), However, it 
acknowledges that the cumulative effects of past projects and planned projects such as the Thirty 
Meter Telescope project, the redevelopment of telescope facilities on Mauna Kaa, and the visitor 
information station expansion, in combination with the proposed action, will continue to have a 
substantial and adverse impact on the cultwid, biological, visual, and'geofogical msouTces of 
Mama Kea (page 4-71). These impacts will bc primadly on the Native Hawaiians that hold 
these anas as sacred. For exgmpb, cultural practices at locations such as Pu'u lLilinot and 
Waiau would be mated by the visual impacts from the project. The Find ETS should include a 
more detailed description of the NASA-funded pmervation initiative and thc associated working 
group that will bt created in accordance with the MOA. We support formation 0f.W proposed 
local citizen's wmhg gruup and mu-d theFinal EIS provide details zqgwding the 
b l i q e  and NASA commiunents, ensuring mitigation rneamw receive a high priority. 
- 
Best Mmagement Practices (fBMPs) should incorporate an inte$rated msource 
rpmagement planning approach, as suggested by Nativb Hawaiian organizatims to ensure that dl 
impacts to cultural resournti, visual re~ources, and biological resources are avoided or mitigated, 
Prwtection of cultural value8 relies on the implementation of BMPs. The Final EIS should 
identify specific BMPs that wifl be used to minimize adverse effects on historic properties, 
guarantee effective drainage and erosion control methods, and reduce the: visual impact of the 
project. In particular, they should include specific emission plans for construction. 
- 
- 
We recoeze NASA's commitment in the MOA to implement mitigation measures for 
dust control, In addition to mitigation for dust, EPA recommends evduating the use of particle 
traps and othcr appropriate controls to reduce emissions of diesel particdate mattcr and other air 
appmxikatcly 80 percent of diesel particulate matter and specialized catalytic converters cm 
control up to 50 percent of hydrocmbon emisaions, NASA should ensure that construction- 
related tripe of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment, are reduced as 
much as possible, that cqdpqent does not idle unnecessarily, and equipment is tuned to the 
mmufacturcr's specifications. To the extent that NASA adopts additional mitigation to reduce 
project-related crnissions from construction of the ppO6ed facility, them mitigation IX~FI~SUXS 
should be reflected in the FEIS and NEPA Record of Dcciaion. 
pollutpnts hat wlU reault from the we of conatmetian equipment. Traps can cnntrol 
2 
W e  apyreciate the opportunitv to review this DEIS. Please send two copies of the Final EIS 
to this office when it is officially filed with our Washington, D.C. office. In the meantime, if you 
have any questions, please call Surruner Alien, theleadrmkwer for this project, at (415) 972-3847. 
Sincerelv, 
'Lisa B. Hanf. Manager 
Federal Activities Office 
Mf# 003596 
EnclosUre: 
Sunuruuy of Rating Dafinitions 
cc: Dr. Wendy Wiltse, US EPA, Pacific Islands Contact Office, Honolulu 




U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
September 15,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Summaries of the oral scoping comments made at the public scoping meetings are 
provided in Acrobat@ format at http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/. Comments were 
summarized and not attributed to facilitate responding and protect individual privacy. 
The EIS was developed taking into account scoping comments. Analysis focused on the 
issues of most concern to commenters. Some scoping comments raised issues that are 
outside the scope of the National Environmental Policy Act. 
Response to Comment B: 
If NASA in the Record of Decision (ROD) selects the W.M. Keck Observatory site 
alternative for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, the Cultural Monitor will be hired once 
the permits are obtained. In consultation with NASA and the other Consulting Parties, 
the California Association for Research and Astronomy (CARA) shall develop criteria 
for and select an individual to be the project’s Cultural Monitor. The term “Consulting 
Parties” includes the parties that formally participated in the Section 106 process, 
whether or not they signed the Section 106 Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). While 
CARA will make the final selection, CARA invites input from the Native Hawaiian 
community. The Cultural Monitor will be selected and on duty before on-site 
construction of the Outrigger Telescopes begins. The Cultural Monitor will be on-site for 
the life of the on-site construction and installation. See the MOA in Appendix B of the 
EIS. 
Response to Comment C: 
As part of the MOA completed under the National Historic Preservation Act, there is 
continuing consultation throughout the period of the on-site construction and installation 
activities. NASA will keep the door open for continuing meaningfbl dialogue. As the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project progresses, Native Hawaiian organizations would be 
encouraged to contact NASA with any concerns. 
Response to Comment D: 
Such an initiative would be beyond NASA’s purview and more properly would be 
associated with overall astronomy activity. 
Response to Comment E: 
NASA’s decision on the proposed Outrigger Telescopes process will be documented in 
the ROD, issued no earlier than 30 days after issuance of this EIS. The ROD will state 
the course of action that NASA has selected. It also will specify the environmentally 
preferable alternative. The selected and environmentally preferable alternatives may or 
may not be the same. NASA will make the ROD publicly available. 
NASA’s decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward 
with the Proposed Action, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of 
the EIS. In addition to environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these 
G-147 
Lisa Hanf 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
September 15,2004 
factors include, but are not necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the 
scientific capability of the telescope array including the large telescope(s), the technical 
challenges involved in connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large 
telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
Response to Comment F: 
Executive Order 13007, entitled Indian Sacred Sites, applies only to Federal lands. No 
Federal lands are associated with the Outrigger Telescopes Project. The land is leased to 
the University of Hawai'i from the State of Hawai'i. Although Executive Order 13007 
does not apply to the Outrigger Telescopes Project, a Cultural Monitor and an 
Archaeologist would be present during on-site construction and installation of the 
Outrigger Telescopes. 
Response to Comment G: 
NASA and Office of Mama Kea Management (OMKM), in consultation with the other 
Consulting Parties, will ensure the formation of the citizen's working group. The 
working group is to represent a broad spectrum of Hawaiians and will decide upon the 
prioritized use of the $2 million NASA has committed. OMKM will coordinate and 
manage the activities of this working group and provide administrative services. 
A detailed discussion of the citizen's working group is not provided in the EIS because 
the details are not known. The EIS has been revised to include language regarding 
NASA's $2 million commitment. If the project goes forward, NASA will include the $2 
million initiative in the ROD. 
Response to Comment H: 
The Best Management Practices Plan (Appendix F) considered cultural resources (pages 
F-6, F-8, F-9, F-12), visual resources (pages F-6, F-lo), and biological resources (pages 
F-6, F-13). Even though some best management practices may not be contained in 
Appendix F, additional practices are contained within Volume I of the EIS. 
Deveiopment of an integrated resource management plan is most appropriately within the 
purview of the entity with overall management responsibility for Mauna Kea. 
Response to Comment I: 
The Best Management Practices Plan (Appendix F) discussed specific practices for 
historic properties (pages F-6, F-8, F-9), drainage and erosion control methods (pages F-5 
and F-8), and visual impacts (pages F-6, F-10). Best management practices for emission 
controls are addressed on pages F 10- 1 1. 
Response to Comment J: 
Particle traps and catalytic converters are not practical due to the current unavailability of ultra- 
low sulfus diesel on the Big Island of Hawai'i. 
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Response to Comment K: 
NASA will make reasonable efforts to ensure that CARA follows your recommendations. 
Response to Comment L: 
Any additional mitigation adopted by NASA to reduce project-related emissions from 
construction of the Outrigger Telescopes will be reflected in the EIS and the ROD. 
G-149 
MMENTS ON D T E N V I R ~ N M E ~ T ~  IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE 
OUTRIGGER TELESCOPES P .25,2004 
Cory Harden for Siena Club Mo 
NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) is to be commended on 
several fronts. One, NASA went beyond the EA (Environmental Assessment) 
ordered by the court to do a full EIS (Environmental Impact Statement.) Two, 
NASA went beyond its own project to give us the first assessment of the 
cumulative impact of all telescopes. Three, NASA mnctuded, rightly, that in many 
areas the cumulative impact is mvere. 
This brings us to many points of ccancem. 
First. we need a new master Plan to ~rotect he mountain. The severe cumulative 
impact was caused by piecemeal and misguided management of activities on 
Mauna Kea. No new astronomy facilities must be built until a new plan is in place. 
Sierra Club urges NASA to support such a plan. 
The pian now being used, UH Master Plan 2000, has not been approved by 
BLNR (Board of Land and Natural Resources.) 
We need a new plan which sets up a management board, chosen by the 
community, with power to make decisions. It must represent native Hawaiians, 
community people, biologists, archaeologists, and groups using the mountain. 
The planning process must be public. 
The plan must name responsible parties, require tegular reports, and include 
penaftiesfotnon-compliance. I .-‘*.ire*‘"'. 
The plan must name a mechanism to secure reliable funding to protect the 
mountain. 
The plan must state dear goals and objectives. It must spes mitigating the 
impact of astronomy activities. It must include a system to monitor resident 
species, habitat, hydrology, and water resources. It must spell out monitoring and 
data analysis procedures, and corrective and mitigation actions. 
The plan must clarify the decisisn-making process, now divided among the 
Mauna )<ea Management Board, the UH Hilo Chancellor, the UH Institute for 
Astronomy, the UH Mama Chanceflor; the UH Presidee the UH Soard of 
Regents, DLNR, and BLNR 
The second concern is water testinrr. Astronomy facilities generate over 50,000 
gallons of waste water per month. But three facilities do not inspect or pump out 
their systems periodically. And for eight years (1994 to 2002) there is no evidence 
By Associated Press September 12th, 2004 
HILO, Hawaii (AP) - The state Board of Land and Natural Resources has fined the University of Hawaii’s Institute 
for Astronomy 20-thousand dollars for various permit violations. Nine violations, including failure to update some 
permits, were discovered in May. The Land Boardfined the Institute two-thousand dollars for each violation and 
two thousand dollars for administrative costs. Oflcials with the Institute called the violations embarrassing, but 
accepted the fines levied Friday by the Land Board. Oflcials sayfive of the violations have already been taken care 
of and steps are being taken to address the other four issues. 
Draft EIS P 3-24 “The only fauna currently found in the Area Below the Summit Area Cinder Cones are arthropods. 
It is not known whether other indigenous arthropods [other than the few briefly described in the EIS] are resident in 
[this area]” 
Draft EIS P 3-25 [in the silverswordalpine shrub zone] The fauna of [this zone] has not been well studied. There 
may be resident arthorpod species in this zone, but no svstematic survey has been conducted.” [emphasis added] 
Draft EIS D 3-27 to 3-28 “There are more than 6,000 native arthropod species in Hawai’i. Many elements of this 
fauna are restricted to narrow geographic or ecological limitsfin the] mamane forest on Mauna Kea. More than 200 
arthropod species have been collected there, and more are found with every new study. Competition from alien 
species has pushed many native arthropod species to the brink of extinction..” 
Draft EIS P 4-75 “Trap capture rates of the other summit resident native arthropod species have not been measured 
or analvzed there has been a substantial adverse impact on Wekiu bugs there is not enouph information to 
determine the contribution of human activities to that impact.” [emphasis added] 
Draft EIS P 4-13 “The mitigation measures in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan would also protect the habitat of the 
other resident species.” 
MY comment on Draft EIS Species other than the Wekiu bug are at risk of extinction. The EIS must explain how the 
Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan will protect their habitat, when many are unstudied and even undetected. Studies of the 
other species should be done andput out for public comment, then included in thefinal EIS. These studies should 
include lije cycles, ability to feed, ability to tolerate dust or compaction, reproduction rates, breeding behavior, 
number of offspring, details of habitat needed for survival, and conditions impacting the species. Habitat restoration 
procedures and principles must be formulated by creating and testing hypotheses. 
Draft EIS D 3-21 “scientists concluded that Wekiu bug activity apparently experienced a 99.7 percent decline” fiom 
1982 and 1997/98 
- 
- 
MY comment on Draft EIS “apparently” downplays the dramatic decline-- 
Draft EIS P 3-24 “The Mauna Kea silversword is a Federally listed endangered species.” 
I G 
Draft EIS D 3-25 “The alpine plant community is almost entirely comprised of native species-systematic surveys 
have not been conducted.. 
MY comment on draft EIS Surveys should be done and put out for public comment, then included in thefinal EIS. 
Draft EIS P 4-1 9 ‘Wew information [from the Wekiu bug autecology’s study] could be used to modify the habitat 
restoration protocol.” 
H 1 
Draft EIS D 4-42 “knowledge of Wekiu bug ecology and population dynamics is incomplete” 
MY comment on draft EIS NASA should have completed research before developing the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan. 
And mitigation must be strictly enforced: Wekiu bug habitat was damaged because UH did not take measures 







Reduced Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a 
description of the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
No decision will be made until the NEPA process has been completed. NASA's decision 
on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). Present plans 
anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA's final decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go 
forward with the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the 
EIS. In addition to environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors 
include, but are not necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific 
capability of the telescope array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges 
involved in connecting the Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), 
schedule, and cost. 
The University of Hawai'i's responsibility to acquire a CDUP and the Federal 
Government's responsibility to complete the NEPA process are separate and independent 
processes. 
ResDonse to Comment G: 





ResDonse to Comment A: 
NASA recognizes the Mauna Kea Science Reserve (MKSR) Master Plan which was 
approved by the University of Hawai‘i Board of Regents on June 16,2000 (UH 2000b). 
On February 2,2000, Governor Benjamin J. Cayetano accepted the MKSR Master Plan 
Final Environmental Impact Statement (MKSR FEIS) as satisfactorily fulfilling the 
requirements of Chapter 343, Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (State of Hawai‘i 2000). The 
MKSR FEIS contains a November 2,1999 comment letter fiom the Department of Land 
and Natural Resources (DLNR) signed by Timothy Johns, Chairperson, in which he 
states DLNR’s position regarding the Master Plan. “The Department of Land and 
Natural Resources would continue to review each situation in the context of a 
Conservation District Use Application. . . DLNR’s acceptance and consideration of 
applications for new uses, such as telescopes, will be contingent upon implementation of 
the local design review process and more generally, the performance of the local 
management authority in fulfilling its stated responsibilities. . . It will be the University’s 
and the telescope operators’ responsibility to ensure that procedures outlined in the 
Master Plan are followed for day-to-day management and development guidelines. 
Failure to do so could jeopardize Conservation District Use Application approvals and 
any future telescope development on Mauna Kea.” Under the heading “New 
Management Responsibilities,” Mr. Johns further states that “A Hilo-based review 
process, with the Board of Land and Natural Resources continuing to consider individual 
CDUAs and sublease agreements, would guide new telescope and facilities development. 
DLNR enforcement would be limited primarily to compliance with Conservation District 
Use Permit conditions and response to enforcement issues related to violations of 
Conservation District laws. . .” 
Response to Comment B: 
No measurable groundwater contamination can result fiom the disposal of wastewater at 
the summit, as shown by the hydrologic analysis done as part of the cumulative impacts 
analysis in the EIS (See Section 4.1.3 and 4.2.5). The same analysis shows that 
wastewater fiom the observatories cannot reach Lake Waiau. All disposal of wastewater 
is done through State-approved septic systems. No hazardous materials are disposed of 
through the septic systems, but rather are trucked down by licensed and State-approved 
contractors. 
The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best 
available scientific information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable future astronomy-related projects, including the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project, on the hydrologic system is negligible. 
Response to Comment C: 
See Response to Comment A. The University of Hawai‘i’s responsibility to acquire a 
Conservation District Use Permit (CDUP) and the Federal Government’s responsibility to 
complete the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process are separate and 
independent processes. 
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that any waste water systems were inspected, maintained, or pumped, except for 
Subaru. Wastewater will increase 25% if the telescopes now planned are built. 
Wastewater may contain hazardous materials. IfA denied that mercury and other 
hazardous materials were used at Keck, but in fact they were used. Wastewater 
from mirror de-coating went directly into wastewater systems at Keck and 
Canada-France-Hawaii up till two years ago. There have been about 20 
hazardous material and sewage spills in 25 years-almost one per year. 
This is all occurring on a mountain which is the principal aquifer for Hawaii Island. 
So water quality is of concern. To test surface water, generally ten samples are 
taken a month apart, five in dry season and five in wet season, according to 
Department of Health Environmental Planning Office. But the EIS, like many 
environmental studies, reports only onerecent water sample from three sites. 
And although the.EIS reports levels of many substances, it does not say what is 
normal for comparison. 
Third. there are land use issues. The EIS says the outriggers are allowed under 
the UH 2000 Master Plan, but does not say this plan was never approved by 
BLNR. The outriggers are 
1995 plan. 
The IfA (Institute for Astronomy) has applied for a CDUP (Conservation District 
U s e  Permit) for the outriggers. 
allowed under the last plan approved by BLNR, the 
But IfA has no operating agreement or legal document authorizing them to act on 
behalf of NASA or CARA (California Assodation for Research in Astronomy.) 
And without a final EIS, BLNR lacks knowledge to guide its decision on the 
permit. 
The fourth concern is bioloaical resources . The Wekiu bug population dropped 
almost 100% from 1982 to 1997. So NASA is to be commended for committing to 
a study of the Wekiu bug which indudes life Cycle, habitat requirements, and . 
breeding behavior. The study should also indude reproduction rates and ability to 
tolerate dust and compaction. Changes must be made in the Wekiu Bug’ 
Mitigation Plan if the study shows a need. 
Debbie Ward has concerns about EIS information on wekiu habitat and will be 
commenting when she returns. 
14 other animal species are thought to live in the summit cinder cone area, many 




By Associated Press September 12th, 2004 
HILO, Hawaii (Rp) - The state Board of Land and Natural Resources hasJined the University of Hawaii’s Institute 
for Astronomy 20-thousand dollars for various permit violations. Nine violations, including failure to update some 
permits, were discovered in May. The Land BoardJined the Institute two-thousand dollars for each violation and 
two thousand dollars for administrative costs. Oflcials with the Institute called the violations embarrassing, but 
accepted theJines levied Friday by the Land Board. Oflcials say Jive of the violations have already been taken care 
of and steps are being taken to address the other four issues. 
Draft EIS D 3-24 ‘‘The only fauna currently found in the Area Below the Summit Area Cinder Cones are arthropods. 
It is not known whether other indigenous arthropods [other than the few briefly described in the EIS] are resident in 
[this area]” 
Draft EIS p 3-25 [in the silverswordalpine s h b  zone] The fauna of [this zone] bas not been well studied. There 
may be resident arthorpod species in this zone, but na svstematic survev has been conducted.” [emphasis added] 
Draft EIS D 3-27 to 3-28 ‘‘There are more than 6,000 native arthropod species in Hawai’i. Many elements of this 
fauna are restricted to narrow geographic or ecological limits[in the] mamane forest on Mauna Kea. More than 200 
arthropod species have been collected there, and more are found with every new study. Competition from alien 
species has pushed many native arthropod species to the brink of extinction..” 
Draft EIS D 4-75 “Trap capture rates of the other summit resident native arthropod species have not been measured 
or analvzed there has been a substantial adverse impact on Wekiu bugs there is not enouh information to 
determine the contribution of human activities to that impact.” [emphasis added] 
Draft EIS o 4-13 “The mitigation measures in the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan would also protect the habitat of the 
other resident species.” 
MY comment on Draft EIS Species other than the Wekiu bug are at risk of extinction. The EIS must explain how the 
Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan willprotect their habitat, when many are unstudied and even undetected. Studies of the 
other species should be done andput out for public comment, then included in theJinaI EIS. These studies should 
include life cycles, ability to feed, ability to tolerate dust or compaction, reproduction rates, breeding behavior, 
number of oflspring, details of habitat needed for survival, and conditions impacting the species. Habitat restoration 
procedures and principles must be formulated by creating and testing hypotheses. 
1 
Draft EIS D 3-21 “scientists concluded that Wekiu bug activity apparently experienced a 99.7 percent decline” from 
1982 and 1997/98 
My comment on Draft EIS “apparently” downplays the dramatic decline-1 G 
Draft EIS D 3-24 “The Mauna Kea silversword is a Federally listed endangered species.” 
Draft EIS D 3-25 “The alpine plant community is almost entirely comprised of native speciessystematic surveys 
have not been conducted.. 
MY comment on draft EIS Surveys should be done andput out forpublic comment, then included in thejhal EIS. 




Draft EIS D 4-42 “knowledge of Wekiu bug ecology and population dynamics is incomplete” 
MY comment on drafi EIS NASA should have completed research before developing the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan. 
And mitigation must be strictly enforced: Wekiu bug habitat was damaged because UH did not take measures 
outlined in the 1982 EIS to minimize disturbance to the habitat during telescope construction. 
Draft EIS D 4-76 ‘WASA has requested an updated opiion regarding activities at Hale Pohaku and their potential 
impact on palila.” 
Mv comment on draft EIS This should have been included in the draji EISso the public could comment. 
MY comment on draft EIS The EIS must analyze why there is plenty offnding for up-to-date telescopes, but little 
finding for up-to-date environmental studies. 
CULTURAL/ HISTORIC 
Draft EIS u3-11 the Mauna Kea “landscape itself is considered sacred” 
Draft EIS p 3-16 “At one level the entire mountak is a traditional cultural property” 
Mv comment on draft EIS The EIS must explain how native Hawaiian cultural and spiritual practices bound to the 
landscape of Mauna Kea can befilly carried out with 20 telescopes present, and how it is reasonable to expect 
native Hawaiians to publicly speak out on issues that are historically private and personal. 
Draft EIS D 4-95 “The development of the NASA IRTF, the W.M. Keck Observatory, and the 
Subaru Telescope were accompanied by great modification of the physiography of Pu‘u Hau‘oki and the unnamed 
cinder cones to the west, as connecting roads were built-and as the tops of these cones were flattened.” 
Drafl EIS D 4-1 12 “There is not enough surplus cinderto restore the pre-observatory topography” 
My comment on draft EIS The EIS downplays the facts. NASA ’s infiared telescope leveled a pristine area of the 
summit, changing the mountain’s profde and destroying wekiu habitat. Even ifall telescopes are removed, this area, 
and other cinder cones which were cut ofi can never be fully restored. The EIS must explore in detail the impact of 
this irrevocable damage on native Hawaiian religion, which is bound to the landscape, and on the natural beauty of 
the mountain. 
CUMULATIVE IMPACT 
Draft EIS p 3-23 “Twenty-six species of lichecs have been foundah the Area Below the Summit Area Cinder Cones. 
Apparently all are indigenous-but about half are not unique to Hawai’i. The proposed Outrigger Telescope site is 
not located within or adjacent to any of these sensitive areas.” 
Mv comment on draft EIS The EIS must explain how the cumulative impact of all the telescopes will aflect them. 
Draft EIS D 4-63 Army Transformation Project 
Mv comment on draft EIS The EIS fails to even mention the highest-impactpart of the Armyproject: devoting 
23,000 more acres of island to military training, creating severe impactspom dust, 24-hour noise, major erosion, 
hazardous substances, harm to endangered species, and destruction of native Hawaiian cultural sites. This could be 
coupled with f t u r e  astronomical construction visiblefiom most parts of the island, and far in excess of the carrying 
capacity of Mauna Kea. The Army and telescope projects will combine to fndamental& change the character of the 
island, intruding on its vast tracts of natural open space with military and industrial construction and activity. 
Mv comment on draft EIS The EIS repeated& says the impact of the outri*ggers will be small. 
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But if the outriggers are built in spite of mounting objections fiom native Hawaiians and environmentalists, 
pressure to build even more telescopes will follow. So the EIS must address the impact of these f t u r e  telescopes in 
relation to the carrying capacity of the mountain, determined to be 13 telescopes in the plan approved about 1985 
by BLNR. - 
EIS PROCESS ISSUES 
Draft EIS u 2-41 “the start of operations [is] increasingly urgent if data are to be available in time to support 
NASA’s future Origins missions.” 
MY comment on draft EIS The Origins deadline, the prospect of time-consuming dealings with a foreign government 
at the Canary Island site, andfears in the astronomy community that a slowdown or stoppage of the outriggers will 
hold up all future telescopes-all create pressure to put the outriggers on Mauna Kea, and quickly. The EIS must 
explain haw NASA is avoiding bias for Mauna Kea despite this pressure. 
MY comment on draft EIS 
lo 
The EISshould explain how the community can reasonably track I3 separate EISprocesses for I3 separate 
observatories. 
The EIS must explain the rationale for choosing NASA as the applicant, when the University of California and the 
California Institute of Technology also own Keck. 
The EIS must explain how it is legal that the IfA (Institute for Astronomy) applied for a CDUP (Conservation 
District Use Permit) for the outriggers. IfA has no operating agreement or legal document authorizing them to act 
on behalf of NASA or CARA (California Association for Research in Astronomy.) 
NASA already built the outriggers with no EIS. The EIS must explain how this is legal, and how there could be no 
bias to go forward with the outriggers. IQ 
The EIS must explain how baselines can be adequate, when there is no baseline data from the time before any 
telescopes were built. 
*how the Land Board can make an informed decision based on an EA that was found to be inadequate, without 
The Land Board may decide on the CDUA before the final EIS comes out. The EIS must explain-- 
*how it is legal for the Land Board to consider or approve the CDUA before the final EIS is completed 
information fiom the final EIS 
%hat will happen to the outrigger project ifthe CDUA is found to be invalid 
*how EIS mitigation measures can be enforced ifthe CDUA permit is already approved. I T 
The EIS must take into account all information fiom the Contested Case Hearing held on the Conservation 
Use Application, the Sierra Club Legislative Briefing on UH Compliance with the Auditor’s Report, and the 
Summary of the I999 State Auditor’s Report on the UiY Institute for Astronomy. 
- FlRE 
3.1.9.3 Emergency Services and Fire Suuuression u 3-52 
MY comment on draft EIS This section downplays the dangers offire on the summit. 1 
The EIS must include information on thejre during construction of Subaru telescope that killed three people, and 
measures needed to prevent ficture fires. 
“The telescope, eight years in construction, cost some $350 million-and took the lives of three workers, who died in 
afire in the dome in 1996. ’’ “‘Japan Fields a Big League Light Gatherer ’’ by Gaiy S&, Technoloav and Business, 
April I999 
‘Y 1996fire ‘killed three workers building the Subaru telescope on the mountain ’ “Science, Culture Clash Over 
V 
Sacred Mountain ’’ by Usha Lee McFarling, Times Science Writer, Sunday Report, Los Angeles Times, March 18, 
2001 
The EIS must also include the fact that tests (done at Keck itsem show materials catchfire more easily at high 
altitudes, and identi3 procedures to address this. 
“Tests at Keck aJer the disastrous SubaruJire revealed that alljlammable materials tested caught fire much more 
easily on Mauna Kea than at sea level. (This is because, while there is still plenty of oxygen for combustion of most 
materials, there is only halfas much air to cool the igniting object, making the process easier.) ’’ The United 
Kingdom Infi-ared Telescoue Annual Revort 1997 
Draft EIS p 4- 14 “Fire prevention and suppression measures that are part of the Best Management Practices would 
make this potential for fire damage small.” 
Mv comment on draft EIS The EIS must spell out exactly what practices will be followed, and name the responsible 
parties. 
HAZARDS 
Draft EIS p 4-12 “environmentally friendly soil-binding stabilizers” will be used to control dust 
MY comment on draft EIS The EIS must speciJj, which substances that may be used, so public can evaluate their 
safety. One “environmentally f d l y  ’’stabilizer in Army Transformation EIS contained hazardous substances. 
Draft EIS I) 4-94 to 4-95 “It is assumed that reasonably foreseeable future activities would use and generate waste 
fiom hazardous materials similar to those generated by past and present activities ‘that new or redeveloped facilities 
would each have written standard operating and emergency procedures for handling hazardous materials and would 
provide training for workers accordingly’ that contractors would provide only the necessary amounts of paints and 
solvents on the summit, eliminating temporary storage needs there, and that transportation of hazardous materials 
and waste would be coordinated with other construction traffic to minimize the chance for an accident-Given these 
assumptions and other procedures available to manage hazardous materials, no significant impacts within the ROI 
[region of influence] are expected fkom reasonably foreseeable future activities.” 
Mv comment on draft EIS 
The assumptions appear to be extremely optimistic. The EIS must spell out the facts used as a basis for the 
assumptions. 
The EIS should include these facts: 
*in 1999 two stafffiom IfA denied the use of mercury at Keck, when in fact it was used and there were three 
mercury spills in 1995 
*in 2003 stafffiom IfA stated several hazardous chemicals were not used at Keck, when in fact they were used 
Since the public has been seriously misled in the past, the EIS must spell out protocols for 
transportation, storage, and disposal of hazardous substances, including required procedures for monitoring, 
reporting, and enforcement of safety measures. 
Also, there have been six documented elemental mercury spills. NASA mustprovide documentation that they were 
adequately cleaned up. 
LAND USE 
Draft EIS D 3-2 “Astronomy facilities in the resource subzone require a board permit and an approved management 
plan” HAR 1 3-5-24 
MY comment on draft EIS The EIS must explain how it is legal to build the outriggers when the current management y 
plan, UH Master Plan 2000, has not been approved by BLNR. 1 
Draft EIS p 1-4 “Some comments [during the scoping period] raised issues, such as overall management of the 
summit of Mauna Kea and ceded lands, that are beyond the scope of the Outrigger Telescopes Project and this 
document.” 
MY comment on draft EIS The community has raised both issues repeatedly. They must be addressed in the EIS. 
Draft EIS D 4-32 “A Coastal Zone Management Act compatibility determination does not apply to NASA‘s proposal 
to fund the Outrigger Telescopes on Mauna Kea.” and Appendix A has a letter from DBEDT [Department of 
Business, Economic Development and Tourism] on the subject 
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MY comment on draft EIS The EIS should explain in detail why a CZM (Coastal Zone Management) 
consistency review is not required. 
MY comment on draft EIS 
1 
The EIS must explain how Keck will abide by three plans at once: the proposed UH Master Plan 2000, EIS 
mitigation and monitoring measures, and Keck ’s mitigation measures. I BB 
The EIS must also explain how mitigation measures will be enforced when historically the mountain has been badly 
managed and promises have been broken. 
*The Legislative Auditor’s report of 1998 says the summit was managed “primarily for the development of 
astronomy facilities’’ and “University of Hawaii’s management.is inadequate to ensure protection of natural 
resourcesmanagement plans awere often late and weakly implemented. The university s control over public access 
was weak and its efforts to protect natural resources were piecemeal. The university neglected historic preservation, 
and the cultural value of htauna Kea was largely unrecognized. Efforts to gather information on the Wekiu bug 
came after damage had already been done. ’’ The report says that with integerometers that spread over large areas, 
the university must “reassess its methodology for managing Jicture telescope construction. ” It also says DLNR 
“needs to improve its protection of Mama Kea ’s natural resourcerpermit conditions, requirements, and regulation 
were not always enjbrced-administrative requirements were frequently overlooked or not completed in a timely 
manner. ” 
i 
*For 20 years UHfailed to submit timely applications for approval of telescopes constructed and subleases issued, 
thus requiring after-the-fact review. 
*UH failed to remove remnants of abandoned facilities. 
PREFACE 
MY comment on draft EIS 
The prefme downplays the controversy surrounding Mauna Kea. It must present a more balanced view of recent 
events including, but not limited to, the controversial 1997proposal to limit public access to the summit, the highly 
critical Legislative Auditor’s report, the lawsuit which led to the current EIS, and the Contested Case Hearing for 
the CDUA. 
No new telescopes, even the outriggers, should be built until a comprehensive management plan is developed. The 
UH 2000 Master Plan contains data that is 15 years old, fails to study the cumulative impact of all the telescopes, 
and was never approved by BLNR. 
The comprehensive management plan should: 
*be developed by a board chosen by the community, with power to make decisions, including native Hawaiians, a 
biologist, an archaeologist, and representatives of groups using the mountain 
*be developed by involving the public, agencies responsible for compliance, W, and its agencies. 
*describe goals and objectives for the Science Rewve  with emphasis on mitigating the impacts of astronomy 
activities 
*set lines of authority and name responsible parties 
*provide protection considering both current andfiture activities 
*spell out corrective actions and mitigation actions, andprocedures for monitoring and data analysis 
*require regular reports 
*spell out compliance requirements and penalties for non-compliance 
*identi& mechanisms for obtaining reliable funding needed to protect resources, such as a detailed budget 
includingJicnding sources, legally binding agreements obligating finding for the lifetime of each project, and a 
security deposits before new construction 
*include a system to eflectively monitor resident species and habitat, and hydrology and water resources. 
SOCIOECONOMICS 
MY comments on draft EIS The EIS must factor in: 
*lost revenue9om- 
charging only $I a year rent instead of fair market value 
lack of impact fees 
*costs of- 
management 
maintenance of public facilities and infrastructure 
liability for contamination and degradation 
UH Institute for Astronomy and W c e  of Mauna Kea Management 
development of the (unapproved) UH 2000 Master Plan 
*economic benefts that would accrueporn alternate uses, such as dedicating the mountain as 
a natural and cultural park which would increase the appeal of the island to tourists and residents 
VIEW PLANES 
My comments on draft EIS The EIS minimizes visual impacts. It must include a detailed discussion of the views 
looking up, down, and around at the summit. These views, of the sky, the rest of the mountain, Hawai’i Island, and 
Maui, are all obstructed by the telescopes. EE 
I
WASTE 
MY comment on draft EIS Waste in a sacred site is an offense to native Hawaiian religion. 
Waste should be removedfiom the mountain, not injected into it. 
Draft EIS D 4-84 Before 2002, Canada France Hawaii Telescope and Keck “directed process wastewater from mirror 
decoating into their respective IWSs.” [individual wastewater systems] 
Keck’s mirror washing and mirror aluminizing rooms had open drains thatfed directly into the ground. The EIS 
must evaluate the efect of chemicalsfiom this practice entering the wastewater systems. 
I FF 
1 
Draft EIS D 4-84 “The IWSs are inspected by observatory maintenance crews periodically. The exceptions are 
VLBA, UKIRT, and JCMT which do not inspect or pump out their systems periodically.” [emphasis added] 
efluent fiom cesspools and septic systems, plus 60 to 120 gallons from heating and cooling, per day, per telescope, 
MY comment on draft EIS Wastewater treatment is crucial because the telescopes produce 40 to 80 gallons of 
and Mauna Kea is the principal aquifer for Hawai ’i Island. 
contained no data. The EIS must state what problems have resulted, and can result, fiom ongoing failure to pePform 
The EIS must include the fact that as of about 2003, no evidence was given that any inspection, maintenance, or 
pumping of waste systems was done since 1994 except at Subaru. Keck had a Septic Tank Inspection Record, but it 
inspection and maintenance. 
m e  EIS must spell out specijk measures to actively assess, identifi, andprevent contamination of the groundwater 
and Lake Waiau. 
It must also evaluate the alternative of transporting all waste off the m o u n t a i n 1  JJ 
WATER 
included in this section. For areas where the plaintrs conclusions difler fiom NASA s, the EIS must explain why 
MY comment on draft EIS Hydrology information brought by plaintffs to the Contested Case Hearing must be 





Draft EIS D 3-30 “The limited and strongly seasonal supply of water to the lake waiau] lead s to substantial 
changes in its depth (it has been measured between 0.5 to 2.5 m (1.6 to 8.2 ft.) in the middle of the lake), its surface 
area @om 0.4 to 0.7 ha (1.0 to 1.7 ac)), and its volume (from 1,900 to 11,400 cubic meters (2,485 to 14,911 cubic 
yards)). 
MY comment on draft EIS Since Mauna Kea is the principal aquifer for Hawaii Island and the volume of water in 
Lake Waiau has extreme variations, the usual procedure for testing suPface water should be followed: ten samples 
are taken a month apart, Jive in dry season andfive in wet season. J LL 
For comparison, the EIS should also report normal levels of substances. 
Draft EIS D 3-32 figures from water samples of Lake Waiau mg/l 
Calcium 3.0 Aug 1976 
5.03 May 1977 
5.76 June 1977 
6.25 July 1977 
5.86 Aug 1977 
5.72 Sept 1977 
9.7 Jan 2003 east side 
9.5 Jan 2003 west side 
Mercury none detected Aug 1976 
.0012 Jan 2003 east side 
.0012 Jan 2003 west side 
Phosphate 0.003 Aug 1976 
0.021 h4ay 1977 
0.014 June 1977 
0.004 July 1977 
0.012 Aug 1977 
0.009 Sept 1977 
0.158 Jan 2003 east side 
0.161 Jan 2003 west side 
Potassium 2.3 Aug 1976 
3.30 May 1977 
3.85 June 1977 
3.78 July 1977 
3.75 Aug 1977 
4.20 Sept 1977 
7.70 Jan 2003 east side 
3.40 Jan 2003 west side 
Silicon 10.70 Aug 1976 
1.39 May 1977 
1.00 June 1977 
0.74 July 197 
1.35 Aug 1977 
2.37 Sept 1977 
43.10 Jan 2003 east side 
41.20 Jan 2003 west side 
Sodium 4.1 Aug 1976 
5.98 May 1977 
6.30 June 1977 
6.39 July 1977 
6.48 Aug 1977 
6.20 Sept 1977 
24.00 Jan 2003 east side 
11.00 Jan 2003 west side 
Zinc 0.095 Aug 1976 
0.043 May 1977 
0.075 June 1977 
0.061 July 1977 
0.024 Aug 1977 
0.040 Sept 1977 
0.380 Jan 2003 east side 
0.088 Jan 2003 west side 
Mv comment on &af€ EIS Levels of some substances [in bold type] changed substantially The EIS should 
possible reasons for these changes, using these samples andBture water samples. 
Cory Harden 
September 30,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
The WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan (Appendix D) addresses procedures for eradicating alien 
arthropods detected during monitoring. 
Response to Comment B: 
The EIS addresses foot traffic as an impact (See Section 4.2.3.3). NASA does not anticipate 
foot traffic in WEkiu bug habitat by construction personnel, except under very rare 
circumstances, such as retrieving loose Iraterials or trash (as directed by the consulting 
entomologist, see WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan page D-6, item 1 l), and in fact natural resource 
training has been proposed for the construction and operations crews to educate them about NOT 
walking into habitat. In addition, educational signs and barriers are proposed that would help 
prevent inadvertent walking into habitat. 
Response to Comment C: 
Dust control measures are addressed in Section 4.1.10.2 of the EIS. 
Response to Comment D: 
California Association for Research in Astronomy (CARA) would implement the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project and be subject to all applicable Federal and State statutes and regulations, 
permits issued by State and local agencies, and mitigation measures specified in the NASA 
Record of Decision (ROD). Enforcement of state laws and regulations is outside the scope of 
this EIS. 
Response to Comment E: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project would be bound by all terms of the NASA ROD, the National 
Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Memorandum of Agreement, and the Conservation 
District Use Permit (CDUP). Each of these terms are enforceable through either a regulatory 
authority or a contract. 
Response to Comment F: 
The WEkiu bug is the only species on the summit that is a candidate for listing under the 
Endangered Species Act. There is no information that “other arthropod species” are at risk of 
extinction. 
Detailed quantitative information about the ten other native arthropods that are thought to be 
residents of the summit of Mauna Kea is unavailable. These arthropods are new to science and 
have not been described as species. However, the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan addresses all of 
the potential stresses to the natural ecosystem on the summit of Mauna Kea from the proposed 
Outrigger Telescopes Project and would reduce potential impacts on the other native Hawaiian 
arthropods present as well. In addition, of the ten other native arthropods found within the 
summit area, six have also been found in the Area Below the Summit Area Cinder Cones 
(Howarth and others 1999). Any impact to these arthropods would be similar and likely 




two species of mites and two species of sheetweb spiders, have been found only on the Summit 
Area Cinder Cones (Howarth and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). However, it is 
unlikely that the Outrigger Telescopes Project would have any reasonably foreseeable significant 
adverse effect on these species. See Sections 3.1.3.1,3.1.3.2, and 4.1.2.2 for more details. 
Response to Comment 6: 
Section 4.2.4 of the EIS addresses the decline in WEkiu bug activity. 
There have been no definitive population ecology studies of the WEkiu bug. A number of 
trapping studies have been conducted on Mama Kea since 1982. Trapping studies are ongoing 
today as part of the WEkiu bug Baseline monitoring initiated by CARA in 2001. 
The first two sampling studies were conducted in 1982 and in 1997/98. A comparison of the 
results of these the two studies indicated that in 1997/98 trapping rates were about 1 percent of 
the 1982 rates. This has been taken as an indirect indication that the populations of the Wekiu 
bug on the summit area of Mauna Kea may have declined by 99 percent between 1982 and 
1997/98. Recent trapping data from the ongoing WEkiu bug Baseline Monitoring effort being 
conducted by CARA indicates that trapping rates have returned to about the same level as in 
1982 on Pu‘u Hau‘oki. 
The causes of the apparent WEkiu bug decline between 1982 and 1997-98 are not known. 
Hypotheses include climate change, a possible long-term downward trend in winter snow pack 
depth and persistence, scientific sampling, introduction of predatory alien arthropods, 
mechanical habitat disturbance from observatory construction, recreational impacts, vehicle 
impacts, long-term population cycles, and the possible presence of environmental contaminants 
from human activities. The most likely cause would probably be a combination of some or all of 
the above factors. 
Response to Comment H: 
The EIS contains survey information pertaining to the Silversword/Alpine Shrub Zone (See 
Section 4.2.4). 
Resuonse to Conment I: 
The mitigation measures were reviewed and approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) and follow all the recommendations given in previous Mauna Kea Science Reserve 
arthropod assessments (Howarth and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). 
In a letter regarding the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W.M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger 
Telescopes Project at Mauna Kea, the USFWS states “The Service [USFWS] supports the 
recommendations in the WBMP Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan] to minimize project impacts to 
endemic arthropods on the Mauna Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude 
environment from alien species introductions, garbage generation and collection, and visitor 
use. . . We believe each of the recommendations made in the WBMP will greatly minimize the 
possibility of negative impact to the wekiu bug habitat.” See Volume 11, Appendix A, for the 




The U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) submitted a comment letter on the DEIS stating “It is 
apparent from this DEIS that considerable thought and effort have been given to minimizing 
impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and around the proposed construction area. At present, only 
about 800 square feet of habitat will be disturbed during construction. In addition, the WEkiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan and the WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan address additional concerns on impacts 
for the OT construction activities.” See the USDOI comment letter from Patricia Sanderson Port 
located in this Appendix. 
In addition, the USDOI letter states “Th?se plans outline actions to minimize all identified 
impacts, describe a program to restore lost habitat at a ratio of 3: 1, and systematically monitor 
long-term changes in wekiu bug populations in the area near the construction site. While habitat 
restoration for the wekiu bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the 
proposed actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly minimize impacts to the 
bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and ecology.” 
An autecology study will be done as part of project implementation. NASA is cornmitted to this 
study as stated in Section 4.1.2.2 of the EIS. 
Response to Comment J: 
In recognition of the sanctity of Mauna Kea in Native Hawaiian culture, NASA has made a 
particular effort to consult with Native Hawaiian religious practitioners. Their perspectives have 
had great influence on the content of this EIS. See Section 3.1.2.5 and Table 3-2 for more 
details. 
Response to Comment K 
The EIS acknowledges that from a cumulative perspective, the impact of past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable fbture activities on cultural resources on Mauna Kea is substantial and 
adverse. 
Response to Comment L: 
The EIS addresses cumulative impacts on lichens in Sections 4.2.4.2 and 4.2.4.3. 
Response to Comment M: 
A discussion of the Training at Pohakuloa Training Area (PTA) for Stryker Brigade Combat 
Team Army Transformation Project was included in Section 4.2.2 of the EIS. Impacts 
associated with PTA activities within the Region of Influence for a particular resource were 
included in the impacts analysis. 
Response to Comment N: 
NASA has addressed the cumulative impact of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable fbture 




Response to Comment 0: 
NASA is giving h l l  consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project's technical and programmatic requirements (i.e., the &an Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced 
Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of 
the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a decision about a site for thz Outrigger Telescopes Project. No decision 
will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process has been completed. 
NASA's decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a ROD. Present plans anticipate 
that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA's decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with the 
Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
Response to Comment P: 
The University of Hawai'i has applied for the CDUP on behalf of CARA in the University's 
capacity as the leaseholder to the Mauna Kea Science Reserve. 
Response to Comment 0: 
The Outrigger Telescopes and their enclosures were designed and ordered shortly after funding 
became available in 1998. This was necessary because it was recognized that it would take 4 to 
5 years for the Telescopes and their enclosures to be completed. See also Response to 
Comment 0. 
Response to Comment R: 
The EIS is based on the best available information. 
Response to Comment S :  
The actions of the Land Board with respect to the Conservation District Use Application 
(CDUA) are a State matter and beyond the scope of the EIS. 
Response to Comment T: 
See Response to Comment S .  
Response to Comment U 
The federal NEPA process is separate and independent from State processes. NASA has made a 




Response to Comment V: 
There are plans [for all facilities] that contain f r e  prevention and safety procedures. See Section 
4.2.10.2 of the EIS for additional information, including a discussion of the Subm Telescope 
construction fire that took the lives of three workers. 
Response Comment W: 
Many dust-suppressing soil stabilizers are manufactured. Some may be environmentally safe 
and therefore appropriate for use at the Outrigger Telescopes Project construction site. For 
example, Harvard University research found that the soil stabilizer, NaturalPAVE@ XL, is 
suitable for environmentally sensitive areas such as bird sanctuaries and riparian corridors. 
NaturalPAVE@ XL has been used in several state and national parks including the Lorance Creek 
Natural Area in Arkansas, the Running Eagle Falls Nature Trail in Glacier National Park, 
Montana, and the Pinnacles National Monument in California. NaturalPAVE@ XL has also been 
favorably reviewed in the Green Building and Design Recommendations at the University of 
Wisconsin - Madison. 
Item 6 of the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan (Appendix D) describes when and under what 
conditions soil stabilizers would be used. Soil stabilizers considered for use would be 
professionally reviewed, and only those found to be environmentally safe would be used. 
Response to Comment X: 
Section 3.1.5.2 of the EIS describes hazardous materials use, including mercury, at the W.M. 
Keck Observatory. This section also provides information about hazardous materials handling 
and storage; the CARA safety program related to hazardous materials; hazardous waste; and 
emergency response procedures and reporting requirements in the unlikely event of a spill. 
Table 4-20 summarizes seven elemental mercury spills associated with astronomy operations on 
Mauna Kea. Best available information indicates that these spills were cleaned up adequately. 
Response to Comment 
NASA recognizes the Mauna Kea Science Reserve (MKSR) Master Plan which was approved by 
the University of Hawai‘i Board of Regents on June 16,2000 (UH 2000b). On February 2, 
2000, Governor Benjamin J. Cayetano accepted the MKSR Master Plan Final Environmental 
Impact Statement (MKSR FEIS) as satisfactorily fulfilling the requirements of Chapter 343, 
Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (State of Hawai‘i 2000). The MKSR FEIS contains a November 2, 
1999 comment letter fiom the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) signed by 
Timothy Johns, Chairperson, in which he states DLNR’s position regarding the Master Plan. 
“The Department of Land and Natural Resources would continue to review each situation in the 
context of a Conservation District Use Application. . . DLNR’s acceptance and consideration of 
applications for new uses, such as telescopes, will be contingent upon implementation of the 
local design review process and more generally, the performance of the local management 
authority in fulfilling its stated responsibilities. . . It will be the University’s and the telescope 
operators’ responsibility to ensure that procedures outlined in the Master Plan are followed for 




Conservation District Use Application approvals and any fbture telescope development on 
Mama Kea.” Under the heading “New Management Responsibilities,” Mr. Johns further states 
that “A Hilo-based review process, with the Board of Land and Natural Resources continuing to 
consider individual CDUAs and sublease agreements, would guide new telescope and facilities 
development. DLNR enforcement would be limited primarily to compliance with Conservation 
District Use Permit conditions and response to enforcement issues related to violations of 
Conservation District laws. .7’ 
Response to Comment Z: 
These State issues remain out of scope of the NEBA process. 
ResDonse to Comment AA: 
The letter from the State of Hawai‘i’s Department of Business, Economic Development and 
Tourism explains in detail the reason a Federal Coastal Zone Management Act consistency 
review is not required (see Volume 11, Appendix A). 
Response to Comment BB: 
NASA is not aware of any fundamental conflicts among the 2000 Mauna Kea Science Reserve 
Master Plan, mitigation and monitoring presented in the EIS, and other commitments. To the 
extent that requirements vary, the Outrigger Telescopes Project would comply with the most 
stringent conditions. See also Response to Comment E. 
Remonse to Comment CC: 
These issues are outside the scope of the EIS. 
Response to Comment DD: 
These issues are outside the scope of the EIS. 
Response to Comment EE: 
The EIS acknowledges that the cumulative visual impact from past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable activities is substantial (4.2.14.4). 
Response to Comment FF: 
As described in Sections 3.1.5 and 4.2.6 of the EIS, all solid and hazardous waste is transported 
off Mama Kea for disposal. All domestic wastewater from the observatories is disposed of 
through individual wastewater treatment systems approved by the State of Hawai‘i Department 
of Health. The text of the EIS has been modified to address the impact of septic system 
discharge on cultural resources. 
Response to Comment GG: 
The text of the EIS has been modified to address the impact of past mirror decoating wastewater 
disposal practices. All domestic wastewater from the observatories is disposed of through 




Response to Comment HH: 
Best available information indicates that there have been only several small sewage spills onto 
the cinder on the order of several liters (gallons). Those spills, identified in Table 4-20, were the 
results of accidents and not a failure to perform inspection and maintenance. 
Response to Comment 11: 
No measurable groundwater contamination can result from the disposal of wastewater at the 
summit, as shown by the hydrologic analysis done as part of the cumulative impacts analysis in 
the EIS (See Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5). The same analysis shows that wastewater from the 
observatories cannot reach Lake Waiau. All disposal of wastewater is done through State- 
approved septic systems. No hazardous materials are disposed of through the septic systems, but 
rather are trucked down by licensed and State-approved contractors. 
The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best available 
scientific information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable fbture astronomy-related projects, including the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project, on the hydrologic system are negligible. 
Response to Comment JJ: 
The proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project would use the W.M. Keck Observatory's existing 
sewage disposal system and off-site mirror decoating wastewater disposal practices, if NASA 
selects the Mauna Kea site. The W.M. Keck Observatory currently retains a licensed septic 
waste hauler to pump out the digested bio-solid sludge from the septic system every six months 
for disposal off site at an approved treatment facility. It is not within NASA's jurisdiction to 
require that all wastewater be trucked down the mountain. However, NASA has forwarded your 
request to the University of Hawai'i for consideration. 
Response to Comment KK: 
See Response to Comment U. 
Response to Comment LL: 
The hydrologic irnpacts analyses are based on the physics of subsurface flow, not on the quality 
of water in various surface water bodies. By testing, it appears that the comment refers to the 
water quality data that are provided in the Massey report. The sampling was one time only, but 
the data on Lake Waiau reproduced from the Massey report does cover numerous samples over 
five consecutive months in 1977. These data are presented for informational purposes only. 
They are not used in the analysis of impacts, for example to prove by the water quality data that 
discharges at the W.M. Keck Observatory or elsewhere at the summit are or are not reaching 
various water bodies. 
Response to Comment MM: 
Your comment is respectfully noted. The comment has been forward to the University of 
Hawai'i and OMKM for further review. 
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Date: Thu, 30 Sep 2004 19:44:27 -1000 
From: John Harrison 
Subject: Comments on the Outrigger Telescopes Project draft EIS 
To: otpeisCnasaJgov 
Dear Dr, Pilcher: 
Please find attached the University of Hawai'i Environmental Center review of the 
referenced draft EIS . 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
John T. Harrison, PhD 
Environmental Coordinator 
University of Hawai'i Environmental Center 
Content-type: application/octet-stream; x-mac-type=5738424E; x-unix-mode=0644; 
Content-disposition: attachment; filename="NASA Outrigger DEIS" 
x-mac-creator=4D5 35 7 4 4 ; names "NASA Outrigger DEIS I' 
NASA Outrigger DEIS 
Printed for otpeis <otpeis@nasa.gov> 1 
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  H A W A I - M  A T  M A N O A  
Environmental C e n t e r  
October 1,2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ 
300 E St., SW ' 
NASA Headquarters 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 
Dear Dr. Pilcher: 
Draft Environmental h p c t  Statement 
Outrigger Telescopes Proj 
NASA proposes to 
Telescopes adjacent to the 
Outrigger Telescopes each 
'0741 
fund construction, install 
existing twin Keck Telescopes 
would have &or elem 
housings 8 m in &meter, a 9.1 m diameter dome, and rising to an elevation of 10.7 m above 
ground levei. Connections with existing Keck Telescope facilities would be via underground 
light pipes to instrumentation located in the basement of the Keck II Telescope Building. 
This review was conducted with the assistance of Davianna McGregor, Ethnic Studies; 
and Karen Umemoto, Urban and Regional Planning. 
General Comments 
7. From the perspective of process, we commend the preparers of this draft EIS on the level of detail and completeness of factual information presented. Our reviewers generally found that technical descriptions of both the settings and the proposed actions were conveyed ia a highly comprehensive manner. 
However, we also remain somewhat at a loss to understand why NASA chose io 
distance this effort from State environmental disclosure processes as noted on page xiii of the 
Executive Sumrnary. We note that environmental documentation pursuant to Hawai'i Statutory 
provisions has addressed many of the crucial issues surrounding this proposed action, and we 
further note that $343-50, Hawai'i Revised Statutes, states, in part: 
2500 Dole Street, Krauss Annex 19. Honolulu, Hawai'i 96822-2313 
Telephone: (808) 956-7361 * Facsimile: (808) 956-3980 
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution 
October I, 2004 
Page 2 of 3 
Whenever an acfion is subject to both the National Environmental Policy Act of I969 
(Public Law 9I-190) and the requirements of this chaptq the ofice and agencies shall 
cooperate with federal agencies to the fitllest extent possible to reduce &plication between 
federal and state requirement. 
We suggest that this is more than a mere academic concern, in that particular concerns 
regarding cultural and traditional practices of Native Hawaiians engage an epistemological 
framework that algues for more regional approaches to reconciliation. Although previausly 
published Hawai‘i environmental documentation, which has extensively explored cultural 
concerns is referenced in the present draft EIS, our reviewers are left with a sense that rather 
than seeking enhanced strategies to bridge cultural perspectives, this document adopts the . 
presumptive stance that the scientific arguments for the proposed action trump cultural 
sensitivities. As such, it’s difficult to imagine an outcome that promotes compromise and 
coexistence of the inherently dichotomous Native Hawaiian and technical perspectives. 
Cultural Impacts 
Proposed additional expansion of astronomical research facilities on the summit of 
Mama Kea evokes impassioned responses within the Native Hawaiian community. Our 
reviewers have duly noted these concerns, and identify two issues that are perceived to be 
irreconcilable. 
1. The EIS acknowledges the cyltural impact study conducted by Kepa Maly and Kumu Pono 
Associates, which states that all of the informants, except one, do not want to see any M e r  
development on the summit. The proposed outriggers constigte an expansion and fkther 
development of the summit. Thus, all of the idomants, except one, would be opposed to the 
proposed development of the outriggers. To the cultural informants the proposed development 
constitutes significant negative impact. In their view, this concern should be recognized and 
honored. There should not be my expansion on the summit. Any technological innovations 
should be constructed on the footprint of outmoded telescopes. There should be no further 
impact upon the sacred summit. 
2. The cultural impact study by.Kumu Pono, according to the EIS, also notes that the 
informants did not consider the proposed mitigation of impacts, the appointment of a 
committee to consult on cultural impacts, as an adequate measure to address their concerns 
about additional development on the summit. The principal mitigation measure proposed by the 
EIS, Le. the appointment of an advisory committee, was not considered to be adequate by the’ 
cultural informants. How then can the project accommodate the informants’ concerns? Will 
the position of the cultural informants simply be ignored? 
The clear position of the Native Hawaiian community is that while the proposed 
development of the outriggers does not seem huge and intrusive on the sdace,  it comes after 
decades of unplanned development of a very fragile ecosystem and cultural center. These 
October 1,2004 
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outriggers will compound the cumulative impact of the science center upon Mama Kea. 
Native Hawaiians have very few wahi pana that remain untouched by technology, industry o,r 
tourism. Mauna Kea, itself, is already more developed than it should be. "his fragile cultural 
resource needs to be protected, in much the same way that the government of Japan protects its 
sacred mountah Fuji. 
The draft EIS acknowledges the existing and projected fbture adverse impacts of 
astronomical resepch at the summit of Mauna Kea, particularly with regard to these cultural 
concerns. However, where prior assessments have devoted considerable effort towards 
establishing active, participatory management efforts, both in the process of developing the 
disclosure documentation and in the implementation of on-the-mountain activities, this 
document appears to place all mitigation in the realm of a Memorandm of Agreement that is 
admittedly unsigned by and unacceptable to a substantial fraction of the very entities to which 
it applies. 
As noted earlier, two conflicting epistemologies are in evidence in this situation, that of a 
cultural perspective that views the mountain as a sacred temple and that of a Western scientific 
perspective that views the mountain as a scientific temple. The great irony is that both 
frameworks hdamentally pursue the same reverence for the mystery of cosmic, and by 
derivative logic, hum* origins. Our reviewers offer conflicting opinions on the capacity for 
resolution of these issues. However, as written, the draft EIS seems remiss in not M e r  
exploring possible areas of compromise, particularly those relating to strategies for improving 
management of the mountain in ways that acknowledge equal validity for each of the prevailing 
epistemological perspectives. 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this Draft EIS. 
Sincerely, 






John T. Harrison, Ph.D. 
University of Hawai'i Environmental Center 
October 1,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Thank you for your supportive comments. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of the Proposed 
Action. NASA made a considerable effort to consult with interested and concerned parties about 
the Outrigger Telescopes Project. As a result, NASA has made numerous commitments to on- 
site and off-site measures that would protect and enhance the cultural and environmental 
resources of Mauna Kea. In addition, NASA wili commit $2 million to an initiative that deals 
with preservation and protection of historic/cultural resources on Mauna Kea and educational 
needs of Hawaiians as a mitigation component of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
Response to Comment C: 
NASA has made a good faith effort to develop mitigation measures in active dialogues with 
individuals and organizations representing Native Hawaiian perspectives on Mauna Kea. The 
overall management of Mauna Kea is a state issue, beyond NASA's authority and outside the 
scope of this EIS. 
G-177 
We mean not to overthrow the constitution but to overthraw those that pervert the constitution, 
Abrabam Lincoln. 
A former President of the United States of America. 
ABSTRACT 
Mauna Kea 
The Mauna Kea situation F need be can be stopped JY the first Amendment 
of the Constitution of The united States of America as stated; 
LAW 
Amendment I, 
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of Religion. Or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, 
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and 
petition the Government €or a redress of grievances. 
Amendment XIV 
( Q u W  
First paragraph 
Sentence four (4) 
No state shall make or enforce- any Law which sbatl abridee the 
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States: 
L 
rights under the consti~tion 
ate c o m p ~ ~  
n as well as the State 
University of Hawaii under an ill0gal lease of agreement; (churrch/state) 
Without the consent of the indigenous peoples of said (Church lands) State 
of Hawaii, 
HISTORY 
The Hawaiians as well as its descendants a group of the Polynesian people. 
Who have declared that the whole of the mountah known as Mama kea is a 
Church of a p u p  of Hawaiian people? (rights uder the constituRion of 
America) Its declaration of church-hood began h m  its hereditary 
beginnin@: B,C ( Before Cook) to this date. (infinitr) Circa 1200 b c +/- 
1000 years. They have been denied the rights of offertories or at times 
denied approach to said church (Maw Kea) to @om their rightfbl 
religious connotations at their discretion. 
The State of Wawai, The University of  Il[swaii, Keck Corp, NASA, the 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banking System, both 
incorporated May 18 1914 at Minneapolis. The Congress of the United 
States ofAmerica. Et a1 
Has been proven that they have denied the Hawaiian, and its descendants. 
As well as desecrated their Church (Mauna Kea by erecting Building upon 
And now is attempting to place a Striker Brigade making the Church a First 
Strike Military Target for the united States of America’s fi.rture Enemies of 
Asian countries who wili regard the church as their number one T q e t  of an 
American Militmy Deployment. 
The Native Hawaiian Parishioners have acclimated to the Western ways of 
life knowhg under conquest; by commercialism, they are under i n v o l m m  
servitude. (Slavery) check h~://~.nativehawaiianrip;hts.com 
And M e r  more the Public access Shoreline Hawaii called the P M 3  
decision (PASH vs. State of Eawaii. Et ad) which won a landmark court 
case which forced courts and government agencies to acknowledge and 
protect Native Hawaiian subsistence, cultural and RELIGIOUS dghQ 
in making development decisions and consider any development’s 
impact on cultural and religioas resources. hcludes the whole of the 
its sacred sites with fecal waste 1 into its sacred grounds. 
uiture and ~ e ~ i g i o u ~  righ aii 
and it’s Dominions, 
Moreover, the order of life for the native Hawaiian is swivd of the fittest, 
United States of America and its separate State+ of Hawaii, 
Quoting From the Preambles ofthe Constitution; 
‘%quality for All” 
 tato or ship par involuntary servitude under The Government of the 
PROPOSALS 
An opinion can never come to a conclusion: But a compromise yes! That is 
the bases of societies. It’s as simple as a si@ light, Red you wait, green 
you go. otherwise chaos. 
These are some of the compromise; 
1. Parishioners unlimited access to site. 
2. Buildings; exteriors, codom its dbcor to the mountain. Le. 
@u’u conception) 
3.- remove said building 1Ci.om scared site and stop all commercialism fkom 
use of site (mountain) tom. Star gazing. Etc. 
4,Striker Brigade if allowed must create a buffer zone between populsrtions 
with flora; 
So that the carbon dioxide may be engulfed by the flora, and exerting 
oxygen thus giving rise to the carbon monoxide to an altitude where.the 
methane iri combination will disburse both compositions in winds of 
65 miles plus. 
5. Restitution to the Native Hawaiian, Health care for the age! 
Infkastructure! Community Concerns! 
6. Approach issues with Hawaiian people and the immediate Communities 
Rather than with my government agency of the State of Hawaii in any form. 
7.Set date of conference of conclusion and finalized through camaraderie 
and understanding and an apology and restitution to the respect of said 
people of Hawaii and those that live within its immediate area Mama kea 
Wai’kii, ‘Wgi’kaloa, Wai’mea, Ko’hda, Hilo, Hono’kaa, Ku’kai’au, 
Ha’makua and the whole of the 7th district of the island of Hawaii. 
We ask not what can you give us, But we would ask, what can we give you! 
that you already have not taken. “an old Hawaiian saying! 
“ hu’i hele rnai ai” 
This deposition is by no way meant to defamed the question of astrology 
Or the purpose of man’s quest to seek a positive position of genealogy from 
the beliefs that some where in the vastness of the universe he derived from 
rather than declare that he is a virus on a biological planet, with the same 
traits as all living life; to survive and reproduce. 
It is his honor of the beliefs of superstition that this deposition Bad come to 
being. 
What gives an entity the right through Dictatorship to possess without 
concern for the people to whom an inflection ofharm shall befaIl them in 
the name of science. One that is the same as looking at a cemetery for what 
is seen in the universe is dead as light travels at 186 thousand mile per 
minute declared by astrology and physics, then declare that a star was 
discwered at thirty billion light years away. That would mean that at an 
astronomical unit of distance equal to the distance that light travels in one 
year in a vacuurn or about 5.88 triIlion miles depicting that its at a constant 
rate would place that discovery at a distance of thirty Billion times 5-88 
trillion mile away from earth, what a discovery! {I 76.400 trillion mile) 
With that we can abide with science, But Dictatorship in a State of the 
Empire ofAmerica, isn’t that rather questionable or is it true. As stated by 
General Leonard Wood wrote to Theodore Roosevelt: The Hawaiian islands 
one-third of the way across the Pacific, with pineapple md plantation 
owners, and had been described by American oficials as I‘, ripe pear ready 
for plucking” was annexed by joint resolution of Congress in July of 1898. 
Revenge! Hate! The Masse case? Slavery! 
“Hu’I hele mai ai” 
Perhaps this is a case for the Supreme Court of the Unite States of America 
on a constitutional base. 
Church and state. 
The Kshanamoku Estate Foundation 
A 501~3  non-profit charitable corporation for the Native Hawaiian people and dl tbe 
Peoples of Hawaii as stated in its by-laws; . 
( a ) To perpetuate contemporary and traditional Hawaiian social, economic 
and culture values and lifestyles; 
{ b ) To Perpetuate the herhge of the Native Hawaiians and promote, 
encourage, and foster the common good and general wetfare of all the 
peoples of Hawaii. 
( c ) To promote, encourage and foster charitable activity, as defined in 
section 50 1 ( c) 3 of h e  internal revenue code of 1954 ( as amended) and 
the rules and regulations promulgated there under including the stimulation, 
promotion, sponsorship and or encouragement activities for and behalf of 
the Aged people and the Children of Hawaii. 
( d ) To promote, encourage, sponsor and foster charitable, education or 
scientific activities having purpose constant with those of the corporations; 
and 
( e ) To transact any and a11 IawfbI, activities for which nonprofit 
corporations may be incorporated under chapter 4 15 b Hawaii revised 
Statutes. 
Samuel Aiapai Taula Kahanamob. 111. (aka) BUMY K a h m o k u ,  
CeoPresident, Kahanamoku Estate Fomdation 501~3 
Po. Box 1258 Katnueh Hawaii 96743 
Info@Bahanamo ku& 
~ttp:/~~~w.nativehauiaiiaiiriehts.com (Involuntary Servitude) 
803-887-0200 Voice 808-887-0205 f8X 
Samuel Alapai Taula Kahanamoku, III 
Kahanamoku Estate Foundation 
Undated 
Your comments are respectfully noted. 
G-183 
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Amerkan Friends 
Servlce Committee 
Hawrti’l Area Program 
2426 O’ahu Avenua Womlulu. HI 96822 Phone 808/988.6266 - Faa 806/9skcrs76 
Wobrrtr a Emah afochswoli@olsc.org 
Date: September 29,2004 
To: NASA 
Marl Code: SZ 
Washington, D.C. 20546-0001 
Am: Dr. Car1 Pllrcher 
Outrigger Telescopes Projecr 
Astronomy and Physics Division 
Office of Space Science 
Kyle Kajihiro, Program Director, Hawat.1 Area Program 
Draft Envirsnmental Irnuact Statemenr Commenrs Relarinp To The NASNWilliatn 




The American Fncnds Service Committee Hawai’i Area Program opposes &e expansion of the Kcck 
Outrigger Telescopes Project on the summil of Mauna Kea due to he significanr, adverse and 
unavoidable cumulative impacts of the project. We concur with the comments and concms 
submitted by Mauna Kea Anaina Hou and Kahea. Furthennon, we wish to submit the following 
addirional comments. 
The DEIS is inadeauate and fails to co mdy with the Natio n P lic Act A . 
The DEB fails Io consider issues raised in the scoping process In January 2004, I restified at the 
Wai’anae pubhc scoping meeting for this project. However thc DEB contained no record of my 
comments, nor that of any of the hundreds of others who submitted scoping comments. AH scoping 
cornmenu were summanzed into a few scant paragraphs In the DEB which denied testifiers &he 
abifity 10 review rhc record for accuracy. 
The Final EXS should include wriuen transcripts of all =oping meetings and public hearings on the 
DEIS as well as copies of written teshmonies submitted. This woufd allow resuiexs to check Iht 
accuracy of rhe informatlon in the find EiS. 
DEIS Fails to Provide Full Disclosure of Milim Corm d o n s  
Bsues I msed 111 oral scoping comments that were OOL reflected in the DEIS incIuded the question of 
military connections with NASA and the Kcck Observatories. Presenters for NASA at rhc DEIS 
public heaxing made the unsubstantmcd and blmket dtclarauon that NASA has no relationship to 
the military. This conuadlcts NASA’s own version of its history: “NASA’s buth was d i r d y  related 
to the pnsswcs of national defense.” [Garbcr, Stephen J.. and Roppcr D. Launrus. “A Brief History 
of the Nauonel Aemnautics and Space Administratton.” 
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Given NASA's genealogical ties to Cold War military rescarch, we demand full disclosun about all 
possible milirary connections to the program in question. The question of military connections i s  
relevant to &e DEIS because it acmally determines tht true purpose of rhe project. 
Disclose all past and foreseeable future users of rhe Keck Telescopes. 
e Provide a list of all past and forcseeable fuuuc research projects usmg the Keck Telescopes. 
Are any cIassified rcscarch projea being conducted at Keck? If so, describe these b the 
fullest extent allowable. 
Provide a full accounting of all funding sources and their amounts for projects at Keck, 
including pmjecrs rhat pass through the Research Corporarion of W University of hwcu'i. 
Provide a full list of all technologies invented and patented at Keck. the patent holders, 
licenses granted for the use of those patents and licensees. 
0 What arc the military applications, if any, of rcchologies developed at Keck? For example, 
can any of the opt~cs invented for the Ktxk observatory be used for miiitary satellites or 
tracking and guidance systems? A n  they currently belng used for that purpose? 
Describe the computing and communications tnfiastntcture used by Keck and the UH 
Astornomy program. Are any of thew assets related to the military in any way? For example, 
does the military have any ownership or authority over the fiber optics communications 




AS I comnented at the scoping meeting. it is inappropriate for NASA and the BLNR to consider h e  
permit application for rhe Outrigger expansion on Mauna Kea before the EIS and Record of 
Decision has even been finalized. I urge you to withdraw your permit application. 
I commend NASA for its honesty in adrniUing that there are in fact alternative sites €or the 
Outriggers, and that the cumulative impaas for the proposed d o n  on Mauna Kea would be 
significant aad adverse. However, your DEE goes on to excuse &e incremental impacts of the 
project. For the Native Hawaiians who have paid the highest price for the adverse and significant 
cumulative impacts of 11 1 years of wrongful occupation of lands and for the endangcnd native 
ecosystem of Hawai'i, this kind of incrementalism leads to death by a thousands CUB. We say 
"enough. " 
Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 





American Friends Service Committee 
September 29,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
NASA has made every effort to address all scoping comments that are within scope of 
the EIS. Summaries of the oral scoping comments made at the public scoping meetings 
are provided in Acrobat@ format at http://www;!.keck.hawaii.edu/. Comments were 
S 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA is the nation's civil space agexy, established by the National Air and Space Act 
of 1958 (Pub. L. No. 85-568, As Amended). NASA space missions and related research 
programs are conducted for peaceful, scientific purposes. NASA and the Department of 
Defense (DoD) may at times have a common interest in the development of a particular 
technology. For example, DoD developed a technology called adaptive optics that is 
used for scientific studies at ground-based astronomical observatories (such as the W.M. 
Keck Observatory) to correct telescopic images for distortions caused by Earth's 
atmosphere. Additionally, DoD and NASA occasionally work together to develop a 
technology of interest to both agencies. The specific requests for detailed information are 
beyond the scope of this EIS. 
Response to Comment 6: 
The University of Hawai'i's responsibility to acquire a Conservation District Use Permit 
and the Federal Government's responsibility to complete the National Environmental 
Policy Act process are separate and independent processes. 
Response to Comment D: 
Your comments are respectfully noted. 
ed and not attributed to facilitate responding and protect individual privacy. 
G-186 
From: Reynolds Kamakawiwoole 
To: <otpeis@nasa.gov> 
Subject: Written statementlReynolds Kamakawiwoole 
Date: Mon, 27 Sep 2004 
Aloha Nasa, 
I want these statements to be part of your draft EIS. 
1. Has NASA ever received statements from Kahuna(s) allowing 
>further development on Mama Kea? 
None of the reports in the drafts has an acceptance to build from any 
Kahuna. 
2. I believe that NASA and the military continue to co-exist with 
one another, will this movement involve 
military Connection with NASA now or the fuhue? 
3. Does the people know that Mama Kea spirituality is also Christian? 
7 
z 
4. Will this draft allow further development by others on the 
mountain? 
5. Will NASA pay the rightfbl amount to Native Hawaiians for the 









Response to Comment A: 
In recognition of the sanctity of Mauna Kea in Native Hawaiian culture, NASA has made a 
particular effort to consult with Native Hawaiian religious practitioners. Their perspectives have 
had great influence on the content of this EIS. See Section 3.1.2.5 and Table 3-2 for more 
details. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA is the nation's civil space agency, established by the National Air and Space Act of 1958 
(Pub. L. No. 85-568, As Amended). NASA space missions and related research programs are 
conducted for peaceful, scientific purposes. NASA and the Department of Defense @OD) may 
at times have a c o m o n  interest in the development of a particular technology. For example, 
DoD developed a technology called adaptive optics that is used for scientific studies at ground- 
based astronomical observatories (such as the W.M. Keck Observatory) to correct telescopic 
images for distortions caused by Earth's atmosphere. Additionally, DoD and NASA 
occasionally work together to develop a technology of interest to both agencies. 
Response to Comment C: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project is separate and independent from any reasonably foreseeable 
development on Mauna Kea. All future proposed projects on Mauna Kea would be subject to the 
terms and conditions of the June 2000 Mauna Kea Science Reserve Master Plan and state 
compliance requirements including the Conservation District Use Permitting process. 
Response to Comment D: 
The issue of the rental arrangements for the subleased lands is an issue for the State of Hawai'i. 
However, if Mauna Kea is selected as the site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, NASA will 
commit $2 million to an initiative that deals with preservation and protection of historic/cultural 
resources on Mauna Kea and educational needs of Hawaiians as a mitigation component of the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
G-189 
From: Mahealani Kamauu 
To: kahea-alliance@hawaii.rr.com 
Cc: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Subject: Draft EIS, Mauna Kea 
Date: Wed, 29 S e p  2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ 
NASA Headquarters 
300 "E" Street SW 
Washington, D.C. 20546-0001 
Dear Dr. Pilcher: 










Mauna Kea is a sacred temple. Building monolithic structures atop it is racist. 
The observatories desecrate my family's place of worship. 
My family's ability to worship has and will continue to be severely and adversely 
More observatories will make the injury to my family more severe. 
What was once a pristine environment is now polluted with dangerous biohazards, 
Native Hawaiian spiritual practices, beliefs and way of life are being destroyed and 
a) So some rich nations can outdo other rich nations; 
b) So scientists can enhance their professional credentials; 













Because close-up shots of stars are amazing; 
To unlock secrets of the universe; 
Because of Mama Kea's strategic location in the middle of the Pacific; 
Because of the potential for military applications; 
Because U.H. can use native land for free and bargain for viewing time worth 
Because money, power and international prestige are more important than Hawaiians. 
Because according to astronomers, observatories are sacred temples too. 
Because according to astronomers, they and and traditional Hawaiian navigators are 
Because NASA is powerful and can do whatever it wants. 
Because there can never be enough telescopes and observatories atop Mauna Kea. 
n) 
0) 
obervatories as it could get away with. 
Because Mauna Kea offers the choicest viewing. 
Because Hawaiians should have known from the beginning U.H. would build as many 
p) Because (fill in the blank) 
All of which are either specious or racist, and would not be legally justified if native spiritual 
beliefs and practices were accorded the same respect and protections as western orthodox 
religions. That observatories can be built on Mauna Kea is racist. I protest America racism and 
its racist agent NASA. I denounce the University of Hawai'i's Astronomy Department for its 




Your comments are respectiidly received. 
G-192 
August 3 1,2004 
Aloha Dr. Pilcher, members of NASA and pests, 
My name is Andrew K. T. Keli’ikoa of the Royal Order of h e h a m e h a  I and I am here . 
to present testimony tonight on behalf of thz Kahu Po‘o Nui of the Royal Order of 
Kamehameha I. 
T h e  Royal Order of Kamehameha I cannot and will not support NASA’s Draft EIS 
in its present form because NASA asked for the community’s mana’o - which they 
shared - but NASA failed to acknowledge and subsequently ignored their 
concerns.” 
CCWe demand that NASA’s representatives conduct face-to-face meetings with 
respondents from Moku o Keawe to resolve important issues before NASA 
completes the Final EIS.” 
“Imua e Na Kamehameha” 
by order of the 
‘Aha Kahu Po‘o 
Heiau 0 Na Ali’i 
Royal Order of Kamehameha 
Andrew K.T. Keli'ikoa 
Royal Order of Kamehameha I 
August 31,2004 
NASA appreciates the continuing involvement by the Royal Order of Kamehameha I (ROOK I) 
in the Federal environmental compliance process for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
G- 194 
Date: Fri, 27 Aug 2004 13:33:39 -1000 
From: Alakupaa 
To: <otpeis@nasa.gov> 
Subject: TESTIMONY: Stop the Mistreatment of Mauna Kea 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I will not be able to attend the meeting on 1 September in Wai' anae, O'ahu as I have previous 
engagements, however, I would like to submit my t.estimony about the building of the new 
"outrigger telescopes" by NASA on Mauna Kea. 
The appearance of NASA's and others of disregard for the Hawaiian people, their culture, the 
respect of their holy and sacred places is alarming. The disregard for the environment that the 
present astronomical community that is presently utilising a mountain that Hawaiians consider 
sacred is disgusting. 
great. The NASA Drafl EIS Cumulative Impact Summary states: "In conclusion, the overall 
cumulative impact of past, present and reasonably foreseeable future activities is substantial, 
adverse, and significant" 
NASA you acknowledge that the impacts produced by the astronomy industry are adverse and 
In my opinion, the following selected issues must be addressed by NASA: 
a.. The impact on continued expansion on cultural, traditional and religious uses and access, 
including protection of burials, historic sites, ceremonial view-planes and traditional cultural 
properties of Mauna Kea; 
1 
b.. The impact of the increasing restrictions and Western disrespect of the Hawaiian people as it 
pertains to their lands, sacred sites and the ability to fieely live their culture, especially on Mauna 
Kea and what effects this has in contributing to the ethnocide, which is a form of genocide, of the 
Hawaiian people most especially by the United States of America and its agencies such as NASA; 
e.. The sanctity of Mauna Kea must be protected and revered; _I 
d.. The cumulative effects of hundreds of thousands of gallons of effluent being deposited into 
e.. Mauna Kea is the principle aquifer for the entire island, and is home to a delicate, complex 
f.. The impacts of transportation, storage, use, handling and disposal of hazardous, toxic 
aged septic tanks, cesspools and antiquated leech fields; 7 
I- 
hydrology and ecosystem. How will this vital aquifer be protected from contamination; 
D 
substances, including documented mercury spills on site; 
g.. The systematic destruction of prime habitat for the rapidly disappearing Wekiu bug and other 
h.. There are numerous procedural problems with this process. A central problem is the 
University's Master Plan has not been approved by the Board of Land and Natural Resources 
(BLNR). The last Management Plan approved by BLNR was in 1983, and that plan set the limit on 






the number of astronomy facilities allowed on the summit at thirteen. The BLNR rules expressly 
require an approved management plan for any facilities, and further require that any amendments to 
the 1983 plan be approved by the BLNR. This has not occurred. 
Hawai'i Institute for Astronomy (UHIFA), which administers astronomy activities on the 
mountain, applied to the BLNR for a Conservation District Use Permit to begin the construction of 
the six proposed Outrigger Telescopes. 
simultaneously pursuing a permit to build? How can BLNR make an informed decision if they rule 
on the Conservation District Use Permit Zrefore having an assessment of the data that is supposed to 
- 
i.. Despite the fact that the EIS process by NASA has not been completed, the University of 
-  j.. How can NASA and UHIFA proposed a "No Action" alternative in the DEIS, while 
be provided by the EIS? - 
Mauna Kea is a premiere site for astronomy. However, there are 93 observatory complexes 
around the world where world-class astronomy is also conducted. If no more telescopes are built on 
Mama Kea, it will not be the end of astronomy. 
Mauna Kea is a wahi pana and an invaluable foundation of the heritage and sacred traditions of 
the Hawaiian people. Many of the Hawaiian traditions and practices conducted on Mauna Kea can 
be practiced nowhere else in the world. It is the sacred temple, belonging to Akua, Na Akua, and 
Na 'Au makua. The mountain is the burial ground of our most sacred and revered ancestors. 
Currently the summit is used routinely for ceremonies and other cultural practices, which pre-date 
modern science by millennia. 
There has been a 30-year history of deep-seated public opposition to further development on the 
mountain. The industry has had unencumbered access to the summit of Mauna Kea, at the expense 
of our cultural and environmental resources. The Hawaiian people have compromised enough. 
Unless the aforementioned items can be adequately addressed and the impact of these telescopes 
on the environment, the culture, the Hawaiian people and the safety to all the people of the Island 
of Hawai'i can be ascertained, I testify against expansion or building of any new telescopes on the 





Response to Comment A: 
See Section 4.1.1 of the EIS entitled Cultural Resources for a discussion of the impacts the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project would have on historic properties, cultural values, and traditional 
cultural practices. In addition, see Section 4.1.12 for a discussion of the visual impacts associated 
with the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project would not substantially burden the right to religious practice. 
Access to Mauna Kea has improved as a result of the development of the summit. In particular, the 
construction and improvement of the Mauna Kea Access Road in the Region of Influence has made 
it possible for the public, including many Native Hawaiians, to travel to the summit. The road is 
occasionally closed to vehicular traffic when road conditions such as snow and ice render travel 
unsafe. 
Response to Comment B: 
See Section 4.2.5 of the EIS for a discussion of the cumulative effect of the subsurface disposal of 
domestic wastewater. 
Response to Comment C: 
No measurable groundwater contamination can result from the disposal of wastewater at the 
summit, as shown by the hydrologic analysis done as part of the cumulative impacts analysis in the 
EIS (See Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5). The same analysis shows that wastewater from the 
observatories cannot reach Lake Waiau. All disposal of wastewater is done through State-approved 
septic systems. No hazardous materials are disposed of through the septic systems, but rather are 
trucked down by licensed and State-approved contractors. 
The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best available 
scientific information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future astronomy-related projects, including the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project, on the hydrologic system are negligible. 
Response to Comment D: 
See Section 4.2.6 of the EIS for a discussion of the cumulative impacts associated hazardous 
materials. 
Response to Comment E: 
Section 4.2.4 of the EIS addresses the decline in WEkiu bug activity. 
There have been no definitive population ecology studies of the WEkiu bug. A number of trapping 
studies have been conducted on Mauna Kea since 1982. Trapping studies are ongoing today as part 
of the WEkiu bug Baseline monitoring initiated by CARA in 2001. 
The first two sampling studies were conducted in 1982 and in 1997/98. A comparison of the 
results of these the two studies indicated that in 1997/98 trapping rates were about 1 percent of the 
1982 rates. This has been taken as an indirect indication that the populations of the WEkiu bug on 
the summit area of Mauna Kea may have declined by 99 percent between 1982 and 1997198. 




CARA indicates that trapping rates have returned to about the same level as in 1982 on Pu‘u 
Hau‘oki. 
The causes of the apparent WEkiu bug decline between 1982 and 1997-98 are not known. 
Hypotheses include climate change, a possible long-term downward trend in winter snow pack 
depth and persistence, scientific sampling, introduction of predatory alien arthropods, mechanical 
habitat disturbance from observatory construction, recreational impacts, vehicle impacts, long-term 
population cycles, and the possible presence of environmental contaminants from human activities. 
The most likely cause would probably be a combination of some or all of the above factors. 
Appendix C contains the WEkiu bug mitigation measures proposed for the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project. If implemented, NASA will. fund a WEkiu bug autecology to gather more information 
about habitat requirements, life cycle, nutritional requirements and breeding behavior of the unique 
bug. 
Response to Comment F: 
NASA recognizes the Mauna Kea Science Reserve (MKSR) Master Plan which was approved by 
the University of Hawai‘i Board of Regents on June 16,2000 (UH 2000b). On February 2,2000, 
Governor Benjamin J. Cayetano accepted the MKSR Master Plan Final Environmental Impact 
Statement (MKSR FEIS) as satisfactorily fulfilling the requirements of Chapter 343, Hawai‘i 
Revised Statutes (State of Hawai‘i 2000). The MKSR FEIS contains a November 2, 1999 
comment letter from the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) signed by Timothy 
Johns, Chairperson, in which he states DLNR’s position regarding the Master Plan. “The 
Department of Land and Natural Resources would continue to review each situation in the context 
of a Conservation District Use Application. . . DLNR’s acceptance and consideration of 
applications for new uses, such as telescopes, will be contingent upon implementation of the local 
design review process and more generally, the performance of the local management authority in 
fulfilling its stated responsibilities. . . It will be the University’s and the telescope operators’ 
responsibility to ensure that procedures outlined in the Master Plan are followed for day-to-day 
management and development guidelines. Failure to do so could jeopardize Conservation District 
Use Application approvals and any future telescope development on Maw2 Kea.” Under the 
heading “New Management Responsibilities,” Mr. Johns further states that “A Hilo-based review 
process, with the Board of Land and Natural Resources continuing to consider individual CDUAs 
and sublease agreements, would guide new telescope and facilities development. DLNR 
enforcement would be limited primarily to compliance with Conservation District Use Permit 
conditions and response to enforcement issues related to violations of Conservation District 
laws. . .” 
Response to Comment G: 
No on-site construction or installation of the Outrigger Telescopes would occur until all permits 
and approvals are obtained. The University of Hawai‘i’s responsibility to acquire a Conservation 
District Use Permit and the Federal Government’s responsibility to complete the National 




ResDonse to Comment H: 






Your comments are respectfully noted. 
G-202 
At 1:06 PM -1000 9/2/04, Ann & Paul Koehler wrote: 
Aloha! 
Thank you for making the 8/23/04 "King Kam Hotel" dialogue possible. I quickly scanned the 
E.I.S. report. I found it to be complete, concise and objective. 
I found the objections from opponents of subject project interesting, but sad. Their remarks were 
based entirely on hearsay, conjecture and innuendo support by "feelings" and speculation. Please 
take note and include the bases of opposition in your summary of findings. 
I know for a fact, that there is a sizable number of Hawaiians who support this project, just as 
they support many other cornmunity and infrastructure projects. But, when they speak out in 
support, their personal property is damaged, their businesses are vandalized and family members 
threatened with harm. Isn't it strange, that to my knowledge, no Hawaiian has come forward as a 
strong advocate of subject? 
The completion of the Outrigger Project on Mama Kea, will be a WIN - WIN - WIN. A win for 
the talented community our astronomers here. A win for the science of Astronomy that will be 
able to enhance a very productive, state of the art, facility. A win for all of Hawaii, who will 
benefit with more and better jobs, a reputation for having the best technology and by putting 
waist land to good use. 
I wish you well, 
Paul E. Koehler 
Paul E. Koehler 
September 8,2004 
Thank you for your continuing support and interest in the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
G-204 
>Date: Wed, 29 Sep 2004 
>Subject: DEIS for the Outrigger Project 
>From: Kristine Kubat 
>To: Carl.B.Pilcher@nasa.gov 
> 
>I am reluctant to submit these comments to you as you are the person 
>who looked me in the eye and said this document would be a legitimate 
>review when in fact it has been nothing of the sort. What is the use of 
>complaining to the party that’s cheating the process about the party 
>that’s cheating the process? I see this a formality and look forward to 




>In Response to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Keck 
>Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
> 
>The review of the environmental impacts related to energy usage is 
>meaningless and does not comply with statutory requirements. By 
>focusing solely on how the project will impact the existing electrical 
>supply the statement skirts the entire issue of the environmental 
>impact of energy generation. In only one section, that dealing with the 
>irretrievable c o d t m e n t  of resources, does NASA make the connection 
>between the project, the generation of electricity and the consumption 
>of fossil fuels. This is not acceptable. Hawai’i State law does not 
>require developers to disclose how their projects will impact the 
>Hawaii Electric Light Company, it requires disclosure of how a project 
>will impact the environment. With four out of the top five and seven 
>out of the top ten sources of pollution in Hawai’i related to the 
>generation of electricity it is the State’s heaviest industry and the 
A 
>greatest threat to our ecosystem. This aspect of the project deserves a 
>meaningful, thorough, review. 
> 
>A proper review should include an analysis of the life cycle costs of 
>the production, transport, storage and eventual burning of the fossil 
>fuels. It should assess the potential for using solar energy to offset 
>the use of fossil hels and such assessment should use on-site data to 
>determine the cost-effectiveness of this altprnative. This is important 
>because the geographic location of the proposed development is in that 
>region with perhaps the greatest solar potential in the United States 
>and existing, textbook comparisons will fail to include this advantage. 
>Any comparison between the two sources of power should weigh 
>quantifiable costs and socio-economic benefits, i.e. stimulating the 
>local solar industry in support of the State’s long-term energy goal of 
>self-sufficiency. It should further consider the cumulative impacts of 
>the State supporting such energy intensive industries versus more 
>energy efficient ventures. 
> 
>That the existing document fails to provide any of the above mentioned 
>analysis is proof that NASA prepared this document in bad faith. 
>Further proof of bad faith is found in the complete lack of detail 
>provided on how the energy will be used, making it impossible for the 







Response to Comment A: 
Evaluating the environmental impact of energy generation on the island of Hawai'i is beyond the 
scope ofthe EIS. 
Response to Comment B: 
This matter is outside the scope of the EIS. 
Response to Comment C: 
The text of EIS has been modified to include a dipsussion of the potential for using solar energy 




Development may be continued if it is done intelligently, with compassion and sensitivity to the 
Hawaiian people and their culture, and with extreme care for the fragile environment, and when: 
Po'o I am empowered by the Ali'i Nui to make the following statement of 
Substantial alterations are made to proposed cultural mitigations. 
Hawaiians are chosen by Hawaiians to negotiate the cultural mitigations. 
Hawaiians form majorities on cultural mitigation committees. 
Approaches to environmental po2ution are transformed, including sewage treatment, 
Wekiu Bug mitigation and toxic materials handling. 
All mitigations are guaranteed over the life of the project and funded with normal 
escalators for inflation. 
All mitigation funds be awarded to the Royal Order of Kamehameha I, Office of the 
Kahu Po'o, to be used for the benefit of the Hawaiian people, without conditions. 
David Love11 
Royal Order of Kamehameha I 
NASA appreciates the statement by the Royal Order of Kamehameha I that “Development may 
be continued if it is done intelligently, with compassion and sensitivity to the Hawaiian people 
and their culture, and with extreme care for the fragile environment. . .” 
NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of the Proposed 
Action. NASA made a considerable effort to consult with interested and concerned parties about 
the Outrigger Telescopes Project. As a result, NASA has made numerous commitments to on- 
site and off-site measures that would protect and enhance the cultural and environmental 
resources of Mauna Kea. In addition, NASA wili commit $2 million to an initiative that deals 
with preservation and protection of historic/cultural resources on Mauna Kea and educational 
needs of Hawaiians as a mitigation component of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
G-209 
August, 2004 
Office of Space Services, Code SZ 
NASA Headquarters 
300 E. Street SW 
Washington, D.C. 20546-3096 
Re: Proposed “outriggers” for the KECK telescope systems 
Dear Br. Pitcher and to whom it may concern, 
I am a native Hawaiian, born and raised on the island of Hawaii. Some in 
America trace their heritage back to the days of the Mayflower. My wife 
and I each trace our lineage back to h e  ‘0 Kumuhonua and wahine ‘0 
Haloiho. Our great grandchildren also acknowledge their ancestors also 
came fiom America, England, Ireland, Japan, Portugal, Germany and Chin 
It is with this cultural background that I submit the following comments or 
the proposed construction of NASA’s observatory atop Mauna Kea as state 
in your DEIS. Initially, I note that the University of Hawaii has permitted 
the construction of additional facilities on Mama Kea notwithstanding the 
promises made to us by Donald Hall for the construction of the initial 
facility. Subsequent protests were lodged (years ago) about the mercury 
and vapor lamp issues. Then, the astronomy community took issue with 
hunters driving up the mountain, creating dust, and then animals were 
eradicated to protect a bird. The net effect is to keep self sustakimg type 
people off the mountain. The present stewards of the mountain, the UH,- 
says nothing to you about your DEIS failure to address the Stryker mega 
force that will be drummm g the dirt around Hale Pohaku, getting training 
and ready for assignment to mountainous, dusty regions our loved ones no 
find in service worldwide, protecting America. Nothing is mentioned in 
your DEIS about the 18 ton vehicles driving around in the dirt: and unpavel 
pathways atop Mauna Kea. Thus it appears that construction of the “spide 
- 
facility will not end the construction period. It is my belief that construction 
will go on until every bit of the mountain has some sort of government 
facility on it. Thus my concerns about Mama Kea go beyond my cultural 
and spiritual (religious) beliefs. 
First, the lands on which the observatory and its outriggers are to be 
constructed are lands now held by the State of Hawaii, designated as 
conservation district and placed in the protective sub zone since it consists of 
lands occupied by an endangered species. The DEIS failed to take into 
consideration the fact that you will be required to comply with all the laws 
of the State of Hawaii, including applying for a Conservation District Use 
Authorization, in dealing with this issue. 7. 
Second, Hawaii State laws provides for the protection of all endangered 
species and their associated ecosystems. 
Third, the Hawaii State Legislature adopted a statement of necessity which 
requires that protection of endangered species and their associated 
ecosystems be given the highest priority. The project site is inhabited by the 
Wekiu bug. The project intends to mitigate the impact to its critical habitat 
by translocating the endangered species (wekiu bug) to adjacent sites. The 
Hawaii statutes prohibit the taking of the site currently occupied by the 
insects. Furthermore, there exists no definite scientific or practical evidence 
that such translocation can and will continue the life struggle for the 
endangered species. Also, the Hawaii statutes do not permit the 
translocation of the species and instead requires that the endangered species 
and its associated ecosystem be protected and preserved. 
Fourth, becawe the land belongs to the State of Hawaii, and is in the 
“protected” sub zone of the conservation district, the proposed land use 
requires the approval of the Board of Land and Natural Resources. The 
CDUA does not permit the Board to evaluate the mitigation of the 
endangered species, but by its own rules and regulations requires the Board 
to only evaluate the impact of the proposed land uses on the endangered 
species and its associated ecosystem. 
C 
D 
Fifth, the Hawaii Statutes and the Hawaii Supreme Court’s decisions 
reiterate time and again that the laws, including rules and regulations legally 
adopted by the administrative agencies, be given full effect to the plain 
meaning of the rules when the rules themselves are not ambiguous. 
Sixth, there are substantial citations of the Hawaii Supreme Court and 
Intermediate Court of Appeals holding to this decision. In short, the Board 
can only apply the “plain language” of its rules and regulations and cannot 
look at mitigation as a means of evaluating the impact to the endangered 
species. 
Seven, the lands where the project is being considered now belongs to the 
State of Hawaii and thus the laws of the State of Hawaii govern its use. Yet 
your DEIS chooses to follow the requirements of NEPA in total disregard of 
the EIS requirements and the laws of the State of Hawaii. NEPA apparently 
permits the translocation of endangered species whereas Hawaii State law 
does not allow translocation. 
Eight, pertinent Hawaii State law includes HRS 195D-1 and 195D-S(d); 
these provisions speak of the Legislature’s requirement of making specific 
“Findings and declaration of necessity” when it adopted Chapter 195D, 
HRS, and to the statutes’ declared insurance to continue the perpetuation of 
indigenous life and native ecosystems, and the necessity of the State to take 
positive action to enhance their prospects for survival. Another statutory 
provision, HRS 344-4(3)(A)(3), addresses the environmental policy to 
protect [endangered] flora and fauna. 
Nine, Article XI, Section 1 , Hawaii State Constitution, Conservation and 
Development of Resources, Section 1, states: “. . . [The] State shall conserve 
and protect Hawaii’s.. . natural resources.. . . [AI11 public natural resources 
are held in trust by the State for the benefit of the people.. ..” 
The Hawaii Supreme Court recently construed the constitutional provision 
as “the people of this state have elevated the public trust doctrine to the level 
of a constitutional mandate. In Re Water Use Permit Amlications, 94 Haw. 
97, 13 1 (2000). Further, Chapter 13-5, HAR., which deals with the issuance 
of the Conservation District Use Authorization, requires the Board of Land 
and Natural Resources to determine whether “the proposed land use will not 
cause substantial adverse impact to existing natural resources within the 
surrounding area, community or region.”) These rules, which have the force 
and effect of law, does not provide for the mitigation of those impacts in 
order to qualify the applicant for the permit. Therefore, any construction on 
the site of the wekiu bug will be in violation of State law. 
Finally, even if you were to cut off parts of the hills atop Mauna Kea to 
expand the existing Keck twin scopes (there is no room on the existing hill), 
I wonder how you can envision continuing to have a world class 
observatory facility when a major Stryker Brigade moves in next door. 
For all these reasons, I strongly suggest you rethink your efforts at fbther 
construction atop Mauna Kea. You’ve done enough. 
Genesis Lee Loy 
Royal Order of Kamehameha I 
August 25,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
See Section 4.1.7.2 of the EIS for information regarding trafic and transportation of large 
construction vehicles. 
Based on the US. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Transformation of the 2“‘ Brigade Combat Team in Hawai ‘i, the Stryker vehicles will be 
operating at the PGhakaloa Training Area (PTA) and the Military Vehicle Trail between PTA and 
Kawaihae Harbor. They will not be traveling in the Hi10 direction or on the road to or past Hale 
PGhaku (USACE 2004). 
Response to Comment B: 
The California Association for Research in Astronomy (CARA) would implement the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project and be subject to all applicable Federal and State statutes and regulations, 
permits issued by State and local agencies, and mitigation measures specified in the NASA 
Record of Decision (ROD). 
No on-site construction or installation of the Outrigger Telescopes would occur until all permits 
and approvals are obtained. The University of Hawai‘i’s responsibility to acquire a Conservation 
District Use Permit (CDUP) and the Federal Government’s responsibility to complete the 
National Environmental Policy Act process are separate and independent processes. 
Response to Comment C: 
The WEkiu bug is a candidate for listing under the Endangered Species Act. The mitigation 
measures were reviewed and approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and 
follow all the recommendations given in previous Mauna Kea Science Reserve arthropod 
assessments (Howarth and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). 
In a letter regarding the WZkiu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W.M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger 
Telescopes Project at Mauna Kea, the USFWS states “The Service [USFWS] supports the 
recommendations in the WBMP [WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan] to minimize project impacts to 
endemic arthropods on the Mauna Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude 
environment from alien species introductions, garbage generation and collection, and visitor 
use. . . We believe each of the recommendations made in the WBMP will greatly minimize the 
possibility of negative impact to the wekiu bug habitat.” See Volume 11, Appendix A, for the 
letter from USFWSLHenson (USFWS 2000). 
The U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) submitted a comment letter on the DEIS stating “It is 
apparent from this DEIS that considerable thought and effort have been given to minimizing 
impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and around the proposed construction area. At present, only 
about 800 square feet of habitat will be disturbed during construction. In addition, the WEkiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan and the WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan address additional concerns on impacts 
for the OT construction activities.” See the USDOI comment letter from Patricia Sanderson Port 
located in this Appendix. 
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Royal Order of Kamehameha I 
August 25,2004 
In addition, the USDOI letter states “These plans outline actions to minimize all identified 
impacts, describe a program to restore lost habitat at a ratio of 3: 1, and systematically monitor 
long-term changes in wekiu bug populations in the area near the construction site. While habitat 
restoration for the welkiu bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the 
proposed actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly minimize impacts to the 
bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and ecology.” 
Response to Comment D: 
See Response to Comment B. 
Response to Comment E: 
A Federal EIS must be prepared in compliance with federal law. See also Response to Comment 
B. 
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OUTRXGGER TELESCOPES PROJECT 
COMMENTS FORM 
NASA welcomes and encourages Written public comments on environmental impacts and 
concerns (including historical, archeological, and traditional cultural issues) and proposed 
mitigation associated with the proposed Outrigger Telescopes. 
Your comments will be reproduced in the Final EIS for the Oumgger Telescopes Project. I f  you 
prefer that your name not be published with your comments, please express that desire in the 
comments section below. NASA will not publish your address in the Final EIS. 
Your comments may be written on this form and left at the registration desk. Or, you may send 
your comments to Carl B. Pilcher, Progmn Executive, Science Mission Directorate, Universe 
Division, NASA Headquarters, 300 E Street SW, Washington, D.C. 20546-0001. Comments 
must be provided in witing and received by NASA an or before 4:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time 
Seutember 30,2004; fax (202-358-3096) or e-mail (otpeis@nasa.gov) 
Cornenter's name: GE,U .S 61s deL;7 
Commenter's full address (street, ciw, state, and zip code): s/6 
4 0 & .  @,. d&/. tc: #,:a 9d72 0 
Date: 
Place an X in this box ifyou wish to receive copies of future environmental planning 
documents on the proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project (including the Record of 
Decision) that NASA distributes to the public. 
Genesis Lee Loy 
Royal Order of Kamehameha I 
Thank you for providing your mailing address. 
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We go to Kalapana, on the southeast coast of Hawai'i, 
where the lava recently flowed to the sea, to speak 
again with its old friend water, and speaking explodes 
most rapturously creating the new black sands 
where now people plant coconuts, their shells split 
and part, and new fronds open and spread 
and ride the winds 
with joy, and one recalls pandanus-leaf sails, 
lauhala the local word, that crowned large double 
hulled canoes, and the people traversed 
the great Polynesian distances, centuries, millennia 
ago, long before we Westerners navigated 
longitudes and latitudes, we still singing of Odysseus 
and his adventures, while yet we sailed cautiously 
round Homer's winedark sea. 
Here, as the eye scans this endless 'broad-backed' 
sea, here one can appreciate great great distance 
and other times, and when one hears the local myths, 
local fegends, can more easily imagine the voices of 
intrepid voyagers telling their stories, the tales 
opening with genealogies, 
to the past, even to the beginnings of time. 
long lines of connection 
Mauna Kea 
the White Mountain 
girded with late afternoon doud 
was this what they first saw? 
Terry McNeely 
The asphalt streets of Hilo are still slick 
of plumeria shines in the early light, 
Paddlers practice and train, a darkness fills the sky, 
a promise of rain from the east. The air is dear 
and dean and six bodit% bend forward in unison, 
dip their paddles, pull, a deeper bend, lift 
and the paddles drip, the wrists angle, the backs 
retreat and they do it again, six dips 
in unison, backs stretch, stretch forward, the shoulders 
slightly turn, its pull and pull again 
in unison, pull and puli again, in unison 
pull, the canoe is close to shore 
pull, the canoe is close to shore. 
dreaming a predawn rain, the wh&ness 
and just off shore one lone canoe. 
iv 
Myseif, i have traveled time and oceans and a continent 
from my own ancestors, and now, older, only sit by the sea 
and listen for echoes of my earlier self, and when 
i sleep at night my dream is troubled by visions 
of bones dissolving, a slow internal self-consuming. 
These are troubling times, given to an arrogant audacity, 
to knowledge without constraint, and insupportable consumption, 
but our lives, 
their flow as ephemeral as a wave 
Yet what does it matter, soon enough i will arrive 
at death's great beach and disappear, as water 
though they quicken with stimulation, 
but waves without a sea. 
percolates 
down through the sand 
returns to the beginning. 
Terry McNeeIy 
V 
But it is Saturday nght, late in the week, a time for 
story, for food, for celebration. I go to Kalapana, and 
where the lava once flowed, a home was spared, 
and now, Uncle Robert opens his home, 
his land for feasting, and kava flows, and song and story, 
stars fi l l  the night sky, and a shower comes and goes. 
It reminds me of long ago, of my youth 
"Na Id e lam ana ke koko, the days. 
when the blood drculates freely."' 
But now 
what will it take to reopen the sluice gates, 
to irrigate the parched fields. For even in 
this deluge of plenty, people thirst 
for a wilder fruit, still swing machetes 
and open coconuts. "Here, 
have a taste, eat some of this" They tend 
to their work, grow their food, and feed the keiki, 
lest they and the chiidren, be homeless. 
and pray 
VI 
For in the night shadows, deep in the alley 
behind the dumpster, look closely, you can 
see the hunched shoulders, the ti- 
arms, the bulging veins of the powerful, 
fightin' the match of progress, heatin' the spoon 
of development, the downward thrust of the 
plunger, the needle of exploitation, the powerful 
shootin' up in the alleys of America 
the crack houses of America, the powerful 
OIelo No'eau-Hawaiian Proverbs & Poetical Sayings-Mary Kawena Pukui 
Tern McNeelv 
reveling in the festering rains, among the ruins 
shootin’ up with the blood of those they disdain, 
the long dark line of power, that sailed with the 
Santa Maria into the frontiers of Space, our 
cube  a background radiation that can permeate 
our every action, a ‘manifest destiny‘ confusing 
our best intentions. Our burden our perplexed 
innocence as we reign over our mother, 
and chant with a sureness our own genealogy: 
On Isabel, On Columbus, On Elizabeth and Drake, 
On Cook and King George, On Washington. 
On Adams, On Jefferson, On Jackson, On 
Clinton, and on Sheridan(the only good Indian 
is a dead tndian), On Stanford and Crocker, 
On Lincoln, On Grant, On McKinley and Roosevelt 
and Manifest Destiny, On Bancroft, who said of our war 
in the Philippines: 
“It was worth to Spain all it cost in delivering her from unprofitable colonies; 
and it was worth it to the US many times its cost as an object lesson, teaching 
men how to kill their fellow men gracefully, humanely, and in all Christian chanty. 
Never before was seen in war such zeal and patriotism unattended by enmity, 
and where there was such an absence of any desire to inflict wanton injury upon 
the enemy.”z ( and Rumsfield recently said much the same). 
On Wilson and Hoover, Roosevelt and Churchill 
On DeGaulle, On Ike, On Kennedy, On Nixon 
On Reagan and Thatcher, On Bush and On Clinton, 
On Bush, On and on and on. 
Here, the poet has perhaps overweighed his song 
with rant, his age such his body has begun to fail him 
his emotions erupt like an angry volcano. Oh, our 
triumphs and excesses so intertwined. ‘Could this 
be me? He looks to the sea for solace. 
* HH Bancmft in imperial San Francisco by Gray Brechin, p 149 
Tew McNeelv 
VI I 
The float of #e canoe is of wiliwili wood 
to keep harmonious contact with the water. 
shaped in a gentle curve 
It is late spring, and at Denaii i watch a reckless fog 
challenge the sun, and read Homer, of blind 
fools devouring the cattle of the Sun. The 
temerarious fog soon enough finds itself 
spread too thin yet clings in shadowy overhangs 
while scree breaks loose, skipping and hopping 
with reckless abandon, eyes run here andjhere 
searching for sheep, loose words swim 
upstream in the brain’s esca!ator, a panama 
hat glides into another cenkny, inadequate 





in the faint light energy slides 
to a standstill. where is my bag? 
i flee west, the sun in a panting pursuit. 
i stand in an airport at 2 am 
1x 
From the window i see the mountain, and 
up my spine crawls a memory 
from the plane, the first time ~CFOSS 
theocean, the distant 





It is first light There is a glow, a red-orange glow 
to the the mountain peak, the summit, piko, the connection 
to the infinite, the beginning, the beginning of another 
day. in these revolutions we find hope. 
I pore through my notes, the sun streams in the 
windows, warms me, cheers me. Some would take 
the umbilical cord, also piko, of the new child 
to a special place, maybe the summit lake, Waiau. 
water and the passing of time, 
water that swirls, 
water with currents. The cord 
that connected to the two hearts, reconnects 
to the beginning of the earth, this smoldering, 
upheaving earth, no, go further back, 
to the very beginning, piko, the genitals, l ie 
connecting to the beginning of time, to the first light. 
Is it so hard to consider, 
the timeless knowledge of another culture, 
is it so hard to experience 
the sacred, to feel, to sense in a particular 
place that which brings flavor and meaning to life, 
to know the fountain of relationship that weaves 
and flows between oneself and aH the beings 
all the objects, all the living energy 
of the earth, is it so hard for me to consider 
as i am part of the universe 
the entire universe suffers and dies and grows 
with and within me, through me 
we die and grow and die and grow and die again. 
6 
Tenv McNeelv 
In the stillness of the night 
white flowers float in the trees. 
our bodies curve into the moon 
Xlll 
On the mountain, ceded homelands seeded 
with foreign money, and today, thirteen telescopes 
peer into the darkness collecting light and radio 
signals, signals radiating from deep space, 
thirteen telescopes sprout like a mushroom circle, 
a t i  zone, canes protruding, intruding 
thirteen telescopes, a modern stonehenge 
inchaos confirming 
the complexity 
of astronomy if not philosophy 
if not poetry 
connecting our inner and outer worlds, besides 
we need this mountain for the benefit of all 
even i can sense this mountain is more than just 
a mountain ... can sense 
the majesty of its presence, can sense the tnrth 
of a rumbling earth that can startle us at any moment 
breaking a fragile shell with new birth. Some years ago 
deaths and inner rumblings began a cracking of my own 
long-held beliefs, my Western sense that nature 
of particle physics, what is the value 
but though i am a foreigner here 
is ours to rule and amquor. 
XIV 
"Much of navigation is this internal journey," he said 
and, "The canoe is really 
Terry McNeely 
a vessel of healing."d 
xv 
A full moon will soon rise behind me, but now 
the stars form arcs and patterns, but blurring 
in and out of failing vision, wices raised 
the day, the night trying to make sense 
at least the questions that make sense. The 
night air fills with the sweet scent of tropical 
decay and lost coquis out shout the Wickets 
the moonglow begins to shield the stars 
from my prying eyes. 
What is the value of looking, of this search 
to what end this bubbling curiosity that roils 
my being, that slowly builds on the charred 
and broken fragments of the past, 
half-hidden behind the banyan, 
in anger drift across the river. I spend 
of what i learn, seek to find 
the disturbed bones 
that slowly builds 
only to erode, time and time again 
as new questions seep 
from the earth to disturb and haunt 
my nights and days. 
What value if not to recognize 
not so much to understand but 
to grasp 
the sacred,'the unknown 
wrapped in its mysteries, 
to recognize the very kaleidoscope 
of nature, of life, 
its very gift 
that flows like sweet milk 
through all this universe? 
Nainoa Thompson in Voices of Wisdom by MJ Harden, ~219,223. 
Tew McNeelv 
XVJ 
'1v)auna Kea kuahiwi ku ha'o i ka milie," 
Mauna Kea, standing alone in the calm."4 
XVI I 
From the old histories( i am a foreigner and 
have to read- books, the land and sea and sky, 
and people- to learn, and learn, as we always 
have, in an incomplete and groping manner, 
and do not know the enchantment of 
intimacy with the living world) we learn 
of WGkea and Papa 
the sky and the earth, father and mother 
giving birth to these islands, and the following 
ancestors, peopling the lines, the islands 
its songs, its dances. 
In the testimonies of today, before alien 
commissions, the people speak of 
of Wtau, of burial practices, of quarries 
of sacred waters, of their ties 
to #e natural world, 
their losses, of their anger 
to the land. 
And some do not speak; it Is alien 
t~ their culture. 
XVIil 
Flows of broken lava flank the mountain 
flows of broken promises. 




When the west arrived, disease 
rode in on the wind, and with the wind 
trickery, self-interest, self-rghteousness 
and false assumptions. progress and development 
and exploitation, a long-term lease at a dollar 
ayear. 
“bkole k X k  a people whose buttocks 
what else could they say, overwhelmed, 
this culture that so values generosrty, 
sit on 
a generosity born of the earth’s 
own gifting providence, over the cyclic eons 
eons of time, moon and tide and sun, 
the journey of water 
from sea to sky to earth to sea 
seed to fruit to seed., 
a generosity that does not demand an 
immediate reciproaiy, but arises from 
a deeper understanding of caring for the land, the ‘aina, 
and receiving the gifts of the Sun. 
xx 
And the stars would guide them, 
and the interior life that filled their hearts. 
and the waves, and the weather and the birds 
XXI 
Can astronomy heal the wounds of our dissolute ways, 
or is it an unstable canoe that has lost its float? 
Telescopes poke at the extreme 
* Native Land and Foreign DesireeUlikala Kame’eleihiwa 
Teny McNeely 
ends of the universe 
for the grand unification 
search through the fragments of our thought 
of theory with life, ride the saxophone 
Mill thrill of our mind waves 
to the still center of the universe 
through the wildness of black hales 
through the outlaw fringes of the universe 
saxophone mind wave 
straining straining 
a blue train through interstellar space 
into the turquoise stillness 
interior bones collapse 
particles are waves 
the hidden revealed 
the line of the stone’s hidden adz 
if false, a fragment a screeching mistake. 
The outrigger rides the thought waves 
balances discontinuities, a blue-green train 
into liquid fragments 
the essence of one is the other 
the taut note breaks open 
and the canoe becomes a possibility 
harmonizes 
rolls to shore. 
At night, as a child, i longed 
to visit that unknown world 
to jump into the stars 
and ib hidden God 
Relativity and quantum mechanics 
Tenv McNeelv 
belated twentieth century rediscoveries 
of the consubstantial nature of all things. 
Our obsesi;ional counting world too 
wnnects with the beginning of time 
seeking the measurement of 
nature's web, we find the truest knowledge 
inexpressible, puzzling the unity 
leaves us with in awe of the sacred 
astronomy can challenge the background radiion 
the assumptions of our culture 
but new knowledge, like the molten lava 
that pushes forth from earth's 
beating, pulsating, breathing heart takes time 
to become fertile soil 
of being and non-being and 
XXlV 
As i age my vision 
fails and narrows 
becomes shortened becomes 
well, this failure perhaps not a failure, and i 
listen for those echoes of my earlier self. 
But hard to hear, all those city walls. 
I stand in the rain 
and hope for a chance 
atreconCliaM. 
but it is not the grace of God that draws me 
towards a reoriented life, but our own 
hard-developed grace 
over eons of time 
that moves me towards the sacred 
and then, perhaps God. 
more local 
The sounds of a ukulele 
i stop at ka huina 
Terry McNeely 
people jamming, 
breeze as it pushes up Mamo street 
the taste of liliqoi in a glass of water 
following the evening 
mauka, towards the mountain 
e, that% all i need 
a calm joy fills me, the music 
pulsing, the mountain 
hidden in the clouds, at the lower edge 
a cone Msibie, an old rift zone 
knowing everywhere, it flows around me. 
or want of the infinite. 
xxv 
paddlers walk back and forth, an arrticipatOry 
steps in the sands, paddles gripped in their 
hands, or in cases slung off the shoulder, the 
line running down a strong back 
paddles hang from the eave lines of tents 
like pelts gutted and cleaned, the 
wood carefully selected, shaped and polished 
or maybe a high-tech plastic 
the old and the new, the picnic table i write on 
still smelling of new pine, just cut 
just sanded, still unpainted, in the bay 
paddlers bend and stroke, pull. 
along the shore, some eat, talk story 
or rest, stretch out, nap. 
energy in the lightness of their 
Each month the full moon’s paler light 
stretches across my flax, though in tnrth, some 
months it be rain and cloud obscure, but either way 
T m  McNeelv 
rain or moonlight 
cyclic reminders of earth's deep providence, but 
i, a product of steel, mncrete and asphalt, and barely 
i grasp the sense of this old knowing, a knowing 
that lies again in uncharted waters, the old maps 
Do we dare to sail into these waters, waters 
lost and destroyed. 
long forgotten, to give back Mauna Kea, to recede 
the'ana? Do it, i say, only the sacred awaits. 
Ride the turquoise train! 
Do #I i say,the gift awaits. 
Aloha. 
It reminds me of long ago, of my youth. 
"Na I5 e lana ana ke koko." 
The days when the blood circulates freely.' 
"Na 6 e lana ana ke koko." 
XXVII 
Mauna K e a  
girded in doud 
the white mountain 
was this what they first saw? 
Terry McNeely 
September 24,2004 




NASA welcomes and encourages written public coments on environmental impacts and 
concerns (including storical, archeological, and traditional cultural issues) and proposed 
mitigation associated with the proposed Outrigger Telescopes. 
Your comments will be reproduced in the Final EIS for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. I: 
prefer that your name not be published with your comments, please express that desire in th 
comments section below. NASA will not publish your address in the Final EIS. 
Your comments may be written on this form and left at the registration desk. Or, you may s 
your comments to Carl B. Pilcher, Program Executive, Science Mission Directorate, Univer 
Division, NASA Headquarters, 300 E Street SW, Washhgton, D.C. 20546-0001. Comment 
must be provided in writing and received by NASA on or before 4:30 PM Eastern Daylight 
September 30,2004; fax (202-358-3096) or e-mail (otpeis@nasa.gov) 
Comrnenter’s full address (street, city, state, and zip code): 
Date: &gust 25th.,20Ob 
Place an X in this box if you wish to receive copies of f&ue environmental planning 
documents on the proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project (including the Record of 
Decision) that NASA distributes to the public. 
Mark McNett 
August 25,2004 
Thank you for your comment. 
G-235 
>Date: Fri, 27 Aug 2004 
>From: Alan Mefford 
>Subject: Keck Outrigger Telescope Project 
>To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
> 
>Attention Carl Pilcher, 
> 
>I support the Keck Outrigger Telescope Project for the following 
>reasons: 
> 
>1. For the Mauna Kea Observatory complex to stay at 
>the leading edge of astronomy there must be continued development and 
>improvement. 
> 
>2. The proposed telescopes are to be placed on ground 
>that has been previously run over and disturbed. 
>There is nothing pristine about the site. 
> 
>3. The Mauna Kea Observatory complex provides an 
>excellent industry with good paying jobs for the 
>County of Hawaii. It is as clean and environmentally 
>sound an industry as can ever be hoped for. 
> 
>4. The Mauna Kea Observatory complex provides the 
>opportunity for the University of Hawaii and the Hilo 
>Campus to become the world university leaders in the 
>field of astronomy. For this to happen the research 
>has to be supported by development projects such as 
>this one. 
> 
>I believe that the support for this project far 
>outweighs the non-support. Unfortunately, most of the supporters won't 
>get around to sending a comment. Somewhere it needs to be publicly 













Response to Comment A: 
NASA has concluded that past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future activities have a 
significant impact on the quality of the human environment. NASA has also concluded that, in 
general, the Outrigger Telescopes Project would add a small incremental impact (see Section 
4.2.16). 
Response to Comment B: 
No measurable groundwater contamination can result from the disposal of wastewater at the 
summit, as shown by the hydrologic analysis done as part of the cumulative impacts analysis in 
the EIS (See Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5). The s m e  analysis shows that wastewater from the 
observatories cannot reach Lake Waiau. All disposal of wastewater is done through State- 
approved septic systems. No hazardous materials are disposed of through the septic systems, but 
rather are trucked down by licensed and State-approved contractors. 
The hydrology analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5 of the EIS are based on the best available 
scientific information. As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the impacts of all past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable hture astronomy-related projects, including the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project, on the hydrologic system are negligible. 
Response to Comment C: 
The End of Lease event in 2033 could result in a variety of outcomes. The State of Hawai'i, 
through its Board of Land and Natural Resources and the University of Hawai'i, will decide 
upon a course of action at the expiration of this lease. The potential impacts associated with the 
decommissioning and demolition of the observatories on Mauna Kea are addressed in Section 
4.2.15.2 of the EIS. 
Response to Comment D: 
NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of the Proposed 
Action. NASA made a considerable effort to consult with interested and concerned parties about 
the Outrigger Telescopes Project, As a result, NASA has made numerous commitments to on- 
site and off-site measures that would protect and enhance the cultural and environmental 
resources of Mauna Kea. In addition, NASA will commit $2 million to an initiative that deals 
with preservation and protection of historiclcultural resources on Mauna Kea and educational 
needs of Hawaiians as a mitigation component of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
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OUTRIGGER TELESCOPES PROJECT 
COMMENTS FORM 
NASA welcomes and encourages written public comments on environmental impacts and 
concerns (including historical, archeological, and traditional culrwml issues) and proposed 
mitigation associated with the proposed Outrigger Telescopes. 
Your comments will be reproduced in the Final EiS for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. If you 
prefer that your name not be published with your comments, please express that desire in the 
comments section below. NASA will not publish your address in the Final EIS. 
Your comments may be written on this form and left at the registration desk. Or, you may send 
your comments to Carl B. Pilcher, Program Executive, Science Mission Directorate, Universe 
Division, NASA Headquarters, 300 E Street SW, Washington, D.C. 20546-000 1. Comments 
must be provided in writing and received by NASA on or before 4:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time 
Serttember 30.2004; fax (22-358-3096) or e-rnail {otpeis@nasa.gov) 
Commenter’s name: /&A L&-- 
Commenter’s full addresdstreet, city, sqte. and zippode): 
Place anX in this box if you wish to receive copies of future environmental planning 
documents on the proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project (including the Record of 
Decision) that NASA distributes to the public. 
Ruth Ota 
August 25,2004 




Hi, My name is Kason I am .from Hilo on the Big Island. I recently went 
to Mama Kea to visit the different spiritual sites that are located on 
Mauna Kea. I noticed that the observatories and other structures are 
located directly in the path of some trails and other important 
Hawaiian areas. I feel that Mauna Kea has more than enough 
observatories on it. And I know about the good (observatories) it can 
do to the economy but I feel that to develop more on the mountain is 
not necessary to make another eye sore on the beautiful mountain. I 
believe that what you have is good enough already and the older 




Your comments are respectfully noted. 
G-245 
Canary Island Alternative Provides ‘‘Win-Win” 
Solution to Mauna Kea Controversy 
Comments by Tom Peek on the NASA Outrigger EIS 
August 25,2004 - Hilo, Hawai‘i 
“NASA has also identged a reasonable alternative to the Mauna Kea site in Spain ’s Canary 
Islands. NASA ’s initial determination is that all of the science objectives set out for the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project can also be attained at this alternative site, ’’ 
Dmt EIS for the outrigger Telescopes Project, page xi 
Aloha. My name is Tom Peek, fiom Volcano. Thank you for this opportunity to 
comment on the draft EIS. 
I was an early tour guide for the Mama Kea Observatories and conducted public 
stargazing, observatory tours and special programs between 1988 and 1996. I loved it. The job 
was inspiring for an amateur astronomer, I got to live on the beauel  mountain during my stints, 
and I had an opportunity to meet many islanders. Even so, I resigned my position when I found 
out that the Institute for Astronomy and the observatories they iepresent-had violated master 
plan and other provisions they had agreed to in the 1980s. At that time, they were also studying 
the possibility of building a 90 telescope submillimeter a m y  just below the summit, despite calls 
for moderation from the islanders who had hosted them all those years, 
During my time on the mountain, I came to appreciate the deep cultural traditions of 
Muna Kea-imd developed my own connection to the mountain (as anyone privileged to live 
there would do). I also became fiiends with Native Hawaiians and others connected to the 
mountain-either by ancestry or by spirit. It didn’t take long for me to realize just how important 
this mowtain was to the people of Hawai‘i. 
This is why I am p l d  that a serious cumulative analysis of the cultural and 
environmental impacts has finally been done--the first ever in the history of Mauna Kea. As 
others have pointed out, the EIS acknowledges that modem astronomy has had and will continue 
to have “substantial, adverse and significant“ impacts on the mountain (pp.xxiii and xix-xxii), 
something which the Institute for Astronomy has consistently denied in their environmental 
assessmenb-but which islanders have been saying for decades. 
NASA has also prepared the first detailed-and I think honest-alysis of alternative 
sites for a proposed Mauna Kea observatory project. I am pleased that NASA has concluded that 
their scientific goals can be fully met by building their Outrigger Project elsewhere, at the Gran 
Telescopio de Canarias on La P a h a  in the Cauary Islands. That site, they conclude, would suffer 
Tom Peek Testimony - 2 
fewer negative cuhural and environmental impacts and enjoy greater positive socioeconomic 
impacts, given the relative size of that archipelago’s economy. According to the EIS, “there are 
no groups that consider (that site) to be sacred or of religious importance,” so that construction 
and installation ”will have no impact on traditional cultural practices.” @.xxii, and xxiii-xxiv)) 
This is good news for someone like me, who loves both astronomy and Mauna Kea and 
respects the island people. We now have a reasonable alternative that halts continued damage to 
Mauna Kea but also allows modem astronomy to progress. 
Let’s take it. 
It’s also an easy alternative to implement; NASA has the power to shiR their project to 
the Canary Islands and create a “win-win” situation of the type that I didn’t think would emerge 
out of this controversy. We can protect Mauna Kea and allow international astronomy to flourish 
into the future. 
Now it does mean that the limited economic benefits of this project-35 temporary jobs 
and 8 longer tern jobs-will go to the Canary Islands. (p. 4-36) But that seems a small price to 
pay for an otherwise ‘”win-win” situation for the community and astronomy. 
Of course, the University of California and Caltech will lose the opportunity to improve 
their twin Kecks, but that’s not ow concern. And they will still operate the two best telescopes 
on Earth under Mauna Kea’s fine skies. 
The Institute for Astronomy may also feel disappointed if the Keck Telescopes aren’t 
upgraded, but they have little real justification for that reaction. The small decrease in the 
Institute’s overall observing capacity caused by not upgrading the Kecks is trivial comp-ed to 
the abundant telescope time they already receive on all the other telescopes in lieu of observatory 
impact fees to the public. I would say to Drs. Kudritmki and McLaren (and their predecessors), 
after all that you’ve won over the years, please don’t be greedy now that a viable alternative has 
been identified that may finally ease the tension between the island community and the great 




OUTRIGGER TELESCOPES PROJECT 
COMMENTS FORM 
NASA welcomes and encourages Written public comments on environmental impacts and 
concerns (including historical, archeological, and traditional cultural issues) and proposed 
mitigation associated with the proposed Outrigger Telescopes. 
Your comments will be reproduced in the Final EIS for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. If you 
prefer that your name not be published with your comments, please express that desire in the 
comments section below. NASA will not publish your address in the Final EIS. 
Your comments may be written on this form and left at &e registration desk, Or, you may send 
your comments to Carl B. Pilcher, Program Executive, Science Mission Directorate, Universe 
Division, NASA Headquarters, 300 E Street SW, Washington, DC. 20546-WQL.. Comntents. 
must be provided in writing and received by NASA on or befme 4:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time 
Satember 30,2004; fax (202-358-3096) or e-mail (otpeis@nasa.gov) 
Commenter ’ s name: TotvLi?& 
Commenter’s full address (street, citv, state, and zip code):- 
Date: 
Place an X in this box if you wish to receive copies of future environmental planning 
documents on the proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project (including the Record of 
Decision) that NASA distributes to the public. 
Comments: 
September 18,2004 
Dr. Carl PiIcher, Program Executive 
Science Mission Directorate, Universe Division 
NASA Headquarters 
300 E Street SW 
Washioglon, D.C. 20546-0001 
Dear Dr. Pilcher: 
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on NASA’s Draft Environmental Impact Statement for 
the Keck Outrigger Project. Attached is a copy of the testimony I gave at the Hilo public meeting on 
August 25,2004. I have two additional colllfzLenfs to add to the record. 
NASA Breab the Tradition of Shoddy Environmental Andysis for Manna Kea - 
As I mentioned to you privately that evenhg, it is a relief to fmally evaluate an environmental study of a 
proposed Mauna Kea project that is actually professional in tone and content-probably the first of that 
quality ever conducted since astronomy arrived a generation ago. While the NASA EIS contains some 
serious m r s  of omission or misinterpretation (outlined by various people at the hearings), I never had 
the sense while reviewing it that I was being intentionally deceived or manipulated by the 
that perspective, your draft EIS stands in stark contrast to most of the state environmental assessments, 
master plan documents, economic analyses and public refations materials prepared for the University‘s 
Institute for Astronomy (IfA) by a local planning  fin^ Group 70 International.. As your own analysts 
probably discovered in preparing NASA’s EIS, those earlier I€4antracted documents have generally 
been political, often overtly biased in their mterpretatiom of data, and marred with firctual mistakes and 
even outright distortions. I applaud you for breaking that dubious tradition, which has contributed to the 
public’s distrust of the astronomical community on Mauna Kea. 
NASA’s Economic Andy& is Incomplete and Probably Inaccurate 
From 
That said, there are some deficiencies in the NASA EIS, as you would expect in any draft. In my view, 
the major-and perhaps debilitatkg-deficiency comes from NASA’s failure to do its own independent 
socioeconomic impact study for the cumulative impact analysis section. -ad it relies as its primary 
source on data from IfA’s 1999 Master Plan EIS; which was prepared by Group 70 fntematonal in a 
highly political context (during debate on proposed observatory expansion) and which faiIed to 
adequately break down its employment and economic activity data into usefbl categories. Thus the 
current draft EIS leaves out crucial data and analysis vital to the decision-makers who must evaluate the 
Outrigger Project. 
First, regarding the specific Group 7 0 W  data cited, it is difficult for me to independently judge whether 
the base numbers for economic activity and job creation are even close to accurate, but given Group 70’s 
track record, I think an independent evaluation of those data would be prudent. 
Beyond that, there is a major structural problem With the -up 705€4 analysis cited as your primary 
source in your draft EIS. It does not break down either the job figures or the economic activity figures 
into meaningfbl categories that reveal an accurate picture of the economic impacts of the observatories 
cumulatively on the existing isZundpopZation. Nor does your own analysis of the socioeconomic impact 
of the single proposed Outrigger project do that. These are a crucial deficiencies because people in 
Tom Peek Comments on &a3 EIS - 2 
September IS, 2004 
Hawai‘i are deeply concerned about finding replacement jobs for islanders who lost their work after the 
demise of the sugar plantations, including many Native Hawaiians and others classified as 
Importing labor to fill necessary observatoqjobs does not help meet that need. 
To be truly meaningfid for your impact analysis, the gross job figures in the study need to broken down 
into several categories: 
0 Temporary (usually constmctionon) jobs 
Long-term (or permanent) jobs 
0 Jobs requiring imported employees (including scientific, managerial and technical jobs) 
0 Jobs requiring particular skill levels and educational training 
0 Pay levels of jobs created by the observatory projects 
I would expect the final EIS to disclose the specific numbers fbr these categories. These breakdowns 
will then allow the public and decision-makers (at NASA and in 13awaici) to better judge the impact of 
the observatories and the Outrigger Project on the island economy. 
For example, of the 820 statewide jobs (and a $50 million payroll) claimed by Group 70/IfA (and cited in 
your ETS) to have been created directly or indirectly by the observatories (p. 3-58), how many were 
actually filled by islanders? This number should be obtainable by looking at actual observatory 
employment records. What kinds of observatory-related jobs (and at what skill; educational and pay 
levels) have islanders actually been able to fill (as opposed to those jobs which ultimately went to 
imported workers)? How would those numbers compare to the jobs generated by, say, construction and 
operation of another Walmart or Home Depot or a new hotel or other tourist attracton in a less 6ulturally 
and environmentally sensitive area? How would they compare to the jobs generated by beefing up the 
staff and programs of one of the state’s heavily visited national parks or monuments? 
These job categories and data interpretation questions apply not only to the cumulative analysis, but to 
the Outrigger Project’s specific socioeconomic impacts as well (pp. 2-35 to 2-36). These considerations 
may also affect the “Environmental Justice” impact analysis, as required by Executive Order 12898 @. 4- 
41) as it relates to Native Hawaiians and the other three-quarters of the state’s population classified as 
‘’minority residents,’ (p. 3-53). 
Because this part of your draft EIS (e.g. IfA’s earlier assertions) has been widely quoted in the media and 
is central to the land use debate currently underway in Hawai‘ i, including solid (truly defendable) data 
and analysis must be a component of the final NASA EIS. 
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft. I look forward to seeing the final report, 
and would anticipate that it will adequately address these current deficiencies. 
Tom Peek 
C.C. Oflice of Hawaiian M&rs 
Sierra Club Hawai‘i Chapter 
Mauna Kea Anaina Hou 
Tom Peek 
August 25,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Thank you very much for sharing your thoughts. 
NASA has not made a decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. No decision 
will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has been completed. NASA's 
decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). Present plans 
anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA's decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with the 
Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
may including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
ResDonse to Comment B: 
Thank you for your favorable comment on the quality of the EIS. 
ResDonse to Comment C: 
NASA made an effort to obtain employment breakdown data from the observatories, but was 
unable to obtain a clear picture. The best available information indicates that the majority of 
observatory employees are from the State of Hawai'i. New hires at the observatories have 
included Big Island residents, residents from elsewhere in Hawai'i, and out-of-state residents. 
The information available has been added to Section 3.1.10 of the EIS. 
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T O  National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Mail Code: SZ 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 
ph: 877-283-1977 
A."N Dr. Carl Pilcher 
Outrigger Telescopes Project 
Astronomy and Physics Division 
Office of Space Science 
FROM Mama Kea Anaina Hou 
230 Lyman Avenue 
Hilo, Hawai'i 96720 
Ph. (808) 934-7668 
Email: kealohap@aIoha.net 
ATTN: Ms. Kedoha Pisciotta, President 
Date: 28 September, 2004 
Subject: B5ft Entironmental Impact Statement Conknents Relating To 
The NASA/ William M. Keck Observatory- Outrirrcrer 
Telescopes Project, Mama Kea, Hawai'i 
- 
Aloha Dr- Pilcher, ' 
The following comments are filed on behalf of Mauna Kea Anaha Hou, a 
Native Hawaiian Organization as defined by the National Historic Preservation 
Act P A ) .  Mauna Kea Anaina Hou (MKAH) is dedicated to the protection, 
preservation and restoration of the traditional and customary Native Hawaiian 
traditional, cultural and religious practices relating to Mauna Kea. MKAH 
provided extensive comments at the Draft EIS ("DEE") meetings and also at the 
NASA EIS %oping meetings (Phase see affached scopingwmmenfs), we submit the 
following comments in addition to our previously recorded comments. 1. 
MKAH, previously participated in the W A ,  Section 106 Consdtation 
(Consulting Party), the NationaI Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
Environmental Assessment (EA) process and the recent NASA Environmental 
Impact Scoping Hearings held here in Hawai'i in January (Jan. 5-13,2004), 
reIating the NASA/ WiIliam M. Keck Observatory, (WMKO) Outriggers 
Telescopes Project. Although MKAH participated in the Section 106 process as a 
1 
consulting party, MKAH did not sign the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 
offered by NASA. 
Members of MKAH also participated as plaintiff witnesses in the federal 
court case (Civil No. 02-00227 SOM/BMK-Office of Hawaiian Affairs v. Sean 
OKeefe), challenging the adequacy of the NASA’s FEA for the Outriggers 
Telescopes Project. The Federal Court found NASA’s EA inadequate, and not in 
compliance with NEPA, for failure to adequately consider the cumulative 
impacts of the Outrigger Telescopes project. The court remanded NASA to redo 
the EA pursuant to NEPA. NASA has decided forego the EA, to complete a full 
federal EIS. 
Lastly, NKAH, along with five (5) other Environmental and wawaiian 
organizations and individuals (Sierra Club, e n g ,  Fergersfrom, Royal Order of 
Kamehmneka I )  is currently engaged in a state adminisbative hearing called a 
contested case hearing (Ccw). MKAH and the other contesting parties are 
challenging the University of Hawai’i’s Institute for Astronomy’s (UHIFA) 
request (on behalf of CARA/NASA) for the Conservation District land -use and 
permit to construct the four (4) to six (6) Outrigger Telescopeszbr which this 
Draft EIS is the subject of. 
A. No Scoping Comments Were Included Xn The Draft EIS : 
No Scoping comments were attached to the Draft EIS. With no public 
comments attached it is impossible for decision makers and the public to 
determine the scope and adequacy of the Draft EIS. Members of the public, 
interested parties and pertinent governmental agenes took t h e  to coment  
and currently have no way determining if the NASA BIS adequately considered 
the public and governmental concerns because there is no information with 
which to compare them with. 
B. Two Hundred and Fifty (250) Comments Received Where Lumped 
Together and Treated As One: 
On page 8-5, NASA notes that “approximately 250 virtually identical 
emails where received from individuals entitled ’Prevent Further Degradation of 
M a w  Kea.’ ” in addition to the m y  other comments, but you did not identify 
the individuals conunenting. We believe it is very important, that NASA identify 
the members of the public that comment, for the following reasons: 
I) Although these comments might have been “virtually identical”, virtually 
is not equal to “exactly”, public comment regardless of the volume, 
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should not just be treated as a single comment8 there were -250 comments 
submitted by 250 individuals; 
votes as one8 because they are virtually identical or identical. Democracy 
is not handled this way-it is one (I) vote per person, even if the individual 
votes are exactly or "virtually identical" they must be counted. 
about "Preventing Further Degradation of Ivlauna Kea." 
2) Lumping these comments together is equivalent to counting 250 "x'' 
3) Lastly, these comments demonstrate that these 250 people feel strongly 
II. Cumulative Impacts: 
A. Cumulative Impact is defined by the National Environmental Policy Act 
("NEPA") as: 
The impacts on the environment which result from the incremental impact 
of the action when added to other past, present and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non- 
Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts 
can result from other individually minor but collectively significant 
actions taking place over a period of time. 
The Executive S w  cumulative impact SIUIJWY section on page 
xxii-states: 
"In condusion8 the overall cumulative impact of past, present and 
reasonable fireseeable activities is substantial, adverse and significant. 
In genera183he Outrigger Tekswpes P q e c t  would add a small 
incremental'impact. " (Emphasis added) 
The above statement establishes that the cumulative impacts are adverse 
and great8 but then separates the outrigger project hom the previously 
established cumulative impacts. This is not reasonable. If cumulative impacts are 
defined as the s u m  of the impacts when added to other incremental impacts8 it 
doesn't logically follow that ". .the Outrigger Telescopes Project would add a 
small incremental impact." 
B. No Cumulative Impact Mitigation Measures: 
In order to determine mitigation measures for offsetting or reducing 
cumulative impacts, there must be at least three precedent conditions 1) 
data8 2) analysis and evaluation of the data and 3) measures proposed 
based on data to reduce those impacts. Generally, to reduce cumulative 





The Draft EIS, does not offer any cumulative impact mitigatim measures. 
This appears to be the result of the Outrigger Telescopes being separated out 
from the cumulative impacts, and defined as having small incremental impacts. - 
C. Data Used In Draft EIS Are Contested In Official Proceedings: 1 
C 
Much of the data used in the Draft EIS continue to be contested in the 
State BLNR Contested Case Hearing proceedings relating to the Conservation 
D~trict Use Permit, filed by the UHIFA and WMKO on behalf of NASA for the 
Outrigger Telescopes project. _I” 
E 1 Sierra Club, who is one of the Petitioners in the State BLAIR case, supplied you with copies of the Petitioners collective Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Exceptions as filed. These documents were provided to NASA so that the data that axe being M e n g e d  by other experts could be identified. It was our hope that NASA might collect new data; or incorporate the concerns of the Petitioners witnesses; yet we see no evidence of your inclusion of the Petitioners evidence. 
D. Wekiu Bug Data Disputed- - 
The Draft EIs‘i.elies almost entirely on Dr, Greg Brenner’s data, and 
proposed mitigation measures. In our scoping comments we recommended that 
NASA put together a team of scientist to review Dr. Greg Brenner data and 
mitigation measwe, and that this team could include but not be limited to Dr. 
Fred Stone, Dr. Frank How& and Dr. Greg Brenner. We made this specific 
request this because w e  have reasons to believe that Dr. Greg Brenners’s data did 
not have peer review or support. Our reasons where based on the information 
from the contested case hearing, the testimony of expert witnesses, and the 
conclusions by the team of scientists who reviewed the Wekiu bug candidacy 
from December 2003 to March 2004. 
Furthemre, NASA has not included the US. Fish and Wildlife 
(“USF”’) information as was requested by a number of the groups consulted, 
including M a w  Kea Anaina Hou and Sierra Club. The organization KAEIEA- 
The Hawaiian En*onmenM Alliance, filed a f0nn;al petition for the listing the 
Wekiu Bug on the Endangered Species list. The data identified in that petition 
should be included in this assessment. The USFW with OMKM convened a team 
of scientists to review the candidacy status of the Wekiu bug. The findings of 
this committee, which recommend immediate listing as Endangered species have 
been omitted from the DEIS. This omission violates the terms of the mandate of 
full disclosure. - 
E. Visual Vistas And View Planes Important To Cultural, Traditional And 
Religious Practices: 
size. AIthough this number is true for the size of the mirrors at the Keck I and 
Throughout the Draft EIS, the outriggers are cited as being 33’ (33 feet) in 1 
F 
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Keck II Telescopes, it is in not accurate when considering the domes sizes. 
Continally re€ere&ng the mirror size instead of the dome size is misleading. 
The domes on both the KECK's are 11 stories high each or about 111' (one 
hundred and eleven) feet high. The Outrigger Telescopes with their domes are 
each about 3 % stories high (35' feet). So the total impact visually would be the 
combined impact from the Two (2) Elwen (11) story buildings surrounded by 
four (4) to six (6) - 3 1/2 story buildings clustered with in a five (5) acre area. 
This will have a sigmficant, substantial and adverse impact on the visual vistas 
or view planes. 
The visual vistas or view planes used by the Native Hawaiian People, are 
important to the culMal, traditional and religious practices. The impacts on the 
view planes are both to the tangible and intangible cultural, traditional and 
religious resources. They are thousands of years old. The view plans and vistas 
are identified Traditional Cultural Properties. We have provided information 
regarding the importance of these view planes for ritual and ceremony, yet they 
where not addressed in the Draft EIS. 
(from the east in Hilo and other places on the bland), but also from the - various- - 
puk (cinder cones;) looking toward the summit cluster of cinder cones 
(Kulcahau'ula), and lastly, looking from the summit down toward the sea and 
other islands. 
The divine manifestation of the Deities (Kinolau) are apart of thedtual 
landscape and view planes. The image of Poli'ahu lying facing the sky is see& 
from Hilo. The Observatories are sitting atop her body, the Outriggers will 
impact this image by changing her physical form. This is a tremendously 
unacceptable impact that cannot be mitigated. 
The Project wilI~&o change the view planes and alignments used in 
ceremonies and navigational practices that mark the alignments of various 
constellations and the sun. 
descends from the heavens (each day) to greet Poli'ahu-these ixnages are 
impacted fromvarious locations on the surnmit and from below. 
degree view plane from the summit, Actually there is no.logger a 360 degree 
view from the summit area, and the Outriggers will negatively impact what view 
plane is left. 
The view planes are not only looking toward the summit from below 
Other view planes include the image of the deity Kukahau'ula, as the god 
lastly, there is no reference to the cumulative impact and loss of the 360 
F. NO Soil Tests Done Near The Cesspools, Leech Field, Septic Tanks, Or the 
Diesel and Oil Containment Systems: 
soil testing near major sources of contamination had been conducted. It seem 
most logical to test for hazardous and sewage leakages from the source, as well 
to test for transportation of contamination. This is a gross omission of assessing 




existing and future impacts. There is no baseline data and represents another 
example of not providing full disclosure. 
6. Hydrol~gy Data Used In Draft EIS Already Contested In State and Federal 
Hearings 
1. Precipitation From Clouds And Mist That Occurs Two Times A Day: 
The Draft EIS data on precipitition relies mostly on snowmelt, it should 
however, include the mist and cloud cover that generally occurs in the morning 
and evening-this is significant over the entire summit area and much water is 
released on the surface of the summit area. 
I 
The Draft EIS, claims that there are no cumulative 
J 
2 Discharge Of Human Waste 
the human waste deposits into septic tanks/cesspools and leech field system. 
We would have to disagree!! In Haw&i it is generally acknowledged that 
defecating in a burial area or on a heiau or in a temple of worship is defiling 
(haurnia) and considered a high form of desecration. Mama Kea is a burial 
ground for important ancestors and heiau or temple of worship, so human waste 
entering the ground is considered desecration. There is no cumulative analysis 
of the CumuIative impacts of sewage treatment on the cultural, - traditional and 
religious practices and use. 
Water Systems ("IWS") are inspected and pumped, there was no evidence in the 
record of this, in fact therecord reflects that WMKO had no pumping records. 
Although the Draft EIS claims that al l  of the telescopes Individual Waste 
Where are the data to support this dah? 1 
3. No Base-Line Data On Hydrology 
Data are already in the hearing record that demonstrate, Mr. Nance took 
- 
only one data point at two separate sites. This means that there is no base-line 
data to substantiate any claims there are no cumulative impacts to the hydrology 
system of Maum Kea. 
Further, Tom Nance's data and sources including his reliance on Ebd 
(2001) a undergraduate, non-published and non-peer-reviewed report have been 
W a g e d .  The data supplied in the Ebel is based on only a 5 day sample, q d  
further misstates Dr. Woodcock's reports (1980). I have attached the rebuttal 
testimony of our hydrology witness Dr. Brad Finney regarding these points. 
mercury) have occurred "inside" the observatories, however, it omits the 
important discussion contained on our contested case hearingsfiles regarding 
the "French drW or "open drain systems" used in the observatories that 
- 
The Draft EIS claims that m y  of the hazardous material spills (including 
L 
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enter directly into the ground and could allow any hazardous materials spilled 
The Draft EIS also provided some information but no analysis of the-1 
inside the observatories to be introduced into in to the ground. _J 
most revered and sacred ancestor. However, the Historic Preservation division 
has not yet completed an inventory survey to determine the burials atop Mauna 
information provided regarding the sump pump system used to ;move 
hazardous materials from the mirror alumhizing and washing processes; in that, 
the KECK engineers testified that the sump pump had ONLY been installed one 
year prior to the State hearings. There is no cumulative impact analysis relating 
to the years prior to the installation of the sump bump nor is there analysis 
relating to the other observatories mirror washing and aluminizing %stories . 
provided in the Draft EIS. 
N 
- 
We could not find any references or cumulative impact analysis regarding 
the past and/present use of Carbon Disulfide, for mirror washing and which is 
listed in -0 M S E .  KECK employees testified at our hearing that it was 
permitted to enter the ground via the open drain systems up until the KECK 
installed the sump pump for the collection of hazardous material (about 1 
ago). 
Only one licensed hazardous waste contractor is listed in the Draft EIS-the 
rest specify only that the waste is handled by licensed contractors to a hazardous 
material facility. Noneof the Hazardous waste facilities are identified. 
H. Cumdative Noise, And Traffic Impacts On The Cultural, Traditional And 
Religious Practices And Use: 
telescopes on the cultural, traditional, religious practices or the fauna on Mauna 
Kea. There are just general  state^^^&^, asserting that the noise from the 
Telescope is not significant. 
lo 
There is no dag on the curnulatiye impact of the noise gen&ated from the 
- 
I. Access 
traditional and religious access. Although, the UHIFA has blocked physical 
access to the summit in the name of safety, there are other forms of access that 
are being abridged, these include but are not limited to 1) access to views of the 
the alignments of certain heavdy bodies and associated movement, 2) the loss 
of Kdcahau'ula's daily ritud and practitionefs participation in those rituals, and 
3) the practitioner's ability look upon the goddess Poli'ahu without obstructiorr. 
There is no cumdative analysis of these view planes in the Draft EIS. 
4) Impacts of increased traffic due to future expansion desires of the industry are 
also not addressed. 






Kea. Most of the Practitioner's have stated that they do not wish to violate the I 
Many of the Cuhral, Traditional and Religious practices conducted atop 
Mauna Kea the Temple are ancient and specific the mountain and can only be 
done on Mauna Kea. There is no where eIse in the world where it is possible to 
cultural laws regarding protecting the burials. Theie is no cumulative impacts 
analysis of these concerns ox the burial grounds protection. 
U 
I s  
We do not support further development atop Mama Kea, and believe that 
the observatories need to work to together to rrtaxjrnize the science currently 
conducted atop M a w  Kea, it is a world premier site and should be for anany 
years to come if innovation and creativity are maximized. 
when the UHIFA should have been conducting cumulative effects studies and 
monitoring the resource for the past 30 years. UHIFA should have worked in a 
more transparent and honest manner with the pubIic and especialIy with the 
Native Hawaiian community. 
delicate eco-systern is threatened, and the cumulative impacts to the cultural and 
natural resources are adverse, substantial and sigruficant. The general future of 
Astronomy science is not threatened and can continue in a more appropriate 
location. As  a result, our position must be that there can be no further 
development on the s d t  of Mama Kea. , It is a cdl for balance and Aloha. 
NASA carried the ur-iair burden of completing cumulative impact studies, 
life is it is out of balance in our house of worship, our cultural base and 
perform many traditional ceremonies and practices. On the other hand, there are 
about 93 observatories sites around the world where world class astronomy can 
and is being accomplished. 
scientific gods and objectives can be achieved. Therefore, it is our posifions that 
alternative site fur scienti€ic discovery, provided that the people in the alternative 
for over 30 years, The Draft EIS identifies alternative locations where NASA's 
NASA consider either the no build alternative for Mauna Kea or the best 
areas support the Oulr'igger TeIescopes project. 
The Outrigger - Telescopes have alreadv been fabricated and constructed. 
Therefore, all that is left is for the Outriggers to be instaIIed at the project: site. 
Only 8 eight permanent jobs would be jeopardized if the Outriggers where 
moved to an akernative location. 






Mahalo a nui loa, 
fn Aloha I remain, 
/ 
4 e a l o h a  Pisciotta, President, Mauna Kea Anaina Hou 
J 
N.B. Mama Kea Anaina Hou's previously submitted EIS scoping comments are attached below 
as well as our Hydrology Witnesses Rebuttal, Testimony. 
TO: National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Mail Code: SZ 
Washington, DC 2054.6-0001 
m. 877-283-1977 
Outrigger Telescopes Project 
Astronomy and Physics Division 
Office of Space Science 
A'ITN: Dr. Carl Pdcher 
FROM: Mauna Kea Anaina Hou 
230 Lyman Avenue . 
Hilo, Hawai'i 96720 
Ph. (808) 93.4-7668 
Emaik kealohap63laIoha.net 
ATTN Ms. Kedoha Pisciotta, President 
Date: February 14,2004 
Subjeet: Fhvironmental Impact Statement Scoping Comments Relating To The 
NASA/William M. Keck Observatory- Outrigger Telescopes Project, Mama Kea, 
Hawai'i 
The following comments are fiIed on behalf of Mauna Kea Anaina Hou, a Native 
Hawaiian Organization as defined by the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). Mauna 
Kea Anaina Hou (MKAH) is dedicated to the protection, preservation and restoration of the 
traditional and customary Native Hawaiian traditional, cultural and refigious practices relating 
to Mauna Kea. MKAH provided extensive comments at the ELS Public Soping meetings, we 
submit the following comments in addition to our previously recorded comments. We would like 
to note that we have not had a chance to review the NASA record of €he meetings and would like 
to reserve OUT right to review and comment, after the EIS web link has been fixed. 
MKAH, previously participated in the W A ,  Section 206 Consultation (Consuking 
Party), the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Environmental Assessment (EA) process 
and the recent NASA EnvirunmentaI Impact Scoping Hearings held here in Hawai'i in January 
(Jan. 5-13,2004), relating the NASA/WiIfiarn M. Keck Observatory, (WMKO) Outriggers 
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Telescopes Project. Although MKAH participated in the Section 106 process as a consulting party8 
MKAH did not sign the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) offered by NASA. 
Members of MKAH also participated as plaintiff witnesses in the federal court case (Civil 
No. 0240227 SOM/BMKUffice of Hawaih Affairs v. Sean O'I(eefe), challenging the adequacy 
of the NASA8s FEA for the Outriggers Telescspes Project. The Federal Court found NASA's EA 
inadequate8 and not m compliance with NEPA, for failure to adequately consider the cumulative 
impacts of the Outrigger Telescopes Projeck The court remanded NASA to redo the EA pursuant 
to NEPA. NASA has decided forego the EA8 to complete a full federal lers. 
Lastly, MKAH, along with five (5) other Environmental and Hawaiian organizations and 
individuals (Sierra CZub, Ching, Fergersstrom, Royd Order ofl(mnehmnha I )  is currently engaged in a 
state administrative hearing called a contested case hearing (CCH). MKAH and the other 
contesting parties are challenging the University of HawaiYs Institute for Astronomy's (UHJFA) 
q u e s t  (on behalf of CARA/NASA) for the Conservation District land use and permit to 
construct the four (4) to six (6) Outrigger T e l ~ ,  for which this EIS is the subject of. 
L PROCESS 
k 
falls on Presidents Day, a federal holiday. In HawaTi the Federal Post Offices are closed. It is our 
hope, therefore, that NASA will accept any comments at least post-marked by February 17,2004, 
since it is not possible to send comments out on the actual deadline date. 
B. Process is rushed: - 
meetings began on january 5,2004. We believe that the abovementioned made it difficult for 
people to fully participate. 
Deadline for comments set on holiday 
We would first like the record to reflect that the deadhe set for this comment period 
- .  - 
The Public Notices where sent during the winter holiday season. Public Scoping 
Mauna Kea has +turd and religious significance for all Hawaiian people re&dless of 
where they reside. We believe the scoping meetings where not broad enough, since they where 
only held on Hawai'i and o'ahu ish&, the outer islands where not allowed to participate. 
Scoping meetings shodd be held on the other islands as well. 
C. R ~ L a c k s G o o d F a i t h .  
Although MKAH is pleased that NASA d d e d  to go the exka-step to complete a full 
EL, especially since, prior to the NASA EA8 no federal environmental review pursuant to I+&PA, 
have been conducted on Maam Kea m over thirty (30) years. We are seriously concerned, 
however, that NASA has not reauired the UHlFA, (the State Ammar filinz for the conservation 
district use and construction Benxtit fCDUPl on behaIf of NASA), to withdraw the CDW 
applica- at least until the EIS has been completed.. 
The information gathered for this project should be provided to the proper decision 
makers of the state prior to the decision to grant a land use and construction permit. Without, the 
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EIS information, there is no rational way for the responsible decision makers of Hawai'i to insure 
that the cultural and environmental resources will not be negatively impacted. 
The argument offered by N b A ,  that what the UHIPA does it out of NASA's control, 
must fail. There is no qwstion that the uHEFA,is actingonbehalf of NASA and is to seekingthe 
land and construction permit, for the NASA Project that is currently the subject of this EIS. 
Not only is your agency continuing to seek the necessary land use and construction 
permits from the State of Hawai'i via the UHDPA, it is a well documented fact, that the Outriaer 
Telescoues have alreadv been fabricated and constructed. All that is left is for the Outrigger to 
be installed at the project site. 
This knowledge has generated much fear and frustration in the community and for those 
of us that have been participating in good faith. There is a general feeling that this whole process 
is m vain, that the project is a "done deal" and that therefore the agency's decision is a foregone 
conclusion. 
We consider NA!3A's failure to act to insure that the UHIFA withdraws the land use and 
construction permits (CDUP) at least untii the NASA EIS has been completed, as an extreme lack 
of mod faith, 
IL NO AmON-NO BUILD ALTERNATIVE REQUIRED. - - _  
It is our understanding that the EIS is meant to provide the pertinent information to the 
dedsion makers in order to assjst them to make an informed decision. An EIS therefore, is a 
decision making tool and not simply an informational document; which is aIso to say, that the 
"No Built" or "NCAction Al&mative8' under NEPA must be taken seriously. - 
In some case, and Mama Kea maybe one, the negative impacts resulting from the project 
may far out weigh the benefits gained by the prw in which case the "No Action" is a viable 
alternative for the Agency, NASA in this instant case. 
Despite the general feelings that the EIS process was rushed and a forgone conclusion, 
people tunned out in large numbers and spoke out about their concerns for the cultural and 
environmental impacts ensued by this project. 
The vast maioritv of u w I e  that testified, emremlv asked that NASA no: build this 
proiect at all, and those testifying at the public hearing also represent the communities most 
negatively impacted by the project. Those testifyingqresented a broad spectrum of the 
communiiy, for which the land and resources in question are held m trust for by the State of 
Hawai'i (Le. the G e n d  Public, EnvironmentaI and Native hwaiian individuals and 
organizations). 
MKAH, is certain that this projectwill have serious and si-t impacts to the . 
cultural and traditional properties. and to the cultural and religious practices, including but not 
limited to, impacts to the view planes used in ceremony, the ma&-makai, and makai-maulca 
view planes that make up the ritual landscape, impact to the ~ ~ i g a t i ~ d  rituals, impactto the 
medicinal waters, ice and snows by sewage and toxic materiaL These impacts are significant, and 
in some cases cannot be mitigated, to a less than s i e a n t  level. We are certain of the impads, 
because we are practitioners and because the incrementaI build up has slowly, but incrementally 
impacted the sacred landscape and our practices. Therefore, MKAH would ask that NASA 
seriouslv consider the "No Action Alternative" for the outrimzer teIescoues woiect. 
MKAH, in public hearing provided proof that some in their membership began seeking 
NEPA and NHPA consultation as early on as 19961. The community therefore, began showing a 
g o d  faith mterest in participating in the NEPA and NKPA process over nine years ago. Is hard 
to understand why the people have lost faith, and have began to question NASA's good faith 
efforts under NEPA and MIPA? 
m.CUhWLATIVEIzwPAnsl?.EQUIRED 
A. General 
position that no further development should OCCUT atop Mama Kea. Although this project is 
clearly a federal u r u k t a h  * g, there are still state and county rules and regulations that must also 
be met, and many challenges are occurring on these other specific lev&. 
What NASA must be clear on is that there is a strong and clear legal b& for the people's 
For over thirty 30 years there has been an incrementaI build up of the astronomy 
industry on the mountain, with no federal environmental review. The federal court in OHA v. 
O'Ke#e, found that "...with no mevious EIS or EA that encomDassed the site of the outrigggg 
klescow proiect, NASA's oblivation to d e r  cumulatke irnDacts of devdoDment at the Keck 
does not adeauatelv consider the impact of devdoDrnent of the % t r i p  telescopes when added 
to other U a s t  mesen t and reamnablv foreseeable actions refcardless of what amncv . . .or =son 
undertakes such other actions." 
observatorv is corremondindv - mater."; the federal court, specifically held "...the mesen tEA 
The State of Haw&& and the UH after many yeam of debate and deliberations, 
determined that carryinp. cauadtv of the mountain allowed for onlv thirteen fl3) observatory 
facilities atw Mauna Kea. This number was derived using the-kientific data provided m the 
early 70's and 80's to determine carrying capacity. The thirteen (13) Iimit set on the number of 
observatory facilities allowed atop Mauna Kea has been exceeded already therefore, adding four 
(4) to six (6) more telescopes, will certainly exceed this number even further. 
NASA &t operate m a  vacuum; and must take mtoconsideration all of general and 
specific rules and regulation that relate to development of Mauna Kea and to the development of 
their proposed p+ NASA cannot transfer their responsibilities for compliance under the 
specific rules over the UHIFA. 
Although we would certainly argue on behalf of NASA8 in that, because the ufi never 
took care to ensure federal projects bnilt atop Mauna Kea in the past complied with federal 
statues relating to both NEPA and NHPA, the state statutes should also be used to consider the 
"No Action Alternative". After all if in fact no further development is permitted in the 
Conservation District, under the previous agreemenb, and rules and regulation, then wodd it be 
appropriate or responsible for a Federal agency (using tax-payer funds) to continue a project that 
could violate these rules and that could eventually be challenged in the court? 
MKAH, again would like to request that NASA seriously consider the "No Action 
Alternative" under NEPA for this project, and further to compel the UHIFA to withdraw their 
CDUP Application, at least aintil the EIS is complete. 
' The Information presented by MKAH was from the Report titled "Mama Kea the Temple: protecting the 
Sacred Resource" Please see www.KAHEA.Org, under the section titled Marma Kea, Mama Kea the 
Temple Report, Appendix S-U. The,infbmtion presented were copies of the f d  correspondence 
between NASA, Ka Lahui Hawai'i, and U.S. Repxesentative Ms. Patsy Mink. 
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B. Cumulative Impacts: Traditional Cultural Propdes, and Cultural and Religious Use, 
Access and Practices: 
First, EvIKAII[ would like the record to reflect that we fuUy support Kepa MaJy's 
partiapation in the NASA EIS process. We would also like to recommend that NASA as hire Dr. 
T. King, co-author of the National Register BulIetin 38 guidelines for Identifying Traditional 
Cdturd Properties for the National Register, to review the draft IEfIS. 
. In the EIS, NASA must use the National Register Bulletin 38 guidelines for Identifying 
Traditional Cultural Roperties for the National Register m order to help identify the Cumulative 
Impacts to the Traditional CulturaI Properties of Mauna Kea. 
In the course of Kepa My's  previous studies he identified a nuniber of potential 
Traditional Cultural Properties within the Mama Kea Science Reserve Master Plan project area. 
These are historic properties that are of importance to Native Hawaiians because they possess 
traditional cultural significance derived from associated culturd practices and beliefs. The 
Traditional and Cultural Properties of Mama Kea that have been identified, indude but are not 
limited to the following: 
1. The summit region from approximately 6,000 feet elevation to the Kukahau'ula __ (summit); 
2. Many of the pu'u [cinder cones]; 
3. Viewplane; 
4. Mountain landscape in navigational traditions; 
5. Lake Waiau and adjacent cinder cone; 
6. Numerous Trait systems. 
The cluster of pub (cinder cones) forming the Sllmmit of Mauna Kea have been 
identified by the State I-&t& Preservation Division ("sHPD") of the Department of Land and 
Natural Resources ("DLNR") as a Historic Pmperty and the summit region of including most of 
the Mauna Kea Science Reserve has been identified by SHPD as a Historic Mstrict, Both 
Historic Roperties are eligible for listing on the National Historic Register. 
Generally a historic district is defined as ahistosic property that '...possesses a sigdicant 
concentration, Sinkage, or continuity of sites, buiidings, structurest or o m  united historicdy or 
aesthetically by plan or physical devdopment. 
The Mauna Kea Summit as a "cultural landscape'' has been detemked eligible for the 
National and State Register of Historic Flaces under multiple criteria including cultural 
significance to the native Hawaiian People (cf. letter of D. Hibbard to R. Evans, September 12, 
1991). As a result, archaeologists with DLNR-SHPD have referred the summit region of Mauna 
Kea as a ''ritual landscape,'' with all of the individual parts contributing to the htegrity of the 
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whole summit region. (pers. comm. P. McCoy and H. McEldowney; Group 70 meetings of 
September lo, 1998). Id Citing Mecoy and McEIdowney). 
The historic district of Mama Kea incorporates virtuaIIy the entire Science Research 
summit area, extending beyond limiis of the entire reserve, and also portions of the NaturaI Area 
Reserve and the distrid includes 93 archaeobgid sites, three Iandscape features which qualify 
as t radi t id  dtural propertks8 including but not Iimited to the Mama Kea Adze Quarry 
Complex, incompassing over 76 shrines of varying complexity, four are adze manufacturing 
workshops, burials. 
The Iargest of the &ee traditional and dturd properties, 'Kukahau'uIa refers to the 
cluster of three pu'u that merge and coIlectiveIy make up the summit of Mauna Kea.. .The second 
property, 'Waiau, refers to the s d  lake and adjacent pu'u situated southwest of the summit 
and within the Natural Area Reserve. The third property, 'Lilinoe' refers to a pu'u situated 
southeast of the summit and within the Science Reserve. 
1. State Law requires Cultural Impact Statement and a Burial Treatment Plan. 
No Cultural Impacts Statement (CIS) or BuriaI Treatment manS have been compIeted for 
this project. In fad, no Burial Treatment plan has been compIeted for Mauna Kea in generaI. 
Mama Kea has traditional and I$~torically beenused as a burial ground ofthe highest born and 
most sacred ancesto~The burial practices continue today. Again we maintain that the 
University the lease-holder, has not complied with the relevant state statutes regarding burial 
keatment and or Chapter 343, however, that does not mean that NASA should not. NASA must 
protect the known, possible and inadvertent burials of Mauna Kea. 
-.  _ .  _. 
2 Section 106 Consultation pkuant  to NHPA under EIS required 
Although8 a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for the outCigger teIescope project 
under NHPA has been created, this MOA, was CreatedspeCifiralIyfor the NASAEA, and not for 
the more comprehensive EIS. We would like the record to reflect that MICAH, did not sign the 
NASA EAAMOA; because we did not support the mitigation measures relating to the Traditional 
CuIturaI Properties, the compIex hydrology and because the mitigation measure did not address 
the significant impacts rehtingto the CulturaIand reIigiouspractices to a less thansignificant 
I e v d  As a matter of fad, no Native Hawaiian Orearuza tion as defined bv NHPA, exceut Kahu 
Ku Wuna simed the MOA, and Kahu Ku Mauna simed with the caveat, that their sirnature 
did not indicate sumort for the ~ r o k t .  Because, the EIS wilI provided more complex d y s b  of 
the cumulative impacts, it is reasonable for NASA to created another more comprehensive MOA 
or in the alternative to provide for amendments to the existing MOA that w d d  more accurateIy 
reflectthe significant impacts that willbe created by this project 
3. Social impacts must be considered 
We would add here that NASA must take into account the sociaI impacts, those impacts 
that specificalIy impact Native Hawaiian dtural and reIigious beliefs dating to the Sacred 
landscape and the TempbMitma Kea, 
For the Native Haw& People Mauna Kea is home of Na Akua (the Divine Deities), Na 
'Aumakua (the Divine Ancestors), and the meeting place of Papa (Earth Mother) and Wakea (Sky 
Father) who are considered the progenitors of the Hawaiian Peopie. Mauna Kea, it is said, is 
where the Sky and Earth separated to form the Great-Expanse-of-Space and the Heavenly 
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Realms. Mauna Kea in every respect represents the zenith of the Native Hawaiian people's 
ancestral ties to Creation itself. 
The upper regions of Mauna Kea reside m Wao Aha8 the realm of the Akua-Creator. It is  
also considered the Temple of the Supreme Being. 
There are over 93 AstronomicalObservatories and Obeervatwy complexes around the 
world in which to do world cIass astronomy. Mauna Kea is already considered a world premier 
site for astronomy work8 and houses the largest and most advanced observatories in the worId. 
Howeyer, NASA must consider that Mama Kea reuresents the odv D ~ W  on earth where the 
special and uniaue Native Hawaiian ritual and ceremonies are conducted. NAsri must 
consider the imparts to the Native Hawaiian communities cultural and religious practices. 
NASA must ah0 consider the sociwconamic impacts this project will have on the Hawaiian 
Community. The U.S. Civil Rights Commission statistics reporb that there are approximately 
6000 pure blooded Hawaiian people left in the world today, and their projected survival is only 
through the year 2044. the Commission further reports that approximately 54% of native 
Hawaiian people (those with 50% or more blood), make less than 9OOO dollars per year. 
C. Cumulative Impacte: Hydrology, Hazardous Materials and Sewage Treatment 
NASA must consider and evaluate the impacts from the use, storage and handling of 
hazardous materiale, and sewage upon the Mauna Kea aquifer system. Mauna Kea is the 
principle aquifer for HawaiY Island 
The waters, ice and snow collected from Mama Kea are used for Native Hawaiian 
h e e g  and other ritual and ceremony. 
There is serioUa concern ale0 for the prokction of the waters of Lake Waiau, and the 
other Pu*u (cinder cones) that also pool water. The Lake is a Traditional Cultural Property8 and 
is home to deitiea, Waters are b e s t e d  for ceremony from Lake Waiau, and other pooling 
waters. 
NASA is obligated to e e e  the Public Trust docbine is protected. 
MKAH would like to recommend that NASA consider putting a team of hydrologist 
together to review the complex hydrology of Mauna Kea. We would lilce to recommend that . 
NASA hire Dr. Brad Finney and Bill Meyers to participate on the team, or a k t  to review and 
comment on the studies in the Draft EIS prior to reteasing it for public comment 
At the EIS Public Scoping meetings h4KA.H offered to supply NASA with copies of the 
over l0,OOO Material Safety Data Sheets 0we received by subpoena in the State CCn. W e  
spoke with a SAIC representative8 regarding various methods to get them copied and to NASA. 
We have not hear anything further from your representatives on that The following represents a 
brief overview of the information collected from the MSDS. 
According to the Material Safety Data Sheets ("MsDsn) received8 the folkwing 
Obsmatory/Telescope Facilities were found to use "elemental" mercury. The University Of 
Hawai'i 88 mch or 22 meter Observatory ("UH88") (Exhibit 
Telescope ("CFHT") (Exhibit F-62), The William M. Keck Observatory I and II ("WMKO") 
(Fixhiit F-61), The NASA Mared Telescope Facility ("IRTF8) (Exhibit F40), and The United 
Kingdom Infrared Telescope ("UKIRT"). 
The Canada-France-Hawaii 
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There have been 3 Mercury spills reported at the William M Keck Telescope. August 10, 
1995, September 158 1995, and November 6,1995. 
The Hazardous m a W  listed below were found to be stored and used at the 
Observatoxies/Telescope Facilities they indude but are not limited to, the following: 
Hydr&&--Acid (Note: not listed in JCMT Exhibit F-66) 
Potassium Hydroxide 





Diesel, JetFu4 and Unleaded Gasoline 
Ethylene Glycol 
Kerosene 
Methyl Ethel Keytone 
Toluene 
Paints, Thinners and Solvents 
Rush Treatments and Inhibitors 
CarhDisulfide 
Elemental Mercury (Note used or stored m amounts beyond that contained in a 
household them~~mter. - . _  
Carbon disulfide is currently listed in WMKO MSDS. 
Five Telescopes indicated that they stored and used elemental mercury in the amount beyond - - .  
that stored in a thermometer.- 
1. Mirrorwashingandduminizin gchemi&* 
The William M. Keck Observatvry -0) has open drain systems aIso known 9 
"French Drains". These d r w  enter directly into the ground under the Keck. The WMKO has 
open-drains in floors of both the Mirror- Washing and Mirror Numinizing Rooms. 
The WMKO one year ago insta~ed a sump pump to c o w  the mirror washing 
wastewater, prior to one year ago various chemicals used for the mirror washing, where allowed 
to enter the drainsthat go directlyintothe ground. 
Many of the observatories atop Mama Kea aluminize their mirrors, there has been no 
evduation of their use, storage or handling of the mirror washing or dumhizing. 
The WMKO has Glycol transportation (mt&e/outtake) pipes that continuously transport 
the ethylene glycol from the nasmyth platform on the Telexope backing structure down to ,@e 
lower basement doors of the observatory. These pipes are mounted against the wall dhctly 
. above the "French drain system#. 
On November 3,1995, sixty (60) to sixty-five (65) gallons of diesel fuel and 
engjne/hydraulic fluid was spilled off of the summit roadby an overturned construction truck. 
OnSeptember 3,1996, another ethylene glycol spilled occurred at the Subaru Telescope 
construction site. The rdease occurred when two (2) fifty-five (55) gallon dnuns split open after 
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falling from a p& being craned failed, dropping barrels from approximately thirty feet onto the 
cinders below. 
Z Sewage 
Approximately forty eight thousand men hundred fifty (48,750) gallons of human waste 
is generated per month by the sbmvatories/telescope W t i e s  on Mauna Kea. That is about five 
hundred thousand (sS58000) gallons per year. 
11 of the Observatories/Telescope FacizitieS use a combination of Septic 
Tank/ceaSpool/Leach field Systems. The older Observatories use only Cesspools. No evidence 
was produced m the MSD?3 records provided by the UMPA or any observabries/telescope 
facilities that demonstrated that any inspections, maintenance8 or pumping ob the waste water 
systems has occmred smce 1994. BIank septic tank records were provided by UHOPA. 
The university provided ”septic Tank Inspection Record” for the WMKO, but the data section 
is blank, indicating that no records were kept, and no records are on file for inspection. 
D. Cumulative Impacts. Bora and Fauna, and eco-By8fem of Mauna Kea 
First we would like the record to reflect that we don’t support the Wekiu bug mitigation 
measures, this is principally because the measures are proposed in pardel with the construction 
of the project. In other words, the measures have not been tested, and there is no data that can 
demonstrate that these proposed measures will men work. The mitigation measures are 
therefore, only a theory. The Wekiu bug and its essential habitat have been significantly 
impacted, and - some numbers set the population down by as much 99.7%. 
._ 
We maintain that the condition of the Wekiu bug requires immediate attention. W e  
cannot support any measure that may lead to the possible extinction of any Mng thing, and the 
incremental taking of the Wekiu bugs and its essentfal habitat are now serious and dire. 
”From a Haw&an cosmologicd view, ba&d in the Hawaiian Chants of Creation, when one 
thing ceases to exist the of Creation begins to un-ravel”-Kealoha Piseiotta 
Secondly, we would not support NASA only -hiring Dr. Greg Brenner and Pa& 
Anafytics for the EISproeeSs, b u s e  his data and proposed mitigationmeasure havenot stood 
up under peer review. We strongly recommend that NASA consider forming a team of scientist 
that would incIude Dr.’s Fred Stone and Frank Howarth. 
1. Other Species 
There are gome17other species found on the summit and summit slopes and very little is 
known about the ecology and habits of most of hem. Many of these species are found no where 
else in the world. No studies have been done! to ascertain the ability to feed, tolerate dust OE’ 
compaction, life cycles, reproduction rates or details of the required habitat for s1vvIvBz. 
2. Wekiu bug habitat destruction and “restoration plan”: 
In 1982 the first survey of the Wekiu bug was conducted as part of an arthropod 
inventory cgmmissioned by UH. (Howarth & Stone, An Assessment of the Arthropod Fauna and 
Aeolian Ecosystem near the Summit of Mauna Kea, Had-1982). The 1982 study identifies five 
major habitat types8 with the sixth being snow patches. 
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M u  Wekiu and M u  Hau Oki were found to be the cinder cones with the best habitat 
and the greatest number of Wekiu bugs. 
The Keck I, Keclc II, and Subaru telescbpes were constructed in the prime Puu Wau Oki 
Wekiu bug habitat 
No Environmental Assessments or Emrironmental IxnDact Studies were conducted for 
these telescoms. CriW Wekiu ?PUP habitat on the crater and sloue of Puu Hau Oki was 
severelv imuacted by construction of the Keck I and II telescoues which resulted in removal of 
aum<nama telv 35 feet of the sununit ridFe of Puu Hau Old and sideccastinz the material on the 
crater sloues. 
Additional Welciu bug habitat was impacted by construction of the access road on the 
north and we& slopes of Puu Hau Oki The power line trench dug up the south slope of Puu Hau 
Oki hurther impacted Wekiu bug habitat 
Construction of the Subaru telescope removed more of the crater rim and inner'slope and 
the materid was deposited as compacted fill on the h e r  crater floor and lower slopes, severely 
impacting additional Wekiu bug habitat 
The 1997-98 Wekiu bug survey on e-dt of Mauna Kea showed a drastic decline 
from the levels found in 1982 (Howarth, Brenner Q F'resm 1999). The February 2002 FEA (p 93) 
states that in 199778 a second arthmuod assessment concluded that a 99.7% decline in Wekiu 
bug impulations in comparable areas surveved 
In the 1982 study Wekiu bugs were found from the summit area cinder cones down to an 
elevation of about 12,8CK)-fmt elevation below the sumnut ' cinder cones. In the 1997/8 study, no 
Wekiu burpi were found below the 13,400-foot elevation of the summit area. 
Neither the Federal EA for the Outrigger Telescopes Project (Feb. 2002) nor the State EA 
for the Kkdc Observatory Outrigger Telescopes Project (Mardr. 2002) included a cumulative study 
of the impacts of tdescopeeons~ction on the Wekiu bug habitat in Pu'u Hau Oki crater. 
Therefore, there is no baseline to which "habitat restoration" can be referred. 
Currently the Wekiu bug population has declined to the point that the bug is being 
considered for am emergency listing as an Endangered Species. 
The document titled "Welkiu bup habitat restoration" actuallv describes artifkid 
habitat rather than restoration to the mecconsmction habitat, which is not described. 
Therefore, there is no "habitat restoration" included in the plan. 
There is no life cycle information, behavioral information, or population size information 
known about the Wekiu bug on which to base an effective mitigation plan. These studias 
have not been included in the mitigation plan. 
3. Aeolian Drift cycles and impacts 
A thorough and complete study of Aeolian drift as it relates to deposition of food sou~ces 
for the Wekinbug, must be considered and evduatd. 
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4. Flora 
A field survey of the flora of the summit was conducted as part of the EIS completed for 
the university m 1982. In 1997, only a Literature search was conducted. No additional field 
surveys or on-going monitoring have been conducted, MI are they anticipated. 
We thank you for this opportunity to comment further on the NASA EIS Scoping issws. 
If you have any further questions regarding the information contained herein, or regarding 
supportive documentation please feel free to contact me. 
&aloha pisciotta, Resident 
Mauna Kea Anaina Hou 
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Kealoha Pisciotta 
Mauna Kea Anaina Hou 
Septembe~ 28,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Summaries of the oral scoping comments made at the public scoping meetings are provided in 
Acrobat* format at http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/. Comments were summarized and not 
attributed to facilitate responding and protect individual privacy. The EIS was developed taking 
into account scoping comments. Analysis focused on the issues of most concern to commenters. 
Some scoping comments raised issues that were outside the scope of the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA). Although individual scoping comments were not published, oral comments 
on the Draft EIS are summarized in this Appendix and written comments are published and 
attributed to individuals. 
Response to Comment B: 
The format for the cumulative impacts analysis was derived from and is consistent with the 
definition of cumulative impacts found in Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidance. 
CEQ defines cumulative impacts as the incremental environmental impacts of the action when 
added to other “past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions. . .’, (See 40 CFR 
1508.7). It is therefore appropriate to evaluate both the incremental impact of the Proposed 
Action (See Section 4.1) as well as the impact of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
activities (See Section 4.2). Cumulative impacts are the combination of all these (See Section 
4.2). 
Response to Comment C: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project mitigation is not intended to address 40 years of action. The 
purpose of the mitigation is to limit the incremental impact of the Outrigger Telescopes Project. 
Although most of NASA’s mitigation measures are directly related to the Outrigger Telescopes 
Project, some measures extend beyond the scope of the project. For example, as part of the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project implementation and mitigation, NASA will fund a Wekiu Bug 
autecology study to gather more information about habitat requirements, life cycle, nutritional 
requirements, and breeding behavior of this unique bug. 
Response to Comment D: 
The University of Hawai‘i’s responsibility to acquire a Conservation District Use Permit 
(CDUP) and the Federal Government’s responsibility to complete the NEPA process are separate 
and independent processes. 
Response to Comment E: 
As noted in Response to Comment D, the State and Federal processes are separate and 
independent processes. Nonetheless, the substance of the comments received regarding the 
WEkiu bug (the subject of the submitted testimony) has been considered and has been discussed 
throughout the biological resources text. 
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Kealoha Pisciotta 
Mauna Kea Anaina Hou 
September 28,2004 
Response to Comment F: 
NASA has considered the independent WEkiu bug study by the Office of Mauna Kea 
Management’s “WEkiu Bug Scientific Data Review Committee” and their recommendations for 
listing as an endangered species. See Section 4.1.2.2 (pages 4-17 to 4-18) for new text. NASA’s 
entomologist is actively consulting with this cornrnittee as well as the United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) has reviewed the Wekiu Bug Mitigation and Monitoring Plan. 
In a letter regarding the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W.M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger 
Telescopes Project at Mama Kea, the USFWS states “The Service [USFWS] supports the 
recommendations in the WBMP [Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan] to minimize project impacts to 
endemic arthropods on the Mauna Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude 
environment from alien species introductions, garbage generation and collection, and visitor 
use. . . We believe each of the recommendations made in the WBMP will greatly minimize the 
possibility of negative impact to the wekiu bug habitat.” See Volume 11, Appendix A, for the 
letter from USFWS/Henson (USFWS 2000). 
The U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) submitted a comment letter on the DEIS stating “It is 
apparent from this DEIS that considerable thought and effort have been given to minimizing 
impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and around the proposed construction area. At present, only 
about 800 square feet of habitat will be disturbed during construction. In addition, the WEkiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan and the WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan address additional concerns on impacts 
for the OT construction activities.” See the USDOI comment letter from Patricia Sanderson Port 
located in this Appendix. 
In addition, the USDOI letter states “These plans outline actions to minimize all identified 
impacts, describe a program to restore lost habitat at a ratio of 3: 1 and systematically monitor 
long-term changes in wekiu bug populations in the area near the construction site. While habitat 
restoration for the wekiu bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the 
proposed actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly rninimize impacts to the 
bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and ecology.” 
Response to Comment G: 
The EIS has been modified so that dome size is referenced in all discussions of view planes. 
The EIS acknowledges that the cumulative visual impact from past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable hture activities is substantial (See Section 4.2.14). A new section on Religious 
Practices has also been added that addresses the visual impacts of the observatories (See Section 
3.1.2.5). 
Response to Comment H: 
Based on information received from the observatories, contaminated soil at the sites of the 
lirnited number of hazardous materials spills (See Table 4-20) was removed for off-site disposal. 
The single exception is the suspected leak of a diesel generator discovered in 1982 (See Ta3le 
4-20 for details). As shown in Table 4-20, there has been only one sewage spill on soil related 
to observatory operations. Best available information indicates the minor sewage spill (7.6 liters 
(2 gallons)) was cleaned up completely. 
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Response to Comment I: 
The precipitation data used in the EIS is the measured precipitation at the summit. These data 
account for all forms of precipitation throughout the day and night, not just the fraction that is 
snow or becomes snowmelt. 
The text of the EIS has been modified to reflect the impact of use of septic systems on cultural 
resources. NASA acknowledges that disposal of sewage does contribute to a substantial and 
adverse impact on cultural resources (See Section 4.2.3.2). 
Response to Comment K 
Statements about wastewater system servicing in the EIS were provided by each observatory 
(See Section 4.2.5). 
Response to Comment L: 
The hydrology impacts addressed in this EIS are based on the best available information and 
scientific analysis. 
Response to Comment M: 
Several observatories do have open drains for draining water condensate. As reported in Table 
4-20, no hazardous materials have been released through these drains. Section 4.2.6 states that 
the observatories have procedures and trained personnel to prevent hazardous material spills and 
respond appropriately in the unlikely event of a release. 
Response to Comment N: 
A discussion of cumulative impacts associated with mirror washing and aluminizing has been 
added to Section 4.2.5.2. 
As stated in Section 3.1.5.2 of the EIS, the observatory does not store or use carbon disulfide in 
any application. At one time carbon disulfide had been purchased as an additive for the W.M. 
Keck Observatory septic system. However, it was never used, and it has been removed from the 
summit. 
Response to Comment 0: 
In addition to Unitek Solvent Services, Inc. listed in the EIS, Philips Services Corporation and 
Hawaii Petroleum, Inc. were identified by the observatories as firms handling the disposal of 
their hazardous and industrial-type (e.g., used oil) waste. 
Response to Comment P: 
The cumulative noise impact analysis is based on the best available information. In addition, see 
Section 3.1.2.5 on Religious Practices. 
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Response to Comment 0: 
The EIS acknowledges that the cumulative impact of astronomy-related development has 
included alteration of the appearance of Kiikahau'ula and interference with views to and from the 
summit (See Section 4.2.3.4). The EIS also acknowledges the visual impact of the observatories 
on religious practices (See Section 3.1.2.5). 
Response to Comment R: 
Impacts of increased traffic from future astronomy development are discussed in Section 4.2.9 of 
the EIS. 
Response to Comment S: 
Prior to construction, an Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains and Archaeological 
Properties monitoring plan will be developed by the Archaeologist in consultation with the 
Cultural Monitor. The California Association for Research in Astronomy (CARA) will comply 
with draft State Historic Preservation Division Rules (Titles 13-275, 13-279, and 13-280). 
CARA shall submit this plan for review by NASA and all Consulting Parties. Thereafter, CARA 
shall submit the plan to the State Historic Preservation Officer (Hawai'i SHPO) for approval. 
NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of the Proposed 
Action. To this end, NASA proactively completed a Draft Burial Treatment Plan specifying 
procedures to deal with an inadvertent discovery of human remains. Following an initial 
informational presentation of the Draft Burial Treatment Plan to the Hawai'i Island Burial 
Council (Council) in April 2004, public burial notices were placed in local newspapers in early 
May and an amended Draft Plan was submitted to the Council. The plan was discussed at the 
Council meeting on August 19,2004. The members of the Council expressed their general 
agreement with the procedures recommended in the Burial Treatment Plan for monitoring during 
the Outrigger Telescopes construction and for treating any human remains uncovered during 
construction. Because no actual burials are known to be present, the Council took no action 
actually approving the plan or its procedures, concluding that this would be beyond its purview 
at this time. In addition, a qualified' Archaeologist would be present during all excavation 
activities. 
Response to Comment T: 
The EIS extensively addresses cumulative impacts under NEPA (See Section 4.2). Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act does not require an analysis of cumulative impacts. 
Response to Comment U 
In recognition of the sanctity of Mauna Kea in Native Hawaiian culture, NASA has made a 
particular effort to consult with Native Hawaiian religious practitioners. Their perspectives have 




Mauna Kea Anaina Hou 
September 28,2004 
Response to Comment V: 
NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project’s technical and programmatic requirements (i. e., the Gran Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced 
Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of 
the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. No final 
decision will be made until the NEPA process has been completed. NASA’s decision on the 
proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). Present plans anticipate that 
the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s fmal decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with 
the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
Response to Comment W: 
Your comments are respectfully noted. 
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Aloha Dr. Pilchcr. 
The telescope industry developments on the sacred summit of Mauna Kea has betn by 
far one of the mast publicly opposed use of public trust lands known to Hawaii. Consistent and 
strong public opposition has sumow& this industry fiom the beginnin . n e  University of 
Hawah has pressed rhei agenda forward with disccspect and conrempt kr the residents of &is - 
state. This long-term contentious processes was nor characterized at all in the DES. NASA d m  
not address the fact hat therc is a nearly total lack of agreement by the Native Hawaiian 
kawaiian groups timed thc Memorandum of Agreement. This indicates that the consuttatim 
did nor meet the requirements ut for& and should k considcrcd to be invalid. Again. this is 
a pars to be an exercise lhat h W K J H  can dismiss out of haud, without any accountbbility. As lack of discPosuc is unaccepbk. 
articipants in rhe 106 Consultation {save one individual wich caveat). None of the Narivc 
The Executive S m  dbes not rifled the controversy or revd the iong litany of 
issues, lack of aiccount+klicy and uestionabk praccdurcs hat  have bcco raised by eiected 
by fddmgdanon.  40 CFR 5 1502 12 
The follo-Mng comments arc fiid on behalf of Ma- Kea Anaina )IOU, a Native 
Hawaiian Or anrzation as defied by the Nationa! Historic hsxvation Act (NNPA). Mama 
Kea Anaina fiou (MKAH) is dedicated to the prokction, esfwation and rcslosation of the 
traditional and customary Narivc Hawaiian md~tional, curural and rcli ious aciices relating to 
Mama Kea. MKAH p r i d e d  extensive comcnts at the M EIS & E I S ~ m c c t i n ~  ;urd also 
at the NASA EIS Scopm meetings (Pieuse see artached scwping commenrs), we submit tk 
following tomems m &ition to our previously r e c m ~  comenls. 
officials ublic agcncies M the pu I 3  lic. Aocunrlr chatactemation of the broader issue IS requind 
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MRAH, previous~y paxticiipatcd in the NHPA, Section 106 CbnMltratim (Clonsuhing 
Party). the Narilsnal Enviromnental Policy Act (IEPA) Envirommtal Assessment (EA) pboceSs 
and the recat NASA EnmcnC61  Im 
Jan. 5- 13.2004). relating the NASlvWr- M. ICeck Obswvato , (WMKO) Outnggcrs 
$ d e m o  p r p  Aitlrou m H  participattd in thc *tior! 1% ocess as a consulting 
parry, KAW id not sign $ Memorandum of Agwmenl (MOA) oFd by NASA. 
t Scoping Hearings held here Io Kawai'i ip January 
Members of MKAH also pamcipaud as plaintif€ witnesses in (he federal court case 
(Civil No. 02-00227 SOPUZIBMK-Office of Wwaiian Affairs v. Sean O'Keefe), challmgug I& 
uacy of the NASA's FEA for the Ournggcrs Telesco F Pro'ect. The Federal Court found 
the cumuhtive impacts of rht Outriggcr~etescopcs Project. Thc coun reman ed NASA to redo 
the EA pursuant lo NEPA. NASA has decided forego the EA, to complete a full federal EIS. 
Lastly, MKAH, along with five (5 )  orhtr Envirbnmcnlar anid Hawaiian organizations and 
individuals (Sierra Chb, Chmg, Fergmstrrom, Royal Order of Kameheha I) IS curcatly 
engaged m a state admiaimtive bearing called a conrested case hearing (CCH). MKAH and the 
other contesting parties are challen in- Ihc University of Hawai'i's lastirute for Aslronomy's 
m A )  request (on behalf of C &*SA) for the Conservabon Dutnct land usc and d t  
to consmi thc four (4) to six (6) Ouuigger Telescopes. for which this Draft EIS i s  rhe s&wt 
of. 
I. P%tOCEsS 
A. No Scqpfng Commmfs Were lncfudsd In Tbe Draft EKS : 
No Smping commcnls were artached LO the Draft E1S. With no public comments 
altsrchGd it is irnpsnble for dtcisioo makers and the public to detennme the scope and adequacy 
of the ]Draft EIS. Hundrcds of members of the public, mkrested parties and pemnenr 
govcmmentaf agencies look. time ta comment and cumntly have no way determining if !he 
NASA EXS ad uately consldercd S c  public and governmental concerns because there is no 
infwmalion w% which to cmparc rhwn with. 
B. 
Treated As One: 
received from mdividuds entitled 'Pfcvent-Fu@er Degradation o?Mauna Kea.' '' m addition to 
the inilny other comments. but you did not identify the individuals commentia . We believe it is 
very i m p o ~ ~  tha! NASA jdenUfy &e mcmbcrs of tht public that comment, H or the following 
CeaSOOS: 
1) Allhough tbw conunents might have betn "virtually idcarical", virtually is no1 equal to 
"exactly", Public comment regardless of the volume, should not 'us bc mared as a 
mgle corn, ThGn were arc -250 commcnts submitted b 254 individuals; 
2) Lumping these v t s  together is uivalent 10 counting 850 %&' votes as me, 
bccauqe they are vuvually dmrical or%mical. Democracy is not W e d  h s  wayit is 
one (1) vote per person, even if Uie individual v m s  are exactly or "wtualiy idenad" 
they must k counted. 
7 9NA A s  EA inadequate, and not in cmn ljanct wi& NE P I  A, for ailure to ad uately consider 
- 
Two Hundred rlDd Fifty (250) Comments Received Where Lumped Together a d  
On page 8-9, NASA notcs &at "approximately 250 virtuall idenucal emails where 
3) Lastly, these comments demonsme that these 250 people feel strongly about 
Treveuting Furthcr Degradation of Mauna Kea." - 
E Cumulative Impacts: 
A. k - v e  bnpact is deiimd by the Ndomal Environqtntrl Policy Act ("%)?PA") .as. 
The impacts on the environment which result from the lncnmtnral mpact of tbe action 
wbca added to other past, presmt and reasonably foreseeable fuhuc actions regardless of 
what agency (Fedwal or non-Feded) or person undeflakes such Mhcr aerions. 
Cmulative impacts can result from other individually minor but collectively siguifkant 
The Exmlive S m  tvrnulative hpaix swnmary stcrian on page x%ii-at.ts: 
actiws raking place over a period of timc. 
C 
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The above statement cstablisbes tkat thht cunulativc impacts are adv- aod grm, 
then separates the outiig r ~ j ~ t  fim the eviousl esrablished Cumulanve hpacls. Ths IS 
incremental impacts, it doesn’t logically follow that &‘...the Outrigger tlescopes Project would 
add a small incrcmenral impact.” 
? no1 reasaaablt. If curnu r ative hpacts arc d$& as d e  sum of the im when added to other 
D. Wekiu Bu Dah Ds uted and hcomplete 
The &aft EIS re!%es almost entirely on Dr. Greg Brenncr’s data, and proposcd 
mitigalion mtasu~s.  in our sco ing c ~ r m ~ l c n l s  we recommended that NASA put together a team 
of scienrist to review Dr. &e f;renncr data and miu aim measures. and that this t m  couid 
include but not be limited to br. F d  Stone, Dr. Fm$ Howarth and Dr. Gre Brenner. We made 
this specfie r q y s l e d  this because we have reasons to believe that Dr. Greg %renners*s data did 
not have peer review or support. Our reasons where based on the infonnanon from the contesled 
case heanng She testimony of expert witnesses, and the 
reviewed the WEku Bug candidacy 
Fu&ermore, NASA has mol 
aested by a number of cbc u s eonsdted. 
petition for the listing the WEkiu Bug on thc Endm cred Species bst. The daw idenuted in that 
scientists to review the candidacy status of the Wekiu Bug. The fmdings of this commtuce, 
which mommad immediate llstiog as Endangered s cies have been omitted from the DEXS. 
This omission wolatcs the &nns of the mandare of fu~disclosurc. 
E Impscts to Traditional And Religious Practicex 
Throughout the Draft HIS, the ouhig crs are cited as bein- 33’ (33 feet) in s k .  
nurnbcr is true for the size of the m i m  at $e Keck E and Kcck fi Telescopes, but this m not 
accurate when considering the domes SIZCS. ConunuaIly referencing the m m r  sue instead of 
the dome site is misleading. 
The domes on both the KECKs are about 11 aorieshigheach or about 111’ (cmC 
hundred and deven feel) high. The Ouhigger Telescopes with &eir domes. arc mch about 3 H 
stories high (35’ fat). So the i d  mpact visually would & the combmfd m cf from the Two 
(2) Eleven f 11) story buildings sunounded by four (4) to six (6) - 3 112 story%2uildmgs clustered 
gz(%!b. The organitation d-&Hawaiian 




K a K A  
wsth in a five (5) m e  area. This will have a significant. ~ ~ b t i a I  and adverse impact on llhc 
vimal vistas M view plants. 
cuttural, ttadmmd.nnd felrg~ous pacuces. The unpcts on rbe view 
tangible and inmgtble. They are thousawls of ytars old. The view p fp" ans aad vistas are 
~dcmtificd Traditional Cultural Pmpmies. We have provided information rcgarding the 
unpartancc of these n e w  p h c s  for ritual and ceremony, yet they where not addnssed in the 
Draft us. 
The view pladcs arc nof only loaleing to tht summit &om below (firm the east in Hilo 
and other places on the island), but also from the vivious u (ciuder coues) lookin toward the 
SWNIlir (mu WEfiu) but a1150 from thc summit looking 8"' own toward the sea and o t i  Fr islands. 
"Some Native Hawaiiansw have identified the summit re ion to be sacred. Ths langua e 
attc t s  10 margmilize the religious and culrurai imgMtaqct tu18 signficanca of this profom& 
s a c s m a  and w ! e s  NASA and q s  a m a c h  to minrmiZing Ehe input of Kupuna, Kurnu 
HUhI, culturd pfactmoners, C u l W  hvmnans, and g c n d  publlc. NASA's own cultural 
hismian (Kepi Mal 1 does not rcdllce the importance of the summit as an 
Nariye Hawati;Uts.n Lis is blatantly mcist scatenrent must and religious 
sigmficance of Mauna Kea is not for NASA to &elennine or judge. 
l['he ??at vislas of vjew plane used by $e Native Hawaiian P q k ,  %rr: imporUn1 to tht 
es are t)oth to the 
inion of some 
&leted. 
ices of the Native Hawaiian pcople arc dependent on the mtegrity of the 
View plane. R e l i P d p r a M  he wine manifestation of the Deities (kinolau) are apart of the landscape and view 
planes. The bag@ of Poli'ahu lymg facing the sk is seen from Hxlo. The Obsffvatones are 
sitting atop her body, the Outriggas wiU impact ths image by cbanging her physical form. This 
is a Oremendously unacceptable impact drat cannot be rningared. 
05 
I 
The Pkojbcr will also change the view plarpcs and alignmenrs used in ceremonies and 
aavigatiorwl practices lo mark the alignments of various constzllations and the sun. 
Othcr wew anes include tht ima e of the deity Kukahau'ula, as thc god dcsctnds 
summit and fmm kclow. 
h S d  there is no nfcrtnce to the cumutafive h n p r  and loss of the 360 dcgne view 
plane fmn *& a&t. Actually there is no longer a 360 degree view from rhe swamit area, and 
1hc Ouniggers will negatively imparr what view i s  left. 
F. No Soil Tests Done Near T& Cesspools, Leech Fild, Septic Taak9, Or the Riesel and Oil 
Containment Systems: 
W e  could not find evidence in the DEIS to mdicare that data M analysis of soil testing 
neat major sourcts of contamination bad been couducfed- b seem most loglcd to test for 
hamdous and sewage leakages from the some, as well ta test for trstrspnatiaa of 
c6nt3minafion. This i s  a gross omission of assessing existing and fume unpacts. Then is no 
basehe data and rcpments another example of not providing full disclosure. 
6. Hydrobgy Data Uscd In DmR ESS Already Corntested In State and Fcdcral Hearings 
1. Preci Wtbn Fmm Clouds And Mist That Occurs Two Times A Day: 
?he D d t  EIS dara on prcci itation should include thc mist and ctoud cover that 
geaedy v u ' s  in t h  rnotning mi'evcniq-ttus w signifiwt aver e enrin summi1 ana and 
much water IS released on the surface of the srimmit ami. 
wastc dcposirs into scceptic tankslcess 
Hawai'i it is enexall acknowledgesat defecating i~ a bprial. atca or on a hciau or temple of 
worn7 is &ling (dawnia) a d  considered desecration. Mauna Kea is considend a burial 
groun 
sewage llcatment on thr: cultural, traditioaal and religious practices and use. 
ClWS) an inspected and pun ul. then was no record of%% in far3 the record rcfiects that 
WMKO had no pumping WO,~,.  Where are the dau f~ support thrs claim? 




Of Human Waste ke%%B, claims thai there arc no hundalivt impacls associa& with the 
As and l w b  field We w d d  have IO disagree! ! In 
for imptarit ancestors aad hciau or tcmple of worshi so human waste 
m d  is cons~dcred dcstcration. T h m  is no cmulatlvc ant$as of the 
Akthough the Drdt EIS claJns that ah of the telesc s bdrvidunl Wasw Water Systems 
89/38/2084 10: 30 8085248221 
Data are already in the. hearing record that demonstrate, Mr. Nancc wok only one date 
point at two separate sites. Ttus means that &cte is no basc-linc data to subsrantiate any claims 
Tom Nme’s data and somes iacludii his mliance on Ebcl(2001) an undergraduate, 
non-published and non-peer-reviewed report. &e dah supptied in the Ebel is based on only a 5 
day sampk, and further m i s s w s  Dr. Waodcacks rcpohs (1980). I have attached the rebuttal 
3. NO BaseLinc Data e Hydtalagy 
there are no curnulalive iropJcts to the hydrology system of Mama Kea. 
testim00 of our h dnolo&y witncss Dr. Brad Fmcy ttprding these 
&e @aft &S clams that many of the hazardous ma~~rial  sp&%%udhg mercucy) have 
occurred ‘’inside” the obstmatonts, however, it or& the impottant discussion contained % our 
contested case hearings files regarding the ‘%imch drabs‘’ or %pem drain systems” used In the 
observatories that enter directly fato the ground and could allow an hazardous materials 
&& MSDS 
spilled vrsidc the obaerpatorie+ l o  be introduced into in to the groud. 
The I)rafr EIS also powdcd some i d o m a h  bur no analysis of chc infomarim 
provided regarding rht sump pump system used to remove hazardous materials from the mirror 
alumirtizin and washvlg processes; m that. thc KECK en&xm testifed that the s+mp pump 
had OXLugbctn installed ooe year prior to thc Sure hearings. There is RU cumulattrvt unpact 
analysis relatimg Io the years prior to rhe installation of rhe sump bump nor is there analysis 
reiatiag to the other abscwatorics mirror washxng and aluminiung histories provided in tbe M t  
EIS. 
We could not find any refeccncts or cumulative impact analysis regardin the ax 
andl resent ust of Carbon Disulfide, for mirrar washing and wfuch is listed in 
.€E& employees testified ai our hearb that it was entering the ground up until KECK 
installed the sum pump to collect hazanfous material (about lyear a 0). 
Only oacficensed hazardous waste contractor is listcd in the k t  EIS-the r~~~~~ 
only that rtte waste is handkd by licensed contractors to a hazardaus material facility. one of 
the Hazardous waste facililics act identified. 
]H. Cumulative Noise, Aad T&c Impacts On The Cultrlral, Tnditional And Religiom 
Practices And Use: 
&e cultural, uaditional, religious practices or the fauna on M a w  Kea. There are just gcnerat 
slatemenis, asserting that the noise from 
The Draft EIS ciuims that the outzig trs will not Lirnit access for cultural, traditional and 
ng abrid cd, thee includcd but are not limited 
I. Atcess 
religious acGcss. ~lthougb, w UH~FA ~0cL hysicat actess to sumrnlL in he n m c  of 
safety. tfitrc are ofier forms of access that an L 
IO 1) access TO view the aIigumcnts of certain heavenly b ies and associated movement, 2) t$e 
toss of Kukahau’uIa’s daiIy ritual and ractitioner‘s participauon in those cacxnonies, or 3) 
practitioner‘s ability kook upon the &css Poli’ahu without obstrucrion. There i s  no cumulative 
analysis of thee view lanes in he%raft EIS. 
4) Impacts of hcrcasc I f  baffic due to future expansion desires of the indusuy arc uot addtcssed. 
3. Burial Treorrncnt 
Tbezefux, the draft B]Wrial Tmameztt Plan i s  based ml on those bunals rhar have been fwnd in 
division has not com leted an inventory survey to determine the burials atop Mama Kea- 
rbe process of development. Most of the Practirioncr’s L v c  stated that h e  do not wish to 
violate rhe cu~tuml aws regardiag protecting ihc bmials There is no crunu E rive impacts analysis 
of these coorrms or chc butid grounds pmttction. 
The Section 106 
One of the reasons &at Muna Kea Anaba Hou did not sign the MOA is bccause it did 
not adequately assess the cumulative impact upon the burial grounds Dor were concrms about 




T h e  is no data on Ihe cumulative impact of &e noisc ~ C L W K ~  from the ~lescopcs on 
Telescope IS not significant. 
S 7 T % 
M a w  Kea is well established to be a b u d  ground. However, the Historic 
inthCDtanEIS. I v  
09/38/2804 10: 30 8085248221 K r M n  
Many of the Culm* Tnditioaal and Rehgiws p c t k s  coaduclred atop Mauna Kea the 
Tempk ate ancien1 and spec& to the Fowtain and can only be ddne an Mauua.Kca There is no 
Xrr mndusion, 
where else in the world where it is posslble to perform many ttadtuonal ceremomes aad 
practices There are 93 obstrvaroties sircs aronnd the world where world class astronomy can 
and is bting achieved. 
11 is also important lhat NASA and Ihc tclescopt industry respect thc fact that Mauna Kea 
is of vital and profound religious significance to Native Hawaiian pcople thcaogliout ka pae 
'aim (thc archipla 0). And it is not nccessac to have1 to tho sumnut of the sacred mountain in 
arder to worship. d e  sacred te 
summit is protte1ed atxi sound 3 that cuemongr is being ob~rveti on acsignaa days is 
fulfdlln 
*he integrity of rhe current state of an already imperiled profoundly sacred summit 
region musf be prcservcd without any further desecration for future guneraiions. 
The Draft EIS identifies almarive locations where NASA's scientific goals md 
objectives can be achieved, and it is our positions that mvided the people in the alternative 
locations and surrounding mas are in su OR of the &SA project, we hope that ou consider 
either the no build alternative for Mauna!&a or the be51 altcrnative site for scimti& discovery. 
The Outrim~er Telescooes have rlreadv been fabrk+d aad constructs-, Thereforre. 
all that is left is fqr the Outrbgers 10 be mstallcd at the project site. OnIy 8 eighr permanent jobs 
wouId be 'eopardized if the gutrig ers where moved TO an alternative location. 
observarorics need to work to together to rnaximizc the science cumntly conducted atop Mama 
Kc& ir is a world prermer site and should be for many yurs to come if rnnovation and crearivity 
are maximized. 
NASA carried the unfair burden of completing cumulative impact srodies. w h  he 
U€ilFA should have been conducting cumulative effects studies a d  monrtoring the  some for 
the sc 30 years. UHlFA should have worked in a more transpni  and honest manner with the 
pi& and especially with the Native Hawaiian community. 
Life is it is nut of Wance in OUT house of worship, our cultud base and delicate eco- 
system is threatened and lhe cumulative impacts co the cultural and narud resources arc adverse, 
substantial and signifiwar. The future of sc~nce  IS nor threatened and can continue in a m m  
appropriate locallon. As a resull, our pit ion must be that there can be no fuzther developmens 
on the summil of Maus Kea. . It is a call for balance and Aloha 
We strongly request that a rw ixd  chaft Envbmental Impact Statement be repad for 
public comment and review &at includes peer-reviewed science, accurate accounts, &I 
disclosurc of peheat information and includes the scopkg comments submitted by hundreds of 
concerned citmns. 
Mahalo a nui loa m e  Aloha no, 
7- 
le 1s rrvGredYBnd sacred unto itsclf. The luroulledgt that the 
Y 
d do not support funher 6! cvclopmenr atop &una Kea, and lxljcve thar rhr 
Kealoha Pisciotta, President, Mauna Kea Anauna Hem 
Cha Smith. Executive Director, KAIfEAi The Hawaiian-bvimmenW Alliance 
Vicky Holt Takamine, President, 'flio'ulaokalani Coalition 
Kyle Kajiko. Executive D k m ,  Hawai'i Roject American %ends serricc Cornittee 
Kealoha PisciottaMauna Kea Anaina HOU 
Cha Smi tWHEA:  The Hawaiian-Environmental Alliance 
Vicky Holt Takam~e/'ilio'Ulaokalani Coalition 
Kyle ~jihiro/American Friends Service Committee, Hawai'i Project 
September 28,2004 
Scoping comments submitted by Mauna Kea Anaina Hou on the Draft EIS for the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project are provided in the previous letter and are not reproduced here. 
*************** 
Response to Comment A: 
NASA completed the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 consultation process when 
the Memorandum of Agreement was signed by NASA, the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation, the Hawai'i State Historic Preservation Officer, University of Hawai'i, the 
California Association for Astronomy (CARA), the California Institute for Technology 
(Caltech), and Ahahui Ku Mauna (with caveat). Consulting Parties who did not sign the 
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) included the Hawai'i Island Burial Council, Hui Malama I 
N2 Kiipuna o Hawai'i Nei, Mauna Kea Anaina Hou, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, and the 
Royal Order of Kamehameha I. NASA is required to consult to determine what would be 
appropriate mitigation measures considering the magnitude of the project and its effects on 
historic properties. It is not necessary that all Consulting Parties agree on the proposed 
mitigation measures. Nonetheless, NASA held three Section 106 meetings and has consulted 
with Native Hawaiian consulting parties in good faith. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA's Executive Surnmary in the Outrigger Telescopes Project EIS has been revised in 
response to your comment. 
Response to Commen! C: 
See Response to Comment A in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment D: 
See Response to Comment B in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment E: 
See Response to Comment C in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment F: 
See Response to Comment D in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment G: 
See Response to Comment E in the previous letter. 
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Kealoha PisciottaMauna Kea Anaina Hou 
Cha Smith/KAHEA: The Hawaiian-Environmental Alliance 
Vicky Wolt Takamine/'ilio'ulaokalani Coalition 
Kyle Kajihiro/Amerkan Friends Service Committee, Hawai'i Project 
September 28,2004 
Response to Comment H: 
See Response to Comment F in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment I: 
See Response to Comment G in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment J: 
See Response to Comment H in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment K: 
See Response to Comment I in the previous letter.. 
Response to Comment L: 
See Response to Comment J in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment M: 
See Response to Comment K in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment N: 
See Response to Comment L in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment 0: 
See Response to Comment M in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment P: 
See Response to Comment N in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment 0: 
See Response to Comment 0 in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment R 
See Response to Comment P in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment S: 
See Response to Comment Q in the previous letter. 
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Kealoha PisciottaMauna Kea Anaina Hou 
Cha Smith/KAHEA: The Hawaiian-Environmental Alliance 
Vicky Holt Takarnine/'ilio'ulaokalani Coalition 
Kyle Kajihiro/American Friends Service Committee, Hawai'i Project 
September 28,2004 
Response to Comment T: 
See Response to Comment R in the previous letter. 
Response to Cominent U 
See Response to Comment S in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment V: 
See Response to Comment T in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment W: 
See Response to Comment U in the previous letter. 
ResDonse to Comment X: 
See Response to Comment V in the previous letter. 
Response to Comment Y: 
See Response to Comment W in the previous letter. 
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Vincent Kelly Pollard, Ph.D., Testimony, 9 September 2004 
Vincent K. Pollard 
9 September 2004 
Carl B. Pilcher 
Program Executive 
Science Mission Directorate 
Universe Division 
NASA Headquarters 
300 E. Street SW 
Washington, D.C. 20546-0001 
Re: Mauna Kea Science Reserve (draft EIS) 
Dear Dr. Pilcher, 
We share an interest in the exciting challenges of exploring the unknown. Ever since a 
high school science teacher assigned me to write a report on a history of Niclas Kopernik, a/k/a 
“Copernicus” (1473-1 543), Tycho Brahe (1 546-1 601) and their contemporaries, astrophysics has 
fascinated me. Much later, I learned how long-distance Polynesian navigators guided small 
ocean craft for thousands of miles with the stars as their referents-and without telescopes. 
However, the purpose of this letter is to offer testimony concerning defects in the draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for proposed further expansion of the Mauna Kea Science 
Reserve on Hawai‘i Island. 
On 26 August 2004, I attended the sixth public meeting for comments on the draft EIS at 
the Japanese Cultural Center (Honolulu, Hawai‘i). There I was enlightened by three hours of 
testimony from individuals and organizations in Hawai‘i. Afterwards, I reviewed the draft EIS. 
My background for understanding the draft EIS stem from my education and professional 
background as a political scientist and as a practitioner of what I teach to students in the 
University of Hawai‘i System. A continuing research interest is to refine democratic theory to 
help us understand how small, apparently weak civil society organizations sometimes achieve 
their objectives in the face of daunting obstacles and powerful institutions. If you wish, please 
feel free to access a short version of my curriculum vitae with the URL 
www2.hawaii.edu/-pollard/cv.html on my website. 
` in cent Kelly Pollard, Ph.D., Testimony, 9 September 2004 
In four parts, the rest of my testimony follows below. 
1. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has borne the b m t  of 
(justifiable) public criticism from community organizations for a three-way working alliance 
between and two “silent partners.” These collaborators are the University of Hawai‘i and the 
State of Hawai‘i’s Bureau of Land and Natural Resources. Indirectly, therefore, my criticisms 
reflect on the conduct of those two institutions, as well. All three bear responsibility for-are 
complicit in-encouraging or acquiescing in the behavior endorsed in the drafl EIS. 
2. You and your colleagues have heard and read testimony to the cultural, religious and 
historical importance of sacred mountains in Hawai‘i like Mauna Kea. A public trust has been 
violated here. If you doubt that claim, let me suggest analogies closer to home. In Washington, 
D.C., you are closer than I am to the site of the bloody Civil War Battle of Gettysburg. And your 
office is not far from the Lincoln Memorial. Would you flush raw sewage (human urine, 
excrement) through these areas and others dedicated to remembering combatants and leaders of 
the war that brought an end to a shameful era of plantation slavery? I doubt it. Historic places of 
worship and past burial grounds dot the environs of Mauna Kea. Please make a greater effort to 
understand that those who push ahead with further intrusions on Mauna Kea will be perceived 
with genuine sadness, disgust and anger. 
(ROD) in this case will restore faith in the decision making progress? Present-day NASA 
administrators are saddled with the sins of the past. In light of thirtv-plus years of incremental, 
cumulating intrusions-unfettered access, can you give us a single cogent argument for believing 
that the next six telescopes will be the last ones? 
3. Institutional history matters. How can one believe that NASA’s Record of Decision 
4. Meanwhile, local memory of unjust decisions by NASA and its “silent partners” is 
resilient. For NASA and its “silent partners,” the financial, political and reputational cost of 
retreatinn in the future will be even higher, In other words, if the ROD goes ahead with the six 
telescopes, then the present proceedings will simply be another chapter in a series of vibrant, 
resilient community campaigns in which NASA’s activity and morality will be publicly 
scrutinized for months and years to come. 
losses n3w. Deny the bid for expansion! 
5. In conclusion, do not install six more Outrigger Telescopes on Mauna Kea. Cut your 
Thank you, Dr. Pilcher, for considering my testimony 
Sincerely, 
Vincent Kelly Pollard, Ph.D. 
Vincent K. Pollard, Ph.D. 
September 9,2004 
Your comments are respectfully noted. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance 
1 Z 11 Jackson Street, Suite 520 
Oakland, CA 94607 
September 27,2004 
E R  041558 
Dr. Carl Pilcher 
Office of Space Science 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Mail Code SZ 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 
Subject: Review of the Rraft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Outrigger 
Telescope Project, Mauna Kea Science Reserve, Island of Hawaii 
Dear Dr. PiIcher: 
The US. Department of the Interior has received and reviewed the subject document and 
has the following comments to offer. 
Genera1 Comments 
The DEE has compiled information on impacts to cultural resources, biological 
resources, hydrology and water quality, waste water and solid waste management, 
hazardous materials management, geology and soils, land use and existing activities, 
transportation and utilities, socioeconomics, air quality, noise, and visual and aesthetic 
features. This information is presented in two volumes, with Volume TI comprised of six 
appendices. Our comments focus on the naturd resources on Mauna Kea and in 
particular on the wekiu bug (Nysius wekiuicolu), a candidate for listing under the 
Endangered Species Act. 
restricted to this high elevation site. While most of these organisms do not occur at the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project (OT) construction site, the continued transport of invasive 
weeds and arthropods by vehicular traffic from lower elevations may constitute a threat 
The summit area of Mama Kea is host to a set of unique plants and anirnaIs that are 
to the long-term survival of some or all of these species. I 
Impacts from invasive species are a common and growing problem in Hawaii. On 
Mama Kea, the invasive plant mullein (Verbascum thapsus) is an example of how 
vehicular traffic may contribute to the spread of nonnative plants. This plant occurs 
along road sides and is not found very far away from roads. It is present from lower 
elevations on M a w  Kea (about 5,000 feet) to upwards of 10,000 - 11,000 feet. 
A 
Weed control is an important management requirement for Mauna Kea, and development 
projects such as the OT should include weed eontrol activities. 
Vehicular weed dispersal is an important issue given the level of vehicular traf6c on ?he 
mountain. For example, 34,659 vehicles accessed the mountain in 2003,59 percent of 
which were for observatory activities. Vehicular use on the mountain is expected to 
increase as new observatories are built, as older ones are upgraded, and as commercial 
and independent ecotourism increases. 
All construction materials and personnel for the OTs will be moved up the mountain and 
will reside at Hale Pohaku for varying periods of time. This also applies to the materials 
and personnel involved in the day-to-day maintenance and operation of the OTs. The 
local area around Hale Pohaku has a long history of human impacts and is a potential 
sou~ce area for nonnative species that may encroach into the summit area. 
Specific recommendations are included below that may help address impacts associated 
with M i c ,  materials, and personnel anticipated to move along the summit transportation 
corridor and/or reside at Hale Pohakx. 
minimizing impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and around the proposed construction area. 
At present, only about 800 square feet of habitat will be disturbed during construction. In 
wekiu bug populations in the area near the construction site. While habitat restoration for 
It is apparent from this DEIS that considerable thought and effort have been given to 
addition, the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan and the We& Bug Monitoring Plan address 
additional concerns on impacts for the OT construction activities. 
These plans outline actioq to minimize all identified impacts, describe a program to 
restore lost habitat at a ratio of 3: 1, and systematically monitor long-term changes in 
the wekiu bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the proposed 
actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly minimize impacts to the 
bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and ecology. 
wekiu bug and its habitat, and biologists from the Pacific Islands Fish and Wildlife Office 
Finally, with regard to oversight during construction, we suggest that representatives 
from the Office of Mauna Kea Management ( O m ,  entomologists familiar with the 
be given an opportunity to observe the excavation process and participate in the habitat 
mitigation and restoration process. This would promote a greater understanding among 
biological experts of the nature and extent of impacts to wekiu bug habitat due to the 
excavation of cinders. 
B 1 C 
2 
Speeific Comments 
VOLUME I: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Outrigger Telescopes Project 
PE. xxxviii. Table of Contents: Page numbering is incorrect for 5.2, Wekiu Bug 
Mitigation and Monitoring Measures. 
construction would begin. While a specific time period is not identified, we recommend 
that construction of footings on the NW slope of the Keck footprint not be undertaken 
during early spring when wekiu bug activity is highest. This measure should M e r  
reduce any potential impacts to wekiu bugs that may be in the vicinity of construction 
sites, and it would only affect construction activities for OT footings one and two (see 
Pg.'2-12. @-Site Construction and Installation: Section 2.1.3.1 discusses when 
Figure 2-7). 
habitat using cinders excavated during construction. The text should make it clear that 
Pg. 2-14. Estimated Excavation: Section 2.1.3.2 discusses restoration of wekiu bug 
restoration of wekiu bug habitat is an uncertain undertaking due to lack of scientific 
familiar with the wekiu bug and its habitat. We suggest a joint effort involving 0- 
to excavation, areas identified for excavation or disturbance, be sampled by biologists 
representatives, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and NASA representatives. This 
should include removal of cinders that might constitute wekiu habitat in a manner that 




knowledge about habitat requirements of the wekiu bug. Also, we recommend that 
Pg. 2-22, History of Engineering Design Changes to Minimize Disturbance: Section 
2.1.3.4 provides a good overview of design changes incorporated into the project to 
minimize impacts to wekiu bug habitat. We suggest a final check of numeric values in 
this section and in Table 2-3 so they are in agreement. It is unclear if the amount of area 
that may be impacted is 0.007 hectares or 0.008 hectares. In either case, the area 
impacted is low (70-80 sq. m. [753-861 sq e]) when compared to the amount of available 
wekiu bug habitat on Mama Kea. 
Pg. 2-23, Installation of Telescopes and Dome Enclosures: Section 2.1.3.7 states that 
prior to entry into Mauna Kea Science Reserve (MKSR), all construction materials and 
equipment will be inspected by a trained biologist who would certify that all materials 
and equipment are fiee of any and all flora and fauna that could potentially have an 
impact on the Mauna Kea summit ecosystem. While the intention of these inspections is 
very good, we are concerned that the final certification may not actually accomplish its 
goal. It can be very difficult or even impossible to find my and all dispersal agents that 




We suggest that OMKN and NASA consider establishing a vehicle washing system that 
would clean the undercarriage of all vehicles traveling up to the summit fiom Hale 
Pohaku or any site lower on the mountain. Similar washing systems are used by the 
military during the transport of their vehicles in aircraft. 
We recommend discussing this issue with the Army at Pohalruloa Training Area on the 
Mama Kea saddle. Please consider enhancing the project’s design and include measures 
in the final EIS to more efficiently meet the needs of the Mauna Kea summit, particularly 
during winter eonditions. OMKM should consider a requirement that all vehicles 
traveling above Hale Pohaku first pass through the vehicle washing system. 
We also suggest that, prior to construction, staging areas at Hale Pohakx and the summit 
be established to ensure that all invasive or non-native plants are identified and removed. 
Over the course of the construction project, we recommend that quarterly surveys of 
these staging areas be conducted to evaluate any new occurrences of non-native plants 
that may anive on Mauna Kea. 
J 
Finally we recommend that any nonnative species found or identified using these survey 
methods be removed and all reasonable efforts to encourage native vegetation be 
undertaken. 
Pg. - 2-5 1. Table 2.3: In the section on Biological Resources, the Proposed Action 
Operation states that a very small adverse impact to wekiu bug habitat may be more than 
offset by habitat restoration, monitoring, and autecological studies. This section 
concludes that there will be no impact fiom the project. 
i. 
We suggest that the Proposed Action Operation conclusion be changed to “Small 
Adverse Impact” or (preferably) state that the level of adverse impact is unknown but 
possibly small, and that the exact level will be determined through M e r  study and 
monitoring. We base this recommendation on the general lack of knowledge about wekiu 
bug habitat and the currently tenuous potential for its restoration. 
We strongly believe that further autecological studies and monitoring will increase our 
understanding of the wekiu bug and its habitat and will also contribute to understanding 
complex issues associated with habitat restoration. However, we cannot say for certain 
that these scientific undertakings will counterbalance the potential adverse impacts 
associated with the construction of the OTs. 
Pg. 3-2 1. Biological Resources of the Summit Area Cinder Cones: Section 3.1.3.1 states 
that wekiu bug trap capture rates on Puu Hauoki returned to levels comparabie to the high 
capture rates there in 1982. If there are data for a similar comparison for Puu Wekiu, 
please include that information in this section. 
Also, please comment on the low trap returns reported by other entomologists or for the 
same or similar time period. In addition, the DEIS should point out that while the range 





prime habitat of the wekiu bug is the s d t  cones of Mauna Kea; lower elevation cones 
seem to be peripheral, lower quality habitat. 
This latter point is the major reason that all wekiu bug experts (perhaps 4 or 5 
entomologists) agree that habitat protection in the s d t  area is an essential requirement 
for long-term survival of the wekiu bug. 
Finally, OMKM recently sought an evaluation of the status of the wekiu bug by an 
independent group of scientists that does not work on the wekiu bug and have no =search 
interests on Mauna Kea. This review was completed in 2004 and results support the 
status of the wekiu bug as a candidate for listing under the Endangered Species Act. 
Please obtain this report from OMKM, and discuss this report in the final EIS. 
Thank you for our opportunity to review this project. 
Sincerely, 
Patricia Sanderson Port 
Regional Environmental Officer 
M 
cc: Director, OEPC, HQ, 
FWS, Portland, OR, 
FWS, Sacramento, CA 
5 
Patricia Sanderson Port 
United States Department of Interior 
September 27,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Alien arthropod mitigation measures would also help manage invasive weed dispersal. The 
pressure-washing and inspection mitigation measures for vehicles traveling to Mauna Kea would 
likely lirnit weed dispersal during the Outrigger Telescopes Project (See Appendix D). 
Response to Comment B: 
Thank you for your supportive comment. 
NASA supports the recommendation and has forwarded it to California Association for Research 
in (CARA). 
Response to Comment D: 
The text has been corrected. 
Response to Comment E: 
NASA has forwarded this recommendation to CARA. 
Response to Comment F: 
The text of the EIS has been modified to acknowledge the uncertainty about the success of 
WEkiu bug habitat restoration. 
Response to Comment G: 
NASA supports the recommendation and has forwarded it to CARA. 
Response to Comment H: 
The text has been corrected. 
Response to Comment I: 
NASA has forwarded your recommendation for a vehicle washing system to the University of 
Hawai'i and the Office of Mama Kea Management. 
Response to Comment J: 
NASA has forwarded this recommendation to CARA. 
Response to Comment K 
NASA supports the recommendation and has forwarded it to CARA. 
Response to comment L: 
The suggested change has been made both in Table 2-3 and in the corresponding text (See 
Section 4.1.2.2). 
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Patricia Sanderson Port 
United States Department of Interior 
September 27,2004 
Response to Comment M: 
The text was modified to include Pu‘u Wekiu bug capture rates. The trap capture rates in the 
contemporaneous Polhemus 2001 study are discussed in Section 3.1.3.1, page 3-24. On that 
same page, the EIS states that “Wi5kiu bug trap capture rates near the lower extent of the habitat 
range are low, and evidence suggests that Wi5kiu bugs prefer habitat on the Summit Area Cinder 
Cones.” 
Response to Comment N: 
NASA reviewed the Wekiu Bug Scientific Data Review Committee’s report and new text was 
added to Section 4.1.2 of the EIS. 
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PARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
STRICT 7, REGIOXAL P h W G  
&&, Cut 3. ?i!chcr 
XAS-b, Hesdquarters 
Office of  Space Science, Code SZ 300 E, Street SW 
Washington, QC 20546-0001 
IGWCEQA # 040832NY 
UkiWmaciggp 'i'eiescopes hoject 
M2/ 
Thank you for including the California Reparmat of' Transportation (Caltrms) in the environmental 
review process for the proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project; in h s  Angcles County. 
We would like to remind you that any transportation of heavy construction equipment andlar materids 
which requires the use of oversized-transport vehicles 00 State highways will require a Calkas 
transportation permit, We recommend that large size truck trips bc limited to off-peak 
periods. 
A J 
Ifyou have any questions regarding this response, please call the Project Engineer/Coordinamr h&, 
yerjdan at (2 13) 897-6536 and refcr to IGWCEQA # 040832NY. 
Cheryl J. Powell 
Department of Transportation, CA 
August 30,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Thank you for the reminder. 
Response to Comment B: 
During the construction and installation phases of the Outrigger Telescopes Project, heavy truck 
trips would be scheduled during off-peak hours to avoid interfering with normal traffic flow. 
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h o l d  
Schwarzmegger 
Governor 
S T A T E  OF C A L I F O R N I A  
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research 





National Aeronautics and Space Adminktra~ion 
Office of Space Science 
Code SZ 300 E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20.546-0001 
Subject: Outrigger Telescopes Project 
SCH# 2004084002 
Dear Carl Pilcher: 
The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named Draft EIS to selected state agencies for review. The 
review period dosed on September 23,2004, and no state agencies submitted comments by that date. This 
letter acknowledges that you have complied with the State Clearinghouse review requirements for draft 
environmental documents, pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act. 
Please call the State Cleamgbouse at (916) 445-0613 if you have any questions regarding the 
environmental review proccss. If you have a question about the above-named project, please refer to the 
ten-digit State Clearinghouse number when contacting this office. 
Sincerely, **- 
Terry Rckerts 
Director, State Clearinghouse 
. . .. . . .  . . , .  . . .  -. . .. . 
1400 T W T H  STREET P.O. BOX 3044 SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95812-3044 
TEL(916)44546U FAX(916)3235018 W W W . ~ ~  
Document Details Report 
State Clearinghouse Data Base 
. sew 2004004002 8 
Project Title Outrigger Telescopes Project 
Lead Agency National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
TVpe EIS Draff EIS 
Descripfion NASA has just released an approximately 800 page DraREnvironmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for 
the Outrigger Telescopes Project, a proposal to fund the construdon and installation of four to six 
1.8m telescopes at the W.M. Keck Obsewatoiy site on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. At nearly 600 pages, this 
DEIS represents the most comprehensive study ever done undertaken of the impacts of past projects 
and potential h r e  development on Mauna Kea. 
Lead Agency Contact 
Name Carl Pilcher 
Agency National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
emaii 
Phone 202 358-0291 ' F e X  
Address Office of Space Science 
Code SZ 300 E Street SW 
C/ty Washington State DC U p  20546-0001 
Project Location 




Clty La Canada-Flintridge 
Red Box Road I Mount Wilson Road 








State Highway 2 
Los Angeles international 
Campo I Cottonwood Creek Aquifer 
La Canada Unified School District 
Project h u e s  AestheticNisual; Agricultural Land; Air Quality; Archaeologic-Historic; Cumulative Effeds; 
DrainagdAbsorption; Forest LandlFire Hazard; GeologidSeismic; Landuse; Minerals; Noise; Public 
Services; RecreatiodParks; Septic System; Soil ErosiodCompa&n/Grading; Solid Waste; 
ToxiclHazardous; TraficlClrwlation; Vegetation; Water Quallty; Water Supply; Wildlife 
~ ~~~ ~ ~~ 
Reviewing Resources Agency; Regional Water'Quaiity Control Board, Region 4; Department of Parks and 
AgenCkS Recreation; Native American Heritage Commission; Office of Emergency Services; Office of Historic 
Preservation; Department of Forestry and Fire Protection; Department of Fish gnd Game, Region 5; 
Department of Water Resources; Cattrans, District 7; Caitrans. D&isiorl of Aeronautics 
Date Received 08/10/2004 Start of Review 0811012004 End of Review 09/2312004 
Note: Blanks in dab fields result from insufficient information provided by lead agency. 
Terry Roberts 
Director, State Clearinghouse 
September 24,2004 
Thank you for your letter acknowledging that NASA has complied with the State Clearinghouse 
review requirements for draft environmental documents, pursuant to the California 
Environmental Quality Act. 
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Testimony of Lamy Sinkin 
Public Hearing August 25,2004 
Naniloa Hotel, Hilo, Hawai'i 
Outrigger Telescope Project 
Draft EIS 
L m y  sinkin 
Attorney at Law (Federal Practice) 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration proposes to build yet another 
telescope OR the top of Mauna Kea. 
My testimony focuses on the spiritual, psychological, and medical impacts of this 
proposal. At the same time, I incorporate by reference all other testimony raising 
additional issues, including, and not limited to, environmental, social, and cultural impacts. 
I have appended to my testimony some citations to relevant statutes that you might be 
well served to consider before complete the EIS process and reaching a decision. 
In preparing the draft EIS, NASA consuhd with environmental and cultural groups to 
learn their concerns and supposedly to address those concerns. The American Indian 
Religious Freedom Act required NASA to also consult with Native Hawaiian spiritual 
practitioners. IA 
Had such consultation taken place, NASA would be aware that Mauna Kea is not simply a 
spiritual tradition. The top of the m o d  is considered the realm of Po, the realm that 
belongs to the Gods. The building of teIescopes on top of Mama Kea is a direct intrusion 
sacred site. Mama Kea is considered the most simcant temple within the Hawaiian 
into the most sacred ground on this island. 
The mountain is also the burial site for the remains of the most revered ancestors of 
Hawaiian people. 
1. 
While Mauna Kea may be an excellent site for the scientific and military research that 
NASA intends to conduct, there is no compelling interest that quires the United States 
government to use this site. J D  
The failure to consult and abide by the wishes of spiritual practitioners, the disrespect 
Hawaiian spiritual belie& demonstrated by these Mures, and the proposal to invade a 
sacred space by building another telescope violate the United States Constitution's 
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spiritual practices from being burdened by federal actions that lack a compiling interest. 
guarantee of fi-eedom of religion and various statutes that protect Native Hawaiii 
There is also the question of currmfatve impact. The HawaGan people have paid a high 
price for showing aloha to foreigners. 
i E  
The highest price came when the United States minister in Hawai’i used United States 
military forces to overthrow the legitimate government of the Kingdom of Hawai’ i. The 
Apology Resolution passed by Congress and signed by President Clinton in 1993 provides 
a succinct and fairly accurate account of that illegal action. 
The overthrow destroyed the governmental structure put in place by the Hawaiian people 
to regulate their natiod life and took away their self governance. While the Apology 
Resolution acknowledged that the Hawaiian people never relinquished their sovereignty, 
the resolution provided no mechanism for restoring the actual practice of that sovereignty. 
Having begun to extinguish the national identity of the Hawaiian people with the illegal 
overthrow, the United States then proceeded to take away the land base that supported 
the Hawaiian civilization. The destruction of the ahupua’a system changed drastically the 
economic and cultural practices of the Hawaiians. 
For a time, the occupying power even outlawed the speaking of the Hawaiian language, 
the dancing of the hula, and Hawaiian traditional spiritual practices dating back for 
thousands of years. 
Today, the assault on the Hawaiian people continues. 
A heiau is a stone platfonn constructed as a sacred site by the Hawaiians, similar to the 
fbnction of a church. We have seen the County of Hawai’i bulldoze a heiau to build a 
parking lot. 
The bones of those that have “changed address” as the Hawaiians refer to the passage 
from this life to another dimension are mnsidered sacred, wrapped in a special cloth, and 
buried in secret places. We have seen these bones dug up, concrete p o u d  over burial 
sites, and other desecration to facilitate the real estate marketing and development of this 
island into a mecca for rich refbgees from the mess created in the United States. 
The military massively developed their fhility on the sacred mountain, working their way 
toward creating yet another military superfind site of pollution, qloding ordinance on 
the sacred temple of the Hawai’i people, and otherwise acting with complete dmegard for 
Hawaiian wishes and values. Making Hawai’i the forward base for the planned 
codiontation with China is completely contrary to the non-aligned status of the Kingdom 
of Hawai’i where aloha extended to all nations. 
Every impact on Mauna Kea is an impact on the Hawaiian people. A true cumulative 
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impacts assessment would look at the entire mountain ftom the ocean floor to the peak to 
telescope. 
assess the impacts to date and the likely contn'bution of new impacts from the 
The scientific and military occupation of the most sacred site on this island is one more 
burden of suffering added to the impacts to date. The impact of all these accumul&ed 
attacks on the Hawaiians are seen today in the high incidence of disease and other medical 
problems found in the Hawaiian community, the high pmmtage of Ha- in the 
occupation prison system, and other manifestations of a people suffering &om more than a 
I hundred years of oppression. 
In discussing cumdative impacts, NASA has failed utterly to consider this historical build 
up of adverse impacts to which the latest telescope propsal will make a significant 
contribution. Breaking the barrier of the thirteen telescope limit will be the harbiier of 
more telescopes to come. The Hawaiians will have to continue their difficult struggle to 
protect the mountain, rather than know that a final resolution of no more than thirteen 
telescopes is in place. This prospect of continuing strife will add still h t h e r  stress to the 
Hawaiian communi@. 
From an agency that thinks nothing of putting massive amounts of plutonium on an 
unreliable space shuttle and launching this deadly payload over the people of Florida, we 
do not necessarily expect very much. This testimony will at least highlight some of the 
issues that NASA may be forced to address in mrne other forum, ifnot adequately 
considered in the EIS. 
I wish that you could experience a day in the Hawaiian state of mind. Watch the parade of 
nations at the Olympics and ask "Where is Hawai'i?" Watch the international canoe races 
celebrating the sport so prized by the Hawaiian people and ask "Where is the team fkom 
the Kingdom of HawSi?" Look at the mntrads for telescope operation on -una Kea 
that are provided by an institution created by the occupying power and ask "Where is the 
contract with the Hawaiians?" After a few of those experiences, you might begin to 
understand that your proposed telescope is simply one more step in the effort to 
extinguish a once independent, highly educated, creative, and loving people. If you 






42 USC 3 1996 (2004) 
3 1996. Protection and preservation of traditional religions of Native Americans 
Hendorth it shall be the policy of the United States to protect and preserve for American 
Indians their inherent right of fieedom to believe, express, and exercise the traditional 
religions of the American Indian, Eskimo, Aleut, and Native Hawmans *- , including but not 
limited to access to sites, use and possession of sacred objects, and the freedom to 
worship through ceremonials and traditional rites. 
Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 
5 2000bb. Congressional findings and declaration of purposes 
(a) Findings. The Congress finds that-- 
(1) the framers of the Constitution, recognizing free exercise of religion as an d e n a b l e  
right, secured its protection in the First Amendment to the Constitution; 
(2) laws "neutral" toward religion may burden religious exercise 8s surely as laws intended 
to interfere with religious exercise; 
(3) governments should not substantially burden religious exercise without cornpelting 
justification; 
(4) in Employment Division v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872; 110 S. Ct. 1595; 108 L. Ed. 2d 876 
the Supreme Court virtually eliminated the requirement that the government just@ 
burdens on religious exercise imposed by laws neutral toward religion; and 
( 5 )  the compelling interest test as set forth in prior Federal court rulings is a workable test 
for striking sensible balances between religious liberty and competing prior governmental 
interests. 
(b) Purposes. The purposes of this Act are- 
(1) tu restore the mrnpelhg interest test as set forth in Sherbet v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398; 
83 S. Ct. 1790; 10 L. Ed. 2d 965 and Wisconsin v. YOder, 406 U.S. 205; 92 S. Ct. 1526; 
32 L. Ed. 2d 15 and to guarantee its application in aU cz~ses where free exercise of religion 
is substantially burdened; and 
(2) to provide a claim or defense to persons whose religious exercise is substantially 
burdened by government. 
Appropriations Act 
103 P.L. 31 7, *; 108 Stat. 1724, **; 
1994 Enacted H.R 4603; 103 k t e d  H.R 4403 
Sec.  610. 
(a) Fiidmgs. --The Congress finds that- 
(1) the liberties protected by our Codtution include religious liberty protected by the 
first amenbent; 
(2) citizens of the United States profess the beliefs of almost every conceivable religion; 
(3) Congress has historically protected religious expression even Born governmental 
action not intended to be hostile to religioK 
(4) the Supreme Court has written that "the free exercise of religion means, first and 
foremost, the right to believe and profess whatever religious doctrine one desires"; 
(5 )  the Supreme Court has firmy settled that under our Constitution the public expression 
of ideas may not be prohibited merely because the content of the ideas is offensive to 
some; 
(6) Congress enacted the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 to restate and make 
clear again our intent and position that religious liberty is aud shouid forever be granted 
[**1775] protection fiom unwarranted and unjustified government intrusions and burdens 
Lanny Sinkin 
August 25,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
In recognition of the sanctity of Mauna Kea in Native Hawaiian culture, NASA has made a 
particular effort to consult with Native Hawaiian religious practitioners. Their perspectives have 
had great influence on the content of this EIS. See Section 3.1.2.5 and Table 3-2 for more 
details. 
Response to Comment B: 
The cultural and religious significance of Mauna Kea is extensively documented throughout the 
EIS, which proposes numerous measures to minimize and mitigate the impact of the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project . 
Response to Comment C: 
NASA is committed to being a responsible steward in the implementation of the Proposed 
Action. To this end, NASA proactively completed a Draft Burial Treatment Plan specify-ing 
procedures to deal with an inadvertent discovery of human remains. Following an initial 
informational presentation of the Draft Burial Treatment Plan to the Hawai'i Island Burial 
Council (Council) in April 2004, public burial notices were placed in local newspapers in early 
May and an amended Draft Plan was submitted to the Council. The plan was discussed at the 
Council meeting on August 19,2004. The members of the Council expressed their general 
agreement with the procedures recommended in the Burial Treatment Plan for monitoring during 
the Outrigger Telescopes construction and for treating any human remains uncovered during 
construction. Because no actual burials are as yet known to be present, the Council took no 
action actually approving the plan or its procedures, concluding that this would be beyond its 
purview at this time. In addition, a qualified Archaeologist would be present during all 
excavation activities. 
Response to Comment D: 
NASA is the nation's civil space agency, established by the National Air and Space Act of 1958 
(Pub. L. No. 85-568, As Amended). NASA space missions and related research programs are 
conducted for peaceful, scientific purposes. NASA and the Department of Defense (DoD) may 
at times have a common interest in the development of a particular technology. However, the 
only objectives of the Outrigger Telescopes Project are to develop the technique of 
interferometry and use it to expand our knowledge of the cosmos. 
NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project's technical and programmatic requirements (ie., the Gran Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced 
Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of 
the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. No 
decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has been completed. 
NASA's decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). 




NASA’s fmal decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with 
the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources? these factors include, but are not 
necessarily lirnited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
Response to Comment E: 
NASA interviewed a number of contemporary religious practitioners (See Section 3.1.2.5). 
NASA believes that the Outrigger Telescopes Project would not substantially interfere with 
access, affect kno$vn shrines or other archaeological sites, or otherwise burden Native Hawaiian 
practices. 
Response to Comment F: 
NASA determined where the impact of the past, present, and reasonably foreseeable activities 
occurs for each of the resources areas in the cumulative impact analysis. This defined the 
geographic boundary or region of influence for that resource area. 
Response to Comment G: 
As discussed in the Environmental Justice section of the EIS, the impact of human health and 
environmental effects of the Proposed Action on minority and low income communities ranges 
from very small to negligible (see Section 4.1.13). 
Response to Comment H: 
The Outrigger Telescopes Project EIS acknowledges that the overall cumulative impact of all 
past, present and reasonably foreseeable activities is substantial, adverse and significant, and that 
the Outrigger Telescopes Project would add a small incremental impact. However, the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project is taking a number of mitigation measures to ensure that the incremental 
impact is as small as possible. 
The Ovtrigger Telescopes Project is separate and independent fkom any reasonably foreseeable 
development on Mauna Kea. All future proposed projects on Mauna Kea would be subject to the 
terms and conditions of the June 2000 Mauna Kea Science Reserve Master Plan and state 
compliance requirements including the Conservation District Use Permitting process. 
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To: 
ice nf Rnnr~, Qr!inneta 
Wa$~in~on,  D.C. 20546 
R0: 
My comments at the hearing about Mama Kea on the Island of Hawai'i, 




TH€Y HANG THE MAN AND FLOG THE  MA^ 
THAT STEAL THE GOOSE FROM Of F THE COMMON 
BUT t€f' THE GREATER VfUAtN LOQSE 
THAT STEALS THE C~~~~~ FROM THE GOOSE. 
Folk pmm, circa 1764 
?he "enclosure movement" ha d in 18th-cenhr Engknd, from 
the dukes and barons 01 the anstrocracy suddenly laid dmm to the forests, 
meadows, wild game, and other resources that, up tiil then, ALL had 
shared. (And the peasantry had literally relied on the cOmrnOns far 
summanee.) The aristocracy actually enclosed these commons in order 
for them r'o become the private property of fie efites. 
whence sprung this folk poem then, with the # essing of parliament, 
Mauna Kea its a s m d  "cornman" from Ke Akua, Na akua and Na 
'aumakua for the peapI0 of the Hawaiian Nation.. As such, Mauna Kea 
should never have been 'enclosed*. in the first place. But 'enclosed" it is, 
and worse yet, built upon and desecrated.. 
And who ar0 these greater villains who steal the c;amman? 
Far mre than 30 am ham? the University of Hawaii been om? 
me DLNR (BLNR r s  one. 
The University of tiawai'i Institute fur AstronMny is om. 
The legislature of the $tats of Hawai'i is one. 
The government of the overat1 United States nation is one. 
1 
And all those othe 
(one dollar) per ys 
~~~~~~ all these Q 
continue to "steal the m m o n  from the g00$0."? 
mments of the wrld who pay a partry $9. 
utilize and desecrate our 3 n a  are others. 
o heve enclosed the en d on be al 
Any more building of any kind on Mauna Kea is unaccepterble. it is not 
acceptable for many more reasons th8n this over-arching me - that 
sacred Mauna Kea is part of the commons..Those atber impottant reasons 
have been or will be touched upon in more depth by others at this hearing 
I'm sure. So let me end my oontribution to this evening wiu3 this thought: 
1 strongly urge everyone here to read Lester R. Brown's book, 
R€SCUtNG A PLANET UNDER STRESS 
AND A CIVtLIZArfON 1M TROUBLE 
For more about The Commons, a very goad website Is: 
4ttp :lhvww. ~ l l i 0 r . ~ ~ g / r ~ ~ ~ a i ~ .  htm> 
It is the website of David lier, author of 
Respectfully submitted by: 
Ann Ku' uleinani Snyder 
I969 BA Anthmpology U.H.Manoa Phi Bsta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi 
I 976 AS Aviation Maintenance Techmlqy Elonof uiu Comm . College 
1994 437 studied toward dearrw in Hawaiian Studies U. M. Wito 
2 
Ann Ku'uuleinani Snyder 
September 2,2004 
ResDonse to Comment A: 
NASA has no jurisdiction over this matter. This is a matter for the State of Hawai'i. 
Response to Comment B: 
Your comments are respectfblly noted. 
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Date: 29 Sep 2004 
From: Ku'uleinani Snyder 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Subject: No Further Development on Mauna Kea 
Dr. Carl Pilcher 
Office of Space Science NASA Headquarters 300 E Street SW 
Washington DC, 
Dear Dr. Pilcher, 
First, it is necessary to realize that Ke Akua, the Creator, provides the means for us to develop 
our thinking powers to include empathy for all things on our planet. Ke Akua need not be 
pursued by earthings with their telescopes just to find out how things developedare developing 
in the universe. It is as if we are trying to "catch" Ke Akua in the act! This is not pono. Let's 
concentrate our powers of thought and research on the many problems here on earth. This is 
where I believe the Creator, Ke Akua, intends our mental powers to be applied 
Therefore, I am writing to express my strong opposition to NASA's proposed development on 
the summit of Mama Kea on Hawai'i Island. The summit region-- which already supports 24 
telescope installations--is profoundly sacred to the Native Hawaiian people. The sanctity of the 
seriously compromised summit region should not be further violated. 
NASA's Draft EIS has identified the Canary Islands as a suitable site for the six new telescopes 
for the Keck Observatory. If you feel you just MUST proceed, please spare the already seriously 
compromised summit of Mama Kea and select the acceptable alternative on which to build. 
- 






Response to Comment A: 
NASA acknowledges in the EIS that Mauna Kea has always been considered a sacred place by 
Native Hawaiians. 
NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project's technical and programmatic requirements (Le., the Gran Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced 
Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of 
the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. No final 
decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has been completed. 
NASA's decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). 
Present plans anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA's fmal decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with 
the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
Response to Comment C: 
Your comment is respectfully noted. 
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From: Maureen O'Dea Spencer 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
Subject: Letter re Mauna Kea, restrict development 
Date: Sat, 25 Sep 2004 
to: Dr. Carl Pilcher 
re: Mauna Kea 
Dear Dr. Pilcher, 
I have sent a copy of a form letter to you through KAHEA, to express my wishes that no further 
develapment be done on M a w  Kea. The letter best explains the reasons this mountain is sacred 
to our Hawaiian culture. We are not protesting the fact there are already observatories on the 
mountain. We are asking that no further expansions be performed, including the current push by 
NASA for further development. 
Oia'i'o (Sincerely), 
Maureen O'Dea Spencer 
Maureen O’Dea Spencer 
September 25,2004 
Your comments are respectfblly noted. Please see the responses to Charlene Avallone’s comment 
letter with regard to your form letter. 
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C/O Edward G. Stevens 
764335 Leone Stmet 
Kailua Kona, HI 96740 
September 30,2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Science Mission Directorate 
NASA Headquarters 
300 E. Street, SW 
wash ill^ Dc 205460001 
SUBJECT: DraftEnvironmmtal- t Statement for the Outrimzer Telescom s Proiect, 
Mauna Kea Science Resew e. Island of Hawai’i 
Dear Dr. Pilcher: 
Thank you for inviting Ahahui Ku Mama to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement p r e p 4  by NASA. After public comments made at the eariier Draft “EA” 
meetings, and the most recent Drd€ “EIS” meetings, we feel all that needs to be said has 
the cumulative impact of the Outrigger ptoject to the cultural resources on Mama Kea as 
already been said and put on record. There is one exception, however, where we 
emphasizeour 
being “substantial and adverse,” yet goes on to say the addition ofthe Outrigger 
Telescopes to the two Keck Observatories ”would have a smaU mcremental impact.” 
This is contradictory, as we feel impacting one part, however smatl, would have a 
cumulative adverse impact on the entire mountain. 
In regarcis to all comments received and recorded by NASA during both the “EA“ and 
“EIS“ meetings, Ahahui Ku Mauna wishes to add our support in principle, to the ”EA” 
document commentary as submitted by the Royal Order of Kkmehameha, dated February 
16,2004. We feel this is still a valid document and should be included with c0mmen.t~ 
with all SectiOIls of the Draft EIS that make refmces to 
A 1 
I. gathered in the EIS process. 
Finally, in conclusion, we urge NASA to consider the “NO ACTION AL”EFQ4ATIVE” 
for Mama Kea, and shifi your efforts instead towards an Outrigger Tefescope site in the 
next best site identified as the Canary Islands. Thank you, once again, for giving us this 
oppoaunity to offm our comments. 
For A,hahui Ku Mauna 
Copy to: Office Of Maw Kea Management 
Edward Stevens 
Ahahui Ku Mauna 
September 30,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
From a cumulative perspective, the impact of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
activities on cultural resources is substantial, adverse, and significant. The format for the 
cumulative impacts analysis was derived from and is consistent with the definition of cumulative 
impacts found in Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidance. CEQ defmes cumulative 
impacts as the incremental environmental impacts of the action when added to other “past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions. . .” (See 40 CFR 1508.7). It is therefore 
appropriate to evaluate both the incremental impact of the Proposed Action (See Section 4.1) as 
well as the impact of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future activities (See Section 4.2). 
Cumulative impacts are the combination of all these (See Section 4.2). 
Response to Comment B: 
Your comment is respectfully noted. 
Response to Comment 6: 
NASA is giving full consideration to reasonable alternative sites that meet the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project’s technical and programmatic requirements (i. e., the Gran Telescopio 
Canarias site on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, Spain), as well as the Reduced 
Science Option and the No-Action Alternative. See Section 2.2 of the EIS for a description of 
the considered alternatives. 
NASA has not made a final decision about a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. No final 
decision will be made until the National Environmental Policy Act process has been completed. 
NASA’s decision on the proposed Project will be presented in a Record of Decision (ROD). 
Present plans anticipate that the ROD will be issued in early 2005. 
NASA’s final decision on a site for the Outrigger Telescopes Project, or even to go forward with 
the Project, will be based on many factors as described in Section 2.2 of the EIS. In addition to 
environmental impacts and effects on cultural resources, these factors include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, the observing quality of the site, the scientific capability of the telescope 
array including the large telescope(s), the technical challenges involved in connecting the 
Outrigger Telescopes to the existing large telescope(s), schedule, and cost. 
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>Date: Thu, 16 Sep 2004 
>From: Fred Stone 
Subject: Comments on Draft Keck Outrigger EIS 
>To: otpeis@nasa.gov 




>To: Dr. Carl B. Pilcher at otpeis@nasa.gov 
>From: 







>1. My written testimony submitted at the scoping hearings in Hilo and 
>Waimea was not included in the drafi EIS. A bulleted summary of 
>testimony was included in the NASA web site without clear attribution. 
>I feel this is a subversion of the process, and makes the EIS scoping 
>process illegitimate. Testimony should be included in full in an 
>Appendix to the final EIS. 
>2. Figure 3-3, p. 3-22 is entitled "Wekiu Bug Habitat and Astronomy- 
>Related Facilities", giving the false impression that it is showing 
>KNOWN Wekiu Bug habitat. The key states: "Potential Cinder Cone 
>Habitat. Wekiu bugs have been collected &om. . ." 
> 
>the known Wekiu Bug distribution. The rnap is actually a portion of a 
>geological map in which ALL cinder cones in the upper mountain slopes 
>with an orange color are mis-represented as potential habitat. This 
>potential distribution is NOT supported by the data. 
> 
>been shown to have large numbers of reproducing individuals. These 
>include Pu'u Wekiu, pu'u Hau Oki and Pu'u Hau Kea. The Wekiu bug 
>numbers in both Pu'u Wekiu and Pu'u Hau Oki have severely declined 
>since the 1982 survey, leaving ONLY Pu'u Hau Kea with a relatively 
>undisturbed habitat and high Wekiu bug numbers. NONE of the other 
> 
> 
This map is misleading to the point of presenting a FALSE view of 
> 
Only in the uppermost summit cones of Mauna Kea have Wekiu bugs 
A 7 
>cones surveyed in the Englund 2002 survey had high Wekiu bug numbers. 
> In July, 2004 I met with Dr. Carl Pilcher and Kenneth Kumor and 
>others and showed maps with the ACTUAL wekiu bug distributions based on 
> 
B 
>all the past surveys. Dr. Pilcher stated that he would pursue having a 
>professional GIS expert produce maps for the EIS. I was appalled to 
>see that rather than this, there was only the misleading 
>potential habitat map in the EIS. 
>3. Cumulative impacts are required to include future impacts: 
> 
> 
>Nowhere in the EIS is the future impact of global warming on the Wekiu 
>Bug habitat addressed. Other recent studies have shown that global 
>warming is causing the frost line to rise substantially in alpine 
>areas. Over the period of the Keck Outrigger project, this will cause 
>the potential Wekiu Bug habitat to be significantly diminished and 
>focused on the upper cinder cones where the project is causing 
>incremental damage. Additional impacts of summit telescope development 
>added to the global warming effect substantially increase the potential 
>impacts on the Wekiu habitat. 
>For example, p. 3-24 states "Wekiu bugs have been found as low as 




>4. No analysis of returning the site to its pre-development state 
>at the end of the lease. 
>The General Lease (S-4191) issued to the university requires that items 
>be removed before the lease termination, or be abandoned with prior 
>approval from the BLNR. The Hawaii State Auditor noted that since the 
>university has failed to remove remnants from abandoned facilities, 
>"the Board (BLNR) may have to require security deposits for all 
>existing telescope structures to assure that those structures and 
>facilities will eventually be removed and summit restored to its 
>pristine condition. " 
>The area of the summit ridge of Pu'u Hau Oki had extremely high Wekiu 
>bug numbers in the 1982 survey. Over 30 feet of this ridge was removed 
>during the Keck telescope construction, and deposited on the upper 
>crater slopes, severely impacting both the upper ridge and the critical 
>slope habitat of the Wekiu bug. Additional severe impact was done to 
>Pu'u Hau Oki during construction of the Subaru Telescope, with 
>excavated material dumped in the crater bottom and leveled and 
>compacted. Part of this leveled and compacted area is included as 





>5. Chap. 3, pp 3-21 
> 
> "The 1997/98 trapping data indicated that Wekiu bugs occurred in 
>greater numbers in previously disturbed areas where habitat appears to 
>have recovered." The Wekiu numbers collected in the 1997/98 survey 
>were extremely low-a total of only 47 individuals for the entire study. 
>There is not sufficient evidence to support the above statement. On 
>the contrav, in 2002, high populations of the Wekiu bug were found in 
>the undisturbed neighboring cinder cone Pu'u Hau Kea, indicating the 
>OPPOSITE, that disturbed areas continued to have depressed Wekiu 
>populations. 
>There is still no or very little data on Wekiu bug life cycles, 
>reproduction rates, behavior, movement, and distribution. It is 
>premature to make conclusions about Wekiu bug populations in the 
>absence of this basic information about the bug. Drastic fluctuations 
>in the numbers of Wekiu bug captured in traps from day to day and 
>season to season point out the lack of understanding of Wekiu bug 
>behavior and the difficulty of drawing conclusions about population 
>sizes. 
>6. Statements on Chap 3-44 incorrectly imply that studies have been 
>conducted on the preferences of Wekiu bugs for certain sizes of 
>tephra. On the contrary, NONE of the past studies has examined in any 
>detail the issues of critical depth of cinder for Wekiu bug survival, 
>the minimum and maximum size of cinder necessary, the relation of Wekiu 
>bug reproductive needs to habitat characteristics, the foraging 
>capability of the Wekiu bug to habitat or the critical habitat for 
>Wekiu bug survival at night or during inclement weather when it is NOT 
>foraging. Habitat characteristics were included in some studies, but 
>in a purely descriptive manner rather than with statistically valid 
>comparisons using controls. 
>7. On page 4-13 it states "In summary, mitigation measures . . . 
>would make potential irnpacts to Wekiu bugs and their habitat small." 
>This is speculation, and is not supported by any experimental evidence. 
>8. Page 4-16, it states "A key element of the Wekiu Bug Mitigation 
>Plan is restoration of Wekiu bug habitat." None of the mitigation 
>measures discussed actually restores any habitat to its original state. 
>The measures proposed are for untested artificial habitat. The depth 
>and size of cinders proposed for the "restoration habitat" are based on 
>observations that have not been subjected to controlled testing. 
> It is stated that "The habitat restoration portion of this plan 
>has been developed in conjunction with the USFWS and other scientists 
>familiar with Wekiu bug ecology . . .'I. This statement is not 
>substantiated by reference to specific scientists and studies. On the 
>contrary, testimony by scientists at the Outrigger CDUA Contested Case 









Fred D. Stone, Ph.D. 
September 16,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Summaries of the oral scoping comments made at the public scoping meetings are provided in 
Acrobat@ format at http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/. Comments were summarized and not 
attributed to facilitate responding and protect individual privacy. 
Response to Comment B: 
Figure 3-3 of the EIS is intended to provide the reader with a general idea of the potential cinder 
cone habitats on Mauna Kea. The figure legend and caption have been modified to reflect this 
more precisely. Studies have reported that WEkiu bugs apparently prefer habitats comprising 
accumulations of loose cinders and tephra rocks where interstitial spaces are large enough to 
allow the insects to migrate downward (Howarth and Stone 1982, Howarth and others 1999, 
Englund and others 2002). These substrate characteristics can be found on the cinder cones that 
appear as orange on the figure. A 1997/98 arthropod assessment described the cinder cones in 
Figure 3-3 as “Potential WEkiu bug habitats” (Howarth and others 1999). Wekiu bugs have also 
been collected in habitats with other characteristics not shown on Figure 3-3 (Howarth and Stone 
1982). While the highest trap capture rates have been measured on the Summit Area Cinder 
Cones, Wekiu bugs have been observed on several of the other cinder cones listed in the figure 
legend. Thus, these cinder cones represent habitat. Thorough sampling of many of the outlying 
cinder cones is not complete. 
Response to Comment C: 
The possible impacts of global warming (i.e., climate change and changing weather patterns) are 
identified as a potential contributing factor resulting in the decline in WEkiu bug trap capture 
rates measured between 1982 and 1999. Decreasing availability and persistence of snow could 
potentially have detrimental impacts on WEkiu bug distribution and abundance. Whatever the 
effects of climate change on WEkiu bug populations, the incremental impact of Outrigger 
Telescopes construction on WEkiu bug habitat would be small. The amount of habitat that would 
be disturbed by the proposed Outrigger Telescopes construction is a small fraction of the amount 
of potential habitat available on the Summit Area Cinder Cones, and habitat restoration may 
actually increase the amount of habitat on Pu‘u Hau‘ooki. 
Response to Conirnent D: 
The End of Lease event in 2033 could result in a variety of outcomes. The State of Hawai‘i, 
through its Board of Land and Natural Resources and the University of Hawai‘i, will decide 
upon a course of action at the expiration of this lease. The potential impacts associated with the 
decommissioning and demolition of the observatories on Mauna Kea are addressed in Section 
4.2.15.2 of the EIS. 
Response to Comment E: 
The results about greater trap capture rates in disturbed habitats were reported in the 1997/98 
arthropod assessment (Howarth and others 1999). That report stated “The odds of finding a 
WEokiu bug in disturbed habitat was estimated to be 2.7 times greater than finding a WEkiu bug in 
an undisturbed habitat.” The report goes on to say “The highest trap capture rates occurred in 
Pu‘u Hau‘oki, where inner crater walls and the crater bottom have been modified by observatory 
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construction activity.” The conclusion is supported by more recent data collected during WEkiu 
Bug Baseline Monitoring. In the 2nd quarter 2003 monitoring session, capture rates in Pu‘u 
Hau‘oki reached about 90 WZkiu bugs per trap per 3-days. This is approaching the rate 
measured in 1982 (1 05 WB per trap per 3 days) and is more than double the highest trap capture 
rate measured on Pu‘u Hau Kea in 2001 (35 W B  per trap per 3 days). 
Over the past three years substantial new information on WEkiu bug life cycle, behavior, and 
distribution has been collected through studies funded by Office of Mauna Kea Management 
(0- and through WEkiu Bug Baseline Monitoring funded by California Association for 
Research in Astronomy (CARA). For example, information collected during WZkiu Bug 
Baseline Monitoring has been shown that WEkiu bug trap capture rates (a measure of movement 
and behavior) change with temperature. In addition, new information about WZkiu bug 
distribution has been collected by Englund and others (2002), establishing a new lower boundary 
for this insect’s habitat. Much of this information has been presented in the form of reports. 
Articles for professional journals are also being prepared that will present the information to the 
scientific community through a peer review process. 
The analyses provided in the EIS are based on the best available scientific information. If the 
Outrigger Telescopes Project goes forward on Mauna Kea, NASA will fund a WEkiu Bug 
autecology study to gather more information about habitat requirements, life cycle, nutritional 
requirements, and breeding behavior of this unique bug. 
ResDonse to Comment F: 
The text was removed. While no controlled studies have been conducted on the size and depth 
of cinder substrate preferred by WEkiu bugs have been conducted, all studies of this insect 
indicate that the highest trap capture rates occur in loose accumulations of cinder where 
interstitial spaces are large enough to allow the insects to migrate downward to moisture and 
shelter (Howarth and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999; Englund and others 2002). 
The restoration protocol was reviewed by a group of experts that comprise the Office of Mauna 
Kea Management WEkiu Bug Scientific Advisory Committee (OMKM WBSAC). After several 
meetings, the last held on December 9,2004, the OMKM WBSAC recommended that the cinder 
size used for habitat restoration be increased to one inch or larger. As a result of the 
recommendations from the committee, modifications may be made to the habitat restoration 
protocol. 
Response to Comment G: 
The mitigation measures were reviewed and approved by the US. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) and follow all the recommendations given in previous Mauna Kea Science Reserve 
arthropod assessments (Howarth and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). 
In a letter regarding the WZkiu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W.M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger 
Telescopes Project at Mauna Kea, the USFWS states “The Service [USFWS] supports the 
recommendations in the WBMP [WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan] to minimize project impacts to 
endemic arthropods on the Mauna Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude 
environment from alien species introductions, garbage generation and collection, and visitor 
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use. . , We believe each of the recommendations made in the WBMP will greatly minimize the 
possibility of negative impact to the wekiu bug habitat.” See Volume 11, Appendix A, for the 
letter fkom USFWSEfenson (USFWS 2000). 
The U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) submitted a comment letter on the DEIS stating “It is 
apparent from this DEIS that considerable thought and effort have been given to minimizing 
impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and around the proposed construction area. At present, only 
about 800 square feet of habitat will be disturbed during construction. In addition, the WEiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan and the WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan address additional concerns on impacts 
for the OT construction activities.” See the USDOI comment letter from Patricia Sanderson Port 
located in this Appendix. 
In addition, the USDOI letter states “These plans outline actions to minimize all identified 
impacts, describe a program to restore lost habitat at a ratio of 3 : 1, and systematically monitor 
long-term changes in wekiu bug populations in the area near the construction site. While habitat 
restoration for the wekiu bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the 
proposed actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly minimize impacts to the 
bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and ecology.” 
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University of Hawai‘i at HiIo 
640 N. A’ohoku Place, Room 203, Hilo, Hawai’i 96720 
Telephone (808) 933-0734 
Mailing Address: 200 W. Kawili Street, Hifo, Hawdi 96720 
Facsimile (808) 933-3208 
Office of Mama Kea - 
September 30,2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Science Mission Directorate 
NASA Headquarters 
300 E. Street, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20546-0001 
SUBJECT: Drafi Environmental Impact Statement for the Outrieer Telescopes 
Project, Mama Kea Science Resave. Island of Hawai ‘i 
Dear Dr. Pilcher: 
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEI$ far the Outrigger Telescopes Project. The following comments reflect 
the views of the Mzma Kea Management Board, MKMB hnctional camrnittees, and the 
Office. of Mauna Kea hianagement. 
Cumillative impact 
. .  . .  
D E E  states: 
“. --From a cumulative perspective, the impact to cultural resources on Mauna 
Kea is substantial and adverse. The addition of the Outrigger Telescopes to 
the existing observatories on the mountain would have a small incremental 
impact” 
From a westem perspective the above conclusion may seem reasonable. 
However, fiom the Native Hawaiian perspective, this statement is believed to 
be contradictory in its conclusion. This cultural landscape has been 
detennined to be eligible for the National and Slate Register of Historic 
Places, under multiple criteria including cultural significance to the Native 
Hawaiian people (ccf, letter of D. Hibbard to R. Evans, September 12, 1991). 
As a result archeologists with the Department of Land and Natural Resources, 
Historic Preservation Division have refemxi to the summit region of Mama 
Kea as a ”ritual landscape,” with all ofthe individual parts contributing to the 
integrity of the whole summit region (pers. corn P. McCoy and tf. 
McEldowaey; Group 70 meeting of September 10,1998). In conclusion, 
impact one part you impact all. . .... # 
. .  
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Page 2 of 4 
Impacts to Cultural Resources 
0 Mitigation Measures 
There remains broad concern in the community that the developer will have too much 
control over the cultural monitor and archeologist. Adding reassurances that the 
Kahu Ku Mama Council shall play a greater role in selecting the cultural monitor 
and archeologist will help allay community concerns and suspicions. Further, NASA 
also must clearly state its commitment to the distribution of mitigations f h d s  to the 
Office of Mauna Kea Management. 
B 
C 
provide funding to OMKM to hire the individuals. In both cases, the selection 
of the individuals should be made subject to approval by the Kahu Ku Mama 
- The Kahu Ku Mauna Council should be given the opportunity to recommend 
individuals for the positions of the cultural monitor and archeologist. The 
individuals that CARA hires must be approved by OMKM, or CARA can 
Council. 1 
Specifically: 
archeologist. Direct oversight by OMKM over these individuals will minimize 
the perception of a conflict-of-interest resulting &om the cultural monitor and 
- OMKM should be given direct oversight of the cultural monitor and 
archeologist reporting to CARA’s construction manager. 
- Kahu Ku Mauna Council shall be given the opportunity to review and OMKM 
A ’  
will have the authority to approve the Cultural Monitoring Plan. ? ”  
- The cultural monitor should be given authority similar to the archeologist to 
halt construction activity in a given area if hdshe sees there is potential or real 
impact to the cultural resource. Equal status with the archeologist makes the 
statement that culture is as important as archeology. 
- NASA must clearly state and provide reassurances that mitigation fhds  shall 
be given to OpvlKM to distribute to a group established by Native Hawaiians for 
the purpose of developing initiatives that will preserve and protect the cultural 
and natural resources of Mama Kea, as well as benefit Native Hawaiians. 
The Kahu Ku Mauna Council agrees in principle that OMKM, who consults with the 
Council on cultural issues, should play a greater role in selecting and overseeing the 
cultural monitor and archeologist. It is O m ’ s  role and responsibility to ensure 




Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Page 3 of 4 
September 30,2004 
i also responsible for preventing past practices detrimental to the mountain from occurring again. 
0 Project Boundarv 
To protect the areas outgide the construction site, CARA must provide a boundary 
around the construction area. Construction workers will not be allowed to conduct 
work related, or recreational activities outside the construction area. 
Impacts to Natural Resources 
0 Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan 
OMKM does not support the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan in its present form. The 
Plan was developed in 2001 and does not ificoprate discussions since that time with 
other scientists including a representative from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
One of the primary concerns of the Plan is the lack of control measures that will 
provide data for assessing the actual success (or failure) of the mitigation effort. 
There is also disagreement about assumptions in the Plan, such as cinder size, depth, 
and slope. 
OMKM upon consultation with the U.S. Fish Wildlife Service shall approve a habitat 
mitigatiodrestoration study that has input by a scientific review committee. This 
c o d t t e e  will be organized by the QMKIvl and will include, but not limited to, the 
individual or consultant hired by CARA, representatives fiom US. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Bishop Museum and University of Hawai'i. In June 2004, members from 
the aforementioned organizations, including the entomologist hired by C A M  to 
conduct quarterly wekiu bug monitoring surveys, met to discuss designing a 
methodology that would yield better information on habitat restoration efforts. 
0 Wekiu Bug Studies including Monitorimp Plan 
OMKM is pleased to learn that NASA is still committed to h d  a graduate student to 
study "wekiu bug autecology and gather more data about habitat requirements, life 
cycle, nutritional requirements and breeding behaviors." 
However, for similar reasons cited above regarding COrmnunity concern about 
oversight of the cultural monitor and archeologist by the developer, the individual 
hired by CARA to conduct wekiu bug studies and monitoring should report directly 
to OMKM. Further, this individual must consult with the scientific review 
committee organized by OMKM (described above under Wekiu Bug Mitigation 
Plan) regarding study and monitoring plans. Direct reportiig to OMKM will not 
only allay community concerns about the developer having direct oversight over the 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
September 30,2004 
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CARA individual, but also because permits may be required to conduct studies 
within a conservation district. If permits are required, the University of Hawai‘i 
(OMKM) will be held accountable for overseeing compliance with those permits. 
Recoverv of Wekiu BUP Pomtlation 
Page 3-2 1. There is debate among scientists regarding whether or not the bug’s 
population has “apparently grown since 1998.” 
In closing, OMKM commends NASA for preparing an environmental impact statement. 
The OMKM thanks NASA again for the opportunity to comment on the DEIS. 
Sincerely, 
l K  
William T. Stormont 
Director 
William Stormont 
Office of Mauna Kea Management 
September 30,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
The format for the cumulative impacts analysis was derived from and is consistent with the 
defmition of cumulative impacts found in Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidance. 
CEQ defines cumulative impacts as the incremental environmental impacts of the action when 
added to other “past, present, and reasonably foreseeable hture actions. , .” (See 40 CFR 
1508.7). It is therefore appropriate to evaluate both the incremental impact of the Proposed 
Action (See Section 4.1) as well as the impact of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
activities (See Section 4.2). Cumulative impacts are the combination of all these (See Section 
4.2). 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA acknowledges and supports Office of Mauna Kea Management’s (OMKM) overall 
management of Mauna Kea. The $2 million in off-site mitigation funds shall be distributed 
administratively through the Office of Mauna Kea Management (OMKM). 
If NASA decides to pursue the Proposed Action at the W.M. Keck Observatory site, NASA will 
ensure that Outrigger Telescopes Project complies with the conditions of the Conservation 
District Use Permit (CDUP). NASA recognizes that the State of Hawai‘i Board of Land and 
Natural Resources has assigned the OMKM substantial management responsibilities as a 
condition of the CDUP. 
Response to Comment C: 
If NASA decides to pursue the Proposed Action at the W.M. Keck Observatory site, NASA will 
ensure that Outrigger Telescopes Project complies with the conditions of the CDUP. NASA 
recognizes that the State of Hawai‘i Board of Land and Natural Resources has assigned the 
OMKM substantial management responsibilities as a condition of the CDUP. 
Response to Comment D: 
Please see Response to Comment C. 
Response to Comment E: 
Please see Response to Comment C. 
Response to Comment F: 
Please see Response to Comment C. 
Response to Comment G: 
Please see Response to Comment B. 
Response to Comment H: 
Please see Response to Comment C. 
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Response to Comment I: 
Construction workers will not engage in recreation during construction hours. CARA will use 
appropriate means to delineate the construction area and inform workers that work-related 
activities must be confined to that area. 
ResFonse to Comment J: 
Modifications to mitigation planning are being considered. Further discussions are on-going 
regarding the control measures. Most areas of scientific disagreement have been resolved. 
Updated information is included fiom the Wekiu Bug Scientific Data Review Committee (Wekiu 
Bug Scientific Data Review Committee 2004). 
Response to Comment K: 
Please see Response to Comment C. 
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Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ 
NASA Headquarters 
300 E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 
Dear Dr. Pilcher: 
On September 30,2004 I sent YOU, by e-mail and by FAX, my comments on the Draf? 
EIS for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. In those transmittals I said that I would send a 
hard copy by mail. I am enclosing that copy. I have taken the liberty of correcting some 
typographical and citation errors and editing a few places in the text that were redundant 
or unclear, so if your procedures permit it, I would ask that you replace the earlier version 
of my comments with this one. 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. The work being done on Mauna Kea is 
admirabfe and important. I wish you and all those involved in these projects the very best 
of success. 
Aloha, 
Paul M. Sullivan 
nts on NASA's Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
for the Outrigger Telescopes Project 
bY 
Paul M. Sullivan 
September 30,2004 
Disclaimer 
The positions I take and the opinions I express in this document are my own. They do not 
necessarily reflect the positions or opinions of any of my employers or any organizations 
of which I am a member. 
Introduction 
My comments on the DEIS pertain to the sections on cultural resources and in particular, 
Sections 3.1.2,4.1.1,4.2.3 and 5.1. 
My objections to the DraR EIS center on a number of terms which are central to the 
sections of the DEIS mentioned above. There is a Hawaiian proverb, i Eta ofefo no ke OZQ, i 
ka ofelo no ka make, "in the word is life, in the word is death." Since the quality of the 
FEIS may determine the life or death of the preferred alternative, important terms used in 
the FEXS should be chosen and used with care. From a specifically legal point of view, as I 
noted in my earlier correspondence during the scoping process, the regulations of the 
Council on Environmental Quality provide, at 40 CF'R 0 1500.1, that "NEPA procedures 
must insure that environmental information is available to public officials and citizens 
before decisions are made and before actions are taken. The Momation must be of high 
quality. Accurate scientific analysis, expert agency comments, and public smtiny are 
essential to implementing NEPA." The terms I address below are not used in the DEIS in 
such a way as to provide information of high quality. To ensure that the Final EIS meets 
the CEQ standard, the use of these terms should be adjusted to add clarity and precision. 
The terms to which I refer are and "cultural," "Native Hawaiian," and "oral 
hiSt0l-Y." 
Prior Comments 
In my February 16,2004 comments during the scoping process, I recommended that 
NASA avoid using the words "culture" and "cultural" because these words have no broadly 
accepted and established meaning, or that if they must be used, 
they be always accompanied by an explanation of what the term means in the 
context in which it is used; for example, if the reference is to religious practice, or 
to economic or subsistence activities like fishing, or to artistic expression like hula 
or chant, the EIS should make that clear. When public input is sought, those who 
provide it should be asked to be specific about what they might mean by "culture" 
and "cultural" and should be infmed that without such detail, their comments may 
not be given significant weight. 
My recommendation was clearly not accepted for the DEE, and the result is a survey of 
cultural resources which, in its treatment of Native Hawaiian cultural issues, provides little 
in the way of usefbl data or professional opinions for those who must decide on the 
proposed action. 
Culture 
For an excellent review of the history, use and abuse of the term "culture" I recommend 
Adam Kuper's superb 1999 book Culture: The Anthropologist's Account. Much of the 
following two paragraphs is derived from this work 
The word "culture" has an extraordinary number of meanings. In 195 1 , two distinguished 
anthropologists, Med Kmeber and Clyde Kluckhorn published a book entitled Culture: 
A Critical Review of Concepts and DeJinitions in which they gathered 164 different 
definitions of the word ''culture."1 The term has been defined very broadly as "that 
complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other 
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society,''2 as "patterns, explicit and 
implicit, of and for behavior acquired and transmitted by ~ymbols,"~ as "any socially 
inherited element in the life of man, material and  pir ritual."^ It has been defined more 
narrowly as "a rather conventional ideal of individual refinement"5 usually with respect to 
the arts, music, dance and other forms of expression, as "the best that has been known and 
said."6 It has also been defined as the heritage of a group, particularly the elements 
traditionally emphasized by the humanists, "the spiritual possessions of a group," some of 
which are "intrinsically more valuable, more charactersticy more significant in a spiritual 
* Adam Kuper, Culture: The Anthropologist's Account (1999) 56. 
Id. 
Id. at 58. 
Id. at 64. 
Id. ' Id. at 9 
2 
sense than most."' It has been called "civilization in so far as it embodies a national 
genius."8 The grandest definitions almost escape any meaning at all; Max Weber defined it 
at one point as "the endowment of a finite segment of the meaningless infinity of events in 
the world with meaning and significance from the standpoint of human beings,"' and as 
"patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behavior acquired and transmitted by 
symbols,"'o and as "a set of symbolic devices for controlling behavior, extrasomatic 
sources ofinformaton.g811 
Culture also has a political side, sometimes a dark one. Concepts of culture have been 
used to justirjt Nazism and apartheit'* and to support a wide variety of political 
So for the government official who must deal with a request for accommodation of cultural 
activity or cultural practices of an individual or a group, the word has so many meanings 
that it really has no meaning-no objective content--at all. It often has overtones, though, 
of religious practice or racial identity that implicate constitutional considerations. Because 
those overtones, too, are complex, emotionally charged and commonly misunderstood, the 
FEE should use the triggering terms of *'culture" and "cultural" only with precise and 
exphatory language. 
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The inherent problems with the terms "culture" and "cultural" are aggravated in the DEB 
because the terms are sometimes used Without specifying whether the reference is to 
ancient @recontact) Hawaiian society or to the religious or social activities of modem-day 
individuals or groups. These are very different. Sections 3.1.2,4.1.1,4.2.3 and 5.1 of the 
DEIS also give the impression that the precontact polytheistic religion still predominates 
among persons of Hawaiian ancestry. Common experience in Hawai'i suggests that this is 
not true. If NASA or its consultants have reason to believe otherwise, it would be helpful 
for the DEIS to provide some more specific data as to the numbers of people who share 
these beliefs and who will be affected by the proposed action. 
western contact brought dramatic, radical change to the Hawaiian islands and Hawaiians 
were as much agents as victims of these changes. Hawai'i's early kings and chiefs 
accomplished a near miracle in maintaining their nation's independence while guiding and 
shaping the chaotic forces which focused on the islands. It was Hawai'i's own native 
leaders who dispensed with the "old religion" of pol 
before the arrival of Christian missionaries in 1820. 
eism and human sacrifice even 
A generation later, it was Hawai'i's P
'I Id. st 65. 
* Id. 
Id. at 35. 
lo Id. at 58. 
Id. at 98. 
Id. at xii-xiii 
l3 See 3efEey Tobin, Cultural Construction and Native Nationalism: Report porn the Hawaiian 
Front, Boundary 2 21:lll-133 (Spring 1994); Roger M. Keesing, Creating the Past: Custom and 
Identi@ in the Contemporary Pacific, The Contemporary Pacific, Vol. 1, Nos. 1 & 2, Spring & 
Fall, 1989 19-42 
I4 1 KUYKENDALL, THE HAWAIIAN KINGLWM (1938) pp. 65-70. 
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own native leaders, drawing upon but not surrendering to their Western advisors, who 
replaced ancient forms of governance, land management, land ownership and many aspects 
of economic life with Western models.15 By the time it passed into history, the Hawaiian 
kingdom was a constitutional monarchy in the Western style, with a racially mixed 
legislature, judiciary and Cabinet governing a multi-racial nation which was fully accepted 
as an equal in Western diplomatic circles and boasted a literate citizenry well-educated in 
Western as well as Hawaiian ways.I6 
One other vital influence on Hawaiian history since Western contact was an early and 
continued practice of intennarriage by Hawaiians with all the ethnic and racial groups 
which have made Hawai5 their home over the last two hundred years and more. 
Intermarriage brou t a multitude of cultural influences into the cultures of Hawaiians and 
new arrivals alike. 
Indeed, "Native Hawaiians," as a group defined by race or ancestry,'* cannot f&ly be said 
to share today any common language, religion, economic regime, form of self-government 
or other unique pup-identifying features except those of the United States and the State 
of Hawai'i as a whole; "they" are Mly and completely integrated into the larger social and 
economic life of the state of Hawai'i and the nation. They hold positions of power and 
respect at all levels of society including business, government and the ats; for example, in 
the past several years, Hawai'i has had a Native Hawaiian Governor (John Waihee), a 
Native Hawaiian state supreme court chiefjustice (William S. Richardson), a U.S. Senator 
(Daniel Akaka) and numerous state officials and members of the state legislature. 
P 
So whatever form or forms the precontact Hawaiian "culture" took before Captain Jmes 
Cook arrived in 1778, it cannot be said that it persists today as it existed either at Western 
contact or at any time before that. 
There are, of course, specific areas of Hawai'i's modem artistic and governmental life 
which are associated with Hawaiian history and persons of Hawaiian ancestry, such as 
hula, chant, taro cultivation and the protection of historic sites. It is no doubt true that 
some Native Hawaiians, racially defined, engage in some or all of these activities, although 
as noted above, since "Native Hawaiians" are found throughout the society of the state and 
nation at all economic, social, educational and occupational levels, their "cultural 
practices" vary widely. Certainly, the "cultural practices" even of those seeking to 
recap- the remote past do not include such "practices" of ancient Hawaiian society as 
the draconian kupu system or human sacrifice; these were abandoned at the insistence of 
the Hawaiian rulers shortly before the arrival of Christian missionaries in 1820. Equally 
important is that fact that persons who are not of Hawaiian ancestry also engage in hula, 
See generally 1 KUYKENDALL, THE HAWAIIANKINGDOM (1938)' pp. 227-334; Paul M. IS 
Sullivan, Customary Revolutions: The Law of Custom and the Conflict of Traditions in Hawaii, 20 
l6 See genera& 3 KUYKENDALL, THE HAWAIIAN KINGDOM (1967). 
l7 ELEANOR C. NORDYKE, THE PEOPLING OF HAWAII (2nd Ed. 1989), 33,3842. 
U. HAW. L. REV. 99 (1998) 112-1 17. 
See the discussion of the term "Native Hawaiian" in the following section of these comments. 
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chant, taro cultivation and historic preservation and similar activities and on the other 
hand, many persons of Hawaiian ancestry do not engage in them. 
Thus to the extent that there is a set of beliefs, values and practices which might be called 
"Hawaiian" today, it is not a thing of precontact Hawai'i, but a radically evolved blend of 
old and new, with the new predominating, and it is ignored by many persons of Hawaiian 
ancestry and embraced by many who have no Hawaiian ancestry at all. 
"he DEIS also implies a coherence of belief and attitudes among Native Hawaiians. This 
is inconsistent with the views of other knowledgeable observers. For example, the 
following statements by George S. Kanahele, a Hawaiian scholar and businessman, . 
highlight the difficulty of identifying what is and is not "Hawaiian culture" today: 
These are the modem Hawaiians, a vastly diffkrent people from their ancient 
progenitors. Two centuries of enormous, almost cataclysmic change imposed from 
within and without have altered their conditions, outlooks, attitudes, and values. 
Although some traditional practices and beliefs have been retained, even these have 
been modified. In generid, today's Hawaiians have little farniliaxity with the 
ancient culture. 
Not only are present-day Hawaiians a different people, they are also a very 
heterogeneous and amorphous p u p .  While their ancestors once may have been 
unified politically, religiously, socially, and culturally, contemporanmus Hawaiians 
are highly differentiated in religion, education, occupation, politics, and even their 
claims to Hawkan identity. Few cOmmOIlLtlities bind them, alihough there is a 
continuous quest to find and develop stronger ties. In short, they are as diverse in 
their individual and collective character as any other ethnic pop~lation.'~ 
Mr. Kanahele's observations support the point made above that the "culture" of today's 
Native Hawaiians is not unique to them, but is fundammtally the "culture" of the State of 
Hawai'i and the United States. Persons of Hawaiian ancestry do not, as a grou or as 
several groups, exist apart fiom the larger community of the state and nation. 2 
j 9  George Kanahele, n e  New Hawaiians, 29 SOCIAL PRoCEsS W HAWAn 2 1 (1982), 
2o In his introduction to Eleanor Nordyke's comprehensive study of Hawai'i's various ethnic groups 
(see footnote 17 above), Robert C. Scbmitt, Hawai'i's former State Statistician, noted an "erosion in 
the availability, quality, and meaningfulness of some of our most important [data] series." He 
observed 
Budget cuts have forced drastic reductions in sample sizes used in the decennial censuses, 
the HHSP mawai'i Health Surveillance Program], and HVB mwai'i Visitors Bureau] 
Basic Data Survey. The 1950 census was the only such effort in the twentieth century to 
collect comprehensive data on race mixture, and in 1970 the Bureau of the Census 
deleted the category of "Part Hawaiian," which had appeared in all seventeen official 
enumerations from 1849 through 1960. As a result, the 1970 census was comparable 
neitha to its predecessors nor to the birth, death, marriage, divorce, and related statistics 
regularly compiled by various state agencies. Further definitional changes occurred in 
1980, with still others in prospect for 2990. 
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NASA should therefore conclude, and the FEE should reflect, that as to "Native 
Hawaiians," "thef' are "us"--Americans, like all the other varied Americans in the state 
and the nation, mostly with mixed racial or ethnic backgrounds and sharing in the fieedom 
and diversity of lifestyles guaranteed under the U.S. Constitution. NASA should find, and 
the FEIS should reflect, consistent with the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Adarand 
These cutbacks in statistical programs occurred at the very time that Hawai'i's population 
dynamics were becoming ever more complex, further complicating a situation that was 
already badly tangled twenty years earlier. Interracial marriage and a growing 
population of mixed bloods had been characteristic of Hawai'i since at least the 
1820's, but prior to World War II most of these unions and their issue could be 
conveniently classified as "Part Hawaiian." For the past half century, however, all 
groups have participated in such heterogeneoas mating. As a consequence, according 
the State Department of Health, 46.5 percent of the resident marriages occurring in 
Hawai'i in 1986 were interracial, and 60.6 percent of the babies born to civilian couples 
of known race that year were of mixed race. Based on tabulations from the HHSP, fully 
3 1.2 percent of all persons living in households were of mixed parentage-19.9 percent 
Part Hawaiian and 11.3 percent of other origins. Yet neither the 1970 nor 1980 censuses 
provided any indication of such developments. 
These statistical gaps, in combination with the growing complexity of demographic 
events, have seriously handicapped Hawai'i's demographers. Even such a fundamental 
(and ostensibly simple) question as "Which groups are growing, which are 
declining, and by how much?" can no longer be answered, even in the most 
approximate terms: shifting and often arbitrary racial definitions have rendered 
decennial census tabulations almost useless, and annual data from the HHSP, now 
our sole source of population estimates by detailed race, have been marred by high 
sampling variation and unexplainable (and sometimes unreasonable) fluctuations in 
group totals. Calculation of accurate birth, death, and other rates has consequently 
become exceedingly problematic. These difficulties are especially daunting in a work 
like the present one, which relies to an uncommon degree on accurate, consistent, and 
meaningful ethnic statistics. It is a tribute to Eleanor Nordyke's skill and perseverance 
that, in the face of such intractable underlying data, she has been able to fashion any kind 
of reasonable and defensible conclusions. 
'ihe importance of this analysis is underscored by the irresistible impact of the changes 
now sweeping Hawai'i. Not only are the state's oncedistinctive ethnic groups-under 
the influence of pervasive intermarriage-turning into a racial chop suey, but even 
those maintaining a fair degree of endogamy are becoming indistinguishable from 
their neighbors, as their third, fourth, and fdth generations mccumb to cultural 
"haolefication." These trends, plus the growing irrelevance of ethnic statistics, suggests 
that this may be our last chance to capture the significant differences among Hawai'i's 
people. when these differences can no longer be charted, either because the population 
has become biologically and culturally homogenized or because government no longer 
collects meaningild data, Hawai'i's value as a social laboratory will vanish. 
Robert C. Schmitt, Introduction to ELEANOR NORDYKE, THE PEOPLING OF HAWAI'I xvi-xvii 
(1 989). (Bolding added.) 
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Constructors v. Federico Perm,*' that each person of Hawaiian ancestry deserves the same 
respectful consideration of requests for accommodation of personal religious, social and 
esthetic preferences, as any American of any racs-but not more. 
Native Hawaiian 
It must be noted that all the definitions of ''Native Hawaiian'+ in Federal law (including the 
National Historic Preservation Act, the Native American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act and other acts pertinent to this EIS) and the definitions of "Hawaiian" and 
"native Hawaiian" in the law of the state of Hawai'i are based on racial classifications, or 
as the U. S. Supreme Court put it in its decision in Rice v. C a y e t a n ~ ~ ~ ,  ancestry used as a 
proxy for race. 
The consequence of this is most apparent when a Federal or state agency considers giving 
special privileges or benefits to persons of Hawaiian ancestry b d  on that ancestry. The 
Supreme Court has not wholly prohibited race-conscious legislation, but it has accepted it 
only reluctantly, and only in circmsmces of grave necessity. Such legislation is subject 
to "strict scrutinx" that is, it must be justified by a "compelling interest" and be "narrowly 
tailored" in duration and effect to achieve its purp0se.2~ 
Beyond the issue of race, affording special privileges to any person or entity based solely 
on the duration of residence or the accident of birth raises constitutionai issues of due 
process, the privileges and immunities clause (see Saenz v. Roe, 526 U.S. 489, 119 S.Ct. 
1518 (1999); Zobel v. WiZliams, 457 U.S. 55,102 S.Ct. 2309 (1982)), and the anti-nobility 
clauses (see, e.g., Jol A. Silversmith, 2%e "Missing Thirteenth Amendment": Constitutional 
Nonsense And Titles OfNobility, 8 S .  Cal. Interdisciplinary L.J. 577,609 (1999) CWe 
should remember that the nobility clauses were adopted because the founders were 
concerned not only about the bestowal of titles but also about an entire social system of 
superiority and inferiority, of habits of deferace and condescension, of social ranlc, and 
political, cultural and economic privilege.")). The DEIS plainly offers special 
consideration only to one "culture"--one inextricably entwined with a racial classification. 
Unequal treatment based on ancestry risks constitutional challenge, and on a more 
fundamentaI human level, draws a stark racial line between the various groups with an 
interest in Mama Kea. 
At the end of these comments I have appended a political cartoon by Daryl Cagle. It 
deserves careful consideration before any decision is taken which would allocate 
governmental hvor on the basis of race or ancestry. 
21 515 U.S. 200 (1995). 
528 U.S. 495 (2000). 
See Adarand Consgvctors v. Federico Pena, 5 15 U.S. 200,115 S.Ct. 2097 (1995) 
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Oral History 
It would appear that the descriptions of modern-day "Native Hawaiian culture" in the DEIS 
are drawn largely, and perhaps entirely, h m  the oral histories collected by Mr. Kepa 
Maly. The DEIS does not document the reliability of this infomation as a basis for 
decision-making by NASA or any other federal or state agency. It should be noted that. 
Mr. Maly is listed on the Malama Mauna Kea web site24 as a member of the Hawaiian 
Culture Committee of that organization. That site's description makes clear that the 
Committee is an advocacy organization for "the Hawaiian culture" as somethiug distinct 
fiom, and perhaps opposed to, Western scientific culture?' The DEB should disclose this 
and explain NASA's determination that Mr. Maly's role as an advocate presents no conflict 
with the objectivity which must necessarily underlie his role in the gathering, evaluation 
and presentation of cultural resouce Mormation for the DEIS. 
There are other reasons to question oral histories. One of the most compelling comes from 
one of Hawai'i's earliest native historians, David Malo, who lived fiom about 1793 until 
1853 and whose work "Hawaiian Antiquities"26 is one of the very few contemporary 
records of Hawaiian society just before and after the arrival of Captain Cook in 1778. In 
the very Grst chapter of that work, Malo offers the following observations on the reliability 
of oral tradition: 
4. 
historical knowledge; it served them in place of books and chronicles. 
5.  
ancient traditions, of which some are handed down correctly, but the great mass 
incorrectly. It is likely there is greater accuracy and less error in the traditions of a 
later date. 
6. Faults of memory in part explain the contradictions that appear in the 
ancient traditions, for we know by experience that "the heart is the most deceitfbl of 
7. When traditions are carried in the memory it leads to contradictory versions. 
One set think the way they heard the story is the true version; another set thinks 
theirs is the tru&, a third set very likely purposely falsi@. Thus it comes to pass 
that the traditions are split up and made worthless. 
8. 
lcuauhau). The initial ancestor in one genealogy differed from that in another, the 
advocate of each genealogy claiming his own version to be the correct one. This 
Memory was the cmly means possessed by our ancestors of preserving 
No doubt this fact explains the vagueness and uncertainty of the more 
all things." 
The same cause no doubt produced contradictions in the genealogies (moo- 
24 http://www.mal~~akea.org/site/hawaii~c~ture .php?article_id=l4 
2s "The Hawaiian Culture committee has defined its objectives to include: developing Hawaiian 
programs that educate and preserve the Hawaiian culture; making Hawaiian prograrn 
recommendations to the MKMB [the University of Hawai'i Hi10 Mama Kea Management Board] 
and assisting in implementation; integrating the foundation of Hawaiian culture into scientific 
education; and establishing a &age between Hawaiian and Western scientific culture. 
(Philosophically, this committee agrees that since Hawaiian culture forms the foundation of these 
islands, Western culture should assimilate into Hawaiian culture.)" 
26 David Malo, Hawaiian Antiquities (Nathaniel Emerson, trans., 1951) 
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cause also operated in the same way in producing contradictions in the oral 
traditions; one party received the tradition in one way, another party received it in 
another way. 
9. 
and both the worship and the articles tabued differed the one fiom the other. Each 
man did what seemed to him right, thus causing disagreement and confusion.. 
10. The genealogies have many separate lines, each one different &om the 
other, but running into each other. Some of the genealogies begin with Kumu-lip0 
as the initial point; others with Pali-ku; others with Lolo; still others with Pu-anue; 
and others with Ka-po-hihi. This is not like the genealogy from Adam, which is 
one unbroken line without any stems." 
In regard to the worship of the gods, different people had different gods, 
This candid discussion of the fallibility of oral tradition casts doubt on the descriptions of 
"Native Hawaiian culture" in Sections 3.1 .2,4.1.1,4.2.3 and 5.1 of the DEIS, which offer a 
picture of a single system of beliefs, practices and attitudes uniformly accepted throughout 
the range of persons of Hawaiian ancestry living today. Accordingl to Malo, the beliefs, 
practices and traditions of persons of Hawaiian ancestry varied widely even before 
Western contact?* It is hardy likely that there is any greater uniformity of beliefs, 
practices and attitudes today, not only because of the vastly greatex m g e  of lifestyles and 
attitudes among persons of Hawaiian a n c d 9  but because of the many other systems of 
values and beliefs represented in Hawai'i's contennpofary society.3o 
Similar doubt arises when the DEE is examined in light of the work of such academics as 
Jocelyn S. Lii~nekin~~ and Roger M. Keesing," who explain how tradition and culture are 
not static but are redefined and even reinvented by each generation to meet social, political 
and other needs. The FEE3 should explain how and why its static and simplistic view of 
"Native Hawaiian culture'' is valid, or it should abandon that view altogether. 
'' Id. at 1-2. 
study of Hawaiian mythology which reflect, for example, the variations in the genealogies of the 
Hawaiian chiefly fadies. MARTHA BECKWITH, HAWAIIAN MYTHOLOGY 293-3 13 (1970). 
'' See George Kanahele's description of modem Hawaiians at fwtnote 19 above. 
30 See generaZZy LAWRENCE FUCXS, HAWAII PONO: A SOCIAL HISTORY (1961) and ELEANOR C. 
NORDYKE, THE PEOPLING OF HAWAII (2nd Ed. 1989) 
31 See, e.g., Jocelyn S .  Limekin, Defining Tradition: Variations on the Hawaiian Identity, 10 
AIII~XXI EthnologiSt NO. 2,241-252 w a y  1983); JOCELYN LINNEKXN, CHILDREN OF THE LAND: 
EXCHANGE AND STATUS IN A HAWAIIAN COMMUNITY (1985). 
32 Roger M. Keesing, Creating the Past: Custom and Identity in the Contemporary Pacific, 1 THE 
CONTEMPORARY PACIFIC 19-42 pol .  1, NOS. 1 & 2, Spring & Fall, 1989) 
Malo's obsemtions are supported by the descriptions of Hawaiian legends in Martha Beckwith's 
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Conclusion 
The balancing of socia1 forces which NASA and others must undertake in the course of 
developing Mauna Kea is a difficult task. It demands the best possible analysis of the 
legitimate claims of the various interested parties and individuals, and the most sensitive 
appreciation of the human desires and emotions involved. The DEE description of the 
complex social and political tensions associated with "cultural resources" falls short of 
providing the thoughtful, comprehensive and balanced scholarship which is required. That 
deficiency should be corrected in the FEIS. 
I enclose an item which may be of interest. It is an article by Scott Whitney from the 
September 200 1 Honolulu Magazine. It ithistrates in popular terms what Roger Keesing 
and Jocelyn Linnekin seem to be saying in a scholarly context. It concerns the tenn 
"'ohana." It is a useful reminder of the vaIue of disciplined skepticism. 
Aloha 
10 
Paul M. Sullivan 
October 2,2004 
Mr. Sullivan’s cements also included a cartoon illustration and an article by Scott Whitney 
fiom the September 200 1 Honolulu Magazine. These submittals are not being reproduced 
because of copyright issues. 
************+**** 
Response to Comment: 
NASA’s use of terminology throughout the EIS is consistent with the Council of Environmental 
Quality and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation’s guidance and standard practices in 
writing environmental documentation. 
The EIS is based on the best available information. Your comments are respectfully noted and 
will be taken into consideration prior to the final decision. 
G-339 
I 
To: Trustee Linda Dela Cruz 
From: Jojo Tanimoto, Aide 
Date: September 2,2004 
Re: NASA EIS 
As you know, we view environmental impact statements with the “living Hawaiian” 
beneficiaries in mind. This EIS has made great strides in complying with the NAGPRA 
laws. 
There are two concerns I would question: 
1) PURPOSE AM3 NEED: (PAGE xxiii). 
“NASA has a central Mission with three components: 
1) to understand and protect our home planet, 
2) to explore the universe and search for life, 
3) to inspire the next generation of explorers. 
To this end, I encouraged the Punana Leo 0 KOM preschool children and their 
parents to visit the Waimea facility and learn what this project is all about. I was 
committed to being a chaperone. The exercise was to encourage the parents to 
acquire better paying positions with this organization. To my dismay, they were 
given an appointment and then the appointment was cancelled. They tried to 
re-schedule and was denied. Later, the school term was over and did not re- 
schedule since. 
- 
I also encouraged a science major student to apply for a position with this 
institute. We had hopes that there would be some support system for Hawaiians 
trying to enter this field. Unfortunately, we knew he would not graduate for a 
couple of months and may not qualify for the position; but he tried. Today, he 
works in the hotel industry. 
2) LAND USE AND EXISTING ACTIVITIES: (page xxi) 
“Most past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future activities on Mauna Kea 
have been consistent with State and local plans and compatible with State land 
use designations. The Outrigger Telescopes Project would have no incremental 




In the past, the developers would negotiate fair market appraisal and thenremove 
the material from the work site area for resale or distribution. The Archaeologist 
Responsibilities @age 8-6) a) The Archaeologist will follow State Historic 
Preservation Division draft Hawaiian Administrative Rules for archaeological 
monitoring studies and reporfs. Therefore, there seems no other method or 
authority to protect the sacred resources of Mama Kea. 
holding areas. Perhaps this is due to conditions in “the lease” with DLNR and the 
The future, needs to include recognition that this mountain is a sacred shrine; not 
only in Conversation, tourism print and by Hawaiians. Hawaiians need to be 
assured that the sacredness is not for sale unless detenhined so by the Hawaiian 
practicing beneficiaries. To this end, there is no address to removal of the sacred 
soil and other sacred resources when excavation takes place; only storage and 
University of Hawaii. However, it is time that this sacred shrine is given the 
acknowledgement it deserves. 






Response to Comment A: 
NASA has called this to the attention of the Public Information and Outreach Officer at the 
California Association for Research in Astronomy. 
Response to Comment B: 
In addition to the Archaeologist, a Cultural Monitor will be on-site during construction of the 
Outrigger Telescopes if implemented on Mauna Kea. 
Response to Comment 6: 
NASA has attempted to reflect in the EIS what it has been told about the spiritual significance of 
Mauna Kea to Native Hawaiians. 
6-342 
. .  
Mine Teague 
August 25,2004 




Kale and Charles Trembath 
August 30,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
NASA has attempted to reflect in the EIS what they have been told about the spiritual 
significance of Mauna Kea to Native Hawaiians. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA hosted six public meetings on the islands of Maui, Oahu, and Hawai'i in an effort to 
receive a broad representation of oral comments. NASA also welcomed and requested written 
public comments from all concerned individuals and organizations regarding the proposed 
Outrigger Telescopes Project. To facilitate comments from people unable to attend the public 
meetings, hard copies of the Draft EIS were sent to each library within the Hawai'i State Public 
Library System and Regional Libraries. The Draft EIS was also made available on the World 
Wide Web at http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/. 
G-347 
September 27,2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
office of Space Science, Code SZ 
NASA Headquarters 
300 “E’.’ Street SW 
Washgton, DC 2054Mxl01 
Dear Dr. Pilcher: 
- 
We, the concerned faculty, staff and students of the University of Hawai’i at m o a ,  are united 
in our position in strong opposition to any further development on Mauna Kea. 
m e  development on Mauna Kea must stop immediatelv and vennanentlv. 
In addition to our opposition to any further development on Mauna Kea, we are also united in 
our p i t ion  as academics and practitioners that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) fails to adequately to describe the importance of Mauna Kea to the Native Hawaiian 
people. Mauna Kea is a place of unparalleled spiritual, cultural, historical and educational 
value. The Draft EIS fails to clearly emphasize these pints. Furthermore, the Draft EIS fails to 
accurately articulate the immeasurable and irreparable damage any further development atop 
this most sacred site will cause the Native Hawaiian people. 
Mauna Kea is the Native Hawaiian peovle‘s most sacred place. 
Mama Kea is the piko (center) of the Native Hawaiian people‘s spiritual beliefs. Any 
develcrpment at this site is a desecration of sacred land. The existing facilities are symbols of 
the continuous violence committed against the Native people. A proposal for further 
development is akin to a proposal to tear down the Sistine Chapel to place a telescope in the 
Vatican. It is synonymous to a proposal to tear down George Washington’s face off Mount 
Rushmore and replace it with a telescope. NASA would never have the audacity to make of 
these proposals, because of the disrespect and damage it would do to the Roman Catholic faith 
or the American culture. Yet, NASA somehow feels it appropriate to make sure a bold and 
insulting proposal when the spiritual and cultural resources destroyed are those of the 
Hawaiian people. 
The &aft EIS fails to acknowledge the continuing importance of Mauna Kea by tempering its 
cultural analysis with events initiated by the arrival of Western settlers who have abused our 
natural resources of the last 300 years. (See Draft EIS, vii-viii.) The Draft EIS implies that the 
Native people were willing parties to the changes in ,‘the relationship of the Native Hawaiians 
I 
with ’Mauna Kea” (Draft EIS, vii). This ignores the body of literature produced by Native 
Hawaiian scholars that uniformly illustrates how the Western culture was forced upon the 
H a w a i i  people. Any changes to the relationship between the Native Hawaiian people and 
Mauna Kea post-contact were the direct result of colonization. Any assertion otherwise is both 
inaccurate and insulting. We find particularly offensive the assertion made in the Draft EIS 
“The knowledge that the Outrigger Telescopes would provide would increase human 
understanding of the universe in the tradition of the great Hawaiian navigators.” (Draft EIS, 
ix). We feel that the only “tradition” this project continues is the Western tradition of 
coloni&tion through the theft and abuse of the Native Hawaiian people’s natural resources. 
I 
Mama Kea is an incomwrable historical and educational resource. 
For over two hundred years, the Native Hawaiian people have resisted the Western world that 
has been thrust upon us. In the last few decades, we have begun to rebuild ourselves as a 
population of indigenous people and as a culture. The further development of Mauna Kea 
will ensure the destruction of historical and educational resources critical to the perpetuation 
of Native Hawaiian knowledge. The further destruction of Mauna Kea is like burning down 
the N&onal Archives and all its contents. NASA admits, “Mauna Kea has a rich traditional 
history and many archaeological sites, including some that have yet to be discovered.” (Draft 
EIS, xx). Yet, NASA proposed to destroyed those undiscovered educational and historical 
resources. 
NASA admits in the Draft EIS that ”past and present activities on Mauna Kea have 
substantially and adversely impacted cultural resources.” (Draft EIS, 4-69). The mitigation 
measures proposed are simply insufficient. (Draft EIS, 4-70). Consultation and cultural 
monitoring will not protect this most sacred place, therefore must be no more development on 
Mama Kea. The Draft EIS even admits: “Even with all the mitigation measures discussed 
above*hm a cumulative perspective, the potential impacts of reasonably foreseeable future 
activities are anticipated to be adverse and substantial.” (Draft EIS, 470). For these reasons, 
this project must not be approved. 
We hsagree with the statement in the Draft EIS that argues that the Outrigger Telescopes 
project would have a small incremental impact on Mauna Kea’s cultural resources. The Draft 
EIS states: “From a cumulative perspective, the impact of part, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future activities on cultural  sources on &una Kea is substantial and adverse. 
The addition of the Outrigger Telescopes would have a small incremental impact.” @raft EIS, 
471). NASA is proposing to build and operate up to six telescopes. Any argument that 
proposed that this would have “a small incremental impact“ is simply absurd. 
.r 
B 
According to the University of Hawai'i's Institute of Astronomy, there are already thirteen 
telescopes on Mauna Kea: nine optical /infrared telescopes, three submillimeter telescopes and 
one radio telescope. (Available at: http: / /www.ifa.hawaii.edu /mko / telescope-table.htm) 
Enough is enough. Mauna Kea is a finite resource that has already been over abused by 
Western development. NASA's needs can be met by developing this project at one of the 
alternative sites. M ~ U M  Kea is invaluable to the Native Hawaiian people- What Mauna Kea 
gives the Native Hawaiian people cannot be found anywhere else in the world. And once 
destroyed, it can never be replaced, 
W e  are strondv Omosed to anv furthe r devetoDment on the s acred lands of Mauna Kea. 
'A'ole e wawahi 'ia ka 'aina a me ka honua no ka pono o na hbkij. 
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Concerned Faculty, Staff, and Students of the University of Hawai'i at Miinoa 
September 27,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Your comments are respectfully noted. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA attempted to reflect in the EIS what it has been told about the spiritual significance of 
Mama Kea to Native Hawaiians. 
G-353 
ate: September 2, 2004 
To: 
From: Theone Vredenburg 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Subject: Structures on the Summit of Mauna Kea, State of Hawaii 
Observation: Unlike the other glaring white structures on the summit of 
Mauna Kea, the Japanese (Subaru) telescope appears 
(from WaimealKamuela) more as a part of the mountain; a 
natural formation; a tall, dark gray, rock-like form. 
Explanation: The telescope is surrounded by dark metal mesh. 
Request: NASA's efforts toward a requirement that all structures 
currently on or planned for the summit of Mauna Kea be so- 
camouflaged. 
Reason: The glaring white structures, presently on the mountain, are 
extremely offensive to us because they not only deface a 
particularly beautiful and beloved part of our islands but they 
are constant reminders of the disregard in which we are held 
in this matter. 
Theone Vredenburg 
September 2,2004 
For an observatory to take advantage of the excellent atmospheric ‘‘seeing’’ at a site such as 
Mama Kea, the air temperature within its building enclosure must be carefully controlled. The 
standard method of control is making the enclosure reflective, either by painting it white or 
covering it with an aluminized reflective coating. Although other approaches to thermal control 
have been studied, these alternative technologies are still experimental and not as mahue as 
reflective approaches. 
Subaru’s appearance from lower elevations such as Waimea is due to the combination of its 
shape and reflective aluminum surface covering. It can appear dull grey for much of the day, but 
can also appear extremely bright owing to reflection of sunlight, particularly around sunrise and 
sunset. 
NASA acknowledges in the EIS that the cumulative visual impact from past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable fbture activities is substantial. 
G-3 55 
1 
Date: Wed, 29 Sep 2004 15:31:42 +0900 
From: Deborah Ward ________.._______ 
Subject: Ward response to Outrigger EIS 
To: otpeis@nasa.gov 
X-Accept-Language: en 
X-Virus-Scanned: by NASA Headquarters Spam Firewall at mail.hq.nasa.gov 
Aloha Carl, 
I am in Katherine in Australia's Northern Territory, and due to a 
power surge, the computers in Katherine are experiencing 
difficulties. I have saved the last and final version of my letter as 
a Word document, hope you can use it as an,email, as I have not been 
able to find a way to print it today. 
Best wishes, Deborah Ward 
Ward response to OutMB1 F1 A.doc 
Printed for otpeis <otpeis@nasa.gov> 1 
September 29,2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher; 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ; 
NASA Headquarters; 300 E Street, SW; 
Washington, DC 20546-0001. 
otDeis@nasa.gov or by facsimile at 202-358-3096. 
Dear Dr. Pilcher, 
I am an 9ppointed member of the OrclKM Management Board’s Environment 
Committee, and member of the Sierra Club Hawaii Chapter’s Conservation Committee 
and have participated in the State of Hawaii DLNR CDUA Contested Case Hearing.1 
presented oral and written testimony at the scoping pre-hearings and hearings. 
I have reviewed the web version of the draft EIS for the Keck Outrigger 
Telescopes. I do not know if the testimony presented during the Scoping process was 
appended to the Draft, but since the materials presented contained pertinent and 
substantive data not contained in the draft, I would request that a complete compilation of 
these materials be attached to the final EIS. These materials included the Findings ofFact 
and Exceptions for the Contested Case Hearing held on the Conservation District Use 
Application for the Keck Outrigger Telescopes. Written testimony submitted at the public 
hearings should be appended and attributed to the speaker, as should the maps and data 
available from the USFWS/OMKM Wekiu Bug advisory coxrjmittee, as described to you 
in detail by Dr. Fred Stone at your request. 
On page xix, the draft states that “The Council on Environmental 
Quality NEPA implementing regulations define cumulative impacts as the 
incremental impacts of action when added to other past, present and 
reasonable foreseeable fitwe actions regardless of what agency 
. ..undertakes sach actions. Cumulative impacts can result from 
individually minor, but collectively significant, actions taking place over 
time. “ 
hture activities to the biological resources is likely to be moderate to 
substantial, and o v d  the cumulative impact is adverse and significant.’ 
On page xx, it states that ‘the impact of reasonably foreseeable 
On page xx the Draft states “The incremental impact of the OTP is 
small and insignificant. Further, on balance, the Project’s impact is likely 
to be beneficial to biological resources.” 
These statements are contradictory and not substantiated by any evidence. 
contrary, the highest quality of extant habitat for wekiu bug, which is the upper reaches 
and slopes of the summit cones, will be directly impacted by telescope construction, by 
tunneling and displacement of over a hundred cubic yards of cinder. Any attempt to 
create artificial habitat to replace the habitat darnaged is based on speculation, as no 
biological work has been conducted to ascertain the putative success of such a project. In 
fact, scientists who have conducted surveys of wekiu habitat are in disagreement about 
the assumptions made regarding cinder size, depth, slope, and compaction of lower 
substrate, and have express doubts about the safety of proposed artificial habitat for the 
wekiu during periods of fieezing temperatures. (See the CCH FOF appended during 
scoping ) 
On page xvii, the draft states that habitat would increase. This is not substantiated 
by evidence. Manipulating the cinder as described has never been demonstrated, and 
there is no reason to conclude that it will actually create useable habitat €or the wekiu. - 
On Page 3-20, the statement is made that pitfall traps measure activity of insects, 
not the size or density of their populations, Yet over and over, in following text, 
references are made to recovery of wekiu populations, as evidenced by a single high 
recording in a pitfall trap in June 2003 (see p 3-21 for example). The data has not been 
made available for review, nor is it published or peer-reviewed. Because it is considered 
proprietary, no review of the statistical rationale has been conducted. No statements 
regarding insect population recovery can be substantiated. 
The map on page 3-22, Figure 3-3, describes WEKIU BUG HABITAT AND 
ASTRONOMY RELATED FACILITIES, but the map is, in fact NOT a map of wekiu 
habitat, but a geological map highlighting cinder cones, and bears a fictional relationship 
to habitat not borne out by data. This map must be removed from the text and replaced 
with a map that shows accurately the densest habitat regions, in 1982,in 1997/8, and 
2003. High quality habitat has been significantly impacted by telescope and road 
construction and related activities, and the true 'impact must be depicted. The map in the 
draft and its title is an outright falsification of data. 
1 
1 
It is encouraging to see that some of the criticisms leveled at the CDUA have 
been addressed in the drafi EIS. Some of these include semiannual progress reports 
submitted to DLNR, QMKM and Bishop Museum (why not USFSW?) on page 4-19. 
The efforts made to gather weather data (on page 4-19) need to be described in 
better detail. There are sensitive and appropriate technologies available for conducting 
such data gathering, and these studies should be funded in full by NASA. Surely NASA 
scientists can provide the technical expertise to assist in acquiring the best equipment. 
It is particularly encouraging .to see that NASA is copmitted to funding a study 
of the autecology of the wekiu bug, and it would be important to study the other 
arthropods and alien imports as well. 
Finally, as a result of attending several scientific meetings in the course of my 
leave of absence, I have learned more about the effects of global warming on world 
alpbe habitats. Changes in habitat as the atmosphere warms affect both alpine plant and 
animal species and the permafrost layer in the substrate. The impact of warming on the 
Mama Kea summit will likely lead to a restriction of the range, making the s m i t  
cinder cones even more critical for the survival of restricted range organisms such as the 
wekiu. 
s m i t  in ways not even hinted at in the draft EIS, and the implications of resulting 
changes in water (and sewage eauent) flow should be addressed. 
Additionally, the melting of the permaf?ost layer may change the hydrology of the ?. 
I 
~ 
The Draft EIS lacks a section on restoration of the site to its original condition, as 
required by the State of Hawaii lease to the University. The method and costs musf be 
included in the Final EIS. DLNR/BLNR must be petitioned by UHMASA to describe in 
detail the requirements and conditions.for telecope removahpgrade or replacement and 
conditions for site restoration to original condition at the termination of the lease, at the 
end ofthe contract, or at cancelation due to violation of the lease agreements. 
lJ The absence of a summit-wide management plan, with an authoritative 'body funded and empowered to ensure compliance With mitigation addressed in the Draft EIS, continues to be a missing element. Just last month, the UH was fined for significant violations to the cui-rent agreements. This demonstrates the inability of UH or the legal fiction of OMKM to comply with its mandate. Construction of more telescopes, given demonstrated mis-management, is inadvisable. I 
In conclusion, it is evident that every incremental impact is cumulative, adverse, 
and substantial. Adding 6 more telescopes to a sensitive habitat already damaged 
substantially by 13 existing telescopes is tantamount to a failure to protect our precious 
cultural, spiritual and environmental heritage. 
Sincerely, 
Deborah J. Ward 
Deborah Ward 
September 29,2004 
Response to Comment A: 
Summaries of the oral scoping comments made at the public scoping meetings are provided in 
Acrobat@ forrnat at http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/. Comments were summarized and not 
attributed to facilitate responding and protect individual privacy. Scoping comments were 
considered in the development of the EIS. 
Response to Comment B: 
The mitigation measures were reviewed and approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) and follow all the recommendations given in previous Mauna Kea Science Reserve 
arthropod assessments (Howarth and §tone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). 
In a letter regarding the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W.M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger 
Telescopes Project at Mauna Kea, the USFWS states “The Service [USFWS] supports the 
recommendations in the WBMP [Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan] to minimize project impacts to 
endemic arthropods on the Mauna Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude 
environment from alien species introductions, garbage generation and collection, and visitor 
use. . . We believe each of the recommendations made in the WBMP will greatly minimize the 
possibility of negative impact to the wekiu bug habitat.” See Volume 11, Appendix A, for the 
letter from USFWS/Henson (USFWS 2000). 
The U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) submitted a comment letter on the DEIS stating “It is 
apparent from this DEIS that considerable thought and effort have been given to minimizing 
impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and around the proposed construction area. At present, only 
about 800 square feet of habitat will be disturbed during construction. In addition, the WEkiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan and the WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan address additional concerns on impacts 
for the OT construction activities.” See the USDOI comment letter from Patricia Sanderson Port 
located in this Appendix. 
In addition, the USDOI letter states “These plans outline actions to minimize all identified 
impacts, describe a program to restore lost habitat at a ratio of 3: 1, and systematically monitor 
long-term changes in wekiu bug populations in the area near the construction site. While habitat 
restoration for the wekiu bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the 
proposed actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly minimize impacts to the 
bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and ecology.” 
Response to Comment C: 
On page 3-23 of the Final EIS it is noted that “Pitfall traps measure activity of insects, not the 
size or density of their populations. For many insect species, the percentage ofthe population 
that is active under similar environmental conditions is roughly constant over time, and therefore 
changes in trap capture rates reflect changes in population size or density (Southwood 1978).” 
This being the case the Final EIS notes on page 3-24 that “Increasing trap capture rates measured 
during quarterly baseline monitoring indicate that WEkiu bug populations appear to have 




The assertion that higher trap capture rates were experienced in only one trap, on one day in June 
2003 is incorrect. In fact, throughout the three years of quarterly baseline monitoring, the 
average capture rates within each sampling period exceeded the rates experienced in the 1997/98 
sampling. A total of 10 traps were used in each sampling period up to the 3rd quarter of 2004 
when the number of traps was doubled to 20. During the 2nd quarter 2003 monitoring session, 
WEkiu bug trap capture rates averaged 90.6 bugs/trap/3-days on Pu'u Hau'oki (median trap 
capture rate of 87.2) (Pacific Analyks, LLC 2003b). This is generally equivalent to the 105.6 
bugs/trap/3-days recorded in 1982 on Pu'u Hau'oki (Howarth and Stone 1982) and much greater 
than the 0.2 bugs/trap/3-days recorded during a comparable period in 1997. On Pu'u Wekiu the 
2nd quarter 2003 average trap capture rate was 1 1.5 bugs/trapM-days (median trap capture rate 
of 6.0), about a fourth of the 1982 average trap capture rate of 40.77 bugs/trap/3-days. 
The WEkiu Bug Baseline Monitoring Reports are available to the public on the World Wide Web 
at: http://www.statpros.com/Wekiu bug.html. The baseline monitoring data were provided to 
OMKM in 2004 and reviewed by 
prepared for submittal to refereed professional journals. 
Response to Comment D: 
Figure 3-3 is intended to provide the reader with a general idea of the cinder cone 
habitats on Mauna Kea. The figure legend and caption have been modified to reflect this more 
precisely. Studies have reported that Wekiu bugs apparently prefer habitats comprising 
accumulations of loose cinders and tephra rocks where interstitial spaces are large enough to 
allow the insects to migrate downward (Howarth and Stone 1982, Howarth and others 1999, 
Englund and others 2002). These substrate characteristics can be found on the cinder cones that 
appear as orange on the figure. A 1997/98 arthropod assessment described the cinder cones in 
Figure 3-3 as "Potential WEkiu bug habitats" (Howarth and others 1999). Wekiu bugs have also 
been collected in habitats with other characteristics not shown on Figure 3-3 (Howarth and Stone 
1982). While the highest trap capture rates have been measured on the Summit Area Cinder 
Cones, WEkiu bugs have been observed on several of the other cinder cones listed in the figure 
legend, thus, these cinder cones represent habitat. Thorough sampling of many of the outlying 
cinder cones is not yet complete. 
Response to Comment E: 
The USFWS was added to the distribution list. 
independent committee. In addition, articles are being 
Response to Comment F: 
During the course of baseline monitoring, data gathering techniques have been refined. Data 
loggers are now being used to gather microhabitat information. 
Response to Comtnent G: 
The possible impacts of global warming (i.e., climate change and changing weather patterns) are 
identified as a potential contributing factor resulting in the decline in WEkiu bug trap capture 
rates measured between 1982 and 1999. Decreasing availability and persistence of snow could 
potentially have detrimental impacts on WEkiu bug distribution and abundance. Whatever the 




Telescope construction on WEkiu bug habitat would be small. The amount of habitat that would 
be disturbed by the proposed Outrigger Telescope construction is a small fraction of the amount 
of potential habitat available on the Summit Area Cinder Cones, and habitat restoration may 
actually increase the amount of habitat on Pu'u Hau'oki. 
Response to Comment H: 
Although there has been a significant amount of speculation about an extensive permafrost layer 
at some unknown depth beneath the summit, none has ever been found and indirect evidence of 
such a layer also does not exist. On a local scale (meaning tens of feet in dimension), frozen 
sections may occur and one such location has, in fact, been identified. However, at that scale, it 
is not hydrologically significant. Therefore, there is no hydrologically significant permafrost an( 
the "melting" of such a layer is not an issue. 
Response to Comment I: 
The End of Lease event in 2033 could result in a variety of outcomes. The State of Hawai'i, 
through its Board of Land and Natural Resources and the University of Hawai'i, will decide 
upon a course of action at the expiration of this lease. The potential impacts associated with the 
decommissioning and demolition of the observatories on Mauna Kea are addressed in Section 
4.2.15.2 of the EIS. 
Response to Comment J: 
The absence of a summit-wide management plan is a State matter and beyond the scope of the 
EIS. The University of Hawai'i paid the fine associated with the violations and by receipt of a 
letter on October 2 1,2004 addressed to Robert McLaren, Associate Director of the University ol 
Hawai'i Institute for Astronomy (UH IfA), from Samuel Lemrno, Administrator of the Office of 
Conservation and Environmental Affairs, it was determined that all violations have been 
adequately resolved (UH IfA 2004h). 
G-362 
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I ile they were s p e ~ k i ~ ~  ~ n g ~ ~ 3 h .  teiy they were 
~ ~ ~ w n  tu the E 8  
shadow game on this stage - which is NASA‘s stage. There is an invisible cultural 
commun~cati~ns barrier separating the two groups. To resolve the &mes NASA 
needs to make an extra eJgbrt to listen carefully. 
a r m  who don ’ 
t i n c ~ ~ d ~ s  the i i m  concepts. 
I personally suppofl astronomy, but not at the cost of disrespect for the Hawaiian 
culture. I know from considerable experience in extensive negotiations with devel- 
opers as an environmentalist in Sacramento, California, -0 Verne- 
re 
this does not occur the groups with lesser power will be constantly trying to under- 
cut any unilateral decisions that are made, causing interminable delays. What is 
missing here is good faith negotiations among equals. 
In developing these comments, I have asked myself how NASA might leave CI 
legucy of using rocket science and fechnology to help resolve some spiritual prob- 
lems here on Mama Kea. 
Reduce the visual impact on landscapes and view planes 
I am a resident of Hilo and live on the slopes of Mama Kea and can see the 
sunrise on the mountain every morning from my property when the clouds do not 
obscure the top of the mountain. On the top of the mountain I see the little white 
dots indicating the telescopes and find them objectionable because I know I don’t 
need to see them. Thus I have a personal stake in the disturbance of the view plane 
nese two photographs iZlustriite the 
efleciiveness of camouflage. In the photo- 
graph on rhe righz zhe ummbgeed 
yellow trailers rtdaly stand out on the 
landscape, like the telescope shells do. rfyou blur 
your eyest the siructiires on the le$ are barely distin- 
guidmble’efiurn the earth, rhe others pnp rig& our. 
photographs tuefrorn rk web site: ~ ~ p : ~ l / s c i n c e . h o w s t u ~ o ~ ~ . c ~ ~  
mihrary-cmuJage3hm. 
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This phorograph shows the fwo telescopes on ?he lefi which have a received a quick attempt ar 
simulating camouflage using the colors of the sunoundings. From a distance the two on the l e -  
would tend to disuppeur. To Hawaiians, the Keck rele.vc=ope on the right would stand out 50 miles 
uwuy c ~ l  Pu ’ukoholu in Kawaihae. Lik  white salt on an open wound thar can cause pain. the 
sight of rhe while telescopes causes spiritual p i n .  Why continue the aggravaiicin? 
and the landscape. 
Having attended many meetings and Hawaiian ceremonies, I am aware that 
Hawaiians feel that their heritage has been stolen during the past forty years of 
telescope development on the mountain. 
One of the recurring comments is a negative one about the “ping pong balls” 
defacing the sacred mountain. These are visible in the Hilo area and as far as 
Pu’ukohola Heiau in Kawaihae, the site of solemn Hawaiian cultural ceremonies. 
In previous comments I suggested that you find ways to minimize the visual 
impact of the reflective, apparently white telescope domes. While not going to 
the heart of the issues that rankles Hawaiians, it is one small way that the presence 
of telescopes could be less constantly visually intrusive. You have suggested this 
kind of idea is within the realm of your possible action when you suggested that 
you couId paint a telescope in California to overcome local objections to visual 
impacts. Why not follow through with the same idea here? 
I note that the project design of the outriggers does pay attention to making the 
appearance of the base of the outriggers blend with the surrounding landscape, but 
has done nothing to camouflage the offensive appearance of the telescope shells. 
The military has used camouflage to protect its troops; ships use camouflage; in 
this spiritually embattled situation, the telescope shells merit camouflage to 
blend in with their surroundings. For guidance, I have included in Appendix C 
the article “Militaries Study Animals for Cutting-Edge Camouflage” by James 
Owen for National Geographic News. One homely bit of advice on camouflage 
from a web site for buck hunters * is: “try to match the surroundings of the area 
you hunt as best you can.” I hope this is not too low-tech for NASA, but you 
should seriously try this. I t  does not require rocket science. Each of the four 
* d t l t p : c / p a b u c k s , c o m i r ~ ~ n ~ o ~ ~ ~ . h ~ l ~ h ~ ~ i n ~ ~ 2 ~ m ~ ~ a ~ >  
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scope domes are an icon of 
astronomy, which is a noble 
profession. But is it noble and 
professional to conduct one's 
business on the sacred ground 
of an ancient and honorable 
culture and do so as a disre- 
spectful visitor? Is it noble and -, 
professional to build on some- 
one else's sacred land and bla- 
tantly advertise one's presence, 
in effect inciting of the wrath 
and pent up ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ a t ~ o ~  of the The photograph ahow is one from the K e d  website thur 
iliustraies the ccincep of ~ ~ t e ~ f ~ r ~ ~ e t ~ .  Ked and NASA 
could also perhaps try to use it as CUI illusrratiim of how 
the telescopes blends into the surrounding 
want to demolish rhat inference with the follow- 
surrounding uteas on 
is one oniy possibk from CUI 
h e .  Given the dark 
. &om a lower vantage p n i ~  the white 
ut. The clouds in rhe buckgroud of the 
illustraiion are W I  lundscape. but cloudscape. The snow on 
the gmund is not a canstant feature on 
lasf a few weekc, u.wa!ly ir does twl 




For base sections, use browns and other e 
with the natural cinder cone s ~ u n d i n g s ~  
For off-ridge facility enclosures use colors and patterns such as the 
mottled brown tones of the surrounding lava landscape. 
Color concrete utility pull boxes installed along underground utility 
routes, antennae pads and miseeillaneons strndnres with mottled 
brown &nes to blend with the BluToMding lava landscape. No 
raw, uncolored concrete surfaces are to be allowed.” 
colors to  lend facilities 
It would appear that the existing Keck domes, acknowledging that they were 
probably planned before the Master Plan was adopted, do ns& appear to be consis- 
tent with the simple language color guidelines of the Master Plan as can be ob- 
served in the unchanged right hand part of the lower photograph on the page 2: 
1. The domes do not blend in to the natural landscape, 
2. The reflective almost-white domes maximize instead of minimize the 
visibility from surrounding areas. 
3. It would appear that surrounding smaller structures do not follow the spirit 
of the guidelines that smaller structures should blend with the surrounding 
landscape. 
While the Master Plan guidelines acknowledge that “mitigation of thermal im- 
pacts on observatory functions is an important consideration” in its recommenda- 
tion of colors that blend into the natural landscape, we are concerned that telescope 
designers may make arguments that the white domes are necessary using the miti- 
gation of thermal impacts approach. Given the advances in insulation technology 
that are available today, and the possibility that requiring more sophisticated insu- 
lation than a white dome might require could add to the construction cost, any 
added expense should be considered simply as a cost of doing business in this 
unique environment. 
So it would probably be a mistake for the Keck Outriggers to be following the 
color guidelines for the original Keck telescopes. We could find no comments in 
the Draft EIS relating to this issue of colors and the proposed Keck Outrigger 
domes. 
It would probably be useful for Mauna Kea Management to perform a “visual 
audit” using the new Master Plan color guidelines to assess the compliance of 
existing telescopes to “minimize the visual impact of the facility from surrounding 
areas’’ and “masking and blending facilities into the natural landscape.” Such an 
audit could recommend steps each telescope might take to come into compliance. 
While technidly existing telescopes were built before the guidelines, and thus 
A 
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ountain is generated down below thus does 
contrj bute to air pol lut~~n a d the other 
problems related to power generation. 
If we are to look at a transformation, as 
alluded to by Judge Heen in the Hilo EIS 
hearing, one area to examine is NASA itself. 
The flat panels on the Spirit Rover on 
Mars - a recent NASA success story - are 
covered with photovoltaic cells which con- 
vert sunlight to electricity to power the electric vehicle it is. Other devices can 
examine the sub surface soil which we will examine tater. 
We also note that reliance on oil for energy production is a large factor in the 
United States military concern with the Middle East, with continuing impacts OR 
the land of Hawai'i with its 30 military facilities. This can afso be seen in recent 
headlines announcing Defense Department budgeting of $30 million for expansion 
of the Puhakoloa Training Area by 26,000 acres on Parker Ranch land. 
cultural issue in that defense is taking Hawaiian land for military uses and the there 
is unhealthy fouling of Hawaiian air for energy production. 
So clean (non-petroleum) energy is not only a national defense issue, it is a 
- 
I ~ e c ~ r n r n ~ ~ ~  an ~ v a ~ u a t i ~ n  caf energy use at Keck now and wi 
utriggers. This would be termed an energy audit: a11 systems and 
daily cycles of energy usage. It wou 
for conserving energy use. Include 
to be purchased, in order to choose the most efficient. And include planning and 
implementation estimates for non-fossil fuel energy source production. 
Then jt makes sense 10 recommend that a minimum of 50% of Keck's dayti 
by use of photovoltaic cells, or in combination with 
other alternative sources, like wind. 50%, because it is a realistic pilot program; 
include evaluation of and ~ e c o m ~ ~ ~ d a t ~ o n s  
energy-use evaluations of new equipment 
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mean a  de! for other 
~ ~ n ~ ~ n t  is setting an example €or the private sector of reducing our depen~enc~ on 
foreign oil. And the site of the power generation could perhaps be evaluated for 
placement on the edges of the Training Area, if that occurs, to minimize use of 
otherwise productive land for farming. 
Local Hawaii ~ r n p ~ r n e ~ - ~ n s  Show Demonstrated Feasibility 
The peak electrical demand at the W. M. Keck Observatory is about 440 
kilowatts (kW). The potential capacity for the observatory is 1,000 kW, and it uses 
about 44 percent of that capacity. The power comes from the Hawaii Electric 
Company (HELCO). 
The typical electric bill for Keck at the summit averages is around $lOO,OOO a 
month, paid for by the California Association for Research in Astronomy, a non- 
profit organization funded by the University of California, Caltech and NASA. 
PowerLight Corpor&n's 
In August 1999, Parker 
Ranch and PowerLight 
. .- t 
-kZA3 
Corporation teamed up to .4 
develop the world's larg- i , .  .I . . ! . * - .._-.- 
PoweriJgitt Corporation's Parker Ranch wind and photovoltaic plarrt - m~ wind - into electricity to jarfrom Kpcck headqunr,ers. 
supply water to livestock. 
Using natural resources reduces the amount of energy required from fossil fuel 
utility stations, thus saving the environment while reducing Parker Ranch utility 
costs. 
The project, consisting of 175 kW of photovoltaic and 50 kW of wind plant 
technology, generates more than 90 percent of the daytime electrical power needed 
to provide drinking water for Parker Ranch's livestock in the M a m a  Kea, Mana 
and Keamuku grazing areas. It i s  controlled by a Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) system. The SCADA system provides the intelligence to 
maximize the eEciency of the hybrid system by matching electrical toad to avail- 
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able solar energy. Money saved from reduced utility bills more than covers the 
amortized cost of the solar energy water pumping system. 
Over the life of the'project, the environment will be saved from the effects of 
barrels of oil and emitting 20,000 tons of CO2. It is equivalent to 
providing energy for more than 1,OOO homes. 
Bay Hotel's rooftop. Over its life, the 100 kW project for the Mauna Lani Bay 
Hotel will displace approximately 14,500 barrels of oil that would otherwise be 
imported and burned to generate the same amount of electricity necessary to oper- 
ate the 350-room hotel. 
Another PowerLight PV system will cover l0,OOO square feet of the Mauna h i  
Can NASA Can Meet NASA's Own Criteria - 
Which It  Has Broadcast to the World to Jushfi the Space Progmm? 
We can see from the description above of energy technology already developed on 
the ground not far from Keck headquarters, that use of such technology could meet 
all of NASA's technology transfer goals, shown in bold below - for NASA itself. 
* Stimulates our economy* A local company gets business in an emerging field. 
* Increases competitiveness within the private sector. We were impressed that 
it is the largest hybrid photovo1taic-wind installation in the world, relatively 
near the Keck, headquarters - good selling points for an emerging business and 
NASA public relations. 
* Gains visiiility within the technical community. NASA couldn't help but 
look good, showing that it in doing its part in the thrust toward energy 
independence. 
* Benefits professionally and financially. 
* Promotes innovation and creativity with NASA technology. Definitely meets 
this criterion. 
* Mows the use of NASA's vast technical resources. 
We also note that The Rancho Seco photovoltaic array in Sacramento, California, 
is the world's largest, single site, photovoltaic power plant and now generates 3.9 
megawatts - about four times the capacity requirements for Keck. 
Mitigation Issues Demand Clarification 
from a Cultural Pers ve 
First I would like to take note here of a comment made at the Hilo EIS scoping 
hearing. Judge Walter Heen, &r acknowledging that he had been hired as a con- 
sultant to NASA, commented to the group that he had recently finished reading a 
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k called the ‘ ‘ P ~ i ~  Conspiracy.’ It talked among other things about Nazi 
Germany and how the Nazis felt that “when you destroy a culture, you can manipu- 
late them.” “What has happened,” he said, “is that the Hawaiian culture has almost 
been destroyed. What we need to do is rebuild the Hawaiian cdture. Perhaps this 
effort can be the beginning of a transformation.” 
I and others also heard you, Dr. Pilcher, say that you wanted this effort to become 
a model for how NASA could relate to a community. So, m y  people ldoked for 
evidence of new approaches in the DEIS that would honor both Judge Heen, your- 
self and NASA. After its publication, most were disappointed. 
I also note the following comments in a letter to NASA by David Lovell of the 
Royal Order of Kamehameha I, where his organization took a stance somewhat at 
odds with the prevailing Hawaiian community opinion that wants no more devel- 
opment on the mountain. “The Ali’i Nui and Grandmaster of the Royal Order of 
Kamehameha 1, Gabriel Makuakane, has decreed: “There shall be no further devel- 
opment of any kind on Mauna Kea. 
Lovell stated “As the Kahu Po‘o I am empowered by the Ali‘i Nui to make the 
following statement of exception: 
“Development may be continued if it is done intelligently, with compassion and 
sensitivity to the Hawaiian people and their culture, and with extreme care for 
the fragile environment, and when: 
‘‘0 Substantial alterations are made to proposed cultural mitigations. 
‘‘0 Hawaiians are chosen by Hawaiians to negotiate the cultural mitigations. 
‘‘0 Hawaiians form majorities on cultural mitigation committees. 
‘‘0 Approaches to environmental pollution are transformed, including sewage 
treatment, Wekiu Bug mitigation and toxic materials handling. 
“0 All mitigations are guaranteed over the life of the project and funded with 
n o d  escalators for inflation. 
‘‘e All mitigation funds be awarded to the Royal Order of Kamehameha I, Of 




issues. As a result of the previous Environxnen- 
and 
Assessment process a Section 106 Historic Preservation Consultation for the 
“Signatories” included NASA, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, 
the Hawaii State Historic Preservation Mice, the University of Hawaii, the Cali- 
fornia Association for Research in Astronomy, and the California Institute of Tech- 
nology. Notice there is not one Native Hawaiian organization. 
Many Hawaiians feel that the MOA needs to be totally renegotiated. 
Consultation needs to occur on a new MOA which is not so blatantly patroniz- 
Since NASA is a “signatory” to the existing MOA, NASA should consult with 
ing and distrustful of Hawaiians. 
Hawaiians, and consistent with the MOA, Section V, A. 1, to “propose amend- 
ments to the other Signatories and Concurring parties,” etc., consistent with the 
following recomendations. 
A big problem is that this MOA dealing with cultural issues is presumed by sig- 
natories to be valid and controlling even though it was not signed by Hawaiian 
organizations not connected with the University of Hawai‘i. A number of organi- 
zations were invited to be ‘‘concurring parties” with lesser status: no power to 
amend the MOA or, apparently determine its terms. Organizations invited to be 
concurring parties and not signing include the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Hawai‘i 
Island Burial Council, The Royal Order of Kamehameha I, k i n a  Kea Anaina 
Hou and Hui M%ma I Nii Kiipuna o Hawai‘i Nei. Ahahui Ku Mauna, set up by 
the University, did sign the document as did Mauna Kea Management as Concur- 
ring. 
There is a conflict in two of the WHEREAS clauses in the MOA The sixteenth 
one indicates that Concurring Party status is achieved only through signing this 
MOA. Yet the second clause asks concurring parties, while they may not approve 
of the Undertaking, to agree that “the provisions of the MOA are an appropriate 
means to mitigate effects on cultural resources. . .” 
that “the provisions of the MOA are an appropriate means to mitigate eflects on 
Independent Hawaiian organiztions have not signed on because do NOT believe 
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c u l ~ r ~ l  resources. ’’ 
Examine the seventh 
Contemplate that you are trying to do this project in the burid grounds of the 
highest-born of Hawaiians, in an area considered to be the highest level of heaven 
on earth, according to Hawaiians: - and you do not want to give Hawaiian any 
substantive decision-making involvement in how you trample their temple? 
Put behind you the legalities and lawyerly slights of hand you could get away 
with that might evade the issue. We ask that you show the good faith that could be 
imputed to Dr. Pilcher’s words in his comments during the EIS hearing in Hilo, 
“We want to be an example of how to work with a community on a project.” We 
assume he meant a shining, good example. 
S clause, indicating “NASA recognizes that 
The key issue is that the 
awaiians should choose Hawaiian members of the deci- 
r culturally sensitive issues that may arise in the EIS pro- 
cess should be s o h d  in a similar manner. Anything else is d, outright paternal- 
ism, unacceptable. 
Among the issues ta be considered am criteria 
of the Cultural Monitor. The MOA calls for the 
search in Astronomy to do this - prima facie an i 
sible for this. C A M  knows more about appmpriate Hawaiian oversight than Ha- 
waiians do? Ridiculous. CARA could handle the paperwork, meeting arrangements 
t the 
Hawaiians should review and approve the cultural monitoring plan devel- 
oped by the Cultural Monitor in consultation with CARA before it goes to the other 
parties. 
al mdifkation to the following 
sentence (emphasis added): “For safety purposes, dl comunication for the pur- 




entation between p 
and overseen by the 
onnel and the Cultural Monitor 
onstruction Manager.” 
The Cultural Monitor can be the recipient of an adequate safety orientation by 
e C o n s ~ ~ i o n  Manager, which should be sufficient to cover safety issues. In 
addition the Cultural Monitor can be briefed about the (fairly obvious) nkessity 
not to interrupt construction personnel when they are working, but to talk with 
them if they are interested only during breaks. 
In countless possible situations with no likely safety issue present, for one 
obvious example, during lunch and break times, the Cultural Monitor will have 
opportunities to talk with project personnel about cultural orientation issues on an 
informal basis. It is likely that this informal communication will be the most mean- 
ingful way to communicate the cultural issues, and respond to questions so requir- 
ing that “all communication . . .with project personnel” be scheduled should be 
eliminated. 
Requiring that all cultural communication be overseen by the Construction 
Manager in context of the above (a) would be a huge waste of time of the Con- 
struction Manager. It demonstrates a basic distrust of Hawaiian people by the 
telescope managers. It is patronizing and should be eliminated 
The Hawaiian Cuncarring Parties Should Have Involvement in Appoint- 
ment and Duties of the Archeologist C A M  could handle the paperwork, meeting 
arrangements, etc., but the decision making, including determining qualifications 
and the appointment of the Archeologist should reside with Hawaiians, through a 
single point of contact, perhaps the Royal Order’s Kahu Po‘o, or a committee, 
including the project manager, and other “signatory” representatives, but the major- 
ity of which consists of members of the Concurring Parties group. 
There should be Hawaiian decision-making involvement in approving the 
“Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains and Areheologid Properties 
M o ~ ~ g P ~ . ( M O A  I.B.2.a.) 
There should be Hawaiian decision involvement in determining 
content and activity relating to the b g, orientation and training mate 
(MOA I.A.1. I.B.) for all personnel including the “specially scripted training video 
tape for workers,” content of “cdtural interpretation” and materials. 
The briefing of personnel should be expanded from covering only “Native Ha- 
waiian objects, artifacts and remains,” to include information about historical and 
contemporary Hawaiian cultural attitudes about Mauna Kea and allowance of time 
for questions and answers and discussion with workers to lead to a more complete 
understanding of Hawaiian cultural issues. 
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could handle the ork, m ~ t i n g  arrangements, 
single point of contact, the ng should reside throu 
mittee, including the project manager, and other “signatory” repnkentatives, but 
There should be changes to how the ‘W-Site Mitigation Measures’’ (MOA 
HI. 1.) are handled. The MOA proposes: “NASA, in consultation with Wice of 
Mauna Kea Management will fund. . . an initiative that deals with preservation 
and protection of historic/cultural resources on Mauna Kea and educational needs 
of Hawaiians . . .” 
This money, $2 million if the project is approved, is a constructive attempt for 
this facility to deal with the what seems for NASA and the University of Hawaii to 
be an extremely difficult and challenging cultural issue that doesn’t fit into existing 
procedural categories. 
But it would be a mistake to think of it as a onetime buy-off, or a ten-year 
scheme as has been suggested, to fend off current complainants or as an adequate 
Compensation for or mitigation of the forty years of aggressive appropriation of 
Hawaiian sacred ceded lands by a University manifesting indifference to the cul- 
ture as documented by the State’s Auditor in 1998. 
The Hawaiian culture is world renowned and hallowed for (a much misunder- 
stood) “aloha,” an openness and willingness to share (long inappropriately ex- 
e m a j o ~ ~  of which consists of of the Concurring Parties group. 
ect will continue at some level for as 
long as the pmject exists, so should the i n W v e  coILtilLue to fund the cultccral 
mi#ig&n on some level as long as the project exists, 
zqtlrrtion. we refer you to NASA’s own Inflation Cal 
how to proceed here: www.jsc.nasa.gov/bu2/inflate.html. The particular index to be 
used could be determined by NASA and a committee similar to that described 
above.) 
Where is the faulty logic in this? When one pays rent or lease payments for a 
house, one does not tell the owner of the property (the Hawaiians, in this case) how 
to, or under what conditions they can spend the money, or that the rent or lease 
payments will continue for only a few years, and then will stop and the house will 
continue to be occupied by the renter who will not make any more payments. Yet 




The MOA states: “The group (chosen 
ASA as to what types of opportunities or will best benefit Hawaiians, in- 
eluding native Hawaiians . . The working group will be asked to’prioritize their 
ropsals.” 
One of the problems that Hawaiians perceive is that mitigations thought appro- 
priate by NASA administrators, astronomers and university people are not consid- 
ered appropriate by the average Hawaiian. For example, in one Hawaiian’s view, 
mitigation funding should go to jobs, day care (to enable people to get to jobs), 
health care and education. 
NASA should p v i d e  the funding to a nonprofit (perhaps set up as recorn- 
mended by the Royal Order of Kamehameha I in its original letter) at the begin- 
ning of each calendar year. It becomes a regular budget item in perpetuity with 
normal escalators for inflation. The nonprofit will be open to input from the com- 
munity, and then prioritize its own list of proposals and fund them as appropriate. 
Thus Hawaiians will be responsible to Hawaiians for how the mitigation money is 
spent - through the years. 
niversity) . . .will “inform 
The MOA states: “Funding is subject to the availability of appropriated funds in 
accordance with FederaI law (e.g. the Anti-Deficiency Act). Such funds will be 
allocated to the proposals as prioritized by the working group until available funds 
are exhausted. . . .” This sounds like mitigation funding would be put at the end of 
the line, and might not get funding. 
The mitigation funds should be provided first - in a manner similar to lease or 
rent payments for a house. You pay at the beginning of the month, or year, not 
when and if there is money left after everything else is taken care of. No payment; 
you get served with a notice of eviction notice. 
The dispute resolution section of the MOA states “1. Should zny Signatory or 
Concurring Party object at any time to the manner in which the terms of this MOA 
are implemented, NASA shall consult with the objecting party(ies) to resolve the 
objection. (etc.).” In the next version of the MOA, Hawaiian parties, whether 
they agree to the terms of the MOA or not, need to have the same status as 
signatories to seek amendments to the MOA. 
Identify Burial Sites Using Geophysical Means 
One of the devices on NASA’s Spirit Rover allows it to examine the soil of 
Mars. I would suggest employing a similar concept on Mauna Kea. Identifying the 
presence of burials and artifacts associated with them is an area of continuing 
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Kea Ranger, OMKM, UH Hilo, the au- 
thors observe that ‘The ideal way for 
planetary scientists to study the Martian 
surface and its climate is to go there. 
Some day this will happen. In the mean- 
time, and as a part of a necessary activity 
before humans travel to Mars, planetary 
scientists study places on the Earth that 
are like the Martian surface. 
T h e  summit region of Mauna Kea 
Volcano is one of the few places on the 
Earth that is similar to what we currently 
know about the surface of Mars. The 
similarity extends from climate to the 
composition of the rock and soil. Both 
Geoscan Research RM15 + 
MPXI 5 multiplexing electrical 
resistance meter** 
climates are cold and arid. Both compositions are volcanic basalt. (ere.)"* 
Demonstrating the usefulness of the technologies of geophysical analysis can 
show a useful technique to employ and provide employment for local people who 
could perhaps systematically survey the entire astronomy precinct. 
Archeological geophysical surveys of the construction site should be under- 
ken before c o n s t r u c ~ i ~ ~  begins. 
These technologies can be understood with reference on the web on the foffow- 
ing web site from which the photograph above was taken: <North American Data- 
base of Archeological Geophysics>. (Another web search term: Ceoarcheology.) 
Methods include electrical resistivity surveys, ground ~ ~ e ~ r ~ r ~ ~ g  radar and other 
techniques. 
The abstract in Appendix D identifies their use in identifying buried artifacts and 
* NASA web sile 
** <North American Dalabasc of Archdogid Geophysrcs- 
J 
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* Primary data for s e t t ~ ~ ~ e n t  pattern resea~ch and analysis can be obtained 
when details of a site are clearly mapped; 
* The placement of expensive excavations and testing programs can be guided 
to features of potentially greater interest, producing large cost savings in site 
explorations: 
Geophysical methods are nondestructive, preserving the resource for future 
generations. Non-invasive examination of culturally sensitive burial, sacred, or 
ceremonial sites can be achieved." * 
ional Cultural Properties, and Tkaditional and 
porary Native Hawaiian Cultural Practices - c- I am concerned that 
there has been no appar- r.- 
ent resolution of the 
issue of contemporary 
cultural practices of 
Hawaiians relating to the 
honoring of their ances- 
tors on Mauna Kea. 
diate concern of the LIS, highest phi the maicntuin. 
it is troubling that the University, and we understand, the Bishop Museum, which 
has received funding to examine and articulate Contemporary cilltural protocols, 
have not moved with more activity to involve contemporary practitioners in open 
examination of these issues. 
teet the Sacred Water, 
The nearest term to wealth in the Hawaiia 
The divine Kanekawaiola, revered in Hawaiian traditions as the creator and 
protector of all fresh water, holds a special place in the traditions of Mauna 
Kea because the "waters of life" were generated there. Poiiahu, although best 
* NASA website 
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A conrempomry Hawaiian culmai pi-actiiioneler, who observes ancien? 
protocols. greels the sunrire QI Lake Wniau. 
ana~y~is  and a complete 
ea be included 
a ~ ~ ~ ~ s  to snow melt water and other 
streams originate and flow? hat is the ~ n $ ~ r g r ~ u n $  ~ ~ d r ~ ~ o g i c  system there? 
Perhaps such analysis could lead us to 
y d r Q ~ o ~ ~ c  model of 
throughout the United States in celebrating National Americm Indian and Alaska 
“The Native American spirit represents a shining light of hope and resolve. 
As we pause during Ame 
honor our first Americans 
I would ask that you as this project’s leader, Dr. Pilcher, take seriously Mr. 
O’Keefe’ words. I assume they were not meant only to apply during November 
2003. 
to help resovle some spiritual problems here on Mauna Kea. Such an idea may 
seem jncongtuous to many, but it is not. I have tried to make some constructive 
suggestions to achieve this. 
You have an opportunity to leave a legacy of using rocket science and technology 





In addition to written comments, Mr. Whitney provided other documents which were not 
reproduced in the EIS because of copyright issues. They included a HunoluZu Advertiser article 
entitled “Spirit of Mauna Kea”, and documents entitled “Communicating the Hawaiian Spiritual 
Perspective in the Mama Kea, The Temple, Exhibition”, “Militaries Study Animals for Cutting- 
Edge Camouflage”, and “Geophysical Investigations at the Kauhan-Roitsch Site.” 
************** 
Response to Comment A: 
For an observatory to take advantage of the excellent atmospheric “seeing” at a site such as 
Mauna Kea, the air temperature within its building enclosure must be carefully controlled. The 
standard method of control is making the enclosure reflective, either by painting it white or 
covering it with an aluminized reflective coating. Although other approaches to thermal control 
have been studied, these alternative technologies are still experimental and not as mature as 
reflective approaches. 
Because the Outrigger domes are relatively small (approximately 10.7-m ( 3 3 4  high), they will 
in any case be barely discernable fiom locations below Mauna Kea with site lines to the Keck 
Observatory (e.g., Waimea). Outrigger Telescopes that are seen projected against the existing 
white Keck Telescopes domes will be less visually intrusive colored white (Le., blending with 
their background) than with an alternative exterior treatment. 
Response to Comment B: 
The EIS has been modified in response to this comment. See Section 4.1.8 to review added text. 
Response to Comment C: 
The Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was developed in good faith by NASA and signed in 
accordance with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation regulations. 
NASA consulted with an extensive number of individuals fiom the Native Hawaiian community 
and other organizations. Many of the suggestions provided by these Native Hawaiian 
organizations and individuals were incorporated into the MOA. 
Response to Comment D: 
The Concurring Parties that did not sign the MOA are considered to be among the organizations 
known as Consulting Parties. The MOA collectively refers to Consulting Parties as those parties 
invited to be Signatories and Concurring Parties to the MOA, whether or not they sign or 
formally concur. The Consulting Parties will be afforded the opportunity to review and 
comment on cultural sensitive issues, including selection of the Cultural Monitor. 
It is NASA’s intent that the selection of the Cultural Monitor be mutually acceptable to both the 




community. NASA would welcome the comm~nity’s participation in identifying appropriate 
individuals. 
Response to Comment E: 
The Archaeologist has been selected by CARA in consultation with the State Historic 
Preservation Division (SHPD) and the Office of Mama Kea Management (OMKM). The 
Archaeologist’s qualifications are presented in the MOA provided in Appendix B of the EIS. 
Response to Comment F: 
Prior to construction, an Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains and Archaeological 
Properties monitoring plan will be developed by the Archaeologist in consultation with the 
Cultural Monitor. CARA will comply with draft State Historic Preservation Division Rules 
(Titles 13-275, 13-279, and 13-280). CARA shall submit this plan for review by NASA and all 
Consulting Parties. Thereafter, CARA shall submit the plan to the State Historic Preservation 
Officer (Hawai‘i SHPO) for approval. 
NASA proactively completed a Draft Burial Treatment Plan specifying procedures to deal with 
an inadvertent discovery of human remains. Following an initial informational presentation of 
the Draft Burial Treatment Plan to the Hawai‘i Island Burial Council (Council) in April 2004, 
public burial notices were placed in local newspapers in early May and an amended Draft Plan 
was submitted to the Council. The plan was discussed at the Council meeting on August 19, 
2004. The members of the Council expressed their general agreement with the procedures 
recommended in the Burial Treatment Plan for monitoring during the Outrigger Telescopes 
construction and for treating any human remains uncovered during construction. Because no 
actual burials are known to be present, the Council took no action actually approving the plan or 
its procedures, concluding that this would be beyond its purview at this time. 
Response to Comment G: 
CARA will provide the Consulting Parties an opportunity early in the development of the 
training videotape to provide ideas on subject matter that should be discussed and highlighted. 
CARA will afford the Consulting Parties an opportunity to review the draft script and preview 
the videotape before the videotape is produced in final form. The Consulting Parties will also bc 
afforded an opportunity to review and comment on written interpretive materials concerning the 
cultural significance of Mauna Kea. See Appendix B for additional information. 
Response to Comment H: 
Decisions as to administrative and management issues for Mauna Kea are the responsibility of 
OMKM. The Outrigger Telescopes Project mitigation is not intended to address 40 years of 
action. The purpose of the mitigation is to limit the incremental impact of the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project. The issue of payments associated with ceded lands is one for the State of 
Hawai‘i to address. 
The MOA states that the $2 million shall be used for the “preservation and protection of 
historic/cultural resources on Mauna Kea and educational needs of Hawaiians.. .” Subject to tha 




MOA states that “Such funds will be allocated to the proposals as prioritized by the working 
group until available funds are exhausted.” NASA does not intend to substitute its judgment for 
that of the working group. 
The Anti-Deficiency Act proviso is legally required for NASA commitments. 
Response to Comment I: 
Your comment is respectfully noted. 
Response to Comment J: 
This is an interesting idea. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a technology that may be 
applicable to searching for subsurface disturbances such as burials. (This technology has not 
been used on NASA’s Mars rovers.) Upon request, NASA will provide the contact information 
of groups using and developing this technology. Anyone desiring to apply this technology on 
Mauna Kea should contact one of these groups to explore feasibility. 
Response to Comment IC 
The precipitation data used in the EIS is the measured precipitation at the summit. These data 
account for all forms of precipitation throughout the day and night, not just the fraction that is 
snow or becomes snowmelt. See Sections 4.1.5 and 4.2.5 of the EIS for additional information 
on hydrology. 
Response to Comment L: 
Thank you. Your suggestions are respectfully noted. 
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OUTRIGGER TELESCOPES PROJECT 
COMMENTS FORM 
NASA welcomes and encourages written public comments on environmental impacts and 
concerns (including historical, archeological, and traditional cultural issues) and proposed 
mitigation associated with the proposed Outrigger Telescopes. 
Your comments will be reproduced in the Final EIS for the Outrigger Telescopes Project. If you 
prefer that your name not be published with your comments, please express that desire in the 
comments section below. NASA will not publish your address in the Final EIS. 
Your comments may be written on this form and left at the registration desk. Or, you may send 
your comments to Carl B. Pilcher, Program Executive, Science Mission Directorate, Universe 
Division, NASA Headquarters, 300 E Street SW, Washington, D.C. 20546-0001. Comments 
must be provided in writing and received by NASA on or before 4:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time 
September 30,2004; fax (202-358-3096) or e-mail (otpeis@nasa.gov) 
commenter’s name: &1/ dth ,4&&=-f fM 
Commenter’s full address (street, city, state, and zip code)/ 
C] Place an X in this box if you wish to receive copies of hture environmental planning documents on the proposed Outrigger Telescopes Project (including the Record of 




Your comments are respectfully noted. 
G-386 
About the Future of Mama Kea 1 
Subject: Concerned About the Future of Mama Kea 
Date: Mon, 27 Sep 2004 15:57:01 -0700 
Thread-Topic: Concerned About the Future of Mauna Kea 
Thread-Index: AcSk5UzeccljQG//QtqbpBkSqVqB3Q== 
From: "Christina WOng" 
TO: <otpeis@nasa.gov> 
X-Virus-Scanned: by NASA Headquarters S p a  Firewall at mail.hq.nasa.gov 
Dear Dr. Pilcher, 
I am writing to you today because I am very concerned about the future 
of 
Mauna Kea. I and qany know for a fact that NASA is not living up to its 
own 
past and present Environmental Impact Statement and is neglecting the 
cultural and ecological significance of Mauna Kea. NASA needs to start 
viewing Mauna Kea and the island of Hawai'i with more respect and work 
with 
the community in finding a "better plan" in order for astronomical 
research 
to continue without environmental destruction. Mauna Kea is an extremely 
special place not solely because it provides us with insights on 
outerspace, 
but also because it is home to sacred Hawaiian temples and rare insect 
species that reside nowhere else in the world. It is ignorant and 
disrespectful of this organization to revolve its management plan around 
only its own inte-A i s  1 y Y k -  
people of the United States of America and as a citizen of this great 
nation 
I would like to see NO MORE DEVELOPMENT on Mauna Kea. Also could you 
please 
read *he following attachment, 





name= "Mauna-Kea-Public-Comment . rtf " 
f ilename="Mauna_Kea-Public_Cononent. rtf " 
@ Mauna-Kea-Public-Commentxtf 
Deadline for written comments is September 30, 20 
Dr. Carl B. Piicher 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ 
NASA Headquarters 
300 “E” Street SW 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 
Aloha 5r. Pilcher: 
Mauna Kea is a prafoundly holy and sacred temple. The summit area has been 
developed, paved, bulldozed and occupied ,by the telescope industry for 30 years. TI 
existing footprint expands over twenty faciiities. The Goddess Poiiahu, who resides c 
the summit, has’been paved, graded and changed forever. The native WGkiu bug ha 
been nearly -wiped out, the view plane of the summit, on which an important religious 
practice is dependent, has been destroyed. Cultural sites have been routinely 
destroyed. 
According to NASA’s own Draft Environmental Impact Statement past and pres 
telescope activities on Mauna Kea have, “substantially and adversely impacted 
cultural resources.” NASA further admits, “future activities on the summit would 
continue the substantial and adverse impacts on cultural resources.” 
Any additional development on the mountain is unacceptable to the people of 
Hawai‘i. . 
4 
proposals and management needs of the summit region. 
& 
and does not adequately address the combined effects of existing and proposed 
expansion. 
6 




including a thirty meter telescope, being proposed for the untouched northern 
slope. 
There has been unencumbered development on the summit for thirty years. Enough 
enough. NO More Development. 
1 here IS no Mauna Kea management plan, wnicn IS n e c e - 7  
The 5ElS was hastily done, ignores important data, includes shoddy science 
Lake Waiau and Hawai‘i Island’s principal aquifer are threatened by existing 
NASA has identified the Canary Islands as a viable alternative for this 
NASA’s expansion plans would open the door to even more development, 
I support the position that there should be no further development on the sacred 




Deadline for written comments September 30,2004 
e-mail t o : m @ m , a g Q y  
fax: (202) 358-3096 
Christina Wong 
September 27,2004 
Your comments are respectfully noted. Please see the responses to Killani ‘Akahi’s comment 
letter with regard to your attached letter. 
G-390 
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Dr. Carl B. Pitcher 
Office of Space Services, Code SZ 
NASA Headquarters 
300 E Street SW 
Washington, D.C. 20546-3096 
B 
Dear Dr. Pitcher; 
The construction of the NASA observatory atop Mauna Kea as suggested by your DEIS is 
an abomination of the legal system and designed in total disregard of the laws of the state of 
Hawaii. The lands on which the observatory and its outriggers are to be constructed are lands 
held by the State of Hawaii, designated as commation district and placed in the protective 
subzone since it consists of lands occupied by an endangered specie. When you prepared the 
DEIS, you fkkd to take into consideration the h t  that you will be required to: 
I. comply with all of the laws of the State of Hawaii including applying for a 
Conservation District Use Authorization. IIA 
2. The laws of the State of Hawaii mandates that all land uses provides for the protection 
3. The Hawaii State Legislature has adopted a statement of necessity which requires that 
of all endangered species and their associated ecosystems. 
protection of endangered species and their associated ecosystems be given the highest priority. 
4. Since the project site is inhabited by the Wekiu bug, the project intends to mitigate the 
impact to critical habitat of the insect by translocating the endangered species to adjacent sites. 
The Hawaii statutes prohiits the taking of the site currently occupied by the insects. 
Furthemore, there exists no de-ive scientific or practical evidence that such translocation can 
and will contmue the life struggle fbr the endangered specie. Also the Hawaii statutes do not 
permit the trmslocation of the species and instead requires that the endangered species and its 
associated ecosystem be protected and premed. -- 
5.  Because the land belongs to the State of Hawaii, and is in the "protected" sub zone of 
the comervation district, the proposed land use requires the approval of Board of Land and 
Natural Resources. The CDUA does not permit the Board to evaluate the mitigation to the 
endangered species, but by its own rules and regulatians requires the Board to only evaluate the 
impact of the proposed land uses on the endangered species and its associated ecosystem - 
6. The Hawaii statutes and the Hawaii Supreme Court's decisions reiterates time and 
again that the laws inchding rules and regulation legally adopted by the administrat ive agencies be 
given full e&t to the piain meaning of the rules when the rules themselves are not ambiious. 
C j 
ial citations of the Hawaii S 
to this decision. In short, the 
ion and cannot look at mitiiion as a means 
endangered p i e s .  - 
That the lands m question belong to the State of Hawaii and that &e laws of the State of 
Hawaii wiil govern its use is unquestionable. Yet you only chose to follow the requirkments of 
NEPA in total disregard of the EIS requirements and the laws of the State of Hawaii. NEPA 
apparently pennits the translocation of endangd species. Hawaii’s laws do not. - 
The laws of the State of Hawaii involved are as follows: 
1. The Hawaii Legislature m adopting chapter 195D made specific “Fhdings and 
declaration of necessity.” It states in HRS 195D-1 as follows: 
“Since the discoveery and settlement of Hawaiian islands by man, many 
species of aquatic I&, wildlife, and land plants that occurred naturally 
Only m Hawaii have become extmct and many are threatened with extinction, 
Primrily because of increased human use of the land and disturbance to native 
ecQsystems. 
All indigenous species quatic He, wild&, and land plants are integral parts of 
Hawaii’s native ecosystems and comprise the living heritage of Hawaii, for they 
represent a natural resource of scientitie, cultud, educationd, envirommntal, ant 
Economic value to future generations of Hawaii’s people. 
To insure the continued perpetuation of indigenous aquatic We, wildlife, and land 
plants, and their habitats for human enjoyment, for scientific purposesy and as 
members of ecosystems, it is necessary that the State take positive actions to 
enhance their prospects for survival.” 
2. In order to implement their specific findings, the legislature also adopted HRS 195D- 
5(d) which states: 
“In carry& out programs authorized by this section, priority shall be Iriven to tht 
coIIsRTv8tion and D rotection of those e d a w  ered aquatic We. wildlifk. and land 
plant species and their associated ecosvstems, whose extinction within the State 
would imperil or terminate, respectively, their existence in the world.” @mphasi 
-1 
3. The environmental Policy enunciated in chapter 344, HRS, provides in 344-4(3)(A) 
as fbllows: 
“(3) Floraand fitma. 
(A) Protect endangered species of hzdigenous plants and animals...” 
4. Article XI, Section 1, of the Hawaii State Constitution provides as follows: 
“CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF RESOURCES 
and its political subdivisions shall co nserve and motet Hawaii’s natural beauty 
and all natural resources, including land, water, air, xnineds and energy sources, 
and shall promote the development and utilization of these resources, &d shall 
promote the development and utilization of these resou~ces in a manner consistent 
with their conservation and in fiutherance of the selfdiiciency of the state. 
All public natural resources are held in trust by the State for the benefit of 
the people.” 
Section 1. For the benefit of present and future generations, the State 
In order to carry out the mandate of the constitution, the legislature adopted the 
meaning of ‘%on~erve and conserving“ as using all “methods and procedures for the purpose of 
populations aquatic life, wildiife and land plants.” . . .  increasingand- 
Recently the Hawaii Supreme Court construed the constitutional provision as “the people 
of this state have elevated the public trust doctrine to the level of a constitutional mandate. M 
RE WATER USE PERMIT APPLICATIONS, 94 Haw. 97; 9 P. 3d 409 (2000) at page 13 1. 
5. Chapter 13-5, Hawaii Administrative Rules which deals with the issuance of 
Conservation District Use Authorization requires the Board of Land and Natural Resources to 
detennine (among other criteria) whether ‘’The proposed land use will not cause substantial 
adverse impact to existii natural resources w i t h  the surrounding area, community or region.” 
The des ,  which has the force and e m  of law, does NOT provide for the mitigation of those 
impacts in order to qualify the applicant for the permit. Therefore, any construction of the site of 
the wekiu bug will be m violation of law. 
One last item which deserves mention is the callous manner in which the University has 
permitted the construction of more and more fkilities on Mauna Kea despite the protest of large 
members of the community. Promises made years ago by Donald Hall for the construction of the 
first Eacility have fhkn by the way side years ago. Protest made years ago about the mercury 
vapor lamps and hunters driving up on the mountain creating dust were addressed years ago. Yet 
with the advent of the stryker training grounds being established in adjacent PTA, with the driving 
of the 18 T vehicle on dirt roads, nothing is mentioned of it. It appears that the CoIIstmction of 
the “spider” facility will not end the construction period but will go on until every bit of the 
mountain has a hil i ty on it. The University is NOT a good steward of the land and the lease it 
holds should be terminated. 
“. . .along came a spider 





September 179 2004 
Response to Comment A: 
California Association for Research in Astronomy (CARA) would implement the Outrigger 
Telescopes Project and be subject to all applicable Federal and State statutes and regulations, 
permits issued by State and local agencies, and mitigation measures specified in the NASA 
Record of Decision (ROD). 
No on-site construction or installation of the Outrigger Telescopes would occur until all permits 
and approvals are obtained. The University of Hawai‘i’s responsibility to acquire a Conservation 
District Use Permit and the Federal Government’s responsibility to complete the National 
Environmental Policy Act process are separate and independent processes. 
ResDonse to Comment B: 
The WEkiu bug is a candidate for listing under the Endangered Species Act. The mitigation 
measures were reviewed and approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and 
follow all the recommendations given in previous Mauna Kea Science Reserve arthropod 
assessments (Howarth and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). 
In a letter regarding the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W.M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger 
Telescopes Project at Mama Kea, the USFWS states “The Service [USFWS] supports the 
recommendations in the WBMP [WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan] to minimize project impacts to 
endemic arthropods on the Mauna Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude 
environment from alien species introductions, garbage generation and collection, and visitor 
use. . . We believe each of the recommendations made in the WBMP will greatly minimize the 
possibility of negative impact to the wekiu bug habitat.” See Volume 11, Appendix A, for the 
letter from USFWSEIenson (USFWS 2000). 
The U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) submitted a comment letter on the DEIS stating “It is 
apparent from this DEIS that considerable thought and effort have been given to minimizing 
impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and around the proposed construction area. At present, only 
about 800 square feet of habitat will be disturbed during construction. In addition, the W&iu 
Bug Mitigation Plan and the W&iu Bug Monitoring Plan address additional concerns on impact! 
for the OT construction activities.” See the USDOI comment letter from Patricia Sanderson Pofl 
located in this Appendix. 
In addition, the USDOI letter states “These plans outline actions to minimize all identified 
impacts, describe a program to restore lost habitat at a ratio of 3: 1, and systematically monitor 
long-term changes in wekiu bug populations in the area near the construction site. While habitat 
restoration for the wekiu bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the 
proposed actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly minimize impacts to thr 
bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and ecology.” 
Response to Comment 6: 




Response to Comment D: 
A Federal EIS must be prepared in compliance with federal law. See also Response to 
Comment A, 
Resuonse to Comment E: 
See Section 4.1.7.2 of the EIS for information regarding traffic and transportation of large 
construction vehicles. 
Based on the US. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Transformation of the 2"d Brigade Combat Team in Hawai 'i, the Stryker vehicles will be 
operating at the Pijhakaloa Training Area (PTA) and the Military Vehicle Trail between PTA and 
Kawaihae Harbor. They will not be traveling in the Hilo direction or on the road to or past Hale 
P6haku (USACE 2004). 
G-395 
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Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Oflice of Space Science, Code SZ 
NASA Headquariers 
301) E SW@; sw 
Washington DC 20546-00.01 
Dear Dr. Pilcher: 
Subject: Draft Environmentat Impact Statement 
Outrigger Telescopes Project 
TIMK: $-4-15:9 & 12, W. M- Keck Obsenratorv site, Mauna Kea. Hawaii 
This is in tesponse to your letter dated July 28,2004 letter requesting our comments‘on 
the Outrigger Telescopes Project proposed for the W.M. Keck Observatory site on Mama 
xes. 
Plaw note OUT current address for all future corremondences. Further. other than QU 
letter dated January S 3,2004, we have no additional comments to offer. 
If vou have auestions. please feel frct 10 contact Esther Tmamura or Larry Brown of this 
nfkce at 961:8281(. 
Christopher J. Uuen 
August 25,2004 
Thank you for providing your current mailing address. Your previous comments have been 
respectfblly noted. 
G-399 
Conservation Council Cor Hawai'i 
P.O. BOX 2923 
Honolu~u, Hawai'i 96802 
(808) 593-0255 phone, Fax 
inFo@conservehi.org w.conservehi .org 
September 30,2004 
Dr. Carl B. Pilcher 
Office of Space Science, Code SZ 
300 E St., SW 
NASA Headquarters 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 
Re: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Outrigger Telescopes Project 
Mauna Kea Science Reserve, Island of Hawai'i 
Aloha. This letter provides comments by the Conservation Council for Hawai'i on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Outrigger Telescopes Project Mauna Kea Science Reserve, 
Island of Hawai'i, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, July 2004. CCH is a science- 
based, non-profit, environmental organization dedicated to protecting native species and restoring native 
ecosystems for future generations. 
General Comments 
1. Past construction of telescopes and associated infrststructure on Mauna Kea occurred with little regard 
for unique cultural and natural resources. Agencies charged with protecting the public interest 
ignored the destruction and failed to enforce the law. 
2. We appreciate recent efforts on everyone's to address the significant concerns relating to development 
of the Mama Kea summit. However, we find the DEIS vague in many areas, unsupported by 
scientific evidence, and otherwise deficient, violating the spirit and letter of the law. We request that I 
revised DEIS be prepared for public review and comment. 
3. Development of the Mama Kea summit is one of the most controversial land use issues in recent 
times. The Executive Summary does not identify the "areas of controversy (including issues raised by 
agencies and the public), and the issues to be resolved," as required by federal regulation, 40 CFR 0 
1502.12. The body of the DEIS does not identify specific issues and concerns raised by the public. A 
thorough summary of the EIS scoping process would be useful. Without such a summary, the public 
and decision-makers have no way of determining whether the DEIS covers all of the significant issues 
associated with the proposed action, as required. 40 CFR 0 150 1.7. 
4. Why is there only one letter in the NEPA Consultations section in Volume I1 of the DEIS? Is there 
documentation of any other communication between NASA and local, state, and federal agencies, 
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- 
5. We also request that better maps be included in any revised DEIS so that the public and decision- 
makers are better able to evaluate the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of the proposed action. 
For example, it is difficult to determine the location of existing and proposed development in relation 
to the boundary of the Astronomy Precinct and in relation to the various cinder cones at and near the 
summit. In addition, it is not clear from the DEIS where, specifically, the project site is located in 
relation to Pu'u Hau'oki. Is the project site on the crater rim, on the crater floor, or at a high-elevation 
location near Pu'u Hau'oki? - 
Specific Comments 






There is no mention of a pending petition by M A  The Hawaiian-Environmental Alliance to list 
the wekiu bug as an endangered species with critical habitat designation. The petition was filed with 
the US. Fish and Wildlife Service on May 23,2003. The Service is in violation of the federal 
Endangered Species Act by failing to respond to the petition within the legally required time frame. 
There is no mention of the Wekiu Bug Scientific Data Review Committee, established by the Office 
of M a w  Kea Management in the fall 2003. The Committee comprised scientists with expertise in 
the wekiu, other native Hawaiian invertebrates, Mauna Kea summit ecology, and bio-statistics. The 
Committee found that several threats to the wekiu exist, including present or threatened destruction, 
modification, or curtailment of wekiu habitat; overuse of wekiu habitat; predation; alien species; 
global climate change; and inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms to protect the wekiu. The 
Committee also found that there was sufficient data to warrant keeping the wekiu on the candidate 
endangered species list and listing it as a threatened or an endangered species (June 17,2004 
memorandum from the Committee to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service). The DEIS does not include 
the Committee's findings or all of the data relied upon by the Committee. 
D 
E 
The DEIS should include a table sumfnarizing the results of surveys of the wekiu at and near the 
summit over the past 20 years or so. The DEIS should also include a thorough discussion of the 
relative densities of wekiu in different areas within the occupied habitat. 
We question the qualifications and credibility of the scientist who prepared the wekiu mitigation and 
monitoring plans for NASA. No scientific literature is cited in either plan. The scientist has 
published little, if any research in peer-reviewed scientific journals. He does not appear to be working 
closely with other scientists, and he does not appear to have the respect of his peers. NASA must 
insure the professional integrity - including scientific integrity - of the discussions and analyses in the 
DEIS. 40 CFR 0 1502.24. We are puzzled as to why NASA insists on using this consultant when 
there are qualified scientists based in Hawai'i. 
Who are the scientists at Pacific Analytics? What are their credentials and qualifications? How much 
time have they spent in Hawai'i conducting research prior to being hired by NASA? What is the 
extent of collaboration between Pacific Anaiytics and scientists at the University of Hawai'i, Bishop 
Museum, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and other institutions? Is the methodology used by Pacific 
Analytics the same methodology used by the University, Museum, Service, and other institutions? 
Are Pacific Analytics and Hawai'i-based scientists and establishing a mutually agreed upon 
- 
methodology, and are they sharing information? I 
G 
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6. The proposed mitigation for the wekiu is questionable. The DEIS does not include any evidence to 
support the claim that the proposed restoration of wekiu habitat will be successful. Has similar 
mitigation been done elsewhere? - 
- 
7. The DEIS (mitigation plan in Volume II) states that NASA will restore approximately 0.069 ac as 
mitigation for past destruction and in exchange for permission to construct four, possibly 6 outrigger 
telescopes on the summit. The proposed restored habitat appears to include only the amount of land 
destroyed by proposed Telescopes 2 and 3, plus a little extra for past destruction. The calculation 
does not include mitigation for any areas aected by the underground infrastruGture associated with 
Telescopes 2 and 3; heavy equipment damage; proposed Telescopes 1 and 4; and possibly Telescopes 
5 and 6. Why not? Assuming the proposed restoration could be accomplished successfully, it is 
insufficient to make up for the loss of wekiu habitat by past and proposed construction. Furthermore, 
the proposed restoration should not be based on only the amount of land destroyed, but the quality of 
the destroyed habitat as well (Le., density of wekiu supported by that habitat). 
8. The DEIS states that restoration will occur on the floor of Pu'u Hau'oki, an area adjacent to JB5 at 
Telescope 2, and an area adjacent to Telescope 1. How were these locations chosen? Do any of these 
locations currently support wekiu? How will the restored areas be affected by the proposed action. 
-  
9. The DEIS states that cinder excavated fiom the project site will be screened, washed, and dumped in 
the proposed restoration areas. Do wekiu occur in the cinder at the project site? If so, where is the 
impact analysis for the excavation of cinder fiom the project site? If wekiu do not occur at the project 
site, what is the evidence to support NASA's belief that wekiu will occupy the restored habitat? -  
10. The DEIS states that the wekiu mitigation plan was prepared in collaboration with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service. Who, specifically, in the Service was involved in preparing the mitigation pfan, and 
what was the level of involvement? We request peer-reviews of both the proposed mitigation and 
monitoring plans, and publication of the reviews in the revised DEB. - - 
11. What is the relationship between the proposed mitigation plan and any efforts by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to enter into a Candidate Consewation Agreement with the State of Hawai'i? What 
is the status of those discussions? - 
12. There is little discussion of the other 10 native arthropods on the summit and no impact analysis of the 
proposed action on these animals. Where do these animals occur? What kind of habitat do they 
occupy? How will the proposed action affect these animals and their habitat? Federal regulation 
requires that, if there is incomplete or unavailable information, the EIS must include a statement that 
such information is incomplete or unavailable, and a statement of the relevance of the incomplete or 
unavailable information to evaluating reasonably foreseeable significant impacts on the environment. 
40 CFR $ 1502.22. 
I 
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- 
13. The methodologies used by NASA to support its claims relating to the wekiu and other native 
arthropods are not identified in the DEIS or are vague at best. It is improper to rely on the 
consultant’s observations and to merely list unpublished monitoring reports in the References section 
of the DEIS as the bases for the required environmental analyses. The DEIS must ‘‘identify any 
methodologies used and shall make explicit reference by footnote to the scientific and other sources 
relied upon for conclusions in the statement.” 40 CFR $ 1502.24. - 
14. The DEIS contains no impact analyses of the use of water and soil stabilizem to control dust. Instead, 
the discussion is restricted to the consultant’s unsubstantiated opinion and wishful thinking. The 
DEIS must be “concise, clear, and to the point, and shall be supported by evidence that agencies have 
made the necessary environmental analyses.” 40 CFR $1500.2(b). - 
0 
P 
15. How much water will be used to suppress airborne particulate matter, and how frequently will it be 
water to its habitat? Is water a limiting factor in increasing wekiu populations? What is the evidence 
to support NASA’s claim that several dust-suppressing soil stabilizers are considered environmentally 
applied? What is the scientific basis for claiming that the wekiu will benefit from the addition of 
friendly and appear to be free of residuals that can harm native arthropods? Which specific soil 
stabilizers might be used in the proposed action? What do the stabilizers consist of, and do any of 
them contain residuals that might harm native arthropods? ij 
1
16. Will all vehicles, equipment, cargo, and construction materials be washed and inspected? If so, when 
and where will this occur? The DEIS states that a ”trained biologist” will be in charge of inspecting 
everything transported to the site. Will this be sufficient? What is the procedure if the trained 
biologist is unavailable OR any given day? Will the transport of vehicles, equipment, and materials, 
and construction at the project site cease? We recommend that a team of qualified individuals monitor 
transport and construction to insure compliance with all required procedures. - 
17. What “appropriate action” will be taken to limit the impact of accidental spills of hazardous waste? 
The DEIS is improperly vague in this regard. - 
18. The DEIS is also vague in its analysis of impacts to native arthropods by non-native species. For 
example, what level of predajion of native arthropods by non-native spiders occurs at the present? Is 
sweeping the webs of alien spiders with a broom the only non-toxic method for controlling these 
species? Is this method currently employed at the summit? If so, how effective is it? 
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Response to Comment A: 
NASA believes the analyses presented, which are based on the best available information, 
adequately support the conclusions drawn. 
Response to Comment B: 
NASA has made every effort to address all scoping comments that are within scope of the EIS. 
Summaries of the oral scoping comrnents made at the public scoping meetings are provided in 
Acrobat@ format at http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/. The Executive Summary has been amended 
to identifl the primary issues of environmental controversy and those to be resolved. A 
discussion of the scoping process has been added to Chapter 1 of the EIS. Comments were 
summarized and not attributed to facilitate responding and protect individual privacy. 
Response to Comment C: 
The title of Appendix A in Volume I1 of the EIS was changed to more accurately reflect its 
content. Chapter 8 in Volume I of the EIS provides a list of all individuals and organizations 
consulted. This list includes, but is not limited to, parties who were sent a copy of the Notice of 
Intent to Prepare an EIS, and/or a copy of the Draft EIS. 
Response to Comment D: 
See Figure 2-9 in Volume I of the EIS which shows the location of the W.M. Keck Observatory 
on a topographic map in relation to Pu'u Hau'oki. 
Response to Comment E: 
NASA reviewed the Wekiu Bug Scientific Data Review Committee's report and new 
information was added to Section 4.1.2 of the EIS. 
Response to Comment F: 
NASA believes that the written text of the EIS better captures and explains the results and 
conclusion of these surveys than would a table. 
Response to Comment G: 
The principal consultant from Pacific Analytics, LLC has been Dr. Gregory Brenner. 
Dr. Brenner earned a B.A. from Occidental College in 1974, a Masters of Science degree in 
Biology from Cal Poly in 1990, a Masters of Science degree in Statistics from Oregon State 
University in 1994, and a doctorate in Entomology from Oregon State University in 2000. 
From January 1995 until August 1998, Dr. Brenner was employed as an invertebrate ecologist 
for the United States Geological Services (USGS), Biological Resources Division (BRD). His 
duties for that job included conducting investigations on ecology and restoration of native 
Hawaiian ecosystems in Hawai'i, with special emphasis on the arthropod fauna of Hawai'i. He 
investigated the status and distribution of rare invertebrates in protected Hawaiian ecosystems 
and elsewhere in the Pacific. The focus of his work was on the importance of native and alien 
invertebrates in Hawaiian ecosystems, and to determine the relationships of invertebrates to host 
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plants and native bird populations. He studied the disturbance to native arthropod communities 
caused by predators and other invaders or ecological disturbances. His duties also included 
advising federal and state agencies in Hawai‘i on biological fmdings and assisting them in setting 
Hawaiian invertebrate research priorities. During the time he was a resident of Hawai‘i he 
cooperated and communicated with the Federal, State, and private research and resource 
management groups, especially those working in Hawai‘i. 
During the course of his work at USGSBRD Dr. Brenner assisted several research scientists in 
Hawai‘i with insect conservation planning and ecosystem monitoring design. He participated in 
and led several arthropod surveys including those of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Refuge 
in South Kona, Kaho’olawe Island, Mamane forest on Mauna Kea, the U.S. Naval Reserves in 
Guam, and others. He conducted research on the impact of biological control agents and insect 
pest species on native Hawaiian insects, and on the ecology and biology of Hawaiian insects. He 
attended several Hawai‘i Conservation Conferences, presenting posters and papers on his 
research, and organized the 1998 “Invertebrate Conservation in Hawai‘i: Developing a Strategy” 
symposium. He also participated in several Hawai‘i Conservation Forums where threats to 
native Hawaiian invertebrates were discussed, and helped develop strategies for the conservation 
of Hawaiian ecosystems. 
Dr. Brenner was the USGSBRD Principal Investigator during the 1997/98 W&iu Bug study, 
assisting with study design, analyzing data, and contributing to ecological interpretation of 
collected data. He was later contracted by the B.P. Bishop Museum to coordinate and prepare 
the 1999 report entitled, “An Arthropod Assessment within Selected areas of the Mauna Kea 
Science Reserve” prepared for the University of Hawai‘i Institute for Astronomy. During the 
two years of this study he helped plan and conducted field research studying the ecology, habitat 
requirements, and distribution of WEkiu bugs. At this time he also conducted a comprehensive 
library search of all WEkiu bug related scientific literature, and became very familiar with the 
current state of scientific knowledge about the WEkiu bug. 
Prior to his work with NASA, Dr. Brenner had spent more than five years conducting research 
and consulting on native Hawaiian arthropods. 
The methodology used by Dr. Brenner to monitor WCkiu bugs during WEkiu Bug Baseline 
Monitoring is substantially the same as that used by all other scientists studying the WCkiu bug. 
The WEkiu bug sampling protocol, prepared by Dr. Brenner, was approved by a group of 
scientists convened by the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) in September 
2001. The group included scientists from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), B.P. 
Bishop Museum, Smithsonian Institution, and University of Hawai‘i. Dr. Brenner has continued 
to refine this methodology, and, as a result, has developed a live-trap that reduces trap mortality 
to about 2% of the bugs captured. Previous methodologies used traps that caused between 40% - 
100% mortality. 
The data collected from W&iu Bug Baseline Monitoring is shared with the Office of Mauna Kea 
Management (OMKM), who is coordinating efforts to compile and evaluate all WEkiu bug- 
related information. Dr. Brenner has attended meetings convened to discuss WEkiu bug ecology 
to which he was invited. He freely discusses the information he has gathered with other 
interested scientists from the USFWS, B.P. Bishop Museum, Smithsonian Institution, and others. 
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Response to Comment H: 
The mitigation measures were reviewed and approved by the USFWS and follow all the 
recommendations given in previous Mauna Kea Science Reserve arthropod assessments 
(Howarth and Stone 1982: Howarth and others 1999). 
In a letter regarding the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan for the W.M. Keck Observatory, Outrigger 
Telescopes Project at Mauna Kea, the USFWS states “The Service [USFWS] supports the 
recommendations in the WBMP [WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan] to minimize project impacts to 
endemic arthropods on the Mauna Kea summit and minimize the impacts to this high-altitude 
environment from alien species introductions, garbage generation and collection, and visitor 
use. . . We believe each of the recommendations made in the WBMP will greatly minimize the 
possibility of negative impact to the wekiu bug habitat.” See Volume 11, Appendix A, for the 
letter from USFWSLHenson (USFWS 2000). 
The U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) submitted a comment letter on the DEIS stating “It is 
apparent from this DEIS that considerable thought and effort have been given to minimizing 
impacts to wekiu bug habitat in and around the proposed construction area. At present, only 
about 800 square feet of habitat will be disturbed during construction. In addition, the WEkiu 
Bug Mitigation Plan and the WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan address additional concerns on impact! 
for the OT construction activities.” See the USDOI comment letter from Patricia Sanderson POI+ 
located in this Appendix. 
In addition, the USDOI letter states “These plans outline actions to minimize all identified 
impacts, describe a program to restore lost habitat at a ratio of 3: 1, and systematically monitor 
long-term changes in wekiu bug populations in the area near the construction site. While habitat 
restoration for the wekiu bug has never been attempted and success is not guaranteed, the 
proposed actions identified in the DEIS and the two plans should greatly minimize impacts to tht 
bug and promote greater understanding of its biology and ecology.” 
Response to Comment I: 
The WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan, Volume 11, Appendix D, of this EIS does not state that NASA 
will restore approximately 0.069 ac, nor does it state that restoration is mitigation for past habiw 
disturbance. It states on page D-2 that “Restored areas will total at least three times the total arei 
damaged by new construction.” Page 4-1 8 of the EIS reports that “The proposed restoration 
effort would encompass an area of at least 0.024 ha (0.057 ac)”. The calculations for the amouni 
of habitat restoration are based on estimates of habitat disturbance that would occur during 
construction of the Outrigger Telescope Project. Construction activities will be monitored and 
the actual amount of habitat disturbance will be used to determine the minimum amount of 
habitat restoration to be completed (in a 3: 1 ratio). The proposed restoration areas are not 
limited to areas disturbed by Outrigger Telescope construction, but also include habitat areas 
disturbed by previous construction activities that are no longer considered to be viable WEkiu 
bug habitat. 
Construction and installation of Outrigger Telescopes 1 and 4 does not involve disturbance of 
current WEkiu bug habitat. The mitigation is intended to compensate for the small about of 
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habitat disturbance of Outrigger Telescopes 1 and 3. The mitigation is not intended to 
encompass past and future projects. 
Response to Comment J 
The locations for habitat restoration were selected based on availability of previously disturbed 
habitat with a potential for successful restoration. The areas had to be those that would not be 
disturbed by observatory operations after restoration is completed. The restoration areas had to 
be located djacent to currently occupied habitat so that WEkiu bugs could migrate into the 
newly restored habitat. The proposed restoration areas do not currently support WEkiu bug 
populations, although some WEkiu bugs may forage there. Restoration of WEkiu bug habitat will 
occur after site preparation is completed. Once restored, the areas will not be disturbed by any 
construction-related or operational activities. Protective barriers and educational signs will be 
placed nearby to discourage future disturbance. 
Response to Comment K: 
Cinder that will be excavated from the site was compacted during the construction and operation 
of the W.M. Keck Observatory, and WEkiu bugs do not occur there. The scientific basis for 
WEkiu bug habitat restoration can be found on page 4-20 of the EIS. See also Response to 
Comment H. 
Response to Comment L: 
The EIS does not state that the Wekiu Bug Mitigation Plan was prepared in collaboration with 
the USFWS. It is stated on page 4-18 that “The habitat restoration portion of this plan has been 
developed in conjunction with the USFWS and other scientists familiar with WEkiu bug 
ecology, . . .” Dr. Steve Miller, USFWS Honolulu, and other scientists discussed modifications 
to the habitat restoration plan in a meeting held in June 2004. The WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan 
and WEkiu Bug Monitoring Plan were reviewed by USFWS. In that review the USFWS 
supported the proposed mitigation and monitoring actions with the belief that they “will greatly 
reduce the possibility of negative impact to WEkiu bug habitat.” (See Volume 11, Appendix A, 
USFWS 2001). See also Response to Comment H. 
Response to Comment M: 
NASA has no involvement in discussions between USFWS and the State of Hawai‘i. 
Response to Comment N: 
Detailed quantitative information about the ten other native arthropods that are thought to be 
residents of the summit of Mauna Kea is unavailable. These arthropods are new to science and 
have not been described as species. However, the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan addresses all of 
the potential stresses to the natural ecosystem on the summit of Mauna Kea from the proposed 
Outrigger Telescopes Project and would reduce potential impacts on the other native Hawaiian 
arthropods present as well. In addition, of the ten other native arthropods found within the 
summit area, six have also been found in the Area Below the Summit Area Cinder Cones 
(Howarth and others 1999). Any impact to these arthropods would be similar and likely 
proportionate to any impact to the WEkiu bug. The remaining four arthropods, which include 
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two species of mites and two species of sheetweb spiders, have been found only on the Summit 
Area Cinder Cones (Howarth and Stone 1982; How& and others 1999). However, it is 
unlikely that the Outrigger Telescopes Project would have any reasonably foreseeable significani 
adverse effect on these species. See Sections 3.1.3.1,3.1.3.2, and 4.1.2.2 for more details. 
Response to Comment 0: 
The analyses contained in the EIS are based on the best available scientific information. The 
results of WEkiu Bug Baseline Monitoring are reported quarterly with copies sent to DLNR, 
OMKM, and USFWS. The quarterly reports are available on the World Wide Web at: 
http://www.statpros.com/Wekiu_Bug.html. 
Response to Comment P: 
An analysis of water use for dust control is provided in Section 4.1.3.2 of the EIS. Other dust 
control measures, including the use of environmentally safe soil stabilizers, are discussed in 
Section 4.1.10.2. 
Response to Comment 0: 
Moisture is considered a potential limiting factor for Wekiu bugs. It has been hypothesized that 
Wekiu bugs are susceptible to dehydration (Ashlock and Gagne 1983), and use humid hiding 
places when the habitat is dry (Howarth and Montgomery 1980). WZkiu bugs have been found 
to be most abundant where they can migrate downwards to moisture (Howarth and Stone 1982). 
Water that is used for dust suppression can increase the humidity where it is applied, thereby 
creating favorable conditions for WCkiu bugs. 
Many dust-suppressing soil stabilizers are manufactured. Some may be environmentally safe 
and therefore appropriate for use at the Outrigger Telescopes Project construction site. For 
example, Harvard University research found that the soil stabilizer, NaturalPAVE@ XL, is 
suitable for environmentally sensitive areas such as bird sanctuaries and riparian corridors. 
NaturalPAVE@ XL has been used in several state and national parks including the Lorance Creel 
Natural Area in Arkansas, the Running Eagle Falls Nature Trail in Glacier National Park, 
Montana, and the Finnacles National Monument in California. NaturalPAVE@ XL has also been 
favorably reviewed in the Green Building and Design Recommendations at the University of 
Wisconsin - Madison. 
Item 6 of the WCkiu Bug Mitigation Plan (Volume 11, Appendix D) describes when and under 
what conditions soil stabilizers would be used. Soil stabilizers considered for use would be 
professionally reviewed, and only those found to be environmentally safe would be used. 
Response to Comment R. 
Please see page 4- 14 and WCkiu Bug Mitigation Plan (Volume 11, Appendix D) items 12 and 13 
for a description of inspection requirements, and information about where and when vehicles, 
equipment, and materials will be inspected. All items will be inspected before proceeding up the 
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ResDonse to Comment S: 
Sections 3.1.5.2 and 4.2.6.2 of the EIS describe the actions the Mama Kea facilities have taken 
to handle hazardous materials carefully and respond appropriately in the unlikely event of a spill. 
Response to Comment T: 
The level of predation of native arthropods by non-indigenous species is unknown. It has been 
hypothesized by scientists studying the W&iu bug that alien species can impact native 
arthropods on the s d t  (Howarth and Stone 1982; Howarth and others 1999). Interdiction 
through inspections is one of the best methods to prevent the introduction of alien species. Much 
effort would be spent washing and inspecting equipment, vehicles, and construction materials to 
prevent the introduction of alien species. However, if some still manage to escape detection and 
arrive at the construction site, the methods described in the WEkiu Bug Mitigation Plan (Volume 
11, Appendix D) should reduce the likelihood that they would become established there. 
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